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PREFACE

Learned men have been fascinated by dreams since the dawn of
recorded history.

Dreams provided a profession for the oneiromancers

and oneirocritics of Egypt and Babylon, preoccupied the philosophers
and mythologists of Greece and Rome, and inspired the prophets of

ancient Palestine.

Thus, the study of dreams possesses an ancient

heritage, and roots as diverse as those of all true psychological
studies.
Today, dreams continue to fascinate a group of professionals in

various disciplines.

Novelists employ dreams very effectively, to

portray psychological conflict, suspend reality, or provide a new

perspective on the assumptions of everyday life.

Theologians still

regard them on occasion as communications from the supernatural
realm, whether that implies the good or evil sector.

Philosophers

still hail them as clues to the functions of the mind, pieces in the

puzzle of epistemology , and clues to the riddle of ontology.

Psychologists provide data for the epistemologists and ontologists,
cast evidential doubt on the conjectures of the theologians, and

apply the insight of the novelist to the understanding of the dreams
of individuals in distress.

They provide the others with material

for constant reaction and interaction in relation to that topic.

And they re-create the dream mythology which psychology shares with
philosophy, theology, and literature.

This same mythology it shares

in relation to the broader problems of the soul

V

consciousness

,

and

the self, so that psychology can only stand among the various

sciences and humanities which address themselves to these questions.

Despite the universal and interdisciplinary relevance of dreams,
their study has become a definite object of specialization.

When

psychology finally emerged as an independent discipline and solidified as a profession during the latter decades of the nineteenth
century, it had unequivocally fallen heir to the study of dreams.

With the exception of the Swedenborgians

,

theologians were silent on

dreams, which were no longer regarded as bona fide revelations.

Philosophers were concerned primarily with their metaphysical implications, and literary critics emphasized only the fact that they were

often portrayed very inaccurately when employed in literary expression.
Meanwhile, psychology had applied its new methods to their study,
and relied on them to shed light on major psychological questions.

How was it that psychology, by the time it emerged as a
discipline, had also been assigned custodian of dreams and their
study?

Let us assume that the psychology of dreams reflects the

general history of psychology

— not

only in its basic metaphysical

assumptions, but also in its methodology and its roots.

If we assume

that the science of psychology had its roots in the general intellectual

advances of the eighteen-sixties and seventies, we may well ask,
"Where was dream theory by 1860?

Where was it by 1910?" and "How

did it progress from one to the other?"

We may also assume that

psychology inherited the study of dreams due, at least in part, to its
roots in speculative philosophy.

Dreams were of ultimate importance

in addressing the questions of philosophical psychology.
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In the earliest days of classical antiquity, there were the

oneirocritics and oneiromancers

.

The first interpreted dreams under

the assumption (usually) that the dream was a message from the gods

or from some external source.

The latter claimed to foretell the

future by the interpretation of dreams, under the primary assumption
that the disembodied soul could transcend the boundaries of time and

space, thereby able to foresee its own future.

By 1860 the prevailing

sentiment held that this type of dream interpretation (or divination)
was no longer acceptable.

The sophisticated contributors to the

periodical literature cited the dream-books associated with the

oneirocritical tradition only to denounce them.

In general, they

were interested in explaining dreams in some other way
entailed explaining them away

.

—which

often

Often they assumed that the dream

contained no message at all, except one relating to the physical

condition of the body.

Dreams were attributed to external or internal

sources of physical stimulation, and they were believed to convey
no information other than that which pertained to the functioning
of the mind in various states of consciousness.

This tradition

culminated in the dream investigation of the twentieth century, which
takes place in the physiological sleep laboratories and conforms to
the empirical tradition in psychology.

Others (mostly psychiatrists) later assumed that dreams still

needed interpretation, but they were now regarded as a message from
the dreamer himself, rather than from an outside source.

This gave

subsequent
way to the Freudian system of dream interpretation, and the

clinical analysis of dreams.

Some dreams still remained unexplained,

these were
especially those of a prophetic or telepathic nature, and
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assigned to the students of the occult and psi phenomena.
This dissertation provides, first and foremost, an overview
of nineteenth-century dream psychology.

It asks how nineteenth-century

writers regarded the theorists who had come before them, and how
they redirected these theories in their own speculation and empiri-

cal research.

Questions of philosophical psychology are emphasized.

What did dreams teach the observer about his characteristic way of
looking at the world?

How did they force him to confront ontologi-

cal questions and the nature of reality?

What did they tell him

about the nature of truth and the sources of knowledge?

What did

they tell him about the relationship between the mind (and its

various faculties) and consciousness?

And, more crucially, about the

existence of unconscious or subconscious mind?

How did they regard

these dissociated states in relation to the "normal" or usual waking
self?

What was the nature of the self, especially as it was mani-

fested in dreams?

In addition, dream theories will be placed in

the broader perspective of the history of psychology.
It was an interest in the history of psychology, as well as
its interdisciplinary roots, which originally provided the impetus

for this study and subsequently carried it to fruition.

While engaged

in research on the phrenological movement in America, I shared with
Dr. Gadlin my feeling that this movement might be regarded as an

early "civil" or "popular" religion.

From that moment, we searched

for other movements within psychology which might unite his interest

century,
in the growth of personal identity during the late nineteenth
likely, inand my assertion that psychology had taken over (or, more
the
herited) many areas which were once clearly and exclusively in
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domain of theology and religion.

Though it was a serendipitous

discovery, the psychology of dreams proved to be an ideal topic for

my investigation, since theology had so clearly absolved itself from
the study of dreams, while psychologists regarded it as obligatory.

Transforming serendipity into scholarship, however, proved a
formidable task.

An initial trip to the card catalogs and Poole's

Index resulted in a decision to limit the study to periodical literature, since important books were generally unavailable.

Chronological

limits were also set, determined by the scarcity of relevant periodical literature prior to the late 1850' s, and Freud's trip to

America in 1911.

This was a wise decision, as the periodical litera-

ture proved to be much more extensive than anticipated, and indicated
that most of the relevant (and unexpectedly numerous) books would

indeed have been unavailable.
But the entry of a psychologist into the world of historical

research was much more complex than that, and much more difficult.
It initiated a slow process of discovering various periodical indices,

searching for the periodicals and articles (which came from interlibrary loan offices all over the country)
items to an ever-growing bibliography.

,

and tediously adding

This was followed by an even

more frustrating process of unearthing descriptive information on
the 81 different periodicals involved

—many

of which were not in-

cluded in Mott's History of American Magazines or the English

Wellesley Index

.

Biographical information on authors was even more

difficult to obtain.

Many of them were protected by the custom of

anonymity, while many others were not of great enough renown to be

included in Who's Who and similar biographical indices.
ix

The rare

!

moments of joy came when

I

made my own serendipitous discoveries:

tracing the anonymous author of an article, or the fact that two
articles, appearing under different titles in different places,

were actually one and the same— facts overlooked by Poole and his
cronies.
ans

I

emerged with a considerably increased respect for histori-

!

Other aspects of the reasearch leave me with distinct physical
impressions:

emerging from a dank and dark library basement, covered

with dust and particles of deteriorated bindings, and smelling as
though

I

were in a similar condition; the physical impossibility of

carrying more than one volume of the huge and weighty Harper's Weekly
at one time (on the shelves, removing one resulted in the famous

"domino effect"!); feeding several hundred nickels to Xerox machines,

because these books are never allowed to leave the sacred halls of
ivy;

filling in dozens of inter-library loan requests; sorting and

categorizing several hundred dreams.
The latter, though often tedious, also proved one of the most

Quite apart from the theories,

interesting aspects of the study.

the illustrative dreams offer wonderful and delightful glimpses into

the nineteenth-century unconscious, as well as its overt customs.

One

finds there not only a pervasive interest in prophetic dreams and

extrasensory phenomena, but also an intense preoccupation with death
and extensive manifestations of violence

— and

but little that directly

reflects the major social, economic, and idealogical developments of
the time.

Amusement and perplexity often preceded my desperate efforts
at objectivity, especially as I read some of the lengthier and more
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prominent sources.

Julius Nelson, in his attempt to correlate

dreams with sexual cycles, seemed a strange candidate for the
first

dream article in the American Journal of Psychology

,

and the implica-

tions of his work became clear only after much cogitation.

was

I

greatly surprised that the dream interpretation of Morton Prince and
G.

A.

Waterman had received so little attention in twentieth-century

psychology, and I secretly ascribed to them more credibility than to
Freud.

On reading Schiller and Melinand, who discussed the relation-

ship of dreams to reality, it was very tempting to immerse myself
in ontological questions rather than psychology and dreams.

In

this way, the whole study became a lesson in liberal education and

pre-specialization.

Some of the most insightful contributions to

nineteenth-century dream psychology were made by men and women who
were neither psychologists nor psychiatrists, philosophers nor theologians:
I

but astronomers, geologists, biologists, and editors.

Thus,

became even more strongly committed to the view that, as a psy-

chologist,

I

must always work in cooperation with philosophers,

theologians, literary critics, and scientists of various persuasions.

My personal thanks also go out to an "interdisciplinary" group
of friends, who helped to make this dissertation a permanent reality

rather than a mere fleeting dream.

Giving credit where credit is due,

I

wish to express my

gratitude to Tom Bentley, who passed through my life briefly, like
"the shadow of a dream," and planted in my mind the seed of a

dissertation

...

.

.

.

to Howard Gadlin, who gave the dream its substance.

wholehearted confidence and support have inspired my academic
xi

His

endeavors, while his laughter has kept me from taking them
too

seriously

.

...

.

.

to Barry O'Connell, who challenged my thinking through

his careful criticism, quickened my enthusiasm, and shared my faith

...

.

.

to Dave Todd, Jim Averill, and Marcia Westkott, whose

participation made this project possible and provided me with a
diverse audience

...

.

.

.

to Sally Kinder, who shared the best of my dreams and the

worst of my waking moments, and helped to make my dissertation year
a happy one

...

.

.

.

to all my friends at The College Church, who provided

a vital source of inspiration and helped me to believe in myself

...

.

.

.

to Shelly Cashdan, who strongly encouraged philosophical

interests which have been strengthened greatly through this process.
I

further wish to acknowledge the assistance of the various

people and institutions providing the necessary resources:

the

interlibrary loan services at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst
and Washburn University of Topeka, which provided me with many of
the otherwise unavailable periodical articles; the reference collections

and serials at Amherst College's Frost Library, Forbes Library in

Northampton, Topeka Public Library, and Watson Library at the

University of Kansas /Lawrence; and the helpful suggestions of John
Fitzpatrick, The Menninger Foundation.
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ABSTRACT

The Dream in Periodical Literature:

1860-1910

From Oneirocriticon to Die Traumdeutung Via the Questionnaire
(February 1977)

M.

Hendrika Vande Kemp, B.A. , Hope College
S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Howard Gadlin

In this historical study, the author examines pre-Freudian

dream theories as exposited in English and American periodicals and
professional journals from 1860 to 1910.
'

Theories are examined in

their relation to both dream phenomena and the emerging discipline of

psychology.
In the introduction, the author discusses several possible

approaches to this study and their relevance for the final work.

Here

she clarifies the derivation of the phenomenology utilized, discusses
the role of dreams in the emerging discipline of psychology, questions
the real impact of Freud in changing the direction of dream psychology

and the adequacy of its focus today.

She further discusses the role

of dreams in the discovery of the unconscious, and ends with brief

suggestions about the relevance of appended material.
Chapter One presents a brief overview of the historical tradition as seen by the nineteenth-century writers

.

While most of this

tradition was rejected as superstition, other classic theories, such
as the Atomism of Democritus and Lucretius, were seriously re-examined
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and reinterpreted.

Chapter Two examines the social context of the emerging
new

"dream psychology":

quantitative trends over the six decades and

five-year periods, the periodicals and journals in which
publications appeared, their primary content, and their authors.

The inter-

disciplinary, pre-professionalized nature of "dream psychology" is

readily apparent, as well as the transition of dreams from a theological to a psychological specialty.

Chapter Three briefly introduces the phenomena and categories
of dreams illustrated in this literature.

Categories were derived

partly from those used by theoretical writers and partly from numerous dream anecdotes presented without further comment.

Changes in

categories are evident as dreams became objects of physiological and

experimental investigation rather than popular entertainment and
fascination.

Chapter Four examines specific theories and speculations on

dreaming from 1860 to 1910.

Discussion includes the relationship of

dreams to reality; dreams and memory; hypermnesia and paramnesia in
dreams; memory (and forgetting)

of^

dreams; the reporting and record-

ing of dreams; consciousness in dreams; dreams, telepathy, and death;

premonitory dreams; and the faculties in dreams

— emphasizing

Will,

Reason, and Imagination.

Extensive appendices supplement the study.

Appendix A provides

the following information on the 84 periodicals and journals included
in the bibliography:

full title, founding and cessation dates, place

and frequency of publication, subscription price, descriptive summaries,
editors, and years in which articles on dreaming appeared.

xiv

Appendix B

provides biographical data on the authors.

Appendix C offers a more

detailed history of the oneirological tradition, and presents excerpts
from several of the classic dream-books.

Appendix D excerpts most of the dream accounts illustrating
this literature.

These are annotated and organized on the basis of

categories introduced in Chapter Three:

presentational and repre-

sentational dreams, experimental and suggested dreams, kinaesthetic/

muscular dreams, systemic/organic/physiological dreams, dreams
shadowing

forth

physical disease; nightmare, incubus, and frighten-

ing dreams; prophetic/premonitory dreams, discernment of true character
in dreams, symbolic and abortive promonitory dreams, self-fulfilling

prophecies; telepathic and clairvoyant dreams; dreams of death, the
dead in hypermnesic dreams, dreams predicting one's own death, death

symbolic and archetypal, the dead conveying religious or philosophical
truths; dreams in the law courts; hypermnesic dreams; the moral sense
in dreams; imagination in dreams, proleptic dreams; reasoning in

dreams; somnambulism; dream consciousness, dual existence, double

and changing identity; dreams of celebrities; dreams illustrating

Freudian mechanisms; clinical material.
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INTRODUCTION

The following study was designed to examine the nature of

American dream theory between 1860 and 1910, as reflected in the
periodical literature of that period.

Initially, it was my intent to

examine the theories in their dialectic relationship with dream

phenomena (subjective reality), changes in personal identity, and the
contemporary American social structure (objective reality):

an

intellectual history as suggested in the work of Berger and Luckmann
(1967) and others of their school.

From a preliminary perusal of the literature it soon became
apparent that such an examination presupposes a phenomenology and
taxonomy of dreams and an analysis of dream theories.

Therefore, the

focus was deliberately shifted to concentrate on the systematic

psychology of dreams which is prerequisite to any further analyses of
this rich and extensive literature.

For this reason, the major con-

tribution of this study is a systematic one, lying in the classification and description of dreams, and the illustration of these diverse
categories.

This taxonomy is both internal and external in its

derivation:

based not only on the dream phenomena but also on major

theoretical considerations of the period.

A Taxonomy of Dreams
The dreams and theories may be divided into three major groups,
as presented in Table 1.

There is a degree of arbitrariness in this
1
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grouping, as well as some overlapping, but it
appeared to be the most

parsimonious.

Ultimately, the mechanism and material of dreams
includes

these types of dreams and theories which most interested
Freud, either
in his review of the scientific literature or the
explication of his

own theory.

The waking-dreaming-sleeping relationship is that which

most concerns dream investigators of the twentieth century.

And the

dreams classified as parapsychological phenomena are those which

remained unexplained in nineteenth century dream psychology and even
today remain on the fringe of scientific psychology so that their students are regarded with a degree of suspicion.

Emerging most clearly from the theoretical strands of the

— and often referring to specific illustrative dream
anecdotes — is the classification dealing with the mechanism and

literature

of dreams.

material

Most basic to subdivisions of this classification are

the two most prevalent "scientific" perspectllves on the dream mechanism.

Those dreams illustrating the associationist-sensationalist approach
are presented in Appendix D under the rubric "sensation and imagery:

presentational and representational dreams."

Here are placed all

dreams attributed to stimulation from the external organs of sense as

well as those originating in internal somatic stimulation from the
muscles and viscera or induced by the effects of various drugs or
illnesses.

These are contrasted with representational dreams,

apparently limited to the action of imagery, and not attributable to
sensations of any sort.
Those dreams representative of the psychoanalytic approach are

presented as "dreams illustrating Freudian mechanisms."

These

mechanisms actually involve discriminations based on materials as well.

"

4

and both mechanism and material are partially illustrated
by the

dreams presented under the category of "clinical material."

subcategory of nightmares

,

The

also belonging to this first group, was

derived by the author and is more properly phenomenological

:

night-

mares were widely reported and richly illustrated, but the theories

posited to explain them resorted to both sensation and imagery, as

well as more anthropological considerations.

A second classification of dreams and dream theories consists
of those that deal with the relationship between dreaming, sleeping,

and waking (which are often regarded as three states of consciousness
on a continuum culminating with death)

with four major categories.

.

The literature deals explicitly

Somnambulism comprises a clearly demar-

cated phenomenological entity which is technically not a subcategory
of dreaming:

in fact, the abnormal motor action is directly anti-

thetical to the normal sleeping or dreaming state and is typical of
waking.

This category complicates the interrelationships considerably.

Memory also clearly links dreaming to waking.

Hypermnesic dreams

rely on waking experience for their source, so that they might also
be classified under the material of dreams (as they are explicitly by

their appearance among the Freudian mechanisms).

Among them, those

illustrating dej a vu might as properly be included among clairvoyant
dreams or relabeled as "paramnesic.
Also relevant to the relationship among dreaming, sleeping and

waking states are the dreams illustrating the relative degree of
activity of each of the faculties

.

Although these might technically

relate to the mechanism of dreams (since they directly reflect Reid's
associationism) they are more explicitly concerned with comparing the

.

—

5

sleeping or dreaming faculties to the waking
ones.

manifestations (or alterations)
here.

of

The various

consciousness must also be included

Again, these could be used as illustrations of
various Freudian

mechanisms.

But they are more clearly relevant here, since
the

dreamer can only know that his consciousness has been
altered by
comparing the dream consciousness to that of his usual waking
state
(or the total absence of consciousness assumed in undisturbed
sleep)

A third major classification of dreams and theories relates
parapsychological phenomena.

to

Very explicit as a phenomenological

category are the prophetic dreams, which go by various other, but
related, labels.

Without further analysis, these cannot be placed in

the other categories, although they have a profound effect on the

waking state.

Almost totally implicit as a phenomenological category

are the dreams of death, which

classification.

form a major subdivision of this

These dreams were reported without self-consciousness,

and were seldom related to each other or used to establish a tradition
as though the authors and reporters were unaware of the importance or

prevalence of these dreams.

They might also be classified as pro-

phetic, telepathic, or clairvoyant, but are in any case illustrative
of paranormal events.

Telepathy and clairvoyance were clearly evi-

denced in dreams, but these categories also were seldom explicit,
since these terms were only coined as parapsychological and psychical
studies developed.

Dreams used in courts of law cut across all these

subdivisions, illustrating telepathy, clairvoyance, prophecy, and
death.

This category was itself explicit, although it was seldom

related to any more general phenomena.

Similarly, all of the dreams

relegated to the category of parapsychological phenomena were devoid

6

of adequate explanation at a scientific or
theoretical level, and

were usually presented in an anecdotal context.
This taxonomy is further discussed in Chapter III of the

dissertation and the annotations to Appendix

D.

Dreams and the History of American Psychology

A second important contribution of this study is a more strictly
historical one:

the exposition of the dream literature as it appeared

in various groups of periodicals and journals and as it took shape at

the hands of various authors and groups of professionals.

This

history is interpretive, not in a broad cultural sense, but as it
relates to prof essionalization and specialization.
It is difficult to assess accurately the role of dreams in the

history of American psychology, primarily because one does not know

where to focus one's search.

We can begin with a brief look at the

question of how American the study of dreams was in general.
The periodical literature on dreaming between the late 1850s
and 1910 was extensive and diverse.

Nearly 200 articles were referenced,

of which 173 are included in the present bibliography.

Of these, 24

were reprinted, some as often as three times, to add 33 available
sources.

These articles appeared in 81 periodicals and journals, of

which two originated in Canada, 32 in the British Isles, and 47 (58%)
in the United States.*

Of the original articles published, 58%

appeared in American periodicals and journals; of the total number of

*Appendix A presents further information on these periodicals,
and indicates when articles on dreaming appeared and by whom they

were authored.

7

articles, 63%.

The authors responsible for this body of
literature

were a heterogeneous group of at least 154 individuals
representing
various nationalities and professional groups.

were Americans.
Irish.

About half the authors

A majority of the others were English, Scottish, or

The rest wrote from Canada or continental Europe.

American

periodicals and authors began to dominate in the nineties.

However,

it is not clear whether this reflects an actual publication
trend,

or if it is an artifact of the research methodology and the indices

available for twentieth-century sources.

The picture is also com-

plicated by the fact that non-American authors, such as Havelock
Ellis, James Sully, and Sandor Ferenczi came to write in American

publications.

At best we can conclude that a separation of English

and American dream psychology came about only at the end of this

period, with the numerous psychological journals that sprang up in the

United States.
If the discipline of psychology can be taken as its representa-

tive, the scientific community in general was reluctant to take up

the study of dreaming, although it received serious attention from

William James in his investigations and writings related to psychical
research and the psychology of religion.

In James' Principles of

Psychology (1890), however, the subject receives no more attention
than a footnote reference in relation to "real worlds."

Wundt's

Outlines of Psychology (1897) discuss it only briefly in relation to

"psychical states" and the physiological problem of formulating a
sleep theory.

Titchener's Primer of Psychology (1900) discusses

dreaming as an "abnormal state of consciousness."

The same general

situation prevailed in the writings of the moral and mental science

.
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movements of the decades preceding the birth of
scientific psychology.
Joseph Haven, in Mental Philosophy (1857), devotes
ten pages to dreams,
but relegates them to a chapter on "supplementary
topics" discussing

"mind as affected by certain states of the brain and
nervous system."

Neither Hickok's Empirical Psychology (1854) nor Seelye's
later revised
edition (1885) make any mention of dreaming.

of_Man (1874) similarly neglects the topic.

Hopkins' Outline Study

Similarly, of the writers

in the group under study, none who wrote books on dreaming were

Americans.

Thus we can conclude that discussion of the topic of

dreams was conspicuously meagre in, or absent from, the pages of the

leading American psychology texts of the period (at least until the
last decade)

However, the same can hardly be said for the leading psychological, philosophical, and psychiatric journals.

The Journal of Psycholo-

gical Medicine , founded by Forbes Winslow in 1848, published several

articles on dreaming during its first decades of existence, though
this discussion was a scattered one.

The American Journal of Psychology

carried articles on dreaming from its inception in 1887, reflecting
first the experimental spirit of American laboratory psychology, and

later the Freudian theories and explanations.

Articles on dreaming

were also featured in early issues of the Pedagogical Seminary
Psychological Review and Psychological Bulletin
normal Psychology
Methods

,

,

,

,

the

the Journal of Ab-

the Journal of Philosophy, Psychology, and Scientific

Mind, and the Journal of Speculative Philosophy

.

The Journal

of Mental Science (founded in 1853) and the American Journal of Insan-

ity (founded in 1854) took nearly half a century to publish such

articles (in 1901 and 1892, respectively), but despite the lag, it is
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clear that dreams were regarded as a legitimate
area of study for

professional psychology:
them.

none of the leading journals disregarded

This fact takes on special significance when
compared to the

publication of articles on dreaming in the religious
periodicals
and theological journals:

serials indexed in Poole's

they appeared in fewer than 20% of such
.

Thus, if one were to read an article

on dreaming it would much more likely be in a psychological than
a

religious context, so that little doubt can be cast on the assertion
that dreams gradually lost their interest and relevance for theolo-

gians while psychologists began to regard them seriously during the

latter half of the nineteenth century.

These trends are further

discussed in Chapter II.
It is also obvious from the evolution of dream psychology in

the periodicals that any professionalization that was occurring did

not extend to professional interaction and wide dissemination or

cross-fertilization of ideas.

Although the total list of authorities

credited in literature reviews was extensive, only a few of these

were cited repeatedly:

John Abercrombie, Sir Henry Holland, Sir

Walter Scott, Frank Seafield, Robert Macnish, Forbes Winslow,
Alfred Maury, and Elton Hammond.

All of these were authors who

stressed the physiological and sensational bases of dreams, their

experimental and statistical investigation, and associationistic
theories of their formation.

Conspicuously absent in all but a few

cases are references to authors who are regarded as influential in
the formation of twentieth-century dream interpretation.

Schubert's Symbolism of Dreams

,

G.

H.

von

which appeared in English in 1840,

was never mentioned, although his ideas on "picture language" were
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shared by several others.

Hervey de Saint-Denis' autobiographical

Dreams a nd the Means to Direct Them , published in
1867, was not even

quoted in the anecdotal articles, and was also ignored
in the clinical
literature, which generally relied heavily on individual
case studies.
In the seventies, the works of P. Tissie, F. W.
Hildebrandt, F. T.

Vischer, L. Strumpell and C. Binz went unacknowledged.
W.

Robert and E. von Hartmann met a similar fate.

In the eighties,

Whether writers

chose merely to expound their own ideas and receive credit for them,
or were in ignorance of these current publications, is unclear.

What must be pointed out, however, is that dream psychology in the

periodical literature generally developed independent of similar developments in books, even though many of the ideas advanced were similar.
The scientific community was not united in its pursuits of the mysteries of dreaming, and a unity of tradition and awareness of other work

became possible (if not mandatory) only after Freud published his
summary and (scientific) bibliography in The Interpretation of Dreams .

Freud:

A Link Between Two Centuries?

Contemporary American discussions of dreaming, especially in
lay circles, inevitably pivot on the ideas expounded by Sigmund Freud
in his "seminal exploration of human nature."

Post-dated into the

twentieth century (for Freud was always a man ahead of his times!).
Die Traumdeutung first appeared in 1899, and made its English debut
at the hands of A. A. Brill, in 1913.

Since then, its influence on

American dream theory, though indirect, has been pervasive.

Freudian

theory contributed greatly to the experimental, inductive tradition
of American psychology, which "continued the scientific examination
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of detailed facts, approaching the individual
cautiously from the

clearly known facts of conscious life" (Whyte,
1960,

p.

131).

Freud

also contributed to the philosophical, deductive
trend, which "sought
to identify at one stroke the general character of
all unconscious

processes, either in nature as a whole or in the human mind, either

individual or collective" (Whyte, 1960, pp. 131-132).

Thus, Freud

made a lasting contribution to the physiological/experimental investigation of dreams as well as their clinical interpretation, in American

psychology of the nineteenth (and early twentieth) century—thus

bringing together in his work two apparently incompatible traditions.
At the same time, he ignored (and derided) those dreams and dream

theories which had obvious transcendental overtones and metaphysical
implications.

Part of Freud's contribution was a comprehensive review of
"the scientific literature dealing with the problems of dreams."

Many

less comprehensive reviews have appeared since then, often with very

different emphases, but none of these have focused on dream theory
as adopted (and adapted) in American psychology, philosophy, and

culture.

The present study examines the American periodical litera-

ture from 1860 to 1910 with the purpose of obtaining an overview of
the development and change in dream theory as reflected in these

communications.

It addresses itself, at least in part, to the

interesting paradoxes raised by the American receptivity to Freud:
(1)

that the popular culture, characterized by an extensive interest

in the supernatural origins of dreams and their premonitory character,

should so readily accept the ideas of a dedicated scientist who

regarded such interests with disdain; (2) that the scientific community,
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perhaps even more extreme in its dedication to an experimental,

physiological psychology, should so readily seize upon the heuristic
implications of Freudian theory despite its saturation with principles

presupposing the dreaded, unscientific, symbolic meaning of dreams;
(3)

that neither the interpretive nor the investigative approaches

to dreams in twentieth-century American psychology appears to be

characteristically Freudian.
In The New Psychology of Dreaming , Richard M. Jones (1974)

differentiated dream "interpretation" from dream "investigation."

He

delineated three dimensions of this important distinction:

Dream interpretation is a social event; dream
1.
investigation is a scientific event. Dream interpretation
assumes the prior existence of an interpersonal relationship sufficient in its emotional linkage to support curiosity and trust on the part of the dream teller, and regard
for the dream teller and a degree of expertise on the
part of the dream interpreter. The dreams of strangers,
on the other hand, may be investigated in absolute solitude and the psychology of dreaming has advanced as a result.
2.
The purpose of dream interpretation is to enhance
the state of wakefulness.
The purpose of dream investigation is to understand the state of dreaming sleep. Dream
interpretation derives from the psychoanalytic theory of
personality; dream investigation is an aspect of the
psychology of thinking. ...
3.
The criteria of validity in dream interpretation
are that the interpretation should be consistent with the
interpreter's knowledge of the dreamer and that this consistency should be reflected in the dreamer's meaningful
The criteria of
response to the interpretation.
validity in dream investigation are the familiar scientific
criteria of controlled replicability and dispassionate
(R. M. Jones, 1974, pp. 4-6).
agreement.
.

.

.

In Freudian theory, the scientific "investigation" of dreams

was inextricably related to clinical dream "interpretation."

However,

the mutual facilitation of dream "investigation" and "interpretation"
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in American psychology seems to have made
no great strides towards an

integrated theory in the six decades since Freud's
visit to America
(with the possible exception of Jones' work).

Nor were these

perspectives well integrated in the literature of the five
decades

which constitute the focus of this study.

The literature of the

popular culture reflected an interest in the "prophetic,"
"proleptic,"
"prodromic," and "premonitory" dreams which literally came true, the
telepathic and clairvoyant dreams giving knowledge of distant events,
and dreams in which the dead played a prominent role.

It also attested

to an enormous fascination with allegorical and symbolic dreams.

In

contrast, the "scientific" literature concerned itself with the experi-

mental and physiological investigation of dreams which searched for
underlying causes, and sought to remove the mystical and religious

overtones which had previously made the topic "taboo" for serious
researchers.

In addition, there were those with metaphysical and

epistemological interests who sought in dreams clues to the workings
of the mind.
In general, during the nineteenth century, mystical explanations
of dreaming were replaced by physiological investigations, as the

experimental investigation of the unconscious began.

This "scientifi-

cation" of dream psychology received impetus from strong deterministic

currents of thought, which regarded the process of thinking as the

association of ideas, the means by which mental events were believed
to be determined.

This current extended into materialism, which

regarded mental events as the result of physiological processes which
could be inferred from the accrued knowledge concerning the functioning of the nervous system.

Scientists in this tradition regarded all
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psychological phenomena caused by psychic processes
susceptible of
reduction to physical and chemical processes,
and argued that mind
should be reduced to its elements, that mental
could be reduced to

behavioral and behavioral to physiological.

Related to this scientific

tradition was a "somatic style" of psychiatry— later
challenged by
the psychotherapy movement— which assumed that all
psychological

symptoms, including dreams, could be related to
pathological conditions of the brain and nervous system.

While professional psychology was thus being influenced by the
current scientific community and concerning itself with dream "in-

vestigations," popular culture maintained an element of mystical
and transcendentalist thought, which permitted a continued interest
in dream divination and prophetic dreams.

By the early part of the

twentieth century this more mystical tradition provided a renewed

competition for the natural science approach in medical and scientific circles, as more and more practitioners sought to utilize dreams
in their clinical work, and began to discover many of the principles
so carefully organized by Freud.

This popular tradition prepared the

way, not only for the twentieth-century tradition of dream interpretation, but also for the later investigations into altered states of

consciousness, and the enduring tradition of research in the various
areas of parapsychology.

Although Freud was undoubtedly a great inspiration to clinical

dream interpretation and its various manifestations and theoretical
digressions in the twentieth century, in actuality it is

as^

the

popular and investigative approaches continued on their courses

hardly aware of him and too entrenched in tradition to be seduced by
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integrative efforts.

Freud actually did little to alter the
popular

view, which gloried in the relating of
interesting dream narratives.

What the public picked up was not his elaborate
technique of dream
interpretation, but his comments on the irresistible
quality of persistent dream-symbolism.

mocked in this title:

Die Traumdeutune became what Freud subtly

merely another dream-book to be consulted by

those incapable of interpreting their own dreams.

Perhaps his humor

was too subtle to be comprehended by the masses!
What the dream investigators concentrated on was the tradition
going back at least as far as Sir Henry Holland (1873) and
reinforced

strongly by H. Gordon Drummond (1900):

the continuity between the

waking, dreaming, and sleeping states.

Various other writers elaborated

on this continuum by adding to these states a number of others:
reverie, daydreams, or dreamy mental states; abstractions, swoon,
coma, somnambulism, "dual existence," and even, at times, death.

As

Meredith Clymer (1888) had pointed out, mind can only be studied in
its manifestations:

states of consciousness.

In attributing dreams

to "brain poisons" he even opened the discussion of mind-altering

drugs.

Ultimately, nearly a century later, this is where the con-

temporary study of dreams has arrived:

dreams stand among the various

states of consciousness demanding attention in the 1960s and 1970s.

And dream investigation had added little to Freud's speculations on
the mechanism of dreams.

One conclusion which can be drawn from the developments summarized

above is that the study of dreams per se (or a serious examination
of their content) never made it to the center of the experimental

psychology that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century.

And
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this experimental psychology, as it studied
dreams, was at best tan-

gential to the popular dream psychology.

Evidence for the first

assertion lies in the fact that few of the leading American
psychologists of the nineteenth century directed their attention
to the study
of dreams or considered them relevant for text-book
psychology.

The

second is supported by the fact that investigations which did
take
place, and which are currently in progress, seldom concentrated
on
the questions which interested the dreamers themselves, and these

questions were, and are, answered primarily outside the mainstream of
the profession.

The vulgarization of Freud, for example, may be explained by
the fact that people were looking for a formula which would quickly

transform their dreams from the realm of the uncanny to the personally
comprehensible.

Psychoanalytic dream analysis offered neither the

ease nor the independence inherent in the dream-book approach.

Orthodox psychoanalysis, in fact, prohibits the interpretation of
dreams outside the context of analysis, and this prohibition prevails in much of the interpretive tradition.

Thus, the "clinical"

approach does not satisfy the psychological needs of the common man,
since it lends a totally new meaning to the dream's context; a meaning not comparable to that of his ordinary dreams.

The dream investigators, on the other hand, rendered the content
of dreams irrelevant, analyzing only the more objective aspects of
the dreamer's behavior and physiological activity.

This analysis may

be interesting, but it is probably not very satisfying

.

Of all the

approaches to dreams prevalent in the twentieth century, mainstream
psychology, in its emphasis on dream investigation, has chosen the
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approach which is, in the strict sense of the word,
least "psychological," and most blatantly ignores the psychological needs
expressed by

the popular interest in dreams.

In its attempt to escape from the

apron strings of philosophy, psychology chose to lay aside
almost all
interest in epistemological and ontological questions, although
dreams offered answers to them at the psychological, individual level,
if not a universal and metaphysical one.

Thus it has been left to

professional philosophers to pursue these issues without the enlightenment of psychology.
To folk-lorists, mythologists

,

and literary critics (as well as

writers), psychology willed the questions concerning the role of personal myths in the psychic economy, and dreams as their expression,
at times still stubbornly refusing to recognize the psychological

importance of their insights.

These, fortunately, have been picked

up by some of the dream interpreters

analysts

— who

— the

clinical psychologists and

also waver on the very edge of the discipline of

psychology as defined by the experimentalists.
aspects of dreaming

— from

The more interesting

the dreamer's perspective, at least

not considered appropriate for rational psychological study.

— are
Thus,

it has been left primarily to the parapsychologists to hypothesize

concerning those fascinating dreams of telepathy, clairvoyance, and
death, the intriguing prophetic dreams, and the bewildering phenomena
of consciousness which most perplexed dreamers.
If we return for a moment to the paradoxes raised by the Freudian

acceptance in America, several tentative conclusions can then be
reached.

Dream interpreters accepted his assertion that dreams have

meaning, and that their material is ultimately accessible to the
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dreamer, without necessarily adopting his mechanism
or method of

interpretation.

Dream investigators accepted the notion that
there

is an important relationship between the waking,
dreaming and sleeping

states, and set about to discover the laws governing
that relationship-

again without adopting the Freudian mechanisms.

But what is even

more important is that any adequate psychology of dreaming
must
transcend both Freud and his followers, reinstating into the realm
of acceptable data those dreams earlier classified as "parapsychologi-

cal," dreams which their predecessors at least acknowledged, even

though they were never adequately explained.

The Discovery of the Unconscious
Of course, psychological theory during the half century in

question was not emerging and developing in a vacuum.

During the

post-bellum period of reconstruction, a variety of "movements" were
sweeping the country at several levels.

American society was a multi-

faceted sphere, reflecting the influx of a diverse immigrant population as v;ell as the repercussions of the industrial revolution.

In-

cited by the doctrines of individualism and Social Darwinism, the
last decades of the nineteenth century were marked by economic

monopoly and expansionism, by political and ecclesiastical imperialism.

Spiritualism, which attracted great popular attention during the
fifties and seventies, played a significant role in the psychology
of the eighties and nineties by "providing such pioneer investigators
as Pierre Janet, Theodore Flournoy, William James, and F. W. H. Myers

with data for their theories of multiple personality, hysteria, and
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the unconscious" (Kerr, 1972,
p. 117).

Medical and popular interest

during the nineties was directed at hypnosis,
suggestion, and mental
healing, which aroused further interest in
the mysterious subconscious.

Mesmerism and spiritualism were closely related in
American thought,
and for several generations they were virtually
inseparable, becoming

linked as well in the religious tradition through
which Swedenborg
became the greatest medium of modern times, and the
New Church the
first spiritualist church.

This tradition continued in the harmonial

religions, in which spiritual composure, physical health, and
even

economic well-being were understood to flow from a person's
rapport

with the cosmos, being "in tune with the infinite."

These harmonial

religions flourished at the turn of the century as competitors of the

psychotherapy movement.
We have then, in American society during these five decades,
a number of currents running through the general culture, the scien-

tific community, and the psychiatric profession.

Industrialization

and urbanization were leading to collectivization and aggregation of
the masses, which brought a measure of disintegration of the old

cultural canon.

Simultaneously there emerged a divorce between the

individual and the collective, and a schism between the conscious and
the unconscious.

These developments lead us to search for a theory

which can give a satisfactory description or explanation of the relationship between the social and intrapsychic alienation which were

emerging simultaneously.
Changes in personal identity were occurring as a result of

industrialization and urbanization, and the necessary differentiation

between public and private institutional spheres, between the working
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world and family life.

This process was occurring in American
society,

and within such a society, its members internalized
this dichotomy as
an inherent characteristic of their everyday
lives.

As a result,

personal identity itself became dichotomized in terms
of public and

private selves.

How this process takes place within the individual is
discussed
in the work of George Herbert Mead.

His social psychology "took the

form of showing that human group life was the essential condition
for
the emergence of consciousness, the mind, a world of objects,
human

beings as organisms possessing selves, and human conduct in the form
of constructed acts" (Blumer, 1966).

The assumed process of self-

interaction "puts the human being over against his world instead of

merely in it, requires him to meet and handle his world through a defining process instead of merely responding to it, and forces him to
construct his action instead of merely releasing it" (Blumer, 1966).

Within this framework personality is itself the result of action between an "I" and a "me"

— between

the response of the organism to the

attitudes of others, and the organized set of attitudes of others

which he himself assumes.

These are seen by Mead as two responding

sides of the self, the "me" representing the controlling, limiting,

societal side of the person, and the "I" representing the impulsive
side of behavior, upon which the "me" makes a judgment after the person acts.

Since the "I" is never completely predictable, it intro-

duces novelty and creativeness into situations, thus changing the

social context.

Thus, within the "inner" and "private" phase of human

behavior, there is an ongoing interaction between the person and
society.

.
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The increasing dichotomization of the public
and private within
the individual required that psychological theories
become increasingly

sensitive to questions which address themselves to issues
such as how
the generalized other, the organized community, and the
internalized

"me" are assimilated into the person in its interaction with
the "I."

Any theoretical approach to dreaming, to deserve acceptance, must

alleviate anxiety about the dichotomy between the "me" and the "I,"
the public and private spheres within the person.

Not knowing who they

really were, individuals began to assign priority to the private self,

locating the "real me" in the private sphere.

And if the "real me"

was to be located in this private sphere, its activities must be made

acceptable as decisive occasions for self-discovery, which may account
for the increasing amount of mystical and interpretive attention to

dreams.

Dream interpretation granted credibility to the private

sphere and formulated principles for its understanding and comprehension.

In this way, individuals were able to become increasingly

accepting of the personal side of their private lives.

Dream investi-

gators, on the other hand, reinstated an artificial "no problem" situa-

tion by relegating both the "I" and the "me" to the realm of the

Irrelevant, since the private self and the true meaning of dreams were

equally unimportant for a scientific tradition concerned with quantification and measurability
Parallel to this divorce between individual and the collective,
there developed an aggregation of the masses.

The "progress of industry

and technology, the division of labor, the growing influence of sci-

entific mechanization in trades and professions, specialization in
the sciences, and the extensive mass production and standardization
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of goods" hastened the development of collectives,
"supra- individual

or post-individual groups

[which] develop through the joining of pre-

established individuals for some specific purpose" (Kahler,
1957,
p.

9).

The effect of this collectivization was a new type
of inter-

action between consciousness and the unconscious— the
superimposit ion
of a "collective unconscious" (using Kahler 's term) upon the
"gene ric

The generic unconscious is brought to consciousness through

participation in communities, pre-individual or sub-individual groupsprimordial, archaic social entities out of which individuals are born
or into which they have slowly and habitually grown.

"patterns of form and behavior

.

.

.

They transmit

and archetypes of representations

and attitudes, which imperceptibly motivate individuals though genera-

tions" (Kahler, 1957, p. 7).

Acting upon the individual from within,

these archetypes of the "generic unconscious" are said to embody the
group in the person's individuality, as they emerge from unconsciousness into consciousness.

Nietzsche had already introduced this notion in his assertion
that the dream is a re-enactment of our own past and the past of mankind.

The two writers who dealt explicitly with this notion were

Nathaniel Shaler (1879) and Ernest Jones (1910)

,

and both emphasized

its nature as a "species unconscious" manifested in the nightmare.

Shaler regarded Fear as the deepest lying of all instincts, at the
very bottom of consciousness.

This Fear originated in the endless

pursuits to which our animal and human ancestors were subjected.

When

consciousness faded, this Fear which had been so deeply impressed on
the mind held sole possession and betrayed itself in a shapeless sense
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of terror, dreadful due to this
shapelessness

.

Jones associated

this dread and terror with the manifestation
of Angst

.

Fear and Angst

may both be regarded as archetypal, if not
existential, elements of
the unconscious, manifested primarily in
nightmares and dreams of

"futile effort" (#26-//29, #50-#58)

Shaler and Elizabeth Bisland

.

(1896) also raised the possibility that memories of
all human experi-

ences may be inherited and take their place in the
individual's unconscious.

These ideas all emerged from unconsciousness to con-

sciousness in dreams, and thereby became objects of waking
contem-

plation and scientific inquiry, lending support to the gradually
emerging notion of the unconscious.
The archetypes of the "collective unconscious" are said to

operate in reverse, invading the psyche of the individual from consciousness.

The innumerable abstractions of modern life (the body of

institutionalized knowledge) supposedly sink gradually into the "collective unconscious," which stores up "the residue of a host of mass
stereotypes, slogans, conceptual simplifications, suggested or imposed

attitudes" (Kahler, 1957,

havior

— the

p.

11).

As these collective modes of be-

daemon and the archetypes

— replaced

personal values, the

individual's egosphere was almost totally obliterated.
This "collective unconscious" manifested itself in a much different way.

Rather than appear in dreams themselves, it became evident

in certain attitudes toward dreaming.

Since growing segments of the

community regarded dreams as silly and unimportant, this attitude

began to creep into unconscious attitudes of individuals, who found it
increasingly necessary to apologize for having dreams, and reporting
them.

Even those which were susceptible to no explanation were offered
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with such an attitude-as if they in reality
had nothing to add to
the body of knowledge which was everyone's
goal.

Thus, society was

forcing the individual to regard a portion of
the self with disdain,

relegating this portion increasingly to the private
sphere, and alienating it from other parts of the self.

In some ways, dreams were a

private matter throughout the whole period:

initially, privacy was

insured by anonymity; later, it was assured by "numbers"
and depersonalized, skeletal accounts; in clinical case studies,
the names were

always changed to protect the innocent.

Yet, early dream interpre-

tations were social events, in that people thought the dreams,
and

interpretations, worth sharing.

But by the end of the period it was

very clear that dreams were useful, qualitatively, only for the

elucidation of the individual.

Thus, within the individual, action

between the "I" and "me" was becoming very distinct in relation to
this particular state of consciousness.

One of the concomitants of this alienation process and the

public-private split in modern man was the decay of the old cultural
canon

— the

disappearance of the old value system nurtured by partici-

pation in the community.

Folk-culture

—which

was tradition-oriented,

conservative, solidaristic, and subject to the dictates of society,
as well as the expression of

them

—was

beginning to disappear and to

be replaced by mass culture, placing the standard of judgment within
the individual, while simultaneously exerting pressure to suppress

all kinds of thinking at odds with prevailing opinion.

Since the con-

tents of the "generic unconscious" were suppressed, while those of the

"collective unconscious" dominated, "the unconscious, as it was dis-

covered toward the close of the century, bore an uncanny resemblance
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to the precise opposite of the values
of 'civilized morality' and- the

related doctrines of work and achievement"
(Hale, 1971,

may clearly be seen in the content of dreams.

However,

p.

46), as

an

examina-

tion of these contents is not the object of this
study, and offers
the challenge for an endeavor of much greater
scope.

Whatever the contents of the unconscious may have been,
the
notion of subconscious mentation had become commonplace
by the decade
of the seventies.

At that time the concept tended to be mystical,

and often considerable creative power or other influence
was ascribed
to the person's unconscious or subconscious, which some thought
to

be a medium of psychical communication.

unconscious were in competition.
ideas outside personal attention

It was viewed as

— James'

active ideas split off from awareness;
ality;

(4)

By 1910, many views of the
(1)

a locus of

fringe of consciousness; (2)

(3)

the storehouse of all memories;

a separate self or person(5)

Myers' subliminal self,

part of a transcendental "tank of consciousness," the storage place
of ideas and the source of genius;

(6)

purely neural process, reflex,

or association, "unaccompanied by any mentation whatsoever."

These views of the unconscious were all emerging in the dream
literature.

James' "fringe of consciousness" was well illustrated in

those dreams said to be induced by fugitive perceptions (#144-#146)

Active ideas split off from awareness were most clearly evidenced in
those dreams leading to discernment of true character (#71, #72).

The

unconscious as a separate personality, or self-conscious "I," was
apparent in cases of dual existence (#205) and double identity (#212).
Myers* "subliminal self" was necessary to explain the "mental" dreams
of Tartini (#229) and Coleridge (#230) as well as the inspirational
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ones of Robert Louis Stevenson (1888).

The purely neural processes,

reflexes, and associations which were "unaccompanied
by any mentation

whatsoever" were implicit in the concept of
"unconscious cerebration"
and the reflex action of the brain which acts
and reacts upon itself.

Probably most prevalent was the view of the unconscious
as the
storehouse of memories, which ran through most of the
literature.

All

of these notions involved the personal or individual
unconscious, com-

posed of the person's complexes, drives, and associative memories,
and permitting revelations of the dreamer's true personality through
its successive phases of development.

Sully's sharpening of this

concept led to a new perspective on dreams, which were now regarded
as trustworthy revelations rather than perplexing transformations of

the dreamer's personality.

Dreams then took on an intrapsychic rather

than supernatural nature.
In addition to the approaches discussed in the previous pages,

other alternatives are represented by the material relegated to the
appendices.

Much of the information on periodicals, journals, and

authors (Appendices A & B) has direct relevance for an intensive

intellectual history, which would go beyond the scope of this study.
Similarly, the material concerning the oneirocritical tradition
(Appendix C) would be more relevant to a general history of dreaming,

rather than a history confined to "American" theories of the nineteenth century.

Finally, the dream narratives (Appendix D) are them-

selves suitable material for content analysis or dream interpretation.
In a superficial way, content analysis was necessary to derive a

comprehensive taxonomy, since adequate categories were not provided
by the theoretical literature itself.

However, this perfunctory
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analysis points the way for further analyses
based on theoretical and
clinical insights of the twentieth century.

CHAPTER

I

HISTORY OF DIVINATION BEFORE 1860:
THE ONEIROLOGICAL TRADITION"'"

One fact was agreed upon by all writers who turned their pens
to the subject of dreams between 1860 and 1910:

oneirology, or the

theory of dreams, was a child of ancient heritage and remote ancestry.

And most of them felt as strongly about a second point:
child whose time had come to grow up!

she was a

The old-fashioned belief in

the prophetic significance of dreams must be replaced by a spirit

of scientific investigation.

The following pages present a brief

overview of some elements of this tradition presented by the
nineteenth-century writers.
One of the most ancient theories of dreaming was rooted in a

belief in double existence.

Besides the waking self there must be

another self which roams the world while the body is at rest, and
does the things dreamed.

This temporary exit of the soul from the

body during sleep was often regarded by uncivilized tribes as evidence
of future life.

Often the dreamer felt that the manes of his fore-

fathers influenced his life and fortunes entirely to his advantage,
and would send messages by a dying friend in sleep.

Brooding upon

these dreams and relating them, he found it at last no easy matter
to draw a line between the dream and reality

manes were still alive.

— and

he believed the

Though few nineteenth-century dreamers
28
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suffered from the latter illusion, they
still dreamed frequently of
the dead.

In these dreams, the dead returned
with favorable informa-

tion or with premonitions concerning living
souls who were soon to

join them.

This was a category of dreams most baffling
to nineteenth-

century writers.

Another theory held that the gift of second sight
was conveyed
in dreams; that occasionally dreams were used
as a vehicle of inter-

course between the visible and unseen world, whereby
an intimation
was made not only of what was actually taking place
at a long distance
off, but of coming events.

Such dreams also prevailed in the anecdotal

literature of the nineteenth century, perplexing dreamers and writers
alike.

Eventually the crude interpretation of dreams led to the formal
elaboration of the dream oracle.

As the interpretation of dreams

became formally elaborated, simple oneirology gave way to two traditions which at times were inextricably wed in the work and writings
of the dream- interpreters:

oneiromancy and oneirocriticism.

Oneiro-

mancy was the mystical approach to dreams which sought to interpret
and explain their prophetic significance

— one

practices by which the future was foretold.

of a variety of occult

Oneirocriticism was the

more specific art of interpreting dreams, usually by well-established
symbols
This whole tradition elicited skepticism and scorn from most

nineteenth-century writers, who (paradoxically) devoted a great deal
of space to its exposition.

They summarized, in detail, not only the

attitudes and methods of ancient Greece and Rome, but also the

biblical tradition, which epitomized oneirology.

2

Although several
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writers catered to what they regarded as
the simple-minded by devoting
space to excerpts from the old dream-books,
most were intent on

proving that this approach had "declined from
its pristine dignity":
it

had

been cheapened by the oracles of fate and the
charlatancy of

modern professors of astrology.
it was in a new form.

When this tradition was resurrected,

Freudian dream interpretation shared the

assumption that dreams had a discoverable meaning, but
that meaning
was to be found in the unconscious rather than the
supernatural
realm; and the interpretation must proceed from the dreamer
rather than
the oracle.

One suspects, although we cannot be sure, that a majority

of the nineteenth-century writers would have welcomed the
Freudian

view.

For the conviction that dreams must have some meaning can be

read between the lines of even their most "scientific" treatises.

Greek and Roman mythology was intimately related to, and clearly
reflected, the oneirocritical tradition.

Dreams early assumed a

status as characters in the mythological dramas.

It was also clear

in mythology that not all dreams were attributed the same standing,

since some were said to be due to natural influences.

The same

difference was recognized in the nineteenth century, but with a status
reversal:

the natural dreams were more "normal," since the others

were often caused by the workings of a disordered mind.
Plutarch (467-120? A.D.) observed that various methods were
followed by which subjects provoked their dreams and put themselves
into a state adapted to rendering them religious.

He felt that these

dreams were nothing but the reproductions of mythological conceptions.

Though some nineteenth-century writers shared this view (most notably,

Vaschide and Pieron)

,

others reversed the relationship between dream
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and myth, regarding the dream as influential in
the formation of myth.
T.

F.

T.

Dyer noted that most fairy tales, legends, and
myths "read

far more like the recollections of bad dreams than like
the worn

ideas of a once pure religion, or of a poetical interpretation
of

nature" (p. 706).

The most beautiful of the Indian legends, that of

the Origin of Indian Corn, was in the native tradition

actually

attributed to a dream which was purposely resorted to, to gain a
clearer insight into the mysteries of nature.

Frances P. Cobbe

asserted that "there is a real law of the human mind causing us
constantly to compose ingenious fables explanatory of the phenomena
around us" (p. 728).

Although the mythopoetic function of dreams

did not receive a great deal of attention in the literature here
studied, it does have a bearing on nineteenth-century notions of
the unconscious.

Both Flournoy and

F.

W.

H. Myers were concerned

with this mythopoetic function of the unconscious, which created
fictions and myths that remained largely unconscious but did appear
In dreams.

Writers of this period also examined the treatment of prophetic
dreams in the literature and history of ancient Greece and Rome.

In

actuality, these disciplines did little to add to the mythological and

oneirological traditions, nor could they be accurately distinguished
from each other.

Vaschide and Pieron claimed astonishment at the small

number of prophetic dreams recorded in history

—a

number which left

unexplained the great zeal with which their prophetic value had always

been supported.

While these writers used their examination to prove

that history was little more than a reflection of literature, there

were others who used the tradition for different purposes.

The
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prophetic dreams of later historical figures were
often used to give
credibility to the belief in dreams— or to urge more
serious study
of such phenomena.

The dreams of Abraham Lincoln and Due de Berri

(dreams #73 and #121) are prominent examples.

Literature also came

to be examined with a different purpose in mind:

for the realism

with which the dream state was portrayed, and for the uses it made
of the contrast between the dream world and reality.

The dreams came

to be regarded as a literary vehicle, rather than supernatural

phenomena
Philosophers and physicians of the ancient world also were said
to do no more than preserve the unity of the tradition and corroborate

the popular belief.

Democritus (4607-362? B.C.) was definitely a

believer in prophetic dreams, which he regarded as "a species of
telepathic revelation of the future."

According to him, it was

possible for the images which haunt us in our sleep to reflect the
states of the soul and the intentions of other people.

Democritus

and the other atomists, including Epicurus (3427-270 B.C.) and

Lucretius (967-55 B.C.), accounted for dreams by supposing the

simulacra
beings

— the

— form

images, likenesses, or reflections of corporeal

the images of dreams.

or superficial skins
of real objects.

—were

These exuviae

— the

outward husks

constantly being thrown off from the surfaces

Floating about the world in wild confusion, they

came now and then into fortuitous occurrence to impinge upon the

souls of sleeping mortals.

J.

G.

Belcher (1867) dismissed this theory

as "whimsical," but it reappeared in the nineteenth-century writings

of John Rutherford (1874) and Camille Melinand (1898).

restated the theory for his contemporary readers:

Rutherford
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Organized bodies— perhaps we might say all bodies—
are
forever giving off particles:
those at rest in every
direction; those in motion, behind them, in one
long stream.
These particles carry with them the characteristics
of the
body from whence they part. ... It requires but
a small
stretch of imagination to conceive that the particles
thrown off by human beings bear the impress of their
thoughts, feelings, hopes, fears, and expectations—
as
they exist at the moment of separation. We may conceive
too, that there exist in us senses acute enough to distinguish, under favorable circumstances, all the peculiarities of these particles when they are brought in contact
with us. As to that contact, it is not so very unreasonable to suppose, in these days of electric wonders, that
the fixed affection of persons may give a fixed direction
to such emanations, and thus originate and maintain, through
all chances and changes, those delicate chains of intercommunication between friends and foes, to which, rather
than to supernatural agency, we prefer to ascribe our startling, truthful dreams and premonitions.
(p. 694)
Clearly, Rutherford was seriously asking for a re-examination of
the old theories before discarding them

his classical sources.

— although

he did not acknowledge

Melinand also saw a great deal of value in

the curious, paradoxical atomic theory of Epicurus.

She emphasized

the fact that the sensation which results is always true:

emanating from an object are really present with us.

the atoms

However, these

atoms may form new combinations by the way, so that the image is
altered.

Consequently, dreams also are true

— the

images are really in contact with the dreamer.

atoms of the dream

Sensation cannot lie,

and always informs us of the presence of some external reality

— of

something that is independent of us.
These revivals of atomic theory are important for several
reasons.

First of all, both of these authors' articles appeared in

three different periodicals

audience

— and

— and

thus to a wide and diversified

must be regarded seriously.

Second, the new ^'scientific"

tradition did allow for the re-examination of classic theories.

Third,
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this theory also touched intimately upon the
relationship between

dreams and reality— a question of crucial importance
to the philosophy
of dreaming.

One might venture to say as well that nineteenth-

century philosophers also did much to corroborate the
popular
beliefs.

Plato's (427-347 B.C.) views on dreams were implicit in most

nineteenth-century theories:

he held that the mind itself might

evolve dreams, and that they partook of the character of the individual,

whether he were virtuous or profligate.

Various other philosophers

held similar views, but it was Zeno who extended this perspective to
regard the study of dreams as essential for self-knowledge.

This

position slowly re-emerged, and found its strongest expression in the
psychology of James Sully, Sigmund Freud, and Morton Prince.
Aristotle's (384-322 B.C.) texts prefigured the nineteenth-century

preoccupation with sensation-induced dreams, although this influence
was not widely recognized.

He thought the outward senses made conscious

or unconscious impressions upon the soul, and that these gave rise to

visions and phantasies when they were recognized in sleep.

originated a new idea:

He also

he seemed to assume a distinct organ, if not

a sixth sense, for the perception of facts unknown to the ordinary

(waking) mode of cognizance, thereby introducing an important function

of the unconscious.

The earliest categorizations of dreams were based primarily on

their origin.

Poseidonius, the Stoic, in the first century B.C.,

ascribed them to three sources:

the mind in its likeness to the deity;

the mind affected by the countless immortal spirits abounding in the
air; the gods themselves communing with mortals.

Although the
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Swedenborgians and other spiritualists might willingly
accept this
trinity, the majority of nineteenth-century writers
discarded it along

with the rest of the supernatural bag, in search of more
parsimonious
explanations.

However, this elimination was by way of a slow,

gradual process, and the supernatural theories lingered into
the

twentieth century.

Hippocrates (4607-367? B.C.), the Great Physician, seems to

have been the first among the ancients to recognize the transformation in dream life of internal sensations into symbolic imagery.

Dreams of divine origin could be interpreted, but there were others
in which the

soul

announced corporeal affliction.

He was fully

assured that dreams depended on the physical condition, and pointed
out specific precautions against distressing and evil ones.

This

relationship between dreams and symptoms was prominent in the new

psychology of dreaming, and comprised the stuff of several interesting anecdotes as well.

During the first few centuries of the Christian Church, important

revelations were frequently said to be made "through the instrumentality
of dreams and visions of the night."

Such dreams shed light on

obscure subjects and guided those who were groping amid the bewilderments of error.

During these centuries, many famous men and women

joined the ranks of believers in dreams:

the Elector of Saxony, Origen,

Plutarch, Porphyry, Lactantius, Josephus, and Cyprian.

Only Lucian

and Epictecus offered a refreshing note of skepticism.

Arguments

concerning the fact that dreams might be either messengers from God
or emissaries from the devil continued into the Middle Ages, involving

many luminaries of the Church.

Reminders of the latter source were
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frequent during the nineteenth century, to balance the still
popular

belief in the divine origin of dreams.
The great object of saintly life during the Middle Ages was
to produce a state between waking and sleeping, a holy trance, dead
as to flesh, alive in the spirit.

One author felt that a study of

the lives of the great medieval lights would reveal that even those

men and women of the greatest intelligence and benevolence wasted
much of their time and strength in successful pursuit of such visions,
beset by sights and sounds of devils and wickedness, by bad smells,
and with visible descents of holy spirits, the Savior and Virgin,

angels and patron saints.

Though examples in the periodical litera-

ture were few, readers were given rich documentation at the turn of
the century when William James published The Varieties of Religious

Experience

.

As late as the seventeenth century, the belief in the divine

origin and supernatural nature of dreams seemed to have continued
undiminished in England, and to have been as strong among the Puritans
as among their opponents

— John

Bunyan being a prime example.

Arch-

bishop Laud used to write out a full description of his nightly
visions, a "nocturnal," which some writers suggested would make a

curious jumble.

But he was probably one of the first to do so in an

organized manner, thus setting the stage for the later writers who
recorded their own dreams in an effort to gain a fuller understanding
of their origin and function.

The nineteenth-century writers drew further authority for their

views on dreaming from the literary tradition, quoting at length

from Spenser, Milton, Cervantes, Henry Vaughan, and Lord Byron.

With
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these efforts, the history of dream theory
prior to 1860 merges

with the writings of the next 50 years.
During that half century, they lay the classic literature
of the

Western world to rest, and drew on an entirely new body
of eighteenthand early nineteenth-century authorities."^

Outstanding among these

were John Abercrombie, Dr. Carpenter, Sir Walter Scott, Frank
Seafield, Alfred Maury (1865), Robert Macnish (1830), Forbes
Winslow
(1860), and Elton Hammond (1869).

These were frequently cited in

the periodical literature as the sources for dream theories and illustra-

tive dream accounts.

Several of the writers also established themselves

as authorities by writing books on dreaming.

They include John

Sheppard, Edward Clodd (1885), Frederick Greenwood (1894), Horatio

Hutchinson (1901),
N.

J.

Mourly-Vold (1910-1912), James Sully (1881),

Vaschide (1902, 1911), and Havelock Ellis (1911).

With these efforts, the tradition took a number of different
directions.

One of the first developments, which began in the sixties,

shifted the supposed origin of dreams from supernatural agencies to
the mind itself.

Thus, there was a shift from spiritualism, which re-

garded dreams as proofs of the immortality of the soul, to materialism,

which saw them as results of indigestion.

This shifted the proper

study of dreams from metaphysics, which "speaks of the soul as

quitting in dreams its earthly tenement, and wandering at its will,

knowing no laws," to physiology, which "looks on sleep as the rest,
and the only rest, of that portion of the brain wherein reside those

functions we call mind."

A number of writers during the sixties had noted that dreams
were true mirrors of the self, permitting the dreamer to act as his
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own spiritual anatomist.

Because such dreams included nightmares

as well as visions of undying bliss, both Ralph Waldo
Emerson (1877)

and Leslie Stephen (1878) threw up a new challenge to the
supernaturalists:

they must include the demonic as well as the sacred among the

sources of dreams.

Freud's theory of repression, and Jung's notion

of compensation, later expanded upon this theme.

During the eighties, people seriously began to ask what

position Science took on dreams, and Science began its own statistical investigations, beginning with the Society for Psychical Research.
Science' s role was seen as explanation, and it explained telepathic

and prophetic dreams by the mechanism of "mere chance."

At the same

time, the supernatural perspective became the subject of theological

debates:

some felt that only God could have knowledge of the coin-

cidences involved in dreams-come-true; others asserted that God would
not waste his time appointing such utterly purposeless coincidences;

and the extremists warned against the only alternative supernatural
source.

Thus, more and more skepticism and cynicism came to accompany

the shift from the supernatural to the natural.

At the same time,

increasingly more was known of the mental and physical causes of
dreams

During the nineties, numerous physical analogies were introduced to illustrate the explanations of dream phenomena, setting the
stage for twentieth-century dream investigation.

The emphasis shifted

from transformations of character to the revelation of character,

setting the stage for the parallel tradition of dream interpretation.
In the writings of James Sully, dreams came to have a transpersonal

rather than supernatural, significance.

They were said to preserve

,
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the undeveloped, rudimentary selves belonging
to the hidden sub-

strata of our mental being.

They were a means of conserving

successive personalities, whose doings and transformations
constitute
an individual's history, links with primitive consciousness
which

grew out of the nutritive life, connecting men with the
animal series.
Sully's ideas would emerge in their full importance only with
the

writings of Jung and the later twentieth-century explorers of the
unconscious, such as Stanislav Grof.
It was during the decade of the nineties that writers began
to label the spirit of the

times— the conflict between

and its various antitheses.

the scientific

Benjamin Orange Flower accented the

tension between unlimited skepticism and implicit credulity
first expressed by Greenwood.

—a

tension

Elizabeth Bisland contrasted the

"naive egotism of superstition" with "unscientific avoidance."
James Sully felt that modern scientific theory had combined and

reconciled these points of view, since it recognized and sought to
account for the irrational side of dream life, and regarded dreams
as extensions of human experience, revealing that which would

otherwise not be known.
It was after 1900 that various streams of inquiry into dreams

finally emerged.

Freud established the link with the classical

tradition as he turned attention from dream divination, or oneirology,
to

modem dream interpretation.

The

physiological-scientific

tradition continued to classify and to quantify.

The cognitive

emphasis on dream association shifted to the psychopathological
interest in dream dissociation

.

component of the study of dreams:

The unconscious became a necessary

Morton Prince asserted that we
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must study the unconscious to understand dreams,
while Freud stressed
the opposite perspective, that dreams are "the royal
road to the

unconscious."

How these shifts came about comprises the following chapter
of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER II

THE SOCIAL CONTEXT:

THE MEDIUM, THE MESSAGE,

AND THE SPOKESMEN

We shall begin our study of this half century of dream literature with a brief analysis of publication trends.

The number of dream-

articles published annually was extremely unpredictable, as can be
seen in Figure

1.

The peak year was 1870, in which 12 original

articles appeared; "10 original articles appeared in 1889 and 1893,
and eight in 1910.

or 1908.

In contrast, no articles were published in 1875

Examining these data by five-year periods (Figure 2), a

pattern begins to emerge:

There is a major peak in the total number

of publications in the early seventies, and a minor one in the late

nineties, followed by a steady decline.

While this decline is very

obvious in the popular periodicals, the professional journals show a

dramatic peak in the late nineties.

The pattern is much more clear

when the data are examined by decades (Figure 3).

Here, the steady

rise during the sixties and seventies includes both groups.

However,

articles in popular periodicals consistently decrease, while they

steadily increase in the professional journals.

By 1910, dreams were

discussed almost exclusively in psychological and psychiatric-medical
journals
Some of the earliest articles on dreaming appeared in the weeklies.

Those which appeared in Harper's reflected the Weekly's lighter
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side:

never more than a page long, and usually
including accounts

of several prophetic dreams, they were designed
to entertain its

100,000 or more readers.

The religious weekly. Leisure Hour

,

pursued

the publication of fascinating dream accounts with
a vengeance:

in

1873, the anecdotal series on "Dreams and Dreaming" was run
in at

least 11 parts.

entertainment.

Once A Week and All the Year Round also emphasized

However, a physician writing in the latter in 1859

foreshadowed Freud's theory that dreams are the guardians of sleep:
all the operations and arrangements of the mind tend to promote

sleep's greatest object— repose.

This view was also held by Julia

Gulliver (1880), but was not widely expressed by other writers.

The

Spectator and Saturday Review shared with their readers critiques
and summaries of prominent theories, and severely denounced the radical

faculty psychology of Frederick Greenwood (1892)

wide exposure in respectable periodicals.

Professor John Rutherford (1874)
explain telepathic dreams.

,

which had received

,

Every Saturday reprinted

who revived the atomic theory to

Appleton'

(1880) exposed its readers to

a comprehensive historical review which placed contemporary dream

studies in perspective as well as expositing them.

But it was

Llttell's Living Age which did the most to expose the "weekly readers"
to innovative thinkers of the period:

in its pages were reprinted

the seminal works of Frances Power Cobbe (1871)

,

Sir Henry Holland

(1873), James Sully (1876) and Camille Melinand (1898).

If one were

to read only the weeklies, one would have a skeletal view of nineteenth-

century dream theory, though some of the critical ligaments and flesh

might be missing.
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The same may be said of the family and
miscellaneous monthlies.

Eclectic Magazine, similar to Littell's

,

reprinted Cobbe and Sully,

as well as the neurophysiological views of Andrew
Wilson (1884) and

Benjamin Ward Richardson (1871), and the "imaginations" of
Frederick
Greenwood (1892).

Wilson clearly expounded the doctrines of associa-

tionism, and applied them to the study of waking, reverie,
abstraction, sleep, dreaming, and somnambulism.

Dreams were said to result

from the automatic reflex action of the brain, which acts and reacts

upon itself.

Wilson was evidently familiar with current research

on the localization of brain functions, which he integrated into his
theories.

Richardson discussed dreams in the context of sleep, and its

physiological basis and function

—a

context which has become dominant

in the dream psychology of the twentieth century.

Greenwood's con-

troversial theory, alluded to earlier, assumed that the physical
organs of sense were endowed with an independent faculty of imagination which could do what the faculty alone had been unable to accomplish
in many hours of work.

Dream imagination attained its power from

working in detachment from other faculties.

These were cardinal

theories, and Eclectic readers were quickly carried into the mainstream
of the dream world.

Chamber
inquiry:

'

s

Journal focused on a narrower stream of scientific

somnambulism.

Not only did Chamber

'

writers illustrate

various categories of somnambulism, they also differentiated it from
the phenomenon of "dual existence," which implied that persons at
times in their sleep lead different lives from their waking ones.

This unusual phenomenon of consciousness, not yet labeled "dissociation,"

became a familiar part of clinical experience in the decades that
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followed its exposition in 1881.

The case study (dream #211 in

Appendix D) still serves as an excellent and elegant
illustration.
One of the earliest reviews of Frank Seafield's book
appeared

Bentley's Miscellany (1866)

.

What strikes a

modem reader

of this

review is the author's foreshadowing of the Jungian concept of
compensation, which had already been introduced by

C.

G.

Carus in 1846.

Dreams were said to restore, in some measure, the balance of good
and evil, and offer a "sort of safety-valve for disappointments" to

those who conceal their suffering under a stoical or epicurean mask.
The idea was stated even more explicitly in Every Saturday

:

The ideas of piety and holiness, of equity, of charity,
of sobriety and propriety, have a latent association with
their opposites, which may be excluded from the waking
mind by discipline and culture, but lurk somewhere in the
heap of stored-up mental conceptions. When it seethes and
stirs in the unchecked flow of dreaming reminiscences, such
images as have been repressed by the voluntary exercise of
mental self-control, on account of their connection with
the idea of sin, will often emerge with a scandalous air
of familiarity.
("Dreams," 1874, p. 439).

This theory was also recognized by a writer in St. Paul's (1874),

who noted that a reaction from the pursuits of the day was often

visible in dreams, illustrating the inclination of the mind to reverse,
or take rest from, the thoughts of the day.

This latter point was

repeatedly made in discussions of the material of dreams, which often
came from irrelevant or passing thoughts of the preceding day.

Other reviews of ancient and modern dream theories were also
found in the miscellaneous monthlies.

In Tinsley

'

(1868), the atomic

theory and the "wandering soul" were duly criticized; Abercrombie'
famed Intellectual Powers were summarized (with classic dream anecdotes)
in Sharpe's (1861)

examined by T.

F.

;

T.

the folk-lore associated with dreams was critically

Dyer in Gentleman's Magazine (1882); and A.

B.
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'

Garrett crystallized the western tradition in Hours
at Home (1870).
Not only did the readers of the miscellaneous
monthlies receive
a sense of the historical dream tradition, but
they were also offered
a taste of the experimental approach.

C.

B.

Lewis published his

experiments in The Galaxy (1877), with a touch of humor providing
color that was sadly lacking in Maury's classic series.

Lewis advanced

another step beyond Maury as well, for he attempted to predict the
content of dreams from the stimulus, and did so with a moderate degree
of success.

The rest of the fare was strictly entertainment.
(1876)

London Society

featured "A Dream-Love" (#155), a short story richly illustra-

tive of deja vu in dreams, as well as the telepathic phenomenon of

— phenomena

two dreamers dreaming the same dream

were able to explain, but many recognized.

which few writers

Readers of Englishwoman'

Domestic Magazine (1876) were fed a dose of lay-woman's divination

sustaining a centuries-old tradition which writers of the mainstream

were trying desperately to silence.

In a similarly anachronistic but

amusing vein. The Green Bag devoted its pages on several occasions
to dreams which played a role in courts of law.

However, these were

clearly offered as interesting legal phenomena of the past, to be

regarded with an attitude of credulity, and perhaps suspicion towards
the dreamers.

Dream accounts of such a nature appeared regularly in

the pages of the religious monthlies. The Arena and Argosy

,

where

dreams of the dead and prophetic dreams also played a prominent role.
Such articles did little to advance theoretical understanding of dreams,

but they illustrated complex dream phenomena which were easily ignored,

and seldom explained, in the "scientific" literature

— thus

preventing
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such phenomena from being totally neglected.
The other religious journals and periodicals were
attuned to
the religious and philosophical questions raised by
dreaming, as well
as the new "scientific" theories.

Thus A. B. Curtis (1891) used the

pages of The Universalist Quarterly Review to place dreams in
a context readily understood by Judaeo-Christian minds:

with prophecy,

they have in common the suspension of ordinary laws and probabilities
of reality, and the power to offer a glimpse of the greater reality:
the Holy One of Israel.

C.

B.

Radcliffe had introduced such "spirit

speculations" (as Greenwood derided them) in the Contemporary Review
in 1881.

Not only was Radcliffe an idealist who assumed that one's

true relation to time and space might be most clearly made known in
a dream, he was also a metaphysical monist, resolving the mind-body

controversy with the notion that matter was a visible and tangible
form into which spirit might resolve itself
into invisible and intangible spirit.

expressed by

Philosophy

,

E.

M.

—a

form which is resolvable

This view had earlier been

Chesley (1877) in The Journal of Speculative

the voice of German Idealism.

Chesley described Mind as

a form of highly sublimated and purified matter.

The idealist position was most explicitly expressed by

F.

C.

S.

Schiller, the English idealist poet and philosopher, in The Hibbert

Journal (1904).

In a series of well presented arguments, he reduced

Realism to absurdity and asserted that dreams suggest a definite
doubt of the ultimacy of our present waking life and the definite

possibility of worlds of higher reality related to our present waking
life as the latter is to dream-life.

Six years earlier, Camille Melinand

had expressed essentially the same position, which appeared in The
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Living Age, The Chautauqiian . and Popular Science Monthly—
making it
available to a much broader and larger audience.

Spiritualism also

had its voice in this context, and was represented by Swedenborg.
B.

G.

1877.

Child commented on this briefly in a response to Chesley in

Gordon Drummond exposited the position in detail in The New

Church Review (1900)

:

dreams are a medium of revelation and a re-

flection of our association with the spirit world.

It is clear that

dreams were regarded as crucial evidence in the Idealism-Realism-

Materialism debates of the nineteenth century.

The idealist position

was explicitly expressed and defended during each decade, finding a

forum in the religious and philosophical journals, in articles which
are impressive in their scholarly and literary quality.

The realist

and materialist positions were implicit in the burgeoning scientific
and empirical tradition.

Another doctrine receiving ample attention in the religious
periodicals was that of "unconscious cerebration," usually attributed
to Dr. Carpenter.

The doctrine received detailed attention from

Frances P. Cobbe, and was crucial to Henry Holland's theories as well

Richarch Wilde Micou expounded it in the American Church Review in
1883:

unconscious cerebration referred to mental changes, more or

less complicated, of whose results only we are conscious.

Seton discussed it further in Catholic World in 1892:

William

we do not per-

ceive the premises or linking together of facts which go into these

unconsciously formed judgments, but only the final outcome.

"Uncon-

scious cerebration" was part and parcel of Carpenter's "mental physio
logy," which asserted that problems of the mind were no longer tolerated as such, but were to be reduced to the form of general physical
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problems.

To expose religious readers to these
materialistic,

mechanistic trends suggests that the writers were keenly
aware of the
spirit of the times, which was slowly moving the study of
dreams from
the realm of theology to that of psychology.

Seton himself clung to

an element of the supernatural, though he acceded to some
of the new

scientific explanations.

But a careful scrutiny of the religious

periodicals suggests that they reflected the trends taking place
the sciences, which was slowly removing the study of dreams from their
grasp.

This was very clear in The Open Court

science-religion journals:

,

the first of the

the articles all presented a scientific-

psychological approach to dreaming rather than a religious one.
The literary and political monthlies concentrated on education

rather than entertainment, and many weighty and significant articles
on dreaming filled their pages.

Several of the literary monthlies

contributed significantly to the phenomenology and classification of
dreams.

The Atlantic , which published no theoretical articles, indulged

William Dean Howells by encouraging his exploration of repeated
dreams and nightmares in 1881.

This venture of Atlantic's "Contribu-

tor's Club" was one of the few instances (before the laboratories began

sending our questionnaires) in which reader contributions were solicited
in the endeavor to expand and enrich the current body of knowledge.

Reader response was overwhelming, and the eight pages of responses

offer some of the only available examples of dreams of falling and
flying and terrors of the night.

Howells himself had a wealth of

them, as illustrated in his Harper's confessions more than a decade

later (1895)

,

and we stand in debt to him now for calling these dream

categories to our attention.

Robert Louis Stevenson also shared his
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nightmares freely with the 40,000 readers
of Scrlbner's in 1892-and
he had a fair share of them as a child!

Even more interesting is Stevenson's confession
that "the little
people" of his dreams, the "brownies," inspired
his writing and kept

him in suspense until the story was complete.
prise was present also

This element of sur-

several dreams, printed in the Atlantic in

-in

1887, which appeared to arise from experiences totally
foreign to the

dreamer.

One suspects that Greenwood himself may have been
the anony-

mous contributor, since these dreams are so clearly
illustrative of
his "proleptic dreams," which will be discussed in more
detail later.

Apparently, Howells was not alone in his opinion that it was

obligatory to publish dreams which the dreamer regarded as significant.

Those whom we now regard as famous shared their dreams as

willingly and unabashedly as the man and woman on the street, who
still attached interpretive significance to them.

Dreams were data

essential to the understanding of the mind, and were not the minds of
great men more exemplary than any others?

but the dreams remain nevertheless

—a

One may reject that inference,

colorful monument to an era in

which privatization had not yet occurred.
Other categories were constantly being added as the monthlies

published additional dream accounts.

In the Lakeside Monthly , E. M.

Smalley spotlighted "clairvoyant somnambulism" in 1870.

An Episco-

palian clergyman illustrated the insight dreams provided into
character in Lippincott

'

.

Horatio King, in the New England Magazine

(1890) illustrated the "dream within a dream," as well as various

"mental" dreams.

Finally, Horatio G. Hutchinson published his personal

classification of the most universal and frequent classes of dreams.
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in a 1900 number of Longman's Magazine.

Thus, the popular periodicals

carried on the task of classification quite
independent of the

parallel process in the professional journals, and
kept alive some
of the most fascinating categories which defied
quantification.

The historical perspective was central in many of the
monthlies.

Dublin University Magazine (1870) published a review of
oneirocriticism

which summarized and criticized most of the traditional
approaches to
dream interpretation.

Though the author lay this approach to rest,

he eulogized it in a manner which leaves the reader with an awe
for
the richness and universality of the tradition.

The same can hardly

be said for Richard Proctor, who examined dreams in Belgravia Magazine
(1881) with a hardy skepticism which left no sacred stone unturned.

Proctor replaced every supernatural explanation with a natural one,

regarding the biblical Joseph as a skilled astronomer rather than a
gifted oneirocritic.

In Temple Bar , dream theories were reviewed

from Homer to Winslow and Aeschylus to Maury, as its authors emphasized
the shift from the supernatural to the physiological.

James Monroe

Buckley, "in the Century (1888) attributed dreams to the exhaustion
of the intellectual faculties, silencing superstition on similar
grounds.

Edward Fitzgerald, in the Canadian Monthly (1878) introduced

his readers to all the current theories, listing more than a dozen

eminent contributors and the titles of their books.

Fitzgerald was

in tune with the times, and he drew on many sources which influenced

the growth of dream psychology:

Winslow 's physiological bases of

sleep and dreaming and their morbid phenomena; Hartley's sensational
and associational sources of dreams; Locke's ideas on the loss of

personal identity; Combe's "system of phrenology"; Braid's "double
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conscious state of sleep"; Carpenter's "unconscious cerebration."
is evident,

It

from a perusal of this literature, that the monthlies

were keeping their readers abreast with the currents of the time,
and steering them in the direction of physiological and empirical

approaches to the study of dreams.

However, even these "historical-

scientific" articles were rich with anecdotal material which still

reflected the earlier tradition.
One of the landmark theories of the nineteenth century which

explicitly influenced dream philosophy

Lamarckian evolution.

Nathaniel

the International Review in 1879.

S.

— if

not psychology

—was

Shaler first alluded to this in
Shaler was convinced that the death

fear manifested itself in the nightmare.

Pushed further and further

into the background of our lives in the evolutionary process, this

panic sense arises "from the shadowy inheritances which come across
the bridge of organic succession from our ancestors" (p. 244).

Elizabeth

Bisland Wetmore jumped onto the evolutionary band-wagon with him, with
views expressed in the North American Review in 1896:

"The barrier

between past and present melts away; all his ancestors are merged into
the individual; the events of the day are inextricably tangled with

those of two centuries since, and this motley play of time is called
a dream" (p.

721).

Wetmore saw this primarily as an explanation for

the unrecognized memories in dreams; Shaler went so far as to offer
it as a solution to the problem of immortality, thus incorporating a

teleological principle as well.
This teleological theory of evolution was shared by Henry
Smith Williams, who wrote on dreaming in The American Journal of

Insanity in 1892.

Vivid dreams were regarded as a state similar to
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delusional insanity, and represented an unstable or
"unbalanced" mind.

Williams held that the "eminently stable class must ever
be the

criterion of the race, toward which our aspirations will point
and
toward which evolution will carry the race" (p. 457).

Such an abso-

lutely sane mind was defined as one that could judge with absolute

accuracy the relative significance of all its experiences— whose

vision had been perfectly corrected for chromatic, spherical, and all
other aberrations.

Williams obviously had a regard for rationalism

that would put even his contemporaries to shame

— and

we venture to

guess that he carried the new approach to an extreme which would be

accepted by few of them.
One senses from the above that the popular press was a crucial

factor in the transition from a theological, mythological, supernatural

perspective on dreams.

However, it was in the professional journals

that the new psychological tradition received its ultimate directions

and forms.

Two strands of inquiry were developing simultaneously,

involving very different methods and very different goals.
The first volume of the American Journal of Psychology , in 1888,
featured an intricate thesis by Julius Nelson, who studied under G.

Stanley Hall at Johns Hopkins.

Nelson's article caricatures, for the

modern reader, the extremes of nineteenth-century materialism:

dream

cycles were regarded merely as by-products of the breakdown of cell

chromatin and the physiological/sexual month and year

— rhythms

which

had become independent of the cosmic rhythms which initially stimulated them.

Although these ideas were not widely quoted by later

writers,' Nelson's work remains significant, within the nineteenth-

century tradition and beyond it, for his primary assumption and his
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detailed introspective method for remembering and
quantifying dreams.

A sophisticated cytologist, he assumed that "every
psychological
inquiry should as far as possible be based upon and connected
with
so much of physiological knowledge as we can command"
(p. 367), an

assumption which continues to rule twentieth-century dream research.
Nelson's data was exhaustive, and relied on more than a thousand dream
reports.

His method for remembering and reconstructing dreams, to

which we will return later, evidenced awareness of all the phenomena
of remembering and forgetting summarized by Freud a decade later.

But neither Freud nor his American colleagues publicly recognized
that Nelson's theory was identical in its fundamental assumptions to

their clinical techniques.

One reason for this was that the clinicians

were interested in the correlates and implications of forgotten dreams,
rather than the characteristics of those remembered.
The American Journal of Psychology continued the tradition of

quantitative dream research for nearly two decades, with the work of

Mary Whiton Calkins and her students in the nineties, and that of
James Ralph Jewell in 1905.

Their attention to the mental elements

(and types of imagery) in dreams was shared by Will Monroe (1905) and
E.

B.

Titchener (1895), while their detailed categorization was

reflected in Augusta Wiggam's article in the Pedagogical Seminary in
1909.

While Calkins and her students relied on careful introspection
applied to their own dreams, and data derived from those of other
college students, Jewell and Wiggam compiled their data from question-

naires returned by students and teachers at normal schools.

This

method had first been applied to the study of dreams by the American
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Society for Psychical Research, which printed
its questionnaire in

Science in 1887, expressing the hope "that many
thousands of dreams

will be received"

(p.

229).

Contrasting sharply with the rich anecdotes

in the popular literature, this was an instrument
clearly designed to

collect the quantifiable data which was so vital to the
new science
of psychology and its new statistical method.

Further "facts" were

added during these years by the dream researchers who wrote in
Science ,
<^he

Psychological Review

.

Mind

and the Journal of Philosophy, Psy-

,

chology, and Scientific Methods

.

In contrast to this research which was conducted by experimental

psychologists, a clinical tradition was also being established.

Though

equally rigorous in its approach and orderly in its method, it retained

much of the richness and detail of the popular tradition, maintaining
an interest in the content of individual dream accounts.

This tradi-

tion was launched by Charles Fere, whose case study on dreams and

hysterical paralysis was published in Brain in 1887.

Arnold Pick

continued it in 1901, with his "clinical studies in pathological

dreaming," which appeared in the Journal of Mental Science

.

Pick

elaborated the characteristics of the intense dreaming states of the

hysteric or neurasthenic, which had also been done by James ChrichtonBrowne in the Lancet in 1895.

by Bronislaw Onuf

,

This phenomenon was further pursued

in the Journal of Abnormal Psychology of 1910.

Onuf illustrated the similarity between hysterical crises and dreams,
and stressed the inability of many hysterics to tell the difference.
That same year Morton Prince and

G.

A.

Waterman published seminal

papers which brought this line of inquiry to fruition.

In a detailed

case study of one patient's dreams, they poignantly illustrated that
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dreams which might be totally forgotten could
have a profound impact,

producing symptoms which could not be traced to any
other source.
This relationship between dreams and symptoms was
opposite in direction

from that emphasized by Freud, who stressed the impact
of symptoms
upon the content of dreams.
Freud's work was reviewed in 1910 (a full decade after its first
appearance) in the American Journal of Psychology and the Psychological
Bulletin, by Sandor Ferenczi and Ernest Jones.

Although his work was

also based on clinical case studies, he was more concerned with the

mechanism of dream-formation than the role of interpretation in the
therapeutic process, at least as seen through the eyes of these
disciples.

Perhaps that explains why his work was not published in

the Journal of Abnormal Psychology

— though

Prince's editorial attitude

and disagreement with Freud were probably the critical factors in
that omission.

It is interesting that Freud was first brought to

the attention of American readers three years earlier in the popular

press, in an article by Frederick Peterson in Harper's Monthly

.

Peterson (like Ferenczi) chose to emphasize the continuity of Freud's
"Traum-Deutung" with the classical oneirocritical tradition:

have in common the assumption that dreams

do_

.

They

have meaning, can be

interpreted, and ought to be regarded seriously.

Thus, the new clini-

cal tradition actually comprised the first pragmatic application of
the old tradition, and merely changed the goal at the end of the road,

rather than the actual path trod.

Meanwhile, the experimental

psychologists had set the stage for the twentieth-century approach to

dream investigation, relying heavily on the physiological correlates
of dreaming, and its relationship to the sleeping and waking states.
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While about one-third of the authors remained anonymous,
the
others represent a truly interdisciplinary approach
to the study of
dreams.

Relevant biographical information is presented in Appendix

B.

Writers, editors, and literary figures maintained an active
interest
in dreams at least until 1905, and published a large number
of signed

articles in the nineties.

Second to them in number were physicians,

including those whom we would, retrospectively, label "psychiatrists"
(who represent about one-third of this group):

A.

A.

Brill, Charles

Fere, Sandor Ferenczi, Havelock Ellis, Ernest Jones, Frederick Peterson,

Arnold Pick, Morton Prince,

G.

A.

Waterman, and H.

S.

Williams.

Physicians contributed to this literature from 1859 on, expositing the
current theories and at times sharing their own dreams.

Prior to

this period a scattered discussion of dreams took place in the pages

of the Journal of Psychological Medicine (which was founded in 18A8

by Forbes Wins low)

,

By the end of the period, dreams were clearly

regarded by physicians as a psychiatric, rather than a physical,

phenomenon or symptom.
Ministers and theologians, who authored about a dozen of these
articles, contributed everything from the rambling associations of
A. K.

H.

Boyd (1864) and spectacular dream account of C.

B.

Tayler

(1872) to the serious historical and theoretical treatises of Edward

Fitzgerald (1878) and John Cunningham (1862, 1864).

However, it was

apparent from the "theological" writings of the last two decades that
the psychological approach had replaced the revelational one, and that

the spiritualist groups (especially the Swedenborgians) were the only

religious ones to retain a vital interest in dreams.

The last article

authored by a theologian-philosopher appeared in Popular Science Monthly
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and focused on the physiological functions of
sleep and dreams.

Interest of philosophers switched from "the
psychology of dreams"
and questions of the sleeping mind to the metaphysical
relationship

between dreams and reality— the ontological status of
dreams.
Scientists of various persuasions also took an interest in
'

dreams, and before the turn of the century we find articles
authored

by an astronomer, an archaeologist, several anthropologists, a
couple
of biologists and a geologist.

These articles also ranged from the

historical and anthropological to the philosophical and physiological.
What is clear from this is that true prof essionalization and specialization, and the relegation of dreams to the disciplines of psychology

and psychiatry, did not begin to take place until the nineties.

During the next decade the process accelerated rapidly.

Psychologists apparently accepted the bequest of literature and
theology willingly.

The experimentalists found the dream an appropri-

ate object for statistical, psychophysical, and physiological investigation.

Philosophical psychologists eagerly attacked centuries of

superstition and tradition, seeking in the dream a clue not only to
the functions of the mind, but also an answer to ontological questions.

Psychiatrists tunied to the dream as an etiological and curative
factor in mental illness and psychotherapy, and a clue to the functions
of the normal mind.

In a period of about three decades the stage

had been set, not only for the psychoanalytic study of the dream, but
also for the later psycho-physiological investigations

clinician-researcher debates of the twentieth century.

— and

the endless

And underly-

ing the lingering popular and spiritualist beliefs lay the element of

mythological and metaphorical truth which forms the basis of Jungian

dream psycholo

CHAPTER III

PHENOMENA AND CATEGORIES OF DREAMS^
One outstanding characteristic of the periodical literature
on

dreaming during the half century in question is that it was richly
anecdotal and generously illustrated.

Most of the dreams make fascin-

ating reading material, and many of them offer multifaceted material
for analytical speculation.

All of them contributed in one way or

another to the classification and categorization of dreams, and at
that level their content was of utmost importance.

Others led directly

to theoretical conjectures, and proved their heuristic value by

illustrating the processes of dreaming.

The categories organizing

the dreams in Appendix D include some which are explicit in the dream

literature, and others which are derived from the dreams themselves.

These are introduced below in the order of their appearance in the
appendix.
Some of the earliest categories evolved along with the facts

and theories concerning the stimuli and sources of dreams.

A.

S.

Patton

(1857) opened the period by introducing his readers to The Intellectual

Powers, in which Abercrombie attributed dreams to four sources, which

were actually derived from David Hartley:

(1)

recent events and

recent mental emotions, mingled up into one continuous series with

each other, or with old events, by means of some feeling which had been
in a greater or less degree allied to each of them, though in other
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respects they were entirely unconnected; (2) trains
of images brought
up by association with bodily sensations;

(3)

the revival of old

associations respecting things which had entirely passed
out of the

mind and which seemed to have been forgotten;

(4)

a strong propensity

of character, or a strong mental emotion, which is embodied
in the

dream and fulfilled by some natural coincidence.

By 1861, two addi-

tional sources (also attributed to Abercrombie) were claimed:

(5)

an

event occurring elsewhere at the time of the dream, or soon thereafter;

(6)

events so communicated to the mind as never to have be-

come objects of memory.

These categories persisted throughout the

period.
In 1876, James Sully presented the ideas of Frank Seafield

and David Hartley, assigning dreams either to "peripheral" or "central"

stimulations.

Peripheral stimulation came from

(1)

sensations received

through the proper organs of sense; (2) feelings connected with the
muscles;

(3)

"systemic" or "organic" sensations attached to activities

of the various bodily organs.

The peripheral sources arising in the

organs of sense were the subject of the earliest experimental investigation.

In 1865 Alfred Maury reported his innovative attempts at

experimental dream induction, which were regularly cited until 1900.
Inspired by Maury, Charles B. Lewis presented a humorous account of a

similar investigation in 1877.
serious.

Gradually this investigation grew more

In the 1890s, Mary Whiton Calkins and her students began

to refer to these dreams as "presentational," and methodically stimu-

lated each of the five senses:
and olfactory.

visual, auditory, dermal, gustatory

These dreams were contrasted with "representational"

dreams, in which images in the same sensory modalities appeared
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apparent stimulation.

By 1899, further experiments led

Hiram Stanley to sort artificial dreams into three
categories,
dependent on the amount and kind of stimulation.
The kinaesthetic/muscular sensations resulted most
commonly
in dreams of falling and flying, which were described by
Horatio

Hutchinson, in 1900, as "the most universal and frequent" classes of
dreams.

The majority of such dreams were reported in the Atlantic

investigation of recurrent dreams, initiated by Howells in 1880, but
they had already been described as "hot-blooded" dreams as early as
1859.

As the study of kinaesthetic dreams turned to statistical

tabulation during the first decade of the twentieth century, categories

were refined to differentiate dreams of floating, hovering, sinking,
drowning, and "futile effort."

"Systemic" or "organic" sensations were said to account for a

diversity of dreams, and included many types of bodily functioning
and discomfort.

Earlier writers (who were generally physicians) con-

centrated on the sources or causes of such dreams, while later writers
focused on the types of dreams produced.

In the late fifties, such

dreams were attributed to fevers, perturbed blood, and indigestion.

Three decades later, they were attributed to "bodily ailments and
noxious humors that infest the blood," as well as an aggregate of
"brain poisons":

alcohol, opium, hashish, ether, nitrous-oxide gas,

chloroform, chloral, and cocoaine.

Some of these dreams were said

to foreshadow physical disasters or disease, while others were thought
to be precursors of insanity.

Augusta Wiggam and other twentieth-

century psychologists differentiated the types of dreams resulting

from these causes:

dreams of smothering, strangling, suffocating.
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choking, hunger or thirst.

What Sully had posited as "central" stimulation,
Julia Gulliver
(1880) relabeled "physical stimulation of the
encephalic regions-

Direct central stimulation depended on some unknown
influences exerted
by the state of nutrition of the cerebral elements,
or the action of
the blood vessels.

Indirect central stimulation depended on the

extension of previous excitation:

once the first link of an imagina-

tive chain had been supplied, other links were added in
great numbers

through forces of association.

Gulliver added to these physical

sources several arising in the mindi itself

.

These were traced to

ideas, whether lately received, recalled from the past, or originated

by the mind itself while asleep.

By this time, a thorough review of

the periodical literature would have resulted in an outline of

sources and stimuli very similar to Freud's.

The only influence to

be relatively underemphasized would be that of internal sensory

irritations in the eye and ear:

George Trumbull Ladd's short article

on retinal eigenlicht (1892) was the only one addressed to that topic.

Freud noted that the sources to which dreams were ascribed were
also used for the classification of dreams.

While this generalization

was true of the "scientific literature," the non-scientists applied a

variety of interesting and provocative schemata in conjunction with the

publication of much lengthier, richer, and more fascinating dream
accounts.

Although the religious, supernatural tradition was anathema

to the new theories, a thin thread was surreptitiously woven into the

stern texture of the newer fabric.

Frank Seafield, in the sixties

classified dreams as either Terrestrial , Spiritual

,

or Celestial

.

The Terrestrial dreams were those referred to by the less romantic as
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"presentational," and were epitomized by the Nightmare, or
Incubus.
The latter were the focus of extensive phenomenological
accounts in
the 1880s, but were parsimoniously reduced by Ernest
Jones (1910) to

epiphenomena of psychosexual Angst

.

Spiritual dreams were those which

conveyed warnings from the dead, combining the incidents or ordinary
life with the supernatural.

Dozens of such dreams were recorded,

without any explicit awareness of this "spiritual" element.

Celestial

dreams betrayed a higher origin, arising in forms expressible only in

similitudes, and expressing archetypal effects.

The dreams which

might illustrate these categories are in the appendix placed elsewhere,
'

since these categories are of little theoretical or interpretive

significance, though they are of historical importance.
The supernatural thread was most evident in the multitude of

dreams which in some way prefigured the future.

Although they were

most common during the first 30 years, such reports continued into
the twentieth century.

of them repeatedly.

At least 60 were cited in the literature, many

These were most commonly referred to as "prophetic"

or "premonitory," and most often implied "theorematic" or anticipatory

dreams which came literally true (labeled also as "prodromic" or
"proleptic")

.

These were often regarded as "warning" dreams, since

many of them were instrumental in averting or preventing catastrophes,
predicting and escaping disaster, and avoiding possible deaths.

On

other occasions, dreamers anticipated and averted evil consequences
by the discernment of true character through a dream.

Other

prophetic dreams were regarded as symbolic premonitions, since their

meaning was clouded in metaphor.

Writers from the beginning of the

period had pointed out the fact that these dreams were really not to
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be trusted, since so many did not come true, or were
wrong in some

essential detail.

A writer in 1879 had even noted that they err by

"going astray and visiting the wrong people."

But it was not until

1903 that Mary Currie coined a term for them, baptizing them as

"abortive-premonitory."
Closely related to prophetic dreams, sometimes illustrating a
special subclass, are those we now include among psi phenomena.

Some

dreams involved being privy to the mind of another and discerning its
thought, and the literature was replete with instances in which the

same dream was dreamed by two persons at the same time.

Other dreams

gave notice of an event occurring simultaneous to the dream or soon

thereafter.

It was E. M.

Smalley (1870) who first used the adjective

"clairvoyant" to describe dreams which referred to events transpiring
in distant places or the distant future.

Not until the 1880s did

Frederic Myers coin the term "telepathy" to refer to such phenomena.
Most common among telepathic phenomena were deaths dreamed at
the time of their occurrence, and the appearance of persons, at the

moment of death, to friends or relatives at a distance.

Apparently

not fettered by "natural" bounds, Death played a prominent and kaleido-

scopic role which permitted its participation in the subject-matter of

more than sixty dreams.

Reported throughout the period, these dreams

were not classified into differentiating categories until the twentieth
century.

Not only did the dying announce their imminent condition:

the dead also perpetuated an illusion of immanence.

Sometimes they

assisted the dying in announcing their impending death, so that dreams
in which the already-dead appeared came to be regarded as portents of

death in the family.

In hypermnesic dreams, the dead often conveyed
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long forgotten or unassimilated information.

In prophetic dreams,

dreamers often saw themselves or another at the moment of
death, and
several instances are on record in which the dreamer, like King
Hezekiah,

predicted the moment of his own death with great accuracy.

In these

dreams, the dreamer seldom got beyond the burial service, and
the

hereafter generally played no part.

Several instances are also on

record in which the dead communicated with the living in order to
convey a theological or philosophical truth.

And three dreams are on

record in which Death appears in a symbolic, archetypal form.
An interesting class of dreams in which the dead played a

prominent role were those which provided evidence for court convictions
or acquittals.

Such dreams identified murderers and told of their

wherabouts, discovered the bodies of victims or the location of

damning evidence, and contained confessions.

Usually the information

was relayed to the dreamer by the murdered victim.

Although most of

these were reported in the 1880s and 1890s, no such evidence was used

after 1870.

These forensic dreams were related to the hypermnesic

dreams in which facts or events were brought up which had entirely

passed out of mind, and long ceased to be objects of either attention
or memory.

Reaching a stratum of recollection quite beyond the

capacity of waking thought, these dreams exercised a real influence on

material circumstances in which the dreamer discovered where money,
wills, missing documents, and other lost valuables were to be found,
and in which forgotten places were rediscovered.

what later came to be known as deja vu phenomena:

Among the latter are
many writers reported

dreams of places which appeared hauntingly familiar and lucid in detail,
and already in 1859 these had been singled out and termed "locality"
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dreams.

Equally clear were the faces seen in dreams, which
in several

cases led to the arrest and conviction of criminals.

The writers of the period singled out several other
categories
of dreams.

Among these were dreams illustrating the presence or
absence

of several of the "faculties."

Beginning in the seventies, a number

of writers directed this discussion at the moral sense.

Harking back

to De Foe, they insisted that dreams might be inspired by the
Devil
as well as by God, and fortified their position with illustrations

of crimes committed in dreams without a qualm of conscience.

The imagination was most prominent among the faculties featured
in dreams, and was said to be involved in dreams of all types, since

dream consciousness could best be described as imaginative.

Some

dreams merely involved imagination as "fancy," producing incoherent
dreams comprised of wild jumbles of grotesque and impossible things

simply conglomerates of inchoate ideas and mind-pictures, without
time, order, method or reason.

Although everyone was assumed to

have a familiarity with such dreams, few examples were cited in the
literature.

Sometimes it was the "creative" imagination which appeared

in dreams, resulting in such works of art as Coleridge's "Kubla Khan"

and Tartini's "Devil's Sonata."

In its extreme, this resulted in what

Cobbe labeled the "myth-making faculty" of dreams.

Later writers,

such as Calkins and her students, presented examples of overt imagination, in which the dreamer witnessed himself in the act of "imagining"

something

— calling

up images in the process of the dream.

It was

Calkins also who defined the dream simply as "an illusion of the
imagination.
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The most awesome manifestation of dream
imagination resulted
in what Greenwood termed "proleptic"

dreams— dream which "have all the

incident, meaning, and design of a parable, or
play, or story, while

yet the author of them is ignorant of each incident
till it arises and

only understands the design of the whole when his own
reasoned and

well-articulated work comes to an end."

The events are explained in

the course of the dream by a sequence of other incidents
following

each other like the successive stages of the unravellment of
a mystery
plot, as if an intelligence other than that of the consciousness of

the dreamer had planned the development and foreseen the outcome.

Although a few such dreams were reported earlier, the most dramatic
and interesting were concentrated in the period from 1887 to 1895.

Though the presence of reasoning in dreams was often denied, it

was increasingly granted during the last two decades of the period.
In part, it was said to reveal itself in proleptic dreams, but it also

presented itself in the process of trying to explain the events

perceived by dream consciousness.

Havelock Ellis explained this as

subconscious intelligence playing a game with conscious intelligence,

offering it problems and bidding it guess solutions.

Joseph Hatton

had noted as early as 1868 that overt reasoning might be carried on,

often syllogistically

.

The problem was that logic was applied to

absurd premises, without involvement of the will.
on,

From the nineties

judgment was also said to be present, manifesting itself in the

realization that the dream experience is unreal, in knowing that one
is dreaming, and in dreaming "a dream within a dream."

In 1906,

Thomas P. Bailey added the observation that the dream consciousness

might itself alter the dream process, as it approaches the waking state
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through the medium of a higher dream-self
which indulges in a quasi-

professional form of judgment based on mental
habit.

Such a phenomenon

had been noted as early as 1859, but had been
attributed to changes
in the physiological state of the body.

It was also during the last

decade of the period that Jewell and Wiggam first
called attention
to those who are not at all aware they have been
dreaming.

Such

dreamers confuse dreams with real life, telling as true
something

which was dreamed but not recognized as a dream.
Forms of reasoning and imagination were also manifested in

"mental dreams," which were said to be suggested by previous mental

preoccupations and to continue in sleep those methods of mental

exertion to which the dreamer was accustomed.

About two dozen

examples were cited between 1857 and 1898 to illustrate this continued

activity of the mind in sleep-most of them culled from the life of
famous persons.

The creative imagination of Coleridge and Tartini

was often included here, along with Dante's "Divina Comedia," Campbell's

"Lochiel's Warning," Voltaire's "Henriade," and Stevenson's "Jekyll
and Hyde."

Franklin j

Condorcet:,

Condillac, Cabanis, Dr. Gregory,

Goethe, Jerome Cardan, Marcus Aurelius, and Herschel also carried on

their daily acitivities in their dreams, where they continually arrived
at new solutions and ideas.

Such dreams were closely related to somnambulism, which Belcher

referred to as "dreaming in action."

It differed from dreaming in

that one or more of the senses was in an active condition, and that

one or more of the bodily organs might respond to the idea absorbing
the mind.

J.

M.

Buckley identified it with dreaming because all the

faculties and powers were absorbed in the dream image.

Most of the
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three dozen examples were cited between 1866 and
1881, although a few

appeared in 1890.
Also related to somnambulism was the phenomenon of "dual

existence," which was first reported in 1881.

One of a variety of

identity changes occurring in dreams, "dual existence" referred to
a series of actions which, taking place during sleep, are discontinued

during waking hours, to be resumed when sleep occurs again.

A writer

in 1880 claimed that there was a class of dreams in which the sense of

identity was totally lost, reduced to the vague sense of consciousness
of existence a mollusk might feel.

such dreams were offered!
noted:

Understandably, no examples of

Various other changes in identity were

dreamers appearing as someone other than their real selves,

exchanging or reversing roles with others, or attributing their own
thoughts and feelings to another.

Scenes might pass in which the

dreamer takes no part, leading to the phenomenon of "double identity,"
since the dreamer merely watches the action of another which must be
his own consciousness.
it,

He may also change his consciousness, or double

so that he is at once spectator and actor and shares the emotions

of each.

However, several writers insisted that the self does not

disappear, no matter how bewildering the circumstances.

Although he

may occasionally lose a knowledge of his own identity while dreaming,
the dreamer is always clearly conscious of it on awakening.
It is clear that dreams were categorized and ordered in a multi-

plicity of ways during this period.

Distinctions were based on their

content and subject matter as well as their structure, characteristics,
causes, origins, purpose, or effect.

Few among them were such as lent

themselves to the simple consultation of dream books, and it is apparent
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that more and more the reporting of dreams
reflected the objects of

scientific and philosophical investigations:

the function of the various

levels, types, and manifestations of consciousness;
questions of

epistemology and ontology.

And at the end of the period came the

various applications of dreams, as they shared a
function in the

etiology and therapy of psychopathology

.

From this brief overview

of dream phenomena, we can turn to the theories they
illustrated and/or

generated, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

SPECULATIONS AND THEORIES ON DREAMING
1860-1910

Theories and speculations about dreaming during the half century
in question were much more comprehensive and diverse than one would

suspect from reading Freud's review of the scientific literature.

We have already seen that the discussions reflected an interdisciplinary
or multidisciplinary
in their scope:

,

unspecialized approach.

They also varied greatly

some authors sought to explain one particular dream;

others concentrated on a specific category; the rest sought to elucidate the process of dreaming in a comprehensive fashion.

The discussion

below focuses on those aspects of the periodical dream literature
which most parsimoniously crystallize the relevant issues in the
retrospective perspective of the author.

As was the case with some

of the categories of dreams, these issues are not equally explicit
in the literature.

The dual nature of the discussion on dreams and

reality was not explicitly recognized before Freud, although both

aspects were studied frequently.

Similarly, the importance of the

debates concerning the reporting and recording only emerges in a subtle
manner, and it becomes critical primarily in the light of twentieth-

century attitudes.

Finally, the literature on dreams of telepathy and

death was not organized into a coherent whole, and takes form only
as isolated comments and discussions are brought together.
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Dreams and Reality^

One of the most significant investigations in the literature

concerned the relationship of dreams to reality.

Freud addressed this

issue in terms of two psychological characteristics of dreaming
de-

manding explanation.

One was the fact that the finished dream strikes

the dreamer as something alien to him and extraneous to his mind,

appearing to have a real and present objective existence.
thought which is keen enough

to

enough to deny their externality.

The dream

explain dream images is not keen
Concomitantly the mind accords

belief to the dream, producing a complete and intense sense of reality.
The investigation of this phenomenon actually led in two (interrelated)
directions.

On the one hand, it raised questions concerning the

apperceptive process, which was receiving a great deal of attention
from psychologists.

On the other, it raised the ontological question:

what is the status of the reality being apperceived?

This question

was discussed primarily by philosophers, in their continuous battles

concerning realism and idealism.
Julia Gulliver (1880) explicitly stated that there were two
kinds of errors common in dreams:

illusions and hallucinations.

An

illusion was defined (after Lemoine) as "a wrong interpretation of a

sensation made by an external object"; an hallucination resulted from
assigning to an external object a sensation produced by an internal
disturbance.

Thus, presentation dreams produced by stimulation from

the external sense organs were the source of illusions, while subjective

sensory excitation were the source for dream hallucinations.

In order

to differentiate dream illusions from hallucinations, a significant

portion of the literature between 1890 and 1910 was directed at veri-
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fying the presence of imagery in dreams.

As a result of these

researches, Titchener (1895) and several later
writers were able to

conclude that dream- imagery (hallucination)
was far more common than

dream perception (illusion), casting doubt on
the earlier associationist assertion that dreams were always produced
by external stimulation.

This observation can easily be verified by the
accounts in the

appendix:

technically, only the presentational, organic, and
kines-

thetic dreams are true illusions.

Actually, the writers of the period were not all in agreement
about the fine distinction between the terms "illusion" and
"hallucin-

ation"~some using the former

to do duty for both.

But they were in

agreement about the phenomenon demanding explanation:

the dreaming

mind was unique in that it employed optic illusions or hallucinations
to express its thoughts while the waking mind ordinarily thought in

word- images and speech.

Several writers incorporated such an assump-

tion in their definitions of dreams.

James Sully (1876), who

authored a book on illusions, defined dreams as "a group or series
of groups of vivid imaginative representations of sensory, motor, and

emotional experiences, which simulates the form of real perceptions ."

Henry Holland (1873) described them as "illusions as to person, time,
place."

Mary W. Calkins (1893) regarded the dream, most simply, as

"an illusion of the imagination in which images are reproduced,

accurately and completely, or in fresh and varying combinations."

In

these definitions mere perceptual processes were superseded by "con-

structive association" of the mind, so that dreams and illusions

were placed squarely in the domain of cognitive psychology.
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Hallucinations also acquired an identity
other than

interpretation of internal sensation.

the
le

mis-

William Seton (1892) noted

that dreams were a species of delirium,
or hallucinations of sleep.

He also noted that they might be either
"psycho-sensorial" or "psychi-

cal."

This set the stage for the incorporation
of dreams into the

scope of abnormal psychology, which was based
on unconscious psychic
activity.

Morton Prince (1910) thus defined the dream
"clinically

hallucinatory delirium occurring in a state of
dissociation ."*
One can see, retrospectively, that the clear
differentiation of dream

illusions and dream hallucinations is basic to the
twentieth-century

traditions of dream investigation and dream interpretation:

illusions

have no place in the study of psychopathology or the various
levels
of consciousness, while hallucinations have no place in the study
of

normal functioning.

Having described these phenomena, writers also searched for
explanations.

What needed to be explained, as Greenwood (1892) put

it, was how the organs of sight, whether disordered or not, could

deliver themselves of images for their own contemplation which were
not the stored record of things either seen or heard of.

Memory,

being closely interrogated, pretended to know nothing of them; nor
could they be evoked by the waking fancy, working within the limitation
of things seen and remembered.

Images were projected onto the dark-

ness under the inspection of waking faculties, in full attention and

coordination:

the account which these faculties rendered of them was

that they were inexplicable as products of the mind itself.

*A11 italics in this paragraph are added by the author.

They
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were exterior to the

..'nH

,

which cotnbined all its faculties
to examine

and explain them precisely as if
they belonged to the great
variety
of phenomena presented to it from
the world without.

Richard Micou (1883) relied on a
supernatural, telepathic
explanation.

Although he did not claim or suppose
that a spirit might

ever be seen, he did believe that
the influence of one soul might
be

strong enough during a moment of crisis
to call up an image, which,
though really subjective, would appear to
be without

.

For two souls

knit in true affection, such a thing was
certainly thought to be

possible.

However, Micou placed limits on his theory:

he did not

grant credibility to ghost stories, declaring
them nothing more than

momentary hallucinations.

Micou appeared to have one foot in the

mythological past and another in the scientific future.
John Cunningham (1864) held similar views, asserting
that spectres

were nothing more than the dreamer's own thoughts:
for sensations.

ideas mistaken

And he claimed that the objectivity of dream thoughts

was not at all mysterious, since it was the condition of all
thinking.
The substitution of ideas (reminiscences, recollections, memories)
for sensation was possible and actual because ideas commonly did duty
for sensations and were perfect representations of them.

As the dreamer

passed gradually into the world of slumber, he was still thinking;
but some of his sensations, especially the ones of vision, had been

entirely shut out while others gradually dimmed.
the world of sense to the world of ideas.

that we are always engaged in ideation

varying degrees of sensation.

,

Then he passed from

Thus Cunningham stressed

which may be tempered with

In this way he established the con-

tinuity of the waking and dreaming states, and also introduced
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von Schubert's ideas on the
"picture language" of dreams,
which inspired the later Freudian
notion of "primary process
thinking."

Julia Gulliver (1880) and
Andrew Wilson (1884) relied
on advances in the investigation
of brain physiology and
brain function
to explain dream hallucination.
Gulliver maintained, as did
Cunningham, that the confusion of
false and true in dreams was
due to the
fact that the mind obeys the
same laws in sleep as in
wakefulness.
Accustomed to accept as trustworthy
the testimony of the senses,
it
continued to do so even in sleep,
when impressions were made upon
the organ of sense by internal
subjective changes rather than
external
agency.
This was due to the action of the
angular gyrus, that part of
the visual apparatus which forms
the cerebral terminus and perfects
sight.

As reported by Dr. Clarke:

Whatever

report the angular gyrus sends to the
mind
is accepted as true.
Were it apt to act by itself, unstimulated by the eye, we should be unable
to

distinguish
orthopia (objective) from pseudopia (subjective).
Now
and then the angular gyrus does act
independently, and
the result is amazing and confounding.
Vivid ideal
pictures, painted by strong emotion or intense
volitional
effort on the organic structure of the frontal
lobes,
react on the visual centre of the hemispheres,
and lead to
the formation there of visual cell-groups
more or less
perfect in character. These, in turn, visually
excite the
lobes, and so, by action and reaction, add
vividness and
accuracy to the ideal representation.
(Gulliver, 1880
.

p.

.

.

216)

This, Gulliver asserted was exactly what took place
in dreams.
It was what Lemoine expressed in simpler language
with the following

illustration:

"I see a phantom in sleep.

Its sight terrifies.

fear lest it advance, pursue, speak, menace me with death.
it does advance, pursue, etc.

I

Immediately

Thus one fear augments the other.

A

continual reaction of organ on mind, and mind on organ, is taking place"
(pp.

216-217).

These quotes have been included because they illustrate
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a reciprocal interaction
between tnind and matter, eschewing
any

current tendencies to epiphenomenalism
or psychophysical parallelism.
Andrew Wilson referred this to the
power of projecting outwardly, from mind and brain, a vivid
conception of the object engaging
the dreamer's attention.
Dreams were due to the "reflex
action of the

brain."

While Gulliver accented the absence
of external stimulation

or sensation, Wilson stressed the
fact that consciousness was not

necessary for the transmission of ideas
from one part of the brain
to another.

Hallucinations and illusions were due to the
distribu-

tion of ideas within the brain rather
than to the muscles.

Wilson

extended this mechanism to other thought as
well, thus attributing
the whole history of mental action to the
agency of unconscious

cerebration.

This doctrine was slowly emerging as a primary
one in

the popular theories of dreaming, and granted
the unconscious an

increasingly acceptable and tenable role.

Howard

C.

Warren (1897) channeled the physiological explanation

in another direction by concentrating on characteristics
of a stimulus

which might cause it to result in illusion rather than normal perception.

In line with Carl Max Giessler, he assumed at the outset

that the distribution of nervous energy which in waking life was

directed into certain channels by the voluntary working of the attention, was in dreams, through the inhibition of the higher centers,

mainly passive, uncoordinated and directed without effect (or action)
to various points of the nervous system.

Dream illusions might then

be caused, via mediate associations, by peripheral stimuli which
failed to reach the threshold; directly, by stimuli which reached the

threshold discontinuously

;

by reflexes which did not come into
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consciousness; by sensations which
reached consciousness but were

subjected either to changes of quality
and localization or to an
increase of intensity; and by feelings,
which in connection with the

intellectual element brought about a
heightening of the emotional
side.

The physiological process underlying
this was one in which a

number of stimuli were brought into association
by a subcortical
process, and the coordinated product was
transmitted to the appropriate

cortical center.
coordinations.

There it stimulated the traces of former
similar

Between these an association was brought about,
which

appeared as the memory image of a presentation that
had previously
accompanied a similar bodily condition.
The hallucinatory dreams were due to an idea of some
sort,

rather than peripheral stimulation.

The

physiological process con-

sisted, first, in the concentration of nervous energy along
certain

already formed paths, whose mental products were capable of giving a

suitable turn to the dream, and second, in the prevention of its outflow to other centers which would produce unfavorable changes in the
images.

Warren was clearly an associationist in the tradition of

Hartley, relying on the notion that it was a change in intensity

which differentiated sensations from images.
What all the above theories stressed was the fact that the

mind carried on its usual activities in the absense of usual sources
of stimulation

— providing

its own material for reaction.

The sleep-

ing mind appeared perfectly capable of producing its own imagery.

The resulting problem, as stated by Freud and his predecessors, was
that the mind could not discern its autonomous images from those

produced by the external world.
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By 1893. Mary Calkins could exposit
three explanations for the

dream's appearance of objective reality:

(1)

the lack of sense-

impressions which furnished the waking
consciousness the conmion test
of reality;

(2)

the weakness of thought activity, which
facilitated

the wrong application of the category of
causality implicit in

hallucination and illusion; (3) and the diminution
of attention,

which prevented a scrutiny of ideas and images sufficient
to the
discovery of their subjectivity.
The first of these relates back to the associationist
principle:

ideas are recognized as such through a certain ratio of
intensity to

actual sensations:

they fail to be recognized when this ratio is

obliterated, either by elevation of the idea in intensity, or by the

obscuration of sensation.

Not only does the deprivation of external

sensations result in the mind losing its normal standard of comparison,

but the cerebral elements excited in dream activity have an extrador-

dinary degree of irritability, so that the intensity of the ideas will
be peculiar as well.

The second principle harks back to various

ramifications of faculty psychology and the notion that such faculties
as Will and Reason lie dormant during sleep.

The third was discussed

by Sully as a confusion due to limitation of the area of consciousness.

A rational view of things was the result of a complex process of
reflecting, which again depended upon the instantaneous reinstate-

ment of a whole cluster of experience products.

In dreams, conscious-

ness was monopolized by single impressions, unchecked by contradictions
of the other senses, so that the dreamer innocently took the appear-

ance for what it seemed to be.
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Havelock Ellis (1910) explained this in
terms of dissociative processes.

Sometimes the dreamer was unaware of
possibilities which

would be the very first to suggest themselves
to waking consciousness:

whole mental tracts had been dissociated,
switched off from communication with consciousness; they were "asleep"
even to sleeping consciousness.

The concept of dissociation was becoming
more and more

intertwined with theories of dreaming:

not only was it inherent in

associationist explanations of thought processes, but
it was also
a concept intrinsic to the field of abnormal
psychology and the

psychiatric study of hysteria, which became increasingly dependent
on dreams as diagnostic and therapeutic aids.
It is clear that this question of the objective reality
of

dream images was a complicated one, related to many other issues in
the emerging field of psychology.

ontological question:

And we have still to touch on the

what is it that is apprehended in the dream?

or, to put it in the language of the times, "what is the stuff that

dreams are made of?"

We have already discussed this question in the

context of the debate around idealism, and return to it only briefly
to indicate some of the shifts that took place in the thinking of the

nineteenth century.
and Drummond (1900)

In general, despite the voices of Curtis (1891)
,

explanatory power.

supernatural and spiritual realities lost their
What came to replace these, for the most part,

were the realities of externally and internally induced sensations
and psychical ideas.

However, there are many dreams in the appendix

which ca nnot be explained totally by these causes, and assume at least
the presence of psi phenomena.
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A final alternative was that of realities
other than those
apprehended by our waking minds.

Camille Melinand (1898) expressed

this position most articulately, by claiming
that the incoherence

and inconsistency of dreams might best be
explained by the actual

grotesqueness of the invisible objects thus revealed.

Objectivation

was of an objective reality, not of the dreamer's
ideas.

Drummond

also incorporated the idealistic view into his
spiritualism.

He

defended his position, first, by deriving the meaning
of "phantasma,"
"fantasy," and "fancy" from the Greek root phaino

;

"I appear."

He

then went on to say:

And how that which appears can be nothing ... is
more than a little difficult to understand; and if it be
something—however intangible to physical sense— it must be
possessed, in itself, of both form and substance, and be,
in those respects, as real as any other phenomenon of life.
That which belongs to fantasy
cannot by anything but
real in its origin, and actual in its expression.
For
that which is no thing can have no place, either in the
natural or in the spiritual world; on the plane of matter
or of imagination; in the clear-cut visions of the day or
the misty dreamings of the night.
(pp. 553-554)
.

.

.

Although the idealist view did not dominate, these authors certainly
made a strong case for it, and kept it alive as a position which must
be incorporated into explanations if they were to account for all the

phenomena of dreaming.

One might also view the relationship between

dreams and philosophy from the opposite vantage point:

without a

careful study of the phenomena of dreaming, there was far less support for an idealist position.

Dreams and Memory
The role of memory in dreams was one which claimed the attention
of most of the authors of this period, and this too was a question

'
,
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which applied to dreams
in general rather
r^th^r- ^K
than merely to a
specific
dream or category of dreams.
It was generally agreed
that memory was the
source for all

dream material:

the phenomena of his
antecedent waking existence

were the only ones to which
the dreamer could look
for the interpretation of his dreams (unless,
of course, idealism
presented a true
version of reality). Dreams
were said to consist of a
combination
or mosaic of atoms of
conscious and unconscious memory,
and constituted
°f the word.

Among these, the events

of childhood and the remote
past took precedence, as
though the

dreamer must go back to days when
things were newest to his
experience
and made the strongest impression
on his mind.
Alice King (1878) and
J.

M.

Buckley (1888) stressed the similarity
of the dreamer's memory

to that of a person faced with
the possibility of sudden

death-his

mind loses all sense of time and
embraces at a glance his whole existence.

This occurs because memory is of
psychical happenings, rather

than their material counterparts,
and these are essentially, if not

absolutely, timeless and spaceless.
One interesting facet of this discussion
is provided by the

variety of analogies rallied to explicate
the process by which memory

provided material for the dream.

Richard Micou (1883) spoke of the

innumerable pigeonholes of memory, through which
Fairy Queen Mab, the

legendary constructor of dreams, might search for
records of the
dreamer's sensations, perceptions, and ideas.

Others spoke of the

mind in archaeological terms, as a palimpsest on which
a billion

impressions are superimposed, but not one erased beyond the
inherent

possibility of restoration.

The capriciousness with which these
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memories were associated and realigned
was likened by Morti.er Granville
(1881) to the kaleidoscopic effect of
throwing the material of which

a scene was constituted into new
and startling combinations.

compared dreams to Galton's composite
ohotop r.nh.

He

noting that the

great majority of the results produced
are "caused by the overlapping
of pictures, the entangling of threads
of thought, and the distortion

of the original connections between
ideas, pictures, and records
of impressions which have been received
and put away together, or

connected in previous dreams"

(p.

464).

Charles A. White (1902)

applied this explanation to one of those dreams
in which a dead

person appears to the dreamer:

"It was really a composite representa-

tion of many of those interviews, and not a
duplication of any one
of them" (p.

712).

These ideas were later incorporated into the

Freudian mechanism of condensation.
Analogies from the world of photography had been introduced

by Alexander Smith in 1866.

It was believed that every visual

experience of the individual's whole life is permanently photographed
upon some secret retina of the mind, and at the touch of some chance

association may at any moment, and after no matter how long an interval of oblivion, leap to light.

Preserving past experiences, memory

deals with them as a photographer deals with his negatives

— she

does

not destroy them, but simply places them aside, perhaps for future use:

Forgotten scenes, disused habits, past deeds, old
thoughts some duplicate of all these, the "negative," so
to speak, of each photograph, exists somewhere in the
all-capacious storage-room of the mind; and it seems to be
the special function of the dream faculty to shuffle this
pack of experiences, the forgotten and unforgotten alike,
and to rearrange the disconnected units with arbitrary
anarchy of caprice, and with more than kaleidoscopic variety
of recombinations.
("Dreams," 1892, p. 190)

—
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The dream itself was compared
by Frederick Peterson
(1907) to
a series of endless films in
a cinematograph, each
film being in itself a line of natural memory
associations:
in sleep the films are

exchanged rapidly or even occasionally
put one over the other so that
a medley of incongruities appears
on the screen-the combination
is
new, but the fragments are made of
nothing outside our own store of

pictures, places, persons, and memories.
In the process of explaining the
strange production of dreams,

the role and function of the faculty of
memory itself were becoming

more thoroughly understood.

The science of physics offered feasible

analogies and illustrations, and was happily
seized upon to make the
visual illusions and hallucinations of dreams
comprehensible

phenomena— which the bare laws of association were unable

to do.

o

Hypermnesia and Paramnesia
If memory was in most cases an aid to the dreaming
process, the

direction of this relationship was also at times apparently
reversed:
on occasion dreams served as aids to memory.

This phenomenon led to

the singling out of dreams which were due to the revival of old

associations which had entirely passed out of memory and seemed to

have been forgotten.

Most of these experiences were entered on the

record without any knowledge, remaining there for a great part of a

lifetime without creating any suspicion of their presence, and quite

beyond the reach of ordinary powers of recollection.

This phenomenon

was said to explain many dreams which had previously been ascribed
to supernatural sources.
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In the appendix, two kinds of
hypermnesic dreams are presented.

The first are referred to as
"fugitive perceptions." since they
were

produced by perceptions so fugitive and
fleeting as not to be recognized by the waking mind.

One might say that these were
sensation-

induced dreams (presentational) with a
delayed reaction time.

Especially in the case of the German servant
girl (dream #146)

.

long-

term memory was necessary to produce the
delayed responding involved.
The case also illustrates that the mind
need not understand in order
to remember.

In 1892, the term "unconscious" was
introduced to

explain these dreams:

they were said to provide evidence that scenes

not consciously remembered might be unconsciously
remembered.

Instances of the second class of hypermnesic dreams were
much

more frequently reported.

These were the dreams in which the dreamer

discovered where money, wills, missing documents and other lost
valuable

were to be found, and in which forgotten places were (re) discovered.
Facts which had passed out of mind were apparently resuscitated in

these dreams, due to the action of subliminal memory associations.

An interesting feature of these dreams, not generally recognized by
these authors, is that the messages or clues were most often conveyed
by someone who was known to be dead, but who was alive at the time the
clue became "lost."

The personages appearing in the dream usually

made a distinct appeal to a latent, but actual, recollection of the
dreamer, so that the facts brought forth were seldom beyond his

cognizance

— for

once the memories in the mind were brought together

in a combination which was of use to the dreamer.

Frances P. Cobbe

(1871) insisted that the dreamer should always examine whether revela-

tions came from hyperaesthetic memory, since these revelations were
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always conterminous with
so^nebod^ possible knowledge.

natural explanation had come
to replace the supernatural.

Once again,

However/

the natural explanation
never came fro. the dreamers
themselves, and
one suspects that these
explanations were not totally
satisfactory,

though they were irrefutable on
logical grounds.

Certainly they did

not account for the strange
dream of the Swaffham tinker
(dream #159)
one hardly suspects that his
discovery was something previously

relegated to the pigeonholes of his
mind.

Perhaps Bisland's theory

of "inherited memories" would
suffice in that case-but it would

explain none of the other hypermnesic
dreams.

A closely related phenomenon of dreaming
came to be referred
to as paramnesia.

Paramnesic dreams created a sense of
familiarity

with incidents that had no place in the
dreamer's experience.

Dream

persons and dream places might be remembered,
on waking, to have been

widely different from the real people and
places.

Or the dream con-

sciousness might account for the presence of some
unexpected person,
or some unfamiliar details of the surroundings,
by "remembering"

something which never really happened.

A fascinating example of such

a dream is the "ante-natal murder" (dream
#175)

,

which could onl^ be

false memory.'^

Horatio King (1890) referred these phenomena to the dream imagination's wild faculty of counterfeiting memory, while Havelock
Ellis
(1897) classified them among other mental illusions belonging to the

group of false memories, or paramnesia.
illusions:

They were similar to perceptual

a centrally excited sensation of one order (dream image)

was mistaken for a centrally excited sensation of another order
(memory).

Andrew Lang (1902) suggested that the memories merely
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aE£eared to be false, because they were
of the future rather than
the
past.
This explanation attempted to
account for dreams in which
objects

dejavu appeared, presenting places never

seen, and mysterious dream

acquaintances and faces which later appeared
in reality.

However, it

was not an adequate explanation of the
phenomenon that people confused
dream memories with the memories of
waking life-which restated the

question of ontology.
studies.

The issue was resumed in the later
clinical

What the whole discussion did add up to
was an increasing
"

complication of the role of memory in dreams.

Memory of Dreams ^
Almost as varied as the vagaries of the memory
within dreams
was its response to the dream once it was
over—remembering and forgetting details or whole dreams at random, and sometimes
providing

extra details as a bit of garnish for its own amusement.

Freud dis-

cussed this aspect of dream memory as a response to the question
"Why are dreams forgotten after waking?"

He summarized the relevant

phenomena as follows:
It is a proverbial fact that dreams melt away in
the morning.
They can, of course, be remembered; for we
only know dreams from our memory of them after we are
awake.
But we very often have a feeling that we have only
remembered a dream in part and that there was more of it
during the night; we can observe, too, how the recollection
of a dream, which was still lively in the morning, will
melt away, except for a few small fragments, in the course
of the day; we often know we have dreamt, without knowing what we have dreamt; and we are so familiar with the
fact of dreams being liable to be forgotten, that we see
no absurdity in the possibility of someone having had a
dream in the night and of his not being aware in the morning either of what he has dreamt or even of the fact that
he has dreamt at all.
On the other hand, it sometimes
happens that dreams show an extraordinary persistence in
the memory. ...
(p. 76)
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Freud, with his deep Interest
In the Unconscious,
chose to
emphasize the forgetting. Most
of his predecessors,
seeking to
illu,nlnate the faces of
Consciousness, focused on the
remembering:
what characterised remembered
dreams, or their dreamers?
Relying on
the prevailing theories, John
Bonner (1865) isolated two
charact,
:eristics necessary for the recollection
of dreams:

(1)

they must have

heen so striking as to disturb
the dreamer's sleep and produce
a transition between sleeping and waking;
(2) they must have occurred
toward
morning, for it was only the dream
Immediately preceding waking which
could be recalled by memory.
Generally, the theories of remembering
(or forgetting) depended

on the interference of later sleeping
thoughts of external waking

stimuli-the process of retroactive inhibition.

This was held to be

especially applicable to the fact that the
ability to remember dreams
faded as the dreamer grew older.

As Howells (1895) explained it,

the experience of youth was less dense, and
the empty spaces of the

young consciousness were more hospitable to such
airy visitants.

The

power of recollection also was said to improve
with the practice of

remembering dreams, relating and narrating them—which
some writers
considered a pernicious habit.
Several other writers, concerned specifically with prophetic
dreams, declared that only the odd coincidences of fact and
fancy

were remembered:

if dreams were not fulfilled, they were naturally

forgotten; if fulfilled they were just as naturally remembered.

.

All

agreed that the recollections of dreams were generally imperfect,

differing considerably from the original impression.

This was because

the reflective after-consciousness supplied emotions, thoughts, and
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deliberations which were reall,
absent fro. the train of
drea.-l.ages
Julius Nelson, In 1888, gave
the first detailed account
of
how the .emory reconstructs
dreams.
First of all, the dreamer
must
accustom himself to holding the
attention fixed upon the scenes
of
the dream world after waking
In the morning, not allowing
the attention
to be diverted for an
instant to the interfering
scenes of the
external world, or the superior
strength of Its Impressions would
Instantly blot out the faint Images
of the dream.
Then, by carefully reviewing the dream events,
it might be more Indelibly
fixed on
the memory.

The dreamer must then jot down
an aid for the recon-

struction of the dream, which might
not need to be more than a single
word.

When the attention was turned to a
dream scene passing in the
mind, on awakening it could recall
certain antecedent events that

joined the present ones, and so on, back
into the night.

In recollec-

tion, the mind went backward in jumps,
so that the reconstructed

dream had a moniliform or segmented character.

It was a chain composed

of more vivid scenes connected by less vivid
ones.

The links were

recalled in reverse order, while the events inside
each link were seen
in their true progression.

The completeness with which the dream

could be recalled depended inversely on the time which
had elapsed

between its occurrence and its first recollection— and
therefore the
time relations presented by the dream could not be taken as
a guide.

When for any reason, the scenes were less vivid, the fainter
parts dropped out, and these parts usually corresponded to those details by which some principal object, person, or event of one link

became the nodal or focal point of the succeeding link.

In such a
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case, .he links seeded
distinct and were recalled
as distinct dreads
'
tho.gh,the .i„d had a vagne
sense that the, „ete
onl, fragments of
longer dreams without at
the same time
cne
M'mo connecting
them.
Several
links might he hound
together into larger lin.s,
which appeared to be
due to the mental relations
of the events themselves.
If ..e dreams
were vivid or memory good,
one long dream composed
of many trans-

formations resulted.

If the dream was less
vivid, a few fairly long

dreams resulted, although
some of these might be
fairly short and
exist of only one node.
If the dream had been very
faint it produced only a few scattered
nodes of events, persons,
or places
dreamed about, but details could
not be recalled.
From this, Nelson
concluded that the number of dreams
a person could recall
had no
direct significance, but only
the total amount dreamed.

Nelson appeared to be aware of
all the phenomena of remembering
and forgetting summarized by
Freud, although he had no interest

whatsoever in the content or matter
of dreams, and reconstructed
them
only as an index to the quantity of
dreaming. He recognized the need
for concentrated attention or
abstraction, later utilized by Freud
and Prince and their colleagues.

And he recognized that the parts

remembered, and those forgotten, were
related to each other, a critical factor in the psychoanalytic
interpretation of dreams.

This awareness of the relationship between
remembering and

forgetting set the stage for the clinical
emphasis on the latter.

Earlier writers were in agreement that dreaming
occurred throughout
the night, and that an inability to remember was
no evidence that there

had been no dreams.

They tended also to agree that dreams had no being,

and could not be discussed, unless they were remembered.

And yet,
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there were a number of writers
who contested that opinion.

Alice
King (1878) did so by discussing
the dream of Nebuchadnezzar,
who
relied on Daniel to "remember" for
him.
Richard Proctor (1881) re-

garded this incident with a great
deal of skepticism, since he
felt
that a forgotten dream could hardly
leave an impression strong enough
to require interpretation.
Proctor, of course, was unaware of
the
effects of repression, which could
quickly and thoroughly wipe an

unpleasant thought, or a dream, from
conscious memory.

History was to prove him wrong, as
Waterman, Prince, and Freud
amply illustrated:

forgotten dreams might actually be the cause
of

symptoms, and resulting defenses might
cause the forgetting of the
dreams.

This led not only to the use of dreams as
diagnostic and

therapeutic aids, but also to the development of
further methods to
facilitate their reconstruction:

Freud's free association and Prince's

hypnotic and dissociated states.

Thus, there was a shift from the

philosophical study of remembering to the psychological study
of

forgetting— and a shift from cognitive psychology

to psychopathology

Memory had shown itself to be a crucial factor in dream
psychology,
and exploration of its function did much to further the
understanding
of dreams and the Unconscious.

The Reporting and Recording of Dreams ^

Before examining more closely some of the categories of dreams

presented in the appendix, we must discuss briefly the fact that so

many dreams were recorded at all

.

Although twentieth-century dream

psychologists do draw upon a limited collection of anecdotes (for
example, the much-cited dreams of Freud), they have nothing comparable
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to Che rich

eradlUon represented h, ehe
appendix, or the frequently

cited dreads of such
celebrities as lartlni or
Coleridge.
This may
be attributed, at least In
part, to the emerging
privatisation

of the

self (of Which drea„s are
of necessity a part)
which „e have co„e to
take for granted.
This phenomenon was beginning
to emerge in the latter
half
of the nineteenth century,
and the propriety of narrating
one's
dreams was becoming a subject
of .uch debate. An anonymous
author
lamented in 1879:
-Dreams have become scattered
and fragmented because no one is interested
anyway-it's not worth the dreamer's
while
to make a narrative of them
if they're not to be narrated
anyhow"

("Dreams,"

p.

314).

One of the reasons for this
attitude was the

great proneness to exaggeration,
as well as the great facility
for
it, which supposedly characterized
the relation of dreams.

It was

said that the weak and fanciful
embellished dreams so that they

couldn't tell the dream from the
invention, while the strongerminded
gave merely a skeleton or caricature
which complicated their study.

Julius Nelson (1888) was a good example
of the latter.

He felt that

the "hobgoblins" seen in dreams were
of importance only to children.

What was significant was how much a person
dreamed, and the variations
from day to day.

Despite this sketchy reporting of dream contents,

however. Nelson recorded his own dreams in detail
for a number of
years, as a basis for introspective investigation.
In contrast. Sir Henry Holland (1873) strongly
expressed his

feeling that "a certain number of records of dreams,
coming from

authentic sources, and indicating especially their relation
to acts
or events immediately or remotely antecedent, might
justify conclusions
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attainable in no other way"
cty
(p
182^
K^. laz).

'n.-t^
This

opened^ the door for
,

Howells (1893), who felt even
.ore strongly that drea.s
.ust be told:
ly

signIfLlnr:rvit:il'T"''

imperative-

happened not to dream them, and
myself I?

TllT

T'""'''
'

(p! 836)

I feel fome such quiuty
'"^^ ^
scarcely forgive
briefly, impart them.

Though Howells spoke tongue-in-cheek,
many others apparently
shared his view, and hundreds of
dreams were thereby recorded.
Throughout history there appear to have
been a number of reasons for
doing
so.
During the years of the oneirocritical
tradition, dreams were
narrated and recorded so that the
oracle or interpreter could tell
their meaning.

These dreams subsequently became
part of mythology

and history, where they attested to
the powers of the gods and the

vagaries of men.

And in a few instances-such as the
vision of

Daniel-they still stand as prophetic and
eschatological messages.
However, this repository of dreams has not
grown for many centuries.

Dreams were invented and recorded in later
fictional literature
for several purposes.^

Some writers regarded dreams as allegorical

criticisms of past events or allegorical foreshadowings
of future transactions.

At times they were intended to convey a truth
with deeper

intensity than the art of a mere story-teller could
compass.

Some-

times the dream was designed to take the reader into
another world,

which might be, but was not necessarily, intended as a sharp
contrast
to reality and a comment on it.

Dreams also lent themselves well to

the expression of mysticism and lyrical feelings, and the
presentation

of dramatic effects.

As the psychological and philosophical study

of dreams advanced, new tools were thus made available for literary

criticism.
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See

drea. accounts in the
periodicals were .eant to be
.erely
anecdotal or entertaining, as
were the drea.-stories
included in the
literature.
Others were recorded to
illustrate scientific theories
or dream phenomena and
categories.
Later, the records were
analyzed
quantitatively or with very specific
content variables in mind.
Such
uses were most common in the
scientific literature.

Although many dreams were published,
very few were explicitly
said to be recorded immediately
after dreaming. ^

dealt almost exclusively with
death.

n^ose that were

The Burmese soldier (dream
#9)

"made a memorandum of the day,
and the hour, and the smell,"
in the
dream of his father's drowning,
and they tallied exactly with the
actual
event.
Similar records were made of the chimes
accompanying the

death of Richmond at Madeira (dream
#11) and the deaths of Lieutenants

MRN and

G.

(dreams #101 and #104), Commodore Perry
(#104), Arabel

Barrett (#120) and Rev. Biddulph
(#129).

In each case the dream made

such a strong impression on the dreamer
and those who listened to
the dream, that it was deemed of great
importance to record it as

accurately as possible for later verification
or refutation.
Finally, dreams were recorded at the end of
the period in order
to subject them to depth analysis and
interpretation.

Thus we see

that the dreams available to us were recorded with
a variety of pur-

poses in mind, purposes which also affected to some
extent the way
they have been recorded for us.

That there were differences is evident

in the reports of those dreams which appear more than
once in the

literature.

The hypermnesic dream of Mr.

R.— of

Bowland (dream #113),

for example, became in one writer's hand the dream of Mr. Rowland.

The length of the various accounts ranged from a short paragraph to
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more than a colunm.

The drea. of the Swaffha.
treasure varies

Similarly.

Mr. chapman's profession
varies fro™ cobbler to
tinker,
the writing on the pot
changes, Swaffha™ Is said
to be
both

m

Norfolkshire and Somersetshire.
not differ in critical
details.

However, the accounts
generally did
In those cases where
dreads were

reported repeatedly, the accounts
in the appendix generally
synthesize several or represent
the „ore detailed-slnce
the shorter suffer
£ro» the fault of caricature,
which leaves little to be
Interpreted
or analyzed other than the
presuppositions of the writers.

Consciousness in Dreams ^

Dreams illustrated various alterations
in consciousness, and
many of these were noted by writers
of the period.
A section of the

appendix has been devoted to particularly
lucid examples, but others
are scattered throughout the rest
of the appendix as well, since
in
some ways all dreams represent an
alteration in consciousness.

Dreams played a significant role in the
development of the

notion of the "double ego" or "dipsychism"

:

minds and their relationship to each other.

the co-existence of two

There was, first of

all, the notion of "double consciousness,"
in which the mind would

mistake its own suggestion for the composition
of another.
issue was approached in a number of ways.

This

The earliest writer noted

the surprise felt at specific incidents in
dreams—in his case, animals

speaking with human voices— surprise which was followed
by perplexity
to know whether he was in a dream or not.

The dualism became explicit

when the dreamer recognized that he was himself the author
and creator
of the dream.
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Generally .his discussion
revolved around the drea^ns
Frederick
Greenwood (1892) christened
"proleptic
which "have all the
incident
meaning, and design of a
parable, or play, or story,
while yet the
author of the. is ignorant
of each incident till
it arises and only
understands the design of the
whole when his own reasoned
and well-

articulated work co.es to an end"

(p.

605).

The events were explained

in the course of the drea.
by a sequence of other
incidents following

each other like the successive
stages of the unravell.ent of
a .ystery
plot.
As Morton Prince (1910)
noted, they sometimes had a
sort of
plot, as if an intelligence other
than that of the dreamer had
planned
the development and foreseen
the outcome.

These dream-stories evolved from
the dream imagination with
no plan or foreknowledge on the
dreamer's part, in the same way
that
a novelist's characters in many
instances assumed a personality, spoke,

acted, and arranged their own destiny
almost without his control.

The

proleptic dream contributed by Robert Louis
Stevenson (1888; dream

//177)

is an interesting example.

Stevenson claimed that complete stories

were created by his "little people" in
dreams, taking him totally by
surprise.

Concerning this dream, he writes:

... now he sees why I speak of the little people as of
substantive inventors and performers. To the end
they had
kept their secret.
I will go to bail for the dreamer
(having excellent grounds for valuing his candor)
that he
had no guess whatever at the motive of the woman—the
hinge
of the whole well-invented plot— until the instant
of that
highly dramatic declaration.
It was not his tale, but
the little people's!
That he seemed himself to play a part
in it, to be and suffer in the person of the hero,
is but
an oddity of this particular dream; at which, indeed,
I
wonder a little, and which I seek to explain by analogy.
In reading a plain tale, burthened with no psychology,
and
movingly and truthfully told, we are sometimes deceived
for a moment, and take the emotions of the hero for our
own.
It is our testimony to the spirit and truth of the
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performance.

So, perhaps, was this
illusion of the

correct, and the emotion aptly
graduated up to the Surprising climax.
(p. 126)

Greenwood accounted for these
dreams with his theory of
mental
duality, or duplex mind, one
half of the mind conveying to
the other
half information with which the
latter was previously unsupplied:
"his own creature" gave him
information which he received as the

acquisition of new knowledge, but of
which he must have been possessed
at the time.

One half of the brain was believed
to be capable of

inventing new theories and circumstances
and surprising the other
half by unexpected reference to them.

Stevenson's observation, that it was unusual
for the dreamer
to have a part in the story, alluded
to the fact that in dreams there
is often some degree of lost identity.

The writer of the short story,

"Dream-haunted," nicely described this phenomenon:
I awoke to that consciousness which is
possessed by
dreamers, and which, in many cases, is quite as
vivid as
the consciousness of real life; but throughout
the strange
wild drama that followed, I was without any individuality
of my own; I had all the consciousness of a spectator
without the responsibility of one; I was nothing; I had
no
existence in my own dream; I was merely the witness of
certain imaginary occurrences, which took place without
any reference to me, and which I was powerless to prevent
or influence in the slightest degree.
(p. 330)

This was regarded by Grace Andrews as "double identity" in its

simplest form:

the dreamer merely watches the action of another,

which is nevertheless his own consciousness.
travel incognito

.

The dreamer appears to

His dream is a sort of mental ventriloquism in

which the mind exerts to the hilt its power of parading its agility
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of .ove.ent under assumed
conditions, till i, often
loses all clear
resemblance of its true condition,
so completely has it
merged its
energies in the part it has
assumed.

Without exception, these notions
of dipsychism assumed a
"closed" mind, containing only
things which, at one time
or another,
went through the conscious mind.

Thus, Havelock Ellis (1910)

explained that the conscious mind
is bewildered and surprised
by the
presentations of the subconscious.
The dreamer enjoys, with the
freshness of something presented
to him for the first time,
that which
begins, and often ends, in his own
mind.
Like the poet, he appears
to be looking on a scene
detached from himself, but in actuality
his
own personality is projected into
the scene of the dream, dramatically

expressing his internal conflicts.

Clearly we can see that the

dream psychology developed for the
explanation of these dreams was
a depth psychology, involving the
notion of the unconscious and the

subconscious, although these were not as clearly
defined and differ-

entiated as they later became.
There were other dreamers who were much in the
habit of appearing in their dreams to be someone quite
other than their real selves.

Such an explicit loss of personal identity was at
times so complicated
that it defied description, the dreamer being at
once spectator and

actor and sharing the emotions of each.

He might partially exchange

characteristics with, and imagine himself to be, another.

He might

reverse roles, or divide his body between himself and another
person,

voicing both his own thoughts and those of an imaginary companion.
He might see himself as his own double, in the presence of a second
self whom he sees and hears.

Or he might attribute his own thoughts
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and feelings to another
(as did Dic.ens, in
drea.

//125),

so.eti.es

explicitly recognizing his own
ignorance.
In explanation of these
dreams, .any writers
apparently sub-

scribed tothepolypsychis. of
the nineteenth century,
.ssu.ing that
the total unconscious life
was constituted of a
number of subegos,
each having a consciousness
of its own, able to
perceive and to keep
memories and to elaborate complex
psychic operations. Certainly
Greenwood (1892) subscribed to
such a theory, as he described
the mind
(or soul) casting itself off
in independent energies.
All of these
dream accounts echo the summary
J. C. Reid had used in
1803 to connect the phenomena of dissociated
personalities with a similar

occurrence manifested in normal dreams:
The actors appear, the roles are
distributed; of these
the dreamer takes only one that
he connects with his own
personality. All the other actors are
to him as foreign
as strangers, although they and
all their actions are the
creation of the dreamer's own fantasy.
One hears people
speaking in foreign languages, admires
the talent of a
great orator, is astounded by the profound
wisdom of a
teacher who explains to us things of which
we do not
remember ever having heard.
(Ellenberger , 1970, p. 147)

Dream theorists were apparently

ver^r

aware of the phenomena

which eventually led to the evolution of
"the unconscious" as described
by Freud and Jung.

One writer went so far as to claim that the
sense

of identity might be so totally lost that
all which remains is a

"vague consciousness of existence"— probably about
what the mollusk
feels when most awake.

One suspects he may have had in mind Hartmann's

idea of the absolute unconscious.

George M. Gould (1889) also claimed

that the dreamer had no personality of his own—what the
dream revealed

was a general picture of human nature, with all individuality

removed
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However, writers at the
turn of the century
claimed that the
self definitely does not
disappear, no matter how
bewildering the
change of circumstances. The
fact was that explicit
self-consciousness
was almost always present
in dreams, and that the
individual ego was
exceptionally prominent in the
dream life. The loss of
identity in
dreams was not a loss, but a
change or doubling of
self-consciousness.
It was probably correct
to explain it by failure
to recall the events
of one's past history, or
to localize them as referring
to oneself.
The result was a loss of
remembered experience which
suggested changed
identity.
Yet all the time one was con
scious that it was one...lf who
had changed, or whose identity
had doubled.
Images of qualities,

actions or words belonging to others
were simply associated with the
image of oneself; or the connection
with one's own life, one's own
name, relatives, was simply forgotten;
or these images were projected

outward as when one attended one's own
funeral or listened to one's
own conversation-but always there was
an observing self, a real or

supposed discrimination between the "me" and
the "not-me."

The

dreamer was always able to distinguish clearly
between the conscious
self and the current of thought or ideas
continually passing before
his mind—whether under or beyond his control.

As Emerson (1877)

observed, these dreams pique the dreamer with their
independence, yet
he still knows himself in the mad crowd of characters.

ascribed to dreams a certain divination and wisdom:
no t me; they are not Nature, or the Not-me:

Thus he

"My dreams are

they are both.

They have

a double consciousness, at once sub- and ob-jective"
(p. 181).

Julia Gulliver (1880) was quick to stress that the acts of the
oul in dreams were conscious.

The one thing necessary to a conscious-

Ill

ness Of self

.Hae ehe acts o,
consciousness „us. tor. an
unb.o.en

chaxn. each being

unUed with what precedes

and follows, which
Implied
that conscious cental
activity was never Interrupted.
The dreader
though he .Ight lose a
knowledge of his own Identity
while dreading
was always clearly conscious
of It on awakening.
Even while he was
trying to discover which
drea. character was hl^elf,
he was carrying
on thought processes which
he knew were his own.

John Cunningham (1864) also
claimed that utter unconsciousness
was incompatible with the
existence of mind. Because
consciousness
and sense remained, the
connection was maintained between
the sleeper
and the external world. However,
continuity might be lost to the
extent that the dreamer had a
double or alternating ner..n»,^.„

The

normal state might recurrently be
Interrupted by the intrusion of a
secondary state in which the thoughts,
feelings, and whole personality
became other than they were before.
When he was asleep, the dreamer
might go back to the old ways of looking
at things and of feeling about
them, to Impulses and activities
which long ago dominated him.

Or

he might remember the subjects of
one sleep vigil during the next,

while being entirely unconscious in his
waking life of what occurred
in the dream.

Faced with the choice between two such
"realities,"

the dreamer (or the dream theorist) was
forced to speculate on the

relationship between dreaming and waking, between
the dream-world and

everyday reality.
Thomas Bailey (1906) noted that the dreamer might be
aware of

various levels of relation between dream-feelings and
reality, which
he defined as the self:

beginning with a sort of instinctive con-

glomerate of feelings, the dream consciousness gradually approached
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the waking state, through
the »ediu. of a higher
drea»-self „hich
indulged in a quasi-professional
for. of Judgments based
on .ental
hahits.
in all this the stratification
of consciousness seeded
evident
and yet along with evident
dissociation went the apperception
of the

lower consciousness by the
higher, and of the higher
by the highest.
There was a curious blending
of self-continuity and
dissociated states
and attitudes.

What emerges from an examination
of the phenomena of consciousness in dreams Is a clear
picture of the gradual evolution
and emerging of "the unconscious" in the
psychological and philosophical

speculations which ensued:

it was a notion almost all
writers

needed to explain the phenomena at
hand.
receded into the background.
of his dreams:

Supernatural explanations

The individual was clearly the
author

though the "me" might undergo various
transformations,

there was always an observing "I" to
whom these transformations were

manifested.

Dreams, Telepathy, and Death -^^

While considerable attention was directed
at the dreamer's
consciousness, nineteenth-century dream investigators
also on occasion

expressed puzzlement at how others came to be in
dreams, and what
this presence might imply.

Howells (1895) treated this issue in a

humorous, though not very illuminating, manner:
The dreams we sometimes have about other people are
not without a curious suggestion; and the superstitious
might very well imagine that the persons dreamed of had
a
witting complicity in their facts, as well as the dreamer.
This is a conjecture that must of course not be forced to
any conclusion.
Yet a singular interest, a curiosity
not altogether indefensible, will attach to these persons
in the dreamer's mind, and he will not be without the
.

.

.

.

.

.
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think to do

aboatltis

to

""^"^

I

This kernel of wisdom
„es shared by Marie
Carrie's (1903)
elderly friend, „ho was
horrified "at the notion
of having been projected, quite unintentionally,
upon the previous evening,
into the
dream of a young lady of
seventeen who probably took
him for a nightmare" (p. 953). Howells-s
advice may have been
well-intentioned,
but it was impossible to
follow.
Generally we are unable to
project
ourselves into another's dreams
at will, or to stay out
of them.
And,
as Currie suggested, it
is equally difficult to
dream at will of any
particular person. However, the
fact remained that people
continually
appeared in other's dreams, and
often under circumstances
apparently
demanding paranormal and supernatural
explanations.

For the most part dream investigators
were at a loss to explain
Che more Interesting of these
dreams-those involving telepathy or
the presence of the dead and
dylng-wlth their new, scientific theories.

The anonymous physician who contributed
his own dreams in 1859 was

quick to warn that "Impressions, conveyed
from the sensorium of
another person to our own" were even less
likely to occur in the

sleeping than waking state, due to the
self-concentrated state of the
mind.

But he unwittingly neutralized the power
of his claim by

relating at least eight dream narratives in
which such mind impressions
did indeed occur.

As far as telepathic and clairvoyant dreams
were

concerned, most writers granted that there were
some which could not
be "accounted for upon rational philosophic
principles" (Smalley, 1870,
p.

395), despite persistent efforts to do so.
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Very conunon among telepathic
dreams were the impressions
made
upon the brain by a dying person
at the moment of dissolution.

Richard Proctor (1881) was the only
writer to cull a specific fact
from the prolific anecdotal literature
illustrating this phenomenon:
"every story of the kind, truthful
or otherwise, has described an
im-

pression produced on some dear friend
or relative; so that we should
be justified in thinking (if we believed
these stories at all) that

brainwaves are especially intended for the
benefit of close friends or
near of kin"

(p.

30).

He thus exposed a critical weakness
in the

Atomic particle theory, and the Epicurean
assertion that all sensation is real (as Camille Melinand had restated)

:

none of these theories

were directed at (or took into account) the
qualities of the receiver
or the medium, which guided the message to
the proper recipient (with-

out interference) rather than one of the other millions
of the populace.

The only writer to deal with the above question directly
and to
any extent was Marietta Holley (1895) in the imagined conversation
of Josiah and Samantha Allen concerning the dream of Mrs. K.

(#106):

"You have got to have connections with the intelligence that sends the thought over the wires. The clogging
power of the senses presses against these fine wires of
communion and shets out communication time and agin. Laws
we know nothin' of, causes, mebby, we can't avoid, hender
the soul-messages from goin' straight time and agin.
But
as the stumbling old world grows wiser and more knowledgable things will be found out that we don't understand now.
It is the idea, the invisible soul of the thought, that
flashes along and overcomes distance and space.
So with
these soul-messages that are flashed along from one soul to
another through the depth of space from one world to
another.

be

"Stop, Samantha!" sez Josiah, "stop right where you
sounds like the dum spiritualist talk.
I can't

— that
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moves right on held up by
llt and
.T/ order, andP^^^'^ll
law
this is agin 'em both, and so
I set
up my back against it in a onmovable
sotness." (pp 279-280)
'

•

These phenomena eventually became
an object of investigat:
:ion
for the American Society for Psychical
Research, which was much more

open to the possibility of the superor supra-natural than was the

mainstream psychological community.
Dreams of the dead in general inspired
a number of speculations,
but these also yielded little explanation
of the dreams themselves,

though they were related to a number of other
phenomena.

Several

writers sought to relate these dreams to myths
and philosophies of
immortality.

Frances P. Cobbe (1871) held that the affectionate

longing for the return of the dead led to the
creation of dream-myths
of reunion, in which a semi-survival of memory
produced the dim aware-

ness that the person has been dead

.

William D. Howells noted that in

the dreamer's commerce with the dead they appear to be
truly living,

though all concerned recognize that the dead one is no longer in
the
body.

Howells was as ready to accept these dreams as proof of the

doctrine of immortality as he was to see them merely as its effect.
He speculated, as did

C.

B.

Radcliffe (1881), that the dreamer might

be a disembodied spirit, with his soul constituting the conscious

entity which the dreamer feels to be himself.

From this philosophical

perspective, life before death was continuous with life after death,
and dreams illustrated the principle providing the continuity.
Thus, dreams of the dead were especially instrumental in propa-

gating and reinforcing spiritualism and ideas of immortality.

Especially

interesting in this regard are the dreams in which the dead returned

specifically to assure the living that there was indeed life after
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death.

Radcliffe's dream (#127) hinted
at this, and reinforced
the
belief that even in life the
soul could come and go as
it pleased.
The dream related by Felicia
Skene (#128) is even more
interesting,
as it relates to the question
of the telepathic receiver:
apparently
the widow herself was not
receptive to the message sent
by her
deceased (and no longer dubious)
husband.
The dreams of Biddulph
(#129) and Dr. Pitcairn (#130) were
also sent with the purpose of

resolving philosophical debates
on immortality, the Christian
view
apparently winning the argument.
Jewell (1905) noted that dreams were
merely one of many

phenomena reinforcing the belief of
primitive man that the dead were
merely gone away somewhere and might
return.
Although

... he witnesses insensibilities various in their lengths
and degrees, after the immense majority
of these there
come reanimat ions, -daily after sleep,
frequently after
swoon, occasionally after coma, now and
then after blows
and wounds. What about this other form
of insensibility
(death)?— will not reanimation follow this also?
(p. 19)
From a contemporary perspective, there
appears to be a great
deal of validity to the belief, although its
meaning is of a different sort:

if waking and dreaming and sleeping are various
points on

a continuum of consciousness, why should death
be anything more than

another of its manifestations?

Whatever their philosophical implica-

tions, these dreams of the dead seemed at least to serve
a psycholo-

gical purpose.

Pauline Roose (1897) noted that dreams constituted

"the only ground where we can hope to meet our dead," and Howells
(1895) ascribed to them a "deep and abiding consolation."

Several characteristics of these dreams were noted— aside from
the fact that they were always of friends or members of the family.
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It had already been
observed in 1859 that the
dead were almost never

dreaded of as dead, bat as they
were habitually during
Uf..
.uch later
was also noted that drea^
of one's own death never
go
heyond the funeral (with the
notable exception of Sir
Godfrey Kneller.
who appeared at the gates of
heaven having perhaps deemed
those
prerequisites unnecessary-drean,
11221) .
The mind was said to be not
only reluctant to conceive death,
but also unme, for death
does not
lie within its personal
experience. The dreaming mind
could no more
picture death than the waking one.
This phenomenon reinforced the

U

notion Of the "closed" mind, which
held that dreams could only reconstitute the dreamer's own experience.
Similarly, the past was never dreamed
of as having past, and

dreams were always in the present.

Thus, the dead person was seen as

living in the present with the dreamer,
who was always at his proper
age and in his general condition of
life.

congruities of circumstance and dress.

This led to obvious in-

Charles White (1902) noted

this in his vision of Dr. W. H. Harris:
It involved a conspicuous anachronism,
the scene of the
vision being laid for more than thirty years
before the

occurrences which formed the subject of our
conversation.
That is, the personal appearance of my friend
and my
apparent surroundings were those of thirty years
before,
and not those of our later years.
(p. 712)
However, White himself was in the present— writing the
obituary of
his friend.
It was Havelock Ellis

(1895) who offered an explanation for

this incongruity between the dreamer's condition and that of his
dead

subject.

In typical dreams of a dead friend there was a struggle be-

tween that stream of recent memories which represented him as dead,
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and that older stream representing
hi. as living.

These two streams
were inevitably caused by the
fact of death, which set
up a barrier

between them and rendered one set
of memories incongruous
with another.
Sleeping consciousness endeavored
to propound some theory
which would
reconcile them. Thus, the imagination
explained it by claiming that
the beloved one had been abroad,
that someone else was buried

in

the
grave, that a friendly physician
had carried the patient to his own

home and restored him after many
months of care.

This explanat:
:ion

appeared acceptable to the extent that
it accounted for the strange
rationalizations of the incongruities in these
dreams, but it did not
account for the presence of the dead £er
se.

It did not explain (nor

did other theories involving memory) how
the dead came to be in hyperm-

nesic dreams, nor why the memory did not
unburden itself in a simpler
manner.

Perhaps the simplest explanation of all was,
after all, the

non-explanation:

the dreamer's wish to see the beloved once
again

was powerful enough to effect his reappearance.

These dreams of death had the strongest religious
components and
overtones.

Mrs. K. 's dream (#106) led to her sister's conversion
and

a new image of the Almighty.

Dickens affirmed his own religious beliefs

by placing them in the mouth of his dream phantom (#125)

.

And in the

dream of damnation (#126) there was the thinly veiled message that
indeed there was also a place of eternal punishment

happy immortality usually referred to.

— as

well as the

Dreams predicting the dreamer's

own death, though often dismissed as self-fulfilling prophecy, also
had some religious meaning.

According to

J.

G.

Belcher (1867),

Lady Fanshawe, who died exactly 15 years after her vision of two
angels, asked:

"Oh let me have the same great grant given to Hezekiah,
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that I may live fifteen
years, to see

they answered:

'It Is

done-

(p.

^

645).

daughter a wo.a„:

to which

If these were self-fulf
llli„g

prophecies, an element of faith
laith (nrCor fear) was intimately
involved in
that fulfillment.

Premonitory Dreams'^"^

Prophetic dreams were not always
concerned with death, and they
constituted a category large enough
to receive extensive attention
in the literature.

•

In general, there was a tendency
away from super-

natural explanations and the classical
belief that they were sent by
God or the gods.
John Cunningham (1864) and Richard
Proctor (1881) both

generally absolved the deity from thus
interfering with the laws of
nature, while Joseph Hatton (1868), A.
B. Garrett (1870), H. G.

Drummond (1900) and an anonymous Episcopalian
clergyman were the only
voices to state explicitly the belief that
God might still deign to

influence occurrences in this

way— as

He did in ancient days.

The

spirit of the times was clearly with the former
group, whose stance
was epitomized by Vaschide and Pieron in 1901.

This group of writers often noted the remarkable
low rate of

coincidences, which could easily be explained by the laws
of chance—

lucky guess not being an unlikely circumstance.

Only those insignifi-

cant few (statistically, anyhow) which were fulfilled were
believed
to be remembered.

Cunningham, for example, assumed that in London

alone there would be at least three million dreams nightly— of which

most must prove false.

And John Bonner (1866), relying on an esoteric

theory, asserted that each dreamer dreams all night long, averaging

5,760 5-second dreams nightly, amounting to over two million a year.
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Such a number would admit of every
possible future casualty being

foreshadowed in a dream, of which the
coincidences of fact and fancy
were sure to be remembered. James
M. Buckley (1888) was a
rare

dissenter in the group of "chance"
theorists:

he claimed that the

possibilities of coincidence in human
affairs were incomputable.

Simi-

larly, Emerson (1877) insisted that
we recognize more of the hints

of the soul,-which contains within
itself all the events that shall

presently befall it-rather than seizing
only upon some apparently
significant ones.

But these were unpopular views, especially
as

"science" became more and more occupied with
"the statistics" of
dreams (and other psychological phenomena)
as it did toward the turn
of the century.

Chance was regarded as a far more parsimonious

explanation than telepathy.
Felix Oswald (1890) and several other writers hypothesized
that
these dreams were suggested by sensory impressions
received in the

waking state and not consciously noticed.
true of many of these dreams.

This observation might be

For example, the English vicar dream-

ing of the violation of his dead son's grave (#85) may very well
have

been struck by the good condition of his son's teeth, and may even

have entertained fleeting pecuniary thoughts of how desirable a
dentist might find them.

The Edinburgh clergyman (#63) may have been

aware of a servant who was careless with fire, and had reason to

worry when he was required to absent himself from the premises.

John

Rogers (#65) and the Mansfield farmer (#66) may both have made some

unconscious observations of potentially dangerous water levels during
the previous dream-day.

And Jacinta (#102) may well have had an

awareness of some complaint, being likely to end in sudden death.
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under which Marie was laboring-as
a Spanish priest, being told
of the
dream, assumed.
One would presume that dreamers,
as well as nondreamers, would be attuned to signs
of the diseases and disasters
so

inevitably leading to death.

Even if one were unfamiliar with
the

social and medical climate of the times,
one could gather from this

collection of dreams a fairly accurate picture
of the common causes
of death:

infections, epidemics, child-birth, war
injuries, work

injuries, drowning, ship-wreck, railroad
disasters, unexpected storms,

attacks by murderous bandits and robbers,
political assassinations~and
perhaps, even the power of sheer superstition
(in those cases where

dreamers predicted their own deaths)

.

It would not be unusual for a

dreamer to notice a warning sign without giving it
much thought— since
often very little could be done to prevent the inevitable
disaster or
death.

Thus, this theory is fairly parsimonious and representative

of the natural explanations being sought during the period.

Prophetic dreams for which a very satisfactory explanation was
offered were those predicting one's own illness (dreams #42-//45)

Cunningham described it:

.

As

"A disease begins to develop itself in our

system; it is still too obscure to be detected by the ordinary observer

but it affects the highly sensitive mind, and we have uneasy dreams
about illness and death; and, when these occur, it is thought there
has been a revelation of the future"

(p.

481).

The roots of this

theory dated back to classical times, and were reinforced by
Associationism.

It was apparently well-accepted in the nineteenth

century intellectually, though little pragmatic use was made of it
by physicians.
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Others attributed prophetic
dreams to a disposition for
matching reality and dreams.
Richard Proctor thus assumed
that the
dream of Perceval's murder
(#90) was altered to correspond
to the

reality after the facts of the case
were well known, and in
actuality
was much less specific in its
details.
Other writers were more
generous to Mr. Williams, and granted
him the power of telepathy.
The opposite tendency was manifest
in the dream of the literary

editor (#79), who quite irrationally
set about to make reality

correspond to an earlier dream, in a true
illustration of self-fulfilling
prophecy.

It is impossible to tell how many
dreams might be attributed

to the former tendency.

If it applies,

the dreamer certainly involved

a great number of accomplices in the
subterfuge!

Even less satisfactory was the "explanation"
of the dream of
Dr. Parkman's death by murder (#143):

"that the idea of the bones

might have been called up by the circumstance
that X.Y. had recently

been occupied in compiling a popular course on
anatomy and physiology
for a country physician" ("Dreams and Their Causes,"
1870, p. 99).

One would still be hard-pressed to explain why the
imagination wove

such a gruesome (and accurate) tale.

Perhaps the more adequate

explanation was that dreams embodied strong propensities of character,
and that she was quite familiar with Dr. Webster's true nature.

In

fact, the dream might better be classified with those offering

discernment of true character.

Prophetic dreams apparently were an

acceptable means for the expression of thought which would be too

embarrassing to admit on the basis of objective information (or the
lack of it).

Thus, although the Senator's wife (#72) admitted reluc-

tantly that her insight came from a dream, she would probably have
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had no acceptable objective
.eason for arriving at the
sa„e conclusion
Apparently, .oral reasoning was
often forced (by the censor)
to, occur
at Che level of unconscious
cerebration.

The Faculties In Dreams'*'^

Woven throughout the whole dream
literature were vestiges. If
not all the assumptions, of
faculty psychology, leading to
repeated
examinations of the faculties in dreams.
Frederick Greenwood (1891)
Stated these concerns most explicitly:
faculties of the mind are mostly
.Tnn1o!^f in
•^K^''^^^!
employed
them, and which (if any) remain
dormant? What
is the probable cause, and what
the observed consequences
°^ ^^"•^ °f the faculties and the dormancy'
of other? Does any mental faculty
take a change of character
dreams, assume functions of which we
are unconscious
when awake, or exhibit powers and
properties that only
appear in sleep? Do dreams teach us
anything about the
constitution of the mind and its potentiality
as a whole'

m

(p.

597)

Frances P. Cobbe (1871), in explaining the
formation of Dr. Reid'
famous scalping dream (#8), claimed that
Judgment was the only faculty

remaining dormant.

The dream evidenced Perception (of pain).
Reason

(seeking the cause). Memory (suppressing the real
cause and supplying a suitable hypothesis), and Imagination
(presenting memory's sug-

gestion as a tableau vivant)

.

Although most later writers would no

longer include Perception and Memory among the faculties
(as can be
seen by their extensive treatment in other contexts)

,

they were con-

cerned with the presence or absence of these various functions of
the

mind or brain in dreams.

Nathaniel

S.

Shaler (1879) explained that

the faculties of the mind faded away under the influence of sleep in

inverse order to their acquisition.

This implied that dreams could

be classified according to the stage of slumber at which they arrived
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and further subdivided
according to the particular
faculties producing the.. Thus, in
half-„aklng dreaas, the .e.ory
was still
active; in fanciful drea^.
the imagination did .ost
of the work;
nightmares came from the combination
of fear with a sense of
powerlessness
Will, which orders the actions
of the body and mind, was
in this
context the first of the faculties
to disappear.
Many writers agreed
that this power of guiding,
checking, or diverting the course
of

thought-mental self-rule-disappeared or
was entirely suspended in
sleep.

However, Julia Gulliver (1880)
asserted that this was not so:

the power of willing was not lost
just because the body disregarded
it.

Besides, in sleep the dreamer did
not really will any action-he

merely imagined that he did.

The latter view, propounded by Dr.

Hammond and Dugald Stewart, was much
debated.

The heat of the arguments

reflected the moral value generally attached
to "will power," and the
debates involved fine questions of semantics
and esoteric philosophy.

A large body of relevant evidence which was
totally ignored in these
debates lay in somnambulistic experiences, in
which the sleeping body

definitely followed the desires of sleeping
volition.
Similar arguments centered on the faculty of Judgment,
but the
general agreement was that it remained partially in
action.

It was

said to be manifested in the realization that the dream
experience is
unreal, in knowing one is dreaming (#187, #188), and in
dreaming "a

dream within a dream" (#189)

,

as well as other alterations

in

dream process effected by the dreamer's consciousness (#190).

the

However,

it was said that the power to perceive the logical force of circum-

stances, to take them at their true value, and to eliminate error
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fro. the mental processes, was
entirely arrested, leading
to absurd
conclusions from impossible
premises.
The same was often said of
reasoning, which was accused
of applying impeccable
logic to absurd
premises, without the presence
of the will.
Julia Gulliver provided
the most illuminating comment
on this issue:

the reasoning process

was present in dreams, and might
be good or bad, illogical or
logical,
sound or absurd; the faculty of
Reason, however, was inactive.
Thus,
she gained another victory for
the rationalists, who could
thereby

denounce dreamers as irrational, and
do so with justification.

But

the distinction was also a very
elegant one, actually adding much

clarity to the analysis.
Often contrasted with Reason was Imagination,
which also

received considerable attention apart from
that contrast.

The study

of Imagination took at least two directions
in the nineteenth century,

and dream psychology followed both trends.

On the one hand there was

the study of Imagination as a creative faculty,
producing rare con-

tiguities of association rather than the habitual
contiguities produced
by Reason.

Although all dreams manifested this faculty to some

extent, writers appeared to be most fascinated by
"proleptic" dreams

(#173-#177), which exhibited an unusual element of surprise to
the
dreamer.

Such dreams were exceedingly difficult to explain, especially

in light of theories that ascribed the source of all dream
materials
to the mind of the dreamer.

regarded it as Imagery:
once felt.

The other perspective on Imagination

the faculty of reproducing copies of originals

This function of the imagination actually dominated the

study of dreams, since it was the basis for the study of presentational
and representational dreams

— dreams

that produce or reproduce images.
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Here Imagination was contrasted
with Sensation and Perception,
a
contrast which was as meaningful
to philosophers as
it was to psychologists, especially at the
turn of the
century.

The other faculty which
received extensive attention
was the
Moral Sense. Although a few
writers asserted that ethical
and unselfish consciousness remained,
along with a normal sense of
joy,
sorrow, and horror, most claimed
that no remorse was ever felt,
and
that crimes were freely committed
in dreams.
A perusal of the liter-

ature certainly reveals an inordinate
amount of violence and aggression
in the dream contents-the kind
of violence and aggression
often

encountered in reality, but not generally
approved by anyone.

And

few dreamers commented on it as freely
as the "gypsum miner" (#162),

who felt that his sense of equity had
been totally blurred while all
his savage instincts were wide awake.

Shaler affirmed this view:

as

the faculties disappear in deep sleep,
all which is human disappears

and only the animal passions have their hold.

It is interesting that

the instincts emerging so vehemently from
the unconscious were the

aggressive ones, rather than the repressed sexual
desires which became
so prominent in Freud's dream psychology.

The moralistic tone pre-

vailing in many of these discussions suggests that
aggression was
as taboo during this whole period as sex came to
be in the Victorian

decades.

But even more important is the awareness of evolutionary

connections:

dream theorists were borrowing from the new evolution-

ary theories, and accepting the implication that man indeed had
much
in common qualitatively with the animal species.

Some clarity was provided on the moral element in dreams by an

anonymous author ("Dreams," Every Saturday

,

1874), who distinguished
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between the higher and inner
conscience, and the external
or customary
conscience. The external
conscience, formed by
recollections of
approval or disapproval consequent
on particular acts (i.e.,
the
empirical conscience of a
well-trained dog) remained.

But the internal

conscience, resulting from the
ideas of absolute and essential
obligation and of universal law,
disappeared. Though dreamers
often
lacked these higher moral sentiments
while dreaming, they were
often appalled on waking, and quite
amazed at themselves. Even more

interesting was the role dreams played
in the affirmation of the
waking sense of justice, l^e dreams
which served as evidence in
courts of law (#131-//142) reveal not
only a sense of justice, but
also an extremely punitive (and
perhaps self-righteous) attitude

towards violence and aggression, suggesting
that these impulses were

indeed forced to the deepest recesses of
the unconscious and allowed
to emerge only in dreams, when the
higher faculties all relaxed their

hold.

Most likely the degree of activity of the
various faculties

in dreams had much to do with the manner
in which the dreamer exer-

cised the faculty during his waking hours,
exercising the compensatory

functions of the unconscious.

Although there were several other aspects of dreaming
which
received attention during these years, these have been
treated to
some extent in the appendix, and incorporated into its
organization
and annotation.

For the most part, they add little to the understand-

ing of nineteenth century psychology, although the dream anecdotes

accompanying them provide interesting and stimulating reading in their
own right, and have been included for that reason.
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James Sully, "The Dream as Revelation," Fortnightly
Review

.

59

(1893),

354-365; Elizabeth Bisland, "Dreams and Their Mysteries,"
North American Review, 162, No. 475 (1896), 716-725; Havelock
Ellis, "A Note on

Hypnagogic Paramnesia," Mind

.

6, No.

22 (1897), 283-287; Havelock

Ellis, "The Stuff That Dreams Are Made Of," Popular Science
Monthly
54

(1899),

.

721-735; Horatio G. Hutchinson, "A First Essay in Dreams,"

Longman's Magazine

,

35, No.

207 (1900), 234-243; Andrew Lang, "Dreams."

The Living Age. 235. No. 3045 (1902), 445-446; James

Psychology of Dreams," American Journal of Psychology

R.

,

Jewell, "The
16, No.

1

(1905), 1-34; Augusta Wiggam, "A Contribution to the Data of Dream
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Psychology," Pedagogical
"^This
.

Sen,in...,

15, no.

2

(1909), 240-251.

dream is interesting for other
reasons.

It is one of the

few in this collection which
definitely prefigures a Jungian
psychology
of the collective unconscious,
and the phylogenetic
regression produced in psycholytlc LSD therapy.

Similar Jungian symbolism may
be

found in the dream of the Senator's
wife (#72).
^The memory of dreams is further
discussed in the following
sources:
9,

No.

John Cunningham, "On Sleep and
Dreams,"

Macmillan:^^

54 (1864), 473-481; John Bonner.
"Dream-Reading," Harper's

Ma^iine,

32. No.

191 (1866). 645-653; Alexander Smith,
"On Dreams

and Dreaming." The Argosy 1, No.
,

5

(1866). 390-394; Henry Holland,

"Maury on Sleep and Dreams." Littell's
Livin. A^ ., 177. No. 1513 (1873),
579-597; Alice King. "Dreams." The Argosy

.

25, No.

3

(1878), 190-

195; Julia H. Gulliver, "The Psychology of Dreams,"
Journal of Specu-

lative Philosophy, 14 (1880), 204-218; Richard
A. Proctor. "Some

Strangely Fulfilled Dreams," Eclectic Magazine

33. No.

.

1

(1881),

27-37; J. Mortimer Granville, "Dreams and the Making
of Dreams,"

Popular Science Monthly, 20 (1882), 461-468; James
Nightmares, and Somnambulism" Century

,

36, No.

3

M.

Buckley, "Dreams,

(1888), 443-457;

Julius Nelson, "A Study of Dreams," American Journal
of Psychology . 1,
No.

3

(1888), 367-401; Mary W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams,"

American Journal of P sychology

.

5, No.

3

(1893), 311-343; William

Howells, "True, I Talk of Dreams," Harper's Magazine

.

90, No.

I>.

540

(1895), 836-845; Sarah C. Weed, Florence M. Hallam, and Emma D.

Phinney, "A Study of Dream-Consciousness," American Journal of Psychology
7,

No.

3

(1896), 405-411; Horatio G. Hutchinson, "A First Essay in

Dreams," Longman's Magazine

,

35, No.

207 (1900), 234-243; Morton Prince,

.
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••The

Mechanism and Interpretation of Dreams,"
Journal of Abnorn^.l
^' No.

5

(1910), 139-195; G. A. Waterman, "Dreams
as a

Cause of Symptoms," Journal of Abnormal
Psvcholn^ v, 5, No.

5

(1910),

196-210.
6

This section on the recording of dreams
is based primarily on

the following sources:

"In the Land of Nod," Temple Bar . 15
(1865),

405-416; John Bonner, "Dream-Reading," Harper's
Magazine

.

32, No.

191

(1866), 645-653; A. B. Garrett, "The Mysteries of
Dreaming," Hours

aLJfome, 10, No. 5 (1870), 439-447; J. P., "Dreams,"
Dublin University

Magazine, 79, No. 472 (1872), 392-399; Henry Holland,
"Maury on Sleep
and Dreams," Littell's Living Age

117, No. 1513 (1873), 579-597;

.

John Rutherford, "Dreams," Every Saturday

Visions, and Ecstacies," Eclectic Magazine
287; "Dreams," Littell's Living Age

"Dreams," Appleton's Journal

.

19, No.

3

(1874), 279-

140, No. 1804 (1879), 314-317;

No. 48 (1880), 549-560; Julius

8,

,

.

16 (1874), 691-694; "Dreams,

.

Nelson, "A Study of Dreams," American Journal of Psychology

.

I, No.

3

(1888), 367-401; James Sully, "Dreams as Related to Literature,"

The Forum ,

Magazine

,

7

2,

(1889), 67-79; Horatio King, "On Dreams," The New England
No.

3

(1890), 324-331; Pauline W. Roose, "Children's

Dreams," The Argosy , 52, No.

3

(1891), 201-204; Lewis Worthington

Smith, "The Literature of Dreams:

A Study in the Dream-Craft of

Holmes, Burns, Hood, Lowell, Tennyson, and Others," Poet-Lore

,

8,

No. 4 (1893), 233-243; William D. Howells, "True, I Talk of Dreams,"

Harper's Magazine , 90, No. 540 (1895), 836-845; Pauline W. Roose, "The

Bordering Land," The Argosy

,

65

Land in Fiction," The Arena

,

20 (1898),

(1897), 744-748; Frank Foster, "Dream-

Way of Dreams," The Nineteenth Century

,

112-117; Marie M. Currie, "The
53 (1891), 352-360.
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The following were repeatedly
cited as illustrations of
famous dreams, comments on dreaming,
or literary uses of dreams:

Spenser

"Ministration of Angels"

Shakespeare

"King Richard III" (Clarence)
"The Tempest"

"Ministration of Angels"

Cervantes

Don Quixote (Sancho Panza)

Milton

"Paradise Lost"

Bunyan

The Pilgrim's Progress

Novalis

"Hymns to the Night"

William Blake

"The Land of Dreams"

Charles Lamb

"Dream-Children: A Revery"

W.

C.

Bryant

Byron

"The Land of Dreams"

"Song of the Shirt"
"The Dream"

"Haunted House"
"The Dream of Eugene Aram"

Wordsworth

"The Poet's Dream"
"The Pilgrim's Dream"

"The Reverie of Poor Susan"
De Quincey
E.

T.

W.

Hoffman

Confessions of an English Opium Eater
"The Devil's Elixir"

Goethe

Wilhelm Meister

Heine

Harzreise

Sir Walter Scott

The Antiquary

Coleridge

"Christabel"
"Rime of the Ancient Mariner"
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"Kubla Khan"
0. W.

Holmes

E.

Poe

A.

"The Old Man Dreams"

"Annabel Lee"

"Eleonora"

Dickens

A Christmas Carol (Scrooge)
David Copperfield (nudity)
Nicholas Nickleby (Walter Bray)

Tennyson

"Dream of Fair Women"
"Vision of Sin"
"Day Dream"
"Sea Dreams"

J.

R.

Lowell

"The Vision of Sir Launfal"

"Gold Egg:

Eugene Sue

A Dream- Fantasy"

The Mysteries of Paris

Martin Chuzzlewitt (Montague Tigg)
Thomas Hardy

Tess of the D'Urbevilles

A Pair of Blue Eyes (Stephen Smith)
Rudyard Kipling

"At the End of the Passage"

Lewis Carroll

Alice in Wonderland

Charlotte Bronte

Jane Eyre

Donald G. Mitchell

"Reveries of a Bachelor"

"Dream-Life"

George McDonald

"The Seaboard Parish"

Hans Anderson

"The Improvisatore"

Andrew Lang

"Another Way"

Hood

"Haunted House"

Edward Bellamy

Looking Backward
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The dreams of the Marquis
Hervey de Saint-Denis,
though not
Cited in this literature, are
a notable exception.
The Marquis pub'''''''

P^^-^ and

the M ean^^^MrecJU^
in 1867, and this is still

regarded as one of the most extensive
and thorough studies ever
devoted
to an author's own dreams.
Not only did the Marquis train
himself to
master his dreams, he also kept an
album in which he drew his dreams.

After twenty years he obtained
twenty-two notebooks containing
the
dreams of nineteen hundred and
forty-six nights.
9_
Further discussion of the phenomena
of consciousness in dreams
,

may be found in the following sources:
All the Year Round

Temple^,

7

,

2,

No.

"A Physician's Dreams. 1,"

31 (1859), 109-113; "Taught in the
Night,"

(1863), 500-504; John Cunningham, "On Sleep
and Dreams,"

Macmillan's Magazine, 9, No. 54 (1864),
473-481; "Dream-Haunted,"
Chamber's Journal, 3, No. 126 (1866), 328-334;
James Sully, "The Laws
of Dream Fancy," Cornhill Magazine

.

34, No.

203 (1876), 536-555;

Ralph W. Emerson, "Demonology ," North American
Review

.

124, No.

255

(1877), 179-190; Julia H. Gulliver, "The Psychology of Dreams,"

Journal of Speculati ve Philosophy

.

14 (1880),

Dreams Are Made Of," Atlantic Monthly

.

204-218; "Such Stuff as

46, No.

275 (1880), 402-409;

Richard A. Proctor, "Some Strangely Fulfilled Dreams," Eclectic
Magazine, 33, No.

1

(1881), 27-37; "Dream-Land and Somnambulism,"

Chamber's Journal. 18, No. 918 (1881), 484-488; Richard W. Micou,
"Dreams and Dreaming," American Church Review

.

41, No. 145 (1883),

554-472; "A Phenomenon of Dreams," Atlantic Monthly
(1887),

,

60, No.

361

716-718; James M. Buckley, "Dreams, Nightmares, and Somnambu-

lism," Century, 36, No.

3

(1888), 443-457; Robert L. Stevenson, "A

Chapter on Dreams," Scribner's Monthly ,

3, No.

1

(1888), 122-128;
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George M. Gould, "Dreams, Sleep,
and Consciousness:
Study," The Open Court
.

,

2

(1889), 1433-1436, 1444-1447; James
Sully,

"Dreams as Related to Literature,"
The Forum
L.

A Psychological

.

7

Oswald, "Dreams and Visions," The
Open Court

(1889), 67-79; Felix
3

.

(1890), 1597-1600,

1647-1650; Frederick Greenwood, "The
Study of Dreams," The New Review
7,

.

No. 42 (1892), 591-605; "Mr.
Frederick Greenwood on Dreams," The

S2ectator, 69, No. 3359 (1892), 679-680;
Mary W. Calkins, "Statistics
of Dreams," American Journal of Psvcholopv,
5, No.

(1893), 311-343;

3

James Sully, "The Dream as Revelatioq,"
Fortnightly Review

.

59

(1893),

354-365; Havelock Ellis, "The Stuff That Dreams
Are Made Of," Popular

Science Monthly, 54 (1899), 721-735; Grace
Andrews, "Studies of the

Dream Consciousness," American Journal of Psychology

.

12, No.

1

(1900), 131-134; Thomas P. Bailey, "Snap Shot of a
Dream-Drama,"

Journal of Philosoph y, Psychology, and Scientific
Methods

.

3, No.

26

708-711; Havelock Ellis, "The Logic of Dreams," Contemporary

(1906),

Review, 98 (1910), 353-359; Bronislaw Onuf, "Dreams and Their
Inter-

pretation as Diagnostic and Therapeutic Aids in Psychopathology ,"
Journal of Abnormal Psychology

,

4

(1910), 339-350; Morton Prince, "The

Mechanism and Interpretation of Dreams," Journal of Abnormal Psychology
5, No.

5

(1910), 139-195.

Prophetic dreams are further discussed in the following
sources:

"Dreams," Harper's Weekly

ties of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine

"Extraordinary Dreams," Once A Week

1, No.

,

,

51 (1857), 814; "Curiosi-

52, No.

,

9

1

(1861), 123-130;

(1863), 623-626; John Cunning-

ham, "On Sleep and Dreams," Macmillan's Magazine

,

9, No.

473-481; John Bonner, "Dream- Reading," Harper's Magazine

54 (1864),

,

32, No. 191

(1866), 645-653; Alexander Smith, "On Dreams and Dreaming," The Argosy

,

,
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1, No.

5

(1866), 390-394; J. G. Belcher, "The
Romance of Sleep,"

Harper's Magazine , 34, No. 203
(1867), 638-645; Joseph Hatton, "On
Some Notable Dreams," The Argosy
No. 6 (1868), 462-466; A. B.

5,

.,

Garrett, "The Mysteries of Dreaming,"
Hours at Home
439-447; "Dreams," Lippincott's Mag;.^-.np
P.

5

10, No.

.

5

(1870),

(1870), 296-302; Frances

Cobbe, "Dreams as Illustrations of
Unconscious Cerebration,"

Macmillan's Magazine , 23 (1871), 512-523;
"Dreams and Their Causes,"
Once A Week , 23 (1870), 96-102; "Dreams and
Dreaming. IV. -Remarkable

Dreams and Dream Narratives," Leisure Hour
Rutherford, "Dreams," Every Saturday

.

22

.

(1873) 109-112; John

16 (1874), 691-694; Ralph W.

Emerson, "Demonology ," North American Review

.

124, NO. 255 (1877),

179-190; William D. Howells, "The Contributor's Club,"
Atlantic

Monthly, 66, No. 272 (1880), 859-860; "Dreams," Appleton's
Journal
8, No.

.

48 (1880), 549-560; Richard A. Proctor, "Some Strangely Ful-

filled Dreams," Eclectic Magazine

,

33, No.

1

(1881), 27-37; J.

Mortimer Granville, "Dreams and the Making of Dreams," Popular Science
Monthly, 20 (1882), 461-468; James M. Buckley, "Dreams, Nightmares,
and Somnambulism," Century , 36, No.

One's Own Friends," The Argosy

,

3

(1888), 443-457; "The Dreams of

47, No. 4

(1889), 334-342; Horatio

King, "On Dreams," The New England Magazine
331; Felix L. Oswald,

,

2, No.

3

(1890), 324-

"Dreams and Visions. I," The Open Court

,

3,

No.

10

(1890), 1597-1600; Benjamin 0. Flower, "Glimpses of the Prophetic

Faculty of the Mind Revealed in Dreams," The Arena

,

12, No.

64

(1895)

123-129; H. Gordon Drummond, "Dreams and What They Are Made Of," The

New Church Review

,

7

(1900), 548-564; N. Vaschide and H. Pieron,

"Prophetic Dreams in Greek and Roman Antiquity," The Monist

,

11, No.

(1901), 161-194; F. Legge, "What Dreams Are Made Of," The Living Age

2

,

138
235, NO.

235, No.

3040 (1902), 123-125; Andrew Lang, "Dreams,"
The Llvine A.e

.

3045 (1902), 445-446; Marie M. Carrie, "The
Way of Dreams,"

The Nineteenth Century, 53 (1903), 950-967;
James R. Jewell, "The

Psychology of Dreams," American Journal of Psychology

16, No.

.

1

(1905), 1-34.
"''Dreams of the dead and telepathic phenomena
are further dis-

cussed in the following sources:
Round,

2

"A Physician's Dreams," All the Year

(1859), 109-113, 135-140; John Bonner, "Dream-Reading,"

Harper's Magazine. 32, No. 191 (1866), 645-653; J.

Romance of Sleep," Harper's Magazine

,

34, No.

Belcher, "The

G.

203 (1867), 638-645;

Joseph Hatton, "On Some Notable Dreams," The Argosy

.

5, No.

6

(1868),

462-466; E. M. Smalley, "Sleeping and Dreaming," Lakeside Monthly
,
4

(1870), 388-395; Frances P. Cobbe, "Dreams as Illustrations of

Unconscious Cerebration," Macmillan's Magazine
Edward Clodd, "Dreams," Knowledge

,

1

,

23 (1871), 512-523;

(1881), 107-108, 130-131;

Richard A. Proctor, "Some Strangely Fulfilled Dreams," Eclectic Magazine , 33, No.

1

(1881), 27-37; Charles B. Radcliffe, "A Speculation

About Dreaming," The Contemporary Review

Investigation of Dreams," Science

,

,

10, No.

40 (1881), 105-115;

"An

249 (1887), 229-230;

James M. Buckley, "Dreams, Nightmares, and Somnambulism," Century
No.

3

,

36,

(1888), 443-457; Meredith Clymer, "The Stuff That Dreams Are

Made Of," The Forum

,

5

(1888), 532-544; Horatio King, "On Dreams,"

The New England Magazine

,

2, No.

3

(1890), 324-331; Mary W. Calkins,

"Statistics of Dreams," American Journal of Psychology

,

5, No.

3

(1893), 311-343; Havelock Ellis, "On Dreaming of the Dead," Psychological Review

,

2, No.

Shadows," The Arena

5

,

(1895), 458-461; Marietta Holley, "Beyond the
12 (1895), 277-281; William D.

HoweHs, "True,

139

Talk of Dreams," Harper's
Magazine, 90, No. 540
(1895), 836-845;
Pauline W. Roose, "The Bordering
Land," The Argosv 65
(1897),
I

.

744-748; Charles A. White, "A
Realistic Dream," Science

.

16, No. 409

(1902), 710-713; Marie M. Currie, "The
Way of Dreams," The Nineteenth
Century, 53 (1903), 950-967; James
R. Jewell, "The Psychology
of

American Journal of Psvcholo.v

16, No.

1

(1905), 1-34;

"On Dreams," The Spectator.
95, No. 4044 (1905), 1114-1115.
12

The discussion in this section is
based primarily on the

following sources:

Joseph Hatton, "On Some Notable Dreams,"
The

Argosy. 5, No. 6 (1868), 462-466; A.
B. Garrett, "The Mysteries of

Dreaming," Hours At Home, 10, No.

5

(1870), 439-447; E. M. Smalley,

"Sleeping and Dreaming," Lakeside Monthly

.

4

(1870), 388-395; "On

Sleep and Dreams," Once A Week, 23
(1870), 544-548; Frances P. Cobbe,

"Dreams as Illustrations of Unconscious
Cerebration," Macmillan's

^^^azine

,

23 (1871), 512-523; "Crimes in Dreams," Every Saturday
.
11

(1874), 438-440; Edward Fitzgerald, "Sleep and Dreaming,"
Canadian

Monthly, 13 (1878), 467-478; Nathaniel

International Review

.

6,

No.

6

S.

Shaler, "Sleep and Dreams,"

(1879), 234-247; Julia H. Gulliver,

"The Psychology of Dreams," Journal of Speculative Philosophy

.

14

(1880), 204-218; Meredith Clymer, "The Stuff That Dreams Are Made Of,"

The Forum , 5 (1888), 532-544; George M. Gould, "Dreams, Sleep, and

Consciousness:

A Psychological Study," The Open Court

.

2

(1889),

1433-1436, 1444-1447; Felix L. Oswald, "Dreams and Visions," The

Open Court ,

3

(1890), 1597-1600, 1647-1650; Frederick Greenwood, "The

Study of Dreams," The New Review
W.

No.

,

7,

No. 42 (1892), 591-605; Mary

Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams," American Journal of Psychology
3

,

5,

(1893), 311-343; Sarah C. Weed, Florence M. Hallam, and Emma D.

140

Phinney. -A Study of Dream-Consciousness,"
American Journ.1 nf
cholosz, 7, No.

3

p...-

(1896), 405-411; Mary W. Calkins,
"I sogni. Studi

psicologi e clini di un alienista,"
Science, 10, No. 245 (1899).
334-336; Havelock Ellis, "The Stuff That
Dreams Are Made Of," Popular

Science Monthly

,

54 (1899),

721-735; James R. Jewell, "The
Psychology

of Dreams," American Journal of Psychology,
16, No. 1 (1905), 1-34;

Thomas P. Bailey, "Snap Shot of a
Dream-Drama," Journal of Philosop hy,
Psychology, and Scien tific Methods

.

3,

No.

26 (1906),

708-711;

Augusta Wiggam, "A Contribution to the Data
of Dream Psychology,"
Pedagogical Seminary, 16, No.

2

(1909), 240-251; Havelock Ellis, "The

Logic of Dreams," Contemporary Review

.

98 (1910), 353-359.
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From J anu.n^

rev. Gloucester, Mass:

1 887

to J......

.
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Fletcher. W. I. and PooU. F. o.
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Peter Smith, 1963.
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1
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Freud, Sigmund.
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1
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1

1

1907

.

Vol.
1907;

Peter Smith, 1963.

The Interpre tation of Dreams

.

Trans. James Strachey.

Avon Books, 1965.

Gable, J. Harris.

Manual of

S erial

Works .

Chicago:

American Library

Association, 1937.
Graham. Walter.

English Literary Periodicals .

New York:

Thomas Nelson

Sons, 1930.

Grof, Stanislav.

Research .

Realms of the Human Unconscious:

New York:

Hale, Nathan G. Jr.

The Viking Press, 1975.
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analysis in the United States, 1876-1917 .
Press, 1971.

Observations From LSD

The Beginnings of PsychoNew York:

Oxford University
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New York:
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John Wiley
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2nd

Sons, Inc., I97O.
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Hickok, Laurens.
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Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor

4

Company,
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Hickok, Laurens.

Experience .
Highara, John.

Empirical Ps ychology; or. the Science of Mind
from
Rev. Julius H. Seelye.
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Ginn $ Company, 1885.

From Bound lessness to Consolidation: the Transformation
of
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William L. Clement!
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Hopkins, Mark.
System.
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Houghton, Walter E. (Ed).
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Routledge

4
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Henry
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James. William.
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^^^^^

Holt and Company, 1890.
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Jones, Richard M.
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The New Psychology of Dreaming .
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the Viking
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Jung, Carl G.

Dreams.
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Princeton:
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Kerr, Howard.
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University
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2nd ed.
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Trans. R. F.
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.
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Rutgers University Press, 1962.
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B.

1952; rev. Westport, Conn:
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Greenwood Press, Publishers, 1972.
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.

2nd ed.
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New York:
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underlined.

2.

Founding dates (and cessation dates where availahle
and
applicable)

3.

City of publication.

h.

Frequency of publication, if not indicated in the title.

5.

Subscription price (when available).

6.
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J.

List of editors (when available).

8.

Years in which articles on dreaming appeared, with author
names when given:
"^indicates article is a reprint.
'''indicates article is reprinted elsewhere, and number of

times reprinted.
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The Academy and Literature.

A Monthly Record of
Literature,

Learning, Science, and Art.
Syracuse, Boston

Monthly

1902++(F. Legge)

All the Year Round

A weekly journal conducted by Charles
Dickens,

.

with which is incorporated Household Words
^^59-

.

London

Similar to Once A Week

,

AYR was illustrated and consisted

of a serial story as the main feature, supported
hy articles of

miscellaneous interest, short stories, topical comments,
and
news gossip.

It was part of the new development in popular

periodicals necessitated hy the creation of the commercial

middle class and the growth of elementary education.

American (Quarterly
1848-1891

)

Church Review (and Ecclesiastical Register).
New Haven, New York

An organ of the Protestant -Episcopal Church, its contrihutors included all the great men of its church in America, as well
as prominent laymen in fields of letters, law, philosophy, science,

and education.

ACR was criticized for "presenting all sides" and

not taking a positive position on critical issues.
Eds:

N. S. Richardson ('48-'68), J. M. Leavitt ('68-'Tl),

M. H. Mallory {'12-' J^), E. B. Boggs

1883 (R. W. Micou)

('T5-'80), H. M. Baum ('8l-'9l)
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American Journal of Insanity (became
American Journal

p....

chlatry )
181,4-ourrent

Edited

Baltimore

Quarterly, $5.00

the medical officers of the New
York State Lunatic

Asylum.
1892 (H. S. Williams), 1910 (E. Jones)

American Journal of Psychology
1887-current

Worcester

Quarterly, $5.00

Founded by G. S. Hall to publish psychological
work of a
scientific (experimental), distinct from a speculative,
character.

AJP gave the adherents of

a new

psychology not only a store-

house for contributions of experimental and theoretical
nature,
but also a sense of solidarity and independence.
1888 (J. Nelson), I893 (M. W. Calkins), 1895(E. B. Titchener),

1896 (S. C. Weed, F. M. Hallam, & E. D. Phinney)

,

19OO (g. Andrews),

1905 (J. R. Jewell), 1910 (E. Jones; S. Ferenczi)

Appleton's Journal

.

1869-1881

A Magazine of General Literature.

New York

Introductory Announcement:

weekly to '76, then monthly

"Qnitting ordinary news and avoid-

ing partisan advocacy, both political and sectarian, the Journal

will be devoted to general literature, to science, art, and education, and to the diffusion of valuable information on subjects of

political importance.

It is intended to make use of all resources,

original and selected, domestic and foreign, which can give
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interest and variety to its
pages."
Eds:

E. L. Youmans

('69- 'TO), R. Carter
('TO- '72), 0. B.

Bunce and C. H. Jones ('T2-'8l).
1880^

The Arena

1889-1909

Trenton, Boston

Monthly, $2.50

^^'^^^^'^ Journal of Practical MetHT.hv.n

^^98, The Coming Age in I9OO.

Work.

The New Time

.

and

Merged into Christian

Founded by B. 0. Flower.

1895 (M. Holley; B. 0. Flower), 1898 (F. Foster)

The Argosy

.

A Magazine of Tales, Travels, Essays
and Poems.

1865-1901

London

The Argosy became a vehicle for Mrs. Henry
Wood, who was its

editor until 188t.

She supplied the diet demanded by the queasy

stomachs of her public:

"sensation," which included murders,

mystery, and even bigamy and adultery---as long as they
were

treated discreetly, rewarding virtue.

It was a magazine of the

popular religious and family variety.
1866 (A. Smith),

1868"*"

(J.

Hatton), 18t8 (A. King), 1889 {k anony-

mous articles by the same author), 1891 (P. W. Roose),
189T (P. W.

Roose), 1898 (W. Pigott)
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Atlantic Monthly

.

A Magazine of Literature,
Science, Art, and

Politics

l85T-current

Boston

Founded by M. D. Phillipps, Emerson,
Longfellow, Cabot,
Hol.es, Motley, and E. P. Whipple,
it primarily advanced
the belles
lettres of the New England group,
actuality it avoided the

m

social and political, but became
a standard of literary
excellence
and criticism, confining itself
primarily to American writers.

Circulation was around 12,000 in 188O.
Eds:

J. R. Lowell ('5T-'6l), J. T. Fields

Howells CTl-'Sl), T. B. Aldrich ('8l-'90),

('6l-'Tl), w.

H. E.

Scudder

D..

90- 98)
'

('

W. H. Page ('98- '99), Bliss Perry ('99-I909).

1880 (W. D. Howells; anon.), 1887

Belgravia Magazine
1866-1899

London

Founded and edited by M. E. Braddon, Belgravia was
similar to
Tinsley's, London Society

.

St. Paul's and Dark Blue

,

sustained

mainly by sound, readable and sometimes brilliant fiction.

It

aimed at a public midway between the high standards of Macmillan's
and Cornhill and the family magazines of the Argosy pattern.

1881+ (r. a. Proctor)

Bentley's Miscellany (incorporated in Temple Bar
1837-1868

,

I868)

London

Bentley's included biographical and critical articles on
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nearly all important writers of
the 19th century.
the pattern, perpetuated by
Household Word..

.

Bent ley's set

of relying upon

entertaining fiction as a main
attraction, with a serial story
as
the central feature.
It's prominence was due to the
success of
the Ingoldsby Legends of R. H.
Barham, and a number of other suc-

cessful novels; the illustrations of
Cruikshank, CrowquiU, and
Leech; and the humorous and satirical
verse of "Father Prout."

1866+

Brain

.

A Journal of Neurology

^878-

London

Brain included original articles, a critical
digest and
notices of books, clinical cases, and abstracts of
British and

Foreign journals.
Eds:

J. C. Bucknell, J. Chrichton-Browne, D. Fernier,
J.

Hughlings -Jackson ('78- '83), plus A. de Watteville ('83'85), de

Watteville and committee ('85-19OO).
1887 (Fere)

Canadian Monthly
1872-

Toronto

1878 (E. Fitzgerald)

Catholic World

.

A Monthly (Eclectic) Magazine of General Literature

and Science.

1865-

-

New York

$3.00
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CW.e.„
^^^^ ^^^^^^^

It became wholly
original

'

^

'^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^

—l^ent

poetry, and

always had high
standards in literarv
literary fn
tone and editorial
enterprise. CW had a
controversial
rsial spirit,
s^r^.-f
and Church
dignitaries
were always prominent
in its page.
jt
^
^ "popular" magazine
,
,
-signed to support the
doctrines o. the
Church and to express
Catholic views on literafnr.«
i.x oerature,
science
ay-+a
lence, art,
drama, education
and
society.
.

^•^•Hec.er(.65-'88),..

p. Hewitt
(.88-'9T)
Doyle (-97-1904), j.
j. Burke (1904-1922).
iSie"-,

A

1892 (W. Seton)

The Century Illustrated
Monthly iiagazme
Magazine (m.
.
(merged
into Scribner's^
^
1881New York
ai
$4.00
^ vehicle Of the Century Club, It
contained fiction and
articles on general topics
by well known writers.
It's Ci.U
war papers generated the
greatest Interest ever
felt in the U.S.A.
a series of articles
published in a magazine.
The Lincoln
aeries was discussed for
20 years. Century had a
serious and
intelligent regard for public
affairs and problems of
cl.U
service refo™. It featured
.any serials by famous authors,
un-

m

usually successful Short
stories, serial biographies,
and an
elaborately illustrated arz
art .eries.
=eriec;
.
It also ^
featured
a high rate
of advertising. Circulation
in
189O was about 200,000.

1888 (j. M. Buckley)
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it was designed to te
the Fortnlshtl^ of the
Established Church.

Its spirit was ecumenical,
and It gave eminent Catholic
writers
an opportunity to address
non-Catholle fellow-country-men
on some
of the most momentous subjects
of the day.

was with the Liberal party.

In England, Its tie

From 1888 on, the English
and American

editions were identical.
Eds:

H.

Alford

j. t. Knovles

('T0-'T7), a.

Strahan ('77- '82), P. W. Bunting
('82-1911).
1881 (C. N. Radcliffe), 1892+

(f.

Greenwood, 19IO (h. Ellis)

Cornhill Magazine
^^^0-

London

Monthly

Similar to Macmillan's in quality, Cornhill
gave the public
the contents of general review and the entertainment
of first-

class fiction at the cost of a mere shilling.

It was begun to

exploit the work of Thackeray, and set a tone of polite
enter-

tainment coupled with information of the least disconcerting
kind,

brooking no serious discussion of religion, politics, or morals.
It was illustrated by Millais, du Maurier, F. Walker, Leighton
and

Small.

Longman

Its format was similar to Blackwood's
'

s

.

,

Temple Bar

,

and

In general, its pages provide an outline of British

fiction since i860.
12,000 by 1880.

Circulation was down to 20,000 in the 'TOs,

Its tradition of anonymity was relaxed in 188O:

articles began to appear over initials, then over signatures.
Eds:

Thackeray, F. Greenwood, G. H. Lewes, G. M. Smith,

E. D. Cook, Leslie Stephen ('Tl-'82), J. Payne ('83-'96), J. S.
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L. Strachey (•96-'97),
R. G. Smith ('98-1916).
187^+'-'

(J.

Rutherford)

1876-*-++

iDu.lin) University Mapa^lne.
^^33-1882
Eds:

(j.

SuUy)

A Literary and Philosophical
Review.

Dublin, London
J. S. Le Fanu ('6l-'70), J.
F. Walker ('70-'73),
Durham

Dunlop ('73-?), Keningale Cook
(?-'77).
i860, 1870, 1872 (J. P.), 1874

Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature,
Science, and Art.
18U4-1907?

New York, Philadelphia

1861^, 1864^ (A. K. H. Boyd), 1866^,

1871^

(F.

P.

Monthly
Cobbe; B. W.

Richardson), 187^* (j. Rutherford), 1877"" (J.
Sully),
(R. A.
(J.

1880'',

1881*

Proctor), 1881"" (A. Wilson), 1892* (F. Greenwood), 1893''

Sully), 1902*^ (F. Legge; A. Lang)

Eclectic Review
1805-1867

London

1865

The Edinburgh Review or Critical Journal

^802-

London, New York

Quarterly, $4.00

A special interest in politics and criticism secured its pre-

eminence over the most entertaining of monthly miscellanies.

ER

introduced political economy and launched a reasoned attack on

manifold problems presented by changing economic conditions, becoming an instrument of political enlightenment and social reform
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and a symbol of the new era,
1873'' (H.

Holland)

Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine
1852-1879

London

Superseded by Illustrated Household Journal

.

I8t6(4?)

Every Saturday.

A Journal of Choice Reading Selected from
Foreign

Current Literature.

1866-1874

Boston

Weekly

Every Saturday reprinted primarily English periodicals,

with a few French and German ones as well.

The illustrated

series ('70-'7l) made ES a major competitor of Harper's Weekly

,

not only in illustrations but also in comments upon politics,

social life, and the arts.

ES was absorbed into Littell's Living

Age , which became the only eclectic weekly in the country.
1868'' (J.

Hatton), 1871, 1874'' (J. Rutherford),

Fortnightly Review
1865-1954

187^+''.

(incorporated in Contemporary Review )

New York

monthly after '66, $4.50

The object of the FR was to become an organ for the unbiased

expression of many and various minds on topics of general interest
in politics, literature, science, philosophy, and art.

Tension

developed between those who conceived of it as an organ of liberalism
and progress and those who wished to maintain a true balance between
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established and new (especially in England).

Between 1865 and

1880 its pages were crowded with classical
texts of unbelief,
and it became the most militant of
middleclass rationalist

periodicals of the Post -Darwinian period:

outspoken in its

rationalism, its attack on the Church, and
its support of the
labor movement and Radical politics.

In England, it became as

important as the Nineteenth Century

During its early years all

articles were signed.
Eds:

Circulation was about 25OO in 18T2.

G. H. Lewes

Escott (•82-'86?).

.

('65-'66), J. Morley ('6T-'82), T. H. S.

Frank Harris {'Qr.-'9h), W. L. Courtney

('9I+-

1928).
1878"^

(

L.

Stephen), 1893"^ (J. Sully)

The Forum

1886-1940

New York
Austin

Quarterly to 1904, $2.00
Weekly after 1904, $1.00

A magazine of discussion, including fiction and articles on
politics, science, and philosophy.
1888 (M. Clymer), I889 (j. Sully)

Fraser's Magazine for Town and Country ("Regina")
1830-

London
A literary miscellany, similar to Blackwood

Macmillan

'

,

and religion.

Monthly
's

("Maga") and

with its main emphasis on politics, social conditions,
Eraser

'

veered from liberal to conservative in

politics, and eventually became Unitarian and free -thinking.

F.

P.
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Cobbe and F. Newco.b, both theists,
were frequent contributors.
During the late '60s and early -703
it blasted Roman Catholicism,
the High Church, the Evangelicals,
and even the Broad Churchmen

—

and refused A. K. H. Boyd a defense
of ritual.

Cornhill and Mac-

millan's became its chief competitors.
1864"^ (A. K. H. Boyd)

The Galaxy

.

An Illustrated Magazine of Entertaining
Reading.

^^^^^^^^

Nev York

Monthly, $4.00

The Galaxy was started as a competitor to
the Atlantic, with

which it later

merged— and

absent from its pages.

New England writers were conspicuously

It included fiction (serial novels, short

stories, poetry), literary criticism, history and
biography,

scientific articles, and current politics.

It touched contemporary

life at more points and in more directions than most other
important

magazines.
Eds:

In 1878, its circulation was down to 7,000.
W. C. and F. P. Church

1877 (C. B, Lewis)

Gentleman's Magazine (Entirely New Series)
1731-

London
Eds:

J. H. Parker (•56-'65), E. Walford ('66-'67), Bolton

Corney, J. Hatton ('67- '7^), J. Knight ('87-19O5).
1881'*"

(M.

Granville), I882 (T. F. T. Dyer),

Good Words and Sunday Magazine

1860-1906

London

1881+-*-

(A

Wilson), I907
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Established to bridge the wide gulf between
sacred and secular
writing, its appeal was religious and semi
-religious , and similar
to Leisure Hour

.

Its illustrations were similar to those
of Cornhill

Once A Week , Leisure Hour, and Argosy

.

It offered an inviting market

to women writers and intellectual women on the
rampage about "femi-

nism."
1870

The Green Bag.

1889-191^

A Useless but Entertaining Magazine for Lawyers.

Boston

.

Merged into Central Law Journal

Monthly, $4.00
.

1889, 1896 (p. Taylor), I89T (G. H. Westley)

Harper's Monthly Magazine .
18 50 -current

New York

$4.00

Designed to present the wealth of English literature in

periodical form, including many serialized novels, together

with a few pages of announcements of Harper books
published little original material.

.

Harper

'

It was the first example of

a popular illustrated magazine, 20 years before others of the same

type joined the field.

It included articles on travel, explora-

tion, science, art, social and domestic life, poetry, fiction,

and general information

living world.

making it almost an encyclopedia of the

It clearly expressed the west-ward movement (as

opposed to the New England emphasis of the Atlantic )
'70s competitors were the Atlantic, Graham

'

,

Putnam

It's pre-

.

'

,

and the

.
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Knickerbocker.

Later competition came from Scribner's

in its art department.

.

especially

In general. Harper's may be taken as
"an

index to the literary culture and general
character of the nation.
Its circulation climbed to 200,000 by i860.

Eds:

H. J. Raymond ('50-'56), A. H. Guernsey ('56-'69),

H. M. Alden ('69-I919).

1861 (C. Br8nte), 1866 (j. Bonner; anon.), 186t (J. G. Belcher),
1870 (J. McCarthy), l895 (W. D. Howells), I907 (F. Peterson)

Harper's Weekly Journal of Civilization.

1856-1916

New York

$i+.00

Provided illustrated history, combining pictures, politics,
essays and fiction

it was known as a "family newspaper."

The

Weekly always included a serial novel as well as short stories,
essays, editorials, news, poetry, advertising, and humor.

It

had some importance as a literary vehicle, but was most note-

worthy as

a

vigorous political journal of conservative tendencies.

It aimed at a graphic, accurate style of reporting, and its files

for the period are well-known as a vivid pictorial and authentic

news source for Civil War history

its style makes it a precursor

of today's weekly pictorial and news magazines.

Harper's Weekly

and Leslie's were the first to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the magazine as an instrument of civic and social reform, through
its overthrowing of Tammany and smashing the

notorious Tweed Ring

Circulation was over 100,000 during the Civil War years, l60,000
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in 1872, and dropped considerably
during the l884 presidential
campaign.
Eds:

T. Sedgwick ('5T-'58), J.
Bonner (•58-'63), G. W.

Curtis (63-'92), C. Schurz ('92-'94),
H. L. Nelson ('9U-'98),
J. K. Bangs ('98-I9OI), G.
Harvey ('OI-'IS).

1857, 1858, 1866^, 1873, 1879^, 1880, i884

The Hibbert Journal
^902190i+

London
(F.

C.

S.

Hours at Home

.

Schiller)

A Popular Monthly of Instruction and
Recreation.

1865-1870

Merged into Scribner

New York
'

.

1870 (A. B. Garrett)

International Reviev
1874-1883

New York

1879 (N. S. Shaler)

Irish Quarterly Review
1851-1860

Dublin

i860

Journal of Abnormal (and Social) Psychology
1906-current

Boston

.

bimonthly, $4.00

Established by Morton Prince as the official organ of the
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American Psychopathological Association.

Contains original

articles, notes, and reviews.
1910 (B. Onuf; M. Prince; G. A. Waterman)

Journal of Mental Science
Published by the Medico-Psychological Association.

It

published articles on "such mental science as appertains to medical
men who are engaged in the treatment of the insane."
1901 (A. Pick)

Journal of Philosophy, Psychology, and Scientific Methods
1904-current

Lancaster, Pa.

.

bimonthly, $3.00

Published by the International Congress of Arts and Sciences.

Standing for the unity of knowledge, its divisions were in the
areas of Theoretical Knowledge (Normative, Historical, Physical,

and Psychical Sciences) and Applied Knowledge (Utilitarian,

Regulative, and Cultural Sciences).
1902 (A. Pierce), I905 (W. Monroe), I906

(t.

P. Bailey)

Journal of Speculative Philosophy
1867-1893

St. Louis, New York

Quarterly, $3.00

JSP grew out of the St. Louis movement, studying German
idealism.

It included translations from Hegel, Schelling, Scho-

penhauer, Leibnitz, Fichte and Rosenkranz

thus contributing the

first systematic study of German philosophy in America.

It pub-

lished articles by such Americans as C. S. Pierce, William James,

Josiah Royce, Dewey, W. E. Channing, J. Weiss, J. E. Cabot,

G.

S.
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Hall, E. D. Mead, and A. P.

Peabody— presenting

the earliest

philosophical writings of this country's
greatest modern thinkers
The Journal afforded strong support
for religion.
Ed:

William Torrey Harris.

1877 (E. M. Chesley; B. G. Child), 188O (j. H.
Gulliver)

Knowledge.

An Illustrated Magazine of Science.

Plainly Worded

-

Exactly Described.
^QS^-

London

Monthly

Founded by the renowned astronomer, Richard Anthony
Proctor.
1881 (Clodd; anon.), 1886?

Lakeside Monthly

iQQk (2)

(previously Western Monthly )

1869-1874

Chicago

LM was seen as the most important general literary magazine
of a consistently high class published in Chicago.

LM included

philological and miscellaneous essays by Wm. Matthews, literary
criticism by M. C. Tyler, some short stories and fiction.

It was

uniformly well-arranged and exceptionally well printed, but had a
pronounced didactic note and maintained a tone of serious conservatism.

It was a sectional institution of the West.

Eds:

H. V. Reed, F. F.

Brown

1870 (E. M. Smalley)

The Lancet

.

A Journal of British and Foreign Medicine, Surgery,

Obstetrics, Physiology, Chemistry, Pharmacology, Public
Health, and News.
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1823 -current

London

1895 (J- Chrichton-Browne)

Leisure Hour
L852-18TT

London

Weekly?

A magazine of the popular religious
variety.

1872 (C. B. Tayler), 18T3 (J. Sheppard; k anon,
articles)

Lippincott's Magazine.

.

A Popular Journal of General Literature,

Science, and Politics.

1868-1916

Philadelphia

Monthly, $2.50

One of the best printed American magazines,
Lippincott's

featured conservative content of admirable quality and a
notable
list of contributors of national breadth.

It rivaled Scribner's

and offered literary criticism and book reviewing comparable to
the Atlantic and the Nation.

It also featured art, science,

and politics, and was in competition with Harper's and the Century
It resembled the Atlantic and the Galaxy

excellence and breadth of issues.

Eds:

'

It became McBride

'

s

in

191^4-,

.

J. F. Kirk ('68-'8U), J. Bird, W. S. Walsh ('85-'89),

H. Stoddard ('89-'96), F. M. Bird

J. B. Esenwein (1905-I914).

1870

in its typographical

Printed much fiction, poetry,

and travel which is still important.
and later merged into Scribner

,

.

('96-'98), H. S. Morris ('99-1905),
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Littell's Living A^e (Preceded
by Eclectic Musenm ^
1844-

Weekly
Absorbing Every Saturday the Living
,
Ag e contained reprints of
articles, fiction and poetry from
periodicals of international
interest
1871

(F.

P. Cobbe),

1873^ (h. Holland), 1876^
(j. Sully), 1879*,

1898* (C. Melinand), 1902^ (F. Legge;
A. Lang)

London Society

.

A Monthly magazine of light and amusing
literature

for the hours of relaxation.

1862-1898

London

1876 (H. S. Clarke), 1883

Longman's Magazine (superseding Eraser's Magazine
1881-1905

)

London

Monthly

A monthly miscellany devoted aljuost entirely to fiction,

sparingly interspersed with light "literary" and critical articles.
It was distinguished by the number and quality of its serials.

1900 (H. G. Hutchinson), 1902"*^ (A. Lang)

McCIure's Magazine

.

Illustrated, Published Monthly.

1893-

McClure

New York
'

$1.50

was a "family" magazine whose name became synony-

mous with "muckraking."

It became a leader in magazine exposure

of criminality and corruption in American business and government.

Articles on Standard Oil, the Railroads, the cities, life insurance
companies became prestige and circulation building as well as
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social documents.

Advertisers were drawn to it as
a medium

which was achieving great circulation
(more than 285,000 in
1896) and attention.

It began wresting the power
to influence

public opinion from the newspapers
to the magazines.
1893 (J. H. Jessop)

Macmillan's Magazine
^^59-

London

Macmillan's combined political and religious
articles with
travel sketches, fiction and poetry, in a format
similar to
Blacta/ood's

.

It was one of the first to use only signed
articles,

and became an important literary medium.

Its political reviews

were philosophical rather than partisan, and its serials
were
impressive.

The range and quality of its articles was notable.

It was less entertaining than Cornhill

Blackwood's

.

,

less prominent than

but established high literary standards.

Circula-

tion was over 10,000.
Eds:

D. Masson ('59- '68), G. Grove

('68- '83), J. Morley

(•83- '85), M. Morris ('85-19OT).

1862 (j. Cunningham), lQ6k

Mind.
1876-

(

J..

Cunningham)

,

iQjl'^'^

P. Cobbe)

(f.

^ Quarterly Review of Psychology and Philosophy.

London

Founded by Alexander Bain, Mind was the first journal of

philosophical psychology, and remains a leading one.

It reviewed

new books and philosophical periodicals, and was from the first
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primarily devoted to philosophical
materials.
Eds:

G. C. Robertson ('T6-'92),
G. F.

Stout ('92-1920).

1877* (J. Sully), 1879 (J. Sully),
1892 (G. T. Ladd), 1894 (p. H.

Bradley), 1897 (H. Ellis)

The Monist

A Quarterly Magazine Devoted to the
Philosophy of

.

Science
1-890-

Chicago

$2.00

Edited hy Paul Carus
1901 (Vaschide and Pieron)

The Nation.

A weekly journal devoted to Politics, Literature,

Science and Art
^865-

New York

$3.00

Started by Olmstedt to provide an American weekly which should
enlist as contributors men of scholarship, brilliance, and independence.

It was similar to the Saturday Review and the Spectator

in literary excellence; its main rival was Harper's Weekly

.

Polit-

ical emphasis was on reconstruction, freedman's aid, civil service
reform, tariff reform, proportional representation.

Its book

reviews were excellent, and written by the most imposing staff ever

assembled.

All its articles were anonymous.

Circulation ranged

from 5,000 to 12,000.
Eds:

E.

L.

Godkin (•65-'8l), W.

H. Lamont (19O6-I909).

1886 (G. Norton)

R.

Garrison ('8I-1906),

186

Kev Church Hevl...

, Quarterly Journal of the
Christian Thought

and Life Set forth fro. the
Scriptures hy E.anuel Swedenhorg

$2.00
1900 (h. G. Drummond)

New Dominion Monthly

1867-1879

Montreal

1878 (J. C. Murray)

The New England Magazine

1889-

.

An Illustrated Monthly.
Boston

$3.00

Boston

$.50

1890 (H. King)

The New Review

1886?1892 (F. Greenwood)

The Nineteenth Century

1877-

London

1903 (M. M. Currie)

North American Review
New York

IS>15-

Monthly, $5.00

Purposed to achieve greater national scope than previous
magazines.

The North American was never popular, always largely

literary, critical and historical reviews, and its influence was
due to the country's leading men who read and studied it:

poets,
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historians, and scholars used it
as a vehicle for
expression.
Numbered a.ong its contributors
were nearly all the great
American
writers. Its religious series
'Vhy I a.
" ,as widely
acclaimed,

Circulation reached 7,500 by 188O,
17,000 in I889, and peaked at
76,000 in 1891.
Eds:

J. R. Lovell (•63-'72), H. Adams
(•72-'76), A. T. Rice

('77-'89), L. Bryce (•89-'96), D. A. Munro
(•96-'99), j. b. M.

Harvey ('99-1926).
1877 (R. W. Emerson), 1893 (L. Robinson), 1896 (E.
Bis land Wetmore)
Once A Week

1859-1880

London

1862, 1863, 1870(3)'

The Open Court.

A monthly magazine devoted to the Science of

Religion, the Religion of Science, and the extension of the

Religious Parliament Idea.
^S^T-

Chicago
Ed:

P.

$1.00

Carus

1889 (G. M. Gould), 1890 (P. Carus; F. L. Oswald)

Pedagogical Seminary

;

A Journal of Child Study.

An International

Record of Educational Literature, Institutions, and Progress.
1891-current

Worcester

Quarterly, $5.00

The second psychological journal in America, it was founded by
G.

S.

Hall, whose students were its chief contributors.

Later it
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lost its special interest in child
study, and became the Journal
of
Genetic Psychology
.

1909 (A. Wiggam)

^ monthly magazine devoted to letters and to the
study
of Shake-speare, Browning, and the
Comparative Study of Literature.

Boston

became quart, in '96

Was previously American Quarterly: later became
A Quarterly
of World Literature

.

1893 (L. W. Smith)

Popular Science Monthly (Appleton's PSM)
1892-current

New York

$5.00

PSM aimed "to meet the broadening conception of science as
analysis of mind."

It became notable for its application of the

scientific method to sociology, psychology, economics, and politics,
as well as natural science.

Begun as an eclectic monthly without

entertaining features , PSM published an increasing number of original
papers in the '80s and '90s.

Authors increasingly represented

American scientists, chiefly college and university professors,
and PSM often printed addresses before learned societies or important

academic occasions.

PSM translated Hartmann's Philosophy of the Un-

conscious for Vol. 2, and published C. S. Peirce's Illustrations of
the Logic of Science in I877 and 1878.

It also did much to advance

evolutionary theory, publishing Herbert Spencer's Study of Sociology
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Quatrefage's Natural Histo ry nf Mar,
JL^i^uan, as t^pII
veil as n
Darwin, Tyndale, and
Huxley. Circulation hovered
around 10,000.
Eds:

E. L. Youmans, W. J.
Youmans

(72-1900), j. m. Cattell

(1900-1915).

1872^ (B. W. Richardson), 1882^
(m. Granville, 1898^ (C.
Melinand),
1899 (H. Ellis), 1905 (J. M. Taylor),
191O (h. Ellis)

Supplement

:

1879^^ (L.

Popular Science Review

Stephen)

A Quarterly miscellany of
entertaining

:

and instructive articles on scientific
subjects.
^^^2-

London
Included sections on Astronomy, Botany,
Chemistry, Geology

and

Paleontology, Mechanical Sciences, Metallurgy,
Mineralogy

and Mining, Microscopy, Photography,
Physics, Zoology and Comparative

Anatomy.
1871"^"^

(B. W.

Richardson)

Psychological Review
1894-current

New York, Lancaster

bi-monthly

Founded by Mark Baldwin and J. M. Cattell to rival the
American

Journal of Psychology, PR was divided into three sections:
Discussion, Literature.

Articles,

The literature section became independent

Psychologic al Bulletin

.

The journal was passed to Baldwin,

then to H. C. Warren, later to the American Psychological
Association, under whose auspices it also published the Psychological
Index

and Psychological Monographs

.
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1895 (H. Ellis), I89T (R. S. Woodworth;
H. C. Warren), 1901
(r.
Hessler), 1910 (e. Jones)

Putnam's Magazine

Original papers on Literature,
Science, Art,

:

and National Interests.

^^^^^^57

New York

Putnam's Monthly Magazine: merged
into Emerson's

U- S. Magazine

1868-1870

.

new series; merged into Scribner's
(3rd series, 1906-

1910)

The new series was a chronicle of current
events, notices of

new books and the fine arts.

were its strength.
Eds:

Various articles on social questions

Circulation never exceeded I5OO.

C. F. Briggs, E. C. Stedman, P. Godwin.

1870 (F. W. Holland)

St. Paul's

.

1867-1874

A Morning Magazine edited by Anthony Trollope.
London

Founded for the purpose of exploiting Trollope, St. Paul's
failed because the commensurately swelling commercial middle class

required lighter types of reading.
1874+

The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science, and Art.
185? -current

Baltimore

Weekly, $1.00

SR became one of the greatest literary weeklies, similar to
Atheneum.
iQJS'i-^,

1892.

191

Science.

A weekly journal devoted to the
advancement of scie nee

(publishing the official notices and
proceedings of the

American Association for the Advancement
of Science).
1883-current

New York?

^5^00

Science included sections on Mathematics,
Mechanics, Astronomy,
Physics, Engineering, Chemistry, Geology,
Physiography, Paleontology,
Zoology, Entomology, Botany, General Biology,
Physiology, Hygiene,

Psychology, Anthropology, Scientific Organizations.
from A. G. Bell, by J. M. Cattell, in I895.

It was acquired

Cattell secured the

help of leading scientists in the country, and it
became the AAAS
organ in I9OO, becoming the leading general scientific
publication
in the United States.

1887, 1888 (M. Baldwin), I896 (j. Mourly-Vold)
G. V.-N. Dearborn; H.

Scribner's Monthly

:

,

I899 (M. W. Calkins;

Stanley), 1902 (C. A. White)

an Illustrated Magazine for the People.

^881-

New York

$l+.00

Scribner's took over Putnam's and Hours at Home
the religious subscribers of the latter.

and inherited

It contained stories and

articles on general subjects by well known writers.
G.

,

Its editor, J.

Holland, was one of America's greatest, and his "Topics of the

Times" included essays on manners, morals, politics, religion,
current events and popular tendencies.
a famed Civil War series.

In I883

."^^cribner 's

began

It advocated prohibition, attacked

women's suffrage, pleaded for civil service reform, and was arrayed

among the heretics on religious questions

especially for its
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series on Modern Skepticism.

Circulation was never telov 40,000.

1888 (R. L. Stevenson)

Sharpe

'

London Magazine

1846-1870

London

1861+

The Spectator

London

•

Weekly

Devoted mainly to political comment and literary criticism.
1869 (2)

The Spectator

:

A Weekly Review of Politics, Literature, Theology

and Art.

1868-

New York

$4.00

1889 (W. T. Gairdner; anon.) I892, I898 (w. J. Stillman), I9O5 (2),

I9OT (2)

Temple Bar

A London magazine for town and country.

:

I86O-19OT

London

Temple Bar was a competitor to Cornhill
articles, and some poetry.

,

printing stories,

It incorporated Bentley

'

in 1868,

serialized Whyte and Melville (as did London Society and Eraser's )
It fell when it could not withstand the competition of the illustrated

monthlies
Eds:

G.

Sala ('60-'63), E. Yates ('63- '6?), G. Bentley ('68-

'95).

1863, 1865, 1880++
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Tins ley's Magazine

.

^867-1902

London

Later continued as Novel Reviev

.

1868

Universalist Quarterly Review
^8^^-

.

Boston

1891 (A. B. Curtis)

Material for this appendix was gleaned from the
following
sources:

W. F. Poole, An Index to Periodical Literature
(Boston:

James R. Osgood and Company, I882), pp. xiv-xxvii,
365-366; W. F.
Poole, Poole's Index to Periodical Literature, Vol.
I. Part I. A -J

1802-1881 (1882; rev. Gloucester:

Peter Smith, I963); W. F. Poole

and W. I. Fletcher, Poole's Index to Periodical Literature.

The First Supplement.

.

From January

1

Vol. II

1882 to January 1 1887 (188T;

rev. Gloucester, Peter Smith, I963), pp. xii-xiii, 123; W. I.

Fletcher, Poole's Index to Periodical Literature, Vol. III.

Second Supplement.

From January

1

The

1887 to January 1 1892 (I892;

rev. Gloucester, Peter Smith, I963), p. 122; W. I. Fletcher and
F. 0. Poole, Poole's Index to Periodical Literature.

Supplement.

Vol. IV. Third

From January 1 1892 to December 31 1896 (1897; rev.

Gloucester, Peter Smith, I963), P- I6I; W. I. Fletcher and M. Poole,

Poole's Index to Periodical Literature l8l$-l899

,

Abr. ed.

(Boston:

.
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Houghton,

Mimm

and Company, 19OI)

^^^^^^^^
ment.

From January

to Periodical
1

1

2O3; W. I. Fletcher
and M.

p.

,

rn>.rature,__j^^^

RQT to January

I

l

qop (1902; rev.
Gloucester:

Peter Smith, I963), P. 168; W.
I. Fletcher and M. Poole,
Poole's
Index to Periodical Literature.
Vol. yi.
Fi ... .S upplement

January

1 1902 to

January 1 1907 (19OT; rev. Gloucester:

Peter

Smith, 1963), pp. 181-182; James
Mark Baldwin, ed.. Dictionary of

Philosophy and Psychology. Vol

TV (New York:

The Macmillan Company,

1905), pp. 1034-1040; Helen Grant Gushing and
Adah V. Morris, eds

Nineteenth Century Reader's Guide to
Periodical Literature,
1899; with Supplementary Indexing 1900-lQPP (New
York:

Company, 1944),

p.

ifloo-

H. W. Wilson

769; International Index to Periodicals Devoted

Chiefly to the Humani ties and Sciences.
H. W.

.

Wilson Company, 1916?),

p.

Vol. I. 1907-1915 (New York:

334; c. L. Vaughan and Knight

Dunlap, eds.. The Psycholo gical Index. No. 15.

A Bibliography of

the Literature of Ps ychology and Cognate
Subjects for 1908 (Balti-

more:

The Review Publishing Company, 1909)

;

C. L.

Vaughan and

Knight Dunlap, eds.. The Psychological Index, No.
16. Index for
the Year I9Q9 (Baltimore:

The Review Publishing Company, I910);

Howard C. Warren, Ed., The Psychological Index, No.
7 /B, 9, 10,
>

A Bibliography of the Literature of Psychology and Cognate

Subjects for 19OO /i901, 19O2, 19O3, 19047 (New York:
Company, I9OI Z19O2, I9O3, 1904, I9O5/)

Psychological Index. No. 12.

.

;

The Macmillan

Howard C. Warren, ed.. The

.1905 (Baltimore:

The Review Publishing
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Company, I9O6); Hovard C. Warren and I.
Madison Bent ley, eds

The Psychological Index, No. 13 flh]

.

.

.

.IQ06 ,/1q07 7 (Baltimore:

The Review Publishing Company, I9OT
A9087); Howard C. Warren, John
B. Watson, James R. Angell and Arthur H.
Pierce, eds.. The Psy-

chological Index, No. IJ AS/-

•

.1910

A9Il7 (Baltimore:

The

Review Publishing Company, 191I [\9\2]); Index to
Early American
Periodical Literature I728-I87O.
Indexed (New York:

Part I.

The List of Periodicals

Pamphlet Distributing Company,

I9I+I);

F. W.

Faxon, Cumulated Magazine Sub.iect Index 1907-19^9
(Boston: G. K.
Hall, 1964); F. W. Faxon, ed., A Check-List of American
and English

Periodicals (Boston: Boston Book Company, I908); Walter E. Houghton,
^^•> The Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals 182^1-1900 (Toronto

University of Toronto Press, I966), I, II; Frank Luther Mott, A
History of American Magazines (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1938), I, II, III, IV; George Watson, ed.. The New Cambridge Bibli-

ography of English Literature (Cambridge:
1969)

^

I,

The University Press,

11^ III, IV; Sheldon E. Davis, Educational Periodicals

During the Nineteenth Century (Washington:

Government Printing

Office, 1919); Edith M. Phelps, Periodicals of International Importance:

A Selection of 6OO Useful in Libraries Everywhere (New York:

The H. W. Wilson Company, 1926); Henry Ormal Severance and Charles

Harper Walsh, A Guide to the Current Periodicals and Serials of
the United States and Canada, 2nd ed. (Ann Arbor:

George Wahr,

Publisher, I9O8); James Playstedt Wood, Magazines in the United
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States, 2nd ed. (New York:

The Ronald Press Company,
1956)

Algernon Tassin, The Magazine in America (New
York:

Dodd, Mead

and Company, I916); Henry Mills Alden, Magazine
Writing and the

New Literature (New York:

Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1908);

MalcoLn Elwin, Victorian Wallflowers (London:

Jonathan Cape, 193k);

Walter Graham, English Literary Periodicals (New
York:

Thomas

Nelson & Sons, 1930); Gardner Murphy and Joseph
K. Kovach, Historical

Introduction to Moder n Psychology

,

3rd ed

Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1972); Robert
chologists

:

From Aristotle to Freud

,

I.

.

(New York:

Harcourt

Watson, The Great Psy-

text ed. (Philadelphia:

J. B.

Lippincott Company, I968); David J. De Laura, ed., Victorian Prose:
A Guide

to

Research (New York:

America, 1973).
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APPENDIX B
BIOGRAPEEGAL DATA ON AUTHORS^
ANDREWS, Grace A.
Student of Mary W. Calkins, at Wellesley
College!'''''

MILEX

Thomas Pearce
Born: South Carolina, 8/18/186T
^
Education: A.M. University of South
Carolina, I889; Ph.S 1891
Fellow in Psychology, Clark University
I892-3
Professional Career: various posts as
principal of graded schools;
Tutor in English and History, I888-89; adj.
prof, of hiology.
University of South Carolina; Asst. & assoc.
prof, of educaSon,
U. of California; at University of
Chicago, he was asst. prof,
of education, of psychology and education,
from I903-O5; Prof
of philosophy, psychology, ethology and
consumer psych. 'at
Rollins College.
Representative Writings: Love and Law, I899
Race Orthodoxy in the South, 1914
Contributed to Proc. N.E.A. and to educational and
psychological
journals
'

BALDWIN, James Mark
Born:
1/12/1861 South Carolina
Education: Princeton (B.A. l884, A.M. I887, Ph.D. 1889)
further studies at Leipzig, Berlin, Tubingen
Professional Career: instructor in French & German, Princeton, I886
Professor of Philosophy, Lake Forest University
188t-9;
Toronto University, 1889-93
Professor of psychology, Princeton, 1893+
Vic^-Pr^ident, International Congress of Psychology, I892
Hon. Pres., International Congress of Criminal Anthropology, I896
Judge of Awards, World's Columbian Exposition, I893
President, American Psychological Association, I897-98
Author of several books on general psychology, child development.
Editor: Psychological Review (and Founder)
Psychological Bulletin (with Cattell)
Princeton Contributions to Psychology
Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology

BISLAKD
Author:

,

Elizabeth (Mrs. WETMORE )
Born:
Flying Trip Around the World.
Old Greenwich
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Louisiana, l862
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BOMER John
.

fllllL

TZtl

''''''' ^""^"^ '^'^

BOYD, the Rev. A. K. H.

-r.,

'5°=

t;

-603, under

e

Representative Writings:
"The Recreations of a
CountrrPars'on
The Commonplace Philosopher in
Town and Country "
Six volumes of sermons.

"

""l^^slty of

Glasgow, honors
'
^"°\*n°Shl,'''"*H' °°.''!f
theology; D.D. University of Edinburgh,
^
'
ta^k
1054.
Ordained in I85I.

|R^,

Francis Herbert
Born:
1846
Fellow of Merton College, Oxford; writer
on philosophy.
Publications: The presuppositions of critical
history,' 187I+
Ethical Studies, 1876
The principles of logic, 1883
Appearance and reality, 1893

BUCKLEY James Monroe
Born: I2/16/36
Education: Pennington, N.J. Seminary; Wesleyan University
(A.M., D D
LL.D. Emory and Henry College. Studied theology
at Exeter, N.H.
Professional Career: Methodist Episcopal pastorates in
Detroit,
Brooklyn, and New York area.
Representative writings: Oats or Wild Oats
Faith Healing
Christian Science and Kindred Phenomena
History of Methodism in the United States
,

CALKINS, Mary Whiton
Born:
Connecticut, 3/30/1863
Education: A.B. Smith College 1895; A.M. 188t(?); Clark University
student I89O-9I; Harvard student 1893-95; Litt.D. Columbia I909,
LL.D. Smith, 191O. Research professor of philosophy and psychology at Wellesley, I89I---. Was an eminent student of Cattell
and James. An experimental student of the self. Developed the
"Paired-Associates" method.
Publications: Introduction to Psychology, I9OI, 1905
Der doppelte Standpunkt in der Psychologie, 1905
The Persistent Problems of Philosophy, I9O7, I908, I917, 1925
A First Book in Psychology, 1910, 19li
The Good Man and the Good, 1918

)
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CARUS

-Or.

Paul

,

The Ethical Problem
Monism and Meliorism
The Religion of Science
The Gospel of Buddha
The Idea of God

Homilies of Science
Lao-tze's Tao Teh King
The History of the Devil
Eros and Psyche
Goethe and Schiller's Xenions

CHRICHTQN -BROWNE. Sir James
M.D.
Co-editor of Brain 1878-1893.

FRS

Born

:

England

,

CLARKE

,

H. S.

Edvard
giiODD
Born: Margate, 7/ll/l8i|0
Education: Aldeburgh Grammar School
Entered commercial life in I855. Became clerk
at London JointStock Bank, Ltd. Has been the bank's secretary
since l872
Publications: The Childhood of the World, i8T2
The Childhood of Religions, 18T5
Jesus of Nazareth, 188O
Myths and Dreams, I885
Story of Creation, 1888
Story of Primitive Man, I895
Primer of Evolution, I895
Pioneers of Evolution, 1897
Tom Tit Tot, an Essay on Savage Philosophy in Folk Tale,
1898
The Story of the Alphabet, 19OO

CLBffiR, Meredith
Born:
Philadelphia, 6/6/1817
Education: University of Pennsylvania, M.D. 1837; further studies
in Paris, London, Dublin.
Professional career: practiced medicine in Philadelphia about 10
years
1851 Prof, of practical medicine at New York University
1871 Prof, of Nervous and Mental diseases at Albany Medical Colleg
Consulting physician, Philadelphia Hospital
Professor of practical medicine, Hampden-Sidney College
Author and editor of many medical works and contributor to many
magazines
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SOB^, Frances Power

(Miss)
Born: I2A/1822
Career: Frequent contributor
to periodicals of thf.
especially
ISSserja. In London she was Engaged
in Uterarv'^'
the Act Of 1876 Whereby
wives whoL'hishand

S^e^Sn^^on

university decrees
lectured on Duties of Women."

aT^.T^^^^rZllT .T^Z^fH

Representative writings:

She found and directed
the

An Essay on Intuitive Morals
Religious Duty
Pursuits of Women

.CUMIUGHAM, Rev. John, D.D., LL.D.
BorniSlQ
Education:
studied metaphysics and moral
philosoph^ at Edinburgh
Since he was not sympathetic to
secession from the established
EsiabSsh;d
Church, he completed his studies
at Glasgow
Professional career:
iQh^ licensed as Preacher of the
Gospel
served since then in parish at Crieff.
Wrote for the Edinburgh
^evi^, the Westminster Review. North British
Revi.v and
Macmillan s Magazine. Received the highest
honour of the
Church of Scotland, Moderator of the
General Assembly. Also
was appointed Principal and Primarius
Professor of Divinitv
in St. Mary's College, St. Andrew's.
TVo of his Scotch
Sermons became well-known for their broad
theology.
Representative writings: The Church History
of Scotland (which
became a standard work in the field)
The Quakers
A New Theory of Knowing and Known
1885-6 Croale Lectures: The Growth of the Church
and Its
Organisation and Institutions
.

CURRIE Lady Mary Montgomerie
Born
181*3
Wife of the First Baron Currie,
Ls Majesty's Ambassador at Rome,
Heiress of the 11th Earl of ilglinton. Wrote as "Violet
Fane."
Writings: From Dawn to Noon
Denzil Place
The Queen of the Fairies
The Edwin and Angelina Papers
Collected Verses
Sophy, or the Adventures of a
The Story of Helen Davenant
Savage
Betwixt the Seas
Memoirs of the Marguerite de
Autumn Songs
Valois
,

:

]

Under Cross and Crescent
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surgeons (CoIumMa) l893; A^m!

HaL^rd:"j;6f P^^St^CotS^.Ja!

^^'^'^ ''^^^
Physiology,
Meaical School, 'isQQ''?^
'""Medic^rschoof
I899; Professor and director

Harvard

of

Lab. of
Physiology 1900-1916 at Tufts College;
Professor of Psychology
and education, Sargent Normal School,
Cambridge, 1906-S
Instructor in psychology. School of
Eugenics, Boston, 19l2-l8Consulting physiologist and psychologist,
Forsyth Dental Infirmary for Children, Boston, 1913-h.
Served in U.s! iicuxudj.
Medical
Corps, etc.
Editor: Our Senses Series, 1916
Representative writings
The Emotion of Joy, I899
A Text -Book of Human Physiology, 1908
Moto-Sensory Development, 191O
:

DRUMMOND

,

the Rev. Henry Gordon

DYER, T. F. Thiselton

ELLIS, Henry Havelock M.D.
Born: Surrey, 2/2/1859
Education: private schools and St. Thomas's Hospital.
Practiced
medicine for a short time, then became absorbed in literary
and scientific vork.
Career: Fellow of the Medico-legal Society of New York and the
Anthropological Society of Berlin; Honorary Fellow of the
Chicago Academy of Medicine, etc. General editor of the
Contemporary Science Series since I889. Edited the Mermaid
Series of Old Dramatists I88T-I889. Became known for his
great compilation on The Studies on the Psychology of Sex
In these he described various forms of autoeroticism, and
viewed narcissism as a specific form of sexual deviation in
which the person is in love with himself.
Publications: The New Spirit, I89O.
The Criminal, I89O, 19OO.
Man and Woman: a Study of Human Secondary Sexual Characteristics, 1894.
The Evolution of Modesty, I899.
Affirmations, I897.
The Nineteenth Century:
a Dialogue in Utopia, I9OO.
The World of Dreams, I9II.
,

.
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EMEBSOM Ralph Waldo
t,
„
5/25/l803
Education: Harvard School of Divinity
iSs? 182^ '^S"'
1866.
Held pastorates until I832'
^'
.

,

,

'

through-out America. Became
^
''^''^^VlJ'.^T
a leader '^^M'-^l'"^
in the Transcendentalist movement
(which nosltl^rh!
established with the publication of
Nature , in 1836° vh ch emphasized nature and Idealism). He
wSTThf founder anfcoa leading American literary
,
magazine of
the
°JSanized the Brook Farm experiment, and advoc»tJ
;
^"^ the abolition of slavery. Gave ihe American^
iTn^
Scholar
address in I837.
Representative writings: Essays, l^hl kh
'
Poems, 181+7

tLf T

—

^

English Traits, 1856
May Day and Other Pieces, I868
Society and Solitude, 187O
Parnassus, 1874
Letters and Social Arms, 1876
Letters from Ralph Waldo Emerson to a Friend,
1899 (posthumous )

^^^^^^^
Born: France
Career: Collaborated with Binet to write "La
magnetisme animal" in
lbb6; also Psychology of reasoning," in which they
chose hypnotism as a method of approach, and concluded that there
is a
permanent and automatic process of unconscious reasoning
at
the bottom of man's psychic activity. He was the author
of
Sexual instinct: evolution and dissolution," in which he
tried to introduce an evolutionary concept in the field of
sexual deviation. In I888 he discovered the electrical
phenomena in the body associated with emotion, to which the
name psychogalvanic reflex was applied. He also conducted
important experiments on fatigue, devising the first ergograph for the measurement of muscular energy expended. The
latter experiments were associated with his celebrated doctrine
of dynamogenesis (discussed in detail by James), which emphasized the function of stimuli in liberating energy within the
organism--muscular contractions are increased even by apparently
irrelevant stimuli.

FERMCZI, Sandor

Born:
Budapest
Career: A life -long member of Freud's inner circle, he accompanied
Freud and Jung on their American trip to Clark University. He
influenced Freud's views on the role of the symbol. Freud disavowed his views on the active role of the analyst. Ferenczi
moved from the extreme of therapy carried out under a state of
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privation, to extreme permissiveness;
and was the first to
emphasize the importance of
counter-transference! Senczi
viewed intra-uterine life as a
re-enactment of existence of
the earliest fonns of life on
earth, so that the yearnJL
to return to the womb is accompanied
by a yearnlZ tl Jlf
to^primeval forms of existence!
First^LSeTof^^Me^Lnir^"

Representative writing:

FITZGERALD

.

E~S;i7'

The Development of Psychoanalysis,
1923

Edward
college Of the Barrens,

tj^^

.

tn-

•

1

^

mlTo:.rlTllT

''''

"^^^'^

Oareerf Waf o::L'::f f^pSesf^f t?5^°
Until 1867 he was pastor at Columbus,
Ohio.
From 1867 he was the Roman Catholic bishop

of Little Rock.

Benjamin Orange
Born:
IO/19/1858
Education: Kentucky University, Lexington
The America n Sentinel a social and literary
weekly in 111
Established the American Spectator which was
subsequently
merged into the Arena, which he founded and headed
until 1896
Edited the New Time, in Chicago; The Coming Age
(which was
merged into the Arena.)
He was an extensive contributor to leading
magazines and
periodicals
Representative writings:
Lessons Learned from Other Lives
Civilization's Inferno
The New Time, Essays on Social Problems
Gerald Massey, Poet, Prophet, Mystic
Whittier, Prophet, Seer, and Man
The Century of Sir Thomas More
How England Averted a Revolution of Force
,

,

—

FOSTER

,

Frank

GAIRDNER Sir William Tennant
Born: Edinburgh, ll/8/l824
Education: Edinburgh; Resident Medical Officer Royal infirmary, 1846;
Pathologist, 1848; Physician, I853; Extra-mural
Career: Lecturer on the Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine
(Edinburgh) until l862; Chief Medical Officer to city of
Glasgow until I9OO. Honorary Physician in Ordinary to the
King of Scotland; Honorary Consulting Physician to the
Western Infirmary, Glasgow; President of the British Medical
Association, 1888; Fellow of the Royal Society.
,
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Publications: Public Hefjlth in n^v,v,^^^Clinical Medicine ?862.
The Physician as Naturalist,
1889.
Various minor publications.

GARRETT

.

^^^^

and Water, 1862.

A. B.

George Milbry, M.D.

Born:

1^'^^^^^^^ ''''^

''^^"oUege'^isSr^'L'S
Editorf'l8l2-fMediL^!^N:^r ^'

Maine

ll/8/lRkft

'^M?!Vif^™^^^

^^'^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

^899
Philadelphia Medical Journal
Author of medical dictionaries and other
works in medicine.

GR^MOOD Frederick
Born: England
Author and journalist and well-known publicist.
Originator and
first editor of Pall Mall Gazette, mien
Mr. Yates Thompson
purchased it and turned it into a Liberal
paper. Greenwood
and other members of the staff founded the
St. James Ga zette,
whxch he edited for several years. Edited
Cornh ill in thT"

lobOs
Publications: Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, Emperor of
the French, l85^
Life of Napoleon the Third, 1855
The Lover's Lexicon
Imagination in Dreams, and Their Study, 1894
.

GULLIVER, Julia Henrietta
Born: Connecticut, T/30/1856
Education: Smith College A.B. l879; Ph.D. 1888; student
at Leipzig,
1892-3; LL.D. Smith, 191O.
Career: Head of Dept. of Phil, and Bibl. Lit. Rockford
Seminary,
1890-2; President of Rockford College, I9O2-I918. Officier
d'Academie, I909.
Author: Studies in Democracy.

HALLAM. Florence M.
Student of M. W. Calkins, at Wellesley College.
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HATTON, Joseph
Career: Edited several provincial
and London
^and ^as
wa. the
proprietor of Berrow' s Worcester Journal nevspaperf
'^'l^^'^P^''^
^a^;
Founded
school Boa rd c:H..n. .^!:r:.^:^ ,^°^
newspaper published in the provinces
the in u^t^.^
m
•

is;

r

-'-^p-^-t

f
IT.^'Ws^^^^^^

after a
a'u
U.S visit. Edited Gentleman's Kaa..^;;^.
six yea^s
He was an authority on the history
and condition of North
''^''^^ P^^^^
stories for
the stage
tZTtiJ"
t"^RR.\^^'^''^
In I881 he traveled to New York
to inaugurate a
system of daily cables of American
news and opinJonffor the
and was singularly successful in
exploiUng the—
Irish question and the electoral
troubles leading up
^ ^ to the
Garfield assassination.

§42^,

HESSLER

,

Robert

A.M.

M.D.

Sir Henry
Born:
10/2T/1T88
Education: University of ^^dinburgh, M.D.,
181I
Career:
author and physician; medical psychologist
Appointed Physician in Ordinary to Prince Albert, l8i^0
Created Baronet, April 18, 1853
Fellow of the Royal Society
Representative writings
Medical Notes and Reflections
Travels in Albania, Thessaly, &c
Mental Physiology
Recollections of Past Life

HOLLEY, Marietta
author
Born:
Writer of poems, essays, stories.
Representative writings:
My Opinions and Betsy Bobbett's
The Mormon Wife: an Illustrated Poem
The "Samantha" series
Miss Richard's Boy
My Waywaixi Partner

Jefferson County, N.Y.
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HOWELLS, W. D.
novelist
Bnrn
Education: worked in father's
newspaper "ffi^'l^'
compositor,
'
correspondent, and editor
•

Also edited Choree

M o^ra^hie^

Li^rar^illf^^^
" 5°-^^;^^
the

°' Cosmopolitan M........

Italian lan^a.e and

HUTCHINSON, Horatio Gordon
Borns/l6/lftqQ
.
Education: Charterhouse School;
United s;.^ice^' Co?ieS' r
'^
Christi College, Oxford; B.A. Classical
LoSrs
career: Held amateur championship
of golf the first two years of
its institution, 1886-1887.
Publications: Hints on Golf
Golf in Badminton Library
Creatures of Circumstance
Peter Steele the Cricketer
My Wife's Politics
The Book of Golf and Golfers, 1899
Little Lady Mary, 19OO
Dreams and Their Meaning, 1901
i

JEV7ELL

,

James Ralph

JESSOP, G. H.

JONES, Ernest
MRCP (London)
Career: Attended Clark's vigentennial celebration
with Jung,
Freud, and Ferenczi; Freudian disciple and
biographer.
Demonstrator of Medicine and of Psychiatry, University
of
Toronto; Pathologist to the Hospital for the Insane
^Toronto)
Critic of Jung (as pseudo-philosophy).
Publications: Papers on Psycho-Analysis
The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud, I953, I955,
1957
KING, Alice
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KING

Horatio
Part owner, Jeffersoni«n
.

ift^n-

^.^^
i

'

^^^^^

carry out J^anclpaUon P;o=i:::
Ln°rD!c
practiced law in Washington, D.C.
Secre^;; of the
Mon^ent Society. Leader of the

6/21/18LL

"TaTZT
uf h

'°
.

Saturd:rL^eSL:'ut:rar"'*°"

Author:

Sketches of Travel, 1878.

George Trumbull
Born:
Ohio, l/l9/l842
Education: Western Reserve College
(D.D. i879; LL.D
I895)
Princeton, LL.D. I896; graduated Andover
TheologicaPLinary,
Career:

was a lecturer on church polity and
systematic theology at
'^^^ ^'^9-^^^-^-^^
nL
etM:rarr'°''H''\«r'f
philosophy
in
1^
Japan
in
!892
?h. "^1
P"^- "^r^^^^^
1«92.
The
Sully ofi America,"
his textbooks were the most
Important contributions.
Representative writings:
Principles of Church Polity
Doctrine of Sacred Scripture
Elements of Physiological Psychology
Introduction to Philosophy
Psychology, Descriptive and Explanatory
Essays on the Higher Education
A Theory of Reality

l

LANG. Andrew
Born: Selkirk, 3/31/18I+4
Education: Edinburgh Academy; St. Andrews U., Balliot
College '
Oxford. Fellow of Merton College, Oxford, 1868.
Versatile writer: Especially known, on the one hand, by
his light
and humorous articles on ephemeral subjects and
on the other,
by his learned writings on French literature and on the
comparative mythology.
In the latter he has maintained a long and
victorious controversy with Max Muller and the votaries of
the "Solar Myth" school.

LEGGE

,

F.
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||WIS, Charles B.
0^.
B,^^^
Education: Michigan Agricultural College.
Career: began newspaper work on the Detroit
Free Pre^^s soon became
prominent as a humorist and for descriptive writing;
most of
his work appeared under the nom de plume of
"M. Quad".
Engaged
in book writing and syndicate magazine work.
Representative writings
Field, Fort, and Fleet: a Sketch Book of the Civil
War
Sawed -Off Sketches
Quad's Odds
:

MCARTHY, Justin
Born:
I83O
Career: Entered Reporter's Gallery of House of Commons
in i860
for the Morning Star
Became a foreign editor and chief
editor. Contributed to London Review Westminster Review
Fortnightly Review Contemporary Review and several English
magazines and many American periodicals. He was the chief
writer for the Galaxy
Author of many novels and a volume
of critical essays; lectured in America. He was a member of
Parliament in I879 and 188O. Became Home -Ruler and vicepresident of Irish Parliamentary party in the House of
Commons
Publications: Prohibitory Legislation in the United States
A History of Our Own Times, I878-188O
Vol. I. The History of the Four Georges
The Epoch of Reform I83O-I85O
.

.

.

,

.

MELIUAM)

,

Camille

MICOU Richard Wilde
Born:
New Orleans, 6/12/18I+8
Education: Universities of Georgia; Alabama; Edinburgh, Scotland;
Erlangen, Bavaria; General Theological Seminary, N.Y. (Honorary
M.A. Trinity College, I892; D.D. Kenyon College, I89T)
Career: Deacon, iSjO; Priest, I872; pastorates at Louisiana, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut, I87O-I892. Professor of Systematic
Divinity, Philadelphia Divinity School, I892-98; Professor of
Fundamental Theology and Systematic Divinity, Virginia Theological Seminary, 1898
,

.
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MOMEOE, Will Seymour
Education: Stanford University
Psychology,

p

Bnrnl8<3i;

^^o^^

^^"f

,

^^^"^3.

V^^^^.^X''v^l'.^TllT^T,lTV "

career"'

^iS';/?.'^-'^'

^^^'^^

arcL^^.S

^^^;s.en^:e^^-HiL^t.-:rof;srL^i?Saf^^^^^^
^^^^cers
Institutions for Idiotic and
the American Ant^ropot^i^al

R'^^t.Io

li

^

of American

I:sltSfn:\ riL^^ieaf Sj!
^-tional

Geographic Society
P^Ses
sor of
of Psychology
P
at Massachusetts State
Normal
School
Associate Editor of Pegagogical Semin.^v.
^
Representative writings:
Educational Labors of Henry Bernard
Comenius' School of Infancy
Bibliography of Education
Die Entwickelung des Socialen
Bewusstseins der Kinder

f

MU^AY, John Clark

LL.D.
FRSC
Born1836
Education: Universities of Glasgow,
Edinburgh, Heidelberg, Gottingen
Career: Appointed to professorship of
philosophy in Queen's
Kingston (Canada), l862; Professor of moral
philosophy, M'iill
U., Montreal, since 1872.
Publications: Outline of Sir W. Hamilton's
Philosophy, iSjO.
The Ballads and Songs of Scotland in View
of Their Influence
on the Character of the People, 187I+
A Memoir of David Murray, I88O
A Handbook of Psychology, 1885, 1888
Solomon Maimon, an autobiography (translated
from the German),
I09I
An Introduction to Ethics, 1891
Niomerous articles in periodicals.

u!'

NELSON, Julius
(biologist)
Born: Denmark, 3/6/1858
Education: B.S. University of Wisconsin, I88I; M.S. I883;
Ph.D.
Johns Hopkins, I888.
Career: Professor of Biology, Rutgers College, and
biologist. New
Jersey Agricultural College Experimental Station, I888—
Investigated oyster culture, bovine tuberculosis. From I894 to
1895^ he served as biologist at the New Jersey State Tuberculosis
Commission. Was vice president and consulting advisor to
Lederle Labs, I91O-II. President of the New Jersey State
Microscopic Society. Contributor to Chandler's Cyclopedia,
Baley's Encyclopedia of Agriculture.

'
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NORTON, G.

QNIIF (ROWICZ), Bronislaw
M.D.
Career: He worked with Jung, and influenced
Brill to do the same
He conceived a new idea of science in which
"constructs" are*
valid, and published articles showing his
interest in the psychogenesis of mental illness in individual cases.
Publication: Nervous and Mental Diseases (with
A. Church)
The
1911 7th edition mentioned psychoanalysis.

OSWALD, Felix Leopold
M.D.
Born: Belgium, 12/6/1845
Education: Brussels University, I865; A.M. and M.D. at
Heidelberg
and Gottingen.
Career: Went to Mexico with the Belgian Corps of
volunteers, 1866.
Correspondent of various French and English periodicals, 1878He also wrote a very large number of essays and papers
97.
in magazines and reviews.
Representative writings:
Physical Education, or the Health Laws of Nature
The Poison Problem, or the Cause and Cure of Intemperance
Zoological Sketches
Days and Nights in the Tropics
The Bible of Nature.

PETERSON Frederick
M.D.
Born: Minnesota, 3/1/1859
Education: University of Buffalo, M.D., l879; Ph.D. University of
Niagara
Career: A Swiss immigrant, he became the institutional neurologist
in the New York State hospital system.
In I894 he abstracted
Freud's paper on dynamic psychology:
"The Neuro-Psychoses of
Defence," in the Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease
In
1895 he published the first psycho-analytic case reports.
President of tne New York Neurological Society. President
of the board of managers, Craig Colony for Epileptics. Instructor in nervous and mental diseases, Columbia. Prof, of
insanity. Woman's Med. College of New York Infirmary.
,

.

PHINNEY Emma D.
Student of M. W. Calkins, at Wellesley College.
,

PICK Arnold
M.D.
Professor in Prague
,
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PIERCE

Ambrose

IF^^'^^r
Education: University
1928)^°''°''^^

Paris, 7/18/I88I
of Paris M.A. l899; M.S. 1904;
D.Sc I9I2Montreal, 195^; Wittenberg College,

Career: Director Sorbonne Psychology Lab
I912-5I; also Professor
Psych. Inst. Paris; directed the latter, I94O-51.
Professor
of sensation physiologie. College de France;
director of
National Institute for Study of Work and Prof
'1 Orientation
2b- 60; Fellow of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science; the French AAS; Federation of Nat.
Scientific
Organizations; International Congress of Psychology;
International Union of Psychology; American Academy of
Arts and
Sciences. Pieron was a functionalist, trained in
philosophy
and psychology. Before Watson he had insisted that
behavior
or conduct is the only proper subject of psychological
investigation with which he could combine a physiological
substratum
Editor: L'Ann^e Psychologie
Publications: Thought and the Brain, 1927
Principles of Experimental Psychology, 1929
The Sensations, 1952

PIGOTT, William

PRINCE Morton Henry
M.D.
Born:
I2/21/185U
Education and Career: Harvard, A.B. in I875 and M.D. in I879; studied
psychology at the Universities of Vienna and Strassburg. He
specialized in the study of diseases of the nervous system,
abnormal psychology, and psychotherapeutics. He was a "leading
experimentalist in abnormal psychology of his day." He was
Professor of Diseases of the Nervous System at Tufts College
Medical School. He wrote numberous monographs on general
medicine, neurology, and abnormal psychology. Spent considerable time and energy on public affairs, and endorsed the allied
cause in W.W.I.
for which he was decorated with several
,

orders
Decorations: Chevalier of St. Sava, Serbia, I916; Rising Sun,
Japan, I918; Cross of the Legion of Honor, France, 1919;
Royal Order of the Red Cross, Serbia; Order of the White
Eagle (Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes), I919.
Founded Journal of Abnormal Psychology , I906.
Representative Writings: Nature of Mind and Human Automatism, I885
The Dissociation of Personality, I906
The Unconscious, 1913
The Psychology of the Kaiser, 1915
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PROCTOR, Richard Anthony
/
o
Education: King's College, London;
St. Jo^ '^ColL'S'^S''^^
Graduated as 23rd Wrangler in i860.
f'
Honorary FS(ow ^
.

,

-d editor of proceedings of
^^^2^°^°^^^^
in
Career: He developed a nev theory
of the structure of the
stellar
^'^^'"^
Venus in iST^ and l882 and
^^^^^^^^
""""iTrr;
published many illustrative charts.
He maintained on theo
retical grounds in I869 the since
established theory of the
solar corona and also that of the
inner complex solar atmosphere. ^Numerous publications on
Astronomy.' Lecture tour
of America, and Australasia in
Started Knowledge in
18T9.
1881.
Since 1878 he has published several vo
lumes of e ssays
on scientific and general subjects, two
treatises on "Whist,"
and one on 'strength and happiness."
RADCLIFFE, Charles Bland (physician)
Born:
l822, England
Education: M.D. London, I851.
Career: Westminster Hospital physician,
185T; Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians, 1858; Gulstonian lecturer, l860j
Croonian lecturer, i8T3; censor, i8T5-6. He was one
of the
earliest British investigators of electrical physiology
of
muscle and nejrve.

RICHARDSON Benjamin Ward FRCP FRS
Born:
IO/31/1828
Education: St. Andrew's, 185!+; Honorary M.A. I859; Honorary LL.D.
Oxford 1877.
Career: Research on the nature of poisons of spreading diseases;
discovered application of ether spray as local anesthesia;
use of methylene bichloride as general anesthetic; influence
of nitrate of amyl over tetanus. Well-known for the advancement of medical practice by the experimental method. Was
president of Medical Society of London; member of St. Andrew's
Medical Graduates Association. In I868 he was presented a
testimonial--a microscope by Ross and 1,000 guineas. Studied
diseases incident to modem civilization.
Honors, etc. Fothergilian Gold Medal in 185U for essay on diseases
of child before birth; Ashley Cooper prize I856 for essay on
coagulation of the blood; Cronian Lecturer, 1873; Honorary
member of Philosophical Society of America, I863; of Imperial
Leopold Carolina Academy of Sciences, I867; and of Physiological and Statistical Society of Milan, I87O.
Originated and edited Journal of Public Health; Social Science Review.
,
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ROBINSON

RQOSE

,

,

Louis

Pauline

RUTHERFORD John
Theory of hearing advanced at the meeting
of the British Associatlon for looD.
.

SCHILLER Ferdinand Canning Scott
Born- l864
Was unwilling to accept the idealism current
at Oxford in his day
on the grounds that it was "absolutist/'
sought by a metaphysical pluralism not only to account for the unity
and
multiplicity of things, but also to furnish the basis
for
evolution theory. His developed philosophical position
was
generally known as "personal idealism/' or "humanism/'
though
it was closely akin to the pragmatism of James.
The kinship
may be seen in Schiller's thesis that a theory of knowledge
cannot be formed by abstracting from man's total experience,
and may be seen further in his advocacy of the "logic of
discovery" over the "logic of proof." He influenced Freud,
who acknowledged him as his master, as well as Adler. His
distinction between sentimental, introverted poets and naive,
extroverted poets became a source for the Jungian personality
types
Representative writings: Riddles of the Sphinx, I891
Humanism, I903
Logic for Use, I93O
,

SETON, William

SHALER, Nathaniel Southgate
Born: Kentucky, 2/20/i^l
Education: Lawrence Scientific School, Harvard, S.D., 1865;
he studied under Louis Agassiz.
Career: Instructor in Zoology and Geology, Lawrence Scientific
School, 1868-1872; Professor of Paleontology, I868-188T;
Professor of Geology; Director, Kentucky Geological Survey,
I873-I88O; in l88i+ he was the geologist in charge of the
Atlantic division of the U. S. Geological Survey.
Representative writings
A First Book of Geology
The Nature of Intellectual Property
The Interpretation of Nature
Fossil Brachiopods of the Ohio Valley
Domesticated Animals: Their Relation to Man
Man and Death
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SHEPPARD John
Publication: Dreams in Their
Mental and Moral Aspect.
.

SMALLEY

.

E. M.

SMITH, (Abram) Alexander M.D.
Education: Bellevue Hospital Medical

College. 1871

aGTH, Levis Worthington
Bornmnnmc n/ooAo^r
Education: Beloit College; Fairneld'c^oUegJ
'
s^a^A
889University of Nebraska; A.M. Cotner
University of Nebraska,

th

Career: Professor of English, Tabor
College, 1899-1902- Revievinsr
staff, the Dial, 1899-1902; Professor'of
English
°^ The Princess (Tennyson),
"":
iqH
r
'i^'" to literary
ia99.
Contributor
and critical magazines
and journals.
Representative writings: A Modern Composition
and Rhetoric, 1901
'
^
God's Sunlight, 1901.
The Writing of the Short Story, 1902.

irfkl'

'

STANLEY, Hiram
Educator in Lake Forest, Illinois.

STEPHEN, Leslie
Born:
II/28/1832
Education: Eton School; King's College, Trinity
Hall, Cambridge,
M.A., 1857. Fellow and tutor at Trinity Hall.
Lectured on English Literature at Cambridge, I883.
^^^^or: Cornhill Magazine. 187I-I882; Dictionary of
National
~
Biography
Edited Fielding's works with biographical essays in I882.
Wrote numerous articles in Saturday Review and Pall Mall Gazette
Representative writings: The Life of Henry Fawcett
The Playground of Europe
Hours in a Library
Essays on freethinking and plain speaking
History of English thought in the l8th century
Johnson;
In English
Pope
Men
of Letters
Swift
.

'

.
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STEVENSON. Robert Louis
Scottish novelist and poet and
essayist.
Representative writings
An Inland Voyage, I878
Virginibus Puerisque, 1881
Familiar Studies, 1882
Nev Arabian Nights
Treasure Island
Child's Garden of Verses, 1885
Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, 1886
Kidnapped
Master of Ballantra, 1889

'^^^

^nmi,

William James
Born: Nev York, 6/1/1828
Education: Union College, Schenectady,
1848.
StuS^d a^t in
Europe, was a friend of Ruskin's.
In 185^ he was elected an
associate to the Academy of Design.
He founded the Adirondack Club, of
which most literary celebrities
of Boston and Cambridge were members (e.g.
Lowell, Emerson,
Agassiz). In I86I he was the U.S. consul
to Rome; in I865 '
appointed to the consulate at Crete. In
1875 he became a
correspondent to the London Times (on politics
in Greece)
He studied pre-historic archeology in the
Mediterranean area.
He took the photos of the Acropolis and
Sicilian temples for the
Hellenic Society of London, and edited Poetic
L ocalities of
Cambridge (Mass), I875.
Representative writings: On the tracks of Ulysses
The Acropolis of Athens
The Cretan Insurrection of I866-I868
Herzegovina and the late uprising, 1877
The Old Rome and the New
Apollo and Venus in painting and sculpture
Union of Italy
Francesco Crispi (biography)

—

'

SULLY^ James
Born: Bridgewater, 3/3/18I+2
Education: Independent College, Taunton; Regent's Park College,
London (M.A. and gold -medalist at U. of London). Studied
at Gottingen and Berlin.
Friend of Bain; one of the lesser members of the group of friends
and correspondents that gathered about Darwin and the intellectual topic of the time
evolution. He was interested in
psychology and esthetics. He studied at Gottingen and Berlin:
psychology under Helmholtz and anatomy under du Bois-Reymond.
He became a writer, rather than a scientist, and gave knowledge
an explicit form by writing. He wrote on child psychology,
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basing his findings on anthropoligal
material (filling in the
°' Hum n
Mind iri892'1?tr'n'Jv'^1892, after Outlines of Psvchmo.v
appeared in iSHlT
and was well received,
1892 he became
mmd and logic at the University of London.Grote professor of
Publications: Sensation and intuition, 187I+
Pessimism, I877
Illusions, 1881
Studies of Childhood, I895
Children's ways, 1897
.

^m

TAYLER

.

m

the Rev. C. B.

TAYLOR, the Rev. James Monroe
Born: Brooklyn, 3/5/18U8
Education: University of Rochester, 1868; D.D. Rochester
Theological
Seminary; LL.D., Rutgers
Career: Pastor Baptist Churches in Connecticut and Rhode
Island,
from 1873 to 1886.
Professor of ethics and president of Vassar
College since June 1886.

TITCHENER Edward Bradford
Born: England, 1/11/1867
Education: Brasenose College, Oxford University, I892; Ph.D.
Leipzig, 1892; A.M. Oxford, 1894. Senior Scholar of Brasenose
College (in classics and philosophy) and senior Hulmean exhibitioner in 1885 and 1886; research student in physiology,
Oxford, 1889-1890.
Career: Extension lectured in biology, Oxford, l892; assistant
professor of Psychology, Cornell, 1892-95. Sage professor
of Psychology, Cornell, since I895. American editor of Mind
Associate editor of American Journal of Psychology and
L'Intermediare des Biologistes
Fellow of the Zoological
Society; member of the Neurological Society and the Aristotelian Society of London.
Author: An Outline of Psychology.
A Primer of Psychology.
,

.

.

VASCHIDE N.
Born: France, I8
Publications
"Recherches experimentales sur les reves," 1899
"Valuer prophetique du reve," 19OI
La psycho loque du reve, 1902
Le somneil et les reves, I9II
,

—
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M^,

J. MOURLY^^^^^^ ^Q^_
Void performed experiments upon himself and
his students in which
''^''^ ^^^^ ^""^
^^^2
induced
dreams of movement
T>^n.
f.
Publications:
Einige Experimente (Iber Gesichtsbilder in
TrZe ^897
Untersuchengen.
2^voIs^''l9iri912^''^^'''^"^''^^^'^^^'''^°^°^^^''^^

WARREN Howard C.
Student of Wundt and Cattail; member of first generation
of
American experimentalists.
Edited several volumes of The Psychological Index.
Owned Psychological Review after Cattell and Baldwin.
Author: A History of Association Psychology.
,

WATERMAN

G. A.
M.D.
Part of the small circle of people that met at the home of Morton
Prince
,

WEED Sarah C.
Student of M. W. Calkins, at Wellesley College.
,

WESTLEY

George Hembert
Born: Newfoundland, 1/28/1865
Came to the United States in 1885. Relinquished his business career
in 1893 for literature. Did much free-lance work and reading
and revising for publishing houses
Editor: For Love's Sweet Sake, 1899 (poems)
At the court of the king, 19OO (stories)
Associate Editor: The Literary Review and Book Plate Collector 19
Author: Joan of the Bay (serial), I9OI
,

,

WHITE Charles Abiathar
Born: Massachusetts, 1/26/1826
Education: Iowa College, A.M.; Rush Medical College, M.D.; Iowa
State University, LL.D.
Career: State geologist, Iowa, I866-7O; Professor at Iowa State
University, 1867-I873; professor at Bowdoin College, 1873-75.
He was geologist and paleontologist to various U.S. government
surveys between 187^ and 1892. He was honorarily connected
with the Smithsonian Institution and the U.S. Nat. Museum
,

since I876, and later an associate in paleontology there.
Member of the National Academy of Sciences, etc.
of 211 titles, including
Author:
Report of Iowa Geological Survey
Physical Geography of Iowa
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WIGGAM

,

Augusta

WILLIAMS Henry Smith M.D.
Medical Superintendent, Randall's
,

WILSON, Andrew

FLS

FES

Island Hospital, New York.

'Rr.y^r.

.

aZ-^n/^on-.

Career: Lecturer on physiology and
health to George 0™°; 'l^st
and Gilchrist Trust lecturer;
Lecturer on Zoology and cZll'ra-

of Health and Examiner, Faculty of
Med. U. of ^-i-asgow,
GlasKow Fellow
Felln„
of the Royal Society of England.
literature, and to Illustrated
''''*'"roL'nn°f""*°Ji*°..°'^^^'"" Jottings,"
to Lloyd -i' Newspaper,

SlSl^lS! etc'='^""

Publications: Studies in Life and Sense
Leisure Time Studies
Science stories
A Manual of Health Science
Chapters on Evolution
Leaves From a Naturalist's Note-Book
Common Accidents and How to Treat Them
Wild Animals, Their Haunts and Homes
Elements of Zoology
Student's Guide to Zoology
Brain and Nerve

WOODWORTH Robert Sessions
Born:
IO/17/1869
Education: Amherst College, 189T; Harvard, B.A. in I896 and
M.A.
1897; Columbia Ph.D. l899; post-graduate work at Edinburgh,
Liverpool, Bonn; studies under James.
Career: Physiology asst. Harvard Medical School,
97-98; Taught
mathematics at Washburn University, I893-95; His first psychological studies were on the speed of dreaming and the psychology of movement and visions. Frequent contributor to
psychological and physiological journals. Edited Archives
of Psychology I906-45.
.

,
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biographical data on authors was gleaned from
the following
Men of the Time:

"^^""^^"^

A Dictionar y of Contemp orn ries Contain-

ing Biographical Notic es of Eminent Characters
of Both Sexes
ed., rev. Thompson Cooper (London:

Inc., 1872);

Men of the Time:

8th

.

George Routledge and Sons,

A Dictionary of Contemporaries

Containin g Biographical Notices of Eminent Characters
of Both
Se2ces,

12th ed.

(London:

George Routledge and Sons, 188?); John

W. Leonard, ed.. Who's Who in America:

A Biographical Dictionary

of Living Men and Women of the United States

.

1899-1900 (Chicago:

A. N. Marquis & Company, Puhlishers, I899); John W. Leonard,
ed..

Who's Who in America.

.

.19OI-1902 (Chicago:

Company, Publishers, I901)

America.

;

John W. Leonard, ed., Who's Who in

.I903-1905 (Chicago:

.

A. N. Marquis and

A. N. Marquis & Company, Pub-

lishers, 1903); Who Was Who in America.

Historical Volume.

1607-

1896 (A Component Volume of Who's Who in American History ) (Chicago

Marquis -Who's Who, Inc., I966); Who Was Who in America.
19^3-1950 (Chicago:
in America.

The A. N. Marquis Company, I95O); Who Was Who

Vol. IV. 196I-I968

1968); Who's Who.

Vol. II.

(Chicago:

Marquis -Who's Who, Inc.

1902. An Annual Biographical Dictionary (London:

Adam & Charles Black, 1902); The Concise Dictionary of National
Biography.

Part I.

From the Beginnings to I9OO.

of the Main Work and its Supplement , 2nd ed.

Being an Epitome

(London:

Oxford

University Press, 1953); The National Cyclopaedia of American

Biography

(

:

James T. White & Company, 1909+; Revised Index,
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1971); William James, The Varieties

oOeligious_E^^

Study in Human mt.r.
(1902; repr. New York:
1961), p. 213; Edvin J. Boring,

2nd ed. (Nev York:

Qistor^ of

Collier Books,
Experiment.

1

^,3,^^^

Appleton-Century-Crofts , Inc., 195O);
William

Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard,
A Handbook tn T,. .......
C. Hugh Hol^an (Nev York:

Vev.

The Odyssey Press, 196O),
pp. 566-58O;

James A. C. Brovn, Freud and the Vn.f.-^..... ...
(Baltimore: Penguin
Books, Inc., 1964), pp. 51-52;
Walter E. Houghton, ed.. The
Welleslev
^^dex to Victorian Peri odic al s
1824-lQOO (Toronto: University
of
Toronto Press, I966) , I, II; Webster's
New World Dictionary College
.

ed.

(Cleveland:

The World Publishing Company,
1966); Louis G.

Locke, W. M. Gibson, G. Arms, Readings
for Liberal Education. T.

Toward Liberal Education, 5th ed. (Nev
York:

Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, 1967), p. Jk3; John Chynoveth Burnham,
"Psychoanalysis
and American Medicine:

l894-19l8.

Medicine, Science, and Culture,

Psychological Issues, V, No. k, Monograph 20 (Nev
York:

International

Universities Press, I967); Robert L. Watson, The
Great Psychologists:
From Aristotle to Freud, text ed. (Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippincott
Company, I968); Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Murphy,
Theories of

Personality, 2nd ed. (Nev York:

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., I97O),

pp. 31, 76, 79; Dagobert E. Runes, ed.. Dictionary of Philosophy

(Totowa, New Jersey:

Littlefield, Adams & Co., I97O), p. 279;

Henri F. Ellenberger, The Discovery of the Unconscious:
and Evolu tion of Dynamic Psychiary (New York:

The History

Basic Books, Inc.,
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Publishers, 1970); Gardner Murphy and
Joseph K. Kovach, Historical

Introduction to Modern Psy chmn.v. 3rd ed.
(New York:

Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1972); David J.
De Laura, ed., Victorian
Prose:

A Guide to Research (New York:

tion of America, 1973), pp. 516-527.

The Modern Language Associa-

APPENDIX C
THE ONEIRQLQ GICAL TRADTTTOiM
It vas the oneirological
tradition which the nineteenth-

century writers were eager to lay
to rest.
two branches.

The first was oneiromancy:

This tradition had
the .ystical approach

to dreams which sought to interpret
and explain their prophetic

significance— one of

a variety of occult practices
by which the

future was foretold.

The second was oneirocriticism

:

the more

specific art of interpreting dreams,
usually by weLI-established
symbols

Greece and Rome
In Greek and Roman mythology, dreams often
assumed the status
of mythological characters.

We may see them reflected thus in

the writings of Homer, Hesiod, Euripides, Ovid,
and Virgil.

As

mythology slowly merged with, and was displaced by,
oneiromancy,
classical writings often presented prophetic dreams,
including

both distinct previsions and the enigmatic symbols
interpreted

by soothsayers.

The belief that dreams might be thus interpreted

was held not only by the Greeks and Romans, but also by Jews,

Christians, Moslems, Babylonians, Hindus, Egyptians, Chinese,
and Etruscans.

In their documentation of historical prophetic

dreams in Greek and Roman tradition, Vaschide and Pieron compiled
the following list
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I.

Prophetic dreams cited by Cicero
in De divinatione.

Mother of Dionysius:

t.

dream of giving birth to a
satyr.

Hecuba, mother of Paris: dream
of giving birth tn « flaming
fi
^
torch which set the world afire.
•

Mother of Phalaris
Cyrus:

:

dream of blood at his birth.

dream of three suns.

Hannibal: Juno's visit forbidding him
to remove a column of
gold from her temple; dream of a devastating
monster.
Hamilcar:

dream of dining in the city at the siege
of Syracuse

Socrates:

dream of his own death-reaching "fertile
Phthia".

Eudemus of Cyprus:

a

dream of his recovery while sick.

Sophocles:
twice -repeated dream in which Hercules
identifies
thief who stole a golden vessel from his temple.

Dream of Roman peasant, causing interruption of votive
games
(this dream is also cited by Livy)
The Second Gracchi: warned by his brother that he'd
die the
same death as the latter.

Simonides: warned by the apparition of an unknown man whose
abandoned body he'd buried, to relinquish his intention to
embark
upon a certain vessel which was afterward wrecked.
The Two Arcadian (Megara) travelers.

Tarquin's dream presaging the downfall of the kingly rule.

II.

Prophetic dreams cited by Valerius Maximus

A. De Somniis Romanorum:
(l) Artorii medici de Augusto;
Calpurniae de Caesare; (3) P. Decii, T. Manlii coss; {h)
Ti. Attinii cujusdam; (5) M. Cicernois exsulis; (6) C. Sempronii
Gracchi; (7) Cassii Parmensis; (8) Alterii Rufi equitis romani
(2)

B.
De Somniis externorum
(l) Hannibalis Poeni; (2) Alexandri magni regis; (3) Simonides poetae; (4) Croesi Lydorum
regis; (5) Cyri Persarum regis; (6) Himerae ae mulieris de Dionysio;
:
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(T) Matrls Dionysii tyranni;
(8) Hamilcaris Poeni;
AIciMadi<
(9)' AJ-cibladi£
Atheniensis; (lO) Arcadis cujusdam.

^""^^"^^ ''^^^'^
Plutarch (in Didot): (l) A^esilai
P^;^
^S^^^^""
Aulide;
(2) Alcibiadis ante necem; (3) AlexandTT^agni
futo
(4) Antigoni; (5) Antonii;
6 Arimnesti; (7) M. Artorii
(8)
Caesaris ad Ariminum; (9) Calpurni^
(lO) ^CicernoL d 6c aiio;
(II Cimonis; (12) Cinnae;
(13) Cyziceni scribae; (U) Darii
^
regis; (15) Demetrii.
'

L

;

^

IV.

Prophetic dreams cited by Appian.

De rebus punicis:
carthaginienti
A.

B.

De rebus syriacis

C.

De bellis civil:

(l) Didonis;

:

(2)

Caesaris de colonia

Matris Seleuci.
Syllae de instante morte.

De^ello mythridatico: (l) Antigoni; (2) Mithridates de
^,
Latonae; (3)- LucuIIi; (4) Pompei de tempio veneri
victrici dicando5) Calpurniae de morte Caesaris; (6) Octaviani de cavendis castris
(7} Elyssis.
,

V.

Prophetic dreams recorded by other historians.

Alexander Severus

:

AEIius Lamprididius , Alexandri Severi vita

Emperor Julian's dream of Constantine:

.

Zosimus.

Astyages' dream of the vine that sprung forth from the womb of
his daughter and spread its branches over all Asia:
Justinus,
Lib. I
.

Astyages' dream that Mandane made so much water it filled
Ecbatane and overflowed all Asia: Herodotus, Book I
.

Cyrus' dream confirming his desire to dethrone Astyages:
Justinus, Book I
.

Cyrus' warning by a majestic personage:

Xenophon, Book VIII .

Cyrus' dream of Darius with two wings on his shoulder:
Herodotus
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-^-^^

Xenop^n/I^!^^^'^^

^^^^^'^^^ ^^^^^^

Herodo^ulrB^!^

-^^^^^^^
'

.uint?urcu:ti;rug.in!^^

Quintt"u::;s!"

^^^^^''^^

^^^^^^^ °^

Plutarch, Life of Caesar

appearing to Brutus at Philippi:

Augustus' dream at Philippi:

into Greece:

^^^^^^^^^

Calpurnia's dream of Caesar's death:

^^^^^phantom

of the 10,000:

,

Plutarch, Life

Seutonius, Augustus .^

The Bible (Judeao-Christian )
The Biblical method of dream interpretation
can be taken as

representative of the "grand style" common to many
cultures of the
time.

The "stars" of the tradition were Joseph (in
Egypt) and

Daniel (in Babylon).

Daniel was able not only to interpret dreams,

but also to "remember" them for the dreamer.

The following list of

scriptural dreams and visions is compiled from the various
nineteenth-

century sources.

References are provided by the author:

Abram's Covenantal Vision

Genesis 15:12-l6

Abimelech, King of Gerar

Genesis 20:3

Jacob's Ladder

Genesis 28:12-15

Vaschide and H. Pieron, "Prophetic Dreams in Greek and
Roman Antiquity," The Monist 11, No. 2 (l90l), 177-184.
,
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Jacob's Cattle
Laban, the Syrian

Genesis 31:11-13
Genesis 31:34

Joseph's Dream of Sheaves

Genesis 37:5-8

Joseph's Dream of Sun, Moon, Stars

Genesis 37:9-11

Pharaoh's Butler and Baker

Genesis 40:5-l3

Pharaoh's Dreams of Kine and Corn

Genesis hi

Jacob's Dream at Beersheba

Genesis k6:2-k

The Midianite Soldier

Judges 7:13-14

Solomon's Two Dreams

I

Kings 3:5-15; 9:2-9

Hezekiah's Dream

II Kings 20:1-11; Isaiah 38:1-8

Nebuchadnezzar's Forgotten Dream

Daniel 2

Nebuchadnezzar's Tree Dream

Daniel h

Daniel's Four Mystical Beasts

Daniel J

Dreams of the Incarnation

Matthew 1:20; 2:12,13,19,22

Pilate's Wife

Matthew 27:19

Paul's Vision of Paradise

Acts 9:3-9

Vision of Cornelius

Acts 10:3-6

Peter's Vision of Beasts

Acts 10:9-16

Artemidorus (Ephesus)

Probably the most famous of all the classical writers on
dreams was Artemidorus, who acquired a famous reputation under the

Antonines by his skill in the interpretation of dreams.

Self-

styled Daldianus, out of filial respect for his mother, Artemidorus

was a native of Ephesus, who flourished in the second century.

His
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life was passed in the collection
of reports of dreams, by
travelling, correspondence, and the
purchase of manuscripts; and
the result
of his labours is a work in five
books, under the title Oneirocritica

This was first printed in Greek at
Venice, in the year I518, and
was
in 1603 learnedly edited by Rigaltius,
and published at Paris in

Greek and Latin.

Artemidorus became the autocrat and sole
legis-

lator of his art, the great law-giver, and
his Oneirocritica is the

statute-book of the dream-world.

The science appeared to have

culminated with him, and to have undergone little
more in the hands
of his successors than a few additions and
modifications of detail

to adjust it to contemporaneous social, political,
and scientific

development

Artemidorus defined a dream as "a motion or fiction of the
soul in a diverse form signifying either good or evil to come."
His Oneirocritica was regarded as a "dream-book" in the modern

mystic sense of the term, and abounded with fanciful rules for
the interpretation of dreams, of which he distinguished two kinds:
(1)

the ordinary allegorical dreams, including the symbolical dreams

which received attention at the turn of the century; and

(2)

theorematic dreams, which corresponded to the modern group of
prophetic, proleptic, or prodromic dreams, and warned the sleeper

by an actual prevision of coming events.

The following selections

from Oneirocritica were cited by John Bonner.

.
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Be it known, then, young and
anxious dreamers, that
If you dream of angling, trouble
awaits you; if of
apes, beware of secret enemies; if,
being a lady, you
dream you have a, beard, you shall
speedily be married;
ir, being a boy, you have the
like dream, you
soonmake your way in the world; if you dream shall
of bees.
It signifies profit and wealth,
unless they sting
you. (which they generally do in
dreams), in which case
beware of vexation and trouble. If
you dream you are
buried you shall be rich; if of card-playing,
you
shall lose money, but succeed in love; if
of a cat
beware of a thief; if of chickens, beware
of loss and
damage; if of deer, you will have a fight
or lawsuit;
If of the devil, you will probably be
persecuted by
Government; if of drinking warm water, you are
in a
bad way, and nothing can be worse, unless
you dream of
drinking vinegar, in which case you had better
give up
at once: white wine and milk are the only
tipple for
dreamers, for they mean health and prosperity. If
you
dream of an eagle, you shall be promoted, unless the
bird lights on your head, in which case you had better
get measured for your coffin at once; if of eggs, you
shall have profit, unless they are broken, when they
mean loss; if of washing your face, you are going to
repent of your sins; if of pleasant fields, you are
going to be well married; if of figs, you shall have
joy and pleasure; if of torches, your love shall be
crowned with joy; if of apples, you shall live long;
if of cherries, you shall be crossed in love; if of
frogs, you will be bored by babblers; if of the funeral
of a great man, you are going to inherit property; if
of goats, don't think of going to sea; if of gold,
expect joy and honor, unless in your dream you are troubled
to know where to put your money, which signifies your
wife will rob you. If a man dreams he is hanged, he
is sure to prosper.
No dream, on the whole, is better
than this; all authorities agree than hanging implies
honor, wealth, and fame. If you dream of hunger, expect
wealth; if of keys, you will shortly fall into a rage;
if of killing a man, your business will increase; if
of knives, you will have a "sharp, short, and decisive"
quarrel; if of a dark-lantern, beware of poverty; if
of lawsuits, you shall have trouble, anger, and expense;
if of a looking-glass, you shall have children if you
are married, and a mate if you are single; if of a mare,
you will shortly espouse a "beautiful young woman who
will be delightful and comfortable to you;" if of marriage, beware of sickness and even death; if of woods.
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valleys, and mountains, you will have trouble;
if of mus'
you may expect good news; if of your nose,
expect an
increase in wisdom, but if you dream that
your nose is
off you are in a bad way indeed, and your
wife is no
better than she should be. It is unlucky to
dream of
a nosegay, but a great thing to dream of onions,
which
mean hidden treasure, or of nuts which imply fortune.
If you dream of oysters, you shall suffer from hunger;
if of partridges, avoid your lady acquaintances,
or
they will do you mischief; if of peaches, you will need
a doctor; if of pigeons, you will be happy at home,
unless the pigeons are wild, in which case they mean
fast ladies, and the less you have to do with them the
better. When a man dreams of falling over a precipice
he had best insure his property at once with a good
company; when of a pine-tree, you are going to be
idle; when of a rainbow, your circumstances are going
to change, and if poor, you are to be rich, and vice
versa; when of riding on horseback, you will come to
shame; when of silk, you will win honor; when of silver, you will lose money; when of wasps, you will be
envied; when of writing, you will probably be indicted;
and if you are guilty, you had better lose no time in
making your way to some country with which we have no
extradition treaty 2
.

Astrampsychus
Astrampsychus was a poetical dream-interpreter thought to
flourish around the sixth century.

He wrote a Century of Greek

Iambics to which he gave the name Oneirocriticon

.

Each verse of

the Oneirocriticon explains the significance of a hypothetical

dream.

The work was translated by Frank Seafield, and is here

quoted in full:
To talk in dreams is a sign of their truth.
To move slowly denotes unfortunate journeys

2john Bonner, "Dream -Reading,
No. 191 (1866), 649-650.

"

Harper's Magazine , 32,
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It is good to fly, for it is the
sign of an honourable deed.
Laughter
sleep presages difficult circumstances.
To weep
sleep is a sign of the utmost joy.
To eat with enemies indicates a
reconciliation.
To he dead in dreams announces freedom
from anxiety.
An offensive odour signifies annoyance.
If anyone offer incense to you, it
portends affliction.
If you seem to be an old man, you will
attain to honour.
To run
dreams shows the stability of your
circumstances.
To wash the hands denotes the release from
anxieties.
To clean the feet denotes the release from
anxieties.
To clean the body denotes the release from
anxieties.
To cut the hair signifies losses in business.
To lose the hair heralds great danger.
To see white meats is exceedingly advantageous.
To see black meats forbodes evil to one's children.
To embrace your mother is to have a lucky dream.
To embrace one's best beloved is very fortunate.
All embraces bring about protracted labours
To kiss or to love, excites the long continued opposition
of
one's enemies.
To have broad feet is a sign of misfortune.
The amputation of the feet is a bar to a contemplated journey.
The burning of the body indicates a very evil reputation.
Gladness of mind shows that you willlive abroad.
For a blind man to see is the best omen possible.
To wear a white robe is an excellent omen.
To wear a black one is a mournful spectacle.
To wear a purple robe threatens a long disease.
To wear a red one promises an honourable action.
To wear the pall of kings is the solution of our expectations.
The tearing of a garment is relief from the burden of anxieties
A severed girdle speedily cuts short a journey.
To behold the stars forbodes much good to men.
Thunder-peals in dreams are the words of messengers.
To see lights indicates guidance in affairs
The sight of snow figures the hostilities of enemies.
The sight of the dead indicates the ruin of affairs.
The sight of withered trees declares the uselessness of labours
Pearls denote a torrent of tears
Milk confounds the politics of enemies.
Milk is the sign of peaceful circumstances.
Clay or mud symbolises the sordid avarice of the disposition.
A pellucid fountain dispels the distresses of the mind.
Wine poured from the vessels soothes the distresses of the mind
Musty wine announces many difficulties.
To mix different wines is to invite serious quarrels.
Water gushing up from below is a sign of enemies.
To drain a cup of clear water is a lucky token.

m
m

m
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The pouring out of rivers dissipates
the joy of enemies
To stand in the assemblies brings
with it a crime
Sitting naked signifies loss of
property
Sitting on a dunghill signifies
disastrous circumstances.
Sitting upon a stone, you may conceive
great expectations
Sitting on a wall indicates coming
prosperity
To embark on a lake is a sign of evil.
To walk over live coals signifies
loss from one's enemies.
To walk over potsherds signifies loss
of one's enemies.
To creep up a mountain signifies the
difficulty of business.
To tread upon serpents is to blunt the
sharp attack of foes.
If you sail over mud, look out for
mental disquiet.
The falling from a precipice is an evil
omen.
The eating of sweets portends disagreeable
circumstances
To swallow bunches of grapes indicates a deluge
of rain
To feed on lettuce is a sign of disease of the
body.
To drink muddy water foretells disease of the body.
If you are governing children, expect a coming
danger.
To hold a bull is to be disappointed of one's hopes.
If any one holds goods, let him fear the attacks
of his enemies.
A broken staff portends an unhappy death.
To catch falcons indicates the fulfilment of your
utmost desires
To nold keys signifies the settlement of affairs.
To hold a twig foreshadows a prosecution.
To seize a sword is the sign of a contest.
To handle threads is a presage of troublesome circumstances.
To hold a sparrow, struggling to escape, forbodes mischief.
To grasp a pillar is to expect the Divine favour.
To shiver a sword signifies the crushing of one's foes.
The escape of a hawk from the hand is disastrous to those in
power
To hold gold is a warning to leave one's projects undone.
To hold eggs, or to eat eggs, symbolises vexation.
To behold oxen in dreams is of evil tendency.
To see black mares is a thoroughly bad sign.
The sight of white horses is a vision of angels.
To see lions announces the contentions of one's enemies.
The sight of doves is the introduction of injury.
To see a colt running denotes something mysterious.
The barking of a dog portends the detriment of one's enemies.
A gaping wolf signifies nonsensical discourse.
The sight of a mouse bespeaks propitious circumstances.
Dead oxen signify times of famine.
The sight of wasps marks injuries to one's foes.
The sight of a hare portends an unlucky journey.
To see the ocean calm is favourable.
The noise of the sea stands for the throng of business.
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To svim in the sea forebodes
bitter sorrows
To dream
the daytime of swimming
in the se« 1. Sood.
.
^
The eating
i^xag oi
c-n ^n-f f-; oo
of fies
iigs signifies
nonsensical

m

^

discourse.

The Turks (Moslem)

The Turks, great dreamers in
their own way, had their
own
system of dream-reading, which
John Bonner considered as
worthy
of attention as the work of
Artemidorus. His selections are
quoted below:

If you dream of roast meat, you will
have little
profit and much care; if of a plastered
house, you will
soon be
your tomb; if of oranges, you will
have
virtuous children; if of shaving, you
will come to
grief; if of whiskers, you will come
in debt; if of
marrying a little dark girl, you will marry
a rich
woman who will soon die; if of a black mare,
you will
win a wealthy bride; if of killing an ass,
you will
soon discover treasure. The principle most
strongly
enforced by the Moslem dream critics is this:
If you
wake and remember that you have dreamed, be
careful,
before you arise to try to recollect your dreams,
to
spit on the left side and pray for the protection
of
Allah. This will neutralize many evil dreams.^

m

Gabdorrhachaman (Arabs
The greatest prophet of Arabic oneirocriticism was Gab-

dorrhachaman, the son of Hasar, who is supposed to have flourished in the second century of the Hegira (Mohammed's forced

journey from Mecca to Medina in 622 A.D.).

It was Gabdorrhachaman

3"0neirocritica; or the Art of Dream Interpretation,"
Dublin University Magazine j6 (187O), ii33-434.
,

^John Bonner, "Dream-Reading," Harpe r
191 (1866), 650.

'

s

Magazine, 32, No.
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Who initiated the precept
that "the

dre™

belong, to the fl.st

interpreter."

. .rench translation of his .or.
„a. puhUshed
Pierre Vatler in l664, under
the
tltie

V0,l,2Hit^M,^

The English translation
helow appeared in 187O,
in
Magazine

BuhUj^Uni^^

:

io De shaved is ill-omened;
to be anointed, provided
the oil
be fragrant, the contrary.
The sprouting of vSIskers
Jo
one who usually shaves them
is a sign of debt
Is ve eat
our own brains or another man's
we shall live respective^
at his or our own cost.
He who dreams that his
^on^e has
grown to an immoderate length, will
vanquish his op^nen?
in an argument if he be engaged
in any controversy; ??
otherwise, he will utter much folly
and ribaldry; but under
all circumstances, and on every
occasion, few dj^ams can
be more fortunate than that in
which a man sees the tongue
of his wife amputated at the root.
,

Each tooth points to a different
relation: the two
in front denote children, brothers
and sisters; the next
two, uncles, aunts, and cousins, and
so on to the more remote. The reader of Herodotus will
remember the evil
augury which Hippias drew from the
loss of his last tooth
on the sands of Marathon; but the
Khalif ALnansor took a
sure mode of obtaining a happy prognostic,
when he dreamed
that his complete set fell out from his
jaws. The first
interpreter whom he consulted informed him that
all his relations would die. The Commander of the
Faithful was very angry
and dismissed the melancholy seer with
abundance of hard
words.
"God has given you an evil mouth, and put
into it
evil words. Quit my presence, and take the
curse of God
for your company." The second oneirocritic
who was summoned did not require further warning; he was one,
we are
told, experienced in addressing the great; and
he modified
the unpleasant answer, so as to assure the
Khalif that he
should outlive all his connections. Almansor smiled
graciously at the announcement, and ordered the agreeable
prophet 10,000 drachmas of gold.
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°^
y.^^^
important: black, white
«nH bay are fortunate;
and
chestnut is better than any

^

-

°"
-ith
rour
?ourvh?te"?Lr'
white feet, and a '^'^'^^^
star on his forehead. ^^-^
A
black
mare signifies a rich wife; a
dappled grey, one of
extraordinary beauty; a breenish-bay
(sic) a devoteea dark bay a skilful musician;
a bright chestnut, o^e
wealthy and pious. Asses are yet more
lucky than hoSses
'
and the rules in regard to their
colours are aUke
The more signs of blows and bruises
which an ass exhibits, the better it is for the
dreamer. To kill an
ass in order to eat its flesh,
foretells treasuretrove;
but to drink an ass's milk is a sign
of heavy sickness!

Another early oneirocritic was Synesius,
a Christian bishop
and poet, and the author of a work entitled
De Insomniis

.

He

admitted that it was in their obscurity that
the truth of dreams
resides, and that we must not expect to find any
general rules in

regards to dreams.

Rather, we find the rules to our own dreams.

Achmet, a physician and probably a Christian, published
Qneirocritica; and Jerome Cardan, the Italian physician,
and inveterate

dreamer and a mystic and enthusiast from his cradle, put
forth a
treatise called Somniorum Synersiorum omnis generis insomnia
explicantes, Libri IV ,

The Talmud

Dreams and their interpretation could hardly fail to find
their way into the Talmud, a book which, while it claims to date
from Sinai, in reality received its earliest shape amongst the

^"Oneirocritica; or the Art of Dream Interpretation," Dublin
University Magazine 76 (187O), ^35.
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mystic sages of Batylon.

Apart fro„ all consideration
of the

philosophy of dreams, the Tataudlo
system was thought to have
tvo points in Its favour:
first, that It was the
earliest mode
Of dealing with a very Intricate
and perplexing subject;
second,
that It based Its interpretations
of "night visions" entire lyor aUnost entlrely-on scriptural
authority.

It also stated that

a dream without Interpretation is
like a letter that Is unread.

The selections presented here appeared
In 187O, in Good Words and

Sunday Magazine

:

If a man sees a well in a dream, it is
a sign of
good fortune. This is founded on Gen.
xxvi. 19 "And
Isaac's servants digged in the valley, and
found there
a veil of springing water."
If a man sees an ass in his dream, he shall
have
a good^hope for salvation, for it is written
in Zech.
ix.9, "Thy king cometh unto thee, he is just,
and having salvation; lowly, and riding upon an ass."

If he sees white grapes, whether they are in season
or not, the omen is good; hut should black grapes appear
to him, the dream is had, unless the fruit should chance
to
be in season, when it is favourable.
If he sees pails or jars for carrying water, the
dream is as good as good can be, for the vision is
shown to none but those who fear God with all their
might

A bird and a river are also good dreams, and signify
peace and prosperity.
The ox has six different modes of interpretation to
himself. Thus, if a man dreams (l) that he is eating
his flesh, it is a sure sign that he will become rich;
(2) that the ox has gored him, he will have sons who
will contend with one another about the law; (3) that
the ox has bitten him, pain will come; (k) that the ox
has kicked him, he will undertake a long journey; (5)
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that he is riding on the ox, he
will "become great (6)
that the ox rides on him, he will
die. A whSe hirse
•

^-^^

- ^'-tnu^
orla^^
or
dark-coloured horse is only good so
long as it is
standing still. Any movement betokens
evil.

fr^'r.

^^^^ ^
decided in heaven
. he ^.^^^
that
should die, but the decree has been
altered.
^v,

It may be said generally that all
kinds of wild
animals are good; except the monkey tribe.

Should Ishmael appear to any one, it is
a most
manifest token that his prayer is heard; but
the
dream is useless if any ordinary Arab and
not the
actual son of Abraham, presents himself.
If a man sees a funeral sermon (which it is needless to say must, for the present purpose, be
a written
one), it is a sign that he has found mercy with
God.
If he reads dreams, in his dream "Amen, blessed is
the name of the Lord," &c., as is repeated in the
public
service of the synagogue, he is sure of heaven.
Or, again, if he recites Deut. vi. 4-10, he merits
that the Shechinah should rest upon him.

Barley and wheat mean peace and plenty.
Rye, that sin is taken away.
Figs, that knowledge remains in him.
Olives, that he shall have many children.
Olive-tree, that he shall have a good name.
Olive oil, that he shall attain to a knowledge of the
law.

Vine-stock, that he shall expect the Messiah.
Vineyard, that his wife shall be fruitful.
Myrtle, that his estates will prosper; and if he has
none, that he will become possessed of landed property.
Goose, that he may hope for wisdom.
Goat, that he will enjoy a year of plenty.
Cock, that his wife will bear a son.
Eggs, that the thing which he most desires in his
prayer is not yet granted. If, however, the eggs are
broken, it is a sign that his petition will hereafter be
fulfilled. The same is said of nuts or glass, or anything
that breaks
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If a man dreams that he is uncovering
his head it
IS a sign of good fortune.
If he dreams that he is 'rending his gaments, it is an assurance
that the evil

vhich
had been determined against him in
heaven is rent from
Dreams that relate to taking off clothes vary
in
significance, according to the place where the
act is
done. Thus, if a man undresses himself in
Babylon, he
is without sin; but if in Canaan, he is
void of righteousness
.

If a man dreams that he is being caught, or laid
hold of, it is a token that he is watched over
in
heaven for good.
If he is being bled, his sins are forgiven.

All drinkables seen in dreams are of good omen,
with the single exception of wine; for which, curiously
enough, the authority of the Wise Man is quoted, Prov.
xxxi, 6, "Give strong drink unto him that is ready to
perish, and wine unto those that be of heavy hearts."
If a man sees David in his dreams, let him hope to
become a saint.

If a man sees Solomon in his dreams, let him hope
to become wise.
If a man sees Ahab in his dreams, let him expect
affliction.

Several of the Books of Scripture have their own
special significance when seen in dreams. Thus-The Psalms
Proverbs

mean holiness
mean wisdom

Jeremiah
mean affliction
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"•^^^^^

Ezekiel
Book of Kings

mean consolation
mean knowledge
mean greatness

these fade into nothing before
the book of
^v,
Esther,
for if this appears to any one in
his sleep/?et
him know of a certainty that a miracle
will happen to him.

Amongst had dreams there are a few which
are held to he
of such malignant meaning that the unlucky
sleeper must keen
a strict fast for twenty-four hours
to avert the impending
^^^"^
Sabbath itself, on which all fasting
is
r^i;..
forbidden, will excuse him from the perfonnance
of the penitential exercise. The occasions for this
discipline are
when a man has dreamt :-(l) that the roll of the
Synagogue,
on which the Scriptures are written, is being
burnt-- (2)
that he is taking part in the prayer which
concludes the
services on the Day of Atonement-(3) that the
roof of his
house is falling in— (4) that his teeth are dropping
out.
If a man sees a river in his dream, he is told
to rise
early and repeat Isa. Ixvi. 12, "l will extend peace
to her
like a river," lest chap. lix. 19 should come into
his mind
first, and spoil the good omen, 'Vhen the enemy shall come
in like a flood."
If he sees a bird, he is to rise and say Isa. xxi.
5,
"As birds flying, so will the Lord defend Jerusalem," lest
he should previously think of Prov. xxvii. 8, "As a bird
that wandereth from her nest, so is a man that wandereth
from his place," which would be very unlucky.

If he sees grapes, he must repeat Hosea ix. 10, "l
found Israel like grapes in the wilderness," before Deut.
xxxii. 32, "Their vine is of the vine of Sodom, their
grapes are grapes of gall, their clusters are bitter."
If he sees a mountain, he must repeat Isa. Ivi. 7,
"Even them will I bring to my holy mountain," before Jer.
ix. 10, "For the mountains will I take up a weeping and
a wailing."

If he sees a trumpet, he must repeat Isa. xxvii. 13,
"The great trumpet shall be blown, and they shall come
that were ready to perish," before Hosea v. 8, "Blow ye
the cornet in Gibeah, and the trumpet in Ramah. Ephraim
shall be desolate in the day of rebuke."
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If he sees a dog, he must repeat
Exod. xi.

7,

"AKainst

If he sees a lion, he must repeat
Hosea xi. 10, "They
shall valk after the Lord, he shall roar
like a lion "
before Jer iv. 7,
"The lion is come up from his
thicket:
he IS gone forth from his place to
make thy land desolate.
If he sees a razor or scissors, he must repeat Genesis
xli. 14, Then Pharaoh sent and called
Joseph, and they
brought him hastily out of the dungeon, and
he shaved
himself, before Judges xvi. 17, "There hath
not come a
razor upon mine head; if I he shaven, then
my strength
will go from me, and I shall become weak, and be
like
any other man."
.

If he sees a well, he must repeat Cant. iv.
15, "A
fountain of gardens, a well of living waters, and streams
from Lebanon," before Jer. vi 7, "As a fountain casteth
out her waters, so she casteth out her wickedness."
.

If he sees a reed, he must repeat Isa. xliii.
3, "A
bruised reed shall he not break, and the smoking flax
shall he not quench: he shall bring forth judgment unto
truth," before 2 Kings xviii. 21, "Now, behold, thou trustest
upon the staff of this bruised reed, even upon Egypt, on
which if a man lean, it will go into his hand, and pierce
it."
If he sees an ox, he must repeat Deut. xxxiii. 17,
"His glory is like the firstling of his bullock, and his
horns are like the horns of unicorns," before Exodus xxi.
28, "If an ox gore a man or a woman that they die, then
the ox shall surely be stoned, and his flesh shall not be
eaten. "°

"Dreams and Their Interpretation," Good Words
(1870), 353-355.

,

11, No.
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Early Nineteenth Centm-y
In the year I83O, the
nineteenth-century astrologer Raphael

published The Royal Book of Dreams

.

from an ancient and curious manuscript,
which was
buried in the earth for several centuries,
containing one thousand and twenty-four
oracles or answers
to dreams; by a curious yet perfectly
facile and
easy method, void of all abstruse or
difficult calculations, whereby any person of ordinary
capacity may
discover these secrets of fate which
the universal
faith of all nations, in every age and
clime, has
acknowledged to be portended by dreams and
nocturnal
visions.
.

.

When the dreamer would know the interpretation
of his vision, which troubles his thoughts,
or disquiets his soul, let him in the first place
mark
down, with any convenient instrument, as pen,
pencil,
or anything capable of making the marks
distinct,
ten lines of ciphers, without counting them,
so that
the number may be (as far as the diviner knows)
left
to chance, albeit chance herein has but little
to do;
but the number of his ciphers must not be
arithmetically counted or known at the time the diviner is
making them, but set down as it were at random, no
matter
how roughly they are made, for therein lies the little
secret of this Book-— that the occult principle of the
soul shall so guide or counsel the dreamer (or diviner)
and control his hand, that he shall mark down those
signs alone, which will convey a true answer in the
matter of his cogitations. All men have knowledge
what wonderful power these ciphers have allotted them,
in increasing and diminishing certain numbers in the
art decimal and the art arithmetic; and be assured,
they have equal power when used as vehicles of presaging in dreams and visions
from whence this art has
been, by those of old, termed the art of Sephromancy.
Pursue, therefore, in full faith and credence, these
aforesaid rules, and the foreknowledge of the dream
shall be made known to thee."'''
,

'

"Oneirocritica; or the Art of Dream Interpretation," Dublin
University Magazine 76 (187O), k36.
,
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The l860s
This drea.-lore, as ancient
records far back to
Accadlan
times show, not only called
Into existence a class
of men whose

position as Interpreters of royal
and other drea^ns ensured
the.
commandins Place, but gave rise
to a .ass of literature
most
prolific In Classic times. It
maintained an ataost canonical
supremacy down to the Middle Ages,
finding Its befitting level

m

the nineteenth century in the
Llbrl del So^1 which the
Italian

lottery-gamblers consulted, and in the
Imperial Dre..-T,noV „hlch
was popular among English domestics.

Several other dream-books were made
available to dreamers of
the l860s.

The first set of selections below
appeared In All the

''"""^ 1" 1861.

The second set appeared in Englishwoman's

Domestic Magazine in I867, as part of a
general series of articles
on divination.

The Ladies' Ovm Dream Book

Adders— To dream of these venomous reptiles,

are a bad
omen, they signify you have enemies who are
endeavoring
to do you some harm; if you are bitten by
them, it signifies you wilL experience some misfortune,
but if you
destroy them you will triumph over your enemies.

Awning--To dream that you are sitting under an awning is
a sign that you will shortly leave this country
most
probably to Australia; if you seek this shelter on account
of the heat of the sun, that you will prosper there.
Ale-House--To dream that you are in an alehouse is a sure
sign of sickness, especially if your dream happens
at
the break of day.
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vill be true to you; and
l
viU be a blessing io you youbutTil
ir I
vill be crossed in
Wne^s'
Baking--To dream that you
are baking

^""'^^^ ^^^^^^^
""^7 <=hildren, who

''^^

^^"^^ you

h^^^o^

S^^d sign;
if you are in
^",^^"f ^^^^^^J^/
Prosper;
you are in love, that "your
if
affecUon ^i^l- te ^
returned; but
should the bread be burn/
poverty, and':ario:s'^^:Li^ne'r^''^ ^^^^^'^

f

Cucumber-To dream of cucumbers
denotes recoverv tn th.
sick and you

will fall speedily in love;
o^l^you ar^
in love you will marry the
present object of youfafSc
^^^^^
tion; also moderate success In t.r^.a^
^
Eggs--To dream you are buying eggs
is a favourable omento dream you are selling
eggs is also lucky; you
wi^fS;
happy in marriage, have many
children, and do well'
Comets--To dream of comets is a
sign of war. plague
famine, and death; to the lover
it'SenotIs an'enSre
'°
^-^-^
cro? :nd°?o°fh'''
crop,
and to the seaman, storms and
shipwreck. After
such a dream, change, if possible,
your present place
^ =
of residence.

Foolish-To dream you are

a fool is a very favourable
omen, and imparts much good to the
dreamer; expect to be
successful in your undertakings. If
a maiden dreams that
she IS foolish. It IS a certain
sign that she will soon
be married to the youth of her
affections.

To dream of the backbone is a lucky
omen; it denotes
health and prosperity in all your
undertakings; if you
are
love, your sweetheart will be faithful,
and you
are very near marrying; it also denotes
that you will
have many children, and be very happy.
To dream you have
grown' strong in your back denotes that
some legacy will
fall to you, and that you will unexpectedly
become rich;
If you are in love, you will marry the
object of your
affections; to a man it denotes that he will
shortly see
the woman who is to be his wife; and to a
woman, that
she will soon see the man destined to be
her husband, and
they will become rich, and be very happy.

m
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Kittens --To dream of kittpnci o o ^
your marriage will be
pro^pLoSs
"^perous, and
IZ'tZ.^'
that you will have
many children.
-t

Drunkenness --To dream you are

dmnw

i

Fingers --If you dream you
have cut your fingers if th...
bleed IS a good omen; you
will be successfufj^iil
J
^""^
get money when you least
expect it 7?
not bleed, then'it den^terd:::^
';/^ ^a^^iet'^^f'alL'^
'''''
dents, and that lawsuits will
attend you

^

prosperity; to play, an unsettled
lifeTn^Z"^^l°^^''^
to hear it play many tunes,
that you will be happy ais
'^'^PPy. dis-

cordant, misfortunes.

Riding-To dream you ride with

a company of men is very
lucky and profitable, but with
women it signifies
^a^nes mis
mis^
fortune and deceit.

'^''^^

anrcros'c'es

^""^

^^^""^"^

disappointment

<i^jam your teeth fall out is good;
to put them

ITT.'^I
m unlucky;

to break them, vexation; decayed
or hollow
are good friends; good teeth, troubles
and sorrow; short
teeth, prosperity.

Aunt -To dream of this relation is a happy
omen, provided she is not angry with you; but if
she frowns on
you, you must expect to meet with some
misfortune.

Uncle--To dream you see your uncle, depends in
a great
measure upon the temper you see him in; if
looking favour upon you it is a good dream; if on the contrary,
you
will have many trials to overcome.

8

It

"Dictionary Dreams," All the Year Rou nd.
~"
550-551.
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Dream Divination

The head and face
The neck and shoulders
The arms
The breast
The heart
The loins
The abdomen
Lower portions of the trunk
Hips and thighs
Knees
Legs
Feet and toes

Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capri cornus
Aquarius
Pisces

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

ram
bull
twins
crab
lion
virgin
balance
scorpion
archer
goat

water-bearer
fishes

We will take an instance:— sleeper
A
dreams of an inlurv from
accident to his head. This might
indicate danger to
father. He looks to the astrological
characteristics of the
sign and he finds that it particularly
affects cattle-dealers^ cattle-dealer; that it governs Britain, in
i
5 L
yhich
his father resides; that the time is
one in which Aries
is in powerful constellation.
All these circumstances make
the dream much more significative.
Had these coincidences
been absent the injury would probably be
slighter.

S7

Man.— The

human body signifies the world— the microco
smos
contradistinction to the macrocosmos ---and the
smaller
typifies the greater; but here we shall only
consider it in
detail. Thus, when the circumstances of
the dream indicate
that the whole figure represents a kingdom,
then the head
will be the king, the heart will be the capital,
the arms
the anny and navy, the legs whatever tends
to the national
progress.
In the case of a family, the head will be
the
father, the heart the mother, the arms the
sons, the legs
the daughters, and, in like manner, when the
whole figure
may be taken to indicate some other corporation, power,
or
institution, the various parts will have their appropriate
signification, from all which it will follow that a pain
or injury to the head will signify ill-fortune
to the father,
the loss of an arm the death of a son, and so on
in other
cases.
It is to be noted that the wife and mother are both

m
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represented by the
head and the heart
drea. Is to he

hea-r-h

^

IZX^lHr^TH 'f^^^''^"""
^""'^"^^^^
=onsl.tently\S?Lp"eted'

iSs^i7a-ir^?.\:°trLr.::f °f

"

^°
.'''^''''-y
learning; Mars, In war;
'
l
Jupiter In P"^^*^";
Saturn, in
occult science
To sei nev^v Jn'.i
discoveries made by ourselvesi

^

^"Divination for the Drawing -Room IV.
Oneiromancy, or
Divination by Dreams, Englishwoman's Domestic Magnzinp.
3
^

(1867), 328-329.

.
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PRESEOTATIONAL DREAMS
251

REPRESENTATIONAL DREAMS
255

EXPERIMENTAL DREAMS
258

MAURY
LEWIS

STANLEY
dreams by suggestion
260

kinaesthetic/muscular dreams

263

FALLING
FLYING

FLOATING
"futile EFFORT"

sysiemic/organic/physiological dreams

268

FEVER-INDUCED

DRUG -induced
shadowing forth physical disease
internal sensory irritations

nightmare/incubus

280

FRIGHTENING DREAMS
INCUBUS

BURGLAR DREAMS

246

247

true nightmare
sexual nightmares

prophetic/premonitory dreams
GENERAL PREMONITORY DREAMS

discernment of true character IN
DREAMS

290
290
297

SYMBOLIC PREMONITION
300

ABORTIVE -PREMONITORY DREAMS
SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY

TELEPATHIC DREAMS

PRIVY TO THE MIND OF ANOTHER
TWO PEOPLE --SAME DREAM

MIND -IMPRESSIONS

CLAIRVOYANCE

DREAMS OF DEATH

301

307

309
309

310
312

317

326

DEATHS DREAMED AT THE TIME OF THEIR OCCURRENCE

326

APPEARANCE OF THE DYING TO FRIENDS OR RELATIVES

333

THE DEAD WITH THE DYING

333

THE DEAD IN HYPERMNESIC DREAMS

342

DREAMS PREDICTING ONE'S OWN DEATH

346

DEATH SYMBOLIC OR ARCHETYPAL

350

THE DEAD CONVEYING RELIGIOUS OR PHILOSOPHICAL TRUTHS

354

248

DREAMS IN THE LAW-COURTS
360

ACQUITTALS
360

CONFESSION
362

VICTIM AS WITNESS
363

EVIDENCE LOCATED
365

BODIES LOCATED
368

HYPERMNESIC DREAMS
375

FUGITIVE PERCEPTIONS
375

DEJA VU
377

PLACES
FACES
"FOUND IN A DREAM"

THE MORAL SENSE

PRESENT

ABSENT

397

402

402

403

IMAGINATION
FANTASTIC, ABSURD DREAMS

405

OVERT IMAGINATION

407

PROLEPTIC DREAMS

410

DREAM AS VEHICLE FOR WAKING IMAGINATION

415

249

REASONING
420

SYLLOGISTIC AND OVERT
REASONING
420

KNOWING ONE IS DREAMING
425

DREAM WITHIN A DREAM
426

DREAM CONSCIOUSNESS
ALTERING DREAM PROCESS
DREAM CONFQSED WITH REALITY

426
427

SOMNAMBULISM
429

ACCUSTOMED ACTIVITIES
429

UNACCUSTOMED ACTIVITIES
THE LAW AND SOMNAMBULISM

433
436

DREAM -CONSCIOUSNESS
438

DUAL EXISTENCE
CHANGING IDENTITY

DOUBLE IDENTITY
DREAMER AS SPECTATOR AND ACTOR

438
441
443
444

DREAMS OF CELEBRITIES,

452

DREAMS ILLUSTRATING THE FREUDIAN
MECHANISMS

476

CONDENSATION
477

DISPLACEMENT
483

DRAMATIZATION
HYPERMNESIA

NACHTRAG

486

487
489
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SIMPLE WISH -FULFILLMENT
489

EXHIBITION DREAM
490

PAYOR NOCTURNUS
490

DREAMS AS CLINICAL MATERIAL
491

FERE:

EUGENIE P.
491

PICK
491

ONUF
495

PRINCE AND WATERMAN
498

HENRY AXFORD
514

SEJISATION AMD IMACTPY-

zzi

r

that
^^^'^
iiZu^iT'°^
The first eight dreams
°^8ans
bel^ liLstJat^
k
involving the five classic
P^^^^^^io'^-al. dreams
senses as
Images in each of the
'
sensorrmodaU l^f^'i^t
apparent stimulation. The
^°
^'^^^'^ without
next rittl
sentational dreams. Alfred
°'
Ma^ry ^s
Irs ^t*°
T^'
tional source of dreams to
the test i„
hls wldeLy-publiclzed
experiments foUo^''
similar experiments in a
hospital
='t'-^'-aJ- wara.
ward
Mo?'„f;H
Not
without a touch of
humor, these offer »

'^^^

S^f

^TT"'

Represent'g the

L^ef SStiJL ^rl

•

f°

"^"^'^ ^"^^^-^

the very brief
summaries of the artlf IcJ^r^tf
''"^ ^^^^^^^
his students. Al!o in
the ca^r'
those directly tugge Jef
o tL'd°ream°er'':r:M*i":'
"l^i^h the soldier's
dream presented here 1, th» 111

technique of sugges-

tion to his clinical work.

PRESEUTATIONAL DREAMS

'"^"^^
°
^ cheesemonger's
shop in
I'n an old house " on a
narrow street, each room of which
was
low thus related his experience:
"it was a summer time7and during the day the cheesemonger had
unpacked a box or harrei of
''''
impregnated with
Its
ts°odour
odour. TrlZ^'^'-r'^
At night, jaded with
'T. my professional
labours, I went
'''''^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^-^^ ^^^L
Phere
h^aff
affected my stomach and greatly
and strongly disturbed
thft-i
^ '^^^^ ^o produce a more agrfeable atmos^here br^"
^"°^^^S^^Sa^-^
did not succeed. At length, worn
out bv
by J
fatigue, I tried to sleep, and should
have succeeded, but
for a time another source of
annoyance prevented my doing so'^^'^'^ -^^^^ my^ancient beds?ead's'no.
stead
.r'' were numerous rats
s.ood, there
gnawing away in real earnest.
The crunching they made was indeed
terrific; and I resisted the drowsy god from a dread that
these voracious animals
would make a forcible entrance, and
take personal liberties with
my flesh. But at length 'tired nature'
so overpowered me, that
I slept
a sort of fever.
I was still breathing the cheesy
atmosphere; and this, associating with the
marauding rats, so

r

^

f

m
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^T.

Where. ,e«g charged
"pSi ic
??:„^rT:^!
doomed to be
incarcerated in a large chee^f^
'
a^^h
^ it
^.^^^^^Sh
this
curious
house seemed most oppressive
prisonit f
for scarcely had I
sufferings;
L'^^'r^ioLiLno IT^^^^^^^^^
?f fate,
to my horror, an army of
than,
rats atJactd .7
they seemed to have effected
an enS^no'
selves in numbers on
naSd
""^^
creased by the seeming impossibilLy T^^aSny I'^nd'^
to drfve ^^^^
tL' away, and,
fortunately for mv san-ifv t .
\.

r™T'

^

i

f

had contracted the habit of
suc^rg h:r
m\ durL^Hl eT Trie,
to break herself of the practice
by covering the ofV^T^ll'
with extract of aloes before she
tr^el. She slepJ Ie^r'
but xn the morning she found her
thumb in her mouth wUh 111 ihe

S

wL

aisnes, chairs, &c., were composed
of the same material: and that
the ship. There waf o strong
a
TlTttTrM
bitter taste in her mouth, that on
her arrival at Havre she
asked^for a glass of water; but the
attendant brought her an
infusion of wormwood, which she gulped
down. On her requesting
^^^^^^^ the wormwood from her body, he told
her that the only remedy was oxgall,
which he gave her by the
pound. The bitter taste of the remedy
was as bad as that of
the wormwood; and to get rid of it
she applied to the Pope, who
told her that she must make a pilgrimage
to the plain where the
pillar of salt stood which was formerly
Lot's wife, and must eat
a piece of salt as large as her thumb.
She reached the object
of her journey, and then deliberated
as to what part of the figure
she should break off. The result was
that, as she had a bad
habit of sucking her thumb, she should
break off and suck that
P^^^^^S
frasnent into her mouth,'
^.Z\awoke,
^.
^^^t""^'
she
and
found that she was sucking her own
thumb. ^

—

IkR
6i+a,

^u^'" ^^HPiiJB^. 15
^T^^^
^^^'^S/ Harper's Magazine

(1865), 413-414; John
32, No. 19I (1866),
Dreams and Their Causes," Once A Week
23 (iSjO), 100.

T^nnn.i'\^^^

k

.

,

"Dreams and Their Causes," Once A Week
23 (187O), 100-'
Julia H. Gulliver, "The Psychology of Dreams,"
Journal of
Speculativ e Philosophy 14 (188O), 206-207.
.
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All things had

a?~

^
ieS
irexL'^/?-^'"^"'-^'^ "^^
enemy, the first notice
°'
^^e
'^""^
Sfwh ch wL
he°°
the Castle, and this was
' I ^"
to be followed bv t
°'
calculated to alai™ the country
"
In aU dlL^?
there had recently been
In EdSbSgh a spUndinil
r^*'"'
military
which five thousand men had
spectacle,
be^r rlv=,
^^1°=^'^ street,
fronting the Castle. The gentian ,
and Who had been a ".osf
Lalou'
„ ^elS^w^f
-^uuocer,
was i^^J™
bed between
Tr^^''
two and three o'dnr-v -fn
the signal-^n?
^^^^^^^
L^ts^l^^L^tTi:;
Castle, witnessed
the proceedings for disT)lavini fhl
V
^"""''^^^^
a great bustif over Se
^^^^^^
town ?r^f
assembling,
especially in Prince's street
At ISs'tLl T''''^^^
""^^
his wife, who awoke in fri^hrin .
°' ' ^'"''^^
connected with Lch noise 1nd
he Sndx^nH?
of an enemy, and con^f^dmg
eluding with the desth of
Z

f

T

m

•

^

™

m

cLtr^^f

origin Of this remarkable
occuri^n^r^s" ^frSJned In'^h:
morning to be the noise produced
the ro^^ Ib^ve by ?he fall
''^'^
°i?,r'^In support of a clothes -screen i" ^o-e very awSaS
position
(Abercrombie)!!

m

Pl^ng;^^^^^^^^

-

-™

- -.-^as

---I remember, when a boy, sleeping
in a strange house,
in an old-fashioned room, with
an oaken store -cupboard over the
bed
I dreamt that I was being murdered;
the assassin struck
me on the head and I awoke with a
sense of pain in that region.
Putting my hand to my forehead, I found
it sticky-with blood!
I felt alinost too ill to cry for
help, but at length I alarmed

°^ Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine 52, No. 1
"On Sleep and Dreams," Macmillan';
APPleton's Journal
8 No. 48 (1880), 35h; "The Stuff that Dreams Are
Made of,"
The Argosy hj, No. 1 (1889), Jk.
f^R^.^^'^''''f°^^^^^^
UObl
,

.

12^; John Cunningham,

,

Hatton, "On Some Notable Dreams," The Argo sy,

<^'l°oJ-^^
No. 6
(I060), 452.

—
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KEAT.—A

gentleman, who, before retirin;^
i
reading s book of Picturesque
'^'^
tLe
^SreLef^ha'^
journeying across the Rocky
^^^^ hf^as
Mountain/ J^^^"^ attacked
by two
Mexicans, and after a gallant f?^h J
?
captors believed hi.%rbe
1?''^^^the po's els'L
and in order to make him
""^^ treasure,
reveal i^f
I
torture of stripping iTs
SirLd'

^

oUi„T ^^^tH Sre*°

:

p:d=?L°'i:f ??ann:i'r=?:^^^^

..a ?oe3 .ad

^'^^^

e^^^SS^J ZT^lrrLlVtll

h:t-:a:er'\^:;tin a"

Z^TlH-l ^

and yakmg.
A man was lying in troubled
sleep, when a
phantom with the cold hand of a
corpse seized his righ? arm
5°^"°^'
the impression Tihe
^oi.
cold hand of the corpse, and
it was only after ref lec^infthat
he found the terrible apparition
to be Sue to the deadenLg
°^ ^ ^-°^ty night, which had subsequently
grasped his right arm. This was a
real ghost of the brain! which
the awakening of the senses and
the understanding expla^JedJ
.

^.--"The

only distinct dream I ever had since
I was about six^^"^^^^^^ ^as two years ago.
.
I
had
got my
5
head blistered
for a fall. A plaster which was
put on it after
the blister pained me excessively
for the whole night.
In the
^ ^^^^^^^ ^""^ ^^^^^^ ^ery distinctly that I had
°^ ^ ^^^^ °^ Indians and was scalped."

f

Reid)'^^

No

6^(1868)

^462°'''

Ifotable Dreams," The Argosy

"^'^

.

5,

Hatton, 462.
^' ^^o?rV,"^^^ Romance of Sleep," Harper's Magazine
o)
3^, No. 203 (1867), 643.

.

8ti

"Curiosities of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine
52, No. 1 (1861)
Dreams," Macmillan's Magazine
^^^^P
.1^^^^/???^^''^?^^^'
Q No.
54 (1864), 481; Joseph Hatton, "On Some Notable Dreams,"
9,
The
A^sos^r, 5, No. 6 (1868), 462; Frances P. Cobbe,
"Dreams as Illust^tions of Unconscious Cerebration," Eclectic
Magazine 76 (1871), 728Dreams, Appleton's Journal 8, No. 48
(1880), 555.
.
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REPRESENTATIONAL DREAMS

in the water some time
^^^^
with a ^oJ^ .oL
m lu"""
travelled back to the shores
immediately
of The ^
k
grey horse that had "been Jn ^^^^^^^^^P^orus, and to the old
float down from the direction
^^^^ --^^
o? llTl^'T.'"''' '

went on to say that "under clear
water, like the sL "
h .
seen his father lying, and
"looking as'if
wa
Tel^
upon he awoke, and made a memorandum
of the day, and the Sour
and the smell.
The reader will, of course, div
ne the sequel
for this is not the kind of dream
that is apt to deceive
The
father of the narrator, whose
business it was to hel^wUh ^he

L

^^^^-^^

vhLst Lading
a restive
resUve horse
hor'^'^'^^'^H
along the quay, had been pushed
into the water
and the accident having taken
place in the evening, his bodj^
was not discovered until it "had
been in the water some tLe."
lanr'tiliT^H^ ^""^"^^^

°^
occurrence-as will be doubtless foredifference in time between Burmah and

Ir"

°f the dream;
""i^^
«nf If
.-f the
and
dream-smell"
should seem to have been a little
"too
^""^''^
-h^" the correctness o?
^^^^^^^
?r other
.T' details is taken into account.
the
The revelation is
distinct and unmistakable. We have here
no hammering at "backdoors,
or throwing gravel up at "bedroom
windows." The brain
of the sleeping warrior was evidently
entirely responsive to
.^^^^^""^P^y ^'"^S'^ conveyed to him the message
^i^u/
of
his father's tragical end.
^"^^

r

—

TASTE.- "We were, I think, at the house in
L, where we lived
eight years ago. We had a new kind of bluing;
I saw some of it

53

{imV

"^^^

960%6l'^'

°^ Dreams," The Nineteenth Centurv

.
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in blue streaks in the
water. Father had ™,f
'
from Which our drinking
water came
i thought
""^^ ^^^^^^^
poison and did not see how
he could
S
had drank some of the
^
^'1'^^'
va^L Lfo^e i
It had a horriH
metallic taste (like the f«cf! J
<=

Z^f.^

night I .a. .al.
ill:; sL"^
of bells, Just such as a musical
clock r,r
might be supposed to Jangle
forth trlrl

^

^

%f

^Z t/T
hour

sent off to Madeira, hopefully,
for the benpflf r.f
Climate, rushed into m/mlnd,^and
^ said to .y e?f
anx ous about Richmond, I can't
help

thin^Lg'he

Cof
^TlT/^
vorsf''

27

*° find ihe
Clock that had chl'
cLcHhft^had
d"*:^
chimed.
There was no clock in the room.
Then
I rang up the garcon, and
questioned

him as to the eS^telce
Hot on^y vas
there no chiming clock in the house,
but (as far as the waiter
was aware) not even in the town.
I'was so st^ck by ^he SdUy
of the impression that I had heard
a chime of little beuf and
by my connecting the circumstance
with the Illness of my fke^d
in Madeira, that I marked down in
my pocket-book the daL of ?he
occurrence, and of my uncomfortable
feeling about Richmond! Thl
exact hour when I seemed to hear the
small ghostly chi^e was at
course, not precisely known to me, but
by the complete dartaesf
"""^^ September, I jessed that he
?hlnf
l"'"^ four
thing haH'v
had taken place before
o'clock.

tLV

J

^"^ contiguous apartment.

A fortnight or three weeks later, I received
a letter from
a brother of Richmond, announcing
to me my friend's death at
Madeira on the night which I had noted down in

my pocket-book:
hour not mentioned. Perhaps a year after
this, I handed down
to dinner, and sat next to, the widow of
Richmond, who was on
a visit (to London) to this brother of
her late husband. I conversed with her about her husband's illness
and death. He had
been better on first arriving at Funchal, and
his death had
come on suddenly. After I had mentioned
my fancy of the chimes,
and the singular impression connected with
that fancy, Mrs.
Richmond said, "This is most remarkable! On the
night he died,
he was worried, as he had been several times
before, by the

^^Grace A. Andrews, "Studies of the Dream Consciousness,"
American Journal of Psychology 12, No. 1 (19OO), 132-I33.
.
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^''^''^

were actually rlnKins aT th.
breathed i.is\lTtTnM\2lrd''

"^^^^

the bells
husband

together
With two foreign TDsvchoio^n!^
^""^
"^^^
parentis succ^e^ed'^S^
L*\d\'?:rSro ^tS^' 0°"mal, for
I saw their names on the
title-m^e
I
was put in .y hands. It
sirpriSd „e tLrthou^h
^^"^ ^">i
well, he should have ceased tn b^?^
'
Which I satlsfact^rlirScou
i

.

ef

ZdT?oi'LuV^'°'''

MlS^.—In

the dreams of one of us the
sense-images are present
in their natural combination
as in the waking life.
?he presence
'''''
pressure'is shown i^ d'LL 2
W
W..
I seerr\'^
seem to be
a beautiful wood, where sunlight
an d sha•

m

the wind, as it blows among the
trees, seems to sing a sons
I lie under the trees, while
the low

"

branches come brushing d^w^

^-^^

^^^^^^^^
'^?^
^^^^^^
A branch brushes
rbra'n^h
I
low over mv f.r.h>.o.v
pine needles, noticing the flavor.
."13

mT'
^*

i

.

^39^'^^^''^^'''"

(1859)!"

.

All the Year Round

.

2, No.

32

12Havelock Ellis, "On Dreaming of the Dead,"
i-sycno
Psychological
logical
Review, 2, No. 5 (l895), ^59-^+60.
^3sarah C. Weed, Florence M. Hallam, and Emma
D. Phinney,
A Study of Dream -Consciousness," American
Journal of Psycholo£Z. 7, No. 3 (1896), k06.
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EXPERIMErJTAL DREAMS

MAURY
His lips and nose were tiovif^^^ Tr-f-t-u
1.
^
that he was subjected to
'j'^^'
Irl^^le Z^^^^^^^
vas applied to his face,
P^tch-plaster
and roughly withdrawn,
^
w^thd.o
denuding the
lips and cheeks.

^^^^'"^
passed into the tocsin, and
snggfsJfdlne'ilifi!'"''

t'^ ?^

drL..'

""^^

T^^

r

v::rASf up!

^° ^^^^

s^el-l of a turning match
^^^^
'
""'^^^^^ ^^^°^Sh the
^He
^^^^
Powder-roo. of t':

Shu™

His neck was slightly pinched.
5;
He dreamt he was heing
given a mustard plaster and thought
of the doctor who had
treated him as a child.

£eu£s, a gang of robbers who used
to extort money from peo^^l^
by burning their feet with hot irons.
Passing on from ?hat he
dreamed that he had been appointed
secretary
MadSe D 'AbianLs
-""^cimies
who describes the Chauffeurs

I

.

The word "parafarmus" was pronounced close
7.
to his ear.
He heard nothing; but on repetition
of the attempt while in
bed, the word maman was followed only
by a dream of the hum
of bees. When the experiment was repeated
some days subsequently, and when he was falling asleep, he
dreamed of two
or three words, "Azor, Castor, Leonore,
"-which were attributed
to the interlocutors in his dream.
The sound of "chandelle,"
haridelle, awoke him while pronouncing the
words "c'est elle ' "
but without any recollection of the idea
attached to~thi
expression.
A drop of water falling on the brow suggested a dream
of
Italy, great thirst, and a draught of orvietto.

8.
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°'
ning, Which reproduced Tltolln,
te:pesr:;:ieh
between Morlaix and Havre, with
^^^^^^^ered
wMch tempest
tem^esf the
th^ .
experiments
seem to have concluded.

hT

LEWIS

Sitting near his head, and speaking
in a low but distinr>f
voice, I repeated a part of Poe's
"Raven/' commencing:
Once upon a midnight dreary.
I had repeated only three
lines when the sleeper ceased
to snore. At the fifth line he
moved a little. A? Le ?enth
l'^\^^/ll^^^^^on on his forehead, and he was nervous
As I
finished the fifteenth he awoke with
a shout.
He had "ad a
horrible dream. He dreamed that he
was struggling in the water
swimming to reach a boat, which kept
dancing'on ahead of him
He was at length exhausted, and as
he found himself sinking
matting
he uttered a cry and awoke.

^

according to previous agreement the men
made another
trial. *A*
An accordeon was brought in and one of
them played softly
for three or four minutes, and then
struck out with a lively
tune.
I was not awakened, but there was a
movement of the head
a hand was lifted, and it was not
until the music ceased that my
respiration became regular again. I dreamed
of standing near
a church in my native village, a
spot which I had neither seen
nor dreamed of for fifteen years. The
church building and its
surroundings appeared the same as when I last
beheld them. I
saw many people going into church, and
recognized scores of
them, seeing among the rest a dozen or
more who had been dead
for several years.
It was summer, and as I stood there sounds
of low, sad singing and soft music floated
out. When I awoke

"In the Land of Nod," Temple Bar

15 (1865), klk-kl3;
"Dream -Reading/' Harper's Magazine 32, No. I91
f^flS^^^"^^^^'
(1866), 653; "Dreams and Their Causes," Once A Week
23 (iSjO)
101; Julia H. Gulliver, "The Psychology of Dreams,"
Journal
of Specul ative Philosophy ih (188O), 206-207;
"The Stuff
that Dreams Are Made of," The Argosy kj , No. 1
(1889), 75.
,

.
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there were tears in my
eves and if Troo
^
that I could shake off the
i^eLmg of
fee?in«
o? sadness which
had left behind. 15
the dream
i

\^

STANLEY

«th

white elephants, one of which
puUed dowrtL alr-shlf
but soon released it and
then the whole herd fle^ o«
so many butterflies." This
imagery has the char^terLtic
=>ia^T;eristlc
quality of opium dreams.

'uL

Of

e.lV.VlllT'''''''''

''''

^^^^^

-

^^.^;^^-^^^^ting hearing repeatedly with
a middle C tuning
fovv within an interval
fork,
of two weeks, a visual-auditory
Treln

^"'"^
TrL^rT^
dream of hearing a fog

^

-

1— octave

horn, but no visual image.
It was the roar of a lion, but
no visual image I6

Another

ga"
^''''^
Ume

DREAMS BY SUGGESTION

m^m^^—^^e
mentions

author of "intellectual Powers" (Abercrombie)
the even more suggestive case of an
English officer
whose dreams could be prompted or changed
at will by words whispered
into the sleeper's ears or objects brought
into contact with his
hands or lips, by his actions, proved how
completely his imagination supplied the details of visions
suggested by the scant data

(1877)^^9^97^
l6

^' ^^""^^^

Dreams," The Galaxy

Hiram Stanley, "Artificial Dreams," Science,

(1899), 263.

,

2h, No. 1

9,

No. 2l6
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of such sense Impressions.
The 5nhi=„4.
expedition to Loulshurgh in
U58 ^ho Lr^J" peculiarity t''^
so remarkable a degree
In
.
that hlf ^
'""^ *"^"=5ort were
the constant haSt
of1^usin«
one time his mischievous
co^d ctld^hlm
^T"=^progress of a quarrel which
ended In a duel
"
were supposed to be met,
a pistol was nut l
tf !
fired and was awakened
''^
the Report
On I
found him asleep on the
°==^=ion
they
tol lt t Zr.^
J"**"^""
they made him believe he
=^Wn, when
had fatlen
k''
.ave himself by swjmlng.
'^l" *°
They then toM hf
pursuing him, and urged\lm
t7div: for his life
^-^fe , which he did,
with such force aq tn fh>.^
.1
cabin fioorr^y :^ic'^ Je'^w^s'

m

TunZ

tZf

I'tT

:::\'r.'i::d'':nd'°='r

r1aTaslLTL\1s1::j-

1

the^:^rhi:1rle1d:°?ound him

cannonading. 'The^y'therm^Iie^h
m^Sue^^L^rhr^f'
When he showed an evident
disposition: lT^lj:\i:!Z
this they remonstrated, but
at the same

Sf

Ll^:ie ^e'-a^ke^-^s'L^:?:::

time InS^ased
and^^he'dJlSg,

^^^^^^

h^^tCJi-td^fir?rusLffr^^:

r St-dr

t^^^

llTr III
A remarkable circumstance In
thL Lse was LaJ afte^
"°
recollecti™ Of h s d"Ls
earns,
bSrhad'^'f
out had only
ij-j a ^-uiiiusea
confij^pri -PooHrirr
reeling ^-p
or oppression or fatlmiP anr^
""^^
1*:''
they
™=
^ had beeTilanng
" piaying
sL'e ttrick upon him.^T
''^'f?*^
some
ropes.

.

§22m.---The

weaving In of events not suggested
took place
in the following suggested dream
of a hysterical patient of mine
which, as intended, took place
during hypnosis Itself! This
demonstrating how suggested
°'
landmarks may successfully be applied
for ascertaining glvfn
stages of the dream, or for
ascertaining Its completion
Since
it is very essential for a
successful hypnosis to obtain clues

iZZ

°^ Dreajnlng," Eclectic Magazine 52, No. I
John Bonner, "Dream-Reading," Harper's
Magazine
\l II'
"""^ ^''"^^ Causes," Once A Week
'
IV (l87o\^ \i ^f} ^"i"8
^P'- and
Sleep-walking," Chamber's Journa l.
7? ^l,
kJT'o ?f
"Preams," Appleton's Journal ft. Wn. 1^
.1?
n«An?'
(laaO), 554;
Felix L. Oswald, "Dreams and Visions. II,"
The Open
16'*9; William Plgott, "Dreams "
Argosy h^^'r.^l'-'-^^^'
68
nfl<c,!"'"'?I^J^°^"^^^

.

.^25;

.

.

,

r^'

.

(1898), 107.

fhT^
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as to whether suggestions
are materlallzlna

landmarks above mentioned becomes

evWe"

n,=
'

°'

Here is the suggested dream:
Patient ^h»li
a meal consisting of
beans, sweet cabbage app
es
to be

m° i'"""*
eaten with great appetite and
reUsh, and ?eay?L

«n,^

Z^'*

ThejDeans suggested for the dream
were to be oversalted

?ake hold of
and drink it

th^^?

^

^

.

imaginatively, i.e., in the dream
only
"^'"^ ^'"'"^ °^
^^^^^^
^^^^^

(2) After completion of the dream she would "de
facto"
wipe her mouth, as is done after
a finished meal.
On
awakening
awaKening
she was to relate the dream
spontaneously.
_

suggestions took fully, with the exception
that she did ^""t^
not relate the dream spontaneously.
When asked '
however, whether she had a dream, she
affirmed it, and when
questioned further of what she dreamt, she
said, "of those
darned beans; I dreamt I ate them with
great pleasure." She
then proceeded to the report of the
dream, rendering every suggested detail. But on being asked to describe
the dream exactly,
she gave the following addition, i.e.
dream fabrication of her
own:
She did not want to eat the beans first,
but then tried
one and it tasted so well that she took
more and ate quite a
few.
She also on inquiry gave the (non-suggested)
stage setting
of the dream, which was to have occurred
in the kitchen, although
the picture of it seemed to be rather vague
to her.^o

Bronislaw Onuf, "Dreams and Their Interpretation as
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Aids in Psychopathology, "
The Journal
of Abnormal Psychology k (19IO), 347-348.
,
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kinaesthetic/muscular dreams

universal and freqSL?"
cftegSrief o?

H. G. Hutchinson, in
failing down a

"^^^^

.. T^^
prS^o f h^^

Luin« dreaL

Prec^e

?

escapes the hurt that would
natuJaUy res^^t

Z:

H'^^'^^

frof thr^Jf

th^ese^l^J^eU"

11:Ts\Z7^^^^^^^^^
lar helier

According to
^

^c^^^^^^

helfthlrirrd^d/rw^Slfdif"?^; .^f,---nng -e^s HuJ:;in^n fSLI th^^

^^l^i,^

over the heads ofpedes
rians "'^L%i
others>o not
SS^ihif ut

aLyf

m^iii'^f
^
floating were also

'^^^ ^'^^

^^^^^^^^

llTj^lTe^TT''
^

drea^e'rt:^^

n si
crawling fellow mortals. Dreams
of
common, and two examples are
inclSd^

°^
^ o? '?u?ile
i'n'^-'r"°'"'^'
^''^''^ endeavor to accomplish
one's aims 7.
.
'""^^^ ''''''''''
^^^^ clreLrril'^he
drlLel-reffo^tf

ef?^rt

"

LSfn

t'o
'"^^'^ ^""^ frustrated hy an
inexplicable
. or
mr^v^i!
paralysis of
of the 1limbs
by some substance of a sticky
nature
through which it is his unhappy
fate to have to mo^e! several
Sever"
examples of such dreams are included
below.

FALLCTG
Until young manhood I was the victim
of imaginary falls
occurring at intervals of a week or
so.
I tumbled ovL terrific
precipices out of balloons, and from
the tops of trees like
California, but always, though alighting
with a shock,
Ih^ll l""
which
caused a nervous start, sinking into
some soft material
that arrested my progress without injury.
Whether I struck
on rocks, turf, or house-tops, I
always fell on my feet, sank
gently to my waist, and pulled myself
out with little difficulty.
I gradually acquired such a control
over my wandering fancies
that I was able to say, "l am asleep, and
therefore this fall
will not hurt me.
Instead of struggling, I would allow myself
to take the inevitable plunge, and by idly
submitting to the
force of gravitation I came to earth without
a jar, or checked
my flight in mid-air. ^9

^9"such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlantic Monthly,
^
46, No. 275 (1880), 409.
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in appropriate costu^f
who was rhvtlSxf
height in the air and theTfluiT.
'"""^''S to a great
1.^
though each ti.e she^^
''''''
^o^ched^ u^ul^ o^se'
ceased, exhausted and
^^^^
perspiring and h^d f n ^ V.
movements were not conLoUed
by'.echaniL and apparently
not regard mechanism as
I did
necessary
?
^^^^'^ ^^^^^
avoke with a distinct
^
""^^
I
xbcmcTi sensation n;
of oppression in the
20

^

ITTM''.

Tf'
•

chest.

FLYING

adapted for flying; therrfre
d^ls^^ lilT, '
and much space. The fP^i-inrr
I
complacency at finding -yself'^t
iheL di y'L^^ ts^'^lST^'
always feel that some time I
^ ^
shall surely fall!^?

^ Z"

Zl't^'l
vaulted galleries,

WOI^SWORTH..— He said that at times,
especially when he was in
London he had one peculiar dream,
often repealing itself
h2
thought he vas a large bird, delighting
in his power and freedom
of flight, soaring and floating
where he would. But the a^r
about him was always full of other
birds, some like himself,
some smaller, and his chief exhilaration
was in perceiving ^hat
"^'"'^ ^^^^
continued! ''l
could"
^°^^tantly say to myself:
'Billy Wordsworth,
^ni
V u
.
Billy
Wordsworth,
you had better look after your soul. '"22
PLANETARY FLIGHT.— The other form of persistent
dream is of later
occurrence, and takes the form of such a
flight through space as
would have delighted De Quincey. I have made
few attempts to
check this dream as yet, beyond getting back
to earth when I have
had enough of it, and rousing myself
when there is in it a

20HaveIock Ellis, "The Stuff that Dreams Are Made
"
of '
Popular Science Monthly 5I+ (1899), 729.
.

21"such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlanti c
Monthly,
^
46, No. 275 (1880), i+09.
22q. Norton,
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"Dreams," The Nation

.

1+3,

No.

IIO9 (1886),
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suggestion of vertigo. At fir-o+ !+.
after I had made .u?e of
^«
a sajfra
°'
tremulous Joy in the castlng
loose
earth™!^"'^ ^oai-lns off
with the rush of a meteor Into tho from
'
l^T
starlit space, passing ?he SjL^ 11 !^^T T^^""" °^ ="11about the^un^L :»"e^:':an'd
r ng^n": afut^^^^
joy of rapid motion, like
'^'^^
'
that fe?t ?n rtdw In „
cab or caaing do™ a gravity
road, o?
v'??""

u™%L

plSg
°"

f

?he

:nTbi:r^e^rfiis\"io\:rx"^=:-"^

S

retrospects; ::d
^Lnc^e* ^ o\S\rry"^eS:n:\'^="^^
panied by the feeling that I
may run ^y held :Sln t ^

IIT'

Z

r: ^ST;e?rm^eV"rr

?he-

T^Zs^ir^''

'

-

?an"= .

^.i"dre:vL:er?s?:f

FLOATING

fl^^ho:
cLovn whom

m

dismaying apparition of a
T once saw,
I
somewhat later in life, rise through

the air
a sitting posture, and float
lightl^ over the house
roof, snapping his fingers and vaguely
smiling, while the
antennae on his forehead, which clowns
have in common with
some other insects, nodded elastically.
I do not know why this
portent should have been so terrifying,
or indeed thai It was
a portent at all, for nothing ever
came of it; what I know is
that It was to the last degree
threatening and awful. 2^

INCANDESCMCE

.—

For about three years of my life, from
eleven
to fourteen, I scarcely passed a week
without dreaming two or
three times that I was living a kind
of divided life.
I seemed
to know that I was in bed, and yet the
real I was floating about
the room near the ceiling in the form
of several globes of incandescence. (I use the abstract noun because
I was not always
conscious whether the material was molten
metal, glass, or simply
gas.j
The globes would circle round each other;
sometimes roll
together like dewdrops, making a larger globe;
at other times

23"such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlantic Monthly.
h6, No. 275 (1880), i+05.

^Villiam
Magazine

,

D. Howells, "True, I Talk of Dreams," Harpe r's
90, NO. 5^0 (1895), 839.
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separate into a countless
multitude. The convno.-.present with me that if the
""^^ ^^^^^^
whole would ro^l I
come hack to me and all
"""^
would he ve?^ bu? ^
point of realizing this h«T.r^.. .
^ ^^^^^
to the
in terror before
^ constantly awoke
end cSe
so vivid that for a long
tZV I lljT". ""T '° P^^P^^^ing and
I knew the sa.e dream
^^^ht,wouM come 25

Z

L

f

'FUTILE EFFORT"

A girl starts out to take a certain
grocery to buy her ticket!
?o
refusal to sell U- fi„»^' ' !

"

tram puns

out.

^'^^

'

and sl.ply cannot "dash
he^seU

^enTLr-

t,-=i„

v

8°^= t° a
the grocer's
Sets one Just as her

^rthrroc^ksl^l^!"*"^

^

^^hf -L:d^-:.r ne^

°' '^'""'''^
^''"^
^arlfdre^s,
Ind
and easily
ea'sllf traced
trac°:dT
to injudicious Instruction of
some
kind ' from
"
which It Is so difficult to protect
a chlld.27

i,T^Tdm;iof:^'

"^'^

^^^^""c Months,

26;iugu^^ Wiggam, "A Contribution to the
Data of Dream
Fsyohology, Pedagogical Seminary
16, No. 2
2H-2l*5.
.

(1909),
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ORQAmST. —Frightful

oi-

distressing dreams

come Of themselves, eveh when
a case la point: An
organist

1^'""''

l.e.stM^Ttli:
of looal^eletoitv

La io^"®

"

the most difficult;
-l^he^ladlon?? ufrj h'^e^^e^^
JL^s^I: tf'
sources Of the highest emotional
gratification. One 'Ight
after his usual occupation of
teaching music he
t
C'.

felt^rr^han^^?

St\l'd°°\rr'''^:

a*i°lj^''

lllTctJtltlZV.'t LTtrhL^C^thT:? "

" ™=

^

""-'^ i^po::ih?:Mi.^^:
fe^^e any
^

etfect to these
:rfe=t™:
th^^' ^"V'^'
sublime compositions

^
Hp fvT«.=i
great and intense anxiety, a'nd
wUr;he':o
nd m^i^^bL^ pe^
severance; but the difficulties
increased, and h^s chagrin
4-

r

^^^^^
^^^^ ^^i^^
greater efforts
f '^'^^'f
'
efforts, trying
with all
his energy and might to make
the pedals act. But with all his
additional labor he could
not succeed, and under a sensation
of despair he avoke! He
was quite jaded and physically
prostrated, particularly his
legs and arms, which pained him
as much as if his dreamy adventure had been an actual reality.
There is no doubt Jhat if
he had not actually used the
muscles of his arms and feet, he
had yet expended as much nervous
power as if his limbs had
been exercised under the perfect
volition of consciousness .^^

f

SPORTSMAN . -•A
in dreams. He
game, and whan
rifle will not
game mocks him
sweat ."^^^

sportsman tells us he sometimes suffers
wretchedly
has to toil over rocks and rugged
ground after
he has at length arrived within shot
of it his
go off.
In vain he tugs at the trigger, the
with a ghastly grin, and he wakes in a cold

THE HAG .— -The dream that recurs most frequently
with me is a
very disagreeable one. The scene is an old,
dark, high building,
with many long, winding corridors and steep, rickety
stairways.
Through these corridors, up and down these stairways,
stumbling,
panting, breathless, I am chased by a hag who
brandishes a long
whip.
She is ragged, with hideous teeth protruding
from her
jaws; her dark hair is flying; and she pursues
me with a look

28"
"Dreams and Dreaming," Harper's
(1873), 158.

Weekly.
^

17, No. 843
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of hate and uttering a sibbf^w av, r,^4^^'"^
liglble, till I wake
i^^^^"
an a«onv o? .V°''?.°^
^^^^^^^^^^
terror; or
rather, I used to do so
sJnc^ T
realize that xu
to
it is
xb "mv
my aream,
dreL " and can wake^ mvc-p^i-p^^^^^^^
-u,,^
'"^'^
never resist the impulse to
'
.
keep it untn t

L

Z

systemic/organic/physiological dreams

follow tvo which indicate natural
changes in the physJoJoiical
state of the body. Of these, the
latter also illustrates very
nicely the changes in the dreamer's
consciousness occu^rLg
during the night. Several dreams
follow which exemplify how
dreams may foreshadow physical disease
or disaster. FinaUv
a passage from George Trumbull
Ladd is cited to illustrate
that dreams may be induced by internal,
subjective excitations
of the sense organs. Ellis' dream
of the psychologist/editor
xuux is
/
another good example of this.

FEVER-IKDUCED
CHILDHOOD DISEASES.— The beginning of life,
too, is the era of
those disorders which I once saw thus
emphatically catalogued
on a tombstone, that recorded the deaths
of three babies:

Hooping-cough
Measles
Small-pox
Oh dire diseases
I

I

I

I

I know from experience that, when such
maladies are hatching
the body, the dreams for a long time beforehand
are terrible
There is a vastness of horror in the somnolent
visions of childhood

m

29"such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlantic Monthly,
46, No. 275 (1880), i+06.
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that is never matched at any
later Derind

nf^^

verted. Then, the peculiar
horror seemed to
th.
very fine, spun-glass sort of
texture oJ the ^ebs and th^^L^^

uIL

'

^^^^^^^

-°-ousIy 'eoUen

nd uf^'
Malv'^whom I have questioned on
Many,
the subiect h^^rl l
'^^^^
^^^^^^^^ ^isra?S ^innl^g'Jn?inJL'';."
r'l'
finite threads
about their distended hands,
or highly enlarged
en^fr^ed
'
heads, was an amazing torment to
them. 30

hands
hands.

^^

^m.---I

had occasional attacks of fever
and ague, when I was
always light-headed." In that condition
I invaria^lfsSffered
in a way impossible to describe
further than by saying that I
shrank in horror from the inevitable
oncoming of a vast, impalpable something that seemed to be rolling
toward me to surround'
and swallow me up in enormous airy
billows.
I used to flee to
my parents for refuge from this airy nothing,
and vainly try
^
to tell them what it was like.^^

m^.—When he

had a touch of fever at night, and the
room
swelled and shrank, and his clothes, hanging
on a nail, now
loomed up instant to the bigness of a church,
and now drew
away into a horror of infinite distance and
infinite littleness, the poor soul was well aware of what
must follow, and
struggled hard against the approaches of that slumber
which was
the beginning of sorrows. But his struggles were
in vain; sooner
or later the night-hag would have him by the throat,
and pluck
him, strangling and screaming, from his sleep. 32

30 "A Physician's Dreams.
No. 31 (1859), 112.

I," All the Year Round, 2

~~

31william D. Howells, "The Contributor's Club,"
Atlantic Monthly 66, No. 272 (188O), 56O.
.

32Robert L. Stevenson, "A Chapter on Dreams,"
Scribner's Monthly 3, No. 1 (1888), 123.
,
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TYPHUS --In early manhood
I happened to
.
attacked
severe typhus fever,
with very
vhich has llrT.
never to be obliterated
whiL nie^o^v Jast""' f"'' -"iniscences,
may, perhaps, be of
some value as Ulus^raJl
°' ^^^^^
dream-land. One
peculiarity of these random
coUeciionfr
I were Mr, Andrev
^^=^^^^^6 ^hich, if
Lang or Sr
indite whole volumes) is
^^^^
t^^ frl fn^^Sf^' '
^^^^--ence of
delirium on the fourth
dafup'to wh^rr
Of the fever, the world'^?
'''^'^
sh'adSwf
wh^^h'Tti^e'd ""^^ utterly
confused, distracting,
nightmare -1 IVp .
^orrM-. but
still more, if possib e?
fwo'd of J^u??^'"'
^^^^^tless and thwarted effort to compass what aD^eaJd
i
°' '"'^'^'^
possibilities to the dS^er
He
could
not get anything ITor^erlTT'
^""^^ °" ^^^^
t
'^'^'^^
most
somewhere,
Ld co^Id
mouthed hags'and"h:?Sbircr
utf^^^^
^''^''^ corner,
and thwarted him in everv effort h.^^'^^
When wanted, or he w^I in a
f reign Lnd":itrno''"''^
°^
language, no knowledge of the
curSncv
fl
l^ad neverT""^
^^^^®'^^y
U
been
abroad
at this time en fh^r
v
.

,

/

^^^2

^

T

^

comSy

Le3

f

ftxavc,

aij.

witnm

his own mental vision

nnr^

tH-i-h

„

h^Jror and d sgust

m1.?r;'''\'^'

ha?"''

^^^^ trumpet^'fsounded,
f"^''^
'''^^''^^ '""^^ ^^^^
what
Tcall the ITiX
I
t'"" Just that
^^isis. For,
after
moment everything seemed
tr.
.t
to Change, and all was delightful
and even ecstatic. 33
a d--- ui: Jh:n

TrT"'

heard but little talk of malaria
in the hills of
Eastern New York, but I remember
there was suffering from fevers
in the neighborhood.
The vision or sensation was this:
I slw
a something, round, bright, and
white, which expanded with in'^'^'^^
extingu'ishing aU earth
'
anrei^Hi'
""^'t''' ' "breaking the
and earthly existence,
barriers of the heavens."
I seemed conscious of the moment
when this expansion reached the
limits of our solar system and passed
on through stellar space,
annihilating everything.
"Now," I said, "there is only God ani
instant of crushing, awful loneliness came,
I
awoke. There never seemed any sense of
duration of time. The
whole was like a lightning flash, with
intense consciousness,
of infinite extended space. In the
recurrence of this dream
,

33william T. Gairdner, "Dreams and Will-Power,"
The
Spectator 63, No. 1393 (1889), 303.
,
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a meaning In the light
o? that mi.

or catechism ever tfu^hf™*'!^

^""""y' hara
inexplicable, which no creed

DRUG-IM)UCED

MORPHIA.—After taking

a few doses of mortjhia

I feit .

on^iLLrr"

e":s \'i:r:r\?i"
eyes,
visions, if I may so call them,
were constantiv h^fL^
and as constantly changing their
aspect;
scen^
foreign"^'
lands
lovely landscapes, with tall,
magnificent trees covSed
S-^^^ against me
llZTlllT.' 'tl'^'''instant, I was in a besieged city
^^""^
}.^^
H
^"""""^ "'^^
infant, whLh was
'
.n". H
l
snatched
from
me hy a soldier, and killed on
the spot:
T^urk
was standing by, with a scimitar in
his hand, which I seized
and attacking the man who had killed
the child, I fought mosi
furiously with him, and killed him:
then I was surroundedrLe
prisoner carried before a Judge, and
accused of the deed/bSt
I pleaded my own cause with such
a burst of eloquence (which,
by the bye I am quite incapable of
in my right mind) that jidge
Jury, andhearers acquitted me at once.
Again, I was in an
Eastern city, visiting an Oriental lady,
who entertained me most
charmingly: we sat together on rich
ottomans, and were regaled
with supper and confectionery: then came
soft sounds of music
at a distance, while fountains were
playing, and birds singing,
and girls danced before us, every movement
being accompanied
with the tinkling of silver bells attached
to their feet.
But
all this suddenly changed, and I was
entertaining the Oriental
Lady in my own house; and, in order to
please her delicate taste, I
had everything prepared, as nearly as
possible, after the fashion
with which she enchanted me. She, however, to
my no small surprise,
asked for wine, and took, not one, two, or
three glasses, but
drank freely, until at last I became terrified that
she would have
to be carried away intoxicated. While considering
what course I
had better adopt, several English officers
came in, and she at
once asked them to drink with her, which so
shocked my sense of
propriety that the scene changed, and I was in darkness.
Then
I felt that I was formed of granite, and
immovable:
suddenly

f

3^"Such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlantic Monthly,
46, No. 275 (1880), 1+08.
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a change came again
over me

and t

^

f

and fragile basketvork.
consisted of delicate
?hen a bec^el
audience and myself by
delighting an
movements vh?^h
earth.
'"""'^ '°
Presently, beLtiful
sights cLe bef
the depths of the sea,
treasures from
gems o? the hr.^^.
coral of the richest
^^^^^^"^
^^^^^s,
colours smrkSnf ^J
hung vith lovely seaweed!
°' ""^^^^
eager «LnIi
the beautiful objects
half
^^^^
that mssef L?
T"^'^
"'"'"^
Changes the visions unde^^eS
'^^^^^^^
lov
brooches and rings from
""''^^^
Zrila cules no/f''^^
^^^^^^
Egyptian vases; now upon scul^tn^^H
^
and lastly, I vas^^bu^^^^.^^^™ ^^^^^^^
time;
^""^^^^ ^"^"^
as I had read of but
never seen
^^"^^^^
I had pover, to a certain
?
exten; ,
Pleased me i could Lea
''^^ '^^^
asMe-^^ndT ^""^^^
full consciousness once or
'"^^^^^ to
^
twiL .1?^ ^

5T

fwL"
T

LSrset

I did not once lose

^fl^.— The

f

n/^f?

^*

my personal identity. 35

dream commenced with a music which
I now often hear

Jhe

r1

°^

cavalcade

human nature then suffering
some mysterious eolipserand
laboring in some dread extremity.
Somewhere, I knew not ^here---somea strife, an agony, was conducting,
was evolving like a great
°'
""'^
sympathy was more "supllTtlZ
portable S"'"
from my confusion as to its place,
its cause, its nature
and Its possible issue. I, as is
usual in dreams , (where of neces-vemant) 'had :he p»er
*°
and'yi: tad noT^:''''
'° "^^^"^
I lad the power, if I
^onif raise myself, to will it,
could
and yet again had not the power,
for the weight of twenty Atlantes
was upon me, or the oppression
Of inexpiable guilt.
'Deeper than ever plummet sounded'
^"^^
^
deepened. Some greater
TntlllTr' was at stake,
l^t^ some mightier
interest
cause than ever yet the sword
had pleaded or trumpet proclaimed.
Then came sudden alanns, hurrying to and fro; trepidations of
innumerable fugitives, I know not
whether from the good cause or the bad;
and at last, with the sense

TKy

35"On Sleep and Dreams," Once A Week

.

23 (1870), 546.
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heart-breaUng partings,
heart-.reaUng
partings; and ?h:n-!:l:l'T?':
thr!:;er asTini

a sigh such as the caves
of hell

si^h^r

T ^'T'I'

^^^^^^^ ^-^s, and

fu^'"^''^^^^-

!

^^^^

incestuous .other
uttered the abhorred na^e
of Lath 'the lound
-''^'
reverberated
everlasting farewells! and
again and vet
everlasting farewells! and
I'a^oke ?n stru^fie" ^^^r^-^^-^"""^^^
'I will sleep no more!'
(De Qulncey) 36

—

^

ii^;r:f tSr- tf:oj:%:ij-

^^h

^uL^srth^^
£fficina gentium. Man is a weed
in those regxon '^The
.fsr'
empires, also into which the
enormous""^^"P^^^^^on
popula^JoS of
;f Asia has always
.
been cast, give further ^nhiimn^,.
"''''"^^
associated
with
all Orien^a? ILes an Lages
^n
""^^^^ ^^^^
has in common ^th ?he rest ;f So.^h
'
.Odes Of life, brthe^^^L'r
an^

2tT

4-

cV

he^^^^il^/.ru^Sf 'Jf

trr-d i^hrr^h- i-aVs^s/~: ?Lr?rs:nht

reader must enter into before he can
comprehend the unimagLSe
horror which these dreams of Oriental
imagery and mytSoloScaf
tortures impressed upon me. Under
the connecting feeling
tropical heat and vertical sunlights,
I brought ^ogethe? a?i creatures, birds, beasts, reptiles,
all trees anf plants, uLges and
appearances, that are found in all tropical
regions, and assembled
them together in China or Indostan.
From kindled feeSngs I soon
and^all her gods under the same law.
I was stared
at'hnotef
at,
hooted at, grinned at, chattered at, by
monkeys, by parokeets
'
by cockatoos. I ran into pagodas, and
was fixed for centuries
at the summit or in the secret rooms;
I was the idol; I was the
priest; I was worshiped; I was sacrificed.
I fled from the wrath
of Brama through all the forests of Asia;
Vishnu hated me; Seeva
laid
wait for me. I came suddenly upon Isis and
Osiris; I
had done a deed, they said, which the
ibis and the crocodile
trembled at. I was buried for a thousand years,
with mummies
and sphinxes, in narrow chambers, at the
heart of eternal pyramids. I was kissed, with cancerous kisses, by
crocodiles, and
laid confounded with all unutterable slimy
things, among reeds
and Nilotic mud." (De Quincey)3T
_

m

^^"Breaias and Dreaming," Harper's Weekly

,

IJ, No. 8^3 (i8T3),

37j. G. Belcher, "The Romance of Sleep," Harper
34, No. 203 (1867), 61+3-644.

s
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—During a severe inflammatory
disease iI was .dosed
.
'f^-ease
immense quantities of oTDium
with
huf ^y.J
were distorted by pain
in^'su^h c ^^"0^0^'^^'
of distress that their
^""^ occurrences
reality exhaust pH
Once only was I permitted
a pLasant dJ^!! ? l""' ^^'^^ °" ^^^^h'
beauti^l park extended on every
Sde ' aS in t^°"''.''^^
"^'^st of it
was set a marble mlace ..h^oo
horizon and were ^^sr n
Wasurable
the'lil an'^e^'lt'^'f \°
warm red light of the settiL
^ith the
"''"''^
'
countless
windows, as it refJected
.Old.
ihe ent\rf
and
this rich crimson great
stars blazed and nasLd
liL'"'''
diamonds and emeralds. The
memory of that ^^^^^
scene
if
stronger
^^^^
than the memory of Niagara. 38
^

^

•

m

s'r:L\tr^:7;efiL^e'if

SALOL AMD CQDE nTO. ---t had a '^hn-r^ .Hth^
which X was carried hac!:1o%hri:;s^;iL'
^""""""^

a

^3^° rSe^rnrL^^

P^^i^^^^ ---e not properly
^^--^ dining'room,
there were
were'Lo""'
too many decrepits who should
have taken their meals
'^"^
"^"^^
g^-at difficulty in
fnlln^
following .1'
the procession up and down the
stair-way. The scene
and the characters stood out
distinctly and vividly. The dreL
was very disagreeable; it excited
and worried me, although it
had no basis in facts, and besides,
the feeding arrangements
were matters with which I had nothing
to do.
I remained awake
for some time thinking it over and
the falsity of dreams in
general, and then fell asleep again,
but only to be awakened
hy the same dream. There was no variation
in the scene or in
the faces.
I was more excited and annoyed than
before and
tossed about until finally I was once
more lost in sleep. In
a few minutes I was again awakened
by, or with, the same annoying dream. To make the story short:
I. dreamed that same dream
a^ least twenty times in succession and all
in the courii^
about two hours and a half. It remains
to say that every time
I awoke the throat had to be cleared
of the accumulated abnormal
secretions and the gargle used. The secretions
were certainly
sufficient cause to account for my frequent
awakenings independent of the dreams.

carL

,

.

.

Shortly after midnight I got up to take a fifteen-grain
dose of salol, with codeine. I was all out of
humor and wondered

38"such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlan tic Monthly,
46, No. 275 (1880), 1+09.
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for half an hour perhaS
^^^^^^S about,
and
i
in a Short ti.e,
a^fe:^:inu?es?ppa
a nev dream.
The scene was now shifted
f,^^^^^"^^^ I had had
hospital where I
vas at the time (Longcliff)
and tn I
.
t
incapable are cared for
'^'^^^
The subiect'wa"
'°
first dream, or rather,
set of dreams
.1"
?
not properly fed and nursed
"^"^
I was g;eatlvdi?' '"'i'"'^
^^^^ressed and excited, yet on thinking
over the maUer
utterly false
the dream was.
Now stranL
t
redreamed this also; I
awoke at least twelve or
???teentf'
"'"^'^
the same dream with on
y slxghrvari'ions "'n
^°^ally there
was some incongruity in the
scenr burth^V
^^^racters
always
appeared distinctly: AtTo'ctock
morning I took another
ten grains of salol.

H

TZTl

T

•

.

f

ilMT
^

oomH^°

brief, I had a third set of
dreams.

worry m^e'^and'^hat'^h'
Characters!

'^^^

.all that I
one and d d Lt
Incoherency in the scene and

"pl^t

.

experience, which occurred two
years ^Itei
later, or, to be exact, on the
early morning of February
3,
^^^""^ ^^"^
previous to this date we had an
epidemic
,r influenza; many of the
of
patients and employees were coughing
complaining in general. I too became
affected
and TfZl .^
remedies without any decided good re^fr""^ on the
sults, finally
evening of the 2d, took twenty grains
of
salol and one-fourth grain of codeine.
I slept fairly well during the fore part of the night, but
the nares being stopped up
^°^P^^^^d to breathe through the mouth. Soon after
midIZT. I had a very vivid dream.
night
The subject was a puzzle, or
measuring about 9 x Ik inches had two large
holes
fTT:
.t""^
It lengthwise;
above these was a row of about ten or
twelve
small holes for pegs, arranged in the
fonn of a crescent.
In the
lower left-hand corner were two additional
peg holes. This part
of my dream was very distinct. The
modus operandi, as I remember
It, was like this:
A sentence, a quotation for instance, was to
be thought of and the chief words, or
the subject and the predicate, were to be written on a slip of paper
and placed back of
the large openings.
A peg to indicate the affirmative or negative of the sentence is inserted in one of
the other lower corner
holes, and a number of pegs equalling the remaining
words placed
in the crescentic row. The board thus prepared---fitted
out with
the two chief words, an affirmative or negative peg,
and a peg
for each other word---is held up to full view for a second
or two.

m
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the company or guessers
grasT) aq munh
to construct the
sentencr^he hoard
giving the first correct
answer.

«

i

IZ"'''^'
^^^^^'^

^^^^ ^^^in
^° ^he person

Pu^^les, or gaaes, and who
"P"
ofL^ received
TJ''°
for new ones. In my
^^^
"""'^''^'^ 'dollars
feverish cond^Mil
Mils floated through my
°^ "^^^''^^ ^"'l-r
and tM J""k'
to do with the redreaming
^o^^thing
i dre^ed 1
time It had a charm.
Thf ne^'m' r^fng nowever,
^r^er'^'irdid'"'.^?*
it did not look
so promising: the idea fhr^,i^v.
having ta^e'n\llToZ^
ToTna 21 TricaUe'd
tvo years hefore, as related
above and n tL U.l^lf-rr °'
^'"^''^
wrote out the present account. 39
^
-

SaL

PHYSIOLOGICAL

^

HHANaT^.c!

The hodily fatigue which we
undergo in our dreams

attendant on the journeys he was
compelled to take

th.

t^lT

nl^hl

on°e*:rhis"i™

stumps.
Tt'^V'^'^^irt
The Scotch edition
rf^-'' of the same superstition
r^-r m.S!
uncomfortable. A keeper not long ago
was found if?er:g':gonies
of rheumatic pain, "from being
ridden night after night by ?he
witches
They threw a bridle over his head
which changed'him
into a horse, and he remembered
particularly the pain of his
tail growing. He was ridden to a
lake, slightly Lozen over
^^^^^ he^hivered'on ^hrbrl^k:?he"f:ci''f''^"''r.^
^^^^of ort in the night being used in both
a^ the foundation
as
fonn.
to a whole scaffolding of story. ^0

Another consideration that shows dreams to
be coloured, ac^^^^^
stomach or head, is, that frequently
a horrid dream turns off by degrees
into a more pleasant one. I

8 (l90l)^°^607-6or^^'''

No

"Redreaming Dreams," Psychological Review

3^(1874)^^285^^^°'^^'

Ecstacies," Eclectic Magazine

.

19,

.
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rememter once going to
bed after a
than

usuaUy

lat,,.

'"5^*'' """^ ""^ "i^e
take. My flSt
myself to be in so»e
^ ^-^Ined
loullTy TrllZ'^'l'^'
hotel.
^"^^""S at a mysterious
I was put to sleep
in a mv=fi
the hall Of an old
"'^"'^ ^-sembled
castle! A ltllue
at each of the four
"^^^'^
^"
stood
.
angles of tlT
di», shadovy bed,
^
wi^h'a trong Lns'^'or?^- '
me, when suddenly I
supernatural upon
thought i f. ?u 2
"
on their pedestal,
^he sense of the
I

LLmf

urLZ

'

r:T/T'

me horrifying and intense!
^loL «J^''"^'"'^'
which I strained my eyes
*°
*'^^1'>S
to see
It
f!"^'^ '""^''^
I vas, by a sort of
nightmare ?eeflnf t
l^ed.
Again the fibres' sLmed
stf^
This"! °f
continued during what ai:.De»r»^
things
I' ^
""^'^^^
statues in a fafciL
Sulde^ly'thT'";-. '
a^s, then stepped down from
*
Jheir ^desLL
PJ^estals, and advanced
d' '"f towards
me.
I struggled to aet un v,„t „
hever. all fhis time!
^
La^ned the fL°res
^l^lynow, a sudden change came
But
?°
over me
i^eit
'^^"f

'

T^'

"

"

ed™'.

t"^

t-sr-^a^n%S^^^^^
rr-^rrthe^tu-ht°th:ri-?^^

'T^:^^-^^^ - L-ii-\?r--

":und^?:he^
them oit a?'the door in a m'o^?'' T'^J"^ "°
avoke, and lay reaUy a^ase
^=^^^->^ awake for
Jor fih
f:'^
a short

and kicked

^"^'^

^
time, with no disaffrp^^^Sain I fell asleep. I was stUI
thiTr?'°\''^'
at the
hotel which was no longer
mysterious, taking breakfast
VI th some ladies, with whom
I had formerly t^avellel.
I wL thinking of my supposed adventure
in the statue -room, and came
?o the
conclusion (with some difficulty)
that I had dream^i?
st if T
o-hi^

.

-?

"^^^^^
^--^'oM
^'.^ T'^'
en?erinf
^'"^ '^"^^ question about the
room.
He,
?«n^r
f%fashion,
l'^^^ began
landlord
to prose in reference to my

Ju t ^hen
in real

bedioom

excus-

sa^ng h:°:eart

nevw
newly furnish it
?t' soon, I felt
myself quite ashamed of my suspicions
and concluded I had dreamt the
statues. Still, I wanted ^o be extra
sure and requested that the
landlord would take

me ?o look at Se
^^^^^^^^
with me to
S°
the
the'rZ
room, and, when
I '1
I saw it, the last lingering
ideas about the
supernatural or the tricky, disappeared
from my mind! ?here were
^^^'^'^'^
whoL ^partTenT
^'^^^ tester-bed, and its commonplace aspect-for
I
""^^
proportions of a baronial hall to those of
l\ltt
°"--^o°ked
so unfit for an adventure of any kind
^^^^P^^S-f
th«r?
that I laughed the mward laugh of
Leathers tockings, to think I

TtlVVT/r^

T

,
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had ever been romantic about
it
Tn fh^o =
I again woke.
°' sensation
A third time I slepf f^l
carried on, but, by the sole
thread 'of ^heidea'rtr" n''' ''"'^
travelling. I
was on a pleasant tour- I vs., wi
u
inn .a.
fa. .e^L^d/o:?; S^L^e
ef :nria'S:^:r.r^ S??""
Of many lands greeted me
Glimpses
agreeablv and at hl%
usual .ou., X a.o.e „UH
^
Aee.S-or^.^^.e^'L^:::

^

T

^^

This dream, or rather series
of dreams, represents

.or.

T flon>.^

first, horror, then nightmare,
then effort and exertion whJc^
overcome nightmare; then alleviation,
relief ve? Jh?^/
"'^^^ Perpiexity!"^j::
^n,
and ^Ub
aM
with the passing '^l'^
of that vorst of the small hours,
when
min
die most, and (as the poet says)
"Heaven's breath is ^oiaest,
coldest "
comes true good sleep. ^1

\ l

SHADOWING FORTH PHYSICAL DISEASE

ULCE^.— Nightmare

is generally caused by indigestion,
but the
persistent cases usually arise from cerebral
disorder. Thus a
man in Edinburgh, who was chased every night
by an infuriated
bull, and gored with its horns, was found
on his death to have
been suffering from an ulcer formed at the
base of his brain. ^2

ERUPTIONS.—A couple

of months ago I dreamed I was kneeling in
a church when a spirit came and cut away
the flesh from a certain

part of my back.

A few days later some eruptions broke out there.

.—

TYPHOID
A few days before coming down with typhoid, I dreamed a
stranger threw oil on me and set fire to it. I felt
myself burning and woke.^^

^^"A Physician's Dreams.
(1859), 112-113.
^2

~

All the Year Round, 2, No. 31

I,"

"Dreams," Appleton's Journal

.

8, No.

kd

(1880), 558.

^3james R. Jewell, "The Psychology of Dreams," American
Journal of Psychology I6, No. 1 (1905), 9.
.
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time a severe carbuncle
appeared
life tn the space of three
days

thH""'

^ ^l^""
'^™l°«tl>i8 his

EPILEPSY.
An educated and verv sen^lhio i.^, u ^
rather fatiguing social day.
^
Sn reti^in^ to Ld .
asleep and presently dreaa'ed
\'
that an Id'
approached her, holding out an
iron crovn a^paren^w of .
enonnous
weight. As he drew near she
5
recogniseHnP
who had heen dead for .any years '
HradLess d L'rth1s
''M''''^'
daughter during my lifetime I
was forced to'ear thi'
;ovn^
descends "o yrnrpJace'd xT
^^^^ ^""^ gradually disappeared.
Immediately
IL
I
she felt
a weight and tightness about
her hrow. FurtS to add
to her torture, the rim of the
crovn was studded on the Inside
with sharp points which wounded her
forehead so that blood ^an
down her face. She awoke agitated
and excited, burothe^i^e
'^^^ '^'^'^ '''''^ -re^'tha^ ^ if
an
hour.
anl^ur'V^alfr^'
On falling asleep again the dream
repeated, with the
'""^
apparition of 'her father now
Ittl
reproached her for unwillingness to wear
the crown. When she
awoke again she found she had been
asleep for three hours. Again
she returned to bed, and the dream
was repeated in broad daylight.

LLld^^hf

^

^

^""^ ""^^^

the circumrecollected having heard her father say
'P^^'
had been subject
^'^^^"^ ^^^'^^^
.^
"
ln epileptic
to
convulsions consequent on an accident, and
that he
had been cured by the operation of
trephining.

.t«n.f
llTt^.

?T

J7

J

On a sister entering her room, she proceeded
to narrate
the picturesque vision, which had naturally
made such an impression on her memory. While thus engaged, she
suddenly gave a shriek '
became unconscious, and fell upon the floor in
true epileptic convulsions, though the attack was but a slight one.
A week afterwards, the dream was repeated, and was followed by
another attack.
Under suitable treatment both dream and attack
ceased to occur. ^5

/

oo

1^^"^!^^

(l«a9), Jk.

Stuff that Dreams Are Made of," The Argosy, hj, No.

1

•

^

^5"The Stuff that Dreams Are Made of," The Argosy, kj.
No
(1889), 76-77.
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INTERNAL SEUSORY IRKETATTniVc;

P^raAL.— The

most elaborate visual dreams may
originate in
xntra-organic excitement. Perhaps a
harder problem' Suld not
be given to my experiments to solve
than the
following:

How can one be made by such excitement
to see a printed
page of words clearly spread out before
one in a dream^ How
can so orderly a visual phenomenon
owe its origin to chance arr.n a.
ments of the "retinal dust?" But I
have several time ""ly
caught my dreaming automaton in the feat
of having just performed
this transformation.
On waking from a dream, in wh^ch
I'^ad Ss°^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ f°^°^i^S ^ords and sentences
J r^""
and had
been engaged in reading these lines by
sight.
I have
clearly detected the character of the retinal
field which had
originated such an extraordinary hallucination.
The minute light
and dark spots which the activity of the
rods and cones occasion,
had^ arranged themselves in parallel
lines extending across the
retinal field. In other words, the clearly
printed page which I
was reading in my dream faded into an object
that appeared to
my waking consciousness like a section of an actual
page of print
when seen through an oval hole in a piece of paper
at too great
a distance to distinguish more than an occasional
fragnent of a
word, and even that dimly.

uightmare/incubus

Nightmare was often considered a phenomenon of sleep as
distinct from dreams as somnambulism. Yet nightmares were
similar to some dreams, in that they were generally ascribed
to physiological causes:
functions of the alimentary, respiratory, circulatory, or nervous systems. There were many writers
who categorized all frightening dreams as nightmares. The first
nine dreams below are all characterized by some such element
of
fear.
Often emphasized was the element of repetition, which is
illustrated in Howe lis burglar dreams, which were reduced to
what he termed "conventional" dreams. True nightmare was nicely
described by Macnish, in The Philosophy of Sleep
Ernest Jones
asserted that "the prominent manifestations of Nightmare are seen
to be an overmastering dread and terror of some external oppression
'

.

^°George T. Ladd, "Contribution to the Theory of Visual
Dreams," Mind, 17, No. 2 (1892), 304.
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aUrSSS

Nathaniel Sha
t
s ?:a™re%rr°'°f
"''""^d ancestral
fear:
"The real terror which we feel f
nightmare was the spur to
°f
fSght In the
onr ancestors, man a'nd
*°
"^^^'^
bLte
e ^^^"jec-cea.
S rclef-S^"Jones'
explanation, of which thP final
illustrative, is hauntingirre.\Ss°ce'
r^^^^

^

tve\
^-

f

th:f"tjr.^f/r^°^°^^^^^
int jr.:ntTeS^^^
sexual desire. "^9

^.T^'

'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^S ahout some

-

expres:^:^:^

fom

of 'repressed'

FRIGHTENING DREAMS

.—

HOWELLS
I remember dreaming when I was quite a small
boy
not more than ten years old, a dream
which is vivider in m^'mind
than anything that happened at the
time.
I suppose
ca^e Te
motely from my reading of certain
Tales of the GrotesquHnd the
Arabesque, which had Just then fallen
into my hand; and it involved
fire-company in the Lttle\o^ where
°'
I
iml^
lived. "V^'""
They were working the brakes of the
old fire-engine which
'
''^'^ ''''''''
their h:nds rosf
Ind fetftr ^'^r'" \° heart-shaking
and soul-desolation cry
'
of
^""^ ""l
^^^^
^°thing more was the
bndv
body of my I'
horror; and if the reader is not moved
by it the fault
IS his and not mine; for I can
assure him that nothing in my ex^
perience has been more dreadful to me. 50

L

-

T

HARRIET MARTINEAU.— She relates that, of her
many childish
fancies, perhaps none was so terrible as
a dream she had when
she was four years old.
"l dreamed that we children were taking
a walk with our nursemaid.
.out of the public-house there came
a stag, with prodigious antlers. Passing
the pump, it crossed
.

^TErnest Jones, "On the Nightmare," American Journal
of
Insanity 66, No. 1 (191O), i+06.
.

^^Nathaniel S. Shaler, "Sleep and Dreams," Internationa
" l
Review 6, No. 6 (1879), 2k3.
,

^9jones, "On the Nightmare," k09.

50william D. Howells, "True, I Talk of Dreams," Harper's
Magazine 90, No. 5^0 (1895), 839.
,
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"

5°^°*='^ ""t^ its
foot to the pubSo house
Ti'.rll .^^^
*°
maid declined, and turned tn
'
^''^^""S me In. The
By the tl.e we were ^t
P^^*:ur^°dooTit
steps
the dark; but In
t''^
t^kUchen
iT
l^'My mother was standing at the Tr-TJlT t "^^l=^^8ht sunshine.
Uned me up, and

ITVT

m

sermfift^rr^rannalrL^Xi

T

f^-c;™^on;LT-e^^^t\^^^^^^^
Sor^iiL':^-

—Tw^-L^d^^y*- rs^

^.'^^^^^nce
thrilled me with ghostly terror
Thil f.o^f I
nated in .y dreams for yearsr^inaUy
vanShed
period the tormentors of my depose
were ?hf^oie palpahl^
^'^^^^
who/2:tJ^es herllTea by m:rti\''"''''
aided
martial noises, sometimes approaching
with awf^al, silent
'°
^^^^^
concealed
^
prone ^?orthe'?i''°'''''°"
crouched cowering in corners, in
the
^
?^^n
frenzied endeavor to keep out of the
range of sisht nr^y^T
,
^
^
through which the death shot was to
^

ZTiriT'

™^

Z

T

stSke mf.

I habitually take journeys now
o 'nights on railroad trains
which are so oddly constructed and
conducted as to place me iT
most distressing and perilous
positions; they move in extraordinary ways, cause unforeseen and
unprovided-for emergencies
and perplex me continually by their
behavior. I also go through
in preparing for these Journeys,
-trunks 'waiUng'
loT.
^ '""^'^
^^ntents that should
^^^^

nu

them

.52'^"

PRINTING SHOP.— The one which most disturbs
me is that of printing; and now, for over half a century
since I quit that business,
1 may say, without exaggeration, that hardly a month
has passed

No.

3^(l89l)%oi

"Children's Dreams," The Argosy

52william D. Howells, "The Contributor's Club,
66, No. 272 (l880), 56O.

Monthly

.

"

.

52,

Atlantic
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in which I have not
dreamed about it
am over-fatigued, or
^^^^ ^
when from o^her* cause
I should premise
that during about el^ht v.
' ^^^^^^S ^^^1xng commenced business
before I was nine teen'^T^'
and for six years of
""^^
publisher.
the time thl edJior o?'
My labor the larger part
""^^^^^
newspaper,
'
^
of thift?^?
encountered violent opposition
''^^'^^
^
fromTsI^U^
party, which sought by
Political
most unfair means Jo
Of all this my paper was
'^^'^
regulaSy issued nevP
appear on the promised day
""^'^'^^ ^°
Tt pJbUcaUon'
about this dream is that,
""^^^
singular
although noJ
^^^.^^^^^^ the same in its
details, it is invariablv
attend?.
and failure. Often^llh^'n^^tl:^
sf^y ^dUorLi:^^
'r''^
in time; I am behind in
"""^^^
getting the types se? ?i'«J^
making
up
foiTOs they are thrown into
the
.
nT
thing that' comes to^is^urb'me
and I'do not"'
succeeded more than once or tw
'° '"^^
ce in gettJn^ .T'"^'"
erally^I,,am so much harassed
that

^^

f

7

^

Z

^ ^

^nr^l^

.— The two chief troublec=
"f^ical and e.ery-Zy'llZlTe
STEVENSON

and airv one of hf^n

ar,,^

^

of h^.

or/^a"d'Sf
and the ultimate
^u'-":

s
o^uuuj. i^asKs

recite some fom of words, on
which his destiny depended his
tongue stuck, his memory was blank,
hell gaped for h^m ^nd he
would^jwake, clinging to the curtain-rod
with his knl^^ ^o hL

EMilS.—A

lady dreamed that her husband
called her aside and said^^^^
'
'^'^ you'som:?Mng.
'
I h^^e t°o'k ira"m^n°' rf '
necessary, to put him out of his
agony:"
t l
He flV.
then took
her into his study and showed her
a young man lyinf
with blood'
But how will you do It?" she asked.
"Bufhow
"Never mind," he replied,
leave that to me.
He took something up and leaned over
the man.
She turned aside and heard a horrible
gurgling sound. Then all

^

L

---^

No

The New England Magazine

3^(l890r°328''''

.

2,

5^Robert L. Stevenson, "A Chapter on Dreams," Scribner's
Monthly 3, No. 1 (l888), 123.
.
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was over.
'W/' he said, 'Ve must get rid
you to send for So-and-so's cart .J I ^.u of th^ hoH
^ ^^nt
^'"^ ^ ^^^^ ^°
The cart came.
it."
4ou mus? he?^^:
he said to his vife- Vive me
"""^^
P^^^-l/'
^
.
""ft
into a parcel, Ind^;ith'^;:rrL
-^e^t
e'^l^fC^^^^^

T

acuities of thl sLua?!™

Z7l'

tlons, said he would take ihe
hody'ur?:

to him
f ^^^"t^'l
'"'"^^^^

? --'^ "t/^^^i^ti:

f"^-

"m

^-p

„

.

,

-scoveredf a^nd^ tL^\a"i\hLHh:1Srir

—

and threats!5r'

°^J—

:^'^

nusDana.
"sZd"' But
B^ih-f
the dreamer had all alone hppn fnii
recall,
rel^lf^rre":;;"
before vakmg

the dlf-

terror, was looking out of the
vindov
ounded the house with shouts of

Wer.

—

RUTHEBFOED
Perhaps the most curious specimen of
this class of
dreams that ever came under our notice
was this one. The subject
vas a boy of thirteen, busily employed
during the day and devoting
his evening to the class-room.
To allow time for study he rose
early and retired late, never wasted a
moment, denied himself
everything in the shape of recreation, and,
with the exception of
his walks between the school-room and
his place of business, took
no exercise.
The classes he attended were formed in
great part
oi adults, all of whom had much
more leisure than himself, and most
of whom were merely renewing their
acquaintance with former reading:
yet the boy managed to keep abreast of
the very best of his classmates. Of course such exertions could not
be made by a mere child
yith impunity. After six or seven months of
them, he became subject
to a singular malady.
He never left his books so long as his eyes
would keep open. When they refused to labor longer
he retired
to fall at once into a heavy sleep. From
this, however, he was
sure to start, in half an hour or thereabouts,
under the influence
of nightmare, which compelled him to recite aloud
every word of
the lessons of the day.
The thing was most painful, but there was
no escape from it.
Once in the grip of the tormenting fiend, he

—

55Havelock Ellis, "The Stuff that Dreams Are Made of,"
Popular Science Monthly
(1899), 73O-731.
,
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was constrained to go on repeating
declensions, conjugations
'°

very^ast'syUa^?

:
Then the fit left him to a disturbed
ihr?hrfit\e'?rv'';
and unrefreshing slumber
There was no remedy for the disease save
discontinuance of study
^'
and to this the boy would not consent—
even though this mo

f

tlon.

At length he was favored with a strange
dream. A face
seemed to bend over him— one that he had
never seen before, but
whose features remained ever afterward fixed
in his memory.
In
the decline of life he used to tell a
most interesting story of
his meeting with that face, twenty-four
years later, and of the
decisive influence which its owner exercised
over his destiny.
This face, which he described as beautiful,
spoke in tones delightfully sweet, to this effect:
"If somebody will watch by
your bed, and, when the nightmare seizes you,
recite a certain
passage (which we shall specify presently) "you
will be set free
to sleep
peace.
It was not until the dream recurred more
than once that the dreamer ventured to mention it.
It was laughed
at by all, save an elder sister, who made up her
mind to give a
fair trial to the remedy so curiously suggested. She
did so when
her brother was next undergoing his torture. Hardly
had she begun
to speak than he ceased to go over his lessons, and taking
up the
passage after her, he went through it to the end-— quite involuntarily as before, but very differently, with an ease and comfort
perfectly indescribable. When the recitation was over he sunk
into a calm and refreshing sleep. The experiment was repeated
night after night, and always with still more satisfactory results
than before. By degrees the pest relaxed its grasp, and in nine
or ten davs vanished forever. The passage employed was the "Lord's
Prayer. "-^^

m

INCUBUS

DEARBOM.

This nightmare always took the form of a great wave
of something gradually rolling towards me and finally engulfing
and oppressing me to a painful extent. It would roll up a huge
shapeless mass of no particular material, but always irresistible
towars me helpless and overwhelmed. Most often it finally appeared to be a huge soft pillow or even formless feather bed,
but without color or other qualities save that of engulfing and
terrifying. At its worst on various occasions this mass as it

-'^John Rutherford,

693.

"Dreams," Every Saturday

,

l6 (18t4),
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^

me. 57

areaaiuL

m

only

its power to
overvheha

-r--

"^oVZrooTZef^^^^^^^

He saw t.e
imagination, as he afLr^a'ds
^'^^^^^^
feZTerlrZ
of his Childhood) enter,
"^^'"-^"^ P^^^^^^
fly rapidly^^^
upon his chest. The
^""^ "^^^ itself
terror of
the wall, the washstan'
^^^^^^^
the foot
°^ o?%he\
°^ ^""^
plainly as if
he had been awake. 58
'

1

T

BURGLAR DREAMS

.etau, f.o.

t^^:\Lr.j:.r.i;L-,:r

they mounted the stairs, and the n^rh;
s.o„e under the door in^or.
all that introductory detail
t v,o-,r<^
-

^v,

t

•

l.^

I

•

^o^se,
:flui"
till

^e^'LlLT
P'^^'^i-Lea
,

.

It is but a few hours ago,
however, that I saved myself

breakfast. They did not come with
that light of dark-lanterns
Shining under the door, or I should
have k^own them at once
and not had so much bother; but
they intimated their presence
in the catch of the lock, which
would not close secure^y^and
'^^'^
they were not ghosts.
I thought of tying the
door-knob on the inside of my room to
^^<i-P°st that has not been in existence
for fifty
vL^^t'^r^'
suffering awhile I decided to speak to
them
^rlZ'k
^^^^ ^^^y
turned
into
a trio
f? L^^i.''^^^''
of
harmless, necessary tramps, and at my
appeal to them, absolutely nonsensical as I now believe
it to have been, to regard
the peculiar circumstances, whatever
they were or were not, they
did really get up from the back
porch where they were seated and
go quietly away.

Tt

.

n

^^^^°^f

.T
9, No.

.

I^earborn,

221 (1899), 455.

58 "Dreams,"

The Spectator

"The Origin of Nightmare," Science
'

.

.

63, No. 3192 (1889), 269.
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Burglars are not always so Pac^Ti.r
v
entreated. On one
occasion, when I found
a party o^thP^ .
of my house on Concord
Ayenue in cl^b^.-^'^^'"^
window oyer them to
expoItuUte tZ
in well-affected
^^^'?
'^P
surprise
He U^!.
dollar note in it, toward^
'
.e aM :aid
"oh^ n'''
me a twenty-dollar bill?"
^^^^Se
I expressed « r..? ;
had not so much money about n,!
^"^^^^ ""^^ret that I
r!u
"Go ahead, boys,"^d
'^'^ ^°
^^^t,
'.^'^
?hey ven^
^^^^^^^^^S
house,
not know what cine^f x't
i do
au!59
4-

?

TRUE NIGHTMARK

prehensible dread. Sometimes th^
whelming rocks, vhich^^r^sh him''
the

?

l^.il

n^

U

aides'

^^^"^

^''^

utMiJrr''

""l^^-

P-sphorescenr^arf:f\r^epui?hJ^^^^^^^

poisonous as the marsh of Lerna.

stunn:d^i

Eyerything horr^bL

^oZ^ij-^ir::^^-

d?!^

^2

crushes'hS

I

'r-^

o

ground
in helpless agony: mad bulls
in'heLle°''
and tigers pursue his palsied fnnf
steps:
the unearthly shrieks and
gibberish of hag ,'^1 ches and
fiends float around him. In
whateyer situation he may be placed
he feels superlatiyely wretched:
he is Ixion working for ages
at his wheel:
he is Sisyphus rolling his
eternal stone
he
Procrustes: he is pros:;ated
ine'^itabLT^''^
ineyitable
destiny beneath the approaching wheels
of the Car of
^^^^
consciousness o? a
malignant demon being at his side: then
to shun the sight of
so appalling an object, he will
close his eyes, but still the
^^^^^
presence known; for its icy breath is
IJl^K.^^"^^
felt diffusing Itself oyer his yisage,
and he knows he is face
to face with a fiend.
Then, if he looks up, he beholds horrid
eyes glaring upon him, and an aspect
of hell grinning at him
with eyen more than hellish malice.
Or, he may haye the idea
of a monstrous hag squatted upon his
breast— mute, motionless

L

4

ijfTT^

59wiiiiam D. Howells, "True, I Talk of Dreams,"
Harper's
Magazine 90, No. 5I+O (1895), 838, 840.
.
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and malignant; an
incarnation of the evil .r,.able weight crushes the
breath out of hi. f^^/^^—^^ose intolerdeadly, incessant stare
petrifies h?f viJh h
very existence insufferable.
^"^^ ^^kes his

lessnessHnd thrextent^Jrwhich%he^r=°^ oppression and helpcarried, varies ac-

cording to the violence
of th^^«.
feels himself a free
agent- on ^J''''^""''

^^^i^i^ual never
some enchantment;:M'?e\1inrar:nr:2:^^^^^^
^^<^tim for malice
to work its will upon.
!
He can
run, with his wonteTfaciU
y?
f 'pu^'sue'd'lv'i
he can hardly drag one
^"^^^^^
limb after another Tf
'"^J^'"'
his blows are utterly
ineffective; J^ J^vilved
i-nvoived ^f^h"
the fangs of
any animal, or in the era^r^ nf
"^^^

^

T
m

V

stupor never dep:r:s
r^l^f iT^lTIlllT1°='^''
one mighty spasm. Sometires
he
f^rclL^M^Lt?
^"
aperture too small for the receptio^
5
of h?= ? ?
^^^'^^
arrested and tortured by the
pan«s of L?^L
the pressure to which he Is
exposed or he ^
narrow labyrinth, and
sets\:v^^?:e1'irit:
^
d:rS'd::d ^ i^e^ ifin'oi: ^^^^2
intense reality
'
in an
ail fha4that he sees, or f
hefir<?
-Po^iTo
mu
Phantoms Which harass .uZlkZuoflr.
11^^^,://^'%^°^^
sounds which greet his ear
appallingly distinct; and'heniny
dlm"'.^ °' ""^S^^y
of the mosf^ar1
^---y
"i^erable Impress on1e4o'"'^'"^«

m

L

^

m

.

"

\r/°f

Snd if

SEXUAL NIGHTMARES
°^ ^ ^^'^'^^^^
h^^it, about fifteen,
appear 'd, was seiz'd with a fit of this
t^t/^'^"^"
Disease,
on. groan d so
and
miserably that she awoke her Father, who was
sleeping m^the next room. He arose, ran into
her chamber, and found
^""^
2^°°^ gushing plentifully out of
y^"??
u
her Mouth and Nose. When he shook her,
she recovered and told him,
that she thought some great heavy Man came
to her bedside, and
without further ceremony, stretched himself
upon her. She had'

Tr^'":t T""^

f

6o Robert

Macnish, Philosophy of Sleep 122-125; Ernest Jones,
On the Nightmare, American Journal of Ins anity.
66, No. 1
(1910), 387-388.
.
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eruption of the Menses, and
used to «roan .o

6i Bond,

An

f

^""^

^''^''^

hi

Essay on the Incubus, or Nightmare (lT53), hj,
49; Ernest Jones, 'On the Nightmare/' American Journa l of Insanity,
66, No. I (1910), 1+10-411.

PROPHETIC /premonitory

T^PT^am.q

The anecdotal literature of the
19th century was reDlet^
with dreams which predicted or
prophesied the fuLre ""l^^^^l
ing Class among them is that in'which
the

drLerp:;dicL" r::^

(presented elsewhere in this
appendix)
flTf l^'t^r'"^^'^
first
eight dreams below are illustrative
of the general ^aiegorv
of theorematic" or anticipatory
dreams. Among them are se^e^a^
which proved instrumental in averting
catastrophe or p^evenUnf

T^

^^^-^
'^-^ tS Iisce^nThe dream of the Senator's wife
n^ture'^Liicoin-rr''"'
^mcoln s dream was classified as a "symbolic mythopoeic
premonifTn^.'^
tion.
It announced a crucial event without
specifying its nature
The next four dreams share the characteristic
beSg wrong in
some essential detail. Mary Currie labeled
such dreams "abortivepremonitory.
Freud would later attribute these
omissions and
errors to the work of the censor. Finally,
there are several
examples of self-fulfilling prophecy.

f

ment
menror;rue
of true character occurs.

S

GENERAL PREMONITORY DREAMS
LADY D 'ACRE. ---She had a nephew staying with her
of whom she was
very fond. He was to go one morning with three or
four friends
to Inchkeit to fish.
On the night previous Lady D'Acre woke her
husband with a scream, saying:
"The boat is sinking; oh, save
them:
Having composed herself to sleep, in the course of an
hour
she awoke again in agony, crying, "l see the boat
is going down!"
Her husband soothed her, and again she fell asleep.
A third time
she sprang up in bed, screaming:
"The boat is sunk, they are all
lost:
Struck by the third repetition of so fearful a dream she
arose, threw on her wrapping gown, went to her nephew's
room, and
extorted of him a promise that he would not go on the fishingparty.
He did not go; and his companions, who went, were all
drowned

FIRE*
The story is well known in Edinburgh, and, so far as we
are aware, nothing has been adduced to cast a doubt on its
authenticity. A clergyman had come to this city from a short
distance in the country, and was sleeping at an inn, when he

^2john Bonner, "Dream-Reading," Harper's Magazine
No. 191 (1866), 650.
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his Children, whi, In the
a situation if danger. ^3

IT/Z

^''^

^" saving one of
confusion, had been left
in

st1ire^n\d4LS
^
preacher,
the

and

appearance of

hif "x??

The impression on her mind,
however, was vpt-v r^^or^. o ^ u
resolved on the next Lord's day
'morning ^o-nnd^hep^^crsh:

L

f

S°
of London
the
'
o^L^'"
.1 T""
other.
About
one o'clock
she found herself in the heart of ?L
cxty, where she dined, and aften^ards
set off agSn
search o?
the place of worship. About half
-past two o'clock she saw a
^"'"^
'^^--y^
determining
frse/T
^^^"^
meeting-room
o? the Rev.
R^'^'V
S/'^'' She had no
of
Mr. Shower.
sooner entered the door than
with great surprise she observed, "This
is the very man I saw in
my dream; and if every part of it holds
true, he will take for
^^ ^^'^"''^
0 my soul; for the
fll^ lT.y.
Lord
hath dealt bountifully with thee." When
he arose to pray
every petition expressed the desire of her
heart. Then followed
the sermon which, to her joyous amazement,
was on the very passage
which had been impressed on her mind in her dream.
The result
was her conversion and her finding that rest
for her soul which she
had so long sought elsewhere in vain.^^

S

JOHN ROGERS. ---Captain John Rogers, who commanded a
vessel proceeding to Virginia, one night left the deck and
went to bed,
leaving the chief -mate in charge of the vessel. About
three'
hours afterwards he woke, and heard the second -mate
asking the

3"Curiosities of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine 52, No. 1
(1861) 129; "Dreams," Appleton's Journal 8, No. 48 (188O),
556;
Richard A. Proctor, "Some Strangely Rilfilled Dreams," Eclec tic
Magazine 33, No. 1 (1881), 31.
,

,

,

6h "Dreams and Dreaming,"
Leisure Hour

,

22 (1873), 5^1.
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other officer how the
ve^^e^i ,,o
and heard the
reply that the vind
chief .ate
val Sir lla^ll"^'
captain then went to
'"'''^^
well.
The
sleep again In, .
him and told him to
^
P^^led
go on deck ^HeU"'"!''
to sleep again; and
^ent
again dre^ed thr '
edly, until he could
^^^^ ^P^^^'
bear
"longe/'hut'f
deck. The night was
dressed and went on
fair and th^T '
alar.. He questioned
^-^te
^he'.^?' and re'Le'd'"'?"
whereupon he turned to
go below but ^JT^'f^^'^^^y answers,
hear a voice close to
^^^^^^
him sayrCve the 1''.'
mate when he last took
^^^"^
soundings aid III.
The latter answered,
"About an hiur ago and'?
The captain ordered him
^^''^'^ ^^^^^ fathoms."
to heavP ^L f
were eleven fathoms
^^^^^^^^^
/and at a l^cond ca'st ''f
'^^^^ ^^'^^'^^
vessel was put abou^
^
The
immedLteW ^n/f
only four fathoms and
Thalf unler'her s^Ll
they found they were within
''^''^ morning
!
siah/o^fu American

f

U

TL

/

f

^

'

coast, and
that had the vessercontiiuPd^n^
'"^^th
^
f^arther on
the course she was steering
steer ing in ^^
the night she would have
gone
ashore. 65

OHIO FAEMER.— farmer prevented
A
a terrible
o=-i.ixuj.t; rail^-oad
railroad d.'..
.
disaster,
near Mansfield oiri^
^^.u

house

xr:?r„ik\^L°„

ri°?"^'H:°rei:?ef L^rSfi'^"

r

''^ "^^t^"^"! t° the chasm
""'"^
°"
early on
earJy
0^ the
tL next
n^v^ morning
to ascertain its condition.
The road
was apparently all right,
although the water was pourinfthroush
the large culvert, as though
it would wash the earth away
On toe
following night the fa^er could
not rest for thinking of his

dreL

5^°="^^'' his lamp

Tnl
prooeeaed to t'hf "J^"'
"'"'''"^
''^ f""""!' t° his
terror lha?
terror,
^in"' ^TJ"^
that IT.
the filling
had been washed out, leaving
nothing but
the unsupported ties and track
over the chasm! HearLg the

?rSn

clambered across the
dreadful
dSfurbreaT""
break, and running down the road
some distance, signaled
the approaching train to stop.
And so short

f

was the time tha?

°5

"Extraordinary Dreams," Once A Week

.

9 (1863), 624-625.
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when the engineer was
able to "hold ur," fh=
fev feet from the chasm.
But for th?
train would have plunged
do™ the fri«htJ^l
upon car, crushing all
to death
in

''"t

a

''^"^

iJs^u^Lfel"^'^^'

in
-^rlrnh^ri' TtL'lBrechin and seve"n from
°^
Mont:os:'":;t1:":
Fair, where he had a large
^^^^^^
Tarrenty
.
s™ if !
son Rchert, a hoy ll^^l:
^^^-t
s^^en^'a^r [g ? ^e^^Jf-,
to take care of the cattle,
'
and hapnenaf
grassy bank, and before
"^""^ ^
sunset

/

t^TZl

asle^;.*"™

Although the hoy had never
been far fr-nr.
diately carried in his
iniaginatiorL ?arSnty^^^^^^^
"^^^^^^^ ^here'T"
dreamed that his father, after
he
receivinrfhf
his return home, and was
foUoved !n

T

^^^^^^^
to flight.
He immediately awoke in fri^hf =r,H
!
-^u
to consider whether it was
a Vision or f'^aStyr^an™
slLl"'

- H Vlltl

^

T^7

—

^^^^^^^

"^^^^^

the top

S

his

-inning up to
A^J i
Mr Aikenhead's
assistance, found him victor over one
of the
villains whom he had previously knocked
down with a stone after
they had pulled him off his horse,
but almost overpowere^by
the_ other who repeatedly
attempted to stab him with a sword
against which he had no other defence
than his stick and his'
hands, which were considerably mangled
by grasping the blade,
^ad the sword
ran^^f ^
.1
T'"''''^
""^^ ^^'"^ ^^^^^
'
apprehended
and lodged
?^
i«n
M
in jail.
Meantime
there was a hue and cry after young
Robert
whose mother missing him, and finding
the cattle among the corn
was
the utmost anxiety, concluding he
had ^allen into some water

f

m
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or peat moss. But her sn-r-n-r-r
her husband raturneHlth
?ha

ov,^

Lv

a

T/l

f

'^""'^^

""^^^

where he and other guests were ^iUT^l came into the parlor
^""^ -^^^^^^
^i^^^^He had come over into Calif orni!
^^
'"""^^"^
"^^^^
Dr. Bushnell represents M
^^^^^ ^^^ore.
I? «
t
benignantlooking person!"^ ?he conversation\°f "^^^^^^^^

f

ha save hi. his story, the
sutstanS' o^^hl^h

h.f

he

n

^s^L'^^lS^^!!

-rh^L-L-SHp^-aieVtr^f ^

scenery, sav the men cutting off
what appeared to be ?^ee-toSs
^'"^ °'
distinguished the :err
features of the persons and the
S:t"res"of°f.''''
look of their particular distress. He woke profoundly impressed
with the distinctness and

f

'^'^

asleep'and dreLed
exactly
e'xa^rif the
thrsL'e'
same dream again. In the morning
he could not expel
It from his mind, and being
assured by an old hunter comrade
?o
^^^^

Ind"fi?trmi^

-s

a place, one hundred

^^ft^^t^/n the Carson Valley Pass, exactly answer.l
±nt fn
ing^
lL description,
to his
he at once proceeded

with a niamber of
assistants to that point, where they
found the company precisely
^''^^
:ing
Sr
(Dr. Bushnell,
Bu'r'^''TT
^
ITature and the Surernatur^l ^fe^^-

LLnt

f

CAMERA CQUI^.— I remember

the instance of an American family
that had settled in the northern uplands
of Cameron County, Texas,

^'''"Dreams and

King,
329
•

Dreaming," Leisure Hour
'

22 (i8T3), 5^0.

.

"Dreams," Appleton's Journal. 8, No. 48 (l880),
558; Horatio
On Dreams, The New England Magazine 2, No.
3 (1890), 328.
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but before the enri r^-r »
settlement, ^naTolf
°' ^ ^-«er
remained a mystery to
''^-^ons
their upland Lr'hboS™' T"^
thft
that buildlng-slte
^^"^ selected
^after a gocdlLi
proprieter of that house
tolHe a fef ve^'^f*"*'
It seemed a puzzle
^-"^ ^*
to me that nob^y
haf^re^^^-P^^^
It was a broad hill
l-ong ago.
with a fine
an abundance of timber,
^"^
we had
fine range
of soft limestone
^""i ^ ledge
within a thoSfand
could shape out a
"''^''^ you
°'
building-stone witf,
oould hope to find
^^"^
^ °^ver
better nei«hbori ,-^
picnic to celebrate
^""^^ly Sot up a
'
our Irrivf?
^
speaking folks within
visiting distance ^ufnT ' *° "^^^ ^"^S^ish
of getting an Improved
^"^^^^ prospect
road and a nosf^f/
after our first entry
^'
-""ths
I would no? h»v»
ten times my direct
expenses
But ^Lrha, f'"*
ranch seemed a haunted
1"^'
^l'^*
place and I Mdn't
night though people that
°^
know me are nSt 1 fv 1
stitious. I never was
*° =^^1
superafraid of ZlvT
and a swarm of ghosts
""2
™^
^
^ "'y^
would not scar^^^f
night, about a week after
^
But
one
I had ^o? h
Landing, I dreamt our
"
*° Brownsville
house was ?ackSd
whackers (Mexican bandlte)
°^
l^ush-'
and t^»? fh
my little boy with a cLb
°*
^""i '^lll^d
and then ? J
thing they could move.lwo
""^^'^^ ""'^ ^^^^y
Sghts
aftef h'."'
dream over again, and
I couS^ : evejy
T/'l' ^" ""'^
yard, when I tried to
make a bre»k fn7
Shot down just as I rushed
™=
through
IZ gate,
g^te'li noticed the very
""sn J^ne
horses and saddles of tv,-.^""-^ '^^^^ recognized every
one of them If I had me?%h^^
^^""^
that I did^^sif hrs"o::h«
'°
'
:r"t eTon*t*H
The idea began to haunt
^""^^"S*°
mrwhen that TrelTl .
third time, though I never
'""^ """^ ^l^"
Zll a
one morning my wife
seemed uneasy till all out- fttZu word tat ol"°"°'
then asked me to come out
.'^^'*^'"*'*
*°
»d
if
^""^ ^
think that there are anf rJbb!
y°u
me When we were ^uUe'Lne
-^^^
^^t" Ta
suspicioust" I asked her ba^k.
^No tat ? h.T "'h'"""
last night," said she,
^ ^^'"^"Se dream
with a sort ^f = I
^
Of Mexicans came to our^hL^:
n°d made^f
°^
life, and
just before I snf ihnr.^^cTU 4-u j
Z
^"^"^
'
Jommy with a c!ub.'' "Dfdn*t%
he"^
She said, "I saw you coUar
one of'the™' .VrT""'
"^^^^"8
in English to save yoursel?
y™
tat I,,,? '
J
*''''°"Sh the
gate I heard the crack of „',h .
"^'^
no reply, but ttat m nute
'
z ?e
"^harl
c:uld
•t'T'-"
and two weeks after I made
up^'^ Tnl To
were no Mexicans in our immediate
neighborhood at ?hat
,

tLlTl^l"llT:

J

p^™S f
ZIf

7

f

?iV

\^
f
f

stS

™

T

^e

f

.TVllllLlV^.l^.
hiUfaL
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made up an excuse about
'
schools and post
"J""'^^'
sell our pretty place
^'.^^^
'^^^^S^d to
for a fev hundred
must be half crazy, but
^^°^Sht I
I coulL-rSp^t
L'''^'^"^
after ve were gone we
^""^^
^^eks
got the news n?
The Whole neighborhood^had
^""""^
been lacked and
know my boy, I am now
^
morally cer?a^n th of T'"'^^"''' ^^'^
his ground and got
himself k^Uef i? le
hands on his mother. "^9
'
^^^^ any brute lay

omc

LT

MATTHEW TALBOT. ---ThP fnTT^.,-t
contained in t he appendix
tTa^SoU^'^L""^™ °^ *his class ts
and is no« quoted
aTpr^LnWng rather
earner a Ii?S'
different phase. The
Statement is said tn h«.r«

TT'

Hon. Mr. Talb"
given
hi.

m

father

Ih^ TZ'^^'^T^

^ords^^a^d ^^e^'hl:

-t*^- by ^he

'°

^^^^oi^Z/;^:^^^^^^^^
a dream three several
iimes di^S' ^
him to repeat the vhole^irc^
ance
ing.
He dreamed that he had^llZ I
his library, the morning
bSng hazy
his secretary to write \rZl f:
aven.. of tre^es^?
'

Of castle
recurrence of

—

^
L'm! f f ^^.^^-^
He'th^ ^^^^^^
ff^"'^"
himself
^""^

.

:pp::unL''=:\:°pe\°cii::d*

:.2ril

^=

r^J^^atlf

~

sS^^l^tLYHSd MrtSsTesi^te'la-^T

c'^lUdTt^fd'

"^'^

M. S^he? V:*:: tloJlas'"'

rode up, and drawing from his
pocket a packet of papers eave
them to my father, stating that
they were invoices beSng^nl
to an American vessel which
had been wrecked and drifted
upon

Court

Sgpellx L. Oswald, "Dreams and
Visions.
,

3, No.
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DISCERNMENT OF TRUE CHARACTER IN

DRT^AM.g

PSYCHOLOGIST. ---Several times I have
dreamed th«f

my trust and confidence were entirety

r..^

un^^hv of
such^r hLg

refused to admit the possibility of
lut ZtiTTn"
each case, it proved to be true.
I believe tha? I subconscioislv
perceived certain friends to be unworthy,
without reaUz^n^Jt
and that this perception was made
more ^vid and crystalSzed in
my dreams, as is often the case with
the unimportanf hing lf

one'

|M:SJ^IP1.-In

the winter of l8- I visited
Washington.
Quarters had been engaged for me beforehand
in a situation
sufficiently central to relieve me of all
needless expenditure
of time and carriage -hire in that "city
of magnificent distances
and splendid miseries, as it was designated
by Randolph of
Roanoke. Among the guests was a young man
of graceful figure
and singularly attractive features, whose
air and bearing were
at once elegant and modest. A slight expression
of melancholy,
which It seemed natural to attribute to the recent
loss of a
young and lovely wife, lent an additional charm to
his countenance
and manners. There was something in his aspect and
deportment
which awakened the interest of the observer, and made
him an
object of attention in the circles in which he moved.
He had
come to the city for that winter to fill an unexpired
term in
the House, to which he had lately been elected; and
though his
voice was not powerful enough for the old hall of the
House of
Representatives, where the clarion tones of Clay were required
to give ascendency to a speaker, yet there was an apparent
union
of fervor and refinement in his mode of speaking which generally
secured him a favorable hearing. Altogether, he might be called
a fortunate young man, and as such I spoke of him carelessly
one
day to one of the most intimate of my lady friends, the wife of

'''^J
G. Belcher, "The Romance of Sleep," Harper's
3h, No. 203 (i86t), 61+5.
.

M agazine.

'''Vames R. Jewell, "The Psychology of Dreams," American
Journal of Psychology l6. No. I (19O5), 29.
,
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a distinguished senator
now no longer living
daughters were among the
fairest S^nLenL of
society in the
metropolis that winter. She
was si^^f ^
exclaimed that she looked'':
hS
be surprised, no doubt,"
""'^^
continued she, "to hear ^i^^f t
It my duty to put my
daughters on theii g^ard " It
of faces, and answered my
^ ""^^^^^
look with word!
favorite plea of my sex^^^^^
because
"^^^^
feminine
privileges in your favor
Yet T
will not appreciate tMs'acfn/ ^^^^ ^^^^ masculine intellect
''''''''''
When I telfyou^?h:t\''L'Vijrg:f
'inhT'?n^
^his instance, to a dream.
'
You look incredulous
Well
^r llf
tener, I will not h^^ita e
^o teryrwha^'r^H
nounce a startling dream. But
Jar more stLtlin^tor "'h'
'
awoke than the memory of the dre^
was ?he mora? to wMchl^
v,

eeTd™f

^

'fl'n

su:,\°^?Lughr:as':i-

?::riow\r?h°'r°"^'^

seemed,
""'^'"^ ^"^"^^^^
a^ross a deso?«t.
^Wch the sough of the wind moaned
hniin gusts. The hiting
in hollow
blast forced me to draw my wrapSJL
closely about me, and yet I shivered.
As I advance! 1 law
pillar of white marble standing out
against the cold ^L^ Iky,
apparently pointing out the site of a
solitary grave. A ragged
range of precipitous hills now rose
abruptly be^orl'e,
apparently, an impassable barrier, which
extended to the r^Tt
'

f^,

inspecUon
llLlf.
revealed a narrow gorge between overhanging
rocks, which I did
not hesitate to enter. Emerging from
it, the whole scene was
Changed.
In a few seconds (or minutes at the
farthest) I had
enchantment, from the temperate zone to the
climate
"^flt
'J^
of the Tropics. The air was sultry and
heavy with strange, sweet
odors, exhaled, it seemed, by some
gorgeous and exotic vegetation.
Before me lay a spacious lawn, rolled and
leveled into the softest,
smoothest velvet, whose dark, deep tint had
defied the burning
sunbeams.
Its preservation was apparently due to the
fountains
which on all sides hurled their silvery spray
into the air, sprinkling fresh dews over the verdure and tempering
the heated atmosphere
by jets of delicious coolness. Just fronting
me, at the extremity
of the lawn, stood a stately edifice, along
whose front and sides
there hung from each story, at intervals,
balconies of white
marble with open balustrades disclosing vases of
curious workmanship, from which sprung what I took, from their
size and
gorgeous hues, to be tropical plants and flowers. All
Arabia
and the Indies seemed to live and bloom before me.
Ascending
a wide staircase between massive balustrades, I found
myself
on an open platform, whose tesselated floor was
composed of
variegated marbles, displaying the most brilliant contrasts
of
color. On each side of me, near the topmost pillar of
either
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left a™ supported a
tablet ofdart st^ne'ln v'^ ""'^ ^'^^
inscription whose glu Letters
="*
stood out viS Til ™'
upon the dark background
'*''°'>8 relief
of the table?
nJ' f
opened the windows and
-^^ vUttora^
portejenetre of 'a
whole interior of which
?""
^ 8^^""=^
point where I now stood.
the

liflffgeLj^

not fIu'to're:og:ife\i»°°'He\a1 "'^."^
^ -"^^
°^
saloon, exactly Scing ^e'
so tha?
^®^^"" ^^"^
features were fully exposed to ^bc^
P^^^
.
°"
floor before him lay a'tlger
which ?rr,\
-^"^ ^J"^"^""*
ferocity, nalght have been toe
lerro^ of anl'.'"'
^"'^^^^ j""8le.
Yet
he caressed it fearlesslv
°
5

J:.£

-s'-s.

betrayed the lithe and scaly descendant
of the tempter and w?th
the venomous reptile was
"fflty'retalerto
my
:y'^ns;:c«:n''
inspection. Its
I°t' =f
I
pale
golden-colored eyes did not flash hut
shone vxth a still and steady
light, suggesting a cold ."Jig^Uy
which seemed to be waiting for its
opportunity. I shuddered^s
passionless,
watchful
staJe with what I can
"
onirdf
only
describe as a serpent -glance in return,
as if there were
some secret understanding between
the man and the reptile
At
that moment a shrill cry issued from
a corner of the apartment,
and suddenly in the direction of the
sound there sprang uH^om a
crouching attitude a hideous semblance
of humanityl-an ape
features seemed to stamp it as a chimpanr^r^ tilt
If °f
^Jth the almost incredible agility of its species it rushed
Zl:
from side to side of the great saloon,
leaped rudely on the
splendid furniture, sprang from a centre-table
to a chandelier
which hung from the lofty ceiling, and, climbing
to its topmost
fixtures, stood leaning with a hideous grin
against the rod that
sustains them; when, at a low whistle from
its master, it dropped
suddenly from its elevation and slunk back
to its former crouching attitude.
"As I turned to flee from the place (sick
with terror and
disgust j, my eye fell upon the tablet held by
the angel on my
right. A self -emitted light seemed to stream
from all the
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letters of its inscrir^tT

t

chosen companions are
creature, ^L^
"H"^^^' upright whose
y and ^^nJng- Is'^' ^"7
shadov feu upon the tablet,
' '"'"""^
the an^l tl
me, and looking back I
ai'ouhd
,
saw a ,i,rv
i
the mountain bfrrler
^t-^-t^Mng
up from
'
to the very zenUh'ab
flash, one fearful, crashing
Ihunder-^eal^^M t^MT'l^'
fell asunder and seemed tn ^-inv ^r.^
whole fabric
trembling, I awoke! Ind now
behoU mv^r" concluded ^''^
promise fulfilled."
and my

hoUze impurity, cruel

lT'
^

.

^ ^™

I

remember with

what surprise I looked at th»
a surprise, indeed, which
*^"^/P"^^l^^»-boriered on Mazement ?
before the interview a startUr^
f^J^^^ht, for not an hour
r.feven.. to the
person in question) had been
confided ^n^ '"i"^'
who, at the time he p^t me
'

p^iitr
an

"™

L

possession Tr ?f
ca^e,"??:

--"-^

-^-"^

-7vi.;ed':;.^f oSs^-i:irL\igrr^:^^^

-

^

hL'comg^Srf-^.his

;i°c:::e^f°tr;e"72

SYMBOLIC PREMOUITIQN

S^.---The

case is one of the most curious
on record. Dickens
told It thus in a letter to John
Forster:
"On the afternoon of
the day on vhich the President was
shot there vas a cabinet council
^
'^'^^
corianderin-^Mef
chief of
Tf ?r'^''f;
the Northern troops that vere
concentrated about here
arrived rather late. Indeed, they were
waiting for him, and on^
his entering the room the President
broke off in something he vas
saying, and remarked
'Let us proceed to business, gentlemen.'
Mr. Stanton then noticed with surprise
that the President sat with
his chair, instead of lolling about
in the most
uLaJnlv .?if?'f
ungainly
attitudes, as his invariable custom vas; and
that instead
of telling irrelevant and questionable
stories, he was grave and
calm, and quite a different man. Mr.
Stanton, on leaving the
council with the Attorney-General, said to
him, 'That is the most
satisfactory cabinet meeting I have attended for
many a long day.
What an extraordinary change in Mr. Lincoln!'
The Attorney-General
replied, 'We all saw it before you came in.
While we were waiting

m

_

'''^"Dreams," Lippincott's Magazine

.

5
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To which the Attorney-Generll
had obLJvaa

-^-v'scon."

''s™

^swerad "e^f grave":
But It will hatjuan «„h I Bravely, x don't know,
were all impressed by his
^"^^^
«anSr°'the At^'c^""' \
up again.
'Have you received anv iTr '*'''°™sy-°eneraL took him
inforaatlon, sir, not
disclosed to us?'
yet
'No^ lllL?^
'^^^ I have had
a dream. And I have^«
hafthe ,
f^^"^"*'
the night preceding the
hattlf:/S:tl RuT
preceding such another (naming
^''^ "^S"
a battl.
the Worth)
His
Chin aanron hL breast
7^""''^ *°
.
a«ain ^"^
Ing.
^'^
'Might one ask the nature of thf /®
refiect'
'"^^
Attorney-General.
'WeU, ^eptied thi
his head or changing hls'att
t'ud ! 'I am
1 dl^r/''"^
I
don t know.

f ™

%

'

river--and

I

a:„

m

gre.f

;

a

»

"

boat-and

i

dJift

^-Lf^rdrift'

"^'^"^

ro^;:d"h:tb^^:\^-^:-3-s\---?
anything ensued

on^

this;

iThe^ rgreTrn:t\-!^=Het:ihot

ABORTIVE-PREMONITORY DREAMS
ENTOMOLOGICAL SPEC TKEN.S

.

—Thus

A tells me (and, like Mr. Tracey
^^^^
^°") that hf
o? a particular part of the
of
exterior of an Elizabethan housf
built of brick, and that he there
found some entomologicarsiecimens of considerable rarity. Years
afterwards, on going to a new
home a house which he certainly had
never seen before'^e recog'
nized the corner of the building
observed in his dream! but he
never yet has found there the entomological
specimens .t^^

JSed

f S%

J^^^ifhar'i A. Proctor, "Some Strangely Fulfilled Dreams,"
^ 1
Eclectic
Magazine, 33, No. 1 (iBSl), 3^-35; Horatio
King, "in
^^^^S' The New England Magazine 2, No.
3 (1890), 329-^30-'
William Pigott, "Dreams," The Arjosy 68
(1898), IO6-IO9.
.

,

(19021^46^''

^^""^^

"Dreams," The Living Age

.
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LOTTERY TICKET^.— . case occurred
to a fri..^
^
like that of Voltaire's,
-^^^ writer's which,
shows the llnlfl rT\
dreams. The person referrefto
^^^^'^^ reliance on
^
3ho
dreamed that^'^s he vL
pa^sing'a Ltt'v^omcf T'^' ^^"^^^^^
by a crowd standing around
the'door and'drew n^^r
lo'^L^'r^^'^'
the cause. Upon a near
^'''
approach he discovered th^t ^h
''^''^
eagerly gazing upon a large
placard he?d In^h«
^^"^
of the office, upon which
attendant
was vWtf.n.
t
of a recentlyldra^^ loUe.y!'
^"""^^^
th^ee'f rsf ^""^"^
d''^'^'
numbers, which
entitled the holder to fh/h^.t
-a^^ and,
with an excwti" of surpr se
dre^f^ ^f.^^^^^^^^^
containing the identica^-^

\

Sled^nr^ru^n

^t^^'

^^^^

impressed upon his mind as not only
to remember them, but to
reproduce them a second time in a
dream in a subsequent
^sequent slumber.
slubber
into which he fell before arising.

Upon informing his friends of this
circumstance on the following morning, they all united in urging
him to purchase the
ticket containing the lucky combination.
Having no faith in
lotteries, he was somewhat averse to so
doing, but, overcome by
their persuasions, he finally yielded the
point, and after much
search succeeded in finding the ticket he
had seen in his sleep
and purchased it. All who were cognizant
of the circumstance,
except himself, felt assured that he would
draw the highest prize,
and were, in anticipation, providing means
for its proper disposal.
The gentleman who bought the ticket assured
them of his belief
that the venture would be unsuccessful, but
added that the opportunity to prove the little reliance to be placed
on dreams was
too good to be lost. The day of the drawing
finally arrived, and
ail suspense was removed by the discovery that
the ticket, like
many other- things in real life, however, gilded it
may have
been
the dream, was nothing more than- -a blank. "^5

m

CURRIE.---I was no sooner asleep, however, than I found
myself in
a narrow street, having an appearance of great poverty
and squalor.
There was a thick yellov fog hanging over everything, which
made
me^ fancy that it must be a street in London.
I had, apparently,
alighted from some conveyance which had driven off, leaving
me
standing upon the door-step of one of the most wretched-looking
of the houses, with my arms full of parcels and packages, which
I was conscious that I had brought with me for some
particular

75"Dreams," Harper's Weekly

.

1,

No. 51 (1857), 81I+.
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purpose. By and by the door o-oenpd nnr^ t
^"'^''^ °^ ^
figure, in a print dress and ITrfl Ll
""^t
shrinking behind it,
as though from the co!d
inside Le^If'^
I could see straight
throuL^\^ra:d"ouTinTo

iV.lT^l

aTtS^

^'"^^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^
-P- a
Clothes
c'therUne'^Dirf'^'f
line. Dirty water was standing
in puddles in the dents
^^^^^ paving-stones, and the whole
atmosphere was Zr
. .\
.'^^'^
°' soap-suds, Which I smelt'er^ de'^Ltel^
iftTrn/ ?
^^^^
entitled o
a so|e
nos^as
as well
wen as an e^) 'T""''
A feeling of intense horror and
repulsion now took possession of me,
though there was nothing
visible that could inspire it to
so violent a degree
I seemed
to be aware of something evil,
or dangerous, or both. Just
then
I heard a dull scraping sound,
with occasional heavy thuds upon
the floor at my feet, and looking
towards a room opening to ?he
right, I saw two men, dressed like
undertakers, crouching down
over something dark and oblong which they
were'pushing throSS?
the door-way, apparently with some
difficulty. With the horror
of I knew not what still growing, I
turned to ask the woman who
"^^^^ ^"^^^^ "^^"^ ^^^^
Without answering me,
u
she chuckled
diabolically. I now looked at her face, which
I had
not yet remarked. To my dis^st I saw that
the creature was
what is now_ described as a "freak," something
deformed and
abnormal.
Bisexual," too, apparently (as I have heard
that
every true poet ought to bel), having the beard
and voice of a
man, whilst wearing the dress of an old woman;
a grotesque, drunker
Looking face, like some of those that one sees in
Gilray's caricatures; only, as dreams are apt to intensify
impressions, it seemed
twice as hideous and revolting as the ugliest of
these. A sudden
fear of this loathsome creature took possession of me.
I felt
that I would even rather be in the presence of the
undertakers
and their gruesome burden than remain where I was, so I fled
into the right-hand room, shutting the door of it behind me.

f

IT

'

.

.

r

There was nobody in this room, however, although I had
distinctly seen the undertakers with the coffin go into it.
It was sparsely and shabbily furnished. A threadbare carpet,
with cabbage-leaf design, a few chairs, a horsehair sofa and a
dangling bead fly-catcher (all these very distinctly revealed).
The two windows, looking out into the foggy, miserable street,
were broken in some places, and mended with pieces of brown paper.
The curtains with which they were draped looked as though they
were only the skeletons or ghosts of curtains, of white cotton,
made with a mesh like fish-nets, and absolutely useless as a
protection either against light or cold.
(Something told me that
I must take particular notice of these fish-net curtains.)
As I
stood looking out into the street, I said to myself how grey and
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had this o==urredTo'L':Sr:
ITl^lroTZ"^,, ^""^^
Ing the short undress scarlet
'
lacket r,„ Jh >,

TT''"^"^

associations, and not quite cut off
from the outer vo^ld

''"

Here ended the vision. It left
an extremely unpleasant
impression upon my mind, from which
I had not enL^e^y recove...
when something in the nature of a
fulfilment ca^e ?o pass--!a
fulfilment which, as things turned
out in the seque?, merely
proved to me that, in my dream, the
point which migh^ have been
of some serious importance to me
had been caref^ally missid ou??

'

More than a month had elapsed, and
then, on a dim and foggy
afternoon, I found myself in London, upon
the squalid door-s?S
of my dream, bound on an errand of
charity.

^

I was laden with baskets and bundles,
containing food and
comforts for an invalid, a poor woman who
lay dying within, and,
lest It shoud appear as though I drew
attention to this fact in
a spirit of self-complacency, I may
mention (to my shame) that,
whilst contributing (as I hope) my fair share
towards the support
of several benevolent institutions, this
was the very first time
that I had ever indulged in what is called
"slumming," and which
has come now to be so fashionable. My dream,
therefore, could
not possibly have been the reminiscence of
a previous experience.
The person who opened the door to me shrank
back behind it, as
I knew now, with the object of concealing
that hideous, unnatural
face.
I was quite prepared for it, and there it
was, sure enough,
beard and all, surmounted by the dirty mob-cap.
Beyond the open
door which led into the small backyard the tattered
"washing" was
hanging^ out in the damp "to dry," and, as in my dream,
the whole
of the entry dark" was redolent of tepid soap-suds.
_

Wondering what all this could mean, I turned instinctively
to the right, intending to go into the room on the ground-floor,
but the old woman---if "woman" she could be called---motioned to
me to- follow her, beckoning and chuckling, and led the way up the
narrow stair. Here was a difference, and one for which I could
not account (but then, in dreams, once can scarcely ever account
for anything). All else, however, that met the eye, was precisely
as I had foreseen.
There was the horsehair sofa, the drab, threadbare, cabbage -leaf carpet, the dangling bead fly-catcher. I turned
to the windows, mended here and there, where they had been broken,
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in^t..o. ......

..e

=p:c\sriJL^°.-rr\o-^:a^[...

The poor woman whose sufff^-rT no- t
^
endeavering to relieve,
and who was little more
?han
Class. Her short life, inSed
^sLied^^^^^^
^^^^
and after listening to her
misfortune,
mt^eSc
i-ipossihle to
regard her as anything but
?he v^c^if
malevolent
fate.
Having .n.n away ^rom homl at
fi^teen'r""'"'"
tyranny of a cruel stepnother
he Jd erred irt^ff"?
instance from the same inducement
afthaJ wii S is sf fto
actuate the cockrobin when he
'..'^"^ ^°
sings at Chriltm^.
not from love/' and afterwards
in Lder So supS^t'^nT.^^^'
baby who, she informed me,
was "now an angel in' h a"n "
I''
'^^^^^ ^''^^
J^Zustible
goodn:::
t
exemplified in any other human
creature but then,
creature,
then of course, she had
read none of our latterday religious controversies, and
having been ashamed to go"o
^"""^ ^^^^"^^ unsettled by heaSng the
t^Zr
belief fT..''"''
in this paradise of poor insured
babies first quesSoned
and then graciously "passed" by
those who seek ignoranUy ^o dr^w
aside the 'Veil of the Temple"! With
this, too, and in spUe
of everything, an innate refinement
and an ineradicable natural
repugnance to vice (accounting for want
of success in adopted
profession), so that after talking to her,
one was tempted to
wonder where next, for want of a more
respectable lodging, "cette
pauvre Puduer sera-t-elle forcee de se nicher?"
Nevertheless
she had been, for some years, completely
in the power of one of the
most degraded of men, who knocked her about,
appropriated her
Ill-gotten gains, and was now secretly gobbling
up all the good
things that I had hoped would have helped
to restore her to
health. This creature having watched me as
I entered the house
which I learnt afterwards did not bear the best
of reputationshad, on three separate occasions made a
plan to waylay and rob
me, having taken a particular fancy to my
earrings. I had a sentiment about my earrings myself, and so should
certainly have resisted him, and then who can say what might not
have happened?
My first escape was due to my own unpunctuality, or,
rather, I
arrived too soon— in broad daylight instead of
"at mothy curfewtide ; an hour unsuited to his enterprise.
Upon the second
occasion I cane accompanied by a servant; and the third
time, although all the other circumstances were favourable,
the would-be
robber, having waited for me, concealed in a back
room (only
separated from the one I was in the habit of visiting by
flimsy
double doors), until he was weary and fell into a drunken slumber.
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from which, fortunately,
he did no^
I had departed.
And vet l. -: ll-

=

v

^^^^^

''^''^

vorthy premonition/'
'°
like a llrUT",
this unpleasant indlviduat
^thout eli
one vould have certainly
th^Bhrth»rf.

time after
""^

round
""en
^^^^
The aspect

*"^

'^i"'

of one's own drea« to
give one
IT^^^ng.
of the weather, the squalor
o? IZ , °,
opened the doo^, the^'^d-o^Ltld^s
^'"^
ld°ef ^^^"8
^'ssi':
the street
the very pattern of the
oarnet
vere, one and all, forciSv^Li
^ "^important accessories)
pressed hy a .ar.ed sensation
"
of'Srr^ni the ^"-"^
k'"""?
ing, no indication was
"S^s™°^
vouohsafL
?
I
^''^
°
might he. In a word if t
°f this
J
fron, What .Jgh? h:v1
^^fn'a™:ry°urpS::a:rLt *° '^^^
no way thanks to my
™=
'
premonitory dreL
?he
happened, were of importance.
were

Le*^

——

iTlT

"

IZ
-e^:rp«:ro?"ht
nde'ed

?:xi:rig~:^d^-?:rs^
C'of h^ror?:„™":nd'ioiL"
leaving

^'^^

::;rn:?

"°"°h

them behind. Twice she had
k .
""hooking the.a,
preparatory to taking mght but he h,/
ing unexpectedly, ani, sifpectSg
her desJ^ tof on?^
h s grip, knocking out one'of
her front tee'^i.'^porth'e^

°*'

IT^

Lr"

One prceives, therefore, a reason
for the Introduction of
the curtains into the dream, but
why was this really aangerous
dangerous
man-monster carefully omittedjTb

^

.—

JOm

ILEMIMG
The following shows how a dream may
be true and
yet not true in a curious way.
It was lately toll to the wSter
by one secondarily connected with the
circumstances. The nISator
in Edinburgh in cc^pany with a friend
at ?he
»°'-ning, during the winter before
iTf
last, °hif
his J,??''"^^
fellow-lodger said to my informant: 'I
had a curious
dream. about John Fleming last night.
I dreamed he was drowned
while skating on Dunsappie Loch. I
haven't been able to get the
thing out of my head. The loch will
be bearing to-day.
fuppose
we walk over after office hours and
see the skating?"

^%ry
Century

.

M. Currie, "The Way of Dreams," The
Nineteen th
53 (1903), 956-960.
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The two young men took
their way in
a-p^.
Loch.
to Dunsappie
There, sure enough amon^ fh! t\ thP afternoon
Fleming. Portions of
^^^-nd John
'
thence
Ltut
indifferent state for
skating, and the two young
men vhn
"^^^ themselves skaters,
warned their friend o??
?he d^n
somewhat light of their fears
'^^^'^ -ade
a'd'h ^T^^'
^'"'^^^ ""^^^ ^^^^
venturesome than wafquite iudiM
no mischance hefe!?; Th
k^ ^rnnishe^'hi.^'^^^r'^"^^^- ^^^^^^^
^P^""^ unscathed, and
the dreamer of the dream and M . .
home. While the dreL^^r
Ts
k ng'^v^r^'hrScotsT^^'"/^^^^^^^
^^o^^^^n next morning,
one of the first things
his eve felT ul
"'^^ ^ Paragraph recounting
the death on the pre^Ls Lv nf !
"'"'^
had been drowned
^^^"^^^S, who
skatiL

vL
J

T

wmL

Fleming-another ^ou^g

^af

';he' a^^nl^^^^^^
seem to show that dreams may
make .isLkerin'the'
astray and visiting the wrong
people. 77

T^''^'''

n^of

Joinf

SELF-FULFILLING PROPHT^nY

APPREMICE .— A Hamburg apprentice who was

to be despatched on the
with a considerable sum of money
had
and murder, and accordlnglyHn
iass^ng
on the edge of a wood, hf Revealed
Ms
magistrate, in presence of so,ne wortaen
^'^^ "^Si^trate sent one of the
worJen wS'

following day to a distance
frightful dreams of robbery
through a village which lay
fears and his errand to the
h=d

?n
m

T^^fl""

^

"'/7.'

the^'wL
the
wood, and the guide had fled. 7°

-"-^a-ds

found murlered

mm-—

A dream of the literary editor of a large daily paper, who,
after receiving transportation over the L. S. R.
R. for a trip West
'
dreamed he was put on the wrong train at Cleveland
for his return
trip, whereupon he became involved in a
quarrel with the offending

77 "Dreaming," Harper's
Weekly

.

23, No.

1195 (i8T9), 930,

78john Cunningham, "On Sleep and Dreams," Macmill an's
Magazine,
^
5^ (1864), hdl.

9, No.
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brakeman and gave him a
thrashinx^
a
returning from his western
'^'^ ^^^^^ -^ile
tr^p '^e ^3^0
and at exactly the
same minute'^ train Ie?tT'\'i'"''^"'
3 P. M.,
^^^^
wanted to take.
Buffalo which he

braked: a^rf :ot'o?r.'rtr:S"Sertr^ 1""^'

^ -'^^^ ''^e
the L. S. He pointed up
=""^1°
the tracks aM ^^.H
the brakeman of this
*'^«^<^-'
Of
train I asted '^f
he said it was.
Upon taSng a seat in
t
train on an adjoining track
^
«"other
inlTL^^
found it was the L | Bu?f«lf! ^
"P™ ^^luiry I
section two, ani that we
' ™=
d°
eL'rcie^e^a'nrt""^'
ten Minutes Later than the
first sIctJon
?" *? tZ""
was angry, and had I been
^
physically capabir„? .h .
given the brakeman who told
"""^"^ ^^''^
^
me a lie hv ^
I
As a matter of fact, it was
°"' ^
thrashing,
a matter'o^ noT
"° ^""^""J"^"^^ "hich train I
embarked in at Cleveland ?or
the one I
from Indianapolis and Cincila
i\o Lv ™rk°" B« th^fd'f
solve the brakeman from the duty
of telllnfme ITJft
°" the next track^^ My*:iath'i"n r a^
d^L thftrSn
at
fZ\iiiu::tzT:s

lt\

»

,

::pLie!^;fr"-

^^^^
-°

Be^L^LtL

-:rdr::r;;^S\::L"b:s?f

79james R. Jewell, "The Psychology of Dreams/'
American Journa l
of Psychology l6, No. 1 (1905), 12-13

~

.
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TELEPATHIC DHT^AM.g

Several of the dreams cited
as prophetic mi^hf
among telepathic dreams: the
^° ^ included
cLerffvnwrH
°^
illustration of this
^ g°°d
Manv of fhf
f^^^
(P-sented elsewhere in this appendix) are aLo
teIe^^°'
the time of theL' occ^Le'nLf
'
d' h
pe^^'an e'lf^f
the moment Of death, to friends
or rela?x> ^ afa di^ ^^^S^'
I am Dean Howells noted
how, in dreams we might be
pr
the
mind of another witnessing its
reasoning without verbal communication. HIS example is the first dream
presented below. The three
dreams which follow are instances of
dreams dre^t b^ twoleJsons
at the same time.
The literature is replete with
such dreams
which occur in various other categories
(for example, the Somersetshire Farmer Murder, and the
sensation-induced dream of the
French Invasion). The next five dreams
are true mind-impressions
'
giving notice of an event simultaneous
to the dream or occurring
soon thereafter.
In the last two of these, a catastrophe
is
prevented, as in prophetic dreams. Finally,
there are five instances of clairvoyant visions, providing
glimpses of events occurring in a distant place (as did Yount's
dream) or the remote

T

_

fuhnr-p

.

PRIVY TO THE MIMD OF ANOTHER
HOWELLS. ---Still more strange is the effect which we are
privy to
the minds of others, when they not merely say things
to us which
are wholly unexpected, but think things that we know
they are thinking, and that they do not express in words. A great
many years ago,
when I was young, I dreamed that my father, who was in another
town,
came into the room where I was really lying asleep,, and
stood by
my bed. He wished to greet me, after our separation, but he reasoned that if he did so, I should wake, and he turned and left the
room without touching me. This process in his mind, which I knew
as clearly and accurately as if it had apparently gone on in
my
own, was apparently confined to his mind as absolutely as anything
could be that was not spoken or in any wise uttered.
.this reasoning in the mind of another was something that I felt myself
merely a witness of.

m

.

S%illiam D. Howells, "True,
Magazine

,

90, No.

5^0 (1895),

8i+l.
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TWO PEOPLE--SAME DRKAM

fflGUSTim.— The saint mentions

an instance- A rw» .
.
Ions tried to gain explanations
'^"'^
of sSme Passages
pas^a.l
1^
In Plato, from
a certain philosopher.
One nicrht h
to him and communicated
'^^'^^'^
Ss ?o?e 'bunhe^'th
'^'^^
vent to him and inquired why
he tad thus at
T""'
he had so long refused,
the'phllo^opherrell

f

his

IZTnlTM "

thTLdeLt^*
a^dtuvted-hSeU of

^"'^ ^°

TAYLOR
An instance of a verv Singular
kind is mentioned ty Mr.
^'•^ sinffuinr- Vir,^
,
„
joop^nh
Joseph m„,,T^^
Taylor, and
is given by him as an undoubted
fact.
"A
young man who was at an academy a
hundred miles from home dreamt
that he went to his father's house
in the night, tried the Jront
door but found it locked; got in by
a back-Joor, and, finding
nobody out of bed, went directly to
the bedroom of hi pare^^s
He^then said to his mother, whom he found
awake, 'Mothe?!
going a long Journey, and am come to bid
you goodbye!' On this
she answered under much agitation:
'Oh! dear son, thou art deadi'
He instantly awoke, and thought no more
of his dream until a
few days after, he received a letter from
his father, inquiring
very anxiously after his health, in consequence
of a frightful
dream his mother had on the same night in which
the dream now
mentioned occurred to him. She dreamt that she
heard some one
attempt to open the front-door, then go to the
back-door, and at
last come into her bed-room.
She then saw it was her son, who
.

,

.

1^'

^

came to the side of her bed, and said:
'Mother, I am going a long
journey, and am come to bid you good-bye!
on which she exclaimedOh. dear son, thou art dead.'
But nothing unusual happened to any
of the parties. The singular dream must have originated
in some
strong mental impression which had been made on both
individuals
about the same time; and to have traced the source of it
would have
been a subject of great interest. "o2
'

^^"Dreams, Visions, and Ecstacies," Eclectic Magazine,
19, No.

3

(iQlh), 285.

^^"Curiosities of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine 52, No. 1
(1861), I29-I3O; "Dreams," Appleton's Journal , 8, No. 1+8 (188O)
557; Richard A. Proctor, "tJome Strangely Fulfilled Dreams,"
,

Eclectic Magazine

,

33, No.

1

(1881), 32.
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h"^

as related to Mr. Barham
by a friend
himself: -A Mr. Phi^Ups,
^ecrfjarv to m
House Of Commons, stated^i^fSend^
Wood
1805 he woke one night in some
perturb^io!
he had been sentenced to
be hanSd wSn
tion roused him at the verj
J " -re
mg his anus in the press yard.

narrative occurs,
^^-^"^^^

°'
^H^f^"^^
^^^^ ^^out the year
^""^^^^ ^^^^

ToZVtZVerl ^Z^lJ^l/lT'm the act of pinion-

fell

asSp'Laln'l

""^'"^

"

he turned and

"

was preparing to mount before he
awoke.
The crowd the fa^al
-^^^ -presenteT^o'him': h a
frightful distinctness, and the
impression was so vivid that he
.inutes before
he could
couId°'
reconcile r''^'
himself to the idea of seeking rest
on his

Sg^tm TsTll

—

eyes, but towards morning he fell
into a perturbed slumber, in
which precisely the same tragedy was acted
over

again; he ias
^'^'"^
fitted
^°Phie neck
IVJ"1by TJ'""^^'
to his
the executioner, whose features he
distinctly
recognised as those of the man whom he had
seen in his former
vision; the cap was drawn over his face,
and he felt the trap
giving way beneath his feet, when he once
more awoke as in the
very act of suffocation with a loud scream
that was heard by a
person sleeping in the next room.
_

Going to rest again was now out of the question,
and Mr.
Phillips describes himself as rising and dressing,
though it was
then hardly daybreak, in a state of the greatest
possible excitement.
Indeed, so strong a hold had this dream, so singularly
repeated, taken upon his imagination, that he found it
almost impossible to shake off the unpleasant feeling to which it
gave rise,
and had nearly resolved to send an excuse to a gentleman
with whom
he had engaged to breakfast, when the reflection that
he must by
so doing defer the settlement of important business, and all
on
account of a dream, struck him as so very pusillanimous a transaction that he determined to keep his appointment. He might,
however, as well have stayed away, for his thoughts were so abstracted
from the matter they met to discuss, and his manner was altogether
so distrait, that his friend could not fail to remark it, and
speedily closed the business by an abrupt inquiry if he was not
unwell.
The hesitation and confusion exhibited in his answer drew
forth other questions, and the matter terminated in Mr. Phillips
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to divert his attention to
^f^^^^our^d
other subiects ^7^^'"^'^^ ^^^^S
ended, proposed a walk. To
this
Phli^-T ^^Il^ngly acceded,
and having strolled through
the p^k the^
house of the latter, wherf they
wen^in^Several'^ .r^''"'
rived by that morning's post,
Lrwer^lying
on the aS^
were soon opened and read. The
last vhiS Mr Phn
v
was addressed to him by an old
7' ^^^^l^'^f,
friend
xriena.
j.t commenced-DK-nT-!
Dear
Phillips, -You will laugh at me for
my mins bnf t .
l\

^

.

.

lll'TolTir I^"

'^^'^

Ie7me^^;??ie'and^k:rh w"o\^

'"'""'^
^^^^^^ cannot'shake
off ?he recollection
fj^^^^^'^tion of an unpleasant dream I ^ had last
ni«ht in
I
I
t
which I thought I saw you hanged."

^^

The better

feu

from the reader's hand; all his
scarcely
^^^^^hed; nor was it till some weeks
had
elapsed that he had quite recovered
his former serenity of mind.
...

e^a^ln'rr'f 5

It is unfortunate for the lovers
of the marvellous that
fiye-and-twenty years have now elapsed, and
Mr. Phillips has
not yet come under the hands of "Jack
Ketch." I suppose we must
take it "exceptio probat regulam."83

mm

XMPRESSIQNS

,—

JOHN'S SCREM
One night I had a vivid impression in a
dream that
a man-servant, who had lived with me
many years, was presenting me
with some strange object, that looked like a large
screen, over the
whole of which was a curious scolloped pattern.
In my dream, I was
immensely puzzled to make out what it was that produced
the patternwhether shells or marbles, or any other variegated thing
that would
effect a tesselated appearance. The next morning I
said, laughing,
to my man, John, what could it be that I dreamed,
last night, you
were making me a present of? It was a sort of screen, with
a pattern on it— like this." And I rapidly sketched with a
pencil on
the back of a card (which I still preserve) the pattern
I had seen
in my dream.
_

83 "Dreams and Dreaming," Leisure Hour

,

22 (i8T3), 54i.
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"Why," said John, lookinc: blanV

^.J^^^Zr

jo-s--'

-"--rr

-

n^^JlXTr'ta InT^^VlZ'ZZ:^'

^^^^^^

X Have

John's answer vas to dart from fhf> y^r.m
a ^
*°
hl,n a curious piece
of unftn^hed „o?v ' rf
the form of a square screen lnt^
^ canvas. In
u ? r,
feathers of wate\!ro„r„Uch
John
.^''^^ "^''^ "^^^
where we were living. The screen
vhiVh h
"^^^ considerable
progress, was the joint effort
o?'the\ni
,

with

ZVoTly\T
/

-^^^^^^ cutting h^
rang my bell), had impressed
^-^^
exa t?y re
semhL
'T.
^ '^^'^ ^^^^^^ ^°
J°hn
what
my
dream had
IZn than
,1
f
J''"''^
heen,
the
real pattern. The screen has since
been mounted
under glass on_a fine gilded frame,
and is at this time an ornament to my drawing-room. It is
singular to observe how it puzzLs
everybody who sees it for the first
time-just as it did me in
material is that produces its curious
^° ""^^^
mosa^c!§^'^'
leather LT^rJ^'^^'^^^f
feather
quills for his wife when

I

ENGLISH VICAR.— The vicar of an English parish
lost his son, a
fine young man of seventeen. Two nights
after the funeral the
father dreamed that his son was rising from his
coffin with his
shroud spotted with blood, and crying:
"Father, father! come and
defend me
He awoke in a profuse perspiration; but
composing him
self to sleep, had the same dream repeated---the
dead boy crying
aloud:
Father they are mangling my body in my coffin!"
Struck
by this repetition of so baleful a dream, the vicar
arose, and at
daylight went to the sexton's or clerk's for the keys
of the vault
The clerk excused himself, saying that one of the
keys had been
broken in the lock, and that his son had gone to the
blacksmith's
I

1

Physician's Dreams. II," All the Year Round 2, No. 32
(1859), 137-138; "Dreams and Dreaming," Leisure Hour, 22 (l873),
81+"_ft

,

5^2.
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bars and beat in the door
of thl ylulf ' u
revealed. The dead boy's
'^'^
oofZ Ld h;en sateen
^^i;: IJ^^^'T'
from the recess
where it had been laid anH r^^.^ ^
had been unscrewed and the
^'^
"'/"^
had been raised, the told
rmon : i ^":::'lneI':h'^
had been removed, and the
vicar Ja^ ilfh ^
imagined that his son's Le
t^wwrh" re ve^rflne'' T^'^t
all been extracted. In those
'days de:u:tr2ed^\r»e:^r:^e,r85

IZ tT

LINCOLNSHIRE SERVANT. ---A qprv«ni-

or,-

^

^

,

•

f~s^^Vears:^^::f
o/h^i:=:^l^::re^,'^day, I dreamed, as

—

portentously as If hir trouble!

ex^j^ie^cS'ihf

r^rf

^Z^^X^ Z ZT:,ZI:

^^rf

wrn.rch:j

c

r°:r"-

specimen of a

^^^^^"y.^^sa^i- • -a long country lane
was before me, in this
T walked with
I
the Lincolnshire cook, without

speakinglVet 1
knew that my companion was going with
me as a sort of escort to
some errand of my own. Then a face
appeared over a hedge: a solemn
silent face, exactly resembling that
of the one who silently moved
beside me:
the sternest suffering was impressed
upon the pLinl
hard-lined countenance. From beside me,
the country servant instantly departed to follow the warning,
voiceless from through the

TuIl^T

"'^^^^^ P^^^^^
"
servant
rushed from \h
the hedge, absolutely wringing her
hands, crouching to
the ground in dumb agony.
"'Tis my sister called me:
she beckoned
me m: but she will not speak, she will
not have me with her." As
she spoke, the vision returned.
It looked over the low hedge, with
the same indescribable expression of sadness
unspeakable, of a
terrible woe impossible of utterance. It flung
back its sleeve,
and lifting one arm, pointed to a single white
spot in the centre
of a finger. And as suddenly as I had fallen on
this dream, so
suddenly I awoke. I tried to cast off the shadow
the dream had
cast on me

I repeated my dream before I left my bedroom.
(The dreamer's
sister corroborates this). I asked the housemaid whether
she knew
of any reason her fellow servant might have to fear to
hear bad
news.
She said "No." Nothing was said about the dream during

"-^John Bonner,
191 (1866), 651.
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"
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a Child born dead.
f
ihe coJncldT""^'"?
'^'^^
marvelously slmiUr. The
poor
h
appeal on her countenance
/Sa"
trouue axone, her hn.hand, „ho ITone
.

f

wZ^

confined with
l'^^* "=re

uTAT

uV Z^.l^T, '^T,' r.l'Z

si.te!^s^s:??:3:^^\rirh?s?ihr?hrh"^-^
turning to her sorely-needed
reU^ ve
J^plv L^f^'f"
most sensitive mind

^'^^

vicinUr Had "tL y^ite
h f"*
spot on the
finger" any relevance whatevar"--OT
w!f
1 1
=
Oumblea up-perhaps the re.inisciSce
slTTr^ZyTeT°''
™^ °^ ^'^^
p-p^e a.ong":ho°^h:^
in the

lilTX^si''
HW.

MR.

IT.

c":rit:rir

---Many years ago the Rev. Mr. N

rhieL"j-ir:id^:"ais"/°"^^^^*^"'3
"ho was

held

t

p

=h:::h\

•

ir^n

a bachelor,

lodged in the
h
*°
fl-k
there
was no one
in^h"™
tH
in
whom the
clergyman took more interest than
in Mary, the p^ettv
daughter of the farmer, his landlord.
When Marv wa7«ho„J
Mr. N. was much troubled by finding
thaf^he had ™Led an attach:

f J

i:::

Telli^n IZr.'^:

^

- -stTor^l

One autumn night the clergyman dreamt
that Mary stood at his
°^
^^^i^S vas so dis"'^^
iha; If l
that.
he '^T'^'T
had not knovn his door vas locked,
so that no
one could enter the room, he would
have thought Mary must in
reality have been there. Feeling however
sure that it was only a
dream, he composed himself once more to
sleep. But scarcely had
he closed his eyes when Mary was there
again, calling to him to
come out on to the hill-side. Seven several
times he tried to
sleep, and seven times the phantom came back,
always with the same
cry.

Snct
tinct

At length, mastered by an almost irresistible impulse,
he
rose, dressed himself, and went out on the hill.
He walked some
distance, but could see nothing but the heather-bells,
waving
the moonlight; could hear nothing but a distant sheep-bell

m

"The Shapes that Dreams May Take," The Arg osy, hj, No.
(1889), 252-253.
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tinkling softly, and the
stream warbling below ln
He was just going back,
when suddenly a shrin .
^""^ reached him,
seeming to come from a
neighborinr. I
direction, he saw at
^'^^
1,71^0^01
figures,
of a man and a woman, aDcarertl,,
those
??
'^^'^
As he drew near, the'.S'ran
avay and'fhi"'
''^^ *°
ground. When hi ca^e up
he found thL Tf
fainted, and he soon brought
""'^
her to herself
Then by degrees
^^J^^lf
she confessed to him that h»v i
*°
that night in the
c'^eftrJnginrwi^h hfr'^^'l,
'"^^^
which she had saved from ear??
"""^y
childhood J
Of friends and relations,
and'^wMch accordL^'f""
.

TliJZl'ff

•

^

------otelteT^ot.^^^^

instead of going away with her,
had tried to rob h^r'ofT"'"'
She had resisted, and struggled
with h m^ and Just then the cle""man had come up and the villain
had run away. AfL^ tSat ni^hr^"^"
Mr. N. was a believer in the
providential naturf of drelL?^?

WILTSHIRE FAEMER ---Early in the present
century a Wiltshire farmer
had a dream soon after midnight,
thrice repeated, to the eJLct
that there was something wrong
going on in a certain field o?
hisand after dreaming this the third
time, so strong was his imprest
sion of Its being a reality that he
arose, and taking his
.

gun
hour
or
?wo beToleT.
n''
fore_dawn.^
On reaching the field, he saw, in
a remote part of it
'
a faint glimmering light, towards
which he directed his steps.
'
°^ ^^SSing what appeared
To be
to
llTnfT,"J
intended for a grave, the light being
at the bottom.
"What
are you doing here?" demanded the farmer.
But without replying
the fellow bounded off at the top of
his speed, leaving behind
him a murderous weapon in the form of
a knife.
The farmer did
not pursue, but retraced his steps; and
on approaching his house
met one of his servant-girls carrying
a bundle.
He inquired
whither she was going at that unseasonable
hour. But having formed
her plan she seemed bent on carrying it
out, and showed a disposition to avoid him. This, however, he would
not permit, and insisted upon having an explanation. It appeared
that the wretched
man who had just been surprised in the act of
preparing for his
wicked design, had promised to marry the girl;
and the arrangement

-

^^"^^

°'

T

SlAlice King, "Dreams," The Argosy
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.
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was that she should
clandestinely leave h^r^
^^^^^ ^""^ ^^^^
specified hour and spot
at a
in the fLiT^
the .oney she had
saved while in e'v ce'"?^''^'^'^^^^^ ^''^ her
after being apprised hy
said that
her master of vh^t ll ^^f.'^^^^^y
poor girl was only too
witnessed
the
glad and thankful. o
.
doubtless escaping, through
^^"^
t^^^
?he in^erposit.
an untimely and violent
'^'^
^
^ merciful Providence,
death

T

&

CLAIRVOYANCE

^^^-^rl:^\l^s'lU^^^^^^^^^
ence:

-"ten

X885,

a
particulars of her remarkable
experl-

"In my dream I saw two
respectably-dressed fBm=io ^
in a vehicle like a
'1"^
mineral-water cart
Their hfr^e^
dam to drink, but as there
'
was no foot ng he
LsThls Glance, and In
trying to recover It, he plunged
right In
stood up and shouted for help
''^^ """e"
and ?helr h».
as all were going down,
^"^
'
I turned ava^
cr^Jn^ was fj
there no one at all
to help them'" upon which T =
u
matter! I rilated the abo^eTel"?
the
'
them. The impressl^n'^f ?h:
dr
ubleltlr"^
me all day.
I remarked to my son It
was'lhe^'^:
i^e a
•

b,T

7

TnXi

H

y°of ir^^ir
?erm'"or^'*'

JaL;;y)!
dna -nnis is
:nd°™if
ls° whf
; ,
why I remember the date.
u diiudx

J'

"The following third month
(March) I ant

Z^^li

To^4-^v,

n

^^^^^Ji^^^ -//--J^

and her cL;an\-n^^
the paper how the event
corresponded with my dream.
horn
Australia and I never saw her.
."

m

^

.

^

niecf was

.

The record of the Australian journal
ran as follows:

—

"Friday evening, January 11th. A
dreadful accident occurred
in the neighborhood of
resulting in the death of two women'
It appears they were driving in a
spring cart.
.when they attempted
to water their horse at a dam.
The dam was ten or twelve feet
^""^
^hi^ ^^^P h°^e they must have inadvert'
tltl'-'^
ently driven, for Mr. M'K
-, going to the dam some hours afterwards.
.

.

.

.

—

88 "Dreams and
Dreaming," Leisure Hour

.
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discovered the spring cart and
horse under the ^sf..
women's hats floating on the
'
surface.

The worthy Quakeress imagined
that "onnen^^

.
^""^

.

•

^^^^^
L.n
sufferers at the time^flheirlccJILt '
and\''"'^\''^
But the editors of the PcvchiLrp^!! \ f^.^ence her dream.
^'^'^"'^
serve that she reckoned
ihfdSferen e'of
The time in England which
corresponded with ?L
eari^
of January 9th anf sf
:L^a^ea:':h?:r foSk Zee'''
is the Australian day," she
muct have

"

^

tZTZ

u^.:

Ti^ "^^1^^-^

"^-^ -"fa sLgS:f

^'^^ ^^^^
father, he was
not toil
"^h'""!
told 7f
of tif'
the accident
until the next morning
.

This would be about twelve hours
after the death and abouf
the time the dream took place in
England. Can it be thaf the
bereaved father's distress, perhaps
the very cry of hi^ agonv

inrmind'89''"^^'"^^

-^^-^

sist;r's sl^ep-

.—

I^RCEVAL'S MURDER
The following remarkable dream is
related
the Times newspaper of l6th August
l828:--"ln the nieht nf
the. llth Of May, l8l2, Mr. Williams,
of Scorrier Hous1,"ear
his wife, and, exceedingly agitated,
'
told her lu
that he had dreamed that he was in the
lobby of the House
of Commons, and saw a man shoot with a pistol
a gentleman who had
just entered the lobby, and who was said
to be the Chancellorto which Mrs. Williams naturally replied,
that it was only a
dream, and recommended him to be composed,
and go to sleep as
soon as he could. He did so, but shortly after
again woke her,
and said that he had a second time had the
dream; whereupon she
observed that he had been so much agitated with
his fonner dream,
that she supposed it had dwelt on his mind, and
begged of him to
try and compose himself and go to sleep, which he did.
A third
time the same vision was repeated; on which,
notwithstanding her
entreaties that he would be quiet, and endeavor to forget it,
he
arose, it being then between one and two o'clock, and
dressed
himself. At breakfast the dreams were the sole subject
of conversation; and in the forenoon Mr. Williams went to Falmouth,
where

m

'
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he related the particulars
of them to all of h.he met.
^^^^^^^^^^^^ that
On the following day, Mr
T^cke^ of
accompanied by his wife, a daught;r
'
ofS' ufn
rier House about dusk. 'immediaL"
'°
aft^'the first
fi"?^ salutation,
on entering the parlour where
were
Mr. Williams began to relate
''/''''^^^
to S.^^ek^
°'
his dream; and Mrs. Williams
observed to her dau^htr r'"'
"^^'^"^^
laughingly, that her father could
lot even suS^fm
'°
he seated before he told him
of his noclurnafvLif^;.°'
statement of which Mr. Tucker observS!
thaf irwoui. r'
well for a dream to have the
ChanceUo^ xn the l^bby of°the"'
House of Commons, but that he would
not be found there in
and Mr. Tucker then asked what
sort of man he appeared
o be
when Mr. Williams minutely described
him:
to wSch Mr. tucker
replied, 'Your description is not
at all that of the cianceUor
but xs certaxnly very exactly that
of Mr. Perceval, the cSanceUor
of the Exchequer; and although he
has been to me the greatest
enemy I ever met with through life,
for a supposed cause which had
no foundation xn truth, I should be
exceedingly sorry to hear of
hxs bexng assassinated, or of any
injury of ?he kind^appenJng
to hxm.' Mr. Tucker then inquired
of Mr. Williams if he had fver
seen Mr Perceval, and was told that
he had never seen himrnor
ever had even written to him, either
on public or private business'
in short, that he never had had anything
to do with him, nor had
he even been xn the lobby of the House
of Commons in his life
At thxs moment, while Mr. Williams and Mr.
Tucker were still standing, they heard a horse gallop to the
door of the house, and
immediately after, Mr Michael Williams, of
Treviner (son of Mr.
Williams, of Scorrier), entered the room, and
said that he had
galloped out from Truro (from which Scorrier is
distant seven
miles), having seen a gentleman there who had
come by that evening s mail from London, who said that he was
in the lobby of the
House of Commons on the evening of the 11th, when
a man called
Bellingham had shot Mr. Perceval; and that, as it might
occasion
some great ministerial changes and might affect
Mr. Tucker's
political friends, he had come out as fast as he could,
to make
him acquainted with it, having heard at Truro that he
had passed
through that place in the afternoon on his way to Scorrier.
After
the astonishment which this intelligence had created had
a little
subsided, Mr. Williams described most particularly the
appearance
and dress of the man that he saw in his dream fire the pistol,
as he had done before of Mr. Perceval. About six weeks after,
Mr. Williams, having business in town, went, accompanied by a
friend, to the House of Commons, where, as has already been observed,
he had never before been.
Immediately that he came to the steps at
the entrance of the lobby, he said, 'This place is as distinctly
within my recollection, in my dream, as any room in ray house;'
and he made the same observation when he entered the lobby. He

clf
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then pointed out the exact spot where
Bellingham stood when he
fired and which Mr. Perceval had
reached when he was struck bv
the ball, and where and how he fell.
The dress both of Mr
Perceval and Bellingham agreed with the
descriptions given'by
Mr. Williams even to the most minute
particular." The "Smes"
states that Mr Williams was then alive,
and the witnesses to whom
he made known the particulars of
his dream were also living;
anS
that the editor had received the statement
from a correspondent
xc^poauent
of unquestionable veracity. 90

MRS. CHARLES.— There was a lady married to
a cousin of mine
whom I will call Mrs. Charles. We were once brisk
correspondents '
but our correspondence had fallen into the sere
and yellow leaf
An occasional letter from her in the course of the
year I was accustomed to receive. That occasional letter had
not long since
reached me, and I had not the slightest reason to
expect another
for some time to come.
In this lady's last letter, she was well,
all at home were well. There was no cause for anxiety.
Suddenly—
a propos of nothing--! dream that I see this lady
lying on the
floor, insensible, pale, dying; her husband is bending
over her,
her daughters stand about in attitudes of consternation.
I see
her lifted upon a sofa. I wake in a state of great distress.
The next day-rimpossible to get rid of the impression made
by this
dream--so strong was it, so strangely convinced was I that something disagreeable had happened at my cousin's house, I could
not
refrain from writing to the husband (though he had never been my
correspondent) to confess my weakness at having been disturbed
by a dream about his wife--which dream I detailed to him--to beg
of him to say nothing to her about my superstitious bodings,
but to entreat him to write to me without delay, saying (as I
hoped he would say) that all went well at home. There was an
ominous pause of a few days. Then, I received a letter from my
cousin, which began:
"Your dream was indeed very striking and
extraordinary," and which went on to relate that, on the very
evening previous to the night on which I had the dream, Mrs.
Charles, for the first time in her life, had a kind of fit, resulting from a flow of blood to the head. She was stooping down
to take up something that was lying on the floor, when she fell,

"Curiosities of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine 52, No. 1
(l86l), 130; Joseph Hatton, "On Some Notable Dreams," The Argosy
Remarkable
5^ No. 6 (l868), 465; "Dreams and Dreaming. IV.
Dreams and Dream Narratives," Leisure Hour 22 (1873), 110-111;
"Dreams," Appleton's Journal , 8, No. kQ (188O), 557; "The Shapes
that Dreams May Take," The Argosy kj , No. 3 (1889):, 248-2^9.
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and vas lifted Insensibl*^
She was .led and cupj^d
'
^Ld
sle'd'
^^"^ ^^^^
treme danger. At the
extLe Mr ChI?T!
hut it vas judged best
^-^-^
not to'.peS t^ her
she ever knew of it
^^^^her
to the day
he^ de!^.°f
afterwards), I am unaware.
'^^^ years
Whose brain xt
^'""'J^'^
with a knowledge of Mrs.
inipressed me
ChaFlS^s
iax^e^ s Illness
lul'' I cannot say.
.91

L
t

7

S

.

^

gotten.

'

"""^

^''^

™s

entirely for-

At the age of between
fourteen and f t f
-k
''^"^ ^''^n
living in England, he dreamt th^t
h
^""^
Mount Etna; that/not conSnted^lth
*°
T.fT""^'^ °" ^"^^"^^'^
he determined to de<.cent Intn thi ,
outside,
ingiy. About the :;rtheif
^eL^^^?

/

L

/

\^r:'gS^t^a::r:f ft""^^-

^?eS:neT:tl-i-:^--i?^
vho proceeded to visit the top
o? Mount Etna
reached the bottom of the cone,
several of
unwell that they could proceed
'nr^Jther; bu

Bv

J

thf .

'''^'^
^^^^

iTs' ^ellllLT

two^guides^ roL' ded'^'

upwards,
17 a severe scramble of several
TZTat-'Tna'
and, after
hours
t° -tness the rising f the
\^
sun.
un' Tftel
After l'''.'''^''
having rested for about an hour,"
says my informant
and had something to eat, I said
to my companions:
'We areTw'
'""'^^^
^^-^^
-e
not
pay
a' sit to
the

^"^^^

^^^^^-^
guiaes to
guides'
o°°^L^ow
know if
irthe1
""if accompany me, they said:
they would
'We have
always heard that the English are
mad;
but now we know it.
I
'^'^^ ^^^^^^
-=tive,
leL^miiedToT^
determined
to go alone.
But, Captain
at last agreed to io
''''''
^''^
ference
ference'of'th
of the crater is about three miles
outside.
The interior
is like a large amphitheater,
with an area of about an acre I
should say, at the bottom. It is only
towards the upper lips of
the crater that smoke now issues, no
eruption having taken place
from the bottom for very many years.
At one particular part of
'

M—
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of an hour, to the no

=maU

^^f

^

^

"

''^^

^'^^
very lowest stone on the
lnalde of%^r' °f
°'
In the center Is a large
Toll
^^^T
nued up „ith large^^Snef:nd' s
ascent was tremendous, and the fatlKue exce^slvo
t
hundred feet belov^he lo'e
^l^^
"""^^
t part o? tT"
and as our footing was
entJreiron ash s anT^tu??^"'^*''^
"'"^"'^
way, the struggle upward
was a trisl^r i
very few would'have'^one
tSoug

uL

"IVZITIL T''
"

^'tleS^the
?:::S'trL:rn^arc\ti°"?h:r"^--""
ever went down,
ITnlk'To

?on'

"1^1^^^

—

TOE WIDOW
The dreamer, from whose ovn lips
the story is taken
was
'
this case a lady, most happily
married, but whose ea^ty
days of connubial life had been
shadowed by intense a^ietv for
her husband's health, shattered by
a sudden and d^nger'^s
accident
'"'^'"''^
^^^^^^
^"^^^ ^^^-i^S nothing but a
^"'^
trlTTr
'''''^
^^^^^^
'he controlled
'o effectually
so
ekctS^nrfn'r'
that its existence was not suspected
by any of her

m

^^th an abhorrence of sentiment or effusion
of any
^
kfnd
kind,
a character
which she has maintained ever since.

^

At the date of our narrative, the pair
were in particularly
fortunate circumstances. For some time
everything around them
had taken a rosy hue. He was stronger
than he had ever been beiore
his life, and was rising rapidly in his
profession. She,
too, was making her modest mark in an art
which it was her joy
to cultivate.
The couple resolved to indulge themselves in
a
summer holiday, longer and more costly than was
their wont.
_

m
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their arrangLents were
"^^^^
scattered bv°
unexpected and very
tempting invitation to join
some Of th^
who^were sojourning In I

r^^^^J^^l:^ ---^

This they resolved to acceDt thnncrh
^
^
last moment before their
departure T.,
that they should change their
'^^'^^^^^
pro^ecLd rlllll ""^T''^
age.
""^^
The Lady raised not the
sSghte't altr?^''
^° this— though
she was a bad sailor— for
the ^ort nf.^^ .

f f

She had her reward so far, that
on this occasion she enJoyed herself more than on any
previous or subsequent voyage
She was not ill at all, was able
to enter into the

^

JncISs'of

-

'''''
ken '^Ne've'^ihe'L'
ken.
Nevertheless, she
T'^'
was not quite at ease, cared
only for the
most meagre diet, which, to spare her
encounter with the cabL
smells, her husband brought her on deck.
And she was often gLd
^-e. nestling down among
comfortable
omf^rt^L pillows and rugs, it was only natural
for her to fall
'°

MUr'^'T

And as she slept, she dreamed. And she
dreamed she was
taking this very journey, voyaging to the
same haven.
But oh'
under what awfully different circumstances.
For she saw herself no longer a tenderly-cared
-for wife, but
a desolate widow, travelling, as it
seemed, without certain aim.
or any other society of protection but
that of a very young man,
little more than a boy, whose face was utterly
unfamiliar to her.

In her sleep, she felt the sinking of the widow's
heart, the
crushing sense of loneliness, the helpless despair
with which she
realized that despite her companion's presence and
kindly attentions, she stood absolutely alone in her sorrow-—
in that bitterness of grief with which a stranger intermeddleth
not.
It seemed
more than she could bear

Suddenly, in the depth of her anguish, a grateful fragrance
rose before her, a kind voice called her name. They came
upon
her dream as if they, and not it -were illusory— -and
she started
up, opening scared eyes, to find her husband smiling over her
and
offering her a cup of teal

—
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Oh, I dreamed that you
were dead! I dreamed fho^dead
^"""^
she cried, in the rapture
of her deLiSt Jo
^
keep from throwing her arms
'°
about his neck !n
J^^^ °'
ical fellow-passengers
sauntering to and
a rl'""'
up and told him all about
^""^ ^^^^
"it aTthT.Tt I
his head and said it
wafwe^U^
,^e'°:\f LL^'hoSd
was clear her nerves were
rather unltrung
^''.^
f"''
"-^^S- But he asked
her
one
question-— oniy
only one
=1
one— and
<,h^ always
and she
remembered

T

L

L

f

it and her reply.

•Vas the youth who seemed to
be with you my younger
brothers-

She .^d'n^lhiriL^l^ouL"^^^^^^
lutely positive he was not her

-

3een.

brother-"! law!''

°'
-^^al pain
she hfffeulurLr.'t'"'
^^'^^^^^S Its course making it horrible to
remember
«nd seeming to seize
and
upon her again at every
recoUecUon
But
a very pleasant holiday, with
constant change of scene and .oM .
coupled with the ever-increasing
vigour of her hu band served
gradually to banish memory of the
miserable vision

f

?\^^^^'' ^^^^^^ journey, at a friend's house, they
made
..on
acquaintance with a young lad, in whose
studies they interested
themselves and who, by a mutual attraction
and the'^piessure of
aften^ards drawn very much into their

Sves"un?ir"if
household!

^ "^^^^^^

their

A few years passed on. Fortune had
its ups and downs— the
wife had a severe illness. Their residence
was changed once or
twice. At last the beloved husband died.
The old home had to
be broken up.
Providence, speaking to the widow in her duty
to
the young people now left to her sole
charge— especially to that
youth whom we have mentioned, and who was
now on the threshold
of active life— distinctly directed that
she should take up her
abode, at least for a while, in the city to
which she had voyaged,
a happy wife, on that sunny summer holiday.
Yet in many respects
the details of her future life remained strangely
vague and uncertain.
Oddly enough, it was only after she had arrived at her des-

tination— -travelling this time by train and not by sea---that

the dream returned to her memory. She was taking
an evening
walk with her young family and mournfully speaking of the past
to the only one who could in the least understand the
magnitude
of her loss ---that very youth who had found a friendly shelter
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DREAMS OF DEATH

below, deaths are dreamed
at the time o^

dead

^h^r

'

P^-^sented

Such dreams generally came to
be regarded as portends of

ort\^es::\hrd^e^-

z^t^tz ^z^z ^rZTii-L

Its own fulfillment.

The next five dreams Illustrate
the roS
'^^P^™"^^" ar-a^s, in which they conveylnJormafLl^l
tlon forgotten or unassimilated by
the dreamer's waking Memory

^^^V

Another category of dreams consists
of those in which the
dreamer predicts, usually with great
accuracy, the ?ime of Ss
own death
Many of these dreams were related by
people of great
°'
also pre'
dlc^d'tb'^.^'r.^'f
dieted the death of M. Greffulhe.
In three dreams. Death appeared in a
symbolic or archetypal
Mrs. Paton portrayed Death as a crooked
old man bearing
an ax; to Dr. Hammond Death appeared as
a ghostly skeleton in
a large cloak; M. M. Gurrie's friend
also vieved Death as a skele.
ton, wearing a short cape and a postilion's
hat, and bearing a
small bow with which he sent barbed shafts
in all directions.
form.

Finally, there are those dreams in which the dead
reappeared
to convey some religious or philosophical
truth.
Especially
interesting are those in which the truth concerns
the question of
immortality: these dream subjects had promised to
announce the
truth of the doctrine to the living if it proved
to be so.
Whether or not such promises were more frequently broken
is a
fruitful question for speculation.

DEATHS DREAMED AT THE TIME OF THEIR QCCURREUCE
BABY'S DEATH. ---When 36 years old, my baby was very sick and
I
was teaching I6 miles from home.
I was home over Sunday, left
at 10 PM to drive to my school. When about half way there I fell
asleep in my buggy, dreamed I saw my baby reach his hands to me,
and cry his baby name for me, wanting me to take him. I awoke
with a start, and turned my horse back towards home, but thinking
326
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it was only a dream I soon turned
back again and T^^nf ^
in the morning I got a telegram saying
?S Saby'wirde d-Tf^^r-^'
wards I learned he died Just about the
time of the dream
Ifi
ever have a dream of this nature again
I shall follow It's
p^ompt-

BEN JOMSON

.— In

the life of Ben Johnson, it is
related, than whe
"^^^^^^^
family he
Mnd'^Hi^'-r'/'^'"?
hmd
him,
he dreamed one night that his eldest
boy, then seven
years of age, appeared to him with a bloody
cross (the mark set
on the doors of those stricken by the plague)
on his forehead;
that he appeared of a manly stature, and of
such growth as he
thought he would be at the resurrection.'
This alarmed Johnson.
He communicated his fear to Camden, and it
is strange that on
the very next day came from his wife the sad
tidings that his
little son was dead.

"OUR CAPTAIN DIED".— Lord Stanley, or Lord Stanhope,
is said to
have related a singular instance of a premonition
communicated
in a dream:
A Lord of the Admiralty, who was on a visit to Mount Edgecombe, and who was much distressed by dreaming, dreamed that,
walking on the sea-shore, he picked up a book, which appeared
to be the log-book of a ship of war of which his brother was
the captain.
He opened it, and read an entry of the latitude,
longitude, as well as of the day and hour, to which was added:
'Our captain died." The company endeavored to comfort him by
laying a wager that the dream would be falsified by the event,
and a memorandum was made in writing of what he had stated,
which was afterward confirmed in every particular .9^

LADY DEAN
William Penn relates that on a visit to Lady Dean,
wife of Admiral Dean, her ladyship described a dream she had had
.
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of her husband, the admiral.
He was w«iv-!n^ v,deck, giving animated
instructions to Ss o^nce^s
h'""'"''"'
^^en
a cannonball struck him and drove hiarm into m
hours aften^ard Lady De^i: r^^ei^^d^
h ne:s^i
.
effect perished in precisely the
manner descnbed.9f''"'

m

MR. CHILDS.-— My father and
were the fastest of
father said he had awakened
ing.
He struck a match and

Mr. Childs, editor of fh^ pv..- - ^ . u^'^^
friends, infmorning at bfe
kg!
at night with a very distressed
feel
saw it was two o'clock
Later in

'""'^'^
^o-''''
My
father is not superstitious
My'f^^S'L'Lt''^'''
f'?'
in any way, but he believes
there
was such a

bond of sympathy between himself
and Mr. Child^ tha^
-terially affected without the other
knL^ng

ZuTll.9^°'

^S^—
Australia

A lady left her old country house in England and went
with her husband. Colonel H. In the
house she had
quitted there was a room in which one of
her sisters had died
and which the bereaved mother kept constantly
shut up. Mrs. H
after some years' residence in Australia,
dreamed that she saw''
her mother lying dead on the bed in this
particular room, with
certain members of the family around her.
Noting the dream with
some anxiety, she received in.due time the
news that her mother
had had a fit in which she died, and that
the body had been carried
into a long-deserted room, and was at one time
surrounded by the
relatives in question.""
to

Y.---They belonged to a most remarkable family- --not of
this
country. The mother was a Persian lady of family and
fortune,
who married a gentleman then high in favour at the Persian
Court,
though not of Persian birth. In fact, he did not know
to what
country he actually belonged, having been carried away captive
in some petty warfare upon debated ground.
His earliest

97john Bonner, "Dream -Reading,
191 (1866), 650.

"
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recollection was of beins chnt in = „
and a lady,
.as we^pL^
^ e^pi:^"
carried on a saddle, -before
°^ ^^^"S
'
a soldi^v
? I
after day, for n.any^days"!tL
'""^^
^'''1"^
otheriiSlP
^^^^^^
and the lady
being no more.

ZTVl''''

soce words in a certain dlale^
Ld if^^ef^har."'"'"?""'
^'^^^
"^st have
been born in Georgia
t.^o brought
up in the Mohanimedan
reliffion
i-xsj-on, as LTtlf
V^
t
was the lady he married.

Presently, through some changes
in thP
found themselves belonging to a
pfrty gro,™

"ns\°i
<=.^o.•

1

p^r-o^^r. n

oL
a.rr:d^eii;:erurth'™="^r.*°
wealth, they maintained
^
i™^^^
f,

""^"^

!^

^""^

^

xlous°:rih

^,

e^'

Th:^: though
a high status

respect for her counsels and wishe-

rut\5r:nr:L\t^"='^^
The ladies of the family followed
the strictest customs of
''^-^
relTonTe or
twice,
wice' 'Jhif
they h'd
had never really seen '^^^
the outside of their own house,
always entering their closed conveyance
in their courtyard, and
seeing nothing beyond the interior
of the vehicle till the^ alighted
^^"^^^^
^^^y
-ience had
«dv
rr'^'f
not advanced
beyond regarding the earth as a plain,
and stating
that the sun moved round it. Yet the
brothers, men of the most
progressive ideas, did not seem to get out
of real touch with
these secluded and out-of-date ladies.
One brother learned to
play the violin, expressly that he might
teach a sister, any other
male teacher being, of course, contraband!
Another bought a
camera and worked himself up in photography,
that the sons going
from home might possess their portraits.
Unable to conquer the
Moslem aversions to pictures of the human being,
the son who
visited this country kept these photographs in
his album, beneath
photographs of his landscapes, and only showed them,
in a sudden
half -guilty way, to his most special friends.
Dark-eyed, vivaciouslooking ladies they were, and it seemed from their
faces that no
amount of seclusion or of antique science is sufficient
to suppress
a very vigorous female individuality, if it
exists by nature.
•

_

The "dream" we have to relate occurred when the
family had
begun to scatter away. The father was already dead.
Three, at
least, of the sons were away. My friend of after years,
who was
one of the younger sons, was a schoolboy in a capital city
remote
from his native village. The elder brothers were also
absent from
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their roof -tree, under
which they had leff
advanced in years, in her
usual heaSh fn. h ^.''^'^^^^
the recent fulfilment
^"-^^^^ satisfied by
of some of Hp.
i t
"""'^
of family love and pride.
cherished desires
•

^

We will call these two
elder sons Y anri 7
v
an official post, very
^'
filling
^
far from
""''^ " difficult ani
complicated journey between
Z III
I'
the distance'on
'^^^^^^^
^or'se!S:r;xcepr orc^^^s'LTon:^^
^^^^^^ng one river, at which
there was a regular boat
service.

m!^

^'^''^^
i.press:dThis'mind.^ HeTrel'ef ^h^S
r'^^^'^
Place.
There he saw his'Lad^^^
c^dCT^iy
as
ir:.\'n'uff'"''^-'^^^'^^life, moving
about,, carefully
v-xwj.i.j scanninot5i_dnning ana measurma- -t-hfa o-v^nv,^
tt-

LT:r

of
Joii „ir-:r":
as his adored mothe^'
mth the

Lfetc
m
"-""""^

-r--"

.

,

a„"oLrL.er
=° ^^l^^l^

last words and to close her
eyes.

=

It seemed that she had sickened
suddenly a dav nr t„n
before the attack telng of such
a nature ?hat a Rapidly
latal
te^xnatlon was inevitable. The family
resolved to send tor Z
as he might reasonably hope
to reach home in time. Bu?
they had

conveyed to him before all must be
over, and they thought it best

Uo"::u\d"bear

ZT.llll'''—

^

They had not reckoned on some strange,
unseen force which
had succeeded, without an^^ loss
of time in transit, in impressing
Y s slumbers with the truth. For
his drilm-hiT^^urred on ^he
very night that the old lady had
sickened.
It is remarkable that Z, sent for with
hopeful promptitude,
^'"''^''^ ^^^^ ^^^^"^
death—
till
after the funeral.
And tt
this ""Ju
through no fault of his own. The moment the
news reached
him his horse was saddled. But alas!
when he came to the river
brink there was some utterly unforeseen and
unprovided -for acci-"
dent with the boat-service. And he had to wait
on the shore chafing and lamenting for two whole days before
he could get across. 1^0

"
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s»v-;r,::::/s-—

^^^^^
looked well; tat amongst them,
the youngelt

utH»

p

/TT

™*
*°
^^e wSds
Harr^'
"^""^^
again
In
this
world"
T took
to v her uhand, and
I
it felt cold, and as heayy
as lend
uJth
Shock of that Chilling contact,
I 'started

W-bT

r

ourof'y Slock

°"
'What
^
: t^h'lfJt-" H^vi"''"*-'r'"^
received
the
answer, I noted down In my
?
TrZ
v.
I
II
log-book the night and the hour when
I had this horrid ireZ.
I will show you the entry.
The date In my Journal prove= that
•

.—

JACINTA
Three years ago myself, my brother,
his wife and child
and a negro nurse, were cruising in
a schooner belonging to him
off the Brazilian coast, for the sake
of the benefit to be derived
from the sea-air. We were sailing across
the Bay of Todos Santos,
intending to anchor at Bahia, when I saw that
the negress, who
had just brought the child on the deck to
wash it, was crying
bitterly. As I knew that my sister-in-law
was very partial to
her, I wondered what could be the matter;
but as I made a rule
at all times, and especially when we were
living together, not to
mix myself up in any way in my brother's domestic
affairs, I
asked no questions. That morning, when we sat down
to breakfast,
I noticed that my sister looked very serious,
which was not at all
usual with her. Presently she said:
"You will think me very foolish,
Pedro, but nurse has had a dream about my sister,
and she takes it
so to heart, and so firmly believes it to be true,
that she has
quite frightened me."
"And what was her dream?"

"That Marie is dead!
The nurse says that she had got up to
get the child some drink, a little before it was light, and had

101"^ Physician's Dreams.
(1859), 140.

II," All the Year Rou nd. 2, No. 32,
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Where she was at the'.cmen?:
and Lfwe^^d Ln^.n''^
been at home, and was
l^^^
not at all surprised
?i . k"*
ing beside the sofa on
herself
standwhich Marle was
""^''^ '"^ thought
occurred to her that she
was now
f'
'^^'^
hundreds of .lies het:e:n
.IT'
eagerly towards the door,
' ™^
'^•^^"S
as if she e^M^^^/^
called. She was partly
"""^ "^^"^ =he
*°
Pressed and
*
Jacinta did not come
distress that
fr.
twice rapidly, and^^^en
Le' d::dir;a
Za^'^f'^^'^'^
~°
less. At that instant the
door opened and 'two 0?'!?^
in hastily, one carrying a
^^"^
lisht in her- h ^
and has been crying e.er
silllT tor she s^ys 'she'L"''
13 dead.
You know Jacinta was her
foste^^Iother and"^h
^^^"^ "^'^^
°'
he.
be^'i
I h:::
have been trying to persuade -^Lr^nrda^ght s^Lur
her that it i » til
v
a dream, and that she will
?ind Marie Live and wel^ h'"^
home; but it is no use trying
to =om?o? hL^.-she
peLlstfth'^^
she is dead, and she is so
convinced of it th=t
J .
not believe there is anygroundlSfthe b 1 ? 'i*ctt'
cannot let
tieip
feeling anxious and ill at ease.

L

wLf
^

Z suLT

f"
•

sSr

U

f

r

-

""^^^ ""^^ ^° troubled that my brother
determined on setting
hn^o as soon as
home
^
possible. It took us longer than
it othe^i!f
would, because the wind vent
down soon af^er we gorouforthe
'°
°^
the coas
'^^"'^^
nearer
th«n
P
than Pernambuco.
As I did not share my sister-in-law's
with

'V
^^'j^i ir r

?eS

sio^nLf^ro^j''

progress, still I was not sorry when
we anchored, for it had
become so dismal on board that it
was anything but a voyage of
pleasure. I am aLnost afraid to tell
you the rest— it appears
so extraordinary.
I did not leave Pernambuco with
them, ?or I

'°
ti^^^^^^^
Short, bu?''?'^'^f\°:;'
short
but I made them promise to send a
man with an account of
the state of matters directly they
reached home. The second day
after this I had been dining with one
of the government officials:
and the cards had just been arranged
on the table, and we were
about to begin play, when one of the
servants came to tell me
that a messenger had brought a letter
from my brother. I went
out directly, and the first look at the
fellow told me that something was wrong. I opened the letter on the
spot.
It confirmed
Jacinta s dream in every particular. Marie
had been to a dance,
came home a little before midnight; and
as soon as her maid had
arranged her hair she sent her to bed. She
made no complaint of
being unwell. The maid was woke out of her
sleep by hearing her
mistress call Jacinta in a voice which frightened
her, and, lighting a candle, she ran to her room, followed by
one of the other
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women, who had also heard
my sister-in ^
calling Jacinta,
knowing that the latter hJ^\lt
their mistress lying on the
^^^^ ^^^^
so?' ^"tl
dead. Making aUo^ance
^^^^^
anc he't e'"^^
it happened, her death
must have ;Ln place
^^^^^ ^fth:
the very instant
when Jacinta dreamed it.^02
t

Z

APPEARANCE OF THE

mim

heM

^

^

tq fRIETOS OR PT^lao^twc

MRS TAYLOR --Children, perhaps
oftener than their elders
are brought into relation with
the unseen world
I curious
one was that told of Mrs.
Taylor, of Ongar, who^e fatheJ
dLd
?^
dL't^^-'v?
^^^^^^^
tes
ner aaugnter Ann, '^^r
Tel\:llTel
she dreamed that she was in a dec,nipf^ av,^ Z
.

Z

f

^

-^^^"^^^ coutrs:rt
TtiTs 'lidde'^i
stars.
Suddenly, among them her father's
form appeared demrting upward
a chariot, by gestures taking
leave o^hei and
'^^^'^
^^^^ th:t\r:as
dead.
Her childish
elud? iT^i
'v'^'''''
heart could
have derived but

m

d~'H:?

little comfort
from the dream, for we are told
that to the excess of her grief
^
her life was nearly sacrificed. ^03

THE DEAD WITH THE DYDJG

MARY'S LIEUMANT.— The next story we shall
tell is so full of
detail and of sweet and strange poetic
suggestion that we trust
It will charm our readers as it charmed
ourselves when we heard
It from the lips of the very dreamer
himself.
He was an old family friend of ours. A
man without guile,
and with that sweet childlikeness of character
which may be truly
described as of the Kingdom of Heaven." He had
been always a
poor man, working daily at an ill-paid Government
post to maintain
his little domestic circle, and living a daily
round as innocent
and cheerful as that of the best and purest
of Charles Dickens'
elderly men-characters.

We were talking once of some occurrences of an alleged
supernatural character, and he was very ready to admit that there
is

102" Extraordinary
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much in earth and heaven
which our r^hii^. u
He had had one very strange
expe Ln=
L°L[f1"°'-f*
said, and proceeded to recount It as
follows:—
,

,

ful sister!--Ma?:-'-!:f\Z"h/'"i''
This Sister dSd'tn

'""''^

lVeTrly\ZlloT ™*

a

^"""-^'a

Our old friend's favourite
oomoanlon nf
young naval officer of great
pro„™e "he ^ess 1 ^n^Mc^
young man served was presently
selected to lo to tte l«tt
e^cpeditlon of official scientific
enquiry? Our oU frLn. ?

youth-

rLe.hranc

'

=• fLis:Some time after his

departure our old friend, retirlnft to
rest
as usual after one of his harmless
and industrlou days^h^d a dream
""'''^'''-^ "'^
»oke he immediately reU?^
it lo^is'wif"

^^^^^'i that he walked on the shore of a
large lake.
It was
hut a dreary scene. The sluggish
waters were rock-hound and the
vegetation sparse and withered. The path
where he trod was a rough
and narrow one, winding about among the
rocks. Walking ahead of
him he saw the figure of Mary, the dead
sister. And in his dream
he seemed to remember that she was
dead, but was not at all surprised at her appearance on the scene. Suddenly,
rising as it were
from the dull waters of the lake, he saw
his dear friend, the young
naval lieutenant. The latter came scrambling up
over the boulders
not noticing his beloved comrade, intent
only on overtaking Mary.
^

At the sound of his steps she turned. The two
greeted each
other with great joy, and, the young man linking her
arm through
his, they hastened along together, apparently still
quite oblivious
of the presence and observation of our old friend.
He, on his part,
as he simply expressed it, seemed in his sleep
only to realise
_the fun of the thing," and tried hard to overtake
them to indulge
a little brotherly badinage, and ask them when
and how they had
become such dear friends

m

He was fast gaining upon them, when they rounded the corner
of
a great rock, and were lost to view.
He scrambled on, confident
that in another moment he should catch them up. But when he, too.
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rounded the corner, lo! there
lav the
to the aye-tut H^ry
and
Ana as he stood looking
around in

llLTlZZLlTj
a3to:isLeSl

he

story!°t":hi:r;S'?o'™'Sf'the\e:n

iTu'
a^oL™""'''

""^^

^

But the narrative made™
weirt i^^^^
insisted on his .a.ing I
his pockethook.

^

ZTr.':Zr/Z°lf^
'^ream

P«*hos

UTl

and its date

m

Time passed on, and the youna;
^ .
lieutenant •<= r.^
never came. All this happened
beLe
?he days o? telegrams
and
cablegrams, when the friends
of EnSw's tlL
^^^^ t°
' ' "^'^
wait long for tidings of them!
•

"""^

^o^ning, our old

friend resorted to his acon
t
customed
duties in the Government office,
where the young naval

lieutenant was no stranger— the very
ex;edition on which he
had gone being, indeed, part
of its functions. As he entered
one of the senior officials
looked up at him and said gravely!

^/^Sret that we have some very bad news for
his mLI!'''

TT.
He

^-1
died

^"''"^

""^^ "^"^^

""^^^ ^''^ ''^''^
'"^ Sasped.
on such a day of such a month."

you."

^^^^^^^ -von

"Lieutenand G. is dead.

"Yes," they answered, mystified, "that
is the date when he
was drowned in the Dead Sea. But how can
you know this? News has
reached us but this morning, and it is the
first opportunity for
Its arriving in this country."
Mr. 0. could only tell them the story of his
dream, and show
them the notes he had made in his pocketbook
by his wife's wise
advice

PHYSICM'S FATHER.— I was living in a house near Croydon, in
Surrey, about twelve miles from London. My father's
residence was
five or six miles on the other or Middlesex side of
the metropolis
I had no reason whatever to believe my father
was ill.
Indeed, I
had not long returned to my own home from a visit to him
at his;
and I had left him in excellent health, walking actively
about,'
and riding many miles a day as usual.

^^^"The Dreams of One's Own Friends," The Argosy, 47, No. 4
(1889), 337-338.
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The Church vas'^dlm and
^1'-t Ute
Sud.
"r"' a light
Suddenly,
a distant part of the
gleamed
from
bu^Uln^
^^"^^
fro» a lov portal,
and'a^di^nSfi/fp

^he^'L^^^re^^ur

fon,ard and took no' n:tl e
^-^ed'stralght
Tf .r^^sen^
over me aa I perceived that
al7the Srso^^ In S^"'"^
known to me, and were known
also to
dead
On thfr'"''"" '
had none of the puzzling
feeling which one gene^aUv
haf'?""
dreams, on seeing those whom,
"
'
In our waklL hour!
t
""^
no longer of this world. I
did not Is we r,f?»
H
look upon any person In the
procession either as «alive, or
as
doubtfully dead nnr flifi T fLi
u
conflicting
°^
consciousness. Mo:
iMu.
I knew
Knew thaf
n^v
tnat I 1Looked
upon a TDroceo'^i nn n-p
^
^
moreover that each person appeared
'
to me ?n ^rder as
o

To

S

^

/

J.

time of'

^,^1

r

''^^"^

^i""^

^ ''"^^ '° P^^y ^ith, and who was the

fSst

learned to love. As the procession
came down to late? days my
agitation Increased. I longed to call
out, and chide the cold
impassiveness of the ghastly train. But
all went on, slowlyrsoundlessly each with the taper in the
hand, past me, past

thf aUaJ

I seemed to know was there.
Now the train grew thin. There were
but two or three to come. There
was my sister-the last of the
procession hut two-pale, sad, and fixed
as the rest, casting no
glance upon me and yet I saw her full
face.
Let me try to fxpLin

^"^^^
^^^^^^^ °^
fixedness,
Ind
«h.n
and absorption,
and strong vision, it appeared as if
I could not
recognise any one of the persons in the
procession, until that person was exactly in front of me. Then,
and not till then, the face
by some imperceptible motion (which was,
in fact, no motion), seemed
turned full towards me, and, for one ineffable
moment, I saw who
It was that passed.
There was one glimpse, no more; but that glimpse
was wonderfully enough to show me the whole
countenance of the dead
one, daguerrotyped, as it were, upon my
sight with awful distinctness.
Passionless, and not looking my way, they went on.
Of the
procession, there were only two figures now, to
pass.
The last but
one was my father's dearest friend and ancient
schoolfellow: a man
of infinite kindness and genial mirth, who had died
a year before
leaving a sad gap in our family circle, deeply regretted
by my
father. He was a large stout man. The figure had
still this
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IITITI'^IMT, llrslZ'^rZlrT

Who wa= the last in the
procession? r """f
him, it ™s my father.
Never can I flrlllT
from the others: Ihere
was .oJe .eanJnf In M
certainly at me. But he ton „=r
*

me shudder
upon n^eT

f-U

'^^^"''^ ^

"

he looked

Then came over me the do^b
*°
? ^hr t^u'Sle'^'-r'n"""'^
In that struggle I awoke,
"'^
as if ttoowfni of/'
The vision, for a moment
"^S^*"^^-seemed presen? tl .l

f

ZaTr

m. mhe?.'^rk^ow°:r::;e'an"::iS:
when a chaise drove up to
tSe door ^n/
of mine (since famous in
the war of the
at first excited no appreL^s^n,!
t
alarmed us. Thev werp hnf a
^
from Hilliford to ?etch
y ^""f
^^^"^^^
ilLI"

^.^

.

^^^"1"8,
''"^P"* " ""^1"

gravity of his looks
t^ZlitTJltVV''
^ ^ome
been

I never heard my father's
voice aeain
lying speechless on his death -hir r
.ad^geheld in my drea^!

tV.ltl

taken awfully

Rnf
^''^
.

oo t i^oo^ed
^
at him,
^

^

—

i

L

r^Tl

'^^'^ "^^^ ^--^^ seL:ns":::e°'
preached by
TrZTel
Z'IIT:'
the most eminent divines in this
country and in Europe
This sweet mother had been dead many
years, and the fathe^was an inmate of my friend's dwelling in a
large Eastern city, but hlwas
"'"^
This^ady, wh^m we
will call Mrs. K., was on the eve of
a journey to Europe.
The
evening before she sailed she sat in
her beautiful music room^
playing the organ and singing the dear
old hymns which the sainted
wife and mother had so loved; and as
her father listened he spoke
of the dear departed wife with the
tears running down his cheeks.
The next morning she sailed with her
son and daughter, leaving
^ her
father
his usual health.

T'Vr

wiirLuT'^/^"

'

m

Weeks and months rolled away, and Mrs. K.
was in Italy. One
evening she came into her hotel very weary
from a long day's sight-

105"A Physician's Dreams. II,"
(1959), 139-140.
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seeing, and retired earlv t-o rpcf
iron-!
She dreaded that her fattranr:;the '
S^.e^f
impression that her soul was thrilled
""^^ ^^^^
.
with TyZ'
that^niled the hearts of tL^f Jwolo^el
nLl rso'^S^ llT''
met
an eternal union. Her whole
being ias flooded with
^''^
mg gratitude and love that thrilled the newty
mef^^ir
.h
of the mother who had waited so
long for ?he comJL of h" h

/

m

i

ThL'?s:u::

-it^

^os^'a^jrir^h^^L^adiL^ora^d!^

'""^'^S, so overwhelmed
K that^t woke^hT ^""^
her bed and walked ub
«nH
I
and down her room; as she did so
she said, "l can't sleep again
?oglancing at the clock saw that it
was only eLven
And
fnt l'
for^hours
she walked up and down her room

Mrs

^7

too excited'and agUattd

The next morning she wrote to her sister,
relating her dream
telling her the hour she dreamed it, and
ending with the reques?^
that she would write to her at once and
tell her how her father was.

This sister had long before lost an only
daughter under circumstances that made her loss peculiarly hard
to bear, and she had
turned her back on her religion and her God.
She felt as if there
was no God, that the future was a dark void
full of shadowy shapeof blackness and unreality— that there was
no God, no heaven, no
hope.
Or if there was a God, she could not love
Him— He had made
her suffer so. If there was an Eternal Ruler,
He was a great and
powerful Force that cared nothing for human hearts
or their anguishthe achmg-souled children of humanity below were
as blind men
walking to an unknown fate, with no one to pity or care
for them
no one to notice their efforts to do right, no one
to care for
their mortal anguish, no one to note when one, too weary,
fell out
of the ranks as they toiled on towards the blackness
of the grave.

—

To this sister, sitting in the shadow of her great loss, in
the deeper shadow of her soul's despair, came this letter.
It
flashed into the darkness of her life like living sun-rays, lighting up a dark world; if He, the All-Powerful One, could care enough
for human love and human losses to thus bridge over the distance
and carry to the bereaved soul of the child afar the tidings of
her father's death---and not only this, to break the news thus
tenderly to her, not telling her that her father was dead, but
gently, sweetly, as some tender mother might break sorrowful tidings to her best beloved, thus had the tidings been sent to her
heart---"Her father and mother had met."
This was not the God she had pictured to herself in the gloom
and blackness of the months past. This was not the great, uncaring
Force that moved the planets and swung the worlds on their terrible
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rounds through dreadful
space.
Wo thi.
.
thoughtfulness and unceasing
care
't^v
his chlldren"-this
old text
to
?uu h'f
God she could love, could
^^^is was a
trust
^""^"here, He «as keepins her treasure safe for
her for
fro, the evils Of thL
'«>^^' her
^resen; tlL °^hlf
both-„ould
"^'^'^
His own^good^uL'Silte

^

m

K.

?her:g:in''

refd\t^°nd's:id:""l^

^e^eStlen"

Mr-

\°

telling hi„ to break the ne"
veifgently^to hi"".^°
not dare to alarm her by a
"
! T**'^'"tellgram
has prepared her, I thlL
I wiir::;d f :ess:g:?"'''

Her

fltLlZl\ul lT]Vt'lCT

the difference In time
be?^een

^

"^^^

"^^r'?

thH

^''^"^

loved one so far avay?'^^

S!airc-;;%r
flag-ship

Allowing for

'^f.^^^"-

paradise to the

r?'/

ord^e-;et ^^%r;::r^j8ir
to the West Indies.
The vessel it is hM.
constellation, .t the Island of
Sal^rTho^as'

2

'''''
squadron, for the purpose
nuadro°n"?onhr^
'^^T''^'
of scouring the

.

^If iur^^es'se^s

~^

of til

pirates from the haunts
they infested. Captain
sailed on slowly, annoyed ^y head
winds and detained by cal^s
One night he dreamed he was standing
on his quarter-deck admiring the
view of sea and sky, when he sJd?

N—
.

''''
^^^^^^^-^
the gangwaj^hich aL unces
?he
the arr?::rff
arrival of a visitor. He looked in
that direction, and saw
advancing Captain Gordon, who had died
some years before in the
the departed, a consciousness that
they are dead, yet not surprised
to see them alive and performing
the actions of living men---disreconcile. Gordon politely saluted
hl7^T.TL^^^^
him, and^then inquired whither he
was bound. Captain
answered '
I am going out as Perry's captain,
and he will hoist his flag on
board at St. Thomas."

N—

J-°^arietta Holley,
(1895). 277-279.

"Beyond the Shadows," The Arena, 12
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be convinced."

He then

pinS3^\L°1lS°of iu^'j™

What a;^::r:d";;\e'°a?i3ia"ad'\?irri°" ^-JS-t^^^ ana saw
various vessels, and Sf the fo.t
^^^Ss of
half-mast high;
minute guns we^e Trinl TJ. \
^''^
tance
the land a^so wlth'l.w ''
« dls'
three hoats shot into^'LVf^ol"
°^
h^ve" s:rn:arf:t'^t:rf

fL

.

T"

officers and told them all the
particular Is— for sailors are p;overhially superstitious— and they
agreed to note the day of the
month and everything else relating to
the dream. After a ?ev more
days' sailing they came to the island
of St. Thomas, where Uy ?he
corvette John Adams; a boat soon put
off from her, ^hen they ve^e
.^^^^ Commodore Perry had died on board of yellow fever
and had been actually buried on shore
with a procession of boaJs,
°'
^^^^^
-^^^^ °^

IT!

:ond:rfSy:L'.i§?

—

MAC. T.
One winter evening about fifty years ago,
a post-chaise,
with a single gentleman inside it, drove up to
the little inn
on the Pentland Firth, in the north of
Scotland, where passengers
who were going to cross the Orkneys usually spent
the night.
The
gentleman, whom we will call Mr. Mac T., was the owner
of a large
estate, and an old house which had belonged to
his family for
hundreds of years, in the Mainland, or chief of the
Orkney Islands,
and was now about to visit his property.
It was a blustering,
stormy night, but that only made more pleasant the
cigar and glass
of whiskey, and the crackling wood-fire by which
Mac T. sat chatting with the landlord, who was an old friend both
of his father
and himself, and who was proud of entertaining the
"young laird,"

^OTa. B. Garrett, "The Mysteries of Dreaming,"
Hours at Home,
10, No. 5 (1870), hkk-kk^.
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early in t.e ^ornlng/anrMa'f;:
f
wLe'tfl^
well-appointed little bedroom.
The wind ^as oh^M
'
Berserker melody, and the sea
was roartng a dee^ I"*

^^^^

land, sitting at the head of a very
long table
The banqueting
hall was now in reality abnost
a ruin, but in his dream
Mac ?
saw it hung with tapestry, and blazing
with a hundred lights
The
table was well filled on both sides,
and he thought he glanced
.

^^^^^ -^h him
were all
werf
alfh^HeL
his dead ancestors for many
generations back. He knew
their faces and dresses well from their
portraits in the picture
gallery
Next to him sat his own father, who
had died aboira
year before. And at the bottom of the
table sat a fair-haired
''^^ ""^^ ^
chieftain, the founder
°5
'"r.i''
of the ?
family
It seemed to him that he sat for some
minutes as
If spell-bound, while the spectres murmured
together in low, hollow tones. At length they all rose, and
slowly, one by one, in
turns, left the hall.
But before they went, each one paused
at
the door, and turning, raised his hand
in a warning attitude,
fixed his eyes on Mac T., and said in a deep
voice, the word
Beware.

f

"The packet starts in twenty minutes, sir,"
cried a loud
voice at the door, rousing Mac T. suddenly from sleep.
Confused
at first, yet soon remembering where he was, he
sprang out of bed
and began hurriedly to dress himself. Being a bad
sailor, his
first glance was naturally enough at the sea, close
to which the
inn stood. The wind had risen in the night. The
waves thundered
on the shore, and the little Orkney packet was tossing up
and
down like a limpet shell. As he gazed, his strange dream rose
up
with sudden distinctness before Mac T.'s mind. He was infected
with a good deal of thorough Scotch superstition. Besides he did
not much like the look of the sea, so he resolved not to go till
tomorrow. That day the Orkney packet was lost with every man on
board, and Mac T. and his little wife, who was left at home with
the
babies, had to thank that warning dream for his life.^'^o

^^^Alice King,

"Dreams," The Argosy

,

23, No.

3

(18t8), 193-194.
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THE DEAD IN

HYPERMIffiSTr! dpttiamq

of Lady C. (her go Joth^r
^ho had^Ln dead
I went to tea with her,
and she

IZlT^' f

^^'^^^

21U"?L

'

looked very
why was she angry? She answered,
'C, you .remind fl t I
me, yet you have never touched
^^''^ °^
?
the f^^Pler
^a^JZ It got
TI ready
so carefully
for o'wu.
you.'
I saia
X
said 1I mnid
r^Zcould not remember axjouxng
anything aoout
ahnnt it.
f
•t4It is
your work-box,' she ansverpd
'=.r,^
I awoke."
Laay
h:ruS''t.rtr il^.o^^eSLl^^f iu ^lir
way from the spirit land to remind
her of her LansL
i
to look for the box, but the
family were go"g aSoad a'd
thf"
furniture was already packed. When
they returned S
who wL
by no means notable, c^e one day
across her "d box] 'anS the
'°
^^S^"^ t° hunt To^ Lady c!'s
ZlT^
. "2
handiwork.
She could not find it, and was
just shutting the box
when She touched a spring which opened
one of those hldlen places
^l'^^^^^" ^^liSht, when out
dropped a tiny sampler, every
r Jlllu
row
begun with a fresh letter in a different
color, the silk hani*° SO on, bit all ™used"'
""^^
no? a
f°t,rh'
f""^*
not
stitch added.
The waking C. could not remember the
thing
^
even when she saw it.-'-^"

^

m

n

•

MRS. CALLAGHAN.— John Callaghan was a
well-to-do farmer, residing
in the County Cork. He was a sober, steady
man, and had never been
known to be behindhand in paying his rent. Though
his farm was
not very large, still, by good management, he
was able to support
his family comfortably out of it.
There came one summer, however,
that the weather was so bad that nearly all poor
John's crops failed
so that when rent-day came he had no money to meet
it.
There was
only one thing to be done under the circumstances ---he
must sell
some of his stock. He regretted much being obliged to
do this, but
he had no other alternative, if he wished to retain
his farm, for
the agent was a very hard man, and would soon turn him
out if he did
not pay punctually. So the next fair-day John took two of his
best
cows and some fat pigs to sell at the fair. He spent all day
there
trying to get a good price for them, and at last succeeded in doing
so.
He was very tired on his return, and looked so ill that
his
wife remarked it to him. Assuring her that it was nothing but
overfatigue, and that he would be all right in the morning, he told
her
that he had sold the cattle very well, having got fifty pounds for

^°9"Dreams, Visions, and Ecstacies," Eclectic Magazine, 19,
No. 3

(im),

28k.
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them, which was enough
for the half year's renf
^
He went to bed immediately
i-ng over,
after supper' and soin
?ell°'1'''' ^^^^
morning, however, his wife
wondered he did not °n/
l"^^^^'
to him. At first she
""'"^
^^^^^
thought he was in a fM^t
a doctor, who pronounced
^^""^
^"^^
^^r
'
him dead
lt\L
state Of his mind, and the
overfaUg^e he h^d'g^ne tf^'
hastened his death, his heart
having been aiiected
a?fec?ed for
^
some time
past.

f

^

Poor Mrs. Callaghan got such
a shock bv ^hi
that at first she did not think
of

looSL

.

a

^^^^^^^-^ce

fn.

fifty pounds could not be found
anywhere. Could he have L^t
it
on the way home? Or had he been
robbed? Perhaps so. He c;rtainlv
said he had got the money; but she
had not seen it with him! 1^
may have been only promised to him by
the parties he sold to but
that was not likely. The poor woman
was in a sad way, and s^ent
all her time in searching for the missing
money, and could think of
nothing else. In a few days the agent
was to call for the ren?
and If she could not pay, she and her
helpless little ones would
have to leave their dearly loved home,
and either beg or starve.
Such was the state of things when, the very
night before the
agent s expected visit, Mrs. Callaghan dreamed
that her husband
came to her, and told her that she would
find the fifty pounds
pinned to the paper behind the looking-glass
over the chimney-piece
in the bedroom.
He put it there for safety, he said,
fearing the
house might be robbed, as it was known he brought
the money with
him, and he thought it would be safest there.
The moment Mrs.
Callaghan woke she went over to the place mentioned
by her husband
in her dream, and found the bank-notes in the
exact position he had
•LI'-'
-

described

I

ELZEVIR HORACE . " - - -The other story was related to Dr. Hammond
by a
personal friend, a -lawyer, who was interested in a case wherein
the
exact age of a cousin of his own was an important feature. It
could not be ascertained from any living person. The grandfather
of
both the gentlemen had taken a great deal of notice of them in their
boyhood, and the lawyer often remarked that if he were alive there
would be no difficulty about the desired date--- that he felt sure

"Found by Dreams," Harper's Weekly
2^5.

.

2k, No. 12l6 (l880),
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he had somewhere seen
a record of It i
writing, but he could
gentleman's handnot recollect vi»J
f'^
and he had given up
the search iraelpJS'
lTT\'°°''''''^"^^'^
which his grandfather
^
came to him sayfng:'

'^^^ ™=
you -=:ue:rth:ron7a"f?e™oon'':h:r
^-'t
some lines from ElzevL
I read you
7^"
Horace and^h"'
family record out of he
^ ''^^ "^^^ ^
"
{y jL^rtlf.
"™''" °* '^'"^'''^ ^^a^es
at the end? Now, as you
toow T d^,H
(Smith), and I „as a
*° ^''^
MrSecSuI'foof
^"""^
will never read: Get the Ho^aS
""ch
he
.
hour at which James was
^1^^
'
born!:"

S

exactly as descri^el i^^L^'dL^^

f

^Tnr:??o.r:r\1.1^^^^

—

LADY MILLER
An instance of the renewal in
sleep of an impres^on
of memory calling up an
apparation to enforce it (ifis the
impression vhich_ causes the apparation,
not the apparation which con^^^/"'P^^^^^'^^) occurred near Bath half a century
ago.
sJr
' very wealthy gentleman, died leaving no cSidre"
His widow";
always understood that she was to
have the use of his
hoc
house for her life with a very large
Jointure; but no will making
such provision could be found after
his death! The heir-at-law'
naturally
claimed
his rights, but kindly
1?
allowed
Lady Miller to remain for six months
in the house to complete her search for the missing
papers.
The six months drew at
last to a close, and the poor widow
had spent fruitless days and
weeks in examining every possible place
of deposit for the lost
document, till at last she came to the
conclusion that her memory
must have deceived her, and that her
husband could have made no
such promise as she supposed, or have
neglected to fulfil it had he
made one. The very last day of her tenure
of the house had just
dawned, when in the gray of the morning
Lady Miller drove up to
the door of her man of business in Bath,
and rushed excitedly to
his bedroom door calling out, "Come
to me
I have seen Sir John!
There is a will!
The lawyer hastened to accompany her back
to

tT

I

^^^"Dreams and Their Causes," Once A Week
23 (187O), 98Dreams Which Are Not All Dreams," The Argosy kj,
No. 2 (1889),
,

,
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said solemnly, "ThLe if a ^
"
wa'^'
remained as
uncertain as before. 5^ce more
''^^ searched in vain
from cellar to loft tiU
!
.
and her friend found themsf
''''
v^^'l^rga^rer t'?h'%^^^'%''^
°^
house.
-It is all over/' Lady
MUler saS- "j IT
?
"^^^
husband deceived me, and I am
ruined'" At
at the table over which
she^ru:ning v e n1."°"This1:bi:°'^'
was in his study once! Let us
examine it I" ^h^y looked
t-H
missing will, duly signed and
sealed, was within
wxT^nin it,
it
and
'h
the widow
was rich to the end of her ri^vc
^
^^^'^^^
how her anxiety Llled uTth
'^^th' fIL jSSn'r'''°^-^°
made him say precisely what he
iT, o^nce'bef
e
I'd^io'^'
^°
her, but of which the memory had
'^^^
waxed faint. ^^2^

'wS^U
the^.
f3iv

L

R.—

.—

of Bowland
A further and still more interesting illustration of the class of dreams under
consideration is presented Jn
an anecdote published by the
distinguished authoJ o? the W^ve'ey
novels, and considered by him to be
authentic:
"Mr
of
Bowland, a gentleman of landed property
in the vale of Gala
was prosecuted for a very considerable
sum— the accumulated
arrears of |eind, or tithe, for which
he was said to be indebted
to a noble family, the titulars (lay
improprietors of the tithes).
Mr. R-- was strongly impressed with a
belief that his father had,
by a form of process peculiar to the law
of Scotland, purchased
these temds from the titular, and therefore
that the present
prosecution was groundless: but, after an
industrious search
among his father's papers, in investigation
of the public records '
and a careful inquiry among all persons who
had transacted lawbusiness for his father, no evidence could be
recovered to support his defense.
The period was now near at hand when he conceived the loss of his law-suit to be inevitable,
and he formed
his determination to ride to Edinbirgh next day,
and make the
best bargain he could in the way of compromise. He
went to bed
with this resolution, and, with all the circumstances
of the
case floating upon his mind, had a dream to the
following purpose.
His father, who had been many years dead, appeared to
him, he
thought, and asked him why he was disturbed in his mind.
In
dreams men are not surprised at such apparitions. Mr. R--thought that he informed his father of the cause of his
distress,
adding that the payment of a considerable sum of money was
the

R—

Frances P. Cobbe, "Dreams as Illustrations of Unconscious Cerebration," Eclectic Magazine. j6 (iSjl), 731.
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more unpleasant to him becau^P
v.o^
it was not due, though
unLjf '^""''''^ consciousness that
he
support of his beUef.
-""-nee In
'You are rxLt
paternal shade
'^P'-^^*
"^e
"i aid acauire m^h? i "L'""'
ment of which you are
^ayprosecu ?d *?he''"
transactions are in the hanS"?
*°
1^''".^
to
^^er
who is now retired from
.
professional business,
bu^ltr andi resides at
Inveresk, near Edinburgh
that occasion for a particuLr ^' ^ ^^T"
^ ^"'I'^"^^* °"
"^'^^
occasion transacted b'u'S
°"
ss^:n':r:c^ount "'?t"r^^
^^''^ possible,'
pursued the vision, 'that Mr ;
Lf, k
Which is now of ve;y llt\Tt^;
'
luTlJ^'lVlZllVll
to his
^^^^^^
recollection by this token---fh=f
u
r

—

2

1

"

:s

-ie\ti^rc^::\L^noJ^

S:c:-r^^^

^° ^--^ °ut the balance 'at a
Mr.
awoke in the morning, with all
the words of
worth
^hi elo
riae
rxL^across'the'cf't^'
across the country to Inveresk,
instead of going straight
to Edinburgh. When he arrived
there he waited ontle gentleman
mentioned in the dream— very old
a
man.
Without saying aJy thing

tavern
tavern.

'

R—

"'^'"^^
remembered havLg'condu J
such : llllTrf^' ir'/'^
''''''
gentleman could
not at
a? ??rst
first b^?n.
bring the circumstances to his
recollection, but on
mention of the Portugal piece of gold,
the whole returned upon
his memory; he made an immediate
search for the papers, and recovered them; so that Mr.
carried to Edinburgh th^ documents
necessary to gam the cause which he was
on the verge of losing. "^^3

R—

DREAMS PREDICTING ONE'S OWN DEATH
lady of Truro dreamt,
MM-—
that the boat
A

the night before a boating party,
was upset, and she herself drowned.
She therefore

Cariosities of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine 52, No. 1
126-127; Extraordinary Dreams," Once A Week
9 (1863),
625; John Bonner, "Dream-Reading," Harper's Magazine
32, No.
191 (1866), 652; Frances P. Cobbe, "Dreams as Illustrations
of Unconscious Cerebration," Eclectic Magazine
76 (1871), 731Edward Fitzgerald, "Sleep and Dreaming," Canadian Monthly
13
(1878), 47I; "Dreams," Appleton's Journal 8, No. hQ (188O),
555-556; Julia H. Gulliver, "The Psychology of Dreams," Journal
of Specula tive Philosophy ik (188O), 211+-215; "Dreams Whi^h
Are Not All Dreams," The Argosy kj, No. 2
(1889), I6I-162;
Horatio King, "On Dreams," The New England Ma gazine. 2, No.
3
^
(1890), 328.
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determined not to loin it and cov,^
safely, however, ^na ml
'''^"^^^
TteT tllZll\^ f^-^snd
^
^f*^
passed, and describing where
"hat had
she h»J
found, ceased to think of ?he^»t?f
^''^ "^"^^ """l^
lady had occasion to"cro1s*:
'^'^^ ^''^
e"?
^rl^er^^S
Snf^
Harry's
sage; the boat was UDset sh^
'
PasJ
^"^ '''^^ ^™Sht for
the body In yaln. ^hen the fw, . f
'
!
''^^
dream
fo^art, anS poLted
th
dream as the body's
III

f

cL

Z.^TJ:

™

^:^:Z^m

M

PRINCESS
GQTSKT.---fl shnrt fim«
^
of Warsaw, travel led to P^rL
^"1""^
October
SctoberiTsSl
1720), she dreamed that
she found hei-^elr i„ = I
^^^^^^^^^ ^
cup to°\t1nrdes red
^

r'TdrSr^steT^l

•

T

Kind's p..sieir:as"f:;t
^.HrJi^/t^ Snc^^L
showed great signs of astonishment;
asked the rea on' sS saJd

^--^^
but
Duz /:hairn^tii:'thi
^
1 Shall not die this time, for this
^
is not the same apartment
which I saw in my dream." She recovered,
and eventu^ly "^in
health, forgot her dream and the
fears i^ had created "^^p^arls
of a^year afterwards, however, she
was dissatisfied withTr
''^'"'^
requested to have apartments prepared
ro/lT^"'
for
her
a convent at Paris.
Immediately on entering the
room, she exclaimed, "it is all over
with me. I shall not leave
this room alive; it is the one I saw
in my dream at Warsaw."
She died soon afterwards, in the same
apartment, of an ulcer of
the throat, occasioned by the drawing
of a tooth. ^^5

S

m

JOHN GRAY

.—

A young man, named John Gray, residing at Cinderford,
told his mother, before he went to the
Crump Meadow coal-pits
^^ifK^^^-o^^^'i^ that he dreamed the preceding night (January
14, 104/+ j that while at work a large stone fell
upon and killed
him.
The mother made light of the dream. Not so the
dreamer

114^^ F. Thiselton Dyer, "Dreams
and Their Folk-Lore,"
Gentleman's Magazine .25^ No. lQ2k (l88l), JOJ
.

5,

•-^^joseph Hatton,
No. 6 (1868), h6k,

"On Some Notable Dreams," The Arsosv.
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of stone

feu

upon and crushed him to
death^l6^

'""^"'^

Br
";ig?
--:8\1;tgr;e°rs°;nf";:S^a';
allege

westphal, died
"^^^^^^-d.
that for several year' he
'haS Sov /i*'
as the positive day of
hS d'a^
Thi sfpers°mll*°
superstitious presentlment he accounted for as follow,^
.

officiatins as pastor o? a se^I
™^
ded'
h"'^*
"^^'^^ village he
was aroused
one night by a knocking at h1<, aZZ ou^tir^iUale
looking out'of h^rchL'bel
d^^he °p:rSlv:f

iTJ'^T'

the door.

.0

isi:;:s\"^3

the^::rr%?nr:^x;;T"gr

"sr

oatlng his wish that Dr. Westphal
should follow him
Se'nr diH
so and to his astonish,nent,
was conducted though the
church
yard and to the front of the
church door. On ?he door he saw'
Jeo. du,

Whilst he stood intently gazing
on hi^ inscrir.
disappeared. The docLr made marL
on he Lrch
do"
door and these marks were visible
the next day when he veSt to
look for them, a fact which served
to convince^im ?hat he had
been under the delusion of a dream.
He communicated these
(?)
circumstances to his family, to whom, for
several years past the
month of February has been an interval
of grief and anxie"!^
Whether from the effects of nervous
apprehension, or some other
cause, It is impossible to determine,
but Dr. Westphal expired
on the day to which he had long confidently
looked forward as the
last of his existence -L-L
.

m

LADY WARRE'S CHAPLAIN.—
"Some Passages of the Life and Death
^^^^^
'^^^^ ^^^^ °^ Rochester, who died July 26th,
1680," we read how this lord told the writer that
the chaplain
of his mother-in-law. Lady Warre, dreamt that he
would die on
a certain day.
The idea was ridiculed by the family, and he had
alinost forgotten it, when one evening at supper
it was discovered
that there were thirteen at table, which, according
to a fond
conceit"— in other words, a foolish one--indicated the death
of

^^^J. G. Belcher, "The Romance of Sleep," Harper's Magazine,
3^, No. 203 (1867). 61+5.

117

A. B. Garrett,
10, No. 5 (1870), 446.

tt

"The Mysteries of Dreaming," Hours at Home,
•
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ZClX'C MZVolllriT,

-

'''' ^''^^^^^^
'^at one
once thrown into a
'^'^^''^ ™state o? agitation
He expressed his
that before the morning
belief
he muS d^e ^nt ^
health, no one heeded his
'°
---Uent
words. On the lollowlng
f^l?"
was found dead in his
morning he
bed. 11-8

^

m^^on^^-ti^il?? -*\-r
^h-fdrla: a-b^rfl-\r
-H"^^^
looked at it .dllnlTl

™

~"'^'^

lllTe

:Z\T^r.l'
another world, as in three
days he wouM dl^
S
and, as he laughingly said,
d?d not Jook Uk^ .
death. On the Saturday
also he Sold
L f
perfectly well, and beLev:d°
ll

wolsifrL Ht?

isrTp^of

™'
'° "^^^

''''

IZ.lXnT tl^'ZsT.-'

^^p^ain
=heer-

f!"^

''"^P^"' ^" ^88'
fully and talkatlvelv to h^d' h
f J
"'"^
breakfast, and
whlle%f
asslsting'him to re.Sve Ss
unde^alstooa? ''f ? '
Westoote, Lord Lyttleton's uncle!) 119

silLnl^e™

TTf *'

hrflffT^ -'"^

"=*ance

™=
^"'^

is recorded by Browning in

21^*' lBo3, the poet made the following note:
"Arabel I'M, „?f=. =/^=t^^).t°l<i
yesterday that she had been
much asiiaied iv
happened the night before, Sunday,
July If lit
'
^""^
^^all I be with yiu?'
The re^l'v
reply was, 'Dearest, in five
years.' Whereupon Arabel woke
She knew xn her dream that it
was not to the li.Lg she spoke

^

°^

^

^'•^

prediction was fulfilled.
s per^ti'tJou"
superstitious,

completion of these five years the
Miss Barrett died in the poet 's
a^s '

^^f-e-

^ow

I

™ ™

wrote Browning, describing the event
to his own

il8
No. ^
6_ (1868), 463;

(I883)r{93

191.

Notable Dreams/' The Ar/^os.v S,
"Some Remarkable Dreamers/'
Dre^mpr.. " T.o
n^.>. Society
d.li ,/^
London
:
.

.

•^^^"Some Remarkable Dreamers/' London
Society

,

kk (1883),
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to run." And he makes
"^'^ ="11
the charao^erl'??:
comment, "Only a colncldence, but noticeable. "120

T

PUC DE

EERRI.— The

duke dreamed one nlKht th»f
at the window of his
apartment In ?he iuUeSe^ h
the gardens, accompanied
"^^rlooked
by two indlvldua^r h
I
was suddenly attracted to
attention
the iron rlnin^ i
passing In the Hue de Rlyoli
^^^""^l t°
*
I Ln
°'^=" °* P^°Pl'= ™s assembled In the stree? and
procession followed b^ a
^"--^1
"
of carJ,
one of the bystanders^a^dl^
*°
u"irfd^^ e^'Ju^erat
the answer was made that
It was that o^ M GreWuThe
v,

^

IrSn

Tl'

^^z^^/:^::^^

off\en^\^h^f-

^

Greffuihe at his hotel in the Rue
.-^
d' Art% ^
night, and M. Greffuihe was
not n a verj go d Ttltt 1711^^
attended his royal highness to the
'
carrlagf bareheaLd and
•

llLZlTa :L\?ff iS
vr,.-^^

i Zu

de"nt\rthe\::::!!a

—

f k^^dl""
rr^"
Before a
^

^--^

'^^^

:SL^ter

and

week had elpased the

ated the remalnln^rincj::^

DEATH SmBQLIG OR ARCHETYPAL

.—
m

MRS PATON
The mother of T. Noel Paton dreamed
that she was
standing
a long gallery with her husband hy
her side, and her
children ranged around her, evidently waiting
for something to
appear. That something soon came, in the
shape of a little
crooked old man, whom Mrs. Paton at once
recognized as Death.
He bore not a scythe but an axe, with
which he clove to the ground

^""^

(l897)"^°T?f

316

^'

"^'"^

Bordering Land," The Argosy

Littell's Living Age

.

ihO, No.

.

65

18OT (1879),
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two daughters of the family, and then disappeared.
Mrs. Paton awoke
agony, and well remembering her dream, convinced
herself that
her children were to be murdered. A discharged
servant of her
husband's had threatened the family, and was
known to be in the
neighborhood. Every precaution was taken to prevent
the house
being entered by night; the children were closely
watched; but
pending all these precautions, scarlet-fever broke
out in' the
family, and the two daughters whom Death had struck
down in the dream
were in effect carried off by the disease. ^22

m

DR. HAMMOND.— I dreamed that I had taken a passage in
a steamboat
from St. Louis to New Orleans, and that among the passengers
was
a man who had all the appearance of being very ill with
consumption.
He looked more like a ghost than a human being, and moved
noiselessly among the passengers, noticing no one, though attracting the attention of all. For several days nothing was
said between him and any one; till one morning, as the vessel
approached Baton Rouge, he came to where I was sitting, on the
guards, and began a conversation by asking me what time it was.
I took out my watch, when he instantly took it from my hand and
opened it.
"l, too, once had a watch," he said; "but see what
I am now." With these words he threw aside the large cloak he
usually wore, and I saw that his ribs were entirely free of skin
and flesh.
He then took my watch, and, inserting it between his
ribs, said it would make a very good heart.
Continuing his conversation, he told me that he had resolved to blow up the vessel
the next day; but that, as I had been the means of supplying him
with a heart, he would save my life. "When you hear this whistle
blow," he said, "jump overboard, for in an instant afterwards the
boat will be in atoms." I thanked him, and he left me. All that
day and the next I endeavered to acquaint my fellow-passengers
with the fate in store for them but discovered that I had lost
the faculty of speech.
I tried to write, but found that my hands
were paralyzed. In fact, I could adopt no means to warn them.
While I was making these ineffectual efforts, I heard the whistle
of the engine.
I rushed to the side of the boat to plunge overboard
and awoke. The whistle of a steam sawmill near my house
had just begun to sound, and had awakened me. My whole dream had
been excited by it, and could not have occupied more than a few
seconds '-23
.

No.

'-22john Bonner, "Dream -Reading,
191 (1866), 651.

"

Harper's Magazine , 32,

^23Dreams and Their Causes," Once A Week , 23 (iSjO), 99-100.
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gURRIE'S FRIEND.— It was summer.
.and I mvself .
.
.
in the public gardens of
^^^^S ^^ont
a foreign ci^y a cUv t
^ l^^d never been
to before.
I was dressed in « rTr. ?
r J.^^^^
With goM. w.ich tr^-L^f
.:;:i:/:r °o'/?
:3:"^iaT'^°"^''^
very pleased with the fit of it and
^ ""^^
'
being conscious that I ^as
looMng^best"" ll'lTr.r^''^^'-''
seemed to become appressively
hot and I ?;nJr
Shade. The sounds'^f solemn'musxj
eacLd^my ears^a Thif^' '""^l
and, looking across the street
'
which was ne^^e^^ to he
gLde^r
I saw a magnificent cathedral,
grey with age, into which
people were flocking as though to
assist at ome ^eUgJous cere
mony.
I crossed the street, impelled
by an irresCtlbU im^uH."
and entered the church. As I lifted
the heavr^ea^heri^orSeJ^
in front of the arched doozvay,
a sudden chiU seemed
me to the heart, and I said to
myself that I would sit quite
c!ose
to the entrance, so as to be able
to leave when I liked^ withou?
disturbing the congregation, if this
chill became unbearable
There appeared to be no one in this
part of the church. The interior of the building was portioned
off, and subdivided, Sy numerous heavy curtains and carved oaken
screens, so that I was 17able from where I was to see into
the chancel! I seated my eS
in what looked like an old-fashioned
English pew, surrounded by
dark panelling and here I remained,
listening to the chanting of
the monks (as I supposed, for the
service was Roman Catholic)
upon the further side of one of the carved
partitions. The light
in the church was extremely subdued,
but when my eyes became
accustomed to it I perceived that all the
curtains and draperies
were of black funeral cloth, and I also
recognised that the organ
was playing the solem strains of the De
Profundis. No doubt,
I thought, I was assisting at the
obsequies of some illustrious
person. Just as I was wondering whom this
might be, I felt a
sharp current of air upon my left shoulder, and
by a sudden
glimmer of light I knew that the portiere of the
principal entrance had been pulled aside. I was surprised that
the air
from^ outside, where all was sunshine, should strike
so cold, and,
turning round, I saw a male figure entering the church
very
quickly as though in a great hurry. When my eyes recovered
from
the sudden ray of light which had made the surrounding
gloom seem
all the deeper, I perceived that this was the figure of
Death,
in the horrid semblance of a skeleton, though I could see
only
the upper part of the body on account of the screens and
curtains
that came between. The head, a "peelit skull," was surmounted
by a kind of postillion's hat, set jauntily upon one side. I
have seen the same sort of hat in the vignettes and culs-de-lampe
in French illustrated books of the eighteenth century, only there
the figure that wears it is usually a Cupid.
In this instance
a large cockade was attached to it, and long streamers of black
.

,

f

?Se'

to^^^
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crape hung down at the back.
The shoulders of fho ^•
covered with a short cape, having
several o Lars U^'^lZ''''
that used to be worn by hackneyed
coachmen Jn bjg^ne davf

/

sri:s^:Lj r^:::.- sSeV^sss

i^it^^^^

Side of the vertetJ^e,
:xpLed\rtLlIf
Perceiylng me. It hurriedly adjusted
an arJS^

t

panelled
line

^^^"^

.L

'-jLri

^

5

*

'

side or the pew.
I Derceivpri fha-f^^'^ ^^^^
"ro^s! L:-!!:Lih:^
It was fledged upon three
sides of the head with black
leathers
^^^^
aiming
o
the r ghrand"?:ft': 'T'^'V
''^''^^
passing
through
the
heavy
5
liLl f^K
black
curtains which concealed the body
of the church, wasloon
lost to view, an icy blast following
in its wake and blowing back
into my face. Frightened at what
I had seen, though grateful
for my own escape, I rose and left
the cathedral by the way the
figure had entered, thinking that,
thus, I should be lesl ukely
to fall in with It again, and, once
more, I felt the soft warmth
strolled about in the churchyard, let^
fLfU'^'l^l
ting
my white dress trail behind me as I
had done before, and
trying to read the inscriptions upon
some of the ancient monuments, which, being mostly in Latin, I only
partly understood.
In this manner, and without being aware
of it, I worked my way
round to the opposite side of the church,
and here, quite near
to the principal entrance, I came, in
the middle of a smooth
grass-plot, upon a newly dug grave. I went
close up to it and
looked down into the damp cool earth, and said
to myself that it
was probably intended for the departed person
whose funeral
rites were being conducted inside the cathedral.
Then, as I
was turning to leave the churchyard, meaning
to regain the public
gardens, I found that the train of my dress had
apparently become
caught or entangled in something; a branch, or a clod
of the rough
earth cast up from the grave, as I supposed, and, not
wishing to
tear the muslin by pulling at it, I bent down to free
it from
whatever the hindrance might be. As I did so, my fingers
closed
upon the head of a black-fledged arrow, like the one
from which I
had escaped inside the church, by which my dress had
been literally
pinned to the edge of the newly made grave, and, glancing back
in
the direction of the cathedral, I espied, crouching
behind a grey
tombstone, the same grisly figure that had aimed the first shaft
at^me, his bony hands still grasping the uplifted bow, and with
a
grin of triumph upon his horrible face. The De Profundis then
pealed forth so loudly from within the church, that it seemed as
though the solid earth trembled and vibrated, and with a cry of

f

f

-,•+•
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terror I awoke from my
sleen
All
i,
it was some time
t^^'-lblJ' vivid that
before I
!°.
and a segse as of so„e
'
ove^^heL.ng
alam tf has oppressed
^ ^aj-amity
Since ^'^^
me ever

miy lauL

I

THE DEAD

CONmiNG

.urr

RELICTO,:..

ii^a;d?f\:: s^e^:ts°oVr:aSr/:r
=°l-l-e=t which helped
to mate It up.
I havf had «
J v °
knotted round' ./.^H
^tV^TleVllTn'li: ^.^f ^^^"^

nearly all that night under thf
laf Uctlon wheni fSl
?
and dreamed this dream. Observe
^^'''^P
th^t throughout
fi
u
I was as real,
animated, and full of m^slnH! m
the last scene of Macbeth
^n .n rj'^^^
,uite sublime in
I could not make out the
face, nor do I recollect th»t T
^

^'^s.^^^s^^r:^:^^' ^^^^^
-

'
'he'^a^do™ :
t\n""^'
picture
Pictu°rrb.
by n
Raphael; and bore no resemblance
to
any
one
I have
ever seen except in stature.
I think (but I am not sure)
?hat
I ^-ognized the voice.
Any way, I knew it was poor Mary's
spirit

that not
I
°^
In
?f
1?
f
It SO familiarly.
are onlv «hi^ /r. ^

"

^^ecolled; and I felt immediately
^ °"Sht not to have ='^^-^'=-'=*^^
addressed
"
Foreive
mp " I
t said,
a^i,^
^°^give me.
we poor living
'

-,

.

.

creatures
ourselves by looks and words. I
have
affections; and you know my
'°
heart
heart.
It was so full of compassion and
sorrow for me-which I
knew spiritually, for, as I have said,
I did not perceive Us
!;^J^^^^^^"that it cut me to
heart; and I said,
sobMn^ _Oh.^give me some token that youthehave
sobbing,
really visited mel"
Form a wish, it said. I thought,
reasoning with myself, if i
form a selfish wish it will vanish,
so I hastily discarded such
hopes and anxieties of my own as came
into my mind, and said,
Mrs. Hogarth is surrounded with great
distresses "--observe I
never thought of saying "your mother," as
to a mortal creaturewill^you extricate her?" "Yes." "And her
extrication is to be a
certainty to me that this has really happened?"
"Ye^ "
"But
answer me one other question," I said, in an
agony of entreaty
lest It should leave me:
"What is the true religion*?" As it
paused a moment without replying, I said "Good
God!" in such an
agony of haste, lest it should go away, "you
think, as I do, that
the form of religion does not so greatly matter
if we try to do

ncL

!

''^''^^^

iTLT' T^^l

IS^Mary M. Currie,
53 (1903), 964-966.

^

"The Way of Dreams," The Nineteent h Century,
^'
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good?-or, I said, observing that
it stiLI hesitated
moved with the greatest
compassion for me, "perhapslhe
R
Catholic is the best? perhaps
it makes one think
God IfT"
and believe in him more steadily?"
"For vou " L.J
full Of such heavenly tenderness
for
th^'l felt
would break-"for
it is the best"
Shen I awoke withTh'"''
tears running down my face, and
myself in exactly the
h-.
^^^^^^^
of the dream.
It was just dawn.
I caUed
K«L
repeated
^"^^
it three or four times over
'
that I mllll
unconsciously make
it plainer or ouidu^er
stranger aiT^erwara.
anerward
T.^was exactly thiq f-rfso -p-^^^
It
in
'
all
hurry, nonsense, or confusion
whatever. 125

S

^,

L

S

T
f

,

.—

DAMNATION
A wish to be satisfied of the state of the departed
soul makes many a mourning heart implore
such dreams; but as it is
not Pe-itted to mortals to lift the veil
of eternity, God may
see fit to rebuke our presumptuous seekings
by allowing terrifying visions, which would cast a gloom
over even the dearest
memories of the past. It was the importunate
prayer of a lady
whose sister had died very suddenly, and,
as she feared, in an
unprepared state, that she might be permitted
to behold her in
a dream, and inquire of her concerning
her welfare. At length
she dreamed that after long travelling
through a doleful region
she arrived at a subterranean passage
filled with loathsome ob-'
jects and odors, and deep with mouldy slime.
She thought that ashe paused in dismay at the entrance to look
for a path, she cast
a glance through the obscurity.
As she gazed, the vault was for
a moment preternaturally lighted, and, to
her astonishment, she
descried the object of her solicitude crouched down
in a corner
bathed in tears, and half-clad in vile and tattered
rags. Deeply
distressed, she asked the poor girl whether she were happy;
to
which, with a gesture of despair that haunted her
sister ever
after, she replied in the negative. The lady, on awaking,
saw
her error in striving to pry into what is not revealed,
and
determined for the future to commit.all her anxieties and cares
into the hands of a merciful God.^^"
^

RADCLIFFE.---I had a very vivid dream in the night. I was present
at a funeral, and moved about in the house among the mourners without being in the least degree able to realize the death of my

^25Richard A. Proctor, "Some Strangely Fulfilled Dreams,"
Eclectic Magazine 33, No. 1 (1881), 32-33.
,

^"^"A.

B.

Home , 10, No.

Garrett, "The Mysteries of Dreaming," Hours at
5 (i8T0), kk6.
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friend as a case for mourning.
I saw the coffin placed
in th.
hearse and in due course I was
marshalled to a p^ace in ?he
procession which proved to be not
in the ^"^"-^"g coach,
but in
my own carriage. Bv mv sidp in t-v.o .v, ^ mourning^coach
^^^^^^^^^
^^o,
after being sLnt fofa hok ?ime
llfalo
voice, .1 agree with you tha^f
de'a^th'ou h^
a subject for mourning, and
that the trappings of woe
Se out of
place on an occasion like this.'
I looked utfn
Who had thus divined my own thought
\°nfsaw';:i
uf?hri:::t
feeling of surprise or fear, that the
speaker was no other tlln

1

m

t^L^^aS^Is

grave.
It seemed to me to be quite natural
that he should thus
divine my thoughts, and that we should
be together, he talkSg
and I listening, as if death had
not parted us.
also seemed
quite natural that a moment or two
later he should vanish away
-th a strong convi^Uon
^
that I ouihtlo be if
""^'^
divine and speak as
he had done^2?

'

-

FELICIA

.—

SKE]?JE
There appeared some months ago in Cassell's
Magazine a ghost story narrated by Miss Felicia
Skene, which from
every point of view is probably one of the
best instances of the
kind ever published. A husband, dubious of another
existence,
promised, if possible, to appear to his wife
after death. His
widow went on a visit to some friends, and their little
girl slept
in her bed.
In the night the child thought she saw the
husband
(of whose death she had no knowledge) standing
by the bedside
and looking at his wife sorrowfully. The child, who
was much
attached to him, spoke to him, and asked him what present
he had
brought to her, and tried, though unavailingly, to waken
the widow
sleeping beside her. Presently the figure passed into an
adjoining dressing-room, and the child slept till morning, when
she
instantly ran into the dressing-room, expecting to find her old
friend. Failing to do so, she followed the widow, and asked her
eagerly where Mr.
had gone. An explanation followed. The
widow conceived that this revalation through the mind of a child
was much more satisfactory than any which her own senses, excited
by anticipation, could have brought her, and unhesitatingly accepted
it as a fact that her husband had come to keep his promise. ^28

2^C. B. Radcliffe, "A Speculation About Dreaming," The
Contemporary Review kO (l88l), 105; Horatio King, "On Dreams,"
The New England Magazine 2, No. 3 (189O), 329.
,

,

^^"Frances P. Cobbe, "Dreams as Illustrations of Unconscious
Cerebration," Eclectic Magazine 76 (i8T1), 732.
,
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BIDDULPH .— -Tn the year ITQS fh» p
Chaplain to "e Earl o?

^i^^

^'"^^^^^^
that
was in London. We spent
much timTT^etTv ''LT'-''T "^^^^i^^^^
of an earnest, serious
a man
turn of mTn/
much on religious subjects
"°^^^^^^tion was very
hf lilt
the free-thinking
'° "'^^^^^^
^^^^
princi'p^es of

^

the^^'^'r'

£r H =
:

several hours, which va^ ^nf f.inclined to ^e^^^eV^^^^^

.

Z

!

^^^^^

^

^'^^^

consisted of

day he was to embarf Sr'S
Ves^tSa'Son^' ITlTl
remarkably prepossessing
appearance
y^^ nLL'^'irL^'
course of conversation some
words dropped from myself CitJ.P^
ence to an unfinished argument
with my clerical TrLn/
°^
our often contested religious
subjects
%
This
tn
that the young soldier was even
morf ^epticallf dis.o^L ir^""'"^
^^^^
^''^^ the\^^gum\'n^ was^' fume'
and continued till we were about
to part, when the lieutenant
asserting his positive belief in
no othe^ life than the present
'
declared that if, after death, his
soul really exLted and he
died before his new clerical
acquaintance, he woSd pay h?m a
visit and confess his error, adding
that he would no? fai'l to
^^'^'^
lieutenant no mL,
ifa rirthis^^Uf''^
'"^"^^''^
""^^^ "^^^
this place,
^
.
which
n? importance,
namely, that although the lieutenant
1.
had ^
told us his name, he had not mentioned
his family, nor his
^"^^'^ ^^"^^
^^ter that time,
iTilll. nTl'
""tt
^""^^^
"^""^ °^
believe, than is commonly
^
ftr^.ltl
I any passing
thought of
agreeable acquaintance, who has enabled
us to spend an hour or two pleasantly.
One night, however, about
tnree years afterwards, I dreamed that
I was sitting in my library
as usual, when the door opened, and
a young man entered, whom I
immediately recognised to be Lieutenant Macintosh,
though he was
then wearing a captain's uniform.
He looked much sun-burnt, as one
might naturally expect a man to be after about
three year's exposure
to a tropical sun.
His countenance, however, was grave, and
there
was a peculiar expression in it, that even
in my dream excited an
unusual degree of attention. I motioned to him
to be seated, and,
without addressing him, waited for him to speak.
He did so immediately, and his words were these:
"l promised, when we were at
Woolwich together, to visit you if I died. I am dead, and
now I
have kept my word.
You can tell all your friends who are skeptics
that the soul does not perish with the body."

rUve

/

^S'^L^J^l^''

f

r
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When these words were
ended I awoke- and
they as It seemed,
"^''^
impressed upon my seises
?
I could not beLleve
moment
'
but that thev
ll
actual ton^e of man. I
'"^^
*°
coLln^ed ^ysetrthaf
empty, and then, rememberlne
chamber
was
?
thBt i™!
^™««i^tely
before going to bed
I had been reading
the mvs?L«?
I persuaded mysej?
th':tThL":aVb;r?S elf^rrf'
imagination, and again slept.
The next morJjS! t
merely as an ordinary drea^.
I „as not TutfL
fore, when, early in the
day, I rece??ed a
t T''^"'^*'

?w

!^

^ T"^*
"

'^z^^^f

z neroi\:r ri
-:hge-£l™
j:-ed
iiTiiTA

that the

j-xicicui-c^

^^^^Aj^^ T^^L^

T.l

x^naL It was twice rerieatpd
^^
i.
J-epeated, anH
and -i-v,o4that each
time
he was desired to write to

mother and sister

.a.

U^:d,\°nrT^;,:?„\~rhL"d^:^tr'-^

pjrpd^^^-^f-:::--^^-

Z^'-

Clergyman of the parish, LquLing
'°
family, such as had been intimated
to him, liJeS
at the place mentioned, but
without giving them the reasons for
this inquiry. When day came, however,
the whole thing seeded so
extraordinary, that he determined to come
and consult with me,
who had known the young man just as
well as himself before he took
any decided step. The whole thing
appeared so strange, and so
contrary to all human experience, that
I could only advise him
""^'"^
^^^'^^^ ^°
clergyman, and be
^n-ff by his answer. We resolved not to
guided
mention the subject to
any one, but we noted down the date and the
hour of these remarkable dreams. A few posts afterwards settled
the whole thing
Mrs. Macintosh and her daughter were living,
as had been told in
the dream, at
and the clergyman added, "that he hoped his
;
correspondent had news to communicate respecting
Captain Macintosh, about whom they were anxious." Thus,
two points were
proved; our lieutenant had become a captain, and
his mother and
sister were living at the address communicated in
this dream;
as a natural inference, therefore, the third
fact must be true
also. As the best means of communicating the sad
intelligence
he had so singularly received, Biddulph made
a journey into Inverness-shire for the express purpose. In the course of a
few months
official tidings came of the death of Captain Macintosh,
who had
been struck down by a coup-de-soleil while hunting up
the country

fa

^rnrhl'
from him If

.
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with a party of brother officersand fh«
exactly corresponded with

tharof

4-.-

Lr drLL

ij^SSi7^inl"ml;e:? ^f'a^rr
bald

^=

l^s'

^^^^^^

>he Percy

ntcairn, the"i„'s^::ie"r:t:d°idL:uSrrhy:ia::
'r;c'^=i- ^
similar visit, inyolving a
special announcement

^i

^'/

J"^'*

his surviving companion, entered
into a like commct
^°^Vact nn
on ^111^
their
own account.
Soon aftpr nr- t).-^^
Pitcairne, Z
being
'
at
his
father's
!
hou=e
hou.e in Fife,
FifP
dreamed one morning that Lindsey,
who was in
Pans, came to him and told him
'^-^"i
he
ne was
wa= not dead,
d^./ as was commonly
reiDorted but <.fin oi.•

m

J

to^:s:^.e";o:s^iofy::'c:r^y^r

v^i:^ti^z.

^^^"Dreams and Dreaming. IV. --Remarkable Dreams and Dream
Narratives," Leisure Hour 22 (1873), 111-112.
.

1^0

Pauline W. Roose, "The Bordering Land," The Argosy, 65
^
(1897), Ih3-lh6.

DREAMS IN THE LAW-CnimT-.g

Skeptically by John Bonnet -who
-?"' ""^ ''''^'^
decl r d^tha:
court, at the present day/such
evidence won d ^e li^iTZ'T
.
to create
the impression that the
witness knew more about thi .

^

::;rJ\t"^H::.t".:nn^:t":L-e^^ ^^isre^^derL^^Sd

z

;ssLAir-e-Lrs:pu.:?:;rd--=^
murderers, Mark Sharp and Mr.
Maynard, were singled out ll
apparitions of their victims, who ver^
unahle to ?est n 'eac:
while their murderers were still
at large. Mrs. M-- =av in her
dream her mysterious thief, who
was thereafter convicted
Crucial
evidence was discovered in several
other dreams:
t^e gLents
P^^^
Hugh Lfleod!
F nfi?v "tn""'''
Finally,
there were several dreams which
lucidly portrayed the
location of victims' bodies, and thereby
led to the conviction of
the murderers:
the Languedoc and Megara travelers,
the Somersetshire Farmer. Most vivid of all these
dreams is that of Dr.
Parkman s murder, in which the dreamer sees
herself as a participant
the crime.
The dreams of Mr. Bates and Adam Rogers
(presented elsewhere in the appendix) also
fit in this category.

m

ACQUITTALS

TEUMT.—

MR.
The case of William Tennent is in point. Mr
Tennent, a remarkable preacher of Freehold, N. J.,
zealous in promoting revivals, had a particular friend, the Rev.
David Rowland,
who was exceedingly successful. A notorious man named
Thomas
Bell, guilty of theft, robbery, fraud, and every
form of crime,
greatly resembled Mr. Rowland. Passing himself off for
him, he
imposed upon citizens of Hunterdon County, N. J., robbed
them and
fled, everywhere representing himself as the Rev.
Mr. Rowland. At
the time he perpetrated this robbery in Hunterdon County,
"Messrs.
Tennent and Rowland, accompanied by two laymen, Joshua Anderson
and Benjamin Stevens, went into Pennsylvania or Maryland
to conduct religious services. When Mr. Rowland returned, he was
charged with the robbery committed by Bell. He gave bonds to
appear at the court of Trenton, and the affair made a great noise
throughou t the colony
Tennent, Anderson, and Stevens appeared,
and swore that they were with Mr. Rowland and heard him preach
on that very day in Pennsylvania or Maryland. He was at once
acquitted." But months afteivard Tennent, Anderson and Stevens
were arraigned for perjury. Anderson was tried and found guilty.
.
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Tennent and Stevens were =ummnn*=r=i
court. Stevens took ad:a;^e
"^^^
a /laTtn tf
vas discharged. Tennent
refused to do th^? or i^'^^^'"^"^
^'^^
sistance to his counsel,
relying upon God tn
authorized "Life of Tennent
"'now' ^ive^'^hela':

S

*

i

criLs!™

Tennent had not walked far in
the street fthe
f";
had rung summoning them to
court) befnrp h!
.
a man and his wife, who
stopped
Tf
hL
name was not Tennent. He
answered in the affirmative
and begged to know if they
had any business wi^h
him^
The man replied, "You best
know." He told hT. ^
.
said that he was from a certail
plac
which
he m'^nU^ned^
in Pennsylvania or Maryland;
that Messis RowUnd
len^^^
nent Anderson, and Stevens had
lodged either a? hil
>..Ti
bell

^l.TL llZ

.

servants (it is not now certain
which , at a particular
time which he named; that on
the following day ^hey
heard Messrs. Tennent and Rowland
preach; thaJ some
nights before they left home, he
and his wife waked out
^""^ ^^'^
^ d^eam which
hf/inT
'^^i and
had
Just occurred,
which proved to be the same in
substance; to wit, that he, Mr.
Tennent, was at Trenton
in the greatest possible distress,
and that it was in
their power, and theirs only, to
relieve him. Considering it as a remarkable dream only,
they again went
to Sleep, and it was twice repeated,
precisely in the
same manner, to both of them. This
made so deep an impression on their minds, that they set off,
and here
they were, and would know of him
what they were to do.

evidence of these persons, and of some
others
^hn
who Vn^
knew TiT'^^^^^
Bell, and were acquainted with his
resemblance to Mr.
Rowland, was sufficient to secure Mr. Tennent
's acquittal. 131

THE SFITAL OF

GLENSHKE,—A somewhat similar incident came before
a legal tribunal in the-, eighteenth century
when two Highlanders were
arraigned for the murder of an English soldier in
a wild and solitary
mountain district known as "the Spital of Glenshee."
In the course
of the proof for the Crown," to use the phrase
of Scottish law,

another Highlander, one Alexander McPherson, deposed
that on one
night an apparition appeared to come to his bedside,
and announced
itself as the murdered soldier, Davids, and described
the precise

131james M. Buckley, "Dreams, Nightmares, and Somnambulism,
The Century 36, No. 3 (1888), 453.
.
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spot where his hones would hf^ f^nv,^
McPherson to
search for and bury them
He Tudllt'^lTi^.^
behest, whereupon the dream
of the
or apj^rxtlon
and oalled Its murderers
""'^'^'^^
by Selr^ames
It appears that, with the
strangely stern cnm™
which In Scotland exists side
by sldf „[th the strongest
tlve power, the prisoners were
Imaginaacaiittert^
of this evidence, whose
vlIloLry^n uri h e^^dl
JeSt'orth*
whole proceedings. One difficulty
lay In the ^""^^^^'ty
no'^fw^i!
of =ommunlcation between the murdered
man and th» h
spoke only English and the other
nothing but Ga^^^J
wards, however, when both the
accused mfn were de\d ,f
agent admitted confidentially that
he hS

\

llVZVllll'Z.U .^32

COMPESSIOM

BREWERY MURDER.— man was murdered
A
In a brewery.
Ho clew to the
murderer could be obtained, and for
seven years the dreadful secret
was undiscovered. At the end of
this time
two of the

°'

sUepr::S,""^

worsen

SrL^nTln Ms

"It is now full seven years ago."

"^hat was seven years ago?" asked his
companion, who was
awake, and probably thought the other
was awake likewise.
^^"^''n
the boiling vat.
.V,

^^P^^^*^ the murdered, very distinctly,

"under

Horror-stricken, the recipient of this startling
confidence immediately imparted it to a magistrate;
an inquiry
was instituted, and the murdered was arrested,
and convicted
of the crime. •'--33

Shapes that Dreams May Take," The Argosy hj , No.
r
oo ]
(1««9), 245-246; "Dreams Before the Law Courts," The Green Bag
1, No. 6 (1889), 259.
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^^Extraordinary Dreams," Once A Week 9 (1863), 624; John
" Harper's Magazine
32, No. 191 (1866) '
.

Bonner, "Dream -Reading,
652.
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VICTIM AS WITMERS

/^^^^ earnest in her persuasions
that hp cjhnnTH f^,i-f«.-i upromise. Upon some pretence
or other
t I
f
he sent
her I
to a place
at some distance, with one
Mark Sha?f who
^
'ody'do^n
the :hafro?%\1'
shaft of a disused
""T mine. A little
after this a miller saw
apparition of the young woma'st^nd
ng'
ZftTy^T^
''.rr'
h^^^/ith
her 't'
hair hanging ahout her shoulders
and dread?n i
^^^'^
th^t ^he had heen murdered
11""
t^t^^
by Mark
Sharp at the instance of her master.
He did not do anything
consequence of this apparition on the
first occasion:
hut when It appeared to him again, and
threatened him if he did
not go to the magistrate and inform him
of what he had seen, he went
to the justice, and related the whole
affair. The man was apprehended and examined, and while under examination
it was noticed that
the justice became deadly pale, the cause
of which was stated afterwards , —namely, that he himself saw, standing
in court, the apparition, exactly as it appeared to the miller. ^3^

IT\

m

MRS. GREENWOOD.— In the year l695, a Mr. Stockden
was robbed and
murdered
his own house in the parish of Cripplegate.
There was
reason to believe that his assailants were four in number.
Suspicion fell on a man named Maynard, but he succeeded
at first in
clearing himself. Soon afterwards a Mrs. Greenwood
voluntarily
came foivard and declared that the murdered man had
visited her in
a dream, and had shown her a house in Thames Street,
saying that
one of the murderers lived there.
In a second dream he displayed
to her a portrait of Maynard, calling her attention to
a mole
on the side of his face (she had never seen the man), and instructing her concerning an acquaintance who would be, he said,
willing to betray him. Following up this information, Maynard
was committed to prison, where he confessed his crime and impeached
three accomplices. It was not easy to trace these men; but Mr.
Stockden, the murdered man, again opportunely appeared in Mrs.
Greenwood's dreams, giving infoiroation which led to the arrest
of the whole gang, who then freely confessed and were finally

m

"Extraordinary Dreams," Once A Week

,

9 (1863), 626.
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executed
and

disappeared in the »ost
unLJointab e
night. That none of the
servant.,

L:'er":ia?L'
always

avenue, and stand under the
window

Snf of thf

Ltr^Se

rpe^""\\^

S

!r

m

the

^i--^-^

hustand of her strange dream.
It made such an impression on
her that at length she persuaded
her husband ^ovatc^ntSe

—

and one I? Ms sons
^-^^^^
stationed themselves
t\''''^*
in a little summer-house in
the garden
which commanded a view of the window
in question.
maf as^ell
mention that neither of them had the
leas\ faith

1

in any\?nd of
""""'^ '"^"^
astonishment
^^^^^
when they
tlT, the
?H
beheld
very figure described by Mrs.
glide softly up
opened/and the
baskeTl.'^/'^
basket
let down, all exactly as she told
theml
Before, however
the man had time to make off, they
rushed out and seized him
He was brought into the house, and
the police were sent for.
They immediately recognized him as a
very bad character-a returned convict. The wretched woman
who was his partner in mailt
were both tried at the next assizes,
fnd
'
punished as they deserved. ^36

M—

^

Bonner,

"Dream -Reading, " Harper's Magazine
32, No. IQl
UObbj, 652; Joseph Hatton, "On Some Notable Dreams,"
The Argosy 5 '
.
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"The Shapes that Dreams May Take," The
Argos:;^ !
It'
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hj, No.
3 (1889), 245; "Dreams Before the Law Courts," The Green
Ba£. I, No. 6 (1889), 258.
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EVIDENCE LOCATED

CLIFFORD.— About the year 1840,
Eugene Cliffn h .
from the British army in Canada
and made his way inJo ^H ^^rf
town of Fairfield, Vermont. Here
he took u? hJs JhoL
.
upon a farm. Being a man in
the prime of Ufe o?
and good bearing, Clifford soon
von the affectionf of a hn
widow who lived in the neighborhood,
and in due ?Le tLv
.EUGEIJE

trifousanTd:i^i- ^--^^

—

1

^

-

- val^e^SfaW

in October, only a few months
after the wedding
Cliff o^in ^""ft^
^^^^-^^^^(-n) started to crol the'^
?aL if F^rfJeld"
Fairfield with a view to visiting
some acquaintances
:rty.l
on
the opposite side.
The day was cloudy and cold and
a strong,
'
wind was blowing from the west. The
boa? which Clifford had
borrowed was by no means a safe one;
it was roughly buUt and
altogether unfit to be out in stomy
weather. NevertheL^s
venturesome pair started off, Mrs. Clifford
and the litti; one
seated in the stern, and the husband
rowing. It is important
to say that the woman and child were
wrapped up in two shawl=
one a silk and the other a Highland
plaid.

L

The lake was about three miles long and
three -fourths of
As before stated the weather was boisterous
and
cloudy, and so it does not appear that the
boat was observed by
anyone after it had got fairly away from the
shore. Therefore
there was none to witness the drowning of the
wife and child
and none to tell the story of the sad affair
save the surviving
husband. His report was this: That as they
approached the side
of the lake to which they were voyaging, the boat
gave a sudden
lurch and the unfortunates were thrown into the
water; that he
sprang to the stern of the boat to save them, when his
sudden
movement capsized the boat; that being himself pitched
out he
immediately sank, and after struggling and strangling, he
rose
to the surface and grasped an oar; that on looking around
for
his wife and child, he could see no sign of them;
that with
great difficulty he managed to keep himself afloat, until
at
length, his feet touching the bottom, he waded to shore.
a mile wide.

While this story was generally believed, there were certain
circumstances connected with the case which in some minds aroused
suspicion. In the first place, it appeared that Clifford gave
the earliest information of the accident at the boathouse, where
he arrived late the same afternoon. Now to reach this house he
must have traveled at least two miles, passing by or near several
inhabited dwellings. When he arrived at the boatman's his
clothes and hair were dripping with water, so much so that at
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his trial it was
insisted that he mu^f h..r^
the way, to corroborate
his bath on
and give foro^ f
ford's guidance, search
^^^^^ ^^i^"
was 'ale for the .
found a few yards from
,"-""' "^'^ '^^^ ^^^^
the land at a Till
deep. The boat, partly
^^^^^^ ^^^t
filled w?^h
discovered further
along the shore whither
vL upp^^er^^
was remarked, in connection
wi
? nd ng 0^%^
neither of the shawls was
upon them, nor could th^
search discover the whereabouts
'^"'"^^^
of these
tnese nighly
M^M v ^coloredI articles
of dress.

^

U

h1S

'

1

court of inquiry

Lld ^fwo

f°^ t^^er^/^'^^^^^^^*'

«

agaxn arrested, this time on the
evidence of a dream.
A very feeble woman— almost
a bed-ridden
of going into the morass which
bounded the

invalid— dreamed
findin^id

lake, and

drowned womai
She had
had\hardly any acquaintance with ^^-^^^
the victim, and had niver
''"^^
^^^^ ^^-^ it described by
other.''
others. Her dream was so impressive
that she prevailed on her
husband and neighbors to carry her
into the swLp. She pointed
out the exact course to be taken,
for a distance of nearly two
£ile|, recognized localities and
objects as having been see^n
her dream, and finally led to the
identical hollow log where,
the Cham of testimony to convict
the felon.
The lady was accet)ted
as an important witness on the trial,
and her testimony preserved

Mrs. Marvin had also dreamed that Clifford
would be tried
and upon her testimony convicted of the
crime of murder; that he
would not be hanged, but would remain in
prison until, by slow
decay, mmd and body would perish.
.Shortly after Clifford was
put in solitary confinement, his mind
began to weaken, and each
succeeding month found him less and less
himself and less and
less a man. He became possessed with the
idea that the jury who
tried him, instead of finding him guilty, had
declared him not
guilty. So persistently did he harp upon this,
that the warden
of the jail was induced to write his lawyers
to ascertain if there
were or possibly could be any mistake about the
verdict. The
.

.
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.

I'eply he received
assured him fh=+mental and physical decay
we"t SapldJv'^
expired he had become a
topeSss Secf
transferred from prison to
the inlane »
Vermont, and there he soon
afte^ards died
exactly as had been foretold

T\

="«ord's
^^""^

,

by^rs

"h"
Mamn.137

^ ^^^^ "ad

^"'^

"e was

B-=«letoro,
''^"^^

fillSe;uL^TrultL^:d1l::-s"^^^

of
came off In
the spring of 183O
At till fesS^ftv
l""^''"^
?^''^
pedler named Murioch Grant
^" itinerant
who Jr^ f^
appeared. A month af^I^a^dl
°a Ja^^e'^™:?"':: ""'"'f
^
mountain lake, observed a dead
'
^
body^n
°"
ing drawn ashore, the features
o? ?he "losing
mxsslnf pedler
~d,' were recognlzed. He had been robbed »nH
^^^^^
violence,
The sheriff of the district
a Mr
r"
affair without any res^S
i^^^^^e^t^* the

''''

^^^^ ^^-^^^ Mac?; r:ar
''""^^^ ^ ten-pound note at
his shop
hL
iir
i^^ suspicions were aroused
Mr. rLumsden's
by this, and
on hxs asking Macleod a few
questions on the matte?, he proved
'°
therefore he put hL under
arrest,
arrest'^Lr?
and caused his home to be searched.
But none of the
pedler's property being found there,
and no other suspicious
circumstance transpiring, he was about
to be released! when a
tailor named Kenneth Fraser came
forward with the following
i-^wxag ex
extraordinary story:

sr:e\i'o?r'L'i

sL

He declared that in his sleep the
Macleod's cottage was
presented to his mind, and that a voice
said to him in Gaelic,
The merchant's pack is lying in a
cairn of stones, in a hole
near their house.'
The directions given in this dream were
carried out by the authorities: articles
belonging to Grant
were discovered, and the murdered man's
stockings were presently
found
Macleod's possession. He was accordingly
charged with
^

m

Smalley, Sleeping and Dreaming," Lakeside Mont
hly.
395; George H. Westley, "Convicted by a Dream," The
Green Bag 9, No. 8 (1897). 356-358.
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BODIES LOCATm

—

LAUGUEDOC TRAVT^.T^^p
j
^
traveling
the finn to v-hich I
°"
^^^^^^^^
was attached :heS' onT
evening, in the
month of June, I arrived
'
at a tn^T
r
a stranger,
i put up
"^^^^ ^
a suburban in^"''fr^
fatigued, vent early'to
considerably
^eiXle^lnTn, t" ri"'^betimes
morning, and proceed to
in the
business
T h^f
scarcely got into bed
ere from sheer vearines^^
I fe!l i'n.
had a dream which maSe
^'"^^^^^
'
; strong
that I had arrived at the^I^P
^ fancied
had really donel but in
^"^"^^^
^
^he^iddrof^^n
'
at the very same inn,
and had gone out
what was worth seeing in
the
l
^TJ'^'
into another crossing
"^^^ street
it at ri^ht ^n.^
!^
""^^"^ appeared to lead
into the country.
? soon o^^^i^
^l^''
While to examine its Got i^^
^'^^^^
, LMnd^L^^^^^^^^^ ^
path which branched off from
^ bye?he road
T
^t^^""'^^
which was winding, rugged Ld ^o^^f
^^^^ P^^h,
'^''^'^
^''^^
^^^^ ^°o^ ^ reached
a miserable cottaie
ff^nH.got into tt^^^L'
^^^^^ ^
\ r ug
t'hT^ume^r^^^^'
and approaching an old we^l
enclosure
which occu..?ed rd' f^l

^

S

iW

-

pW

f

^

'

•

^^0?

walk an appetite for my breakfast.
I accordingly ?e?t the hou'e
and walked along the main street.
It was strange
but ^he liZ/
vas not new to me; and the farther
I valued
?he stronger gr'ew
the confused recollection of the
objects before m;.
"This

C

odd

Dream -Reading," Harper's Magazine
32, No,
Dreams
May
Take,"
The
Argosy
^J'^P'f,
It No.
i
hj,
3 (1889), 246-247; "Dreams Before the Law ^our^s,
Co urts," The
ine
Green Bag 1, No. 6 (1889), 259.
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I thought, "I have never
been here before and vpf t .
to these houses as I pass them."
I yenTon lttlT 1
corner of the street, I suddenly
recrUed my Sre^^- buJ"? ^""^
avay the thought as too ab-urd- still
'"^^^
point of resemblance struck me!
''M i TtiTl7
dreaming/'
I
exclaimed,
not without a momentary
"^omentary thrill--thrill
"t^
Is Jv.
the agreement to be
perfect
tn the
thP end?
^nH?" Before long
to
I reached the church vhir^h h./tl
architectural features which had
attracted mrnoWce in the
and then the high-road, along
which I pursued my
coming at"'
length to the same bye-path that
had presented it.Pif

^

W,

.

mistake.

Every tree, every turn, was familiar
to me.

I

was not

-grossed in tSe

practical deSf/ff^''^"
^onmiercial business.
I had never troubled myse?f aboit
self
thP hallucinations,
. ?i
about the
the presentiments that science
denies and rejects; but I must confess
that I now felt myself
spell-bound as by some enchantment; and
with Pascal's words on
my lips, A continued dream would be
a reality," I hastened
forward, no longer doubting that the
next moment would bring me
to the cottage; and this was really
the case.
In all its outward
circumstances it corresponded to what I had
seen in my dream
I
instantly determined to ascertain whether the
coincidence would
hold good
every other point. I entered the garden,
and went
direct to the spot on which I had seen the
well; but here the
resemblance failed— there was no well. I looked
in every direction—examined the whole garden, went round the cottage,
which
appeared to be inhabited, although no person was
visible; but
nowhere could I find any vestige of a well. I made
no attempt
to enter the cottage, but hastened back to the inn,
in a state
of agitation which may be imagined. I could not make
up my mind
to pass unnoticed such extraordinary coincidences,
but how was
any clue to be obtained to the mystery?

m

I went to the landlord, and after chatting with him
for a
time on different subjects, I came to the point, and asked him
directly to whom the cottage belonged which was on a bye-road
which I described to him.
"It is inhabited," he said, "by an
old man and his wife, who have the character of being very
morose and unsociable. They rarely leave the house---see nobody,
and nobody goes to see them; but they are quiet enough, and I
never heard anything against them. Of late, their very existence
seems to have been forgotten; and I believe that you, sir, are
the first person who for years has noticed them." These details,
far from satisfying my curiosity, did but provoke it more. Breakfast was served, but I could not touch it. I paced up and down
the room, looked out the window, trying to fix my attention on
some external object, but in vain. I endeavored to interest myself in a quarrel between two men in the street, but the garden
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and the cottage had full
TDo-=se<^c-f nn
hat, I cried, "I .m^:::'

'''''

:i:?Jt"^f,:/"^

I could; ana I saw

th^f.^t^Ltn r:e™:tri::t=utn"^^^
" v.^
^P°^ him.
n

It IS, indeed, verv stmncr^

Inqulry. other business will
preyed? IT
search, hut I „1U plac^ ?wo
^
polLe ^r^'fc'
^""'^ command.
once more to the hovel see itc i„v, ?
Go
!
'"''^'^ ^^^"^^^
you may make .^Xllrtlll
Z.lZT'-'
on my way, along „itS the two
™=
ottiljrs aS
^
cottage. An old man opened the
door o T, Tnd ?::e":d
what uncivilly, hut showed no
1°""'
mark of susDicJnn
t
we told him we wished to search
the hous ! 'Ver; w
""nt e"
P^--'"
-piled. "Have yo^^ ^efl^heje"."
I l"i,uir:r"

oHL

i'

ln.T

LT
Z

U

^^rf ^^^^^^^^^^

:i

at length we left the cottage,
without finding anything ?o Confirm my suspicions.
I resolved to inspect the
garden once more
and a number of idlers having by
this time collected' drawn
?o
the spot by the sight of the police,
I made inquiries orthem
whether they knew anything about a
well in that' place. No one
replied at first, but at length an old
woman came slowly fo^^ard
'
leaning on a crutch.
"A well?" cried she; "is it
the well
are looking after? That has been
gone these thirty years
I
remember, as if it were but yesterday,
how, when I was a ^oung
°^
^i^t^^
the splash
'^°^^f.
fill' made
.
lu
they
the
water."
"And you can say where the well used
to be?
I asked.
As near as I can remember, on the very
spot on
which your honour is standing," said the old
woman.

Z

m

We set to work at once to dig up the ground.
At the depth of
some two feet we came to a layer of bricks,
which being removed,
laid bare some beams of timber, below which
was the mouth of the
well.
It was a work of time to get at the secrets
of the dark
and foetid hole; but at length, from beneath
a mass of stones
and mud, and old chest was drawn up into the
daylight. It was
thoroughly decayed and rotten, and needed no locksmith
to open it;
and we found within what I was certain we should
find, and what
filled with horror all the spectators, who had not
my preconvictions---we found the remains of a human body. The
police
now secured the person of the old man, who had not fled, and
after a time discovered his wife concealed in a shed, behind
a
pile of wood. The old couple were brought before the proper
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authorities, and privately
and semratPiv o
.
persisted pertinaciously in
The old man
declaS
hi?
f^'^^^^^'
innocence;
wife at length confes<=ed
but his
that
in^^ !
had, a very long ti.:i
o^^^d er:^;:di:^:;.o':^
one night on the high road
^^^^
""^t
and vhn
^^^^ ^cautious enough
to tell them of a consider«h?f
t
and whom, in consequence
^^-^ him,
the! IZuILT"'
house. They had ta\en
^'^'^
"'^^
:dv
Tf he^^ea'^rsW
fatigue to strangle him; his
hody LfLen put into t\
the chest cast into the veil,
"^^^^^
and the vel^ IT
.
^^^'^
^'^^
pedlar being from another coun??v
''P'
m/J.
•

hJl

L

^ f

Sh^/hai n:r-o\^
theT f led^ r^m' h lJght^rf ?heir1e?i'^^^^

^^'^^

^^^f^ ^^^^^^

least noise, while
'^^tylT IT
come to the resolution of leaving
the
flymg to some distant land; but still scene oJtheir crime-!-o?
some undefl^abL fascinftxon kept them near the remains
of their victim.
TerrifieHy
the deposition of his wife,
and unable to resist the oiei^hel^
mg proofs against him, the man finally made a
similar c^fL^i'onand SIX weeks after the unhappy
criminals died on the sca^folJ
accordance with the sentence of the
Parliament of Toulouse .139^

^^MAV|L|RS. -Cicero

is the authority for a remarkable
dream,
related by^Valerius Maximus of two
travelers who put up in Megarf
'
one at an mn, the other at the house
of a friend. At night one
dreamed that the other came to him in
a state of awful ag^tatiSn,
saying his host was attempting to murder
him, and imploring his
aid.
This made a deep impression, and awoke
him; but, treating
It as
only a dream, he again went to sleep. His
friend once
more appeared, saying the crime was committed,
and his body had
been concealed under a dung-heap, from which
he desired him to
remove it. In the morning early he went to rouse
his companion
and resume their journey, and as he entered
the courtyard met a
carter removing a load of dung, which he insisted
upon examining.

^39"Drearas and Dreaming.
IV. --Remarkable Dreams and Dream
Leisure Hour 22 (I8T3), IO9-IIO.

Narratives,'

.
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The body of his murdered
friend was found in it th.
was exposed, and the murdered
'
executed. 1^0

.
^''^"'^

.—

2m VERSION
A very circumstantial account is given of two .
.
who entered a town together, hut
being unable
ilt accommodations
^o^
get
at the
•

L

same inn seT^arstPr^
t., ^v,
^^^^
heard hiffri^nd c:rUng 1; hL
fo'r
ll ''\''f '
''^'^^
hut finding it was only'a dre^/L
'
Jl'diat iHe^t t^
but awoke, directly after he hai
fall^ astee^ bv
T'^^
'
appeared to him, his friend's cries
for heir Again he'?f(i''
nd^'^'
^
said
:aid'trhi:.''"^h''\'^^^^'
to him.
Though you would not come to help
me, at least
avenge my death. The landlord of the
inn where you \en me xntends
to carry my body out of the town
concealed in a
of straw?"
The young man was so impressed by this
dream, that he dressel
himself and went to the city-gates, where
he remained until they
Shortly afterwards he saw a cartload of straw
^Pf^^approach
Tnl"
recognised the landlord of the inn wSere
;
u'^^

llT

L

f

•

T^'

Ld

"
^^^^
^he gatelrtold
f'''"'- and without
his suspicions,
much trouble induced them to
search the straw; and there they found the
dead body of his friend
whom the landlord confessed he had murdered.

^hemlf
them of

M

SOMERSETSHIRE FARMER.— The late Mr. Serjeant Cox,
at a meeting of
the Psychological Society in the year
18t6, narrated a remarkable
case which had come within his own experience
in which dreams had
played an important part, and the evidence for
which he had himself
heard given on oath in open Court.
A murder had been committed in Somersetshire.
A farmer had
disappeared and was not to be found. Two different men,
living
in different villages, some distance from where the
farmer had
disappeared, both had a dream upon the same night, and stated
the
particulars to the local magistrates.
They said they had dreamed
on that particular night that the body was lying in a well in the
farm-yard.
No well was known to be there at all, so the two men

^^^"Some Remarkable Dreamers," London Society k6 (1883),
196; N. Vaschide and Henri Pieron, "Prophetic Dreams in Greek
and Roman Antiquity," The Monist 11, No. 2 (19OI), 18O-181.
,

,

"Extraordinary Dreams," Once A Week, 9 (I863), 625626.
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were laughed at. Some persons,
however vent
though there was no appearance
they at
under some manure, and the hody
was In Uthen of o
the principle of the proverb,
.1""' J"
"He who hMes can find
began to suspect the two -n^hemselves
that the farmer had been murdered
^1°^'^
by his own two ntlZ
I
aften^ards disposed of his body thuL
^Berre'l es 'dll^s^'L^'
dreamers had known nothing about the
well in the ^^""^^
vard ^hi nephews
l
were hanged for their crime

^fTweU

^Lff

Lru^asViLn

\

.

DR. PARKMAN'S DEATH.— The following case,
in which a dreamin other respects highly remarkable—
occurred twice on the same
night, came under the notice of the writer
of this article when
he was practising in London in the
year l8i+8. Our older readers
may recollect that, in the year just recorded,
there was a terrible
case of murder in America, Dr. Webster,
Professor of Chemistry in
Harvard College, being convicted for the
murder of his acquaintance
can hardly say his friend— Dr. Parkman.
A lady— we wiU
call^her X.Y.—well known in the literary world,
and then residing in_ London, had, some years previously,
paid a long visit to
the United States, during which she became
intimately acquainted
with Dr. Webster and his family, who showed her
much kindness
and attention. After her return to England, she
continued to
correspond with the family; and one day, in the autumn
of l848
a gentleman related to Dr. Parkman called upon
her with an introduction from Professor Webster. On that night she
went to bed
at her usual hour, but soon experienced a horrible
dream. She
fancied that she was being urged by Dr. Webster to assist
him in
concealing a set of human bones in a wooden box; and she
distinctly
recollected that there was a thigh-bone which, after failing
to
break it in pieces, they vainly attempted to insert, but it
was
too long. While they were trying to hide the box---as she fancied,
under her bed---she woke in a state of terror and cold perspiration.
She instantly struck a light, and tried to dispel the recollection of her horrible vision by reading. After a lapse of two
hours, during which she determinedly fixed her attention on the
book, she put out the light and soon fell asleep. The same dream
again occurred; after which she did not dare---although a woman
of singular moral and physical courage---to attempt to sleep any
more that night. Early on the following morning she called upon
the writer, and told him of her fearful experiences of the past
night. Nothing more at the time was thought of these dreams;

—we

^^^"The Shapes that Dreams May Take," The Argosy kj , No.
(1889), 2kj-2hQ; "Dreams Before the Law Courts," The Green Bag
1, No. 6 (1889), 259-260.
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but shortly afterwards
the news reached Fr^.i. ^
'"^^^
was missing; that the
^^^^^^
last time he waf
the college gates; and
'^''^'^^
that Jhe Janitor
JanUor waS
was suspected of
murdered him.
having
On the writer mentioning
this to X Y
ov.
draa.s: Dr. HebstarlSs
\e
tte ^urdere"'""^^
The '"^'f
mail but one brought the new.. i-h = ^ ^^.^ Z muraerer.
next
""'^
detected, .„d tha?, at h^ ^
':hen TT'^'^"
he must hare been actually
str^gguL to
b'''""
tones— the
flesh having been previously
bufnt--?!^^ » """"^^
„ J
*™ such as
she had seen; and that aftL
"Oh

L

thlgh-bones/h:":af Mdd:n1berrue^:i:?e"u?^" *° ^-^^

^^3 "Dreams and
Their Causes/' Once A Week

.

23 (187O), 98-99.

iSraMfflSICDREAMS
The dreams In this
cateeorv nil
^
powers of memory, or the
*e remarkable
capacUv
nf i""^*''^*^
with an uncanny degree
of oSrltJ and detail.
S"',*" The first^
dreams illustrate the
three
fact fZl I
not to be consciously
recognx'ed rth'^'^'^f""^ =° fugitive as
and reappear in sleep,
^hfnex?
d
"""^ ^^'amples of
"locality" dreams, in which
IITJ.
^™«"n8ly
and lucid in detail.
familiar
Se L^lffff
to the three dreams in
"^^1
'
which face^ are ^
In the dreams of Adam
/°
Rogers SfSr Lt'^SSf
features are
portrayed with such claritv th»c Z. ^^^^^
>
accepted as evidence In
Is
the court.!
l^'™f ' these
might also be Included amoL
dreams
'
thf.
''"""^ *° convictions,
The short story, "A
Dre^^Love " ^n""!
illustrates
the application
of these iili vu dream ^enole^
=°"*^"t °f
popular lufcade
?he ?est n? !h .
category of hype^neslc^r
Ls wh
stratum of reooUeotion quite beyond the caDacltv nf^ ch^, r:::ra's'tr:r''%*'^^
banter was one of seveJafw
o'^remL, ^fd^'bo^of^
In this way; and the
Edinburgh Swver was „^°°^-'^^^P"S "rors

fL

Tff

T

1

p^o^ie^T.
Object may

J

y^i^^^^^^^^^

.:1o3!-TL^:^e^^p- r-Jse^Lre^^-

III

lUGITIVEPERCEPTIONS
gLEPHAIfT .

—Even

perceptions so fugitive as not to
be recognised
^^tained and reappear in sleep.
A Sdy^comJng
on f:
'°
^^^"^'^^
'"^^^^^
house
where
she
^
had neveJ
^L^
heen before, and full only of
her object, lay down to sleerin
her bed-room without remarking
anything
it. Tesen ly she
^'^'^
^^^^^^^^
t e
stre^
street and'sL'ttf
and scattering
" ' It'''
the people right and left.
When
the
shutters were opened she saw a very
small black lava elephant
on the mantelpiece.
She could have almost declared on
oath
that she had never seen it before,
but there was her dream as
evidence that she had perceived it
by the eyes, that the brain

L

^-^-^

\
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had retained the impression
enough to reproduce 1t
mind had not recognised or
recorded it

Mk

u
^^^^^h
the

^^^^^^

ii^is'x'^ns TreL'^S'L^Dr^'c:'

''t 'T'^''
ing magistrate ^ho "h ving he;n
°' ^
r^?:? e'd br/^'^'^
to the bench, in a^ase whLh
^as^^^bSl^
°rt ^nL'^hlr^
England, he slept at the house of
one of the parties Tn
,
dreamt through the night that
lizards were era" ^g oter
He could not imagine what had
suggested such an ideaThL'ind
°n going into tne apartment in
wnich he had passed
T.J;'
evening, he noticed a mantel-piece
clock, on the base of which
seen
"'^^
noticiifu' ^nd^r^'^'H.''^^^'^"^^^''^'^^
^"^^ the sight must have left a 'trace' in his
brain '
though It left no record in his conscious
memory. "^^5

f

Mm"
^he^

wuLt

—^^ instance of clairvoyant somnambulism
i'^'h
f'^"^"
is recorded
and abundantly vouched for, where an
ignorant, un-

lettered servant girl would, while asleep,
repeat entire pages of
Homer s Iliad and sometimes Latin poetry, and
again passages from
the Hebrew Bible, correctly, occasionally
construing and explaining the text; and all this without the books
or any possible guide
to aid her.
She was wholly unconscious of her condition
or powers,
and of all that transpired on such occasions.
She was known to
be wholly unable to read or comprehend a word
of the languages in
her waking hours; and it was proved beyond all
doubt or question,
that there was no collusion with others whereby
she was enabled
to commit her tasks to memory (supposing such a
thing possible),
for the purpose of repetition afterwards, or in any
other way to
practice deception. It was ascertainable subsequently,
however,
that while quite young she had lived a few years in the
family
of a learned linguist, who took young men into his house
to train
in the languages; and it was conjectured that her memory had
become impressed, unconsciously, by overhearing their lessons
recited and discussed, as she did almost daily; and this conjecture was strengthened by the fact that she sometimes repeated
the same things on different occasions. She seemed annoyed with

•'-^^"Dreams, Visions,

19, No.

3

1^5

Court

,

and Ecstacies," Ecle ctic Magazine,

(i8T^), 284-285.

•^Felix L. Oswald,
3, No. 10 (1890),

"Dreams and Visions. I," The Open
1599-1600.
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her uncoveted gift; and
always most solemnly
asseverated that
=''=t'«verated
th.. she
.
vas not conscious of anv such imT^^«=,o.at the ti.e or ever 3??^^:^ "'^^
e
LrlriL'r
^^^^^s, persuasions,
nor threats could elicit a c^ir^l^Z
Unguistic
powers While awaket'^ji^.e^^^
J'

—

TrlVM?'

T

" ™=

P-bahle

-^---^

tLrSe^totr^hf

DEJA VU
PLACES

.—

LOCALITY DREAM
A kind of dream -memory which had its origin
in
sleep and recurs in sleep so often,
and so vividly' as a^^ost
'''''''''
'''^
of
scenes,
cene'f and of houses, none of which
I ever saw with waking eve
which are so perfectly stereotyped on
my mind by recurrence tVat
If such scenes and houses really do
exist, I should, if chance
conducted me to them, recognise them in
a moment,
i know wha?
objects
them are on the right hand, or on
the left hand.
I
could draw their forms, better perhaps
than the forms of many a
real place that I have actually visited.
The moment I see these
scenes or houses in a dream, I have a
strange feeling of old
acquaintanceship with them. With these locality
dreams, a= I
may call them, but little action is connected.
The place constitutes the dream; that is all; as if the
mind had exhausted
Itself in the pictorial effort, dream
personages seldom appear

TfT

'

iCeTrZe,

m

on the scene.

BROCADE CURTAINS.—When I was a child I used
to dream the same
dream over and over again until I learned to
know it as well as
the pictures in my favourite story-book.
I thought I was taken
to a strange house and left alone in a room
filled with oldfashioned furniture, while on either side of the wide
fireplace
hung tvo curtains made of yellow brocade of a
quaint and unusual
design. A terrible sense of fear held me whenever
I looked at
these curtains, and I used to wake trembling and
yet not knowing

^^^"Dreams, Visions, and Ecstacies," Eclectic Magazin e.
3 (187^), 284; E. M. Smalley, "Sleeping and Dreaming,"
Lakeside Monthly k (187O), 392-393.
19, No.

,

'^^'^"A

Physician's Dreams. II," All the Year R ound. 2, No. 32

(1859), 136.
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why

I was afraid.
Before I srev
t T,or,+ ^
hou=e, and found that the
LSthu'cL:
1 sle^
3
and design) hid nothing more
alarmlnK than t„n !
t I
cupboards, filled with odds and
^Sds'of
B^t toe^r'""*''
of fear was amply Justified, and
the visir^arted a distinct"
epoch in „y life, for in that
yellow-hung room I learned mv fl . .
^"^ =°
°^
^earesnrmyThlS^h

Z

1Uu:L1J1§""^^'

.—

LOMDOH BCHIBITIOW
A gentleman from Yorkshire formed one of a
party for visiting the Exhibition of
1862. A few days before
leaving for London, he had a most vivid
dream of the Jower the
armory and more especially the room in
which the rega?Ia and
crown jewels are kept. He heard the
old woman who showed tSe room
address the audience, and treasured up
carefully her vSy pecuS
arltles of voice, dress, manner, and
features, and crIaSd considerable amusement among his friends by
mimicking the phantom
show-woman when he awoke. He went to
London at the pro^r Ume
and of course Visited the Tower, where
he was astounded and somewhat sobered by the phantom's counterpart,
which was Identic^?
in every respect. ^-7

WELLESLEY, ---Dream of visiting Wellesley College.
M. and I are
shown over the buildings. Among other things
I am taken to see
a little rotunda where a register of
visitors is kept. The floor
of the rotunda is hlack and white marble, and
has a few palms
or other plants in it; it is rather poorly
lighted.
I think of
I. M. (a former pupil) as being there, and
am not sure that I
do not see her in the distance. Weeks later,
an actual visit to
Wellesley was made, which had not been planned at the
time of
the dream; a rotunda, with the black and white
marble floor and
the palms, was seen; and a visitors' registry was
found in another
building. The suggestion of the dream was probably
the casual
mention the day before of an acquaintance at Wellesley, but
there
is no remembered occasion for the close likeness
of the dream scenery
to the actual surroundings.
Yet it certainly is easiest to suppose
some forgotten picture or description recalled in the dream. ^50

148 "Old Houses and Odd
Dreams," Gentleman's Magazine
No. 2105 (1906), 35^.

^^9"Dreams," Appleton's Journal

.

.
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8, No. kd (1880), 557.

^^^Mary W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams," American Journal
of Psychology 5, No. 3 (l893), 3^2.
.
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I couu ten just how the
''''
SoL'we e =u::t:d
"^'l'^
^''"^^hed.
Especially plain was a wooden
box covered wJfh
upholstery. My parents were
po^U.'e i Ld LvlrLersu'cr
plsoe as was I, but after some
time an aunt wl! told o? ?? ' .
remembered Just such a suite of
rooms In a bote!
p
'J*""
had^been^vlslted when I was a little
SlJl^^^b^^s

t^'y^^if

FACES
---He dreamed that he met a person
with features quite
°
^^^^
^^-^ a friend of his
rllT^" s
ll""'
father
This dream turned out to be a genuine
prophecy /for
°'
^^^^'^
'et ^he
oriSnarof'fh'':
original
of the dream-image, who proved to
have been his father's
friend, and must have been known to
himself when he was a chUd.I52

ADAM ROGERS

—

Rogers, a small inn-keeper at PortLaw,
near Waterford, Ireland, dreamed that at a particular
spot on the road
near his home, he saw two travelers walking,
one small and sickly
the other large and powerful.
He had barely taken notice of
them when he saw the small man murder his
companion."^ The
shock woke him. He mentioned the dream to
his wife, and afterward to his parish priest. Next afternoon
he was filled with
consternation at seeing the two identical men whom
he had seen
in his dream enter his inn.
The small sickly man had a meek
appearance, and carried a considerable sum of money
on his person; the large man had a ferocious countenance,
and appeared
to be penniless.
Impressed by his dream, when the travelers arose
to go Rogers endeavored to persuade the small
man to remain overnight at his inn, but did not succeed. The pair
departed together, and next day, at the place seen by Rogers in
his dream,
the body of the smaller man was found almost hacked
to pieces.*

^51james R. Jewell, "The Psychology of Dreams," American
Journal of Psychology , l6, No. 1 (19O5), 16.
^52james Sully, "The Dream as Revelation," Eclectic Magazine.
5 (1893), 611-612.

37, No.

The discrepancy between the dream and the event is in the
original account.
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---oT^srdvSave his
nr\J:\

::nvS;:.%rL'i.t?specifying the dres.

PrLoLfLS^

the
ifh
of two casual strangers?

^"^^''^

evidence
particularity Jha't
v\e^°a::\rL\r^'
'^^^ particular notice

"I had a particular
reason," replied
^p^^ea sogers,
Roffer<=
to mention it."

"t.,,^
but

t.
I'm
ashamed

The Court insisting he should ctate
th^ ^^r.
'^^'^
the dream, and produced
the parLh ;riest to h
it before the murder
^^^"^
related
It had mn^h
ll
the sentence the c^^prif
confeLed
oniessea Ihaf
that itt'wa'
was accurate in every
particular. 153

^

BATES.— The dream and its sequel: "in the citv nf
at 26 Cottage Grove Avenue,
in l8?0, while^ e
p ^soun y^T^
saw a man enter my bedroom through
the window, and whUe
lo^kL.
in my face with a murderous
knife clutched in his riSt
hand
'

MR.

^^^^^
do^n the
down
tL" stairs
r'^' and out into the street.valuables and'depar?ed
This in brief is the
substance, but the sequel will be told
further on.

^^''^
evidences of wakefulness, "^is'facf
ness
??H°''^''-"^'-'°
his face withm
six inches of ray own and the devil
gleaminc
out of his eyes he proceeded in the
vernacular of thlcu^t "to
-S-S^^ a^out ten minutes, I L^uld
ludl butT*
judge
but to me ^!
it seemed an hour, while horrible
thoughts
were flitting through my brain, intently
watching his every move
and noticing every peculiarity of
his person and dress. After
satisfying himself that nothing was
omitted, he turned his
*° "^^^ ^^^^ ^
feigning, and
tZT.t^^^
stealthily J^'^
departed.
I followed him to the door and saw
him
spring the night latch.

I had

I at once awoke, and to my agreeable
surprise found that all

supposed lost was undisturbed, and my vision
was but the
lantasy of a dream.
I pondered over it, dwelt upon the
vividness
ot the scene, racking my brain for
an interpretation of so evil
an omen, believing that it portended the
enactment of a future

15S
-^-^John

No.

Bonner,
191 (1866), 651.

"Dream -Reading,

"

Harper's Magazine,
32.'
^
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face to face^ith thf^b
eerofly'J? i , '^th ^^^^^^^^^
related my experience to the
'
landlord /;ho m;de U^ht 0?'''''

tT/oi.lT.

^^-^ -ration/for

oHL^tdli^.L^r-

^^^'^^
com.itt:rin'anoth:: p^rt^'^r^he^^ tT^^J
the murderer and hij v?ct\m"a\1rt\^L"or
he^^mLlere^V-t^rnail vas torn off by contact with
the hammer of

was found on the floor the following
morning.
and my^dream, the apprehension and
conviction

the pi tS and
To this incident
of the criminal

It happened in this way.
I had read in the papers of
the
crime and the episode of the thumb nail,
and I had a strong be
^^^'^
^^^^ j^^tice to the
]lf. n5%.
lair
of the midnight assassin. And so it did.
I was always on
the alert for the face I had seen in my
dream, for the fierceness of those demoniacal eyes had burned
their likeness into my
very soul, and the hot breath of the would-be
murderer bathed
my face
perspiration while bending over me on the night
referred to. I was beginning to fear that the
thief would elude
detection, and yet instinctively I could not divorce
the thought
that I would yet meet him, which I did under
peculiar circumstances
_

m

.

Some two months had elapsed and no tidings of discovery,
when by a fortuitous circumstance I attended a sensational
trial
in the police court, the defendant and plaintiff being
no less
personages than Lydia Thompson and Wilbur F. Story, editor
of
the Times
To my astonishment, I encountered the evil eye with
the^face I had seen in my dream, and for which I had been
so
anxiously looking. He was sitting among the spectators, watching the proceedings anxiously. I drew near him where he sat,
and saw that one side of his thumb nail had been chipped out,
exactly as if done by the hammer of a pistol. I informed the
police; the stranger was interviewed, and became so excited and
showed such evidence of guilt that he was arrested. His trial
followed.
The piece of broken thumb nail was in evidence, and was
held."
.

The above account was given in the PVesno Republican
In
a letter to Benjamin Flower, editor of the Arena Mr. Bates provided further details of his remarkable dream:
.

,
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lS9k, „ltten by mysel?
In the .lonth of August,

occurred at No 28 0
^he buUdi^! ?

iSTO.

H"^^^"^^^^^^

T

that the other one of me" should
be free; yet the thought nf
lookxng at myself as a different
body, and being outside of
my^^^^^
seemed
^
to
be
all
rU rLht
right.
/nnoted
.
I
the breathing, the color of the
skin and hair
of my sleeping self and knew that
it was myself I was looSng
^ooKzng at,
aV
but how I got outside of myself was
a mystery.

Tr'r'^

hand under the pillow and withdrew
P^^^^^
mv
^^f^^^^
my ..T
vest containing
my watch and money, never removing
his eye<=
from my sleeping face. To me his face
was

a wonderful study of
malignity, fear and desperation— the eyes
particularly, for I
have never_ lost sight of the demon
behind them. Whenever I think
of this episode in my life, that face,
and with it every incident
of the night I first beheld it, appears
before me. I followed
the man down stairs, and saw him spring
the night latch and pass
into the street. Then I awoke; that is,
my body did, and the
other one of me that was watching all the time
disappeared. My
first concern was for my valuables, which
were found as I had
left them on retiring.
But the dream so impressed me that I
could not rid myself of its ominous character.
I was convinced
that there was truth behind it and that the
scene I had just witnessed in shadow pantomime was yet to be acted in
reality.

This was Thursday midnight, and the following Sunday
morning
my room was entered and my valuables were stolen, while
I was

asleep. Here is an interval of fifty-six hours concerning
incidents that are to be a part of my future life revealed
to me in
a picture of startling impressiveness
every detail of which I
,
am led to believe was subsequently fulfilled. Upon what
do I
base the belief that the theft was consummated as revealed
in
the dream? By what f ollowed---the recognition of the face
I subsequently discovered, which I had seen only in my dream, and
which proved to be that of a criminal who had almost assassinated
a person about the time of my dream.
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The attempted murder and
robbery occurrpH ov. t ^
the Vicinity of Twenty-Second
Street "L'e SeeleT''? 'iT'
was the criminal's name, if
memory serves me
correc't'lv"
""^^^^^^ectLy--lost a portion of his nail
in contact- t^h^h ^,
Pistol. It might have been beJo^e
o^ Ifte.
I write; of that I am not
°^ ^^^^^
positive
But it
'S'""

m

•

L™

s::.r.r s:^.sf .;lt:„s
^'^^

''""^^ °^

™=

:

'^^^^^^^

encountered

or erc;ped the
back files of the newspapers could
tell, but I suppose toe'g^eat
fire burned them all up.
His name, I billeve, was Robert
sfetey

gr"eaf
great fire,
^ire^'and'"^;
and what was J"^"'
done with him

trlaWurlnrtL''
I

never knew.

And now for the recognition. Shortly
after the affair of
I write, Lydia Thompson the
burlesque actress, with a
^^"^^^^ performers, appeared at the Grand
Opera House,
^""JT.S^
and
Wilbur F. Story, then editor and proprietor
of the Times
published some severe and bitter strictures
on the perf^^^ce,
and on Miss Thompson in particular, to which
she took exception,
and expressed her disapproval by cowhiding
the editor on the
public thoroughfare. This it was which took me
to the old Armory
Building police court to hear the trial, as Mr. Story
had Miss
Thompson arrested. The police judge's name was Milliken.
The
building was crowded with curious onlookers, drawn thither
by
the racy developments expected in a case of this
character, no
less than on account of the prominence of the individuals.
Among
the number was the man I sought, but of whose presence
I was
entirely oblivious till my eye rested on his evil countenance,
when the recognition was as convincing as though spoken from
the
clouds.
There was no mistaking my man; those eyes bore evidence
of their owner's identity, and to discover the broken nail would
be additional corroboration. Not wishing to divert his
attention
from the proceedings or arouse his suspicion, I carelessly elbowed
my way through the large concourse of people till I was by his
side.
Then I caught sight of the broken nail, and this determined
my immediate duty. Accordingly I notified the police officer.
Captain Lull (since killed by the James and Younger outlaws in
Missouri), and the criminal was arrested. Of course I knew it
would be folly for me to base a charge on the strength of my
evidence, as far as I was concerned. But the party with whom
the burglar had the encounter was found, and identified the robber as the one with whom he had the affray. The chipped nail
was in evidence, and played its part; but the delays of the law.

which
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practised ty cunning lawyer-^
left it -jv,
and I never knew what
beJL^'of fhe
my dream and the meeting
with him in th^
Within the U.it Of
to time, but it was in
that vicinity.

1" L'^f
suVtTl:,TZl iZ ZITT
^=

the current of my li?e. And
y:*:^"^ wlU be 'e^n" It"'
very striking one, indeed it
mlgW be called in ^™
Place; but nevertheless it stamped
Use?f':pormy
the strangest fashion, and
a face I saw in .-/v.
'"^"^
to this, been the one star of
my Ufe

^

ITZIM^
^^"^^

I saw a smooth sea of deep
blue, vith white cliffs in
the
"'''^^ ^^''^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
a
:f\'::>e'?
^^^^
cordage
cordie on the
tSe beach
b.L°h where
^'^'''i.^^
the fishermen plied their
business
And I walked by that dreamland sea
in company with a woman Chose

tSif

distinctness-much plainer thln an^ TtlTr
fTcl\T".
face I had ever seen in a dream-filled
me with unutterable longing and love, such as I had never
felt before.
No need, you may
say, to attach much importance to
this. Many men have been smitten, as the phrase is, with faces
seen in dreams, but they have
passed away and been forgotten-fair visions
through the gate
of ivory which fade before the light of
morning.
This dream-face did not pass away.
I found myself remembering
Its lineaments and pondering over them;
and as a natural consequence
I dreamt of it again and again.
Days, and even weeks, would pass
sometimes, but it was sure to recur to me
sooner or later, and
the infatuation and love for it grew upon me
to such an extent that
I became pale and worn, and my friends
were anxious about my health.
The oftener I saw it, with its sweet stateliness,
soft clusters of
hair, and eyes that thrilled me through and
through, the more frantic
I became with hopeless and consuming love.
I had told no one- -I
vas ashamed to tell any one— and while I tried
to reason with
myself against what was becoming a species of mania, and
at times
had thoroughly convinced myself of my insane folly,
the dream would
come again, and I was more madly in love than ever.

5 Benjamin 0. Flower, "Glimpses of the Prophetic
Faculty
of the Mind Revealed in Dreams," The Arena, 12, No. 6k (l895)
^
125-128.
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I have said my friends
became anxious
t
and therefore considerably
""^^
^^^^
over-estt^^^H ^
by my mother. My father/a
especially
Wealthy con racLr'
I should spend plenty
of money in good societv^
^""^ expected that
one day I should make a
marriage wMoh ^"""^f
the_ family.
Noticing th^r^^a'
3'^^^::?! 1'%'''^'
advised me to go abroad and
amuse myseJI
But
u
fond of the Continent I had
"'"^
a strangrdi^incUnat.
and persisted in remaining «t hr.r.Z
^^^'^'^
S° there,
l^l
so wildly just at tL
^^^^
? me/ har^felf
condition, causing me to feel
menLuy as x? ?
Clairvoyant state, making me at

n^

f

\

iLrr

"^l^^e"^^^^

.

shouifg^^iirs^rr^L^^s pS^^^^a^
'-^ -'-^ad'^
should

"L^o^i^T"^

^rr^^
^^^^^

^

only be sounded and looked at
in the ordinary vav and
receive a prescription for a
harmless tonic, and aSo Sh?n^ .
allay maternal apprehensions, I
went to Dr/
!
It
hi?
""^^
own desire that I suppress his
name.
Now, as you may imagine, I had
not the slightest intention
°'
^^^^^ ente?e'dTth ghts
that I could tell any one about my
dream; but I went to a man of
knowledge, and with this result,
fwas ushered
i'nto the doctor's room, and,
into
in reply to his first question^
as to
^^^^^^^^
and'so
'
for°t;,^
''''
ur
tha^I Llild
'° ^'"^ "^'"^^
'"^^h^^'^ earnest
reauest
h
request. He nodded, and then made
a careful examination of me
'
sounded me, and then said,

f^aTT:tul,TAT

L

TlV

Tt

'Sound in wind and limb.

matter^:i^hme!''''

'^^

-

Have you told me everything?'
as I thought:

there is nothing the

'Don't be in such a hurry,' he replied.
'I said wind and limbdid you ever hear of an organ called the brain?'
I started, and the blood rushed to my face.
Was he going to
tell me I was mad; and if pressed, as this sharp-faced
man might
press me, was I to confess to my dream-face? Dr.
soon put
an end to my hesitation, for he came to the point at
once.
In
reply to his question, I said.

'Certainly, I am conscious I have a brain.'
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'And that brain may be out of

order/

'Of that I am not

I

conscious/

he said.

answered.

'But you have sometimes suspected
it.'

This was a facer, and I hesitated.
He continued,

^v..
things

'Mr. Frewen, are you a dreamer
of dreams?'

^ S^^P^^
u^^u^'^T
which
of course he noted.

'Really—'

^^^^ ^ose from my
^ chair-

I said.

'Stop,' he returned.
'I know I am right; but unless
you are
going to tell me everything, don't speak at all.
You will be wasting
my time and your own, and mine is valuable.'
^

speaking, I had taken my resolution. I
remembered
"^l.T^
that. the confidences
of the consulting-room are as sacred as those
of the confessional; and I told him all. He
listened with the air
of a man who had heard the story before, and then
he asked me
whether I was capable, if I tried honestly, of banishing
the face
from waking thoughts. I replied that I thought I
could; and he
then said,

^

'Go away for a month, and then come and tell me
how you

I left him and made the effort, and though I succeeded in
banishing all memory of my dream -love, her face came to me every
night
I returned, and duly reported myself to the doctor.
Before
doing this, however, I must note that I had confided my trouble to
ray mother; and she having put my father in possession
of some of
the facts of my case, he was at once indignant and contemptuous,
and I believe he thought I was really going mad.

Imagine then the consternation produced by the advice Dr.
gave when I went to him a second time. He listened to my report of
myself, and then said,
'The dream of this woman's face is driving you mad.

find her.

Go and
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Find her! What did the doctor
mean? In all mv fh.„.K4of the face of my dreams I had
never pictured J.^^^^^^^S^ts
possihility existing. The idea seemed
po e^'iror^''
Uke new life. Was it possible, or was the
It as a means of amusing a poor
crazy fellow by humourLg
hS
delusion? But at any rate I would go.
I had made Sp'y'mJnd
to that, though it was not so easy
to say where.

ftl

docLT^ugge^Ung

'You are in earnest?' I said to Dr.
'I am.

I never joke on such subjects.'

'Where shall I go?'
'Nay, I cannot tell you that.
indicated in your dream.
_

Try and realise the localitv
^

'Shall I find her?' I said.
He hesitated for the first time.

There is a theory/ he said,
'mind, I do not commit myself
saying m^ theory, --that people whose spirits have met
in this
world rarely go through the whole of life without being
near
each other in the flesh, though it is possible that one
or both
may be unconscious.'
'I

shall go,

'

I said.

'Yes, of course you will;' and Dr.
and bowed me out.

shook hands with me

I pass over the despair of my mother and the rage and indig-

nation of my father, who abused the doctor roundly for sending me
on a madman's errand, as he called it.
His position was perfectly
justifiable. I could put myself in his place and thoroughly
understand what a practical prosaic man of business would think of
my errand. But then he had not seen her
.

I

left home to find her.

A Mad Errand: While my proposed plan was in the highest degree
distasteful to my family and friends, the commencement of my search
was by no means satisfactory to myself. It is all very well to
make up your mind to find out a woman you have seen only in dreams,
while many of my readers may think that such a case demanded a
strait waistcoat, but it is not so easy to know how to make a
start. The world was all before me, but where was I to go.
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Even that was not easy

But

i5

"

y°"r dreams.'

undeniaiir ha" as'
til II T
'^^^^
^
reproachfully
at me.
me
BuriI had
But
h^d become so full of
fancies regarding it, that
I was afraid to trust myself to
draw conclusions, aSd J ^^^missed
dismissed
the Idea from my memory, and crossed
the Channel!

f

I had not been more than a few
days in France when I became
conscious of a curious change. I had
been to one little village
°^ '°
^^^^ I remembered that
dur.n^ the whole
f
J^'
during
time I had not had one dream, that
is to say, not
one in which I saw her face.
It was strange; for although the
visitations were by no means continuous, still
an unusually long
,time had passed-that too just when
I was thinking more of her
than ever, and scanning each face I met
with painful curiosity.
The fact, therefore, made me rather uneasy;
and I was eager for
the night to come, to see how I should fare.
Again there was no
special dream, though my thoughts were so full
of her that I
don't know how I could have avoided a dream filled
with her prescence under ordinary circumstances. I am aware
that some people
hold that you do not dream of what you have thought
much of during
the day, but rather of things only brought incidentally
under your
notice; but such has never been my experience. I
can almost pass
from waking to sleeping and carry on the same train
of thought,
though of course it is most fantastically changed in my dream.

T

f

^

Night after night passed, and still she never came. Full
as my waking thoughts were of her, she seemed to have
withdrawn
herself from me; and uneasy as I had been at the first recurrent
appearances, I now became still more so when they ceased to exist.
Was there ever any one so unreasonable? I argued with myself;
I
had long wanted to cure myself of what most people would call a
pure delusion; and yet now, when I found it disappearing, I was
angry and annoyed at it. But still I would continue my search
at intervals, and I settled to stay four months in France at any
rate before I returned home and announced my cure.
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'My cure '-yes, that was
what they would can
.
truth I was far more worn
""^^^
'
and miserabL now
I
viously. I believe indeed
P"^"
that at Jhis period ?
acute mental derangement,
^^"^^^ °^
for I caught mvsel?
was on the other side of
J^^f^^/y^^^^^jondermg what there
thi==
leave it. The blue sea seem;d'
emp ng ':nd'f oft

ift^^^^ni-iro^o?

- --^

:ruti r-r'

..ere the voice^ of the
e^^^^Lt^i^^^Lfwo^Jd^^^^gV

-

no si^ierLftSS^gr::
isiii
:rsmiiappear. My search grew listless,
and I ?eU mtself IZ
finitely worse as regards my nervous
system tha i'warb^for'e^''
left England. From what I have
learned of it since!? am con
melancholia a'nd Tcanlirtlllroi
^^^"^
a shudder at the recol
^
?ectJon

'AiTiv

IIT'^'T

:

At last, finding myself at Dieppe,
I suddenly determined to
return home, and took the steamer which
was Just starting ?or
Newhaven lest my will to go should change.
Never before wUhin
the white cliffs look fairer to me,
and the rolling downs of
Sussex seemed like old friends. Immediately
on arriving I went up
to London, and on reaching the station
I drove

straight off to

He was at home, and received me with
cordiality.
•Well, doctor,' I said,

'I

have come to report myself cured.'

'Curedl' he answered, looking at me scrutinisingly
Of what are you cured?'

look like it.

.

'You don't

'I have had no dreams; that is to say,
none of that particular
dream since I left England.'

'Ah,

none in France at all,' he said.

'Exactly.
'Any since you returned?'
'I

only arrived to-day, and have not yet slept in England.'

'Just so,' he said, nodding thoughtfully; and then he abruptly
asked some question regarding my general health, wrote me a
prescription; and seeing that he was determined to say no more, I
left him.
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not Slept in England since
I re^u^ed
and fhe"'
had received it. Was it
™^ ^"
nosslble th.;
'
would returns I thought' ^hf^ia
e
t'L^refuu"^':?
can think a subject out which
is purely

T

su^ise

I had

known for some months pasi.

^

' ''^^
'''^

fh

Pleasanter evening than

Night came; and before I went tn rpcf t
did of my dream-Visitant, but'
^he'^ peL rffeUng
haf"^
^^^^^^^^^
chL j!'^ d edi
had
had'weirni'S
welL-nigh made
'^f^^'
up my mind that she had departed
for ever and
I went to sleep with a sigh
at the remembrance.
'

The reader will have anticipated
what happened. That nisht
the very first I had spent in England,
she came to me again and^
owing I suppose, to the rarity of the
vision, she seemfd
have
the time she had leased to bl
s
See"
sleep.
Never, I fancied, not even when she
first appeared to
me, had her face come with greater
distinctness; and I woke in
the morning with a more vivid memory
of it than ever.
Had I
possessed the artistic faculty, I believe that
on the morning
after that dream I could have painted her
so as to be readily
recognisable by any one who knew her, if she had
any real existence.
It IS impossible to tell the length of
dreams, for so much seems
to happen
them in a very short space of time; but as
far as
I could judge, the dream on this occasion
lasted an unusual length
of time, and in fact seemed hardly ever to leave
me during the
night.

T

T

m

My first feeling in the morning was one of delight.
I had
yearned for her coming, and now she had visited me
again, and
yet, such is the inconstancy of human nature, I
felt at the same
time alarmed and startled at her reappearance.
It seemed so strange
that all the time I had been in France I had no vision
of her,
and now, the moment I set foot in England again, she reappeared.
I had no difficulty in deciding what I should do.
I would commence
the search again, this time in England.
The omen was too plain,
I thought, to be disregarded; but before I went away
I must wait
in town to see my father and mother, who were expected,
as I
learned, in two days' time.
I had the same dream next night.
On the day after ray father
arrived; and I told him as vaguely as I could do, consistently
with truth, what had occurred and what I proposed for myself.
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My father looked verv ff-rnvp. or^r^ ^
^"^^"^^^ P^-y^'i
with his wine-glass, slemLSvIn Tti l
a great state of
^^^"^^^S^^
bewilderment.
At last he said,

T

•You knew my opinion of all
this business l?r«nv
u
left home, and it is not changed.
But
J^ much
that I have found a young lady
who would be\ 0^1 al ^atc^
you, and whom I am most anxious
you should marry! if
anv'
udge and I was not a bad one
when I married your motner,
motL^
?he
the
lady I propose is beautiful--'

U

father,'

.nhi.^?^°^'

you^'sh?"'

cried.
' ''''''
I

'I irnpiore

^'^^^

you not to continue the
^° -y?hing
'

My father caught at the suggestion of
a certain length of
time and the chance of my capitulation,
and said,
'So be it; go away, say for a year
more; and then, if you have
not found this shadowy creature, you
shall come back and marry
the girl I have chosen.' And he added,
more to himself than to
me.
Hang me if I think she'll have such a
maniac!'

'Very well,' I said, anxious to close the
conversation
'I
agree.
I shall go away to-night, and come
back here this dav
twelvemonth.
'

'Off with you,' said my father; 'I don't want
to keep you;
and discussing this subject has quite spoilt
my claret. Pass the
olives, and ring the bell for another bottle
as you go out; and
good-bye to you
.

With this characteristic benediction I departed, and
once
more went forth on my travels to find the lady of my
dreams.
Seen at the Window: Before starting, however, I called
upon Dr.
and told him how the dream had come back, and that I was
f
once more going in search of my shadow. He listened as
quietly
as before, manifested no astonishment at the recurrence of
my
dream, and said,
'I am afraid I have incurred a grave responsibility in
sending you away, Mr. Frewen; but since you have been guided by me in
the matter, may I ask you to take my advice once more?'

'Certainly,' I replied;

'but you are not going to stop me?'
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'No, I am not going to
stop you: but T wan+- .r
you are starting again, not
to wandei a^one more
San ^ ^^"^
help.
Prosecute this search by all
means hnf
"^"^ ^^^^^^^^
as you can; and I must add my
enUre coScur^^n
proposal. On your return, marrr
f Possible,
po" bS it H'^^J'^^'-^^^-'
is the only thing
that will cure you.'

Z

U

'May I ask you again, as I did
before, doctor wh«f h
think are my chances of success?
What doe'^auISs lUnV

•That is easier to ask than to answer.
One reading of it
would be as follows: You are exercising
involuntarily a stroL

be^n aUe'd
odic force
oSic
fo?:/"'
may
rare cases act in this way.
Whether the r^^-Znn
you influence has any definite knowledge
of'the i^p^ess on yLr
mind. It IS impossible to, say. She
may or she may not. This explanation you observe postulates her existence
in real life
If '
on the other hand, she exists only in
your dreams, then it must
be looked upon merely as a dream,
recurring in this way because
your mmd during your waking hours dwells
upon it with such per-

m

sistence

.

'

^

•But I never dreamt of her in France, and
yet she was hardly
^
ever out of my thoughts.'
'I can tell you no more.
"There are more things in heaven
and earth, Horatio--'^ You can finish the quotation
for yourself.'

So once more I started on my search, and now, instead
of
having the light of her face withdrawn, it was with me day
and
night. Most distinct in dreams, but still ever with
me to cheer
me and to uphold me during my wanderings.

And yet even with that solace it was weary work, and it was
with a heart very little attuned to them that I obeyed the doctor's instructions, and went out into such society as I could command in places where I was very often an entire stranger. Every
female figure in the faintest degree attractive raised my hopes
only to disappoint me, and I journeyed from place to place till
I realised the truth of the lines:
'Day and night my toils redouble.
Never nearer to the goal;
Night and day I feel the trouble
Of the wanderer in my soul.
I also, as was to be expected, became more and more uneasy as
the months went by, and the time drew near when, in fulfilment of
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my promise to my father,

I must go home, and
instead of
indulging
°^ inH,n
in a mad chase after a heroine
of dreaml^nr
with the wife he had choser^or
?L ^hiuLrLdr".''
I reflected upon what the doctor
^^'^
had saJd!
x
^^^^
ing the darling of my dreams, and
she^^oo might S'^o^'''''^"^
s^iL^'
it, how could I prove a traitor
to my unknown love?

L

j^f

•

L^w

There was nothing to do, however, but
to wander on; and I
did so
vam, until within a month of the time
when I should
have to go back to my father and declare
my willingness ?o obey

m

I was staying at the time for a
day or two at a little seaside town called Rockford, and there meeting
a couple of bachelorfriends, I consented to go to a ball, which
the visitors had arranged, and of which they were stewards.
The idea was distasteful
to me; but I had promised the doctor, and
I should see new face<=
so I went to the festivity.
Some country people were coming, and
I stood leaning listlessly out of an open
window watching the
arrivals. The moonlight shone across the sea, and
beneath me
the carriages rolled up to the door, and gay
parties alighted
at the portico of the hotel where the ball was
given.

Suddenly I saw there was some commotion below, and the
crowd
at the door closed round a carriage which then drove
rapidly
away, a gentleman apparently mounting the box near the
coachman,
while the servant, who had occupied the place, hurried off
in
an opposite direction. Somebody had been taken ill, I supposed,
and so it appeared; for when one of my friends came up, he
said,
'Extraordinary thing, Frewen; a carriage drives up, father it
seems gets out and hands out the ladies , --mother first and then
the daughter.
The moment the younger lady steps out she looks up,
then she starts back, and falls in a dead faint on the carriage
steps.
She looked as if she had seen a ghost, they say; I wonder
what was up? Egad, old man, she must have caught sight of your
woe-begone face, and turned faint at the idea of dancing with such
a scarecrow.
I listened idly and said, 'No, I don't think she could have
seen me;' forgetting, be it observed, that the moonlight shone
full on my face, and that the glare of the gaslight streamed out
of the. room
I attached no importance to the incident, though the reader
will possibly wonder at it. I felt nothing unusual, only perhaps
a little sadder and more uneasy; and the face of my dream-love
looked sad too when she came in my sleep, and paler, I thought,
than it was wont to look of old.
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to recall the fact that
at the Rockford
ing had -started as if she had
seen a ghSt
the^

pr*:e^^':r:::?/™-

»e,

no lndlc":S;n
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^-^^
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\nd"?f

°*

if Z"^'"-

th^e'strc^r: L-n

IT.^-l-

over. ^1
J.
reLurnea to town
returnerto
f°™ to do mv fa-i-h^i- -k-;^^,-My mad errand was
.onial speculation he .ight suggest
I'ft f rg ' Ts
might, that I ever had a love in
dreamland.
•

f

TleT'-

My Marriage: My father made no attempt
to conceal his satisfaction at my return to him and, as he
was

good enough t; ay to mv
'
^^-^ remark he made no
?urth:; reference to my dreams and
further
the chase they had led me
I
""'^^^^^
"
after
many
i^^'"^^
wanderings had
come back and received forgiveness.
ConcernLg
the young lady it was proposed I
should marry, neither my father
nor mother would tell me anything, but
preserved a playful silence
'
my father assuring me I was so confoundedly
romantic that, unless she burst upon me all at once, he
knew I should never take
a fancy to her.
I was told, however, that she came
of a good
family, was young, beautiful, and an heiress,
so painfully eligible
all respects that I wonder I did not hate
the idea.

^7'"'

.

ITJ.T

m

It was curious that now when I considered
my doom was fixed,
I was by no means so miserable as I had
anticipated. I was still
dreaming of the one face of my life; and yet I could,
it seemed,
contemplate a marriage with another woman, not exactly

with
equanimity, but still without the shudder with which
I had
thought of it before. I could not explain the feeling
to myself,
and was foolish enough to be annoyed at it. Now I
can understand
it; but I had no key to it then.

It appeared that Miss Carnstone--f or that was the name
of
my bride-elect, should she smile on me--had recently been confided
to the care of my father and another trustee, on the death
of Mr.
Carnstone, who had desired the marriage as much as my father,
but
who also said that Alice declared she would never marry, and he
believed she would keep her word.
I had been at home for about a fortnight when my father
announced his intention of paying a visit to the young lady, and
proposed that I should accompany him and see what impression I
could make. I had become very apathetic on the subject, and
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consented, not even askine unf^i
carriage, whereabouts

.r^
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iTA^ZlVZ::::
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overlooking a tiny fishing
yilla«e
vere ma^ificent, and I
shou d bf pleaLI l^T/'"^
I could suggest a fev alterations!
"
= "™°dlngs.
F?ank
he
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imagined her face ca.e .ith the.
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wi™Sn?S'diSin:tn:is'^
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^'^^

m 'T'
the carriage.

-

*° Ca?nstoner?eav
<=viu^

"

^5^^'' passing round the base of some undulating
downs and
then through some prettily wooded
fields, I came to the shore'
directions I had received, proceeded
along
it to'c.°^ i'"'' Arriving there,
I was struck with the beauty
of
the tiny fishing-village, for it
was nothing more; and at the same
time It seemed
its main features strangely familiar
to me
I
had certainly never been there before,
and yet the distant cliffs,
the contour of the shore, it flashed
across my mind at once-it
was the sea-scape of my dream

m

.

i

^

The discovery had such an effect upon me
that I trembled violently, and had to sit down on the beach
to compose myself
The
next sensation was one of delight, and then
came a cold chill.
What If the locality of my dream had its central
figure-what if
I discovered her while I was hastening
to offer love to another!
I had not to remain long in suspense.
I walked along with my
temples throbbing, and the beat of my heart as it
were audible to
me; and I had not gone many paces when, passing
the bow of a boat
on the beach, I came upon her
I

The picture was complete.
The vision was realised.
sat by the sea--the Lady of my Dreams
I

There she
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almost on the instant she
ing, and our eyes met.

loLd

u"

^

h fb^or^hr'''^^read-

I saw at once with an
undefinable thrill that she
recognised

One wild scared look, and then,
as if pos<:=essed i... .
fear, she turned hastily away,
whil^ I stood ^up^fied^
and when
^^^P^^^^^^ and^wh^n
I came to my senses she was
out of sight.

There was no question of going on
to Carnstone Dene nov
T
turned and went straight hack to the
hotel, then despatched "n
earnest message to my father to return
theie and se; me ' as some
thing had happened of the utmost
importance.

riagef and
nages,
anri'^^o.'^n.'^''''
I found him

m

°^

•

Carnstone car-

a great rage, not with me,
for he had

not yet heard my story, hut with the
young lady herself
nearly beside himself when I related
what'had happened ^o
and my firm determination to make away
with myself rather
marry Miss Carnstone, or any other woman
than the lady of
dreams, now that I found out she existed.

He was
me,
than

my

'By JoyeV he cried, in a high state
of excitement, 'have you
all gone mad together? I have been talking
to Miss Carnstone,
and ventured to hint at certain hopes I
entertained, when my lady
flies out at me, and coolly tells me that
she never means to marry
at all, and begs I won't distress her by
mentioning such a thing.'

'Sensible girl,' I said;
suit after that.

'you can't expect me to press my
^

'

'It is as well to expect nothing but downright
lunacy from
you,' said my father, still very irate; 'but come, we
must go
back to Carnstone Dene. You and she may be as mad
as a couple of
March hares, but at any rate let us behave like civilised
beings,
and stay there for a day or two, as was our original intention.''
^

So we drove over to Carnstone Dene.
I was silent during the drive, and my father was
evidently too
angry to talk to me. In due time we arrived at a fine Elizabethan
house, and immediately went upstairs to dress for dinner.
I found
ray way after dressing to the drawing-room by
myself, and when I
went in there was a lady standing near one of the windows, evidently Miss Carnstone.
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.ovea flrst-„e drew neS ea^^^
predestined .ride, the lady of

lllllMrkuZ
dr^a^s!

experienced when he sav the sUuat^on
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that she had known me much after the
same fashion as I had known
her and that it was she vho had recognised
me a? "e Rockford
ball. Her absence from my dreams during
my visit to France we
could never explain, for, as the doctor
says, the laws governing
such impressions are not yet formulated.
I need only add that
'"""^^
^""^^^
crowning blessing
of^my lir'"?55°

"FOUM) IN A DREAM"

GLASGOW BAMER.—Abercrombie relates that a friend
of his, who
held the post of cashier of one of the principal
banking houses
Glasgow, was requested in the discharge of his duties
to pay
a check of six pounds sterling.
Several persons were waiting to
receive payments in their turn, but the holder of the
six-pound
check was importunate, and withal stuttered so
insupportably,
that one of the clerks besought the cashier to pay the
man out of
his turn, to be rid of him.
The cashier assented and did so,
without entering the payment upon the books. The circumstance
was forgotten, and at the conclusion of the year an error
of six
pounds appeared upon the books, which defied the most careful
scrutiny to discover. After passing several days and nights
in the vain endeavor to ferret out the mistake, he retired
to
bed one night overcome with fatigue, and had scarcely fallen
asleep when his stuttering friend appeared to him, and in his
dream re-enacted all the scene which had occurred at the counter
of the banking-house some months before. Upon examination of

m

^55h. S. Clarke, "A Dream-Love," London So ciety. 30 (iQlG)
3^3-352.
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the books on the following
day he discovered fho
omission, which
weeks of labor had not enabled
him to ?each!l5§
•

EDINBURGH LA WYER. ---A ffentleman nf

^-u^

•

i

Property
Which was to be settled on a
particular dav
lilt
T'^"'
''"^'^
had been made for many days, but
the evenini of th.
to that on which the partLs
were'fo Ll^ o'r th fi
TeZ]^^'
ment had arrived without the paper
being discovered; ?L son
of
the gentleman then went to bed
under much anxietv pnH
.
.ent, and dreamt that at the time
when the m?
nVpaper^^aT'^'"
delivered to his father his table was
covered with papers connected with the affairs of a particular
client. He awoS under
the impression, went immediately
to the box appropriated to
the
papers of that client, and there found
the paper they had been
in search of, which had been tied up
by mistake in rparcsftS
P^rceL to
which It was in no way related. ^57

.—

JOHN ^EISWIRTH
Another picturesque and pleasant story
comes from
America, equally well attested by names, dates,
etc.
It was nar
rated in the Hartford Times of iQjk, the editor
vouching for its
genuineness.
There was at that date resident in Hartford
a Mr. John Ei<=wirth, a German by birth. He and his wife had
settled in America
for nearly a quarter of century. Soon after
they came over
they had a letter announcing that the wife's
brother was already
on his way from the Fatherland to the States.
They naturally
expected soon to see him, but he never came, nor
did they hear
of him from that date for a period of nearly
twenty-five years
But in the spring of 187^, Mr. John Eiswirth, peaceable
citizen
of Hartford, dreamed a dream. It began in a sufficiently
commonplace way, by his seeming to take a seat in the railway
cars at
the Hartford depot.
He was not aware of any intention or wish to
go anywhere, but felt simply whirled through vast expanses
of
country. At last the train slackened and he got out, but did
not know where he was. Moving on with the other passengers,
he

^5b"Dreams," Harper's Weekly 1, No. 51 (l857), 8l4; "Curiosities of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine 52, No. 1 (I861), 126;
William Pi got t, "Dreams," The Argosy 68 (1898), IO8.
.

.

.

^57"Curiosities of Dreaming," Eclectic Magazine, 52, No.
(1861), 127.
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asked the first man he met
for the n«m^ r.^
arrived. The .an a„.verea;°st
LoSJs " and thf
puzzled than ever since he had
""^^
no business ^hif
himself back in Hartford. While
s^andJng in a :ia?f of
"""'^^'"^
hesitancy, he suddenly saw his
wife's iSng-Wt b^nthf
ing him, and they greeted
aPProachwith Joyful effusion'
the worthy German found himself
awake in his ted Tn M
"""r*
^" '''^ °™
house
in Hartford.
'
But the dream h»fl .^JT
and he thought he' ^ou^f J^uri

f"

Z

l

h/s:n inrri:t?:r°?

John Ei""th,
'^^^^ ^^^^^^
Hartford Conn'"
'rl "'''f telling
afterwards
the story, he declared
?
i
that he felt this was but a foolish
action and su^e

f

to lead to

St. Louis was put into his hand,
and proved to he from the missing relative himself
It appeared that on his first
arrival i^
the new country he had mislaid his
sister's address, and then
amidst the struggle for existence and
the novelty of Ts sT-'
roundmgs, had, as too often happens, allowed
his old ties to
slip out of mind— though he was now glad
enough to renew them.
I

One would like to ask many questions about
this story.
Was there any reason for this dream occurring
after the lapse
of twenty-five years? Had there been any
change or death in
the family? ---or any conversation about the
lost brother, or
other stirring of dormant feelings? Had the
brother in St. Louis
had any occasion for specially remembering and
yearning after the
relatives he had so long left unsought for? Further
information
on these points might shed some more light on the
narrative. Agai
might not many mysteries be cleared up if more people
took the
foolish" course of plain John Eiswirth, when he sent his
"te=t"
letter to St. Louis?^5o

SWAFFHAM TIMER ---About three hundred or more years ago the above
named ancient town in Norfolk (Swaffham), remarkable of old for
its healthiness and beauty, had amongst its inhabitants, an
indust
rious hard-working tinker (or cobbler, depending on the version
of the story), named John Chapman, traditionally said to have
been the beneficent builder of the north aisle of Swaffham church.
Certain it is that in that north aisle there are various devices
of a pedlar and his dog, and of a shopkeeper, or chapman, which
seems like a rebus upon the traditional name, a species of conceit
.

^

"The Shape that Dreams May Take," The Argosy
(1889), 250-251.
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prevalent in ancient times. Cprtain ai^^
name of one of the church
"art^^s ™s Ota™L
of the original windows of
'
this iJte llT.
tinker, his wife, and three
oMldr^n
•

One night the tinker dreampd -t-ho-H -p k
stood on London Bridge he wouU
thejf. et

^^^^

"
°"

^'^^

^'^^

-i

ne°„h™*°",r'

ne spoKie ot It in the morning
to his wife sn ^Pvi^n^i,,
such an evident belief In It! that
shrboih sc d^d

^

.f,

ZZT

^"-Sh, as iTe tinker
thought, Ihe'd
thou«ht
the dream, which had doubtless
haunted his mind all
was repeated on the next night;
and the Impression! thSs deepen!'
and strengthened, not unnaturally
brought a third re^t tion of
."'^'' following, after which John was no longer ?"
be
tlthLfd
Withheld from going to London.
remonstrances of his friends, the entreaties
of
hi. wife, and the ridicule
his
of his neighbours, the tinker set
out to travel all the way afoot, a
distance of not less than
ninety miles. At the close of the third
day he reached the end
of his journey, slept at an inn, and
early in the morning he
stationed himself on London Bridge at a spot
which he remembered
was that pointed out to him in his dream. And
there he remained
all day, eyed curiously by the passers-by and
suspiciously by
the shopkeepers who lived on the bridge, and
by the keepers of
Its gates, which closed at a certain regular
hour to guard the
City from evil characters, of which the Bankside
and other parts of
Southwark had a larger share than was good for its
reputation.
Nothing was, however, said to him that appeared to be
in any
way connected with his dream.
The experiment was repeated on the second day, with
no other
result than that of intensifying the curiousity and suspicion
which he had provoked on the first day. But after he had passed
a third day on the bridge, and the evening gloom, which warned
him
of the closing gates, was again upon him, one of the shopkeepers,
who had eyed him wonderingly on each previous occasion, ventured
to ask him what possible reason he could have for standing there
every day and all day long. The tinker confessed that he had been
induced to make a fool of himself by a very singular dream. The
stranger laughed at him heartily.
"If I had been as credulous
as you are," said he, "l should be on just such a fool's errand;
for three nights this week I dreamt the same dream, and in it I
was told to go to a place called Swaffham, which I find is ninety
miles away. I thought in my dream that under an apple tree in an
orchard on the north side of the town I was told to dig, and that
there I should discover a box full of money."
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nothing of the place he
come from, vent awav aeain ho^If- ?
had
fulness and faith"ln''hir "eL°
^'e" ^^f earl^'tHr*"-^:'

™f - f
laid

bare the top of an iron box.
To unearth this, and convey
it to his home unobserved,
was his next task; and'

tSs

SrtlL;^

dTuStrVr

^^^^ H

accom-

-ne."'C?ne

Ind
Which being unable t'o read?
^d^f^of knlw' he'm^^a^ing
Afraid to make his secret known,
or awaken

IT

suspicions whichmi.ht
---stances, he hit upon a plan f^r
ng
oufwhat
out
what'?L
the words said.
This was to place the box at the
dooS
inscription might be read by
tL boys
the
lLT^^tl
as they came out and while he
stood by, as if by accident
The boys soon gathered round the
box, and one, scraping
the dirt and rust from the inscription,
read, doubtles amidst
much laughter, the apparently meaningless
lines;

"Ld

Where this casket stood
Is another twice as good.
(In some versions of the story the
inscription is in Latin, and
the tinker learns its meaning after he
sends his own son to
school with the gold from the first pot!)

Hearing these significant words, John Chapman
went away
hardly able to restrain his exultation and pleasure,
and, early
the next morning, he was again digging in the
deserted orchard,
where his efforts were rewarded by the discovery
of a second
casket, twice as large as the first, and equally
well filled.

Whatever fiction that love of the marvellous, which was
common to the age John Chapman lived in, may have added
to the
story of his very strange dream, the existence of a tomb,
bearing the stone effigy of a smith or tinker, with his tools
beside
him, and a dog, was in existence not many years since,
and may
probably still be seen in the old church at Swaffham.^59

^59john Bonner, "Dream-Reading," Harper's Magazine 32, No.
191 (1866), 652; "Dreams," Littell"s Living Age, l40. No. l80T
(1-879), 31^-317; "Some Remarkable Dreamers," London Society, hh
(1883), 194-195.
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THE MORAL SENS?!

resolving the debate (and perhaps
adSng Juel to 1?^ V
are presented
which the moral sense
present and tl "
It Is absent. Many more of
both types mav brfnn;;H
u
this appendix, but these were
slnglS ou^by the aut
autnors
ors°"^
as
illustrating their position.
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.—

DISSECTION
One of them is required in a
dream to make a dissection for which the directions are
written in Greek
"l was
in distress because my instruments
would not work, and I had
forgotten what I knew of Greek. I
reasoned with myself about
the honesty of having some one
translate the directions. Ifter
much thought I decided that I would
not have the directions trans
'°

b^ dece?:Jng!"I^S'

individual.

.

.and this would'^

.—

SMOKING
When a boy I promised my mother I would
not smoke
tobacco before I was 21— as a matter of fact
I have never smoked
once in my life. But while a student at
Harvard I was a great
deal with fellows who smoked, and began to
dream of smoking. It
seemed to nauseate me, I was exceedingly sick,
my tongue burned
like fire, but I slept soundly through it all.
This went on in
dream after dream, at various intervals of days
and weeks, until
I learned to love my pipe and cigar.
All this time, in every
dream, my conscience troubled me because I was
breaking my
promise to my mother; but I comforted myself by reasoning
that
she ought not to have made me promise such a thing
before I was
old enough to know whether I ought to or not. During
my Harvard
life came my twenty-first birthday, and after that,
though I
often dreamed of smoking, my conscience never troubled
me---not
even once. It seemed to know that I could do as I pleased
without
breaking my promise. I still dream of smoking, and though
I never
really did smoke, I believe I know just what it is like.io^

^^Osarah C. Weed, Florence M. Hallam, and Emma D. Phinney,
A Study of Dream Consciousness," Amer ican Journal of PsycholoKV.
^
7. No. 3 (1896), 408.
l6i

James R. Jewell, "The Psychology of Dream," American
Journal of Psychology l6. No. 1 (1905), 32..
,
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ABSEMT

.—

GYPSUM MIHES
T „as In the
'""^^ '•"^^"^^
^7°?"°
tlon In Belg ium. Op;nlng
^he doo^
Here I joined a Part'y o?'. ' „g°
ri.pe^
eof''^-"
divinity students, in an
advanLTtage of in c" -tl"^ °'
panther. He began tearing down
^""^ ^
the side nf »
! °°'
ther distinguishing hlmseff
P^""
brthe enerL !ith h^^S'^

LT

f

were in search of a gypsum bed,
which we soon uncovered
°'
pici^lnto'tL'lr^^b Lra:':h:y^':e"^:n'f
the find.^ By using my full
strength rwir bL o d ^bS'^h^"'
them
up and drive them deep into the
ground thn.
.uiCI, and .urnng th'em in one m^otion!
therS^pSL^'ion
of the coveted gypsum bed, and a
similar series of absurdiWes
and crimes crowded on another,
till I awoke. What ? reS^e
this
nonsense for is to show that in a dream
of this class nofonS
IS my perception of distance
blurred, but also my sense of
eqJitv
I paid no attention to the
fundamental principles of ^he mining
code, though I had had practical
experience of its absolute
necessity as the only means of preserving
the semblance of order
I deceived all my comrades,
including the inoffensive
h^^!?'''
and hard-working
panther. Few men would be more aversive
to such
a thing than I
and I can only plead that I ^.as all
asleep except
the savage instincts of the primitive
man.

tS\'f 'mj

BE FOE .-— I knew a tradesman, in great
distress for money in his
business, who dreamed that he was walking
alone in a great wood,
and that he met a little child with a bag
of gold in its hand,
and a fine necklace of diamonds on its neck.
Upon the sight
his wants presently dictated to him to rob the
child; the little
innocent creature (just as he dreamed) not being
able to resist,
or to tell who it was. Accordingly he consented
to take the
money from the child, and then to take the diamond
necklace from
It too, and did so.
But the devil (a full testimony, as I told
him, that it was the devil), not contented with
that, hinted to
him that perhaps the child might, some other time,
know him and
single him out, and therefore it would be better for
him to kill
the child for his own safety, and that he need do
no more than
twist the neck of it a little, or crush it with his knee.
He

^62"such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlantic Monthly,
46, No. 275 (I880), i+03-1+04.
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told me he stood debating
with himself whether he shnmn ^
should do so
or not; but that, in that in-t«nf
T"^^^^^
the word murder /and he ente'
ed'
'"^"'"^ '°
do it, and immediately awaked.
'
(De Foe)^?

\

Home

,
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^^3a. B. Garrett, "The Mysteries of Dreaming," Hours at
10, No. 5 (187O), kk3.

.IMAGIHATIQN

fantastic and absurd.

The next two

TlllstZlT.T.

rt°::r-aidTon^iL^":iXfp
to a .ore "oreat^J^e-lj

"proleptlc"

drLLr

Jl^^t"

dreL:

„

^'^nfdj

Sh'ta^e'

ing, and design of a narahle ;;r„i
author of the.' is^'i^nSaS'^

.

-^^^-ro^
L^^^tS'^^ f?^"*

^ii-^-^-.^-nwood's
incidents, mean-

e°Lh'' ^cide'nf u[{
only understands the design
of the whote^L
and well-artlculated work
comes to In end
"r,

or a product
fiiriZLi

I

of waking imagination.

'""^

^'^^

if ^"""^
°™ "^^'"T'^

th:i;ea„\^:~r

FANTASTIC, ABSURD DREAMF;

.—

WRONG WOMAN
Of the inconsistency and want
of congruity in
dreams, generally speaking, Hood,
in his
gives a curious illustration:

when "If

tT.^

f

"Whims and ^^ui^ies,
OddUie'

"

'
°^ marriage, a season
°"
lov^^^''''' sparingly,
they dream profusely. A very
V-^^^

r

to carry me, in the night coach,
to Bog'I'^f'/^'^'^^-^^
It
had been concerted between Honoraria
and myself that
'''' honey-moon at some such place
upon the coast.
The
The'^ur^o.r'^
purpose of my solitary journey was to
procure an appropriate
dwelling, and which, we had agreed upon,
should be a p^easaS
little house with an indispensable
look-out on the sea. I chose
^^"''^ ^'''^ ^''^ bow-windows, and a prospect
deU^h^^nii''^''^""'
delightfully
marine.
The ocean murmur sounded incessantly
from
the beach.
A decent elderly body, in decayed sables,
undertook
on^her part to promote the comfort of
the occupants by every
suitable attention, and, as she assured me,
at a very reasonable
rate. So far the nocturnal faculty had
served me truly; a daydream could not have proceeded more orderly;
but, alas! Just here,
when the dwelling was selected, the sea-view
was secured, the
rent agreed upon— when everything was
plausible, consistent.

lor
nor.
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and rational, the incoherent
fancv crer^t in and
^
confounded all
by
1
marrvinff me to
fn the
th^ old woman of
J maxrymg
the house. "164

^

INTELLIGENT ELEPHATW ---t dream nf a vn ^ ^
that is to be exec^; d
e""rLi?y and^whi^n'r';"'^' ^'^^'^^^
executing. The elephant^s
to'be^^f^I^en'Sd t
he^alrf^oL^So^)^
apparatus, or rather a polished edition
of it in the Uh?«rv
^^^^'^
thing 'ready :7far
^
as Tcan"°^°'''"^'^^
I can, and propose to go to work
the next day
.The ^L^hant
'^^^
'
over
:i:h
MTlVtf",T
^^'T'
.

L

.

'"^^^^g^
----^er
how inte^lLen.'"^''' ^""""^^^
elephant is reported to be, and
find ?r
It very convenient to talk with
him (he seems to appreciate
the awkwardness of my position, and
talks rather kindly)
not maintaining that he won't smash things
with all his mi^ht
when ne feels the current, but as yet se
If -controlled ^^5

^

.

HOWELLS' DUKE.— It was only last week, for
instance, that I
found myself one night in the company of the
Duke of Wellingtonthe great Duke, the Iron one, in fact; and
after a few moments of
agreeable conversation on topics of interest among
gentlemen, his
Grace said that now, if I pleased, he would like
a couple of
those towels. We had not been speaking of towels,
that I remember, but it seemed the most natural thing in the
world that he
should mention them in the connection, whatever it was,
and I
went at once to get them for him. At the place where they
gave
out towels, and where I found some very civil people, they
told
me what I wanted was not towels, and they gave me instead
two
bath-gowns, of rather scanty measure, butternut in color and
Turkish in texture. The garaents made somehow a very strange
impression upon me, so that I could draw them now, if I could
draw anything, as they looked when they were held up to me.
At the same time, for no reason that I can allege, I passed
from a social to a menial relation to the Duke, and foresaw that
when I went back to him with these bath-gowns, he would not thank
me as one gentleman to another, but would offer me a tip as if
I were a seirvant.
This gave me no trouble, for I at orce dramatized a little scene between myself and the Duke, in which I
should bring him the bath-gowns, and he should offer me the tip.

^^^J. G. Belcher, "The Romance of Sleep," Harper's Magazine
No.
203 (i86t), 643.
34,

,

^65Mary W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams," American Journal
of Psychology 5, No. 3 (l893), 338.
,
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and I should refuse with
a low bow, and sav th«f t
What I did not dramatize, or
what seLed "o enter int'o
logue quite without my agency,
was the Duke's ^e^W ^n
speech. It was foreshown me
ihat he wouW say
... ""^^
why that should make any difference
'
!
i tLl
I felt at this wound to'our
'^^^
n:txon 1 d g^^^rtha^V"
invented the society of some ladies,
^^^^^^^^^^^^
wh^TtoJd o5
with those bath-gowns (l still had
ihem
rnj hLs) "^anrn"''.
them to go with me and call upon
the Duke? ^hey exLs^d
how, that they would rather
not, and then I u^ged Sat
the^Dur"
was very handsome. This seemed
to end the who?e aSair .nd ^
'
passed on to other visions, which
I cannot recall!?66

L ^

L

OVERT IMAGIMTION

.—

GYISIES
Before that, had been camping out
with a lot of '83
people and others that I did not know,
not far from where the
gypsies used to camp on Lake M.
i think I said I would
stay as long as anybody at the camp, and
wondered how it would
seem at last when everybody at last had
gone, and if it would not
then seem good to get back to a boarding-house.
(l thought of
the one to which I should go in 0., and
also thought how things
would have to be raked up about the camp,
in the dust).
The
parentheses contain the record of a distinct case
of imagination
a dream
.

m

.

.

.

.—

BLACK SILK
Excluding, of course, the mere presence of the
imagination,
which the dream-consciousness consists, many cases
of
explicit imagination occur in these dreams in which
the mind has,
as It were, run forward to picture some probable
result or to discover some way out of a difficulty. So one dreamer,
proposing
to mend the tire of a bicycle with black silk tissue,
"imagined
very clearly how strange the gray tire would look if
I put that
black band around it."^°o

m

l66v7iiiiam D. Howells, "True, I Talk of Dreams," Harpe r's
90, No. 5^0 (189O), 836-837.

Magazine

,

l6TMary W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams," American Journal
of Psychology 5, No. 3 (1893), 324.
,

^"°Sarah C. Weed, Florence M. Hallam, and Emma D. Phinney,
"A Study of Dream Consciousness," American Journal of Ps ychology.
1, No. 3 (1896), 407.
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^IfLIS.— I once dreamed that

I was with a aentist
dentist ^hn
who was ahout
to extract a tooth from
a patient
T^^f-o^
he remarked to me (at the
s^e
t'
^° ^ Perfumed
cloth at the end of something 1iir.^
sipate the unpIeasanr^^LTL'f
it\a'rrh:":r\:st°to:th\°
had ever seen. When extracted
I found that it ttl\
in the shape of a caldron,
with walls an Jnci thi k
^^k.-^'T^'''
my pocket a tape measure (such
J^^'^f/rom
as I always car^vnn'
I found the diameter to be
^^^^^
not le^s thin Lpn^7f.
interior was like roughly he^n
ll^lZl L%\''wfrrs:a-w::L''^
and lichenlike growths within.
The size of the t^nth !
.\'°
'^^''^^
me large, but not extraordinarily
so!

?L LuS/gif
^

T^

^

.there was no known dental origin
for the drPsm
Tf
arose solely or chiefly from a walk
during the p^evJous "ftJrnoon among the rocks of the Cornish
coast a low'tideHnd he
fantastic analogy, which had not occurred
to waking conscious
consciousness, suggested itself during sleep. ^^9
.

.

^

THE WIMII^G DOG .--It seemed to him that
he was in the first floor
of a rough hiU-farm. The room showed
some poor efforts at gentility, a carpet on the floor, a piano,
I think, against the wall;
but, for all these refinements, there
was no mistaking he was
in a moorland place, among hill-side
people, and set in miles of
heather. He looked down from the window
upon a bare farm-yard,
that seemed to have been long disused. A
great, uneasy stillness lay upon the world. There was no sign
of the farm folk or
of any live stock, save for an old, brown,
curly dog of the retriever breed, who sat close in against the wall
of the house
and seemed to be dozing. Something about
this dog disquieted
the dreamer; it was quite a nameless feeling,
for the beast looked
right enough---indeed, he was so old and dull
and dusty and
broken-down, that he should rather have awakened pity;
and yet
the conviction came and grew upon the dreamer
that this was no
proper dog at all, but something hellish. A great many
dozing
summer flies hummed about the yard; and presently the dog
thrust
forth his paw, caught a fly in his open paljn, and carried
it to
his mouth like an ape, and looking suddenly up at the dreamer
in the window, winked to him with one eye. The dream went
on,
it matters not how it went; it was a good dream as dreams
go;
but there was nothing in the sequel worthy of that devilish brown
dog.
.having found so singular an incident, my imperfect dreamer
.

^^^Havelock Ellis, "The Stuff that Dreams Are Made of,"
Popular Science Monthly 3k (1899), 725.
,
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should prove unatle to carry the
tale to a fit end and f.ii
on indescribable noises and
indiscriminate
horrors. UO

v
^'"^

on this general quality or^dr:a:::^:Lrr:d^^
b
1% He^j^s'
knowledge
A friend of his, of most calm and
philosophical
cast
of mmd, dreamed that he saw his face
in a mirror
iTtl
\^^'.
to find it covered with grime.
On nearer in pecUon he ^L^y^f
more startled (with the mild sub-normal
surprise o? the dreal state)
to see that each grime mark had the
^
shape of a tiny hand-SSt
the thumb-mark in each print being a
little defective! There ;as
a basin handy, in which he washed
his face, and the water forth°"
it settled formed
IIZTI
itself into
the shape of many little hands perfectly
formed
save that each hand was a little defective
by reason of a deformed and stunted thumb. My friend could
think of no occasion
of this dream that shows imaginative power
so strangely vivid. HI

^

-

MYTH-MAKING FACULTY
COBBE.---A dream twice occurred to me at intervals
of years where
the mythical character almost assumed the dimensions
of the sublime, insomuch that I can scarcely recall it
without awe. I
dreamed that I was standing on a certain broad grassy
space before the door of my old home.
It was totally dark, but I was
aware that I was in the midst of an immense crowd.
We were
all gazing upward into the murky sky, and a sense of some
fearful
calamity was over us, so that no one spoke aloud. Suddenly
overhead appeared, through a rift in the black heavens, a
branch of
stars which I recognized as the belt and sword of Orion.
Then
went forth a cry of despair from all our hearts! We knew,
though
no one said it, that these stars proved it was not a cloud or
mist, which, as we had somehow believed, was causing the darkness.
No, the air was clear; it was high noon, and the sun had not
risen!

^"("ORobert L.
,
3, No. 1

Monthly

^Horatio

Stevenson, "A Chapter on Dreams," Scribner's
(1888), 124.

G.

Longman's Magazine

.

Hutchinson, "A Second Essay in Dreams,"
36, No. 215 (l900), 642.
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That was the tremendous reason
why we heheld
would never rise again 172
1

^

fv.«

^

^"^^

PROLEPTIC DREAMS
.

,

—

ENLIGHTENED BY "HIS OWN CREATTIPT."
^^i^er dreamt that he
put a question to another person in
the form of a reque!? for
certain information, and received a
different reply ^ro^ what he
'^"'^^
^
of'aTintSli!
gent ccorrection
S:c?iororhf
of his own error as implied in
his query.— the
mysterious thing being that he was
enlightened by "his o^n
creature
to borrow a phrase of Mr. Greenwood's,
his "creature"
giving him information which he received
as an acquisition of
new knowledge, but of which, apparently,
he mSs^ nei^r^LLss
have been possessed at that antecedent
point of time when he
question; for his power of conceiving
the question
llZfr T'l^"^
Itself
implied his unconscious forecast of the
reply,
vet
^
^ ^' which
came upon him as a surprise. 1T3

"

.—

THE TIDE
I now wish to give some illustrations of the phenomenon
that has aroused my interest. Two cases must
sufficeone of
them a dream that I had several years ago.
.1 dreamed that I
was on the seashore, where, the ocean floor being
nearly level
the tide receded a great way, and left a mile
or more of uncovered
sand.
The tide was out, and I stood with a crowd, looking
out
over the wet sands and shallow pools, trying to
catch the sound
of a distant fog-bell, when an old sailor remarked,
"You'll hear
it plainer when the tide is in." This sailor was
a distinct
individuality, and spoke from an experience wholly unknown
to me,
causing in me a feeling of surprise. So wholly unprepared
was I
for his remark that it was a minute before I understood
what he
meant. Then it occurred to me that sound travels better in
the
water than in the air. Whether it is a fact that a fog-bell in
such a place could be heard more clearly when the tide was
high,
I do not know.
It makes no difference whether the old sailor
was right or wrong in his observation; the point is that he spoke
.

^'''^Frances P. Cobbe, "Dreams as Illustrations of Unconscious Cerebration," Eclectic Magazine j6 (iSjl), 73O.
,

"Dreams," The Spectator

,

69, No.

33^5 (1892), ihO.
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of a thing that was not in my mind at
all, and that no past
experience of mine touched upon in any way.^T^

ANTE-MTAL MURDER.— This dream

has been four times repeated
in
its striking and salient points at uncertain
periods, during
the past thirty years. He was in his active
years a practical
agriculturist, but now lives retired. All his life
he has been
spare of flesh, active, cheerful, and very
companionable, and
not in any sense what is called a bookworm. His
dream was as
follows. He found himself alone, standing in front
of a monument of very solid masonry, looking vacantly at the
north side
of it, when, to his astonishment, the middle stones
on the level
of his sight gradually opened and slid down one upon
another,
until an opening was made large enough to hold a man.
All of a
sudden, a little man, dressed in black, with a large
bald head,
appeared inside the opening, seemingly fixed there by reason
of his feet and legs being buried in the masonry. The expression of his face was mild and intelligent. They looked at each
other for what seemed a long time without either of them attempting to speak, and all the while my brother's astonishment increased. At length, as the dreamer expressed himself, 'The
little man in black with the bald head and serene countenance
said:
"Don't you know me? I am the man whom you murdered in an
ante-natal state of existence; and I am waiting until you come,
and shall wait without sleeping. There is no evidence of the
foul deed in your state of human existence, so you need not
trouble in your mortal life
shut me again in darkness.'"

The dreamer began, as he thought, to put the stones in
their original position, remarking
as he expressed himself-to the little man:
'This is all a dream of yours, for there is
no ante-natal state of existence.'
The little man, who seemed
to grow less and less, said:
'Cover me over, and begone.' At
this the dreamer awoke.

Years passed away, and the dream was forgotten in the common acceptation of the term_, when behold without any previous
thought of the matter, he dreamed that he was standing in the
sunshine, facing an ancient garden-wall that belonged to a large
unoccupied mansion, when the stones in front of him began to
fall out with a gently sliding motion, and soon revealed the
self -same mysterious person, and everything pertaining to him,
including his verbal utterances as on the first occasion, though
1

17^ "A Phenomenon of Dreams," Atlantic Monthly , 60, No. 36I
(1880), 717
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an uncertain number of years had passed.
The same identical
dream has since occurred twice at irregular
periods; but there
was no change in the facial appearance of
the little man in

.—

GREENWOOD
Again I dream of being insulted in the
garden of an
hotel. The man who insults me, in a sudden
fit of passion which
I do not understand, is wildly abusive; and
then, as if in too
violent a heat to trust himself, he rushes off
abruptly. Soon
afterward, and while I am still lingering in the
garden, one of
the hotel servants comes to me, and I understand
him to say, "He
has repented.
Repented!
It strikes me (in my dream) as a very
unusual word for a waiter to employ under the
circumstances, but
that remark is immediately lost in a feeling of
satisfaction that
my abuser had become sorry for his rudeness so soon. More
parr
ticularly I wish to know whether he is sufficiently ashamed
to"
send an apology. So I say to the waiter, "Repented, has he?
VThat^did he say?"
"No, no," is the reply, "he hasn't paid it,"
meaning the bill, as I immediately understand. Therefore what
I myself put into the mouth of the waiter I mistake for something different, the phrases being easily mistaken one for the
other if ^indistinctly heard:
"He has repented, "---"He hasn't
paid it." Now since my thoughts are running upon the outrage
to myself I am of course prepared to make precisely this mistake.
Nothing could be more natural. That is to say, nothing could
be more natural if it were a scene in real life. But that it
was not; and the point for observation is that the waiter's sayings
were the invention of the same mind which invented a lapse of hearing to account for misunderstanding what it had previously put into
the waiter's mouth.
If a dream of this kind is not like the composition of a story in the mind of a novelist, it is hard to know
what to make of it. But here it is I, the author, who put into
the waiter's mouth the words which I mistake for something quite
different till I explain myself through him. It seems, too, that
I have knowledge of an unpaid bill which yet I know nothing about
till I inform myself by the mouth of my own creature. Finally,
the hitherto incomprehensible violence of the gentleman in the
garden is explained with the sudden eclat of an answer to a puzzling riddle. The gentleman's wrath was a comedy. In my dream, I
laugh as it bursts upon me
the author of the comedy
that he

^T5"Dreamland and Somnambulism,"
No. 918 (1881),

1+85.

Chamber's Journal , l8.
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his

TllU

--Pe

in the hustle without
paying

acres and a most damnahL^JL^pe'r!
^
son) had lived much abroad,
on puri^ose
when at length he returned ^o
EngSn"

f

r^L'er'

to^oL
It wis to

Ld^h^t^' 'T.'
.

f'ndT''^

^'^^^
sSppSsed^'o^^uf r'
e ry ^^d^^f
?Sthe\°
loathe her yoke. Because of this
marriage (as the dreamer ?n
distinctly understood) it was desirable
?or father and son ^o"
have a meeting; and yet both being
proud and both angry SeUher
would condescend upon a visit. Meet
they did accordingly In a
desolate sandy country by the sea; and
there they qua^^eled and
the son, stung by some intolerable
insult, struck the Jathei
down dead
No suspicion was aroused; the dead
man was found
and buried, and the dreamer succeeded to
the broad estates
and found himself installed under the
same roof with his father's
widow, for whom no provision had been made.
These two lived
very much alone, as people may after a
bereavement, sat down
to table together, shared the long
evenings, and grew daily
better friends; until it seemed to him of
a sudden that she waprying about dangerous matters, that she had
conceived a notion of
his guilt, that she watched him and
tried him with questions.
He drew back from her company as men draw
back from a precipice
suddenly discovered; and yet so strong was the
attraction that
he would drift again and again into the old
intimacy, and again
and again be startled back by some suggestive
question or some
inexplicable meaning in her eye. So they lived at
cross purposes,
a life full of broken dialogue, challenging glances,
and suppressed passion; until, one day, he saw the woman slipping
from
the house in a veil, followed her to the train
station, followed
her
the train to the seaside country, and out over the
sandhills to the very place where the murder was done. There
she
began to grope among the bents, he watching her, flat upon his
face; and presently she had something in her hand---I cannot
remember what it was, but it was deadly evidence against the dreamer
---and as she held it up to look at it, perhaps from the shock
of the discovery, her foot slipped, and she hung at peril
on the brink of the tall sand -wreaths
He had no thought but to
spring up and rescue her; and there they stood face to face, she
with that deadly matter openly in her hand
his very presence
on the spot another link of proof.
It was plain that she was
^

m

.

176Frederick Greenwood, "Imagination in Dreams," Eclectic
Magazine 56 (1892), i+i+9-450.
,
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about to speak, but this was
more than he or,,,-,/, v
bear to be lost, but not to
tatk of
with hi ^
he out her short with trivial
con°er atlon
turned together to the train tmwin., tt Z
Journey back in the same car;ia«e sft
!
the evening in the dr::ing!ro
and fear drummed In the dreamer's
^11 \
bosom

U

A^lf ™

he could
"'^5'

L

'''^

HMT^H 'Z^s^'
suspense

it be tomorrow?" And it was
not tomorrow, nor the next
nn^
the next; and their life settled
back on ^he old temf oily
she seemed kinder than before,
and that, as for hirthe Su^then
of his suspense and wonder grew
daily more unbearable, so that
he wasted away like a man with a
disease. Once, indeed he ?ioke
all bounds of decency, seized an
occasion when she was abroad
ransacked her room, and at last, hidden
away among her Jewets!
found the damning evidence. There he
stood, holding this thing,
which was his life, in the hollow of his
hand, and marvelling a^
her inconsequent behavior, that she should
seek, and keep and
not yet use it; and then the door opened,
and behold herself
So, once more they stood, eye to eye, with
the evidence between
them; and once more she raised to him a face
brimming with some
communication; and once more he shied away from
speech and cut
her off. But before he left the room, which he
had turned upside
down, he laid back his death-warrant where he had
found it; at
that, her face lighted up. The next thing he heard,
she was
explaining to her maid, with some ingenious falsehood,
the disorder of her things. Flesh and blood would bear the
strain no
longer; and I think it was the next morning (though
chronology
is always hazy in the theatre of the mind) that he
burst from
his reserve.
They had been breakfasting together in one corner
of a great parquetted, sparely furnished room of many windows;
all the time of the meal she had tortured him with sly allusions;
and no sooner were the servants gone, and these two protagonists'
alone together, than he leaped to his feet. She too sprang up,
with a pale face; with a pale face she heard him as he raved out
his complaint:
why did she torture him so" she knew all, she knew
he was no enemy to her; why did she not denounce him at once?
what signified her whole behavior? why did she torture him? and
again, why did she torture him? And when he had done, she fell
upon her knees, and with outstretched hands:
"Do you not understand?" she cried.
"I love you:"l-TT

Zf

''Robert L. Stevenson, "A Chapter on Dreams," Scribner
3, No. 1 (1888), 125-I26.
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:'DREAM" AS VEHICLE FOR WATrijjG
IMAGTHA^thm

ever witnessed. It va^ Znfi-^iJ "iu grotesque as any pantomime I
°'
wonderful Changes Lrstart
nfEffe:tf''":'''rr
Of gold on a Slip of white
'^''^^^
sa^fn fo^a ^layhil! VA'"^
nificent in my dream, scenery,
dresses everttMn;
remember a consecutive plot eiacttv
^' ^r
t^P^!
Jointed wildness in my visxc^rc^arac
e^isUeVf'l^f
t'^'
the main upshot of the piece
'
was all ahLr ^ \?LacS
nfa^nd
temptations of money, and the plots
of villains to obS^n it
There was a quantity of allegory,
as might be expected
one of
the grandest scenes was the
Temple of Mammon, and a leading
cSL
'^"^^^^ ^^^^P^^ Ghulthephool
The Kirof Ihe r°'!:''\°^
ible Gold Mines, called
Rhaubaiyucan,
hTia TtnrSr.l t ^^^"^^^^f
publishes a sort ofmani^
^^^S
fltfn nl
festo
or proclamation, setting forth
how Mammon rejoices in observing his votaries acquiring money,
that for thi purpo e ?here
IS nothing tends so much to
that desirable end as making Sfer!
mgs of gold in his temple. Mammon, moreover,
delighJel with this
act of his worshippers, and the mere
sight of the gold laid on his
altar, for a short time, not only
is undesirous of holding tMs
money permanently, but permits his
votaries to withdraw their
IxDdgments in his temple whenever they
like, according to their
necessities or their pleasure. To encourage
them, however, in
the practice of votive investments
of a more enduring kind. Mammon
promises an increase of wealth to such as
leave their treasure
longer in his care, proportionably with
the various value of the
deposits, and^this act of grace on his part
is called a "per centum,
while, from time to time, Ghulthephools cries
out in an i^i^si^^i
tone. Bonus. Bonus
being given to Latin phrases, though his
Latin would not bear a strict translation in
plain English; for
there was very little good, in his bonus, as
will be seen in the
sequel.

7

.

_

^

I

But this politic move on the part of Rhaubaiyucan,
increases,
as might be supposed, the votive tendencies
of his subjects, and
a special scene of great bustle occurs
in the rush of crowds to
the temple, who pass immense quantities of
treasure over the altars
of the Fane of the Golden God" into the hands
of his inferior
ministers, for deposition in the "TREASURE VAULT OF THE
TEMPLE,"
a scene of great magnificence:
quite a triumph of the unrivalled
pencil of Mr. H. Cleverly.
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Amongst the ministpr=; r,-p -i-v,^
rather queer charac^ers
Directors/
t^o?' One Til"
upon the persons of the
"^S""l<=«" dresses
Lords Srec tors
aprons and white nightcaps-i„
"°' ^''"^ ""''^ "hlte
fact
''^'^
less than cooks.
°>°'-e nor
They, wishlL^f',
Rtaubal^can by the
gratlflcattaT^f his ^^ordlnatf
but after a banner un^:™":
Sde:"!:;::'
far from hinting that
^^ncatelll; and so
he Is raven™,r t^'
tlte wants stimulating,
^PP^"
ani
and as this can best
obtalnedTy yachting 'th ' ^'^''"^
'''^^ P"=ure for
him a vessel appropriately
called a 'trlff '-'
her timbers, for she had
been engaged ^"ie ln°the ?
the Levant trade,
and was distinguished amonc th»
Three Decks and^no Bottom "
°^ "^^^
tLTZTiI
the more praising one of
*°
"The noatins dllT-'^t'
can do „1U not get her
rated at L oJd?s aTctass
Nevertheless, she Is considered
'/
quite fit J'or
.
regards her rlgginK so a <.»n„
^'=<=^Pt as
they go with a^w
*°
'
puUinrfwa' llSXo'l""''^^and
8°°*
Rhaubalyuoan
Ghulthephools, and the riggers Lnn
'^'^
glum. On the shores Of
°^ ^"8"
Jh?s^ir?L?r
a fish-market-much
alte^J^he^mannerof ?h:'::i:bra:ed
celebrated marketsoene in Masaniello. There
Is a chor,,.
chorus being that of the
rigg:r:,thr r ^e tl
a.

•

^

aLenf

Tlr'/^^

IZZZi il/r^'T

f

A^lV"'

n

"'Tr'

ZHTT.LT

niello Chorus 'is copLi in°^h:rif
'tL'r^ggLs'?'^^"^

"

Take heed, whisper lowl

After vhich thunders forth the
well-known joyous outbreak,
The prize we seek we'll soon ensnare,

and the scene closes with a Pas
de Greeurs, or dance of riggers
a tremendous Rigadoon, "hy the
whole strength of ?he cLpany!"^
Now, while the king and his worthy
ministers are cruising
about, the guardianship of the
treasure vault of the temple is
entrusted to the King's oldest son,
Prince Khofferghutter, a name
not very suggestive of fitness for
office; and another officiaT
of very evil tendencies enters into
a plot with him to rob the
treasure vault. That official's name
is Ballanz jheet, apparently
of mortal mould, but, in fact, one of
-the demons of the piece-tor a good deal of devilry was interwoven
through it. Ballanzjheet
IS celebrated for his disguises, and
by this means (that is, in
disguisej passes into the service of the
treasure temple, while,
fact, he is only an imp of the worst
description, and a favoured

m
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child of the rather of
Lies and h=
Khofferghutter make sad tavoo
in the

PUnns

at

Old

.oo.ehe„.

.

•

t^f

^^'-l^^-jheet) and

wi^h-^h^mlVrr^r f™?i^;/----^^^_

e^uf:rth'Kh^fS^jtt:ra:d\=:\'^%*r

°^

dodging about hiding in
sly places o ™?ch ^h"''
and anon sharp speeches
^"' ''"'^ "^l^ins ever
.
against tL™
*^^"t^=ti<=al rhymes.
In the course of this^trS^e
drL .
°f ^^^1=
Confidence appeared^ vho
seSed bS^t'^'
Of works Of fLtion whicr
g l^nbLrje'adf
reading, much given
to sweets of a deleteriouc ^nH
?•
character,
made by a
swindling confectionerc^^p?%'''J°''';^^"^S
weak-minfed spiri was a constant
^^°P '^^^
cu^r^'^'^'i
customer.
^
K,,^.Part
nf
fho
"-fN
business of this extravaganza
consisted in PubSc L??.
ing her pocket everlastingly
^^'^^^^^nce I
havpicked bv fhl\^ I
characters
which this dreamy drama abounded
in
^
In
' ^^^cumgyrating sylph,
in particular, wUh^anSed
vJnk
was very busy^in cL^^inl'^e^
So^d^ S:^°ou1.^^Lr
^ea^fjd
Legs
and a very nice pair she had,
by-the-by but LSt^ h
of being encased in white
silk or in "fleshin^^'"
lieshmgs, .h'
they were
dressed in black.

/

™

II

7'^^^^°^^
^e^e
ahufflTand this sylph, and once, going on between Prince Khofferghutter
on her flying awav vi t h ff!

"l say!
my eye
How money does fly
I

This witticism "brought down the
house" to such a degree,
«gree, tnat
that I
wonder it did not waken me.

Fathef orrT^^

^

S^'^" ff""'

"^"'^""^ Ballanzjheet and the

m

of gold-dust
his possession.
"l always melt my gold into ingots
my fire here," says Father of Lies; and
he proposes to
do the same by Ballanzjheet s gold-dust,
if he likes' But SaUanzjheet says he can turn his dust into
a much larger amount than
melting it down could produce.
"How?" inquires Father of Lies.
By throwing it into people's eyes,"
says Ballanzjheet , "chat's
how !_ do it.

m

-

°f the piece. Public Confidence approached
the Temple of Mammon with an ample
offering, and Khofferghutter,
with an insinuating smile and a low bow, received
it from her
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^u::^:^- - ----

^:^Lrr-L::
peep..,
^:
all the others of the
temple wa^ Ir , ^^^!^- ^^^^ =°l^"^n, like
Raffaele introduces in
^^^^
the cartoon of "^r'^''
was composed of intertwined
b^rs of gold .if''''^'
^^^^^^^ and copper,
representing pounds, shillings
'
place, I say, the Demon
°" '"'^ ^^^^^S"
of SL^rust c'^e'^
point where Public
to the
Confidence had ^e^^^ed T"""'
nose after the manner
^"^^^
his
of "taking a si^ht
.^T.
and shook with a guffaw
'°
^^^^^s,
of a laug?
Then
^"^^n, trt
after clenching his
fists and brandishing them in
"""""" ^^^^r Khofferghutter, he made ?o the
audLnce T""'""
of his minacious and
^^^^e, one
^indic^ivr^ScL's!

\Z S

f

''

•Villany of villany, will Time
disclose.
'"''"''"^^
^''^ ^h^e blows,"
Sweerwi^^''^
Sweet
William says. This question
I proposeHh£ knows a BAMK whereon the vile time
gJows"
And venture to prognosticate
'twill never close?
For on that bank, alas! in
vile time grows^^
Some parasites that steal the
sap that flows.
^° -inhering woes!
Yes
les, uZlM^'t
upon that bank in vile time
grows
Inward corruption, gnawing, without
shows.
Like the maggot in the nut, or
the canker in the rose
Withm the Fane, from gaze profane, a
secret drain
there flows,
°^°^ey which the public never
knows.
c^f
t"^^
"^^
^^'^ ^"^^ ^^^y^ ^i^e ^nows
"'"^^''^
That f^l l
pavements underneath which baker's
oven glows
'^f
-^IVould
take a conjuror to tell how all
the money goes
Is t chasing? is it racing? for
no one can suppose
That horses fine, and costly wine, and
dinners, and
fine clothes.
Of cash by hundred thousands, could
possibly dispose
Is t knave and ace that go the pace,
or little bones
whose throws
Can make or break the reckless rake-that
bird of night
who goes
To a fashionable aviary of pigeons and
crows?
Or is there an ambition to be 'mong the
'ayes' and 'noes'
Of a certain 'House?' to get into which
always costs
quelque chose
Or are there mines? For pantomimes so
quickly can't
transpose.
As 'balances' at bankers are transmogrified by
those.
Or was the 'opera' taken? that ruin of repose.

TT'

^

.
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To subsidise sonram" =,r.^ 4-u
Of high danse^^"o/°^,f ^ "=^i*-lo"3
The -yes^Fl^^lf
=^h-«. "ho unclose
f:^,^:^*^^^,-"^
Or was It Pennsylvania
""^
Bends ^hat '.h'^M
chaw'd all up?'
*
Who knows?
But guessing is
like fretting
our grand.ot.ers knew

^-ter^whe-^e-Ll^t^r

^LT^ighr

For the.^kept their
golden tineas safel,
Hidden in their

ThaT:L^:v:o-i^drSnTJ:.-trf:L
B luuwc unravies

their affairs

iiiustf::: ^u'^e^^^Cgira
°^
machinery, and the
audience began to hiss,
and there vp^^? .
Manager!" The manager
"^^^^S^^'
however did not
seemed to be hurried
^^^^^
o^er Tr^elination!''''^
for

olllilZ^l^^^^^^
cafs out of the bagi" anfout

a bag, and crying,

the^

exclaimed, "The

Z^fd

a l^'
immediately into a lovely
^^^'^ ^^^nged
,
VouL
wand. She called on Prince
^^^^^^^ a
Zffer^hnfr'''^
appalling style,
to "a-p-p-e-a-rlll"
vhicHe^id tSo .
^'""'"^^^ ^°
before her. ^ne
She therexcla
then exclaimed, '
a magnificent manner,

nf
m
•

"Wretched youth

^

™^

I

I am the Spirit of
Truth."

She waved her wand, and
several nf ho^
^
^
""^"^"^
some of whom carried off
Khof^erghutter .n
^""u"'
pursued up and down the
of the tem^^'^
desperate
hurry-scurry ensued. In the
midst of 111 117 shindy,
l-^f ^ the Spirit
^^^^
of Truth shook her wand at fho ?
way, blazed JortrinetL'rs'^f

evi^S

f

To^d^

"TEMPLE OF MAMMON,

G^o^!lT§'*'^^

Qg
106-108.

"

'"""^ "

™=

metamorphsed into

"Dreaming Sharp," All the Year Round

,

so Mammom

ih, No.

beoLe

231 (1865),

"

REASONING

,
Overt reasoning may be carried
non-existent,
on
^"-'^^'"^''"^"^^^- ^hproblem Is that In these
Seal ^h^?
^PP"-^""* *°
premises, thereby al"o LaSnrt^ ^
?
eight dreams luJ;s?r;:e
yl o^ls if Jnd ove^rf
ing as Judgment may also
Reasonbe manifest ?n Ik
realization that the
dream experience Is unreal
?
In k^n
dreaming "a dream eith^ra'dre^am'
^""flL";

XlTa^'tl

-dlu™ Of

^

'"^
a' hl^h:; dreL'-S
:h
:ag:s'?n' r^'^ ^-Pr°f«==l°nal
form of judgment based on
mental habU /^"^i-l-y.
nnaUv ''"f
there are the
dreamers who are not nt »n ,1
They confuse" dre^mfwl h^'ea "
rfe'lelS:'
which was dreamed but not recognised
J fr:L
?h?^^""^
°'
distance and blending of reallUes
Is ^ometMng we will
-"Counter
again In some of the clinical
dream materJaU

r™"*

L

Tl

SYLLOGISTIC AMD OVERT REASOHIWn

^here^-^rh^r
^^^^^^^
and
about to fit him with a new skulL.
aM\'L;^to1^^^'°^^:H
The skull is a ^?reat
^ ^'^^'^ ^^^^
°- whi^h'Ld
be"lonL°d
^^^^^^ that had died sometime
before the
"'^^'^ ^'"""^^ ^^^^
anatomical
spfc^m^n)
T.lri"^l
'^^^^^'^^^^ ^^^t this was probably frequently
done,
^nri^;.and for
this reason one sees so few skulls
of children---they
are transplanted to the heads of
other children. I remembered
I disjointed the skull at the
sutures, and
it'i:.
It
came apart nicely.
L. took the parts and went with
the iaby
and some one else out of the room
to perform the operation.
I
wondered at their coolness in prospect
of it.
Presently they
returned with the baby. The child seemed
a little upsei, but not
in collapse and only showed a
partially healed wound over the top
of the head from side to side where
the scalp had been cut.
They
were not even going to keep the child
indoors, but gave him to
me to carry out.
I set off with him toward the high
school, and
after a little found that he could talk,
though making some errors,
as If not entirely used to talking.
As we continued he talked
more and grew considerably (though I didn't
notice it at the time,
and only now remember that he was a good deal
bigger on the return

;
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than on setting out)
tv^o ^-u
an oLde. s.un'^^lL
"rV"''
size and attalmients
Mmself, to the
^'"^
of the
^
struck with the fact
'''' ^'^"'"lI was
that
principle— the soul— In this p^r^hr r"' ™* ""-S^n"! ng
the%ku?i ? f*."^
naturally was filled
^'^^
-and
with wonder "^9"''''" °'

llloTZVZZXT
pJLZf

GHOSTS AMD

ROBRffp.;

-

j dreamed th=<. t
Which :::od*a Le;::a"
?rL"n'^^*
and desolate. The room wh»T-« r \ ?
"
others,
^^""^
lighted by a sinffle „t7rnl
one,
"
to disclose tL Slle
™=
^^-uf
flclent
o^Jhe L\d uir^';
A Shuddering horror took
°'
hoU u^^n m^ and i°thf
by a strong effort of
*''°"8ht it was only
the will th„t t'
self -control/
Whether my greatest feL wl
'of'^:
Snosts, I cannot say.
was in deadly terror nf hnfh
I
t
with the idea
that there were tSeyef
^urkin.
I reasoned, "there'ru
^"^^
e dfn er" f' L^-'?:;
place of concealment in the
"^"^
who^f hou^e
llyl

fl^SSf^STT^e,
empty

JJJ

\f

f

l/ZlHf

"

I

went through processes of

- -iio--BYBOM-S GHOST

in

-

.
rZL^
:urthaVr;uT?o^;thi

.— Byron

ai?: m^a!^^"'^"^

,

"^^^

manifest that

once dreamed of seeing his
own ghost

°' "^-^^^ ^^'^^

p--^

"I

that o::\\*r::a:on

^^^ary W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams,"
American Journa l
of Psychology. 5, Uo. 3
(1893), 325.
iSOjulia H. Gulliver, "The
Psychology of Dreams," iournai_oi
Journal of
Speculative Philosophy lit (1880), 213.
,

"^"^

No

3

(lQ9oT%f''^'

Dreams/' The New England Magazine

.

2,
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STEVENSON. ---"In the

aft-

^^i^^^~^trous Clouds ofTuTt"^

'^''^^^

of wind
^
Of trees whose boughs
' ^'^^^
^ere a i
the world seemed to
direction;
pass mv wind.
?m
tunnoil of movement
^^Is
confSseT b^t n'.^'''"^^^^surprised not to be
distressed, and
distressed Joi I^^"^
wind has often a painfurinnnl
°^
^^^^th a high
Of this I dozed
^^^^^
Tst bee'^'^^^
of Dryden, had been
^ife
struck with the fac^ ^r/f^'^^
lated some of the Latin
^""^^"^
^^^nshymns and hf.
.
marked them in his woJks
^^V^^^^^^d I had never reA^.n
^'^'^^ ^
reason why the so^nl of
^ a
"he wind^an^.J
dust had not distressed
°'
^^^^^S
me "here 's n
dust; it was only Dryden
^"""^^^
sin^inrhv^n'
all those who had blamed
or S^a^krhim'iff.^^^^^^^
revolution
singing them in another.
I!"^""^

ZoXl llV

T^L

oTtTlleT'TZ

This^ni

is very singular or
insine
continuously flying pas^ vet

'

nf

I

L'par^

nlf

^

I

^^-ctions

'"f ^^^^
^^^^^^

'"^^''^

direction of the wx'nd Ld
dusrird'rirh"
finng past yet not passinft'^ardt
^h^'

"S^^^^'l^f;^^^^

^^"^^^^

llTer wh^l
oiiy
insusceptible of expression,
rinsu:cep?Jb\e"or

'^^o-^-ll'T^^^^^^^

^?

thrmusic\n\^^-

(r.

l.

Stevenson)l82

- --back

on

'^^'^
of a bright light behind me,
and looking up^id^!: I ^'^^^
about one thousand feet in ihe
airr.ovLg'Ilowirin the^'d^^rL^l^n
I was going.
Presently a small, elderly man,
also on Sorseba k
^^^^
'
-^^h
him? Ee tTlTle
^^^P
that
hatle"'
he was from r^'^
Boston; that he had foreseen the
advent o? the
^^-^
-^ts
for several
'"i
hundred miles.
I expressed surprise at the
slowness of Its
motion, but he explained that its
velocity was only apparent
that It had overtaken the earth
with a motion the sal'T^a^e
^^^^ ^^-Sh it --ed to be
moving slowly it
'I was
reality going very fast. I objected
^ame within the sphere of the earth's
attraction
^fmulf
It
must ?an
fall rapidly, under the influence of
gravity. On this
benevolently, and said, half to himself,
"Ah,
v!c the^old
?J Newtonian
yes,
error." I have seen many times since
the
same benign expression on the faces
of my Boston friends, when
I felt they were saying to
themselves, "It is interesting to find
the old misconceptions surviving
in the New York man."

ZlnTAlT

m

'^'^

^82Louis Robinson, "What Dreams Are Made of," North
American
Review, 157, No. kk^ (1893), 695-696.
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Meanwhile we reached th^^ -p^^+- ^
farm, where the meteor
had s truest Se
gated here my father,
the tenant of the
a

VrT^
f

''''

^^^^-'s
^"^^

well-known horse-jockey/anr™?
"'^'^^^ ^^^^^-^
0^^'
said that he wished to
"^^^
/uy
^lllZ
'Til.
to offer ten thousand
authorized
'
dollars for it
To
remarking that it was a
^^^^^^ ^S^^ed,
!
"mightv Lod
The tenant claimed half
^°
t° him."
°^
o? ?f as a Ltn''?^'
^ut the lawyer said
'^^^^
that u'^arc ear ^^eaf:
^^t'e^'
ferrxng to a case in
'
point decided by the courf
of ^P^^^"'
the tenant pulled out
^^^^
his lease and read thP m
party_of the second part,
^^'^
in addUion to ^alf
o?Tl(
sanfoin, trefoil, and
°^
murdocks raised on saif flr^
to his own use, "behoof,
^^^^^ receive
'
and ben^f 1
V

X

JT

T

during said term." The
lavyer saw! "SaJ setti.es
aewSs 1??"'^^
it;
but the
Boston man said, with a dRn-oi„„
i
an aerolite nor'a
-te^rirslon":; ris^'al^^ ?^Sth
^'^h'^"^"''^'jockey stepped forward
^ ^
soLenmly/and lavlnf
^
h
stone hurnt then, badly
Drawing balk
Ul^fhe
,

Wh

L

rL:rSd*»It
-ch authoritie^'agre:i™e "

^ri^:^/^^

ceiestia naturae, and we
dispersed well Pieased,
cleaned
=nH
and glancing
upwards for more griffoliths.

—

What I wish to emphasize in
this dream

::ik:".°fl^r"-

i

<?

fha^

aTre1sLtg^X^3^we-re

^

INCOBEECT ---"When we think
substantiality and causality we think
'
time--but time we know exists, therlJore
substin faUt%"^°'
'"""'^'^
^'^^^
^^^^ - ^r. Huxley's
argument'"^

^E^MIIi.— "The

devil came and suggested that he
would change
my self -consciousness, making me over
into a person with no pressing
fer^nce of'c
ference
of conscience.

^f^^^
46, No. 275 (1880), 402-403.

l8Wy

-

' -^^^^ without'
'^^'^
^^^^
??
n
I recognized that the suggestion
was from

^""^

^^^^

Atlantic
Monthly
'

—

.

W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams," American
Journal
of Psychology. 5, No. 3 (l893), 326.
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the devil, and after
considering- fho

I am a stoic, therefore
.^^^ ^°
^'^^^nd,
I cannot be di.^J^^
I
therefore I do not care
'^'^^^^^
whether t raS or no
t'°'
neutral, and if ,ou .ere
a stoic
•

you^'uId^fe^l^L^a.':!^^^^'^

—

GHEEK CLASS.
"I am teaching a Greek
cla^s a
.
class, yet it appears to be
beginning Greek' ^f^^^^man college
to me that they can better
and mS?e fasUv I'.i iT^r''^''
in connection with the
Attic. So I teU the'
and Allen grammars at the
°?^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^
proper iDoint ^""^
.
are not in my class next vp^^ ? ^
'
at What you Low^:bouTHer':d
?T
\^?^thif pSnt
strange
woman enters with some one
^
(whom I dn\Z t
I'
to have some connection
'^^^^^^
with the colLge
She
the Class apparently for
some phi anthr ^ic ob ect'''!
?
ward and say, 'I am the
instructor of tSis cJas'
win
^""^
your authorization for interrupting
it^qhl
has had permission, and f
inaufshL^rie a' r:S:Se1:t\f
1882, and signed, A. E. Freeman.
I tell her th«t fhr/f
too early to be satisfactory.
She says
'But
f
a renewed one,' and shows
me an'eLlie'r'one '
TllllTe'^tlTt 21
permission is insufficient, but she
j,^^^^
begins to ipeak
her and say, 'Now one of three
things wUl ll^lT^ sha
inteT
rupt you, or I shall get some
one to stop you, or you wUl
storof
your own accord.' The woman argues
with me; he is poor Ld needs
money.
(l am greatly distressed and
divided between my wish Tn
generous and my conviction of the
impropriety of her pro^ ding)!'
P-^^^ent's pe^mission.?^
s\:'?^nall7goe'::i8r

r

'TT

f

t

-1

Oq
^*

"A qtnr^v^nf!?

t! no

3

Florence M. Hallam, and Emma D. Phinney,
American Journal of P.sy.holo.;,

S"408?'"°"""'

Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams/' American
Journa l
T>
^^^f^^
of Psychology.
5, No. 3 (l893), 328.

—
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KNOWING ONE IS DREAMT^

experience, but a.
tL"?azrtc"°uur::aL«:jL\*^-"«'>
I

wenf trsLirana'dre^a^ea'tharnr

^^^^

^''^^
the next day. How I realize
?""^^ ^
"P
that T ""^^
'l'-^™^'!
^
that I dreamed
this dream. 187

surprise

emerged from it alive and
unhar^edraM was "^e
"^^^
°
was afJr I d ffed
the
iTeTlTe
blue I cannot say, but presently
I began to entertain 7^
ticular form of dream, that has
appeared Sd
at intr
vals during the long years that
have since e^ed! It
h
I find myself again a soldier,
on the threshold of battle
and
^^-^
circumstancefc^ha^ge^with
waiting to be attached; at other^^
TlTlill
aligning T'
for advance, or perhaps acting
as scouts or skirmi^shS
but always with battle imminent.
Now the most distressi^ parfof
°' "'""'"^
terrible^danger
wUhoutT
without
knowing''^
how it came about. The actual
circumstances
the
old war are never recalled; it is
always a new war I am engaged in
After a time the dream developed into
a dre^within a dream
For*
example, I would seem to say, "l
have dreamed of finding myself
in this situation a good many
times, but now it is no longer a
dream, but a terrible reality." I
used oH¥n to wonder^ half
supers titiously, whether this dream did
not prefi^re a renewal,
at some time, of my army life, but
as I am now drawing toward
the close of the campaigning age
I find the dream latterly
giving me less and less trouble. But
it all goes to show that war
IS terribly vivid, earnest, and real,
and that the brain retains
its images, and that the sensory nerves
reverberate with its
impressions for many a long year after it has
ceased.
I

™ared

L

i^d^- ^.ifS-

—

S

^

^^Tjames R. Jewell, "The Psychology of
Dreams," Americ an
Journal of Psychology l6. No. 1 (1905), 22-23.
.

^88"such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of," Atlantic Mo nthly.
^'
h6, No. 275 (1880), 408.
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DREAM WITHIU

A

DREAM

thing that had coie into
somellL since fj.f'
"-"feeling unaccountably drowsy,
^^^i^^ly^
I saW
'Pred IT.
unbearably hot, let's have I nap
"™ i=
ril
aS' .
The scene had changed, as i?
Soes In dref'
Ihe
the river beca,ne bunkers
and links' Fred turaed L^n'M"'; ^
George. This transformation
did nit Sect me and T
under the whin and was asleep
at once
I^tha^ s^een "fl^"^'^^'
inner dream, and, though fog^y
^"
and ill-denned ? ™^ v,^
the breakfast table, to give
outline^^oJli loT.oll'l'rot, ,'lS9

Le

DREAM CON SCIQUSMESS ALTERING DREAM
PROCESS
BAILEY . --Scene I. Precordial anxiety,
a sense of suffor>«f.great .uscular tension. The victi.
feels ^ha' s
hing t mie
has happened or is ahout to happen
to him.
He is abouS to scre^
and struggle
Is conscious of his sensations
and st?i^es° a
first without success, to comprehend
them. He is dimly aware th«f
he must 'find out what is the
matter with him.- He is'^conscLis
of the tendency to resist the coming
on of it, whatever
may
''''''''''
'"'''""^ '° ^"^^
'
strangely
Speded!

L

Scene 2. Enter the dream psychologist.
He studies the case
of the patient— himself! He watches 'it'
wearily drag itself
to Its bed. Its frame shaken with shuddering
sobs that can not
be controlled.
He seems to sympathesize with the
sufferer in an
aloof and disinterested fashion. The dream
psychologist does not
seem to see his patient and the surroundings
in any distinct fashion,
but gets a moving picture of the sufferer
crawling into bed. No
recognition of features, nor of the bed and its
surroundings, but
an acute perception of the shuddering, sighing
sobs, which are
nevertheless, projected into the dimly seen white-robed
patient.
Scene 3. The dream psychologist seems to lose
track of the
patient as a present reality, but reflectively and
retrospectively,
and apparently in the presence of other 'persons,'
says in a
professionally nonchalant way:
"Just an acute attack of hysteria!"
Exit dream psychologist.

^^^Horatio G. Hutchinson, "A Second Essay in Dreams," Longman's Magazine 36, No. 215 (l900), i+63.
.
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Scene h. Enter -ppI -p ^
soliloquizes thus:
'VeU tM,''?"'
for a »an who seldom
has ile^aj^

"^^'^ Psychologist „h„
o^^UeUo^" -^-ordlnfrfdrl"
consciousness ' I
^°*s
™rta°fnf'

f^^:/ and quite as
lerer,
certainly I „as th«; ^^''^^^'^^V was that sufmost certainly I am
Psyctologlst, and
neither of thS
in a cramped position;
of l^ng
the cove Sn^ TT^' ^f* ^
certainly have an attack
I
of InSgestJon"""*'^
^-^J
ness flatulency
™^™'"*
and some abdominal
<=°=W^«Jende
rhinitls tablets I
took have had =omethinrr';
-™^*"lng to do with it.—
Hello:
that's interesting'
u
that is pressed dor:^:;^^-.-:^^^^
-e Of
nngers
be warm.
I take the finger
^'^Sht
to
away but th^ abnormal
t^""^^'
tmues— now it's fading avayl"
sensation con-

f^ »

Scene 5. Wide-awake
keep a vivid remembrance psycholoffl <5f or,^
to
of hxs cuSo^.
goes over the events
'i^eam-experiences, so
aeain «nH
mind. Finally bec^Ls'c
^-^h^in^is
nv

nL''?L\1e'h
that is -true to Life.'
" ^^^P ^h°t
Li'nrLtere..J.
thinking over the
episode, he discovers
several oihir !i 1'''
which tend to disappear
Is he become wfd
"'r^'^' abnormalities.

Scene 6. The alarm clock
goes off anH +-v.^
/"^t-get-up
psychologist feels the burring
of the l^Zt
realizes that had it come wM?. fv,
^^^^^^^^^^^
the dream conse
t;c\::^ght'^t:^:;;^tgL^^9a
•

DREAM COHFUSED WITH

EFAT.

LIFE

to believe my mind was out
of my body and at th^t place

of

Phil^^r'

iLo'

J.

If

I' ^t^^^^'
^

"^^^P
^ ^^^^ Drama/' Journal
SQj.n tific Method. s/noTIT^
.
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=he told me she
rode a certain pony
.ZlVl.
'"^
candy. Her graLotier
severely
hI"?
When her grandfather c^e
ho^f he'sa d he tod Srd'h

p^l'S

we re off,

etc., and he believed she
had dreamed l^

ia'

191-James E. Jewell, "The Psychology of Dreams,"
Amerlo
Journal of Psychology l6. No. 1 (19O5), 26.
.

SOMHAMBULISM
Somnambulism refers to dreaming
In actlor,
,
thinking, versifying,
calculating, walking °ri'tln^' f'?,""^ °^
singing or playing durlnK slee,,
tal-k:lng,
=;™ ?
""^^ ""^o
oanprisea of accuftomed fotlyjties
''"^'^
"^keful action
without any break
I
t '
""^
"mental" drea^s.-IsuggestedT'^^
"
Preoccupations,
and continuing
sUep those methLr%"™*f'

m

s?vitie^^-:i-:ir

n

0^

:^uirti-r\hi
an additional glimpse of
ninet:Lth-cen
and responsibility.

r^ ^or
^uzensic
nsir^SchoJof^
psychology

ACCUSTOMED ACTIVITIES

barrel used for the purpose too far
from the pump-spout, and consequently It would not fill. He looked
at the pump.

into it ?rom time to time
'
^^^^^^^^^
resumed
In this way he worked for an hour
or so, until he

ically, the body obeyed the will, merely,
but the other faculties
connection between cause and
eiiect— he could not see why the vessel did not fill
as usual. ^92

r

.—

SLEEP-RIDING
The Times, some years ago, recorded the
case of
a butcher at Lambeth, who one Sunday
evening fell asleep in his
chair by the fireside. He was seen to rise
from his seat, fetch
his whip, put on one spur, and go to the
stable, where, failing
to find a saddle, he mounted an unsaddled
horse. When asked what
he was. going to do, he answered (still in
a state of somnambulistic
Sleep; that he was 'going his rounds.' Although
prevented from
leaving the stable, he nevertheless continued
on horseback for
some time, carrying on a wrangle about toll
with an imaginary

h

^^^fs. M. Smalley, "Sleeping and Dreaming," Lakesid e Monthly,
^
(1870), 391-392.
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turnpike -man, to whom he
exclaimed

^rur^

the ^ra^ar and
of his =o.posi?lo„---chaSig:
syntax
foJ
into 'cet adorable enfant/
fid then
Vet :nfalr,r''^?
On one occasion, when he was
being watched by thfIrohM^h
Archbishop of
Bordeaux, experiments were made
to asoert»Tn
I t
''"^ °^ "i^i™
was being exerted. A sheet o? „^?^f
'

,

%

served by his wife to rise from
his hed in the nigh^ and go
To a
writing desk which stood in the bedroom.
He then sat down and
wrote a long paper which he carefully
put by in his desk and
returned to bed. The following morning
he iold his wife'that
he had a most interesting dream;
that he had dreamt of delivering
a clear and luminous opinion
respecting a case which had exceedingly perplexed him; and that he would
give anything to recover
the train of thought which had passed
before him in his dream. She
then directed him to the writing-desk,
where he found the opinion
clearly and fully written out; and this
was afterwards found to be
perfectly correct (Abercrombie
Intellectual Powers ). "1-95
:

No

Sleep-Walking/' Chamber's Journal
clT'^L^iTj^'^lo^''^

19^"Dreaming and Sleep-Walking/' Chamber
No. 630 (1876), 57.

s

.

13,

—

Journal, 13,
^'
'

I95J. G. Belcher, "The Romance of Sleep,"
Harper's Maga zine.
No. 203 (1866), 640-641; "Dreams," Appleton's
Journal 8. No! i|8
(laaOj, 555; Andrew Wilson, "What Dreams Are Made
of," Eclecti c
Magazine, 1+0, No. 5 (1884), 585-586; "Dreams Which Are Not
All
Dreams,' The Argosy, 47, No. 2 (1889), 159; Felix L. Oswald,
"Dreams
and Visions. II," The Open Court 3, No. l4 (189O), l648-l649.
.
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COMBIM ACTIVTTTT^.q.---My brother-in-lpw
k ^
.
f^rawing, and had severalll;:^^^'?^^^;^
'"^'^
ad 051'^'
pigs, cows, and sheep, which
'^'^
he thought vor^hv nf
franies.
"^"'"^P^^ ^^^o
It so

happened that in his bedroom
the?f
on the white-washed walls six
old ;ngrav?nl
designed some one hundred and
?iftryeaL 5for.

""^""^

^"^^^"^
'"^^^^^

i''^'

One summer afternoon he took the
engravings from the walls
and in the window-seat of his bedroom
he began the operation o?^
taking them out of the frames. He
attempted with a claw-haLer
to draw the old rusty nails out of
the back; but with all ITs
'°
^'^^^^
^^^^^
tight were they
^
flltl%.\r'
T"""-^
fixed
the well-seasoned
oak frames. He bethought himself
of
""^^'^
^natl-e
^"^^
^^^^
to
find
KX^""^
them though
he searched till dark; so he gave up
the project for
that day, and again hung all the pictures
in their original
places.
In the usual order of daily events, he
took his supper,
went to bed, and fell soundly asleep as usual.

m

The next morning, the early-rising sun darted
his rays into
the room, and he awoke. He felt that he had
dreamed about the
pictures, the frames and nails, as also of his
failure to extract
the latter; and glancing at the walls of the
room, he found that
they were all removed; and he was perfectly sure
he had hung them
up the previous evening. He was equally sure
that nobody had
been in his bedroom. In his surprise he got up, and
to his
astonishment found the six engravings and the glass of each,
but without the frames, all standing against each
other on the
chair by his bedside, and not one of the glasses cracked!
The six frames he also found placed in a similar manner
in
the window-seat, the rusty nails lying beside them.
The whole
thing was a mystery. After making inquiries, however, into the
matter, he came to the conclusion that he himself had done
the
whole of the work while in a state of somnambulism. Nor was
this
all.
The pincers, which the day before he had searched for in
vain, and which he had dreamed were in a certain place in the
lumber-room over the kitchen, which stood about five yards from
the dwelling-house, were lying with the nails! But as the door
of the kitchen and dairy was regularly locked every night, and
the key hung up in the sitting-room, the somnambulist must have
^
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gone down a winding
staircase thrnnr^h ^
and unbolted the outer
door iaken the ^° ^f^^y^^ unlocked
fro. the Place where it
^a^^e^ptft eS crLs1d'^L°''
gone up a rickety staircase
into the Lmher-rL
pincers with the help of
which he acco.pUshed the'
only thing that betrayed anv «t.<:^ ^f^u
The
u
'^^^
house -door was left wide
oSen ^othf
vhose duty it was to see
'^'^^^^^
y fastened' Ih''^
mg in the house were his xfsecure
^'"^P
father and mother ;
maid -servants, and the carteryernot one ^f
that any person had been
moviig'durLg the night ?9l^^
l

CONTINUATION OF WAKING AnTTVT^TT^Q ___mu^ .
Alderman Kelly, vho
was Lord Mayor of London about
th ^ vear ift^^
remarkable as
^ '
a somnambulist in his
younger da vs
and I have heard .any
wTu!:u^h:SicaLV::c:un:s''rf^hi:?'^^^
whilst asleep. He was the
shop-assistant o? a Urge piblis'heT
Paternoster Row— in which establishment
he was L^er on Ihe
proprieter; where he made his money,
and where he mbU^h^H
numerous works which bear his name^
Thesf p'uLtion InclS^
the several editions of the Bible,
of which it is es??Li^f
.
he sold nearly a hundred thousand
copies of ^he ^^""^^
larL
foUn
I
Self -interpreting Family BiblP
^
,

m

.

One instance of his somnambulism
was this. A large order
for various books (in numbers) had
come in late one afternoon
and to insure delivery in time, it
was necessary that ear^yaitention next morning should be given. As
in the present day, so it
was half a century ago with large
books such as Brown's Bible
which were issued to the public in weekly
instalments te^^'
numbers, and monthly instalments termed
'parts'— each with a
wrapper, and its number in the series
printed thereon. In those
days the dwelling-houses of business
-men were usually connected
with their shops or warehouses; and when the
business of the day
was done, the merchant retired up-stairs to
his family.
On the
ocasion under notice, Kelly, who was an extremely
anxious young
man, always nervously fearful of not being
able to accomplish his
duty, retired to rest with the intention
of rising very early
next morning, so as to get the order selected
and despatched.
What was his surprise, on entering the shop, to
find his task
completed---the books all correctly collected in 'number,'
and
packed up ready for delivery! He had risen in the
night, and
_

~

"Dream -Land and Somnambulism," Chamber's Journal. l8
'
No. 918 (1881), 485-486.
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without being at all conscious
of his actions hnH
as deftly and neatly as
though he had been av^kef

^

Nov, to estimate the difficulbv nf fhie
t
in the old shop in PaternosterRow?L
publ
weekly numbers or monthly parts,
and werfairan^ed n h'/^
reaching from the ground nearly
to thl ceit^nr no.
^
the walls, but in racks all over
the pl^ ^'?ie Ib'r^ '-^11
be understood, were not placed
in sets— each .et ^n
!
ment of its own, but in continuous
rows; so th;' i^ rowTt^
might perhaps be Brown's Bible,
numbers ^ne to w^nty and
whiLt
there were ten copies of number
one, there might
be
thirty of number two, and perhaps
only four of nu^S Leeand so on:
showing that there must be some
at'
work— not mere mechanical habit— to enable inteUigence
the operator to
"'^^^
TolTof businLrwere
^^""^^^
correctly
'
performed;
and on no
'
Zll
I
occasion
was a number
known to be wrongly selected.

e^tilr^

^^

S;.'

lTl\rT'-

r

UMCCUSTOMED

^^-P-mng

ACTIVTTTT^.q

SWIMMING, -A case still more extraordinary
occurred sev-ral vearq
ago in one of the towns of the coast of
Ireland. About lyo o'clock
in the morning the watchmen of the Revenue
quay were much surprised
at descrying a man disporting himself in
the water, about a hundred
yards from the shore.
Intimation having been given to the Revenueboat s crew, they pushed off and succeeded
in picking him up; but,
strange to say, he had no idea whatever of
his perilous situationand It was with the utmost difficulty they
could persuade him that
he was not still in bed.
But the most singular part of this novel
adventure, and which was afterward ascertained,
was, that the man
had left his house at 12 o'clock that night and
walked through a
difficult and, to him, a dangerous road a distance of
nearly two
miles, and had actually swam one mile and a half,
when he was fortunately discovered and picked up.^9o

197"Dream-Land and Somnambulism," Chamber's Journal. l8
No. 918 (l88l), 486-1+87.
198

f(

Belcher, The Romance of Sleep," Harper's Magazine
34, No. 203 (i86t), 640; "Dreams," Appleton's Journal 8. No. 48
(l880), 558; Horatio King, "On Dreams," The New Eng land Magazine,
2, No. 3 (1890), 331.
.
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in fact "worried
his

uJa

cut

"

"

""""^ 'he

shlpf

8 a3tirL:S'lLhrf
went
:e1t\c*':H"^*^
tc the galley,
'^'^ ^
stared wUdlv
and
J*
^"^^
seme
"hlch
he sea*^d
quletirtto °H-'
quietly
his bed. The
i-^turned
captain
asJed Mn,
f^*'
he had not been
"orning whether
disturbed, and he r^^^ .
and said that after
affirmative,
sprinkling some h^i
hxm.
To be told that It
was ^a er out of"""
effect of banishing
had the
the specter a^t^f.. ^
If by seme chance he
sleeper's mind
had toned hi, ?•
would have carried
'""^
home to SeLnd an
he
spirit had left an
*hat
Indelible mark upon
the
hL°?^99'^'^^

aW

aroused Mr. Hinship,
and said:---

f™

""^hip

'

"Husband, Mr. Starblrd's
house Is all on fire!

fire":nd^d1dtS:::'fe^"J::t ^"'""'^
Returning home, he wen^u
^t y" ITl^e!
complained of feeling lam\
and'much :xhaust:d?''*

fireUst

"-^"8

n?ght'"'"

Hurry up:"
*° 'he
buildings,

so hard at the

"What do you mean?" he
inquired.
Starbl^d''

the

Cs"

"''^ '

'he buildings around
the

P^emUef an:':amf°ba:k.'""^"''

have'b:ilever:v:n

^ou'

T
'"i'Z?f Lr"'

'in'savf
.

they not been disooxuj^eu.
^roje^

looked over

^ "ever

X aon t know a thing
.'k-'
about it!"

^99"Dreams/' Appleton's Joum.i

8, Wo. 48 (l880),
558,

would
had
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om-

.—

FISH -HAWK'S NE.qT
^>.ov.^ is a qtnrv
^
o
Who happened to .ee a fCh-Le^
'^f
"
cUff overhanging a point of the °nLf ifa" =j::L'e'of
?
sea-sho?e
on acoount of the violence of
hrealcer '"^L e^°:*

r?r:i -"^

-

:u^rihe^irii^i:v^e?f/?iri;? li

be about, Sandy slipped
down-stairs and peered about the
yard
and adjoining garden, but the
night-walker had disappeared ^n
the
they found him on ?he ^ronl
porch of the house, where he had
fallen asleep on an armfuJ of
sticks and reeds, which on closer
inspection proved to be the
nest of the fish-hawk. Nearby lay
a silken neckerchief , tied
up in the form of a pouch, and
containing two grayish-wMte
eggs, but on awakening, the sleeper
seemed wholly unable to
account for his absence from the bedroom,
though his scratched
arms and shins attested the vicissitudes
of his nocturnal ad-

Z^""VJT^

SLEEP-TALKING.— One of the most remarkable cases of
sleep-talking
on record

is given in Eraser's Magazine
It was that of a young
American lady who preached during her sleep,
performing regularly
every part of the Presbyterian service, from
the Psalin to the
benediction:
.

"This lady was the daughter of respectable, even
wealthy
parents. She fell into bad health, and under its
influence disturbed and annoyed her family by her nocturnal eloquence
Her
unhappy parents, though at first surprised, and perhaps
flattered,
by the exhibition in their family of so extraordinary
a gift,
were at last convinced that it was the result of disease;
and
.

200Horatio King, "On Dreams," The New Eng land Magazine,
No. 3 (1890), 330-331.

20lFelix L. Oswald, "Dreams and Visions. II," The Open
Court

,

3, No.

Ih (1890),

1648.
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have heard her preach
^^^^^i^^als who
during the n?;..customary at tea-partie^
n\ew
Suf
a room adjoining the
'°
tea -roomrin order ?hat
^he dilettanti
witness so extraordinary
might
a phenomenon
III
witnesses that her
ser^Ls/at'ougr^hey hallhe a"
connected discourses, consisted
°'
chiefirof ?exts o^T'''^"
strung together. "202
Scriptures

T

iTto

f

THE LAW AND SQMNAMBUTTRM

—

SOMNAMBULISTIC MURDER .
A very curious rn^^
^
ubiLity Of persons for acts
commitLd in a dream":as"f ''h
long since in England. A woman
dreamed her house was on ff
.
to save her Child threw it
out of window.
iJ^^L
Sued
She
was arrested, and committed for
trial by the magisSatf whf ^ v
the ground that to release her
even on
wou^d onsluute a"
dangerous precedent, as every murderer
might plead ?harhe did
the deed
his sleep.
The Recorder, however, charged
the GrL^
Jury that if they were satisfied
thai she committeTthe alt
^n
an honest desire to save her child,
she ought

f

Lu

m

not to be held
'"'""'^
''^^ accordingly threw out the bill
against her. "k""'
Sainstte^
Here is a chance for the next young
lady who is
"^"^'^^^

P^-^

sieep'^af

did'if in her

SOMNAMBULISTIC "SECRET".— A prominent lawyer
of the writer '= acquaintance was once astounded to find, upon
the trial of an important case, that his adversary counsel was
in possession of a
professional secret which he had every reason
to believe was
known only to his client and himself. It was
of every importance
to the client to preserve the secret,
and he had been warned to
be silent; and the lawyer never had
revealed it, nor so much as
put It in writing.
But by some mysterious trickery the secret
had leaked out, and lawyer and client secretly
suspected each
other of treachery, notwithstanding the fact that
it was for their

202j. G. Belcher, "The Romance of Sleep,"
Harper's
Ma gazine.
^
'
^
No.
3^.
203 (1867), 642.

203john Bonner,
191 (1866), 652-653.

"Dream -Reading,

"

Harper's Magazine

No *

^2
'

'
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rather undesirable In a
professLnar„'an*:f 'S:; n^'/'^"''^to questions put, in his
sleep, and even „fS""8 correct answers
topics, unconsciously and
without the tL^f ^^^^''^^e on familiar
'^^"'^"•^'i-ance of it
afterwards. He then recalled th=^ ^ ^
u
the trial, a roo.-»ate
who no dLb^ Llw ff'h''°"
""^ °^
was unscrupulous enough
to'take advantaTo? it
T''^
probably extorted from him a
confidently ^^'^'^'^^
sfcrei
whLh
nioney
could not have bought or torture it-.^T^t
He is convinced thft such
^as the a^^oLtrL^t""'
tions Of confidence and respect
are re-e*Lwisherh
established between
T'""' himself
and the injured client.
^

f

^

1*

(l870)^'39i

f™

"Slssping and Dreaming," Lakeside Monthly

.

Dreams involved various al ts>-o*-i„„
One of the first to be
=°"«=iou3ness.
?
noted
relative of somn^bulL^
'
"Dna eT^llTJ'T?'"
Of actions which, taking
place durSg sleep llT^,^ *° ^
during waking hours, to
*"=°ntinuea
be resumed when
Two examples are presented
below! Duelers L?""'
Identity, appearing as
someo"; otherthan
''^^^
exchanging or reversing
roles with of hi
own thoughts and feell^g^tra:
e
n^e'xf flvel'"'
Illustrate these changes in Identit,, '\'?e
dreams
c
in which the dreamer
P^==
takes no ™ri
?
of "double IdentUy " in
^"^"^ *° ^""^ Phenomenon
wh?ch^h
""'''^'^ ™**es the
action of anotter which must
h
"ducal" dream he?e Ulusl?fles
Howells
tSs
'''""^'^
as well use the floating
"l«ht
dreS of vfoh""""^""'
incandescence,
Stevenson's proleptic mflodrSSa
or
Mu}m!?
includes those dreams in wScI^
^he drL'er
and actor, and shares the
^^^t""emotions of Sch---thus
resulting in
very bewildering circumstances
lht\T
Of this phencen^on.
of this type as a vehicle
for literary expression.

"

m

i'

L

T

,

.TT^Z]

/

'W^nS

DUAL EXISTENCE
Called upon one night, in the
pursuance of my professional
duties, to visit a young lady
in whose family a series
of sad
misfortunes had recently taken place,
I found my paUent in wh«t
IS known as a cataleptic
condition; or rather
wo Sd perhaps
-^^
°^
since ln ome
Jare
:a'cks° o^^v'^
affliction, the patient is suddenly
Zr.J I t
the moment, and transfl.lfuT
"'^'"^
^^^^^
^^Pt°- -^ate
'
In this case,
cLe however,
''r/"'
I found Miss
in bed, to all appearance
'^'^^'^^ ^^^^ the'greatest dTfk"
y;
and it
u";.
was only by placing a small mirror
over her mouth that
vas apparent. The most singular feature
of the attack
waf^M^^
was
this, that
whatever position you placed a Joint or
limbhowever inconvenient or impossible to
sustain during conscious
remained there until you replaced it; just
for all the
Tnlir'i'^l
world like the limbs of an artist's
lay-figure. I remained by
her bedside until the morning, when
the pulse began to be a little
stronger and the breathing a little deeper.
She then gave one or
two profound sighs, and appeared to awake
as if from an ordinary
sleep, being quite unconscious of having
been ill. This was the

U

fT

S—

^n^lTV^^'

m
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commencement of a serie<= of T.ho
On the following
P^-ZlTeTVf''^
to Sleep; but after
'^'^'^
^^^^
an^our or so her sL't
the same bed— saw
her get up and^d^ess
^^^P*
the matter. Miss
"^^^^^^ ^^at was
made no answer b^t
mechanical manner to
the most
dress, as ?^ou«h she
the morning in the
Setting up in
usual way
Her fSef
she did not appear
^^^^-g^
to use ^h^m
JhoJoLhlv'
^^°^°"Shly alairaed, her
rose also, and sent
sister
for me.

nis^^l

1

S—

f

.

^^^^^^^

desce^dld

'.iVeT''-'
Proceeded to rearrange
the furniture:
placing a chair f
site to its accus^oLd
°PPopL ce putuLT"''';
ments on the cabinet
"^^"^^^^ o^na°^
and aJ^er ^! ^.
reflective air, as
colsL'elLg^rt^^^^L'^^'^^'^^ ^^^^ ^
advisable. All this was
^^re
done by the aM of '
though light was evidently
'""^P—
not nece^saJy tl h
since she moved with the
Proceedings,
mo.rDer'e^?
icles of fragile ware
'"^^^ ^^twhich^usuaU v .
T"^''
requested that -he mLht nn.
^
^ drawing-room.
I
^^^^^^^^ ^^t stood by and watched
her for more th^n tCo'hours

U

7

^

Amongst other articles of furniture
in n,=
upon which stood Miss
's wrmng-deL
If

S—

™'

'

-Hxter a while,
the letters were renlnn*=ri
-t-h^
„or., she satll^=J^ar:r::ha\i°:nTip;l-,f
i

,

-,

3^^^ llnd

pr.seiSt-s^"Lf5Xn^%:LeTSh:ui

s^Lsr^^L-

'''"^^ °' '""^
night. Of^oursene
kept our own counsel, and did
not tell her. On entering
the
^'^^"'^-"^^ "^^t her des. a*S"fbS\ad
oeen removed, and T''
Srrf:::e°d
expressed some considerable annoyance
that
any one should interfere with them,
being eyidentlH^terly
utterly
unun
conscious that she had removed them
herself.

ITTJI

S—

On the following night. Miss
rose frcra her sleep, as
before, and went straight to the
drawing-room. The furniture
at my request, had been left as
she had arranged it, with the

440

exception of the table and
desk whirh h=H
proper corner. On entering
f^^^S^'^a to their
the ^rawmg-room,
d^awiL
taking her keys
out of her pocket as ^hi ,,f„»
^^^^^^^
window Where she had pUc^d
her^dl^r^'r^"" Pr««<"ng *° 'he
and not finding it thill
night;
She soon, howev'ej
rZlUTllZTs^lll'lTll'
and sitting down, read,
or appea^d to lllT I
She sank to sleep as
heforet'Sd^e^s'^ar^Jei

f

LTjJ

T

trhed'!*^"^^'

«y ohL'j:a«::s°:on'einceT„:i:;t

i^rr^if^ziiT™'
tinct and separate world from
her waking one
I
treatment and attention to her
bodUy hfa??h' the^f.^''"'"'Phenomena
after a while ceased, and she
was to „?i
8ood
health. Whilst fairly well
mIss S^
was Of considerable vIl^e^'s^r^lLed

"

^
^^^-.-^^ —t; dt~
Z

> LIS

pening to hear of the circumstance,
and being avare tSat s;me
events had occurred lijcely to worry
such a sensitive .Ind af
MISS S
I advised that she should be
,
watched at night. This
was done
One night, after sleep, as formerly,
Miss S--- rose
dressed herself, entered the drawing-room,
and without hesu"'
tion went to a large vase which was
nearly filled with dried
/^^^Si^g her hand into this vase, she at once drew

—

read it attentively, and then deliberately
folding it up replaced it amongst the rose-leaves. Here,
the next morning, her
sister, when they were together in the
room, pretended to find
It by accident, to the great delight
of Miss
and to her
,
intense surprise; how could anyone have
taken it from her desk
and so hidden it, and why they did so.
Who shall explain these

S—

STEVENSON. ---He began to dream in sequence and to lead
a double
life---one of the day, one of the night---one that he
had every
reason to believe was the true one, another that he
had no means
of proving to be false.
I should have said he studied, or was
by way of studying, at Edinburgh College, which (it
may be supposed) was how I came to know him. Well, in his dream life,
he
passed a long day in the surgical theatre, his heart in his mouth.

"Dream -Land and Somnambulism," Chamber's Journal, I8, No.
918 (1881), 1+87-488.
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e^Lf ^L\ior:r/?^?r(.ri

"^^

^^^^ -

himself to lodge. AIL
^ishri^^/ , !-*"^ °^ ""^"^ he supposed
the stairs, stflr after
he climbed
staxr ^n end^e
.eoond flight a flaring
?lp w th a r:?L::or''Au'
All night long,
he brushed by single r^Pr^nnc
the street, LaSfta'^J
°^
°m
scarecrows of men,
pale parodies of women---but Jriabo'reJnoor"'^^*^^'^
»
„1 1 ,
all single, and aU bruehLg
"mself, and
lllllTt
end, out of a northern
"^P^^^^lthe
window! he wouU see
beginning to whiten
over the Firth, give up the
^
.
a^cejt tnrn
breath he hac.'a|aln u onlhe'l
"-^
e'^t
•

liTjir^

f

^

Z^^'otT

''11^

t:T,i

day, and he had'n:t'sh:L"o
down and to renew t-hpm 206

i:

'''T^

n

f

hi^::r:[o:he
^
°' --troi?:i^3\"nf

'1°"'^' '"^^
rtLi'r:h:do:Tr:1r"
stiadow ere it was time
to lie

CHANGING IDENTTTY

—

SUCCESSIVE.
(I am at first the reader
of a ^torv th.n ^-v. servant
and then the sister of the herofinallv t
A hero goes through great
di^tr^sserii^^uns unnd'do^Tn f^^^^^^^'
staircases
has false inf oration given
hL fhe?' A^I^ s^ene
IS partly in Italy, looking
off to the Mediterranean
finaUv
;
after eluding pursuers, the hero
plunges through a sort ortun'
' '''''''''' ^^^^^
ve^rdanleJoSs'.
servant, follow; we are unharmed;
1, nis TelZT^TAT'
we realize that the
guidepost was treacherous. We reach,
up many stairs the home
^

_^

'''''''
^oo.;
she'J: not" here
dining-room. He demands
her
ff
u
shudder,
^^^^^'"^^y
and one says, "Du hast sie." I
realize
:
that^she
has died, and cry out to him,
"l^ filicUiere dich
She IS yours now. Here, eine untreue
Familie has kert
.nm
you.
It now appears that all the hero's
ribs are broken.
I
advise him to die and join his beloved,
but for some reason he
refuses.— Suddenly, the hero turns into my father,
whose ribs
are broken, and who is questioning
whether he would not better
aie, while I (m ray own character)
refuse to let him. 207

%hf

h—

Monthly,

Robert L. Stevenson,
"A Chapter on Dreams," Scribner's
3, No. 1 (l888), 123-124.

20TMary W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams," America
n Journal
of Psychology 5, No. 3 (l893), 336.
.
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SAM JOHNSON.— better
A
illustration is found in T^r- q
^^"'^^^
son's dream of a contest of
vit in which
'^"'^"'^
which, greatly to his
dre^-mortJ^icaU^on hf'
interlocutor. His suhsequenr«
commenrwir "n"'''"
here the effect of sleep'in
weakening "^"1:^ of ^e^fl^fi^'^'
for had not my Jud^ent failed
me, 1 shouL have seen
Sa °?he
wit of this supposed antagonist,
by whose superiority I fMf
'^^^^^^^^
artS^t'^h cM'
thought I had been uttering
though^Th^d'i
tl
in my own character "208
.

-

.

BOVINES .
A few months ago, shortly befnrp anir^o- 4-^ -u ^
had been discussing with m'e\he
pecJlfar^JL n s oV nL^lf
''^'^ ^^^^^ °'
^^^^^ on'of 'st^^^s
After
After"?his'h:'dre'''.''H
this he dreamed he was a Worcestershire
short-horn, grazing
in a pleasant meadow on the
Herefordshire side of the Malvern
companions. Signs of a storm appeared
?
±. It
the sky, a misty
vapour hung on the well-known beacon.
He
remembered distinctly, although he was
a cow, watching, with a
sense of great delight, the beauty of
the preliminary tokens of
the storm. With the other cows, he
strolled towards the s!;;Uer
of an adjacent tree, and waited until
the storm should break. He
was chewing the cud, and he relished its
herbaceous flavor. He
distinctly remembered wagging his tail; yet
all the time he had
full reasoning faculties, and a lively
sense of the beauties of
the scenery. "=^^-7

^

m

BISLAND --Another dreamer-again a woman-was
aware of standing
the dark, sword in hand (she seemed to be a
man and the seeming
was not strange to her), listening with furious
pulses to a confusion of clashing blades and stamping feet. Under
the surface
of passionate excitement the deeper sub-consciousness
said; "All
is lost!
The conspiracy is a failure!" She was aware of
a cool
bravado which recognized the uselessness of attempting
escape.
The dice had been thrown---they had turned up wrong,
that was
all.
Yet so vigorous and so courageous was the heart of this
man that he was still buoyantly unafraid. There was a
rush of
bodies by him; the door swung back against him, crushing
him to
the wall, and a few moments later, under guard, he was
passing
through a long, low corridor of stone. The torches showed the
.

m

^

208 "Dreams

Which Are Not All Dreams," The Argosy, kl

,

No. 2

(1889), 160.

209joseph Hatton, "On Some Notable Dreams," The Argosy,
No. 6 (1868), k62-k63.
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groined arch above him nnH
^^^"8 unlocked, for the
first time he felt afraid
'I'JL''
about Its neok, and two
^ =0^1-^
.iuSnous fTrupon the floor. The
^""^^
man ias^e™ .u^h afra'dlt'?;;^
such companions, for
^''^ *''°"8'>t °f
his hands vere Jl^f
yet he reasoned joylally
''^'^ »° sword
„l?h
his real terror.
to show
'
After some.rn^
him and he stepped
^°
Inrrd
confident. The door
clanged to behind him and ragai^'c'heerfuurf
thf
dream fLe.^
of the dream, the change
""^^ conditions
of sex ?he
'"^l
the arched corridor,
th\ -n^:?^h'the1:S!\:
i

-,

^

—

f
Tl^
S

^"^dlo'^h

LOSS OF IDEMTTTY

—

-In one dream, however,
there Is at le»,t

x"s-mT\-^roId^-iiLL\^:iea\°%a1i-LTi"-^^^^^^^^

?f .^iaci:! ^"le^iiL^Zt^-rstT:

f

-

not

DOUBLE IDENTITY
HOWELLS'

MEDIAEVAT, DREAM.— I have had at
least one dream in which
I seemed to transcend my own
circumstances and condition vUh

remarkable completeness.

Even my time, my precious presen

I

my dream, became strictly mediaeval.
In fact, I have always
called It my mediaeval dream, to such
as I could get

to listen
to It; and it had for its scene a
feudal tower, in some waste
place; a tower open at the top, and
with a deep, clear pool of

210 Elizabeth

B. Wetmore, "Dreams and Their Mysteries "
l62. No. kJ3 (1896), 723.

North American Review

.

211sarah C. Weed, Florence M. Hallam, and Emma D.
Phinney,
A Study of Dream Consciousness," American Journa l
of Psycholoffv.
7,

No.

3

(1896),

i+ll.
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ing at It, in a mediaeval
^
lool^"
dress and a J.
flylng in at the open
^''^^^ ^^me
door o? ?he ruin
back, and after him,
^"'^^'^ hunchfurious and shrteWn^
i "Jbeauty whom I was aware
the swarthy
the duke was tiLf
now not only ducal, hut
™^
somehow to my own subtle thoroushiritalUn ' "a^d It'
"^^ suggested
*
Italian ^^i^Sit
^^^=^5*^°" ?u
^^at the hunchback
had been set on to tease
the ^^^1
her so that she
'
would turn upon hL and Trl f
him into the'pool Tower
and chase
^""^ °"
and un
.
"*airs that wound
round Its hollow to
u
fearful splr°e'o°f ^he* e
^n^^ ^f':!" 'I'

S

j

tZ\Z

^T''

fluttering from
the heigh , Uke a M?d
woundfr''/':"^'
^
figure Of ^he glrl^hiirSr
ll^o^
h™<=hback peered over at
her fall. Midway In her descent h
t
^^^^
^S^inst the edge
of the steps, wUh a kish
^"^Sgshell makes when broken
against the edge of a^tter
and
" Plunged into the dark
pool at my feet whe?e t

ZT^l^'^l

™of

DREAMER AS SPECTATOR AMD ACTOR

.—

DR. MACNISH
He once dreamed that he conceived
himself ridins
upon his own back; one of the
resemblances being mounted on
another and both animated with a soul
appertaining to himself
in such a manner that he knew
not whether he was the carrier or
the carried. Again, he saw twenty
resemblances to himself in
different parts of the room.
"l could not ascertain/' he said
'
which of them was myself and which my
double. "2^3

21%iiiiam
Magazine

.

D. Howells, "True, I Talk of Dreams/'
Harper's
90, No. 5^0 (1895), 8k2.

/^?Q?Q?P^, ^^^''^
2°°^^ Notable Dreams/' The Argosy
5,
AT
No.
6 (1868), 463; Julia H. Gulliver, "The Psychology of
Dreams,"
Journal o f Speculative Philosophy Ik (188O), 209-210.
.

.
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build so near it tha^I
'"^^
to
have no doubt ^h'^'^
"^^^^
by the builders." "That
disturbed
reMel fll h
thank you for the info^ation
^^^^ true; I
^nd ^ "^^^ ^^"^^^^
it
to another
spot/' upon Which he a^ke!2Lii
'

f

fflHEWS.— A woman

was being married in a cave
according
^^^°'^^i^S to the
ceremony of some savage tribe.
I vas
in n^ni
4-

''^ succession-

or at the same time, as it
^
IL woman
seemc ---the
seems,
herself and a
Th«
nl
The ceremony was connected
with a magic stone nt

spectator

Alter going up stairs, the woman
or myself— l was both actnrand spectator— threw herself
into his arms, but the man
was
so small— mere small boy—
that he was overpowered bv the
a
onslaught, lost his balance and
nearly fell to the flo^
In
my Character of spectator I saw
the^ ludicrous side of tMs
laughed and thought it very funny. 2^5
DREAM-HAUFTED

.— I

had just come back from India
with my family
'
'^^''^^ ''''''
^^^^
occupation
'
af er d1
breakfast in town, was to run carefully
'
through
?^roLh the
he'?.
"'f''
Times supplement,
and pick out whatever advertisement
had reference to country residences
for sale or occupation. The
'^^^^
^^^^
^^her, was one
reUt nftr' h''^' "^"^^ "Gledhills,"
"°^f
situate
in
one of the MiditlT^^
^^^^t of a good hunting country. Next
dav I ran
day,
i'n'ddown by train to have a
look at the place. I found
it to be a roomy red-brick mansion,
dating from the reign of the
second George, and built after the mean
and formal style of a
period remarkable for its poverty of
invention in other things
besides architecture. It was, however,
tolerably spacious within
doors, and in excellent repair; moreover,
as it stood within a

f

.r

INO.

r r o?otP^,?^"°'''
6 (lo6o), 463.

"^"^

^^""^

2^5Grace A. Andrews, "Studies of the Dream Conscic
American Journal of Psychology 12, No. 1 (19OO), l^h.
,

—

Notable Dreams," The Argosy

.
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i^Lro^nSL"?

very veil for a fev years
to
fully respecting the terms

l^l^^'^'

—

^o.eVanf f d e?ded\rf'''^^'''^

of occupation fit it u
to be let on lease, not
sold.
By ?he an^ifnt
shewed me over the place,
I was referred to .
an inhabitant of the
''^^'-^
?
neighborJn/town
k
in .y own mind as the
agetrfor\\^^;es1d:nJ

The town was only a mile

rr'aLicLiio^"

L.T
honeyLcTle
;

vu.

anri

?

a

=

^^^^

^'

HlZlll'.

Viqt-p „

°4

out.Urt., halfcovered with
*!?^
and
l^/"
toook at the door, Mr L^Zi
*°
^ ™=
lZTeiV
"""^
and h.sket, and having thrSear
sunbu"? ll'o^Z"''^'

L^^S
"

AsrrLxr,:nS::L":-.^i^^--

21. tl^r.?"

^
introduction, I stated the business
fh«. h^r^
find "he id
^^^^
place to your
Sacelo
vour'?likmg?I'' said Mr. Lomond.
"Of course," he went on
to say
many of my country friends deprecate
the letting o?
'

myself. But what would you have?
My income, thanks to the r-oguerv
of a person who shall be nameless,
is far too limited to atl^w
o?
"^^^
father an"
grand?aJher''and\°'' dozen Lomonds before
them.
I could neither
afford to visit
S?orf
VI.?? nor to
f
receive company, as the Lomonds of Gled'°
"^"'^S " bachelor, and a poor man
with^
sensible plan to make a home for
^
llllil'
.t^^^'l^''
myself
this
little cottage, which is my own property,
and trusting to my gun and rod for sport and
exercise, leave some one with
a longer purse than mine to enjoy
the grandeur of the big house
and pay for the privilege in the shape
of a welcome addition to'
my income."

f

^

m

I told him frankly, that from what
I had seen of the house,
I thought It would suit me very well;
and

then we entered upon
the question of terms, which I found to be
sufficiently reasonable:
accordingly, I expressed my desire to have the
preliminary arrangements concluded as quickly as possible, in order
that I might be
enabled to remove my family, and take possession
of the house at an
early date.
"You are not a bachelor, then, like myself?" said
Mr. Lomond,
with an inquiring smile.
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have been a Benedict these
dozen years " T r-.r^T ^
as my wife's health is
somewhat delicate and as l^""^^^^^^'
does not suit her, I am
anxious to gef her down int tt" °' "^^^'^^
as soon as possible."
country
"I

^

Mr. Lomond did not answer
for a moment or fT,o
^ .
^""^ drummed
absently on the table with his fin^P^r
'
ing some knotty point
his own mSd^ "Bef^S tl'^''''''
"^'''"^
flnally settled between us," hl
saS it Usf "thet'
ravour^that I must ask you\o do
for

S

^

^ ^Tler^"^ ^^^^'^

"You have but to name it, Mr.
Lomond," said I.

"Don't go back home till to-morrow,"
he said earner tlv
Sleep to-night at Gledhills. Dobson
and his wife, who ^ave*
Charge of the house, will find you
a tolerable dinnir anlmake
you up a comfortable bed.
I will walk over in the
moinJSg and
'''"-^
mind
a" fr^o' t'"'?;
I'
agreement drawn up at once, and you
"""'^ ^^^^
'
can in.
enter upon your occupancy the following
day."

tha"

''But my family will expect me
home this evening," I saidbesides which, I cannot see in what way
my sleeping a single'
night at Gledhills can affect my
determination to become it=
tenant.

"You can telegraph to your family that
you will not be home
till to-morrow,
said Mr. Lomond; "and as for the other
point of
your objection, all I can say is, that I
have my reasons for wishing you to do as I ask you; my desire is
based on no mere whim,
and to-morrow I will tell you what the reasons
are."

After some further conversation, I agreed to accede
to Mr
Lomond's wish, which had an element of singularity
about it that
interested me in spite of myself. It was accordingly
arranged
that he should at once send off a special messenger
to have dinner
and a bed got ready for me at Gledhills, while I
rambled about
the town for an hour, and visited the ruins of
the old abbey.
Ten o'clock the following morning was named for our
next meeting.
^The autumn day was drawing to a close when I found myself
walking up the avenue towards the old mansion. The same old man
whom I had seen before answered my summons at the door. He bowed
respectfully at sight of me, and informed me that Mr. Lomond had
sent word that I was about to dine and sleep at Gledhills, and
that everything was prepared for my reception. As I crossed the
threshold, the great door closed behind me with a dull, heavy
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crash, that vibrated through
every corner of fh.
a foreboding echo in my
heart.
Preceded hf
whom age and rheumatism had
^'^'^
^;nt^Sost doJb?^ ^ crossed
the
desolate-looking entrance-hal
\o !
and so through a pa
^'^'^^^^^
"orfolding-do^r' lltTt.'T'
the drawing-room,
beyond which was a suite of
smaller rL^f
been set apart for my servxcr
H^w cMlI^nl ZlV'''
looked in the cold light of
the dyinf Lyl
Lw that th ^"f^^^^^^^
of sunshine rested no longer
glamour
on tL
Z
>,

i

Si™

:.v';s/:k~ i::-,ri:ss

£

^

i:r£

?

^^^^^

.The two rooms set aside for me
I found to be comfortablv
style; but whe^I understood
'
?rom'th:
from
the old man ""T
that ever since the death of the
last tenant

^--P---

three years before, they had been
furnished and set aside'^eady
for the reception of any chance
visitors, like myself, who, either
by their own wish, or that of Mr.
Lomond, might decide to
'
night at Gledhills, and that three or
four would -bro^cu^an?
before me had so slept there a night each,
and had gone on their
several ways next morning, never to be
seen under that roof again
I began to think that there might
perhaps be something more in M^!
Lomond s stipulation than was visible on
the surface.

LIIT

Having dined, and done ample justice to Mr.
Lomond's claret
and being possessed in some measure by the
demon of unrest, I toik
my cigar, and strolled along the corridor, and
so came presently
into the great empty drawing-room, in which the
moonbeams were
now playing a ghostly game of hide-and-seek. It
was uncarpeted,
and destitute of furniture, and its oaken floor
creaked and groaned
beneath my tread, as though it were burdened with
some dreadful
secret which it would fain reveal, but could not.
Outside each
of the three long, narrow windows with which the
room was lighted,
was a small balcony, below which stretched a velvety
expanse of
lawn, set here and there with a gay basket of flowers, the
whole
being shut in by a clump of sombre fibers. I have said
that the
room was destitute of furniture, but I found after a time
that
it still contained one relic of its more prosperous days,
in the
shape of a family portrait, which still hung over the mantel-piece,
as it had hung for half a century or more.
When I became aware
of this fact, I fetched one of the candles out of my sitting-room,
in order that I might examine the picture more closely.
It was a
full-length portrait of a man in the military costume that was in
vogue towards the end of the last century. The face was very
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handsome, with a proud, resolute
beauty of its own th«f
have been very attractive
"'^"^'^
but for a vague,
vaLe repellent
rll.^Z\ something--a hint of something fi^^r^ nv^
\,
^'^-^
^^'^^
of that artincxal'sm
vhJL'he'artl
fidelity, and had fixed'in^^Jf
c n:ar
fevel
'^'l
^^^^ ^^"^^
something in the better fr«ifc of
^een
to see a\i.enesslr:y Lisinf
^
pLIa^Sr? t^^JJLf
and I could only conclude that
the portrait be?or";s'?hat '
Of some notable ancestor of the
present master

^

L

ITT'

'TIT.

T

oTGledhills

The fatigues of the day, and the
solitude to which I was
drove me to bed at an early hour;
but there was something about the novelty of my
position that precluded sleep
?or
^^Sht, and I remember hearing
'
somrol
some clock strike twelve, while I
was still desperately awake
but that is the last thing I do remember;
and I suppose ?hat i
must have slid off to sleep a few minuted
later,
in
the act of asseverating to myself
that to sleep there was for
me an impossibility. Whether I had
slept for hours or for minutes
only when I woke up in the weird land of
dreams, is a point on
which I can offer no opinion. I awoke to
that consciousness which
is possessed by dreamers, and which, in
many cases, is quite as
vivid as the consciousness of real life; but
throughout the strange
vild drama that followed, I was without any
individuality of my
own; I had all the consciousness of a spectator,
without the responsibility of one. I was nothing; I had no existence
in my own
dream; I was merely the witness of certain
imaginary occurrences,
which took place without any reference to me, and
which I was
powerless to prevent or influence in the slightest
degree.
.
.
condemned,

r

f

whi^sSu

Before me was the drawing-room at Gledhills---!
recognised
it at once by the portrait of the soldier over
the fireplace.
The walls, painted of a delicate sea-green, were hung
with numerous
pictures and engravings in rich frames. A thick Aubusson
carpet
covered the floor; and in the huge fireplace, a wood -fire
that
had nearly burned itself down to ashes, was slowly expiring.
The furniture was chintz-covered, and curtains of chintz draped
the three high narrow windows.
Standing in one corner, between
the quaintly-carved legs of a mahogany chiffonier, was a tall
Mandarin Jar, with an open-work lid, from which was exhaled a
faint indescribable perfume, as of the bruised sweetness of a
hundred flowers; in the opposite corner stood a harp; books richly
bound were scattered about the room, which was lighted by a number
of wax-candles fixed in lustres over the mantel-piece.
Seated at a little fancy table, was a girl eighteen or twenty
years old, making-believe to be busy with her embroidery, but with
a mind evidently preoccupied by some more important subject.
She
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had on a short -vaisted
white dress «ff^>.
^
"^^'^^^^ °^ ^^^^^
from which her long
days,
narrow skirts feU «
guiltless of all modern
^^^-^^
mod^f of extension'of"
face was beautiful, and
^^^^'^"'^erence
Her
she had the
o?
of that fact; but underlying
^ ^^r^"" ^^^^^ conscious
thic cha^^
was something resolute
'^^^^
and pr udl hrcarrled'thi
'^Tl^' '
ty an instinct, to the
"'''^
portrait over the ??r^^i
the thick masses of her
loosened
chestnut ha^. ! ^ I J^""^
over her shoulders, confined
^^^^
^"'^
'"^
on ivb^^ n
Round her neck was'a
thin^eha^^of Ltd^"^^^^ 'h^' °' '^^^
"'^^^'^ ^"^^ ^ docket,
vhich she drew every now and tLn ff
S
and pressed with feverxlh
'^^^^^
Eagerness t^ heJ
^'"^ ^ame impatience was visible in th^
.
f
u
stitches inL hei embroidery
^^^^^
^
and'the
'^^''^
her fingers, to UsLn^in^eJ^ura
d' o'u;:e Into a'd
mood, out of which she would
wake Sp in a SnuJe o. .
start, and begin to ply her
needle

S

.

'

U^f
*

agaL^rj^^u^L^ar^'f^re

That something for which she
was impatiently waiting came
peculiar whistle, heard by me
dis
M fi
°'
remembered
^o
we
l
when I awoke, that I could afterwards
reproduce it exactly
The young lady started to her
feet the moment the signal f^U
on
^'^'^"^ ^'^^ ^ "^^^^ radiance; her
soft
lips
In^.
J"^""
pouted
into
a smile; while from her bosom
upward a lovejy fl^sh
spread swiftly, as though Eros had
touched ^r that ilstant wUh
his torch, and already the
celestial flame were cour ?ng "hroigh
her veins. A brief minute she
stood thus, like a lovely statue
windowsfand drawin. ?"T"TJ
'"^'^'"^
^ ^^Shted candle
c?ose to
Close
o%h.
the window as an answering signal.
Then, having withdrawn the candle, and replaced the
curtain so tha^ the winlow
from the outside would seem quite dark
again, she left the room,
to return presently with a ladder
of thin rope, to which were
°^
proceeding was to lock the
tlllT,doors which
^ft secured her from^"^^
three
intrusion, she passed out
of sight, behind one of the curtains; and
then I heard the faint
sound of a window being cautiously lifted,
and I knew, as well as
though the whole scene was visible before
me, that she was fixing
the rope-ladder to the balcony by means
of its hooks, and that
presently her lover would be with her.

And so it fell out. A little while, and the
curtain was
lifted; the lady came back into the room; and
following close
upon her steps came a tall stranger, dark and
handsome, like a
true hero of romance.
"My darling Lenore!"
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'My

dearest Varrell"

in Which nothing bu? Lv
for hl^V^f .S^^L'T/I^^^
again and kissed her not less
tendlrly ^han before
His roquelaure
and hat had fallen to the ground
«nd h!
man of fashion of the period
^
Is befo^^ st^It^f °^ ''"'^'^'^
eminently
good-looking, with languishing hLck
eyes and^
such as one usually endows RoLo
^Uh
[ri.:gin:ti:r'le^:o''
hxs hair without parting of any
kind, in a pfoJu on'of
black, glossy curls, in which
there was no trace of the liZ '
Of art, and he was clean-shaven,
except for a hort wh ^ker

LLT

?Sa

gilt buttons, swallow-tailed, short
in the waist, and high-collared
His waist-coat was bright yellow
as to colour, crossed w^th
a
small black stripe; a huge seal depended
from the fob of Ss
hlack small-clothes; and the Hessian
boots in which his lower
extremities were encased, were polished
to a marvellous degree
of brilliancy.
His cravat, white and unstarched,
and tied with
a large bow, was made of fine soft
muslin; and the frilled bosom
of his shirt had been carefully crimped
by conscientious feminine
fingers. In this frill he wore a small
cluster of brilliants '
while a large signet-ring, a genuine antique,
decorated the
first finger of his right hand.

Such was the appearance of Sir Derwent Varrel;
and absurd
as a costume like his would now seem on the
classic flags of Bond
Street or St. James's, it yet became the baronet
admirably, while
he
return lent it a grace and distinction which made
it seem

m

the only attire proper for a gentleman.

"Why did you not come last night?" said Lenore. "Hour
after
hour, I waited for you in vain."
"Twas not my fault, dearest, that I did not; of that rest
well assured," answered Varrel.
"Business that brooked no delay
kept me from your side. I was hugely chagrined."

"That weary, weary business!" sighed Lenore.
"Tis ever men's
excuse. But now that you are here, I will not be melancholy.
Ah, that I could be for ever by your side I"

She nestled her head shyly on his bosom. He stroked her
chestnut hair softly with his white hand, and looked down on her
with a crafty and sinister smile
such a smile as might light up
the face of a fowler when he sees the fluttering innocent which he
has been doing his best to entice, begin to turn longingly towards
iiie snare
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"Little simpLetonI" he renii^^H
r^,,^^
as If vhat you long for
'^-"^
were Lposslwe of"ftt
one word fro. you would
™ake tTl lZltll certainty,
TerlTnlT and
^T'^^'.
two loving hearts happy
render
for ever."
•

"My faithi how should I know?

-Rnf

^

ever a ready ear; for I am
unfortunate enough to have manv
and doubtless twice as many
faults."

rales,

"No, no, I will not hear such
lanffuace
"In time my father will relent,

'

"

pv^i

o-Trr,,.^

t

andlSen"?!:

"Never, girl!" said Varrel fiercely.
"Colonel Lomond is
not made of melting stuff.
His hatred of me he willcarry
w h
"
"""""^
him.—
^
^^^^S^
Sweet
one
h. added,
«l H changing his tone in a moment
he
to one of low-breatMni
imploring tenderness— "sweet one, as
I have told thee be?o!?e
are dependent on a single word from
those
ros^ lips.
rosy
TiL
V""^
Be mine,
spite of every one! I am rich, and
can
supply thy every want. We will go abroad;
and in some lovely
Italian valley, or fair isle of the eastern
seas, we will forget
our bygone troubles, and watch the happy
days glide softly past,
while rounding our lives to that perfect
love which alone can
''^^^y
^^^^^^^ ^nd best°
loved, flee with me at once and for ever!"

f

m

She was standing by the little table, smiling,
trembling,
and yet with tears half starting from her
lids, while he, kneeling on one knee, was covering her hand with
passionate kisses.
"0 Varrel, you try me aljnost beyond
ray strength," she murmured.
But I cannot, I dare not do as you wish. You
know my
father as well as I do. He would seek me out and
kill rae---and
you too, and you too, Derwent! wherever we might
be.
His vengeance
would be terrible and pitiless."

"Timid little puss!" he said, half scornfully, as he rose and
encircled her waist with his arm.
"Am I not competent to protect thee against the world? Fear nothing. For this house
of
bondage, for this stagnation of heart and soul, I will give thee
life, and light, and love.
Thou shalt exchange this"---
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stairs.

or you are lost!"

To the window, Varrel,

One hasty kiss, and then Varrel
dashed
curtain, and sprang to the window,
onlylo
faU hac^'
into the room like a man stricken
in the dark
^'I tv.
I have been betrayed," he
exclaimed!

mtt\id: Li"^^--^

-

-

"?he

rL iJ.

TT""'

abo^tL^^r ^L-^^^^^^^^

"Too late---too late:" she sobbed.

stood for a moment as though changed
to stone, while
fh. f>^''!^^°^^
^''^ ^ ^""^y ^^^^P along the echoing corridor
«nH IT.T^"
and
halted outside the door. The eyes
of Lenore and Varreliurned
instinctively to the door-handle, and they
saw it move as it was
tried from the other side, but the
door was still locked.
''Open, Lenore— it is I," said
a stern voice from without:
and the summons was emphasised by a heavy
blow on the panel
f^ii^j- of
u±
the door.

"0 Varrel, I dare not disobeyl"
said Lenore in an agonised
whisper.
Hide yourself behind the curtains; perhaps
he may
not know of your presence here; and when he
shall have gone to
his own room, we must plan your escape.
Hush not a word. Hide'
hide
I

"Why this foolery of locked doors?" said he who
now came in.
Am I to be barred out of my own rooms by a child
like you?"
"The night was so dark, and--and I felt so lonely,
and---and"

"And---and you did not expect your father back so soon,"
he
said, mimicking her tone with a sneer.
"Is it not so, you whitefaced jade?"
"Indeed, papa, I"

pleaded the trembling Lenore.

"Don't prevaricate, girl! he said with a savage stamp of the
"Come, now, you will tell me next that you have had no visitors--eh?"
foot.

"Indeed, no, papa," said Lenore with painful eagerness.
"Been quite alone ever since I left home this afternoon?"

—
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"Quite alone, papa."

A faint dash of colour was
coming back inf^ v,^
u
this time; she hegan, perhaps,
to hope th^t J? er
IuIm^^^
questioning his suspicions would he
allayed and he ion^.
,

undec^IL^d^h^r

L^SS

.

ne^rLlsTsI tlT

ever live to deceive me thus!" His
clasped hands and Upturned
face
seemed to appeal to Heaven against
the falsehood
that had JS't

°^

-Suish died f^o^

off\is fac^^ 'f.""'.features settled
hack into more than their
?o^^i
.
former harshness
as he strode across the floor
and flung Sack
the curtain, behind whose folds Varrel
was concealed.
"Behold
^enoia
the damning proof
0 Lenorel"

^

I

For a moment the two men stood eyeing each
other in silence
Lenore, with a pitiful cry, fell at her
father's feet, but he
heeded her no more than if she had been a
stone.

*

In the father of Lenore I beheld the original
of the picture
over the drawing-room mantel-piece; only he
seemed older and more
grizzled, and his features more deeply marked
with the carving of
Time s chisel than in his portrait. He had
on a sort of military
undress suit, with a pair of heavy riding-boots
and spurs, and
a short heavy whip in his hand.
"This, Sir Derwent Varrel, is an unexpected honour,"
said
Coloner Lomond, in a tone of unconcealed irony, as
he made the
baronet a sweeping and ceremonious bow.
"Pray---pray let me beg
of you to emerge from an obscurity so uncongenial to
one of your
enterprising disposition. ---That is better, Lenore, child; let
us
have a little more light on the scene ---it is a pleasure
to look
on the face of an honest man---and we may, perchance, need it
all
before we have done. More light, girl, do you hear I— -And now,
perhaps. Sir Derwent Varrel will favour us with some explanation--any, the most simple, will of course do for me
of how he came
to be hidden, like a common thief, behind the curtains of my
drawing-room.

—

Varrel 's pale olive cheek flushed deeply at this little
speech, and a dangerous light began to glitter in his eyes as
he stepped out of his hiding-place, and advanced into the room.
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-^oppea to refresh his
nerves with

a pinch of snuff.

that =a°erarn,onths'ago'f"„ould'?a?n'i
that .our consent a.on^e

*="8hter;

wana'ntinrto^I^erf unlon!^ ""^^

as he'^^Sc^^the-'L^.^:
and finger.

S'jfr^a
i-iamg-whip
n"" hLTt^'^*
between his

"You might prevent our
marriage sir hnf
us fro. loving one
another/' aaldllr^De^^ent

left Z"r

TTo TeZe

Z iTyT

T.t

Z.Tly

^"^^

thumb

'^'^

^^^-^

as hxs
A gambler so deeply tainted
that in no soc e ^of gentlemen IS he allowed to play; a
libertine so vile, that ^o couple
a
woman's name with his is a passport
to dishonour; a sharper and
blackleg, who has been twice hooted
off the Newmarket course a
that only by a wealthy marriagelltTTry.""
with
such a one, for example, as the
heiress of Gledhills— can he
hope even partially to retrieve
his fortunes.
Bahl what can thy
country-bred ignorance know of these
things?"

^

"Hard words. Colonel Lomond, very hard
words," said Sir
'°
^^^^^^y incapable
'
'"^^^

o^roof Z''"''''"''''^'

_"Hard words! ay, hard enough to have
moved an innocent man
to righteous anger, but not, as it
seems, to flutter thy slowbeating pulses ever so faintly; and that because
thou knowest
them to be true.
Proof!
Here s one of a dozen. Who lured sweet
Mary Doris from her home in yonder valley, and hid
her away in
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London past the finding of
her friends' uy.
u
village beauty llahtlv f^t =
"i^"^" "ho held the simple
'"^^
her to starve'^or die as
She mi^h tM ^S'
Sir Dexvent Varrel, u^le
tS
e« r aSf II
signed with your name, and
fou^d if^L
i-ue p^^r
poor child
h?ld"=s pocket
'I''
when she lay with whitf> q-)-=.>.^v,^ ^
"^'^P^^^ ^^^^
dead-house by J he rive'
the
l
Anlt
''^^
daughter thou seekest
to entrap!"

f

As

Colonel Lomond drew from his Dockf^f fho i^^^
he had been speaking, Lenore,
with ^
ry of iT'll^'' ""J^^
fainting to the floor; and the
horror-stricken
^^^^^^ ^^^^ed
''"^""^^^ VarSi
backward like one suddenly stabbed

Lw

^

^^""^
between us were settled "
1^
^=
c..-^ P
said
Colonel ;Lomond with a venomous
ferocity of tone "onW
one of us two must leave this
room alive."
.

^

"I

cannot— I

dare not fight with you/'
murmured Varrel.

^^"""^
th'^s^'^^P^
You refuse to fight
T^h.n
Then take the punishment of cowards."
And with that the heaiy
thong of Colonel Lomond's riding-whip
whistled through the al^
and came down on Varrel's neck and
shoulders twice, listing
round his face on the second occasion,
and leaving a thin Uvid
wheal across his cheek where it had cut
into the flesh. Varrel'.^
first impulse was to shrink backward
with a mingled cry of rage
and pain; but the next instant he closed
with the colonel, and
wrestling the whip from his hands, flung it
to the other end of

the room.

"Give me a sword— a pistol— a weapon
of any kind!" he cried
hoarsely
This vile treatment absolves me from all
consequences.
Uolonel Lomond, your blood be upon your own
head."

The colonel smiled sweetly on him.
"Well spoken," he said,
only that you express yourself somewhat after the
Furioso fashion.
Your cry to arms is worthy of all praise, and
I hasten to comply
with It. In this cabinet, sir, are a couple of as
pretty playthings as ever gladdened the eyes of a gentleman.
Voila! they are
both alike in every particular. The choice is yours 7

Varrel's fingers closed over the hilt of one of the napiers
thus presented to him; and while he tried its edge
and temper, by
running his finger and thumb appreciatively along its length,
and
by bending its point back nearly to the hilt. Colonel
Lomond disembarrassed himself of the cumbrous overcoat in which he was enveloped; and next minute the two men fronted each other.
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first "^:^!^-™"-

-iea colonel

Lo^ona as ,e „aae
the

ns.t^:r4ir L^\^-sr-,Lv:rt.i

p^^-^

he pressed the
colonel hardlyf^ho
vhlL
"arily, yet felt
himself comoeLled t„
!
the desperate lunges
of h.s antagonist

"-^

defense

^tuporinto'^ehi^h'
^he
h:di:i?::"^\'°
her temples, and with
P''^^^^^* '°
starfng ey;ball
f
ment of the combatantsf
^^^^^
she ftaggered to h
moved, but no sound can^e
^^'^ ^^P^
from tSm
P»^h
self whether It were not
^^''"e heraU
a
hreath Of reality would^dL
""^'^
"'^
'
1 a
o°ree:f
look of horror and unbelief
"^"^l-^*
on her face Jh.
! k .
coming slowly down the
^''^
»«h
room again rZ r
T*""^'^
slightly overborne by his
="1^
Lre touth^ni ^"'^Sonist. The
clashed together; bright
rapiers
smrks ^Je^f
PoUshed
black surface, as thev ,t3v
blueI
f'^™
like things Of
fe\„' he gra^roflhe"'-'"'
sinewy hands that held
^ ^P °^
them.

m1

f

demenS

"''-^

"alfTtllatlT ur^'"'
suddenly, at a^m^LLl"
"?ie
,°?L'p:iS'o? C°V°*^°^
Colonel Lomond's
rapier snapped
Le°nore

off- an ^d^rr^r.^.Z

\

I

?r

^

up with dex^'erous
str^^ef^h
sLt'^hr^oIo^^
^""^^^^
flying across the room.
Lenore with ?L
!
°^
divined her father's danger
and Thf ^^"^ '^^''^
^^^^ the rapier
was twisted out of hi. h J' ?
''^^ '^''^^^
^^^h a wild inarticuilte crv to .m'ih

f

'^''""^
^^^^
^^e hapless
girl
Her fathe^'f''
'^^^^^
falling.
"Papa
kisst
^^^^^
^
°^ ^'-d
birst
Durst ;ro7he"\i:.
from her Hps; she shuddered
slightly, and vas dead.

fZJ

forehPoH?''^^:

"m^"

—

P^^sse'i his quivering lips tenderly
to her

""^'^^^ '^^^^
darling/' he said.
"Perhp^!
Perhaps I? may join thee on thy
journey before long."
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heip;:uTcow\"LLond:
You

and I, sir," said t^e
ness to arrange."

lyT^TsllTTi

7^"°

^-

'''''

'°
J-"nei, "have
LloSl
nave rSll
still our ?°
little busl-

"Great Heaven! what would
you more?" exclaimed
Sir Derwent.
"Revenge my daughter's death!"
said Lomond gloomily,
"Her death was a pure accident."

aJS^L f^r wLrrs^L^if^ri^^-

to
one of us two shall quit this
room alive!
of the.^ is loaded, the other is
unloaded.

iere

cL

^

aL So ^-Ti"^
°

se one

A"

have mercy on the soul of one 0?^':"

'""^

In"'
^"^"^^

"It would be murder!" said Varrel
in a lov voice, while a
cold sweat broke out on his ashen
face.

"Call it by what name you will/' said
Lomond; "but as I have
said, so It Shall be. Dare to refuse,
and by the great F end
Darkness whose true son you are, I will
thrash you with yonder
'^'^
^^^^^
fo^th into the
^^^^
?
world branded
for ever as a coward and a rogue!"

"

f

Sir Derwent wiped the perspiration off his
forehead with bi<=
lace-bordered handkerchief, and his dry lips
moved in faint protest.
His courage was beginning to waver. The
slow patient ferocity of
his enemy was not without its effect upon
him.
"Choose!" said Colonel Lomond as he laid a brace
of pistols on
the table.
Varrel hesitated for an instant which to pick,
and
Lomond smiled grimly. No fresh arrangement of
position was necessary, they being already on opposite sides of
the table, on which
poor Lenore's embroidery was still lying, as she
had cast it aside
in the first flutter of hearing her lover's
signal.

"Colonel Lomond, I must make
bloody business," said Varrel.

Again the colonel smiled.
clock will strike. Be ready."

a last

protest against this

"In ten seconds," he said,

"the

There was a great contrast between the two men as they stood
thus, fronting what for one of them must be inevitable death.
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Colonel Lomond's bronzed cheek looked
even darker than usu«l
and his eyes seemed to burn with
intense hate as he .fnof! '
at his antagonist from under his
.^^'^^
lowering
•

hrows- hut
°'
waf
evident y'i r^o
His lips had faded to a dull bluish
white: he Drecsed nnlT ^
to his Chest occasionally, as if
to stilish: ?S;bbing hea?f
""^^ ^"^^ '^'^
trembL^rUghtly

^--^

r

---^

irrpJt; :f^;;im!"

Four seconds— three seconds— two
seconds. The deathly
brooding stillness that pervaded the room
was something awful
One second
The silvery bell of the little French
clock had not
completed its first stroke before the two
triggers were pulled!
report, and a gust of smoke from one of
the weapons,
J Sir
c
and
Derwent Varrel, shot through the heart, fell
back dead!
"So perishes a thorough scoundrel," said
Colonel Lomond as
he gazed into the face of his dead enemy.

Suddenly a door opened, and shewed a very old lady,
with
white hair, and clad in a white dressing-robe, standing
in the
entrance. From the movements of her hands, you
understood at
once that she was blind, or nearly so.
"Henry!
Henry where are you?" she cried.
"Some one fired
a pistol just now.
Oh, tell me that you are not hurt!" and she
advanced a step or two into the room.
1

A spasm of anguish passed over the face of Colonel Lomond.
am here and well, mother," he said.
"Pray, return to your own
room.
I am sorry to have disturbed you."
'I

"And Lenore," said the old lady plaintively, "why has not
Lenore been to kiss me, and say goodnight? Has the child gone
to bed?"

"Lenore is asleep, mother," said the colonel in a whisper.
"We must not disturb her.
She shall come to you in the morning."
"Strange
strange," murmured the old lady; "she never forgot
me before;" and with that she turned and went slowly away, groping
with her hands before her; and the colonel falling on his knees,
buried his face in the white dress of his dead daughter. At which
point the whole machinery of my dream dissolved away, and I awoke.

There was no more sleep for me that night. So lifelike and
vivid was my extraordinary dream, so much did it seem like a part
of my own personal experience, that the effect left by it on my
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mind was not lightly to
be shaken nff
r
flung herself mto her
=he
father's ar^s .he'""^ '
°^
Lomond in angry dispute,
seemed sS^' .
u""
I felt that every minute
Inciden of that% ° 'l^' ""^^"^ ^"^^
'^^ibl-e tragedy must
henceforth be, as it were
I ZTt
some vague feeling whl^h
i cou^td^:' rlT:i
I'^itjT''^'
and wandered, half dressed,
into the greafdeso^a
the scene of all the
strange Incidenfrn^ "^^J^^*^ drawing-room,
splendour of the moonlight
Slledi n llrZr IT:. ""^
dark and silent as some vast
tomb. As I sSod In
longing, and yet afraid to
doorway,
enter a J,,lt\.r
\l
up the valley, rattled the
wJndo^s o? ha old"m«n
seemed like a low responsive
sigh cLe to ^l oTlTtLT,
a sigh so human, so unutterablv
gloom,
sad
fh=t
''''''
'
Shudder, I stepped
back^^^d't'lL'^hut'th: lo^r.^

Zf

punctu
when
now ten ,ou, sir, that precisely
tS ;;;:"d;;a.^^:M;h ZrlTel
you so strongly last night is
dreamed by every
no ^^ff
they .ay he, the first time they
sleep'^t^oL^d^xTls;
afterwards; and this Curse— for I
may truly call i^ by tharLe--has hung over the house from the night
on which the tragedy
witnessed only in imagination, was
worked

nd~

d?L./°"

out in

^

au'its

^^^^
understand why ^
reonL/r
requested you to sleep one night at
Gledhills before finally dec idliLl whether
JT. your wife, whose health it remains for you to consider,
you say is delicate, coSu
undergo such an ordeal as she would
assuredly'have to pas \hrough
the first night of her sojourn under
this roof."
I thanked Mr. Lomond warmly for his
conscientiousness in the
matter, but decided that it would be unwise
to subject my wife to
such a trial.

"Nevertheless," said Mr. Lomond with a smile as
I parted from
him at the door, I do not despair of finding
a tenant for the
house, one of these fine days, whose nervous
system bids defiance
to ghostly company."
Indeed, last summer, travelling down that way I made
inquiry
of the station-master, and was glad to learn that
Gledhills had at
last found an occupant in the person of a wealthy but
eccentric
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bachelor of botanical pursuits;
and further
further, th.f
u
r
that Mr.
Lomond
hale and hearty as ever.^^^

^^°"Dream-Haunted/' Chajnber's Journal 3, No. 126 (l866),
328-334; Harper's Weekly 10, No. 1+96 (l866), i+ 10-1+11.
,
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DREAMS OF CELEBRITTl^.q

Howells unabashedly
shared their nocturnal rL^^ ,
? !
Frances Power S:^b:rJohrRSherf:rd 111°^''°'
illustrated their waiting
llT.lZs
'^^T'Tlt*
one of his dreams to
illustrate the source of
and the associations involved.
"."^"ories,
Word
"oxubwortn
worth reported an interesting dream of flvini
THr.t=„„
dreaded of
o^f st!^ Ir^^^f B^e??^ ^ ''''''' ^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^y
predicted the time of her ovn
d;ath
Ben Johnson
?nh
dreamed of the
death of his son
ArchihnlTpV!
Who assured him^^if t^ort
\''^' ^^^^^^
tJ^'lL^^^dLIytelleJ
reported
a fascinating dream of
^1^"".^^'°.
the life afJer defth
ridge both admitted being
inspired in d"am'; (ardid"steve'°'';
and Gairdner received similar
^
intellectuarL p ra ion
^^'^
SS-c:n;ur';
re'ad^r? Dr Hammond ^^^^
readers.
related his fascinating symbolic
dream of
Death, as did Lincoln. Lincoln's
dream, in its content
'^'^^
and
''"''^ ^"'^^'^^ '^^'^^^
Lavalette/and
Maurv aJf'.n
Maury
are all excellent examples used
to back the assertion that
dreams the sense of time is lost:
that one can dream ?S
minutes an event which actually takes
hours or days to complete
Talleyrand's vision, like the dream of
the Senator's wife!
""^^ discernment of true character.
Although dreams
thf ?famous are scattered throughout the
of the
appendix, fourteen
additional instances are presented below.

TttZ

re~'

le^^i,

'

^

T''^

TT'^t

ZlTtr'^l:

r

leZTkZ:

m

HAVELOCK ELLIS

—

The following dream illustrates an
association
I i-agined I was sitting at a windSw,
^
at Ki
the ttop of a house, writing. As I
looked up from the table I
saw, with all the emotions naturally
accompanying such a sight, a
woman
her night dress appear at a lofty window
some distance
off and throw herself down. I went on
writing, however, and
found that in the course of my literary
employment— I am not
Clear as to its precise nature— the very
next thing I had to do
was to describe exactly such a scene as I
had just witnessed.
I
was extremely puzzled at such an extraordinary
coincidence- it
seemed wholly inexplicable.

m

Such dreams, reduplicating the imagery in a new
sensory
medium, are fairly common, with me at all events, though
I can
not easily explain them. The association is not so much
of
an analogy as of sensory media, in this case the visual
image
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becoming a verbal motor image
In m-h^^ ^
seen in reality, then in
'
'^'^^
a pJctu^S
lt ,lTt
the profound astonishment
^''^^"^^
'°
with vhi^h sLe^inf
consciousness
apperceives such simple reduplication 21?"" o'"''-

WILHELM WUNDT.— T^^fo..o the house
is a funpr-^i
the burial of a friend, who
has
re^urLe/de^^rfor^
past.
The wife of the deceased bids
him

L

and a friend «o

^^nTa^.:

siLTf

ITV"

^^^^^

f^^^- r-h

r^^^^^^^^u

ii:
''''
from the region of the choi:ia
Re^'n rto'hif h'"^' \°
the procession gone, but the
streets Se^:;^
i STose
and there are crowds of men
who seem to be funeral attendants'
'^^'^"^^^
'^'^ the' rllsfo
ihese are, oddly enough, dressed
?hesra°;e''oddw"r''^^^:
in red. When hurrying on it
^° '^^^ ^ wreath ?or ?he
coffin. Then
co?nn
The' he wakes
I' up with beating
of the heart.

vU^

^yf

^""^^^
°^
according to Wundt, as folall, he had, on the previous day,
met the funeral
procession of an acquaintance. Again,
he had read of cholera
breaking out in a certain town. Once
more, he had spoken about
the particular lady with this friend,
who had narrated facts
which proved the selfishness of the former.
The hastening to
flee from the infected neighborhood
and to overtake the procession was prompted by the sensation of
heart-beating. Finally
the crowd of red bier-followers, and
the profusion of nosegays,
owed their origin to subjective visual
sensations— the "lightchaos which often appears in the dark.
in..= .^^%r''r^i
lows:—
First of

Let us see for a moment how these various
elements became
fused into a connected chain of events. First
of all, we may
suppose the image of the procession occupies the
dreamer's mind.
From quite another source the image of the lady
enters consciousness, bringing with it that of her deceased husband
and of the
friend who has recently been talking about her.
These new elements adapt themselves to the scene, through the
play of the
reciprocal modifications already spoken of. Thus the
idea of the
lady's husband recalls the fact of his death, and the
pre-existing
scene easily suggests the idea that he is now the person
buried.
The next step is very interesting. The image of the lady
is

^^'''Havelock Ellis, "The Stuff that Dreams Are Made of,
Popular Science Monthl,y
(1899), 726.
.

A6A

Of the drea. is La^t ^h^cr?^
ad p d ^rthe^^th^rSt^u
images, namely the procession
on the further sMe of i.hf f
.
and a vague representation of
cholera (which ?ast fiS %h
of the funeral, is due to an
^^^'^
independerclntr
^xc St
That IS to say, the request of the
? ^'
ladv and ifc .-^^I
are a resultant of a nu\her of
reciproc'al'^ct
s^ Se'r h^^^L
of a Lively internal attention.
Once more, the fLlTZ nl
slon Of the heart, and the subjective
stSulatLn of ?he
numberless images besides thSse of
LSo^
flZl^'^T
r^^'^'
flight and of
red-clad men and nosegays; they suggest
these
and not others, in this case, through
the foLe o^ ^he pre!'
existing mental images, which, acting
through attention, select
from among many tendencies of reproduction
those which ire congruous with themselves.

f

^

1?^"'

_

.—

JOHN RUTHERFORD
We have ourselves to plead guilty to
the charge
of perpetrating a similar piece of
involuntary folly. On a
beautiful April evening not long ago, we paused
in a footpath,
leading through a vale in Buckinghamshire,
to enjoy the prospect
one of the prettiest we ever saw. Hills
rose gently on all sides;
there were long strips of meadow and broad
stretches of woodlandthere were hedge-rows and cattle groups, in
plenty; there was a
rivulet, shadowed by rows of willows, stealing
along at our feet

—

and there was the tower of a church, not
less than six hundred
years old, rising over a clump of beeches, some
furlongs to the
left.

Nor is the scene without its stirring reminiscences.
To
begin with, the ground we trod once formed a Tjortion
of the
possessions of the truculent brother of the Conqueror,
Bishop
Odo. The vaults of the quaint old church contain
the remains of
mediaeval abbot and crusader, and of modern statesman,
admiral,
and bishop.
Not far off, on one side moulders the body of William
Penn, under the shadow of the oldest Quaker meeting-house
in
England. At an equal distance, on another side, stands the
oak
which the poet Waller turned into a study: and in the immediate
vicinity exists the cottage in which Milton completed "Paradise
Lost.
Were we to climb one of the hills in front, we should
come upon a monument erected in memory of the navigator Cook;
from thence we might behold, on the declivity of a neighboring

James Sully, "The Laws of Dream Fancy," Eclectic Magazine
1 (i8T7), h2; Edward Fitzgerald, "Sleep and Dreaming,"
Canadian Monthly 13 (i8t8), 467-468.
25, No.
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hill, the spot where resided the
touch old \<r^i <yu^ u -u
ears of Sir Francis Drake for
pres^fng°to appropriate h?f ere:
and a short walk to the southward
woulS bring Ss to the m^nJ.
erected by the infamous Jeffries. Widening
^he c rc e
fe"
miles, we have the haunts of Hampden,
the Black Prince, the polts
Shelley and Gray, the historian Gibbon,
the demagogue Wilkes and
his wild confreres of Medenham, and
a hundred other celebrities
At every stride, too, may be detected
souvenirs of Saxon, Nomari
Dane and Roman; in short, the whole history—
political, ^uSari
warlike and ecclesiastical— of the grand
old island is concentrated in the atmosphere that wraps the place,
though it (Chalfont
^^^^ mentioned elsewhere; and yet no spot
in
I
England
better merits visit were it only for its
exceeding quiet
and seclusion. There is not a railway
station within six mile^
not a chimney-stack, not one contrivance for
money-spinning
It
is deliciously rustic— a quiet country hamlet,
one of the very
few patches of the lazy, dreamy past whose seclusion
has not yet
been invaded by the far too busy and utilitarian
present.
'

hH

^

The beauties of the scene mingled most exquisitely
for us
with its memories; and while we paused to feast thereon,
a little
incident occurred which added the only thing wanting to
complete
our enjoyment.
From the brow of a hill in front came a mellow
burst of song, and then, winding down the incline, appeared
the
singers ---a group of peasants returning from their labor, with
their
Jackets slung picturesquely over their shoulders. The ditty was
a
primitive thing, descriptive of rustic courtship; but distance,
echo, and surroundings eliminated all that was rude leaving sweetness only behind.
The scene haunted us all evening, and was reproduced by our
dreams, in the latter etherealized into something far too beautiful to be fixed by description. A sunset sky so glorious earth
never saw; the trees put on more than tropical luxuriance, the
brook broadened into a magnificent river, the hills raised themselves to mountains and the church expanded into a marvel of
ecclesiastical architecture; still the objects maintained all
their relative positions as in reality. While we contemplated
the gorgeous vision with wonder and delight, down the mountainside before us streamed a long array of figures
demigods in
limb, peasants in garb, and poets every one in countenance.
Foremost came Milton, leading the march, and in his track followed
all the lords of English song. Miles off behind the river, yet
were they as clearly visible as though just at hand. They sang,
to an air that came sounding over the water with bewitching
effect, the following song, every vord of which sank deep into
our memory:

—
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LABOR SONG.
I.

When the sun is high
Our craft let us ply--To labor yield the day.
But when night falls.
Oh, then Love calls
And the call we must obey.
I

II.

When darkens the sky
Our toils we lay by.
And to the tryst away.
For when night falls.
Oh, then Love calls!
And the call we must obey.
It is not difficult to account for such
dreams.
Intense
application to any theme is certain to produce
them. 2^9

W. T. GAIRDNER.—At the time of falling ill
with typhus, I was
just entering on the last winter of medical
study, and had my
mmd full to over-flowing of half -thought -out materials for my
graduation-essay or thesis, which, by a curious coincidence,
was arranged to be upon "Death," physical death,
of course,
being understood. I was also hard at work both
in dispensary
and hospital, in the midst of a gathering epidemic
of fever.
All the views, from Bichat down to Alison, of somatic
death, had
been carefully read and thought about; certain
difficult points
had been presented for inquiry, and certain
experiments had been
either performed or planned (l forget which at the
moment). The
introductory chapter of my thesis, at least, had been
far in
mmd as to have been in part thought out (though not a soline
of
It was written), even as regards the form; and it
was to this that
the mind of the dreamer instantly reverted the moment
that his
logical faculty was set free from the confusion of the febrile
delirium. Now, it is simply a fact that I actually believe
I
composed---even as regards the wording of a good deal of it--the introductory chapter of my thesis during the pleasant
aftertime or ground-swell of imaginative activity, succeeding the

2^9john Rutherford, "Dreams," Every Satur day. l6 (iSjh)
692-693.
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and a coma thereafter so
'°
deep tha^' ^ ITT"""'
probably instant— even as
a que'?Ln of
''""''^
of course, give dates,
^ ^^^not.
•
or even;^io^,*
i
long this state continued^^"''^ *°
^O"
bu? i
I
distance of time, that the
""""
'Ms
conduJ^n^of
dreading alternated closety^ui
"^^ht)
s^atef
fully occupied with the nr^J^I states Tn which my mind was
Of this ln?roduSory Chapter
'SdlLr?.'"'"
* ^* actually assumed a
shape tolerablv cc«,r,llZ 11
''^^
the'remains of'th: ? a :
°^
^ef:r'reTtr
hear of any incident quite
*°
"'^^'""'^
t; thl^"""
pretty long experience; and
°f «
J have
therefore"
narrative, in the hope that
it

Z

m

f

T7

Suar

ZI^T^ITILTT.

i:Vlll..r..220

GODFREY KNEL IJIF?.-— T dreamt th«f t .re ^ ^
.yself wamng in a'n:^?rp:Jh\
al^ ed^fp^e^J^e^^Lf hu/°""'
rising pretty equally on either
side of
it

-no
LT^*.sTdref
ne™
nearer,
J.

uj.t;-w

Before

d^VT "

Tr

'

'

could

1

distinguish St Vp^t<^-^
•K,,
by
his keys, with some others
of the Apostles; they ;ere
;dfiuL
the people as they reached the
door. When I had TnZlT.f
1

^

-ery dirlcSoJ af a'
e'di.t:::?r'
entrance. As the first person
approached for admJuance
St. Peter asked him his name
and then his religion.
"l am a
Roman Catholic/' replied the spirit.
"Go in then"" sajs St!
I'eter,
and sit on those seats there,
on the right hand " The
next was a Presbyterian. He was
admitted too, after ^h^ usua!
questions, and ordered to take his place
opposite the other
My
turn came next, and as I approached,
St. PeLr very civiUy*
'"'^
sooner'^said
^
To than St. Luke, who
so
I was standing by,
turned towards me, and
exclaimed, with much sweetness
"What the famous Sir Godfrey
Kneller from England?" "The very same,
sir," says I "at your
service.
On this, St. Luke immediately drew near
to me, embraced
me, and made me^a great many compliments
on the art we had both
of us followed
the world.
He entered so far on the subject
that he seemed aljnost to have forgotten
the business for which I
came thither. At last, however, he
recollected himself, and said.
I beg your pardon. Sir Godfrey; I
was so taken up with the pleasure
of conversing with you. But, apropos
pray, sir, what religion may
-^^^

Lrth
from the

^

tlTsT tT'

—

I

m

,
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you be of?" "why, truly, sir " ^av..
religion." "o, llr^ s^ys^h^;
to walk in and take a seat
where

"t

t

1%%^ ZlTH^

you please. "22?

'

GOETHE. ---I cannot but recall to
you a dream T^hioV.
^ .
'
year ago full of significance.
I dr^a^^nhls
ttot
l
landed'
in a rather large boat on a fruitful,
richly o;arBrown isUnd
where it was known to me to be found
'
the itio't h^^7,^T^\
t
so I immediately bargained with
the^'inLuIntf ? ^'.^^^o^rSf^
birds, which they in turn immediately
killed and brought IZl
duntly. They were certainly
pheasants, but as a dre^ is wont
to Change all things, so they had
long many-coLreHails w^th
eyes like those of peacocks or the
ra^e birds of paradi e^ ^^e'e
brought to me by scores into the boat,
were laid with the heads
inward, so exquisitely heaped up that
the long, bSlliant tail
''^''^^
sunshlne'ihe .0 t' p endid
TlTtZt
pile that one can imagine; and such a
wealth of them were there
that scarcely room remained for the
steersman and the rowers in
the stern and the bows.
In this fashion we cut through the
quLt
water and meantime I already named myself
the friends with whom
I would share these beautiful treasures.
At last, landing in a
great harbor, I lost myself among huge,
high-masted ships, where
222'^^''^
^^'^
^^"^ ^ '^^^ landing-place for my
*

-

ru^T f

.—

GEORGE SAM)
I have frequently told you of a dream which I often
have, and which always leaves on me, when I
awake, a mingled
impression of happiness and sadness. When this dream
begins,
I^am seated on a desolate river-bank, and a boat
full of friends
singing delicious melodies comes towards me down
the rapid stream.
They call me, they hold out their arms to me, and I
spring into
the boat with them.
They tell me, "We are going to
(they
name an unknown country); let us hasten thither." The
instruments
are laid down, the songs interrupted. Each one
takes an oar. We
land--on what enchanted shore? It would be impossible for
me to
describe it, yet I have seen it twenty times; it is
well-known to
me.
.We disembark, and, running and singing, we pass on in all
directions through the baljny thickets. Then all disappears, and
I
awake.
I begin over and over again this lovely dream, and have
never been able to carry it. further.
.

.

22lEdward Fitzgerald, "Sleep and Dreaming," Canadian Monthly,
^

13 (1878), k6j -kSS.

222G. Norton, "Dreams," The Nation
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What is strange about it i
^
4-u
^""^^^^^ ^i^h whom,
as it vere, I beloL and whn I
I have evei seen xn'iea?
^^-^
life ^whe
"''v
not recall them.
imagination
canI Jo^geJ th;ir faceJ ^^w'
=;

.

and their number.
I ^no:\:rri:ed
haf
and young; men and women
are crowned with IT/

^

broad-awake intelligence,

beautiful
^^^^^

i? would he pLs^blefpe^hrps

'

Sv
'° ^^'^^
'''''
^oeL o? our'day.
But
Buri^'^han't'.''^'
I shall take care not to
do that, for I should be
desi^era^eiv
sorry to invent anything about my
dream and to change or Sd In^
^"
thing to the vague remembrance it
leaves me.
.

.

morning that I am Just returned
and regret/no hing In
real life
lifr^^""
can compare with the affection
with which ihese mys^ '^^^
^S-in being with
Zl°''%T'"'^"
^u'^'t''^
them.
It IS such
that I feel the physical impression
of it Ifter
waking, and all day long I cannot think
of it without my heart
throbbing. ... I wonder I can live
without them, and it is my
real life which then seems to me a half
-effaced dieam.
?his
apparition of a troop of friends whose bark
bears me to a happy
shore, has been in my brain from the
earliest vears of mv life
I remember clearly that in my cradle,
when I was five or six years
old, I used to see as I fell asleep
a troop of beautiful children
crowned with flowers, who called me and
made me come with them
a great mother-of-pearls shell floating
on the water, and who
carried me into a magnificent garden. This
garden was different
from the imaginary shore of my isle. There
was the same change
between that and this as between my child-friends
and the friends
of my dreams now.'^'^-^
^

fvn.

^^^-^^Pa^e with emotion

.

m

^

223g. Norton, "Dreams," The Nation
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jU

under the fluttering pennants
"^^^f
I
=°»Panions, but I
felt through my whSL beJnf
"
?hat tSv
Uke .ysel?. Lt I ga^e "hem no
^^W^'
attention ""T^'
us the Shoreless seaf its
azure eve^^Shere'doU^
golden scales, and over my head
ano?^^
joyously caressed by the triumphant,
radiant sunlight
I
arose among us from time to time
clear and
i*
J.
"l^^
the laughter of Immortals.
Or verses Zll ot l '""f 'f,'

f

TL

glimmering like precious stones,
emeralds and'opals/whUe
^n^oii'°
^^^^^ soniy^Lnd d Sank
Here would fall on us a rain of
L^'wouM
lilies of the valley and whitP
roses; there suddenly took flight
birds with long ^nbov- o lor
ed
vings
The birds circled above us; the
lilies and roses feU
into the sea and melted into the
pearly foam through which slipped
the shining sides of our craft. With
the flowers and birds thSe
flew to us sounds of ineffable
sweetness— of women's voices.
undulating sail, the murtit ll^Z
.
l"""
P"""^'
°f blissful love.
And 1.
And
she, t^^'T^.
the beloved, the chosen of each heart,
was there, invisible
yet present. One instant more, and her
eyes beam, her smile
shines, her hand touches thine and draws thee
with her into everlasting Paradise. 0 kingdom of the^ skies, I
have seen thee but
in dream. '^'^^
.

MARK BALDWBI.— On the night of Oct. 22 I had a dream
which perfectly fulfilled the conditions of this experiment.
I fell asleep
about eleven o'clock, and found myself with a companion
in a wood,
watching a number of wood-cutters at work. After looking
at
them for some time, one of the workmen drew my
attention quite
suddenly by giving forth a strange sound, half musical
and half
speech, by which he seemed to be trying to express
something to
his neighbor; and the sound came with every blow of
his axe in
regular rhythm. The sound seemed to me distinctly familiar
and
yet very strange, and I turned to my friend and said, "What
an
apology for conversation!" Just as I spoke, I awoke, and the

22^G. Norton,
267.

"Dreams," The Nation
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sound of the peculiar tone of a
clock down stairs striking f .^
broke into my consciousness. The
four remaiSng st^oJes of
Clock preserved exactly the rhythm
of the voodcho^pe" ^
axe and
not only so, but the sense of
familiarity which had puzzSd'me
the dream was relieved with a glow
of pleasure as I ^fc:t.ognizea
^eco^^ized
the sound of the clock. 225
•

•

L

.—

COUHT BE LAVALETTE
Sleeping painfully in prison in
troublous
times, he dreamed that he stood alone
in the Rue St. Honore at
black^midnight. A dismal and depressing
sound began to fill
the air. All at once, at the bottom of
the street, he saw a troop
of horse approaching him, horses and
men all flayed. The riders
held torches in their hands, which shed
a fitful glare on their
skinless faces and bloody muscles. Their,
eyes rolled fearfully
their sockets, and their mouths opened to
the jawbone on
^^^^ ^""^ disheveled women appeared at the windows,
l^a^V^.f^^:.
and
filled^the air with piteous groans. The Count,
overwhelmed with
horror, tried to fly, but, as usual in nightmare,
found that he
had no command over his limbs, and was rooted
to the spot.
For
five hours the procession of flayed horsemen
continued, each rider
as he passed casting baleful looks at the
dreamer. They were
followed by troops of artillery the caissons covered
with bleeding
and quivering corpses. Alinost choked by his
sensations, the
dreamer was gasping for breath when the great iron
gates of the
prison in which he lay closed with a clang which woke
him.
It was
two or three minutes past twelve, and the guard had
just been
relieved. He then remembered that before falling asleep
he had
heard the gate open at midnight precisely to admit the relief.
He had been about two minutes asleep. 22o

m

ALFRED MAURY. ---The starting-point and the conclusion were almost
one in time. He was ill, and lying asleep, with his mother
watching beside him. A part of the arrow which sustains the
curtains in a French bed, fell on his neck, suggesting the idea
of the guillotine.
In the moment between the shock and his
waking, which to his mother appeared instantaneous, he had
dreamed a long series of incidents occupying at least many

^^^Mark Baldwin, "Dream-Excitation," Science, 12, No. 300
(1888), 216.

^^°John Bonner, "Dream -Read ing, " Harper's Magazine 32, No. I9I
(1866), 648-649; Edward Fitzgerald, "Sleep and Dreaming," Canadian
Monthly I3 (1878), kjO.
,
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tribunal of Robespierre^
FouquS^L'uJf "^L^'^^J™'""™^^^
demned, and finally executed
'
In the midsTof «
^^^
Place de la Revolution.
^
the
As he feU th»
f,
^^"-^ °" his
neck, he awoke In great
anLjsh
Maury passed In thf .lllZnTi
. tf..^r.tll\lT'
;uch of his
neck and his complete return
to waking consciousness.

f

fi^ind:\hnrr^:s^re-rieirrk-^
hL*:nSr^;gsTat:iTrjr
iriena^
^1

u-r^
him

and had^ cheerfullv
,

J

sharf:.d

tt^^ ^^^z

who was devotedly =iT^T:;acnea
attached to
hi a -Ko^
-,

-,

and voluntarily accompanied hi'
his e'^ii:'' 2,11%'^
-d his^friend, desiring^LX'^^e
t'^ ^he^^lll
capital embarked it in a venture
to the Indies.
Their freLht
was on Shipboard and they were
waiting with considerable
^patience for a wind favorable for
their departure.

l:^Zr'

In the state of uncertainty
occasioned by the doubts a- to
the precise time of their departure,
Talleyrand's fSend became
excited in an extraordinary
degree/insomuch tha; he could not
remain quiet, but roamed through every
part of the city. On one
occasion he entered Talleyrand's room
while the latter was oc
cupied
writing letters to Europe, and leaning
over his shoulder
remarked with forced gayety, "Why do
you waste Ume in w;iting
letters that will never reach their
destination? Come, let us
make the round of the Battery, the wind
may become favorable,
and we may be nearer the period of our
departure than we imagine."

m

The day, notwithstanding the high wind,
was magnificent:
and easily persuaded by his friend, the
Prince soon found himself
the busy-peopled streets, which they
threaded on their
way to the Battery. Talleyrand's friend exhibited
great alacrity
in closing the writing-desk, and furnishing
the Prince with his
hat and cane. When in the street, he offered
his arm, and hurried
on as If
haste to reach the Battery, talking incessantly
in

m

m

^^'^

Ecstacies," Eclectic Magazine

.^?Io^f?^^^/^^^°'^^^
.T
No.
3 (187^^), 286; Mary W. Calkins, "Statistics of Dreams,'
American Journal of Ps.vchology. 5, No. 3 (l893),
3^0; Elizabeth
B. Wetmore, "Dreams and Their Mysteries," North
American Revi ew.
162, No. 475 (1896), 717-718; Andrew Lang, "Dreams," The Living
^
A£e, 235, No. 301+5 (1902), 41+5.
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more energetic manner of the
'
beauty of ^he scene 1^1
he stopped in the midst
of his incLrent conversation
rand disengaged his arm, and
stood Looking hil fun ? \u i
'''' '^'^
with his eye fixed intently
'"^^
^
upon him

Ti

i

"Your intention/' said Talleyrand
firmly, and without fear
'
You mean to take mv ^Trl
^^'^^ ^t,
monster, if you dare!"
is to cast me into the sea.

The insane man looked for a few
moments at Talleyrand mut
tered a few words, and attempted
to pass him, wh ?h TaUeyknd
prevented by spreading out his arms;
when, with a wild look he
threw himself on his neck, burst
into tears, and confessed ihat
haunted by some infernal desire, he
had brought him there to
precipitate him into the sea, from which
he was not one foot
distant
Without the presentiment of his friend's
actions which
occurred so opportunely, this eminent
statesman, instead of fitling the prominent place which he
afterward occupied in European
diplomacy, would have left his remains to
bleach in this city.
A few days of quiet, and depleting medicine,
restored the
insane man to himself, and the subject
was never afterward referred to by either of them, until narrated
by Talleyrand long
friend, as an incident in his own event?^?'.^''^22§^^^^^ °^
?
lUL 11 fe."-^

TARTINI.—We will first cite the case of the celebrated Paduan
musician Tartini, who died in the year 1770. One night
he dreamed
that he had an interview with the Archfiend, who made
a compact
with him, by which---reversing the usual order of such
compacts
---the devil entered into the service of the musician.
To test
the musical abilities of his weird attendant, Tartini
handed him
his violin, and bade him perform a solo.
The Evil Spirit obeyed,
and performed so admirably that Tartini awoke in immense
excite-'
ment, the music still ringing in his ears! He endeavored to
repeat it; and though he declared his efforts fell far short
of the original performance, yet they resulted in one of the
most

228"Dreams," Harper's Weekly
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admired of his meces
callea sonata lu

•

lowlng account:

whinh

-tv,

ZT^lZ^^l ^''^^''^^^

'

"In the summer of the year
1797

''^

''^"^^l^'

8^^^= the fol-

the-

chair at the moment he was
reading the foi w.-

^

"^'^

•^^"af^s'pri^^i^rs :^^^ie?:
the Kubla Khan commanded
'""'r-^'
a palace to be built, and
a statetv
fertile VouL'^^L'e'
^''^^
inclosed
?nc?::ed':ura°;alt''
with a wall.' '^l'
The author continued for about
three
hours in a profound sleep, at
least of the external senses
during which time he had the most
vivid confidence tha? he'
^^^"^
t° three hundred
Une^^°f .71
"^^^^^ ^ composition in which
^
'
lu

T^'f

fL^

^^^^

^ P^^al-^el
^rodictiiro?%^°''
""^T expressions, ^ith
production of the correspondent
without any
sensation of consciousness of effort.
On awaking he appeared
to himself to have a distinct
recollection of the whole; and
taking his pen, ink, and paper, instantly
wrote down the lines
that are here preserved.

The remainder of the composition escaped
him, after his
writing was interrupted by a caller. 230
_

229
^John Cunningham, "On Sleep and Dreams," Macm illan's
|a£azi|e 9 No. 5^ (l864), hSO; "m the Land of Nod,"
Temple
|ar, 15 (1865), hOJ; A. B. Garrett, "The
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DREAMS ILLUSTRATING THE TrpMmTAMj^pv^^^^^^

^^^^ summarized The InterTDretatlon°n/r'''''\'^^
The American .Tonrn.
iTo
f
1910.
The dream
-work, or dream-mak ing Tr^umarbel
t^f
^ .

Z

the latent thoughts of the dream
into
nisms:

Condensation (Verdichtung)

(

thfd^id^ha^e

?

Displacement, or ^ransvaluatinn
(Darstellung); and'secon"
ahora
lon'u
v'^'^A
tion,
Working
Over, or Revision (Sekund^re
Bearbeitung)
;

^^^-^^^-^i-

Condensation reflects the fact that the
dream element^ are
overdetermined (uberdeterminiert)
every element in the
fest content comes to represent the fusion
of several latent
thoughts, and vice versa. This is effected
in several ways
U; a person in a dream may be constituted by the fu<=ion of'
traits belonging to more than one actual
person, and^s then
called a collective person" (Sammelperson)
(2) the same process
frequently occurs with words, resulting in
neologisms closely
resembling those confronted in psychoses. These
processes of
condensation are collectively referred to as
Composition (Misch^
bildung).
:

•

;

Displacement and Transvaluation are manifest in the
fact
that the psychic intensity of the dream thoughts is
shunted
over from the essentials to the accessories, so that
the thoughtcomplex which is at the focus of interest is represented
in the
conscious dream content at most by a weak allusion, while
the
maximum of interest in the dream is focussed on the more insignificant constituents of the dream thoughts.

Dramatization refers to the fact that Regression (to primary
processes) takes place in dreams: the manifest content is presented
primarily in visual or auditory images, as a scene enacted on a
stage.
Logical concatenation of dream thoughts is expressed
through spatial or temporal proximity, or by fusing the features
of the dream. Similarity may be represented by identification;
causal relationship by making the one representing group of
elements follow on the other, as in the gradual transformation
of one scene with another; opposition and contradiction by inverting the two corresponding elements of the already formed
dream

Secondary revision is brought about through the alteration
undergone by the dream processes during their apprehension in
consciousness. It results in whatever degree of ordering, sequence, and consistency there may be found in the dream:
the
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is shunted
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in the
conscious dream content at most by a weak allusion, while
the
maximum of interest in the dream is focussed on the more
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processes) takes place in dreams: the manifest content is presented
primarily in visual or auditory images, as a scene enacted on a
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through spatial or temporal proximity, or by fusing the features
of the dream. Similarity may be represented by identification;
causal relationship by making the one representing group of
elements follow on the other, as in the gradual transformation
of one scene with another; opposition and contradiction by inverting the two corresponding elements of the already formed
dream

Secondary revision is brought about through the alteration
undergone by the dream processes during their apprehension in
consciousness. It results in whatever degree of ordering, sequence, and consistency there may be found in the dream:
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awkward and compromising situation
in regard to n nil
/'''^
for both of whom she cared.
Years aeo S^n ?
She had greatly suffered from
feriinfaw^ Sd a'ndlj^L'a^'r"'^'
to read aloud in class from
'^^''^''S
French t^LvI ! i
fectly pronounced. Three days
befoL Se drea'm'^hf h^'^'"""'ing a volume Of satirical poe'ms
d heln^r
foreigner had had considerable difficulty
in understand?L anci
appreciating them. This had distressed
her, fSr Ser "r
thought very highly of them. Her
embarrassment cul^inaJed ;t
"^"^^^^ ^^P^-S is d'preci ted
and Zlllll^%r
""'^ """^^^^^ Kipling's waitings and
had felt
?eU foolish
fool. i^'^H
when her two friends assured her he
was crude
and vulgar.
She resented his being nicknamed
Kipperling, and
said Fancy giving a poet the name
of a silly little fish "
Kipperling, and perhaps influenced
by
the fact that the latter name had
brthelacrthrt'fn'''?'.':;^
been employed by Seaman,
she had coined for herself in the dream
the title of Kipper
Kipper (fired herring) is frequently used
in London slang
^ to
denote foolish people. 232

T

\

^^

"

.y^ZTlZlZ

SELVDROLLA. ---I dreamed once that I was with a
doctor in his
surgery, and saw in his hand a note from a
patient saying that
doctors were fools and did him no good, but he had
lately taken
some selvdrolla, recommended by a friend, and it
had done him
more good than anything, so please send him some
more.
I saw
the note clearly, not, indeed being conscious of
reading it word
by word, but only of its meaning as I looked at it;
the one word
I actually seemed to see, letter by letter,
was the name of the
drug, and that changed and fluctuated beneath my vision
as I
gazed at it, the final impression being selvdrolla
The doctor
took from a shelf a bottle containing a bright yellow
oleaginous fluid, and poured a little out, remarking that it
had lately come into favor, especially in uric -acid disorders,
but was extremely expensive.
I expressed my surprise, having
never before heard of it. Then, again to my surprise, he
poured rather copiously from the bottle on to a plate of food
saying, in explanation, that it was pleasant to take and not
dangerous
.

^3%rnest Jones, "Freud's Theory of Dreams," Ame rican
Journal of Psychology 21, No. 2 (1910), 293.
.
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especially a note received
on
a dubious figure, the
precis"

^^^^^^^ minor

details,
the\rLi
naturTS ^'i^hTH'/^'
^'"'^

lens to determine.
But what was se!vdroUa
ment of the dream? I
^^^^^ ^^esought vainfrS^^'
my recent memories,
had almost renounced the
and
Sarlh when
of salad oil seen on the
^ '"^^e bottle
supped tah^. .h''^'''^
indeed, resembling thf
dr:rLt
le
eon^Mnx"
similar fluid. SelvdroUa
was evidenUy Tc
J^uption oT''''f
oil.
I select this dream
^^^^^
to illustrat^ thl
.
dream consciousness, because
it at
i ^''''-^^^^^3
u
JateTa^^^^^^^^
at the same time
the element of certaintv in h^^o^^
v
fSfosSciousnes.
my drea. I r.^.lZl
Throughout
olLcloZlT
ignorance as to the
real nature of selvdroJS v»?, »',„^ ?
.

^3 au

the

t.i^^^

f
L~ r::e\^:.::-f~..33

place from him, and I was very
complimentary to the olS gentleman's appearance of youthfulness,
absurdly affectiL nnf^n i
which vas the grandfather and which
the gJandfon!
On awaking I said to myself that
here was a purely imaginative dream, quite unsuggested by
any definite experiences^^But
when I began to recall the trifling
incidents of the previous dav
I realized that that was far
from being the case. So ?ar ?rom
?he
''''''
imagination I found that eve^J
Snu'^e ?r'^
t '"""''^
^^^^^^^^
'°
The name of
Si'r Peters
completely baffled me; I could not even
recall
that I had atr?.\
that time ever heard of any one called
Bryan.
I
abandoned the search and made my notes of
that dream and its
sources.
I had scarcely done so when I chanced
to take up a
volume of biographies which I had glanced
through carelessly the
day before. I found that it contained,
among others, the lives
of Lord Peterborough and George Bryan
Brummel. I had certainly
seen those names the day before; yet before
I took up the book
once again it would have been impossible
for me to recall the exact
name of Beau Brummel, and I should have been
inclined to say that

fhL

233Havelock Ellis, "The Stuff that Dreams Are Made of
'
Popular Science Monthly 54 (1899), 724-725.
.
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I had

never even heard the name of
Bryan. I reiDeat th«f t
this, psychologically, as a
""^^^^^
most instructive
jTJ^
happens that we can so clearly
and definully de'^stJatr^he'
presence of a forgotten memory in
a dream; in the case
o? oJd
memories it is usually impossible.
It so haLened th!.
gotten memory which in this case
re-eme^Ld ?o
ness was a fact of no consequence
or :;ironre\::!2§i°^^-

ZIZ

L ^

IZlTu

—

"METZLER-WETZLER."
As an example of a composite word,
I may say
that in a dream a German speaking
patient thought of a certaL
Metzler or Wetzler. Persons with such
names a^e, however unknown to the patient. He was, however,
very much occupied on
the day before with the approaching
marriage of a friend/by the
name of Messer, who liked to Joke
(hetzen) —South-German for
B£cMa— with the patient. The associations
from Messer showed
that he as a small child had been greatly
in fear of his grandfather who, while whetting wetzen) his
(
pocket-knife (Taschenrnesser) had jokingly threatened him
with castration, a threat wh ich
vas not without influence on the development
of his sexuality.
The names Metzler-Wetzler" are accordingly
nothing but condensations of the words messer hetzen and wetzen. 235
,

,

"PESTI HOLAP." ---A patient suffering from
psychosexual impotence
brought to me on one occasion a dream made up of
two fragments.
In the first fragment the only occurrence was
that instead of a
Hungarian paper, "Pesti Holap," which regularly came
to him, he
received the Vienna "Neue Freie Presse," to which
as a matter of
fact one of his colleagues subscribed.
The second fragment of the
dream dealt with a brunette, whom he wanted to marry
at any price.
It turned out that he acquired in his dream not the
foreign paper,
but in the hidden^^sense of the dream, a foreign woman,
to whom in'
fact a colleague "subscribed." This woman had long excited
his
interest, for it seemed to him that just this person could
bring
to functioning his sexuality which was struggling with
strong
inhibitions. The thought associations which came from this idea
made it clear that he had been deceived in his hopes of another
woman, with whom, with the same object in view, he had entered
into a lasting relation. This woman, since she was a Hungarian,
he had^^concealed in the dream behind the name of the paper "Pesti
Holap." Of late he had occupied himself in seeking free sexual
associations, which led to no obligations, instead of such more
stable relations. When we know the great freedom with which the

23^Ellis, "Stuff," 726-727.

235Ferenczi, 321.
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dream avails itself of symbols, we are
not surprised to learn th..
my patient also applied the word "Press"
in a sexual sense
The
second part of the dream shows, as though
it wished

t; Sonfir^
our interpretation, that the patient
had often been obliged
think
not without anxiety, that relations which
lasted too long Uke
that between himself and his friend, could
easily
lianp One who does not know that, as Freud as lead to a mesalshown in hifff^graph, the psychic motive and means of
presentation of wit are
alinost exactly the same as those which
come out in dreams, misht
consider us guilty of cheap wit in saying that
the dream succeeds
condensing in the words "Neue Freie Presse"
all the patient '<=
thoughts and wishes which concerned themselves
with the pleasures
of which his sickness had robbed him, and the
means of benefit
which he had in mind, namely, the stimulus of the
new and the
greater freedom for which he was striving.
(Novelty and journal
are expressed in Hungarian by the same word, "
usjag ')236

^

m

.

"LUGARQ."- - I recently dreamed that I was travelling in
Italy on
my way to the next Freudian Congress (which is to be heiri in
^archj^ On looking at my railway ticket I found it was
for Lugaro
In reality I know of no place of that name, but I have
pleasant
memories of the charming Italian resort Lugano. In the dream
I
had replaced the ri of this by the letter r. Now Nuremberg
is
the meeting-place for the Congress.
Lugaro is the name of a
well-known Italian psychiatrist. I am to my regret prevented
from going to the Congress by having to give a psychiatry course
at the time this is to be held.
I have often described the
neighborhood of Lugano as toy scenery; on my way to Nuremberg
(the to^ centre of the world) I am arrested (luga-no) by the
obstacle of my psychiatry course, and replace my destination by
a name indicative of that fact.
Further than this, I had recently
seen the translation of Lugaro's "Modern Problems in Psychiatry,"
made by Orr and Rows; emphasis is thus cast on the last syllable of
Lugaro's name by the play on the sound of "or" and "ro." The
volume is chiefly concerned with problems of chemistry and morbid
anatomy, and advocates a tendency in psychiatry the relative fruit
lessness of which I have disparagingly contrasted with that pursued
by Freud and Jung, both in the medical press and, amongst others,
in a conversation I had a couple of years ago (about Lugaro) with
Dr. Rows.
I deplore the translation of the book into English, for
it will only serve to strengthen the materialistic trends, useful
enough in their proper place, that already too exclusively occupy
the thoughts of English psychiatrists. For reasons not under my
.

^S^Ferenczi, 319-32O,
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control, my psychiatry course is
likewise chiefly concerned vii-h
matters of chemistry and morbid anatomy,
so that the enforced
displacement of my Freudian interests by
the tendency represented
expression in the negation of
N^Serg (Lugano), and the replacement of it by
no)
a word indicating"in
detail thf
nature of the interruption. I might
further add ?hai Lu^aro i! !
professor at Modena, and that a friend
of mine, Dr Modena of
cona, IS the first Italian psychiatrist
to accept FrWf.lLs
as
I was the first English one.
I had just heard that Dr.
Moleni
IS engaged in translating Freud's
works into Italian, in~rSI=e
a counterbalance to the translation
of Lugaro's "Modern Probte^s"
into English; even the other consonant
of Modena -na^e, n is concerned in the dream-making by its being
displaced by the frollnZl
consonant,
of those of the two English translators,
Orv and Rows
'
(Lugaro instead of Lugano). 237

"

L
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QVERDETERMINATION.—As an example

I may relate the dream of a
patient suffering from a nervous difficulty in
urination.
"A
polished floor, wet, as though a pool lay there.
Two chairs leaning against the wall. As I look around I note
that the front legs
of both chairs are missing, as when one wants to
play a joke on some
one and has him sit down on a broken chair, and
he falls.
One of
my friends was also there with her affianced."

Free association on the theme of the polished floor gave
the
fact that on the day before her brother in a rage had
thrown a
pitcher to the floor, which, with the water spilled over it,
looked like the floor in the dream. She also remembered a similar floor from her childhood. On this occasion her brother,
who
was then very young, had made her laugh so hard that micturition
ensued. This part of the dream, which also proved significant for
the symptom -creation of the neurosis, accordingly fulfilled infantile erotic wishes which could now in consequence of strong
censorship be presented only in allusions.

The two broken chairs leaning against the wall were shown by
analysis to be a scenic presentation of the proverb "To fall to
the ground between two stools" (that is, to be deceived from two
directions). The patient had already had two suitors, but the
family constellation already mentioned (the unconscious love
for her brother) prevented the marriage on both occasions. And
although her unconscious ego, according to her repeated testimony,
had long been reconciled to the thought of spinsterhood, she still

^^'''jones,

"Freud's Theory," 289-29O.
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seems in the depth of her
soul to have regarded with
the recent betrothal of
one of her fri^n^
had in fact been calling^S:
herlL'dar'jf ore''

^""^^

According to Freud's theory
we can mctnrp t^
ourselves the
origin of this dream in the
foLloving va?
Th^ .
ceeding in uniting tvo experiences
^^'''""7.°'''^
Sf the'dav
ing of the pitcher and the
'''^ ^""^
visit of the beSnth n
that train of thought, always
^motxvej; toned ':hi?h"^h''\'
.
^^""^^^^
suppressed in childhood, was always
in conSuion
tive energy to any present
mental image wSich cSuM
""^^^^ l?t
even a superficial connection
i^to
with it 23^
1^

ff

.

^

DISPLACEMENT
gLj?E.---I was in the coun try in Massachu..Pf-.t.
yet seemed to
be in
of America but of England.
...I I !!!:^!',^"
people was vapely outline d the word
dive or /iiH. l.^Z^, J^Sl,
expressed as Ol^e)
This dre^ a ffords a particula rly
strikLg
Illustration of displacement, for every
element in it directly'
led_in the analysis to thoughts about
the Netherlands, although
°^ '^'^
the manifest
^PP^^-^^
I
I'''"
content.
Massachusetts
brought to my minds its capital Boston,
and the original Boston in Lincolnshire.
That reminded me of
Essex, these two counties being the most
lowlying (Netherlandish)
ones in England.
In Essex lives a friend through whom I had
got
to know well a number of Flemish people.
On the day preceding
the dream I had written a letter to someone
in Maiden, a town in
Essex, a name the sound of which brought to my
mind Moll of
Flanders. The costume of the people in the dream
was taken
from a picture of Rembrandt's, which brought up
a number of
recent and old memories. Olje was a condensation
of Alva, the
tyrant of the Netherlands, and Van der Velde, the
name of a
Flemish painter whose work (oil paintings, 01 is German
for
oil) has struck me in the Louvre, and also of
a particular Flemish friend:
two days previously I had also seen in the hospital
a Dutchman with a very similar name.
In short, turn which way
I would, all parts of the dream stubbornly refused
to associate
themselves with anything but Netherlands topics, the analysis
of which resolutely led in only one direction .2^9

thi-^not

.

238Ferenczi, 317-318.
^39jones, "Freud's Theory," 291-292.
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MR. X .---A patient, a woman
of thirty-seven

ZZJ ^

the head of . f,',::era:. .h.v' h
rested on a draped .u^
astonxstoent nt the absurdi.v^.
death of so mslmlflnan t a person.

dr-^am^

'-^fj£n^T"^~f^
^-^^^^fTifgSfrg

B^ hinH
i

' '

"

,

.''."^i^fjf^^^-^^^f^

i

""^
--i-^"^^ni
otner
o?h
r sisters;
?:Li3."r
the ^ were incongru nn... v h>.o.o^^

blossoms;

u

iiiigg^^lf^
.r,-^
^

n,,^

•

^---~tre^vithi:^^

This dream is a good example of
the second of the three t^rr.^.
^'^'^
appaJe^tS'i^p
sible to fit
fSTnio'th"'
into the patient's
'r^t^''waking mental life.
The true
meaning of it, however, became only
too clear on analysis
?he
figure of Mr. X. veiled that of her
husband. Both men Jad promised
much when they were young, but the
hopes their friends had bSiU

c^:erbyiira'ddi:s-'^\''''^'\^^^
^^^^'^'^^ ^° morphia,

alcohol
alcohol.

^^^-^

the other by his addiction to
rr H
Under
the greatest stress of emotion the
patient related

'^"^'^
completely alienated ^^r
wifely feeling'1^
!??elf
for him, and that in his drunken moments
he even
inspired her with an intense physical
loathing. In the dream her
repressed wish that he would die was realised
by picturing the
funeral of a third person whose career resembled
that of her husband s, and who like her husband, had one
brother and three sisters.
Further than this, her almost savage contempt
for her
husband, which arose from his lack of ambition
and other more
intimate circumstances, came to expression in the
dream by her
reflecting how absurd it was that any one should
make an ado
over the death of such a nonentity, and by the
gaiety shown at
his funeral not only by all the world (the gay
air of the band;
her husband is, by the way, an officer of the
volunteers, while
Mr. X. has no connection with the army), but even
by his nearest
relative (the brother's dancing, the bright clothes).
It is Noteworthy that no wife appeared in the dream, though Mr.
X. is married,
a fact that illustrates the frequent projection
on to others of
sentiments that the subject himself experiences or repudiates.

Llf

In real life Mr. X., who is still alive, is an indifferent
acquaintance, but his brother had been engaged to be married
to
the patient, and they were deeply attached to each other.
Her
parents, however, manoeuvred to bring about a misunderstanding
between the two, and at their instigation, in a fit of pique, she
married her present husband, to her enduring regret. Mr. X.'s
brother was furiously jealous at this, and the paean of joy he
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in reference to his Ln b^otSer's
de^t" Hi. "''r'
and;'dancing like a savage "'re.iLer
h; pa eronatirr^^'^
monxes She had seen, particularly
in marrSg^c re.oni
The""
yucca tree (a sturdy shrub indigenous
to the western stages)
"'"'''^
^10 soL repr ented
Ifflt
offspring. %t
The patient bitterly regrets never
having had anv
children, a circumstance she ascribes
to her husband^s vices
In the dream therefore, her husband
dies unregretted by any'one
'
she marries her lover and has many
children.

^

.—

THE LITTLE DOG
I was once called upon to analyze the very short
dream of a woman; she had wrung the neck of
a little barking
white^dog. She was very much amazed that she,
who "could not hurt
a fly could dream such a cruel dream;
she did not remember having
had one like it before.
She admitted that she was very fond of
cooking and that many times she had with her
own hands killed
chickens and doves. Then it occurred to her
that she had wrung
the neck of the little dog in the dream in
exactly the same way
that she was accustomed to do with the doves in
order to cau-^e
the birds less pain.
The thoughts and associations which followed
had to do with pictures and stories of executions,
and especially
with the thought that the executioner, when he has
fastened the
cord about the neck of the criminal, arranges it so as
to give
the neck a twist, so as to hasten death. Asked against
whom
she felt strong enmity at the present time, she named a
sisterin-law, and related at length her bad qualities and the malicious
deeds, with which she had disturbed the family harmony,
before
so beautiful, after insinuating herself like a tame dove
into the
favor of her later husband. Not long before there had taken place
between her and the patient a very violent scene, which ended by
the patient showing the other woman the door with the words:
"Get
out; I cannot endure a biting dog in my house." Now it was clear
whom the little white dog represented, and whose neck she wrung
in her dream.
The sister-in-law is also a small person, with an
extraordinarily white complexion. This little analysis enables
us to observe the dream in its displacing and so disguising
activity.
.the dream had to heap up memory images of the killing
of animals until by means of their condensed psychic energy the
image of the hated person paled, and the scene of the obvious
.

Jones, "Freud's Theory," 292-293.
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dream was shifted to the animal
execution. se..e as a

v^•nD•Hr^rr,

conSouiXtL

f.ra^rptf^L^n^^Sf

DRAMATIZATION
SPACE/TIME INVERSTON.— She stood at
the seashore watching a
'°
^-^o th^ wate^ 'tMs
-^^^S
^^^^^
he'did
'''' ^"'"^
only se; his
h^fS
head bobbing up and down near the
surface. The scene tLn oh
^
into the crowded hall of an hotel.
Her husband 1
and
she
entered into conversation with" a
stranger.

"h^

The second half of the dream revealed
itself in the analysis
as representing a flight from her
husband and the entering ^nJo

intimate relations with a third person,
behind whom was pLinly
indicated Mr. X's brother mentioned in a
fonner dream. ?he
tirst part of the dream was a fairly
evident birth phantasy.
In dreams, as in mythology, the delivery
of a child from the
uterine waters is commonly presented by
distortion arthe entry
of the child into the water; among many
others, the births of
Adonis, Osiris, Moses and Bacchus are well
known illustrations
of this.
The bobbing up and down of the head into
the water at
once recalled to the patient the sensation
of quickening she had
experienced in her only pregnancy. Thinking of
the boy going
into the water induced a revery in which she
saw herself taking
him out of the water, carrying him to a nursery,
washing him and
dressing him, and installing him in her household.

The second half of the dream therefore represented
thoughts,
concerning the elopement, that belonged to the first
half of the
underlying latent content; the first half of the dream
corresponded
with the second half of the latent content, the birth
phantasy.
Besides this inversion in order, further inversions took
place
in each half of the dream.
In the first half the child entered
the water, and then his head bobbed; in the underlying
dream
thoughts first the quickening occurred, and then the child left
the water (a double inversion).
In the second half her husband
left her; in the dream thoughts she has left her husband. 2^2

2^^Ferenczi, 322-3232^2jQnes, "Freud's Theory," 296-297.
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SEXUAL CURIOSITY

.— One

of my patients related to me
the foUovin.
^ S^^-^ P-^^ -^^ing on a long pa^h!
I can^o?
tT:i
see the end of the path or of the
garden hedge, hut
ouz i
I think I
TTill
will
&
,
go on until I arrive at the end."

The park and hedge of the dream resembled
the garden of
one of her aunts, with whom she had
passed many happy holidays in
her youth
She remembers in connection with this
funt that Jhey
customarily shared the same chamber, but when
her uncle was at
home the guest was "put out" in a neighboring
room.
The girl at
that time only had a very fragmentary
conception of the affairs
of sex, and tried often by peeping through
cracks in the door
and through the keyhole, to find out what
was going on within.

The wish to get to the end of the hedge symbolized
in thi=:
dream the wish to get to the bottom of what was
going on between
the married pair.
This wish was moreover determined by an experience of the day be fore. 24-3

MASTURBATIO N-PHAIJTASY --Another patient dreamed of the corridor
of the girls' boarding school in which she was educated.
She
saw her own closet there, and desired to open it, but could
not
find the key, so that she was forced to break the door. But
as
she violently opened the door, it became evident that there
was
nothing within. The whole dream proved to be a symbolic masturbation-phantasy, a memory from the time of puberty; the female
genitals were, as so often happens, presented as a closet. But
the supplement to the dream, "there is nothing within" (es ist
nichts darin ) means in the Hungarian language the same as the
German expression "it is no matter" (es ist nichts daran) , and is
a sort of exculpation or self -consolation of this sufferer from
a bad conscience .^^^
.

HYPEEMWESIA
.

"CHARLES
A patient, a man aged 37, dreamt that he was being
attacked by a man who was armed with a number of sharp weapons;
the assailant was swarthy, and wore a dark moustache. He struggled and succeeded somehow in inflicting a skin wound on his
opponent's left hand. The name Charles seemed to be related to
the man, though not so definitely as if it were his name. The

2^3Ferenczi, 323.
2^^Ferenczi, 32h,
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man changed into a fierce dog;, which the subject of the dream
succeeded in vanquishing by forcibly tearing his jaws apart so
as to split his head in two.

No one could have been more astonished at the dream than
the patient himself, who is a singularly inoffensive person.
The name Charles led to the following free associations: a
number of indifferent acquaintances having this as their Christian
name
a man, named Dr. Charles Stuart, whom he had seen at a
Scottish reunion, at which he had been present on the day before
(this man, however, wears a beard)
another man present at the
reunion whose personal appearance had many traits in common with
his assailant in the dream
the Scottish Stuart Kings Charles I
and Charles II.
again the acquaintance Charles Stuart
Cromwell's designation of King Charles I., "that man Charles
Stuart"
the medical practitioner of his family, whose name was
Stuart Rankins , and who had died when the patient was nine years
old.
Then came the memory of a painful scene, previously quite
forgotten, in which the doctor had roughly extracted two teeth
from the terror-stricken patient after forcibly gagging his
mouth open; before he could accomplish this the doctor had had
his left hand badly bitten.
The date of this occurrence could from
extrinsic evidence be referred to the patient's fifth year. From
a number of reasons that cannot be given here it became clear
that the dream thoughts altogether clustered around this childhood experience. The assailant in the dream was no other than
the doctor whose treatment of the patient was nearly thirty years
after his death thus fearfully revenged in the latter 's dream.
The play on his name Stuart Rankings (Rank-kings), which enabled
him to become identified first with the Stuart King Charles, and
then with Charles Stuart, and finally to be called in the dream
plain Charles is interesting. It should be added that the Dr.
Charles Stuart mentioned above is a dental surgeon, who had a week
previously in the patient's presence performed a painful extraction on the latter 's wife; on the day before the dream he had
enquired of the patient concerning his wife's health. The identification of the man with the dog in the latter part of the dream
The doctor in question was a noted
was greatly over -determined
dog fancier, and had given the patient a fine collie to whom he
became greatly attached; he led a very irregular life, and the
patient often heard his father refer to him as a gay dog; finally,
he died "like a dog," from an accidental overdose of poison, in
the presence of a number of people who were from ignorance powerless
to render the slight assistance that would have saved his life.2^5
.

2^5jones, "Freud's Theory," 301-302.
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NACHTRAG (AFTERTHOUGHT OF THE CENSOR^
VOYEUR.
A patient, a man aged 26, dreamt that he
saw a man standing in front o f a hoardi n g, with a
gate entrance nn i.
He
approached a ma n, wh o received him cordi ally
and "enterP i.l.
versatxon with h im. During the al^Il^s he
suddenly recalled that
the hoarding seemed to be the wall of an
"exhibition/' into which
the man was entering to join a number of
others. The significance
of this added fragment will be evident
when I mention that the
patient was a pronounced voyeur and had frequently
indulged
in
°
paedicatio

\

.^

,

SKIRTS ---A patient, a woman aged 36, dreamt that
she was s tanding
a crowd of school gi rls.
One of them said. "Whv do vnn ..^.r^
such untidy skirts?" an d turned up the patient's
skirt to s hoV
how worn the underskirt was. During hh^ .n.iycn.^ ^^^^^
after relating the dream, the patient for the first
time recalled
that the underskirt in the dream seemed to be a nightdress,
and
analysis of this led to the evocation of several painful
memories
which lifting a nightdress played an important part; the
two
most significant of these had for many years been forgotten. 2^+7
.

m

m

SIMPLE WISH -FULFILLMENT
"Pink and white mist-ghosts" come and carry a little boy to
a pink and white fairy court.
There the king and queen question
him kindly---he is able only to reply "l don't know." Finally
he is thrown into a dungeon for his persistence in this answer--perhaps to the edification of a teacher who has scolded him for
it.

Another millionaire buys a flying machine from which he
scatters five-dollar gold pieces to newsboys, finally taking
the latter in with him on a continental tour.
They sail over
glaciers in Russia, and when they alight in China are greeted
as gods owing to their aerial passage.
A girl goes to the woods, puts her lunch in a nut-shell and
encounters a bird with a pink and white top-knot who laughs and
talks with her.

2^%ones, "Freud's Theory," 305.
2^^Jones, "Freud's Theory," 3O5-3O6.
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car ana escapes

^ets^his .othS;

IZyXZ ^Sy^Le

A little boy of eight exploring
with his dream-stick in
hand comes upon a forest of Christmas
trees beneath
^'^'^ each
^^"^^ °^
of
which there is a soda fountain.

EXHIBITION DREAM
Another, equally modest patient, told
me this, which is
an exhibition dream with somewhat altered
circumstances- She
was enveloped from top to toe in a white
garment and bound to
a pillar; around her stood foreign
men, Turks or Arabs, who were
haggling over her. The scene reminds one
very strongly, apart
from her enveloping garment, of an
Oriental slave market; and,
indeed, analysis brought out that this
lady, now so modest, when
a young girl had read the tales of the
"Thousand and One Nights ' "
and had seen herself in fancy in many of
the situations of the
highly colored love scenes of the Orient.
At that time she
imagined that slaves were exposed for sale not
clothed, but
naked. At present she repudiates the idea of
nudity so strongly
even
dreams that the suppressed wishes which bear upon
this
theme can only come into being when changed to their
opposite 2^9

m

.

FAVOR NOCTURNUS
An hysterical of my observation once dreamed that she
was
run down by a bull before which she held a red garment.
There
was involved in this dream not only the present wish to
possess
such a dress, but also an unavowed sexual wish, the same which
also caused the sickness. The thought of the frightfully enraged
bull, which is a widespread symbol of manly strength, came
to
her especially through the circumstance that a man with a so-called
"bull neck" had played a certain role in the development of her
sexual life.

^^^Augusta Wiggam, "A Contribution to the Data of Dream
Psychology," Pedagogical Seminary 16, No. 2 (1909), 2^1-243.
,

2^9Ferenczi, 315.
250Ferenczi, 316.

DREAMS AS CLINICAL

MATFlffTAT,

Charles Fere, in communicating the
case of Eug4nie P
was the fxrst (in this collection
of literature) to Segard'
dreams as a cause of symptoms." He
treated her from Se^temW
11 through November l8, 1886, at which time
mo" o^ her hjs
terical symptoms had disappeared. Arnold
Pick shared Fere's
interest, and on several occasions
published studies showing how
intense hysterical dreaming states had
been developed from previous reveries. In I9OI he published a
paper which included
several case studies of pathological dreaming
and reverie
In
the case presented below, the beginning
of the dreaming could
be traced to the nicotine intoxication
of youth, of which it
eventually became independent. This case also
illustrates the
transition from reverie to fanciful lying (pseudologia
phantastica):
the patient first falls, against his will,
into a state of reverie
and afterwards this appears to have the same
value as his previous'
recollections. Bronislaw Onuf, in I9IO, pointed to
the very
striking similarity between dreams and the somnambulistic
and
trance states of hysterics---a similarity so strong
that hysterics
often cannot distinguish between a hysterical crisis
and a dream
of their own.
The nine dreams which follow these examples were all dreamed
by the same patient, a woman treated by Morton Prince and
G. A.
Waterman. This patient could be dissociated into several hypnotic
states.
In each state her memories differed from those of the
others and from the waking state. When awake, the subject could
not remember her dreams at all, or only imperfectly. But they
could be remembered in one particular hypnotic state, in which
they were remembered in remarkable detail and with great vividness.
The other hypnotic states were used to obtain associations
for dream analysis. Crystal gazing was also used to elicit memories of the dreams. These dreams are interesting for two reasons.
First, they are characterized by several persistent, common themes
and motives.
Second, they clearly illustrate the way physical
symptoms may be caused by incidents in dream life. Finally, a
case is presented in which symptoms disappear through a dream.
Though not presented in the framework of a clinical study, it
does emphasize that the dream's effects on waking life may be
positive as well as negative.

EUGENIE P. ---In the night of the 20th to the 21st of August E. P.
dreams that she is pursued in the Place de I'Odeon by men who
want to stab her; she runs with all her might, and at last escapes
them.
She awakes exhausted and bathed with perspiration. The
491
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TtllTCZ III

ing questions as usua^;
ened, and says that it Is her

areJlllTl

Z llT"''
IZZ'
lLTnl

the patient is again awakened
in the same way, nerLi^in^
exhausted
The weakness of the legs becoJs
moS ^arteS* sSe fal,=
several times in the day. Day
dreaming becomes more ma Aed
the
terror movements are more frequent
and

intense.

^^^"^^^^^

^^er;

She

"eesmen ^ur

she'fLulhrse'uI

ing
rher
her hair
hair. At times she breaks or *°
drops some ob.iect she is
holding in her hand, in order to
prevent ?heir taking It

TtT

away!

.

.

This condition of diurnal and nocturnal
dreaming persi=ted
without any change till the 7th of
September, when it diSnJshed
intensity. E. was no longer terrified
during the day, wa
calm and enjoyed sleep in the night
of the 9th. The weakness
g J However , appears to be on the increase. 251

m

PICK.— This case relates to a clerk, eighteen years of age
who was brought to the out-patient clinic
on 15th February for
°^ '^^^ extraordinary mental state.
From the facts
:
told by himself, and ascertained from his
parents, the following
history is given:— After leaving the national
school he attended
the gymnasium as far as the third class.
From this he was expelled
on account of his writing an anarchist letter
to one of his teacherIn the technical school, also, which he
then went to, he did not
long remain, as he got into a quarrel with
the principal.
He then
took up business, in which he did well until lately.
From time to
time he embezzled small sums, giving as a reason
for doing this
that he was seduced into it. He gave it away in
such a manner
that It was not discovered until a few days before,
when he
stayed away from home on account of a quarrel with his
parents
about money. This led to inquiries being made. During
the last
three days as well as nights, he had wandered about.
The day
before he stayed with friends, and took away a clock which
was
lying on a chest of drawers. As the theft was at once noticed,
and suspicion fell on him, he wa's searched for and found
at the

25^Charles Fe're, "A Contribution to the Pathology of Dreams
and of Hysterical Paralysis," Brain 9 (1887), 488-489.
,
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""^
j^^' ^^^^^S ^ ticket to London
His rlly.
father also stated that he had once
said that he had lo^;
money at cards in a coffee house.
On another oc asion he
Sad
(^-^inary) vhich he had had vUh
In
o^nce'r
Hel°f' 1 ""^^^^^
T'l ""^^^ ^ schoolboy told lies,
but not
il fantastic
rill' .
in
way. The father regarded the theft
as pathological
because before as well as at the time
of it he had qSte reSSrlv
'
^^^^^^^ °^
lltllT
statfd that
stated
tha? for a long time he had shown
a tendency to loose
living and visited brothels. He had
also said tha^ he would like
to go to the Transvaal.
On one occasion, when he banked a
large
sum, he said that he was going to run
away to the East with a
society lady. He also said he had lost
twenty florins in gambling, which was not true. He had a
special tendency to boast about
his writings, and gave an account complete
in all details of the
duel which he had never really had. Latterly
he roamed about,
and then told tales of his having spent his
time with a wellknown family, to whose daughter he was engaged
(also a falsehood)
The friends further mentioned that they had
sometimes seen him
sitting staring in front of him for a long time,
and when asked
about this he gave as a reason that it was his
own pleasure to
do so. On going up for an examination, it was
then apparent that
the patient had day-dreams." The "phantasy," as
he called it,
had begun in the holidays after he had passed through
his fourth
class in the national school. He was at that time
induced by a
companion to smoke cigarettes. He smoked a great deal,
and the
phantasy" began after this. If he were alone in a room
and
his friends came into it and spoke to him he gave
no reply.
On the contrary, he thought to himself, 'Vhy do these people
come to me; what do they want with me?" He thought that
at
that time the smoke had an influence on the occurrence of
the
"phantasy"; "then, after that, if anything crossed ray purpose,
I always seized a cigarette, and by the enjoj^Tnent of
smoking it
I was able to think more clearly and undisturbed."
He said he
had told tales which he knew were not true, but whilst telling
them he actually lived through what he was saying. The tale of
the duel was such a "phantasy." Some one spoke about a duel,
and thereupon he told his friend the tale, which appeared to
him as vivid as if it had actually occurred. Afterwards he recognized that the tale was not true. The following statement of the
patient is interesting as regards the sexual relations of the
dreaming:
"it is and was my custom before going to sleep to
throw myself on the bed in my clothes. After lying so for a
while the whole of my surroundings disappear; then a beautiful
woman seems to sit or stand beside me and speaks to me. Often
(but not always) I imagine a sexual act, and often I go to sleep
then. But a seminal emission always occurs, which I discover at

Tor T
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once, or rnore often after wakening."
This scene has occurred
three or four times a week for the last
year. He practised
masturbation till his sixteenth year, when he
began to have
ordinary sexual intercourse. The mental
form of onanism he
pretended to know nothing of. The dreams
were associated with
what he read and heard or with songs. The
content of the phantasies were originally castles in the air.
He thought of his
future, how he would be a great teacher.
At a later time, when
there was a great talk of anarchism, this
formed the content of
his phantasy.
Out of this arose the threatening letter
to the
professor of the gymnasium, the story of which has
been given
above.
I knew no more about it than that
anarchists were adherents of a theory of lawlessness. This teaching,
which I
did not then understand, took such a hold on my
mind that I
considered myself not a phantastic anarchist but a real
one."
He converted several companions to anarchism,
and set before
himself a scheme of carrying off the professor from the
school
if it were possible. This, then, so passed into his
daily
thoughts that, when called before the board of professors,
he
declared he was an anarchist. At a later period, in the technical school he was known as a dreamer. When he was spoken
to
he often was not aware of it. When he was counting he thought
how it would be if the sums were really his own. At school he had
no time to dream, but it came back later. When customers came
in he did not attend to them; when he staked anything he did
not know how much it was. On account of these things he was
dismissed. He told the following story as being specially characteristic of his latest state. He had some business at the
Excise Office. In the middle of this he said to the official,
"Would you play that over to me again?" He only came to himself
again when he was asked, "What do you say?" After a short time
he replied, "We shall not pay the TOO fl." It had seemed to
him as if he saw a young lady, who had played something to him.
He heard the waltz played rather indistinctly, and hence the
request he made. When asked about his lies, he said, "l had
no intention of lying, but what I was relating appeared to be
a real experience, even in the recollection of it, after I had
lived through it once already. When I began to relate anything
I seemed to experience so vividly what I was at that moment saying,
that at the time I did not really know whether I had actually
participated in the event or not." As regards the thefts he gave
the following account:
"Although I had lately quite a sufficiency
of pocket-money, since September it often happened that I appropriated small sums
I had no actual need for the money, and often
gave it away in the most perverse fashion, partly in sweets, good
wines or liqueurs, or divided it on every possible occasion among
those serving under me." As to his schemes of travelling, he
.
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Transvaal. He threw himself into tnis
ser/In^f
thi.'^f
''i'''
plan, l:
though
he was not quite able to see
his wav
clearly through the whole of it. The
theft of the clock was lue
to this Idea, which had become fixed.
How strongly this Icheme
had mastered him is characteristically
shown by his father's
statement that he yesterday said to the
latter that he would
bring him a free ticket to London, although
he knew that his
father was decidedly opposed to this. His
statement is noteworthy that he now has no "dreaming." He was
so full of the
Idea of going away that he had no time for it.
By way of addition to the history it should be stated that the
patient al<=o
writes poetry. There was little of interest in the
specimens
examined, which on the whole differed little from
the poems
of young people of his own age and imaginative
power, except
that frequently the contents formed the representation
of a
dream." The investigation of his bodily condition
shows that
there is a diminution of the corneal, scleral, and back
reflexes;
the sense of pain is irregularly decreased over the
whole body.
Over both flanks there is a zone of complete analgesia; the
field
of vision is normal.
The circumference of the skull is fiftyfive and a half centimetres, and it is asymmetric, since
the left
half measures twenty-seven inches (sic), and the right twentyeight and a half inches (sic). This asymmetry is also expressed
in the bony framework of the face. 252

HYSTERICAL TRANCE .— -A hysterical patient.
.whom Dr. E. G.
Zabriskie referred to me for study, has attacks which are
ushered in by a numb sensation and pain in the right arm, and in
which she performs a beating motion with that arm. After that
she falls into a state characterized by the occurrence of dreamlike scenes which she usually forgets again.
.

In at least one instance, however, she was able to partially,
if not entirely, recollect such a scene, which was the following:

She imagined that she saw herself sitting on the stoop of
the house in which she lived, with something in her lap. It
appeared to her to be some candy which (in the dream) she had
just bought in a store across the street, and which she had in
a paper bag.
A man with a dog came along, and the dog wanted to
have the candy and snapped for it. The man was annoying her in

252Arnold Pick, "Clinical Studies in Pathological Dreaming,"
trans. James Middlemass, Journal of Mental Science , kj , No. I98
(1901), 495-^91.
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some way or other, and she remembered distinctly
hearing herself
calling to her mother, "Get the man with the dog
away." She then
distinctly saw the picture of the man as he walked
away with the
dog.

This scene had the vividness of a dream and analysis brought
out some interesting facts, showing the intimate relation
of some
parts of it to events of her life. It demonstrated at the same
time how similar the building up of that scene was to that of
the building up of dreams.
The dog, on inquiry, proved to be like one of those big,
hairy "Eskimo dogs," used for sleigh-riding in the North, and
she had frequently seen a dog of that description in her neighborhood. The face of the man was that of a stranger, but she
seemed very familiar with him. He reminded her somewhat, in
appearance, of the man who delivered ice to her parents. This
man was in the habit of teasing her, being sometimes so forward
as to make her angry.
The man figuring in the attack, too, was
teasing her just as the ice-man does.

We have here a composite picture, made out of originally
unrelated parts and events.
The stoop on which the patient sat in the dream, the candy
bought at the store opposite, represent one component. The dog
which is identified with the one seen repeatedly in the neighborhood by the patient is again another component; and the man
of the scene, which in fact is a stranger, yet seems so familiar
and becomes identified with the ice delivery man through his
actions and attitude, forms again another component, or really
two components, since his face is evidently taken from some other
source in the events of the patient's life.

One day the patient had an altercation with a conductor
It came to hard
of a street car concerning a transfer ticket.
words on either side. The conductor was an Irishman, and another
Irishman, who was a passenger, took his part against her, becoming
very angry. The second night following this event, patient had
She also had an altercation with a man,
the following dream:
but this occurred on the street. The man was passing her and in
doing so almost threw her over. He passed on, but the patient
turned around and scolded him, asking whether he could not see
which way he was walking. Another person who passed by interfered,
saying that patient should not scold an older person, and using

DREAM

.
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the same words which the Irishman
in the street car had used in
taking the conductor's part against her.
-^e

5f

'^''^^

facts^''^^^^'^^

elicited the following additional

The interfering man of the dream resembled
in manner and
stature the conductor of the street car,
whereas the man who
knocked against her in the dream tore likeness
to the interfering man of the street car, so that there
was a reversal of
roles or exchange of personalities in the dream,
as compared
with the real events in the street car. This
exchange was not
quite perfect, not quite unmixed, however. For
the man in the
dream who knocked against her, while resembling the
interfering
man in the street car scene in manner and dress was
aljnost
identical in attire and physiognomy with the real owner of
the
dog which had figured in the hysterical attack above related.
On the other hand, the interfering man of the dream, while
having the manner and the thin and short stature of the conductor of the street car, had no facial likeness to any one she
(consciously) knew, whereas his clothing was a checked suit,
exactly like the one worn by a remote relative of the patient,
who played an important part in her life.
,

The street locality of the dream was one that she recognized as belonging to a street in her neighborhood and which
had aroused her attention two weeks previously and awakened old
associations connected with it.
The dream scene, therefore, just like the scene in the hysterical attack, was compounded from various sources: First:
From the street car event, with reversal of roles of two of the
acting parties. Second: From a street scene, seen by her two
weeks previously and arousing old recollections. Third: From
the. facial appearance and attire of the owner of the dog which
had appeared in the scene of the hysterical attack. Fourth:
From events in the patient's life connected with a remote relative of hers, the connection being established by the identity
of the dress of that relative with the dress of one of the actors
in the dream.

.Another point of interest in the street quarrel dream
above related by me was the role of the checked suit figuring
in that dream.
This article of clothing worn by one of the
acting parties in the dream appears at first sight as an object
of no importance to the patient, but it gained great significance
as a psychic factor, in her case, by having been worn in actual
.

.
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life by a relative of hers, and by
leading up to the discovery
of events which concerned her very
deeply.
She had been
terested
friendly, helping way in this
relative, and ?he
latter repaid
a very bad manner the kindness
shown him
Living in the same house as the patient,
he entered her sleeping
room on two occasions when she was in
bed, with apparently no
good intent. These transgressions on
the part of her relative
to judge from the records of the patient's
case, led to an
accumulation of her hysterical attacks at
that time.

ma

m

In other words, a factor of decided psychic
importance for
the patient figured under the guise of an
object in itself entirely insignificant, irrelevant to her, and
analysis of the
dream, that is, tracing of the dream thoughts,
revealed the
psychic factor of importance .253

PRINCE AND WATERMAN. -.The nine dreams which follow
were all dreamed
by the same woman, a patient of Morton Prince and G. A.
Waterman.
The paragraph which precedes the dreams will aid in the
understanding of some of the dream symbolism:
In the Corcoran Gallery, at Washington, there is a picture
by Watts, known as Love and Life. In this picture Life is represented by a female figure treading a narrow, rocky path along the
edge of a precipice. This figure, limp and weary, is guided by
another personifying Love, who holds her by the hand and helps
her over the obstacles of the path, and prevents her from falling
over the precipice. In this picture the artist symbolizes in a
pictorial representation with paint and canvas a conception of
life, which we may suppose has been constructed out of the ideas
and feelings which had been previously deposited by the general
mental experiences of his life. The picture is therefore a condensed visual representation of ideas which had been previously
elaborated and experienced in his consciousness.

DREAM

1
"C. was somewhere and saw an old woman who appeared
to be a Jewess
She was holding a bottle and a glass , and seemed
to be drinking whiskey ; then this woman changed into her own
mother who had the bottle and glass, and appeared likewise to
be drinking whiskey; then the door opened and her father appeared.
.

.

253Bronislaw Onuf, "Dreams and Their Interpretation as Diagnostic and Therapeutic Aids in Psychopathology, " Journal of
Abnormal Psychology k (19IO), 3UO-342.
,
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He had on her husband's dressing gn^n
of wood in his hand.
.

,

and he was holding tvo stick

—

.on the morning of that day she had
visited as a social
Later, after retiring to bed, feeling
somewhat
she took a teaspoonful of whiskey
This reminded
.

worker a

Je^.

iaint,
her of
her mother, who had been an invalid, and who
used to have beside
her bad a glass of whiskey and water which she
sometimes took at
night.
This made her think how one day her (the subject's)
husband had sent her mother a bottle of whiskey and
how on
that day she had telephoned to her mother, but the
mother did
not come to the telephone. Instead her sister came,
and she,
C, asked why the mother did not come, and said,
"Is mamma tipsy?"
The sister did not at once understand, and she had to
repeat
this question several times, and they laughed heartily
over it.
It became a family joke.
Then it also came to her mind that
she had rung the bell for some wood in the course of the day,
but that it had not been sent up to her apartment; she felt annoyed in consequence. Then again her thoughts were occupied
with going abroad (as she was planning to do), and she thought
of her father how she used to read with him a good deal about
going abroad, and how he used to tell her about Europe, and she
also thought that her son would need a new dressing gown before
they started abroad because his was too thick and heavy; and that
reminded her of her husband's dressing gown which had been a
nuisance in traveling because it was so hard to pack on account
of being too heavy.
.

,

,

All these thoughts floated through her mind just before goin^
to sleep. Analyzing the memories of them and of the day, it is
clear that we have practically all of the elements out of which
the dream scene was constructed: Jewess, mother, father, bottle
of whiskey, glass, husband's dressing gown, two sticks of wood
.

PSYCHOANALYSIS
As to the first scene a rich collection of memories was
obtained. It appeared that on the previous morning the subject
had walked with a poor Jewess through the slums, and had passed
by some men who had been drinking
This led her to think at the
time of the lives of these poor people; of the temptations to
which they were exposed; of how little we know of this side of
life and of its temptations
She wondered what the effect of
such surroundings, particularly of seeing people drinking , would
have upon the child of the Jewess. She wondered if such people
ought to be condemned if they yielded to drink and other temptaShe thought that she herself would not blame such people
tions.
.

.

.
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th^t we ought not to condemn
them.
Then
IT/ psychoanalysis
^"-^l^^^^^"^^
in the
there came memories of her m
other
whnL
Character she admired, and who never
conde.n.H ^^1"!"- lH'^
remembered how her mother, who was
an invalid

alwav^h.^

i

'^'^^
°^
nigh^^^and^irL 1am\?y^^^
used to joke her about it. Then
came memories again of her
husband sending bottles of whiskey
to her mother? of
ginking It at night; of the men whom she had se^n, ?he Utter
who had
been drinking
These, very briefly, were the
expediences accompanied by strong feeling tones which
were called up as associative memories of this scene of the
dream. With these in
'° construct a logical though s^bolic
meaning
mean^ni'of\r'
f^'^'^n'
of it.
In the dream a Jewess not the
Jewess, but a type)
IS in the act of drinking whiskey—
in othe"ords, the poor, whom
^^^j;^^^ yi^Id to the temptation which the dreiner
IT, ^^^^^^/^f
had
thought of with considerable intensity
of feeling during the
day.
The dreamer's own judgment, after
considerable cogitation,
had been that such people were not to be
condemned. Was she
right? The dream answers the question,
for the Jewess changes in
the dream to her mother, for whose judgment
she had the utmost
respect. Her mother now drinks the whiskey
as she had actually
done
life, a logical justification (in view of
her mother's
fine character and liberal opinion) of her
own belief, which was
somewhat intensely expressed in her thoughts of that
morning,
a belief in not condemning poor people who
yield to such temptaThe dream s cene is therefore the symbolical representation
and justi fication of her own belief and answers the
doubts" and
~
scruples that beset her mindT
'

ufef^^fh
.

m
•

The second scene is capable of a simpler interpretation.
It is the fulfilljnent of a wish.
It will be remembered that
the subject wished for and had ordered some firewood to be
sent
to her room on that day.
In the pre-sleeping state the recollection of the fact, and the feeling of annoyance had recurred.
In the dream the wish had been fulfilled the wood was brought,
but it was her father who brought it, two sticks, this number,
probably, because she was in the habit of putting two sticks on
the fire, and the number, therefore, that she wished at that
moment. Very possibly her father, in her husband's dressing gown,
can be interpreted as an example of what Freud calls "condensation," the fusion in this case of two persons in one with a common trait. Both her father and husband would naturally have been
inclined to gratify her wishes. On the principle of "condensation,
the former dressed in the latter 's dressing gown would symbolize
this trait. Her father and this dressing gown had their origin,
as we have seen, in the pre-sleeping states, and were made use
,
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of "by the dream pr
neglected and thus
wish. 25^

^^^^ ^0 xb H ana a
ii i aon t have help I am lo
(She meant that she would change again.)
She began to call
^Dr. Prince:
and you were there and you laughed, and
said,
Well, you will have to fight the damned thing
yourself."
Then she woke up, paralyzed with fright.
...J,

:

'

Psychoanalysis
She thought during the days "before the dream that life
was
that she must not he afraid of changing she was so
depressed she thought she would change to A. She thought she
must not be afraid then she thought it was hard work not to be
afraid. She though perhaps it would be a good thing is she
could be B, and happy. She felt so discouraged she did not
care much; she thought it was such a struggle, that if Dr. P.
did not help her she would surely change; she thought he was
tired of her; she did not blame him; she thought the future
looked as black as night; these were not thoughts; I mean these
disconnected ideas just floated through her mind
she was almost
asleep.
a struggle;

;

;

.

.

Climbing or toiling up a hill has been a frequently recurring episode in distressing dreams. The recurrence of this
particular action suggests that it expressed a strongly organized
idea.
The act of toiling up a hill in her mind symbolizes a
mental attitude towards life that is so deeply rooted that
it has almost the characteristic of an insistent idea.
Symbolically it is her conception of life. She looks upon life on
its moral side as a constant struggle and toil against difficulties; she seems to be always baffling with the practical
problems of life. The idea that "life was a struggle," was
indeed one of the pre-sleeping thoughts. The same idea is

25^Morton Prince, "The Mechanism and Interpretation of Dream
Journal of Abnormal Psychology 5, No. 5 (1910), ihj-lhQ, 153-155
,
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symbolized in other dreams by the rocky
path she is treadi ng.

sensation that some one or thing was fn1l nwinp
her
may be traced to tvo ideas which had been
frequen tly in her
mmd
the past, and during the days preceding
the dream.
It
may be therefore interpreted as having a double
meaning. To
appreciate this it will be necessary to explain
the situation.
During the previous few weeks she had been
going through a period
of stress and strain resulting in much mental
perturbation. She
had thought that if she did not get hold of
herself she might
disintegrate again into the personalities A and B.
She had
been^free from this disintegration, that is, completely
synthesized into the normal personality for a year and
a half.
The idea of disintegrating therefore became a terror
for her,
and loomed up as a dreadful possibility. This
possibility even
expressed itself as a feeling at times that A and B were
near
or about.
In the earlier days when disintegration actually

m

occurred, she often had the thought that she must not be
afraid
of relapsing because fear might bring about a relapse, the
dreaded result, and during the days preceding the dream this
thought, that she must not be afraid of changing, often occupied
her thoughts. We have seen that this idea was prominent in the
pre-sleeping thoughts. She had a fear that fear would tend to
disintegrate her; hence in the dream she said to herself, "I
must not show that I am frightened or this thing will come to
catch me." "This thing," interpreted through these associated
memories, would mean the disintegration into A and B.
,

The second set of associative memories which may be symbolized by this part of the dream is the fear of suicide which
is linked with illness.
That is to say, in her mind the consequences of relapsing again into a condition of double personality are so terrifying that suicide has seemed to her preferable.
It had loomed up as a possible solution of her psychological difficulties, and, at times, as a choice of evils,
seemed preferable. At times she had felt "rather haunted" by
the idea of suicide, and had "a subconscious feeling that suicide is dogging my steps." It may be fairly said then that
disintegration and suicide are so closely linked that both were
symbolized by the dream feeling "of some one or thing following
her."

Next in the dream she sees two clouds or shadows , one was
black and one red. Now as a fact in everyday life, whenever
she thinks of herself as A or B she actually visualizes a cloud
which she seems to see over her left shoulder. When she thinks
of A the cloud is black , and when of B it is red. This is an
example of colored thinking. Here then the waking fear persisting
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in the dream becomes fulfilled in the form of a
symbol which has
been furnished by the material of everyday life.

Recognizing the clouds, she exclaims, "My God, it is A and
B." This expression is a recurrent memory and almost the identical words she has used to herself in times past, when she came
to herself and found that she had been through a change to one
or the other of the two personalities, "My God I" she would exclaim,
'
"I have lost time again," meaning, "l have changed to A or B."
In the dream she continues, "if I don't have help I am lost,"
(the dream thought again being 'change'), and she began to call
for her physician.
Shortly before the dream she had actually
"thought that if she didn't have help she would be lost," and
in the pre-sleeping state "that if Dr. P. did not help her she
would surely change." During the period of alternations in
personality she had often appealed to me as her physician for help,
so that this dream expression was a simple recurrence of many pre-

vious experiences.
In the dream I appear and laugh, and answer her appeal by
saying, "Well, you will have to fight the damned thing yourself."
This again is in substance a recurring experience.
I had often
as her associated memories showed, laughingly brushed aside
her fears and treated them lightly. I had often lectured her
upon the undesirability of her depending upon me to pull her
out of her difficulties and exhorted her to depend more upon
herself and to use her will power, etc. I must confess that I
am responsible for the profanity which is also a recurrent experience, and it is a veridical memory. 255

DREAM

She was in the rocky path of Watts 's, barefooted,
stones hurt her feet, few clothes, cold, could hardly climb that
path; she saw you there, and she called you to help her, and you
said, "I cannot help you, you must help yourself." She said,
Let me see if I
"Well, you have got to.
"I can't, I can't."
cannot hammer it into your head." You picked up a stone and
hammered her head, and with every blow you said, "I can't be
bothered, I can't be bothered." And every blow sent a weight
down into her heart so she felt heavy-hearted. She woke and saw
you pounding with a stone; you looked cross.
3

'

255prince, 156-159-
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The subject vent on to recall that she had
telephoned me
the morning asking for medical assistance.
"You said over
the telephone, 'I cannot possibly come to
see you to-day!
I
have engagements all the day and into the evening.
I vill send
Dr. W., you must not depend on me.
I didn't say anything about
It, but It played ducks and drakes with me
the other night," (that
is when I neglected other engagements to make
her a professional
visit because of an attack of migraine from which was
was suffering)

m

.

Psychoanalysis
The rocky path of Watts 's picture (Love and Life) like
"toiling up a hill" symbolizes, as we shall see more fully in
another dream, her dominating idea of life, and, as in the
picture, she was treading the stones barefooted; that she had
few clothes and was cold may well be referred to the somatic
peripheral impressions actually experienced at the time, for
"she was cold while she was asleep."

The call for "help" has a special significance. It referred
to "help" through certain psychological work which she had undertaken, and for which she depended upon my assistance. As work
it meant more than the word would seem to signify because to her
mind it meant the solution of one of the problems of her present
life, and, as she thought, from a medical point of view, her
salvation. She had been told that she must have an interest in
life, and for this purpose had taken up this psychological work;
she had been fitting herself for it for some time by study; now
it seemed to her this new object of life had been taken from her.
For it so happened that after patiently waiting for about a month
for certain promised material which was necessary, I had been
unable to see her, even when she required medical assistance, and
had advised her, both in response to the telephone message and on
several other occasions, that it would be desirable, on account
of the great demand on my time, that she should put herself in
the hands of another physician.
This, womanlike, she interpreted
as being equivalent to losing the opportunity to carry on her
work. The work meant her salvation, and yet she must get along
alone without it; she had tried hard to forget herself, to lose
herself in this work; to solve the problem of life in this way,
and now the work was to be taken from her; she felt that it was
unjust. These thoughts, the analysis showed, went through her
mind over and over again. They were accompanied by an intense
emotional tone of despair, because the loss had a double significance
that of inability to pursue her chosen calling, and
that of the one thing which she thought would save her from
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relapsing into her former state of disintegration.
All this
emotion was accentuated hy the fact that
she was ill at the
time from an attack of migraine, and also
in a state of nervous
instability.
So she makes the same appeal in her dream as
she toils up
the hill of life, and I tell her that she must
help herself
Just as over the telephone I had said, "You must not
depend'upon
me.
Although I had referred to medical assistance, in
her mind '
through the interpretation which she actually put
upon it, my
refusal was identified with the loss of work. She felt
that
going to another physician would he of no use, as it was
this
particular work alone that would help. Hence, in the d^eam
she
said, I can't help myself."
"Well, you have got to," I replied;
let me see if I can't hammer it into your head."
"I can't be
bothered." ^Her we have a recurrence of a pre -sleeping thought
which was, "I must not bother him; I should think I would get
that into my head after a while":
and then, "If my heart was not
like a stone I should weep"; and so in her dream I hammer it into
her head with a stone.
_

Furthermore, after telephoning, she thought, "I must not
^o^her him, he can't be bothered "; and this thought, with the
others, recurred again and again in her mind. It was one of the
pre-sleeping thoughts, and so it recurs again in the dream, for
I said, "I can't be bothered, I can't be bothered." With every
blow of the stone she became heavy-hearted, as she did when the
same thoughts dominated her mind while awake
.

All this that I have described comes out clearly in the
memories which were reproduced in the psycho-analysis, particularly those of the pre-sleeping state.
The interpretation of the dream as a whole thus would seem
to be clear.
It is simply a dramatic symbolic reproduction of
a dominating idea of life, of her wish and of her disappointment.
It is an imaginary fulfillment, not of a wish, but of a loss or
disappointment; indeed, it might be regarded as the non-fulfillment
of a wish.

DREAM h
The subject dreamt that she was in a great ballroom
where everything was very beautiful
She was walking about,
and a man came up to her and asked, "Where is your escort?" She
.

.

"

replied,
He then said, "You cannot stay here, we
I am alone ."
do not want any lone women
.

256prince, I59-I62.
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In the next scene she was in a theater
and was going to sit
dovn, when some one came and said the same
thing to her:
"You
can't stay here, we do not want any lone women
here ." Then she
vas in ever so many places, but wherever she went
she had to
leave because she was alone:
they would not let her stay. Then
she was in the street; there was a great crowd,
and she saw her
husband quite a little way ahead, and struggled to
get to him
through the crowd. When she got quite near she saw.
./^hat
we may interpret as a symbolical representation of
happiness/.
Then sickness and nausea came over her, and she thought
there'
was no place for her there either.
.

Psychoanalysis
It appears that the subject had been confined to her apartment during the whole preceding week, completely alone. The
day preceding the dream she had missed her son (W. ) very much,
and had thought of him all day, and had wished that some one
would come in to see her. She had thought of going to visit some
friends, and had also thought of her visit there last year, and o
the ballroom of the Pension Building where the presidential inaugural ball was held; of how beautifully it was decorated; she
thought also of having gone to the Opera Comique with her son,
and that if her were only with her now they could go out together
She had felt very lonely
.

This feeling of loneliness has often been a more or less
persisting and dominating idea. While circumstances have forced
upon her a life of seclusion, she nevertheless feels that she
cannot be alone any more; that she must have some society; must
have her friends and not continue in her lonely way of living.
At times in the intensity of this feeling she walks the rooms
feeling the situation keenly. She says to herself that she
"
cannot be alone ," etc. This feeling results in depression and
sadness. The subject has often remarked when remonstrated with
"
that people did not want a lone woman ," meaning an odd woman,
at social entertainments, and in consequence has often refused
invitations

On the day following the dream she kept thinking that there
was no place for her in the world, though she did not remember
the dream.
This symbolized idea of loneliness has been found
to run through a number of dreams. At one time she is walking
alone along a steep, rocky road, parallel to another smooth,
pleasant road filled with her friends, but where she is not
allowed. At another, at an open-air concert in a garden where
are many people, but she sits alone, and so on.
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^^^^^ ^^=ts the action of this dream was
nothing
hn. ,1
but
the symbolical expression of a
recurrent thought to which
strong feelxng was attached. As to the
scene of the beautiful
ballroom of the first part of the dream,
the material is plainly
to be found in the thoughts of the
preceding day. Invited to
visit Washington, she recalled the room
in the Pension Building a^^
she saw It last March decorated for the
inaugural ball; she had
thought It very beautiful.
The scene in the theater owes its origin to the
fact that
her mind had dwelt upon having gone to the theater
with her son
Paris about six weeks previously. She now thought
that if her
son were with her they could go out together in the
evening:
that being alone she could not enjoy such pleasures.

m

In the street scene " she struggled to get through the
crowd ."
From the associated memories this would seem to symbolize
a
thought which has run a great deal through her mental life;
namely, that of her "great struggle to overcome herself, and
get somewhere," that is, achieve the end in view. In the
dream she struggles, but only to be disappointed in the end.
The analysis of this scene would carry us too far into the
intimacy of her life to justify our entering upon it.

Interpretation
The analysis of this dream substantially carries with it
its interpretation.
The material out of which it is constituted,
the ballroom, theater, feeling of loneliness, the undesirability
of "lone women," all this may be found in the thoughts of the
preceding day, and in a certain insistent idea which has run
through her mental life. The dream is plainly a symbolical
representation of this insistent idea or belief, and in its
action the dream became a fulfillment of the truth of this belief in that she found no place for herself in the social world. 257

DREAM

She dreamed that she was in a dark, gloomy, rocky
place, and she was walking with difficulty, as she always does in
her dreams, over this rocky path, and all at once the place was
filled with cats. They were everywhere, under her feet and hanging on the trees, which were full of them. She turned in terror
to go back, and there in her path was a frightful creature like
5

.

25Tiprince, l62-l6h.
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f

IZl
neck; \
he

'"^^^
^^"Si^g
his face and
had a sort of skin over him for covering;
his legs and
arms were hare, and he had a club. A wild
figure. Behind him
were hundreds of men like him— the whole
place was filled with
them, so that in front were cats and behind
were wild men
This
man said to her that she would have to go
forward through those
cats, and that if she made a sound they would
all come down on
her and smother her, but if she went through
them without making
a sound she would never again feel any regret
about the past
She realized that she must choose between death
from the wild
men, and the journey over the cats, so she started
forward.
Now
her dream of course she had to step on the cats (the
subject
here shivers and shudders), and the horror of knowing
that they
would come on her if she screamed caused her to make such
an
effort to keep still that the muscles of her throat contracted
in her dream (they actually did contract, I could feel them).
She waded through the cats without making a sound, and then she
saw her mother and tried to speak to her. She reached out her
hands and tried to say, "O mammal" but she could not speak, and
then she woke up feeling nauseated, frightened, and fatigued,
wet with perspiration. Later, after waking, when she tried to
speak, she could only whisper.

m

Psychoanalysis

When narrating the dream in hypnosis the subject said that
the "rocky path of the dream was a literal visual reproduction of
the path in Watts 's picture called Love and Life ." This picture
she had recently seen during a visit to Washington where it hangs
in the Corcoran Gallery.
"Neither of the figures appear in the
dream, but the figure of Life symbolizes a part of her feelings
and attitude of mind towards life in general." The picture, as
a whole, "minus the figure of Love, symbolizes what she has dreamed
many times
.

After waking from hypnosis, when catechised about the picture,
the subject said that "the painting by Watts had interested her
greatly, more than any picture she had ever seen, because the
figure of Life in its look of helplessness typified her attitude
of mind in some respects; if the figure of Love was removed the
picture would represent the way life seems to her
cold, bare,
bleak, and lonely."
In the dream, while under the emotional influence of this
"dark, gloomy, rocky place," suddenly a swarm of cats appear
before her. It appears that this subject has a horror of cats,
a regular phobia, which can be traced to a fright which she received
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from a cat when she was five or
six years old. All her life
she
has dreamed of cats, and they
constantly appear in her nightmares
It would seem to be a firmly organized
and conserved comp?ex which
recurs over and over again in such
dissociated states. As cals
are associated with the affects of
terror and apprehension so
anything that awakens this emotion in
dreams is liable to excite
the pictures of cats as symbols of
fear. A study of a number of
dreams
which cats appear seems to justify the
interpretation
that apprehension aroused by the difficult
ties which beset the
path of life, and block the future, are
symbolized in a stereotyped way by the awakening of this terror-producing
cat complex.
For example, she dreams she is in a rowboat,
under distressing
circumstances; she endeavors to row the boat which
contains her
husband, who is ill; a storm comes up, the boat
is tossed about
the waves dash over it, and its passage is
blocked, so to speak,
by the storm. Then she is overwhelmed with terror
as the waves
turn to cats which aljnost smother her and swamp the
boat.

m

Returning to our dream, she turns to go back, and is confronted by the "wild men."
For several years, because of trouble and illness, the subject has been in the habit of thinking of life as being "wild."
She often has used the word "wild" to express this feeling. This
idea would seem to be symbolized in the dream by the wild men,
much as an artist might so express it in a picture.
As these men threaten her with death if she goes back so
she has felt strongly that she must not think of the past!
that it is madness, it tears her to pieces; that no matter how
distressing the present may be, no matter how impossible the
future may seem, she must look forward, not back; she thinks
of life with a feeling of terror as in her dream she thinks
of the cats in front.
,

In the dream she is promised that if she goes forward
out making a sound (i.e. speaking or complaining) she will
again have any regrets about the past, i.e. suffer because
she has lost and other troubles. This is almost a literal
eration of what she has said herself.

withnever
of what
reit-

She often thinks that she must keep things to herself; that
she must be uncomplaining and self-reliant; she tells herself this
every day, and she sometimes thinks that if she can only bear her
troubles bravely, surely by and by she will be happier.

258prince, l64-l68.
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^||AM_|.— This

dream occurred twice on succeeding
night^
She
dreamed she was in the same rocky,
dark mth she
a^wa;! in
Watts s path— but with tree s besides
(tLre Ire always Sees
a hillside
or a canon).
The wind was blowing veJy hard
and
could hardly walk on account of
something, as is aLays the case
Some one, a
came rushing past her with his
hand over his*
(or her) eyes.
This figure said, " Don't look, von wi n
bl blinded
She was at the entrance of a great c
ave; suddenly it flashed Ught
in the cave, like a flashlight
picture, and theJ-e, d own on the
ground jou were lying, and you were
bound round and r nlTJ.l
bonds of some kind and your clothes
were torn and dirty a nd your
face was covered with blood, and
you looked terribly anguished
and all over you there were just hundreds
of little gnomes or
pigmies or brownies, and they were torturing
you
Some of them
had axes, and were chopping on your legs
and arras, and some
were sawing you. Hundreds of them had
little things like josssticks, but shorter, which were red hot
at the ends, and they
were jabbing them into you. It was something
like Gulliver
and the little creatures running over him.
You saw C, and you
said,_^ 0, Mrs. C, for heaven's sake
get me out of this damned
^^^^y^ s^^ar in C's dreams.) She was horrified,
and
^°!-r„^
said 0 Dr. Prince, I am coming," but she
could not move she
was rooted to the spot; and then it all went
away, everything
became black, as if she was blinded, and then it
would flash
again and illuminate the cave, and she would see
you again.
This happened ^^three or four times in the dream.
She kept saying,
I am coming,
and struggled to move and she woke up saying it.
In the same way she could not move when she woke up.
and she could
~
not see.

L
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fi^,

'

.

,

,
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Interpretation
The dream proved to be a symbolic representation of the
subject's conception of life (the rocky path); of her dread of
the future, which for years she has said she dared not face;
of
her feeling that the future was "blind" in that she could not
"see anything ahead"; of the thought that she would be overwheLned, "lost," "swept away," is she looked into and realized
the future, and she must not look
And yet there are moments
in life when she realizes vividly the future; and so in the dream
one of these moments is when she looks into the cave (the future),
and in the flash of light the realization comes,
she sees her
son (metamorphoses through substitution of another person) tortured, as she has thought of him "tortured" and handicapped
(bound) by the moral "pin pricks" of life.
Then follows the
symbolic representation (paralysis) of her utter "helplessness"
to aid either him or any one else or alter the conditions of her
.
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own life. Finally follows the prophesied
consequences of this
realization. She is overcome by blindness,
and to this extent
the dream is a fulfillment of a fear.

Nearly every element of the motive and mate.rial
of this
dream could be found in the thoughts, either of the
pre -sleeping
state or of previous periods of her life. The elements
of the
dream and the determining factors can be matched. 259

DREAM T.-— She dreamed that she vas sitting on the terrace on
the
shore of the lake at Lucerne. The water was covered with
boats
and the streets were filled with people hurrying toward the
lake.
Everybody about her was. happy and joyous. As they appeared below
her she recognized various friends who, in passing, waved or bowed
to her, and said, "Why don't you go?"
(No one said to her, "Why
don't you come?"),' She felt forlorn and buried her face in her
hands.
Suddenly she felt a touch on her shoulder, and her friend
who had recently died stood there dressed all in black. In her
hand she held a glass filled with a dark liquid, which she offered
to the patient, and said, "Drink this and come with me." But
the patient said, "My doctor says there is_ something in life for
me; that there is joy and something to live for," to which the
woman replied, "Did I find anything in life? Drink this."^^^

DREAM 8

She dreamed that she was in bed and awoke and thought
that she must get up in order to be ready when Mr. X came.
(The
evening before the dream the patient had spent with one of her
friends, Mr. X, who had promised to take a walk with her on the
succeeding morning.) Then she dreamed that she was combing her
hair, and that it flew out in all directions.
She thought that
Mr. X would not care for it that way, because he had not liked
it the way it was dressed the night previous, when it really
looked so much better. Then she and Mr. X were on the embankment leaning over the rail and watching the sunset. All at
once it was dark, and the air over the river was filled with
large balloons, iridescent like soap bubbles, and there were
people on them. They watched them for a moment, and Mr. X said,
"l must have one," and caught one and was at once seated on it
and floating off among the others
Then she tried to catch two
.

.
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or three, but each one burst as she touched
it, and she thought.
There IS nothing bright for me." Suddenly she
was in a rocky
path, dressed only in her nightgown.
She was cold and the
wind was blowing hard. The river lay below her,
with the bubbles
and people on them, floating over it. Above
the others was Mr
Z. (another friend, who is particularly
successful in business
and whom she always pictures as being on the crest
of things).
He was kicking his bubble to make it go, as one
spurs a horse*.
He was higher than the others and seemed gleeful and
happy.
.

.

Suddenly the dead woman (of the previous dream) appeared
beside her and pressed close to her as she toiled wearily up
the path, bowed forward, putting one foot painfully before
the
other. The weight of the woman's body was against her and the
wind was blowing strongly in her face. This woman offered her
a glass filled with a dark liquid, holding it to her mouth,
and
saying, "Drink, for once dead you never shall return." And she
(the dreamer) drew back and sat down on a rock and thought, "Why
shouldn't I drink it? It is not true that there are bright
things in the world for me.
It is only a struggle."
So she
took the glass and put it to her lips. It was bitter, oh, so
bitter, and hot, too. It puckered her mouth and she said, ""oh,
I cannot drink it
Life is bitter enough, but this death is
more bitter still." Then she threw the glass away from her
and it rolled on the ground, changed into a bubble, and floated
off among the others
I

At this moment she awoke with a headache, feeling very cold
and perspiring all over her chest. She felt sick and wretched
and, as she got up for the hot water bottle, she thought, "What
makes my mouth so bitter ?" She brushed her teeth and went to
bed again. The headache continued, however, during the succeeding day and disappeared only upon recalling the memories of
the dream and explaining them.
Here, then, we see that the patient in her dream symbolizing
death as "the bitter cup," drinks of the cup, and as result the
bitter taste persists as a physiological phenomenon on awaking,
and she feels sick and miserable until the memories of the dream
are recalled and explained.
.

.

Throughout this dream we see the pessimistic feelings and
state of depression of the patient pervading the "latent content,"
and forming the true dream thoughts which are symbolically expressed in the dramatic representation of the dream. The brightcolored bubbles represented the happy things of life which everybody was enjoying, and even the friend who was with her left her
Her feeling that there is nothing in life
to participate in them.
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for her vas expressed by the bursting of these bubbles upon her
attempt to grasp them. Her constant thought of death and suicide
are symbolized by the return of her friend from the dead to offer
her the bitter cup of death as she toils wearily along the path
of life. The transformation of this glass into the bubble is
sym.bolic of the happiness and joy -which follows death. 2^1

DREAM 9
She dreamed that she was in a forest with all sorts
of animals wandering about. There were elephants, rabbits, tigers,
squirrels, mice
two of every kind
and she thought, "Well, her am
I, the only one of my kind"; and then the monstrosity appeared.
He
had a long striped body, like a tiger. His legs were short, like
an alligator's legs, so that his body lay close to the ground; the
feet had long claws; he had a long neck like a giraffe; the head
vas that of a man and yet seemed different, more as if it belonged
to a statue of marble, a sort of Apollo.
It was horrible and terrible.
It said to her, "I am the only one of my kind and we shall
have to go together." She said, "Who are you?" and the animal
replied, "l am Love." She was frightened and ran away. Then she
came to a lake and ran right into it.
She was dressed in an evening gown that she had worn some six years before this, but which
she had long since forgotten. As she entered the water she did
not have the sensation of wet or cold, but just felt that the
water was around her. It was full of eddies, and she would whirl
around in these, going from one to the other, and enjoying it
immensely. All about her were bright -colored fishes. She felt
joyful and happy.
.

Suddenly she entered an enormous eddy that seemed to her
like a great vase, and she went down and down until she could
look up through the water and see the fishes playing above her.
There
Then she went through the bottom and into a great cave
running
in
every
all was dark, but she could discern passages
direction. She went through one of these and saw ahead of her
a steep, rocky mountain, just outside the mouth of the cave.
As she reached the foot of the mountain a voice, which she recognized as that of a friend, called to her from the top of the mountain, and said, "Come up here," and she said, "I can't." The
voice replied, "Yes, you can, because up here is all that you
desire." She then felt that it would be nice to get there and
started to toil up the hillside. It was very steep and hard.
The stones rolled under her feet, and she slipped and crawled and
struggled, catching with her hands at the rocks and bushes. She
felt that she must keep on, because at the top she would find
peace and happiness.
.
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oat;

was overpowered, by a

deathly sickness and disappointment and awoke
feeli
and sick.

Psychoanalysis
In seeking the origin of the material from which
this
dream was constructed, the following train of thoughts
was found
to have passed through her mind in the few moments
previous to
going to sleep. She had wondered what she should do during
the
coming summer and thought that it would be nice to go into
the
Maine woods and camp for a while. She thought that her son
would
enjoy the hunting and fishing there. And then she thought
of
a dress that she was having made and which she had tried
on that
day.
Then she thought of a statue in the Luxembourg and tried
to recall it to her mind.
This statue was the figure of a woman
embracing a man. The woman's head was that of a Sphinx and her
hands were terrible claws, which were tearing into the flesh of
the man's shoulders as she embraced him.
The man's face wore
an expression of horror and great agony. The patient had also
recently been discussing the figure of Love in the picture by
Watts, and had said, rather bitterly, that she would not portray
Love as a gentle and protecting angel, but as a figure made up
of the body of a lion, the claws of a tiger, and the head of an
angel; because, while love attracts and lures one on, it always
rends and tears one
So it is apparent that the material for the "manifest content"
of her dream was furnished by the most recent of her waking thoughts
while the "latent content" was but the expression of the feeling
of loneliness and hopelessness which she had been so constantly
attempting to repress throughout her daily life. 262

HENRY AXFORD ,---In the ninth volume of the "Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London" a curious case is given by
the Archdeacon Squire, of a person, who, after having been dumb
for years recovered his speech by means of a dream during a similar condition of sleep, but produced by another cause. One day,
in the year 17^1, Henry Axford got very much in liquor, so much
so, that on his return home at night to Devizes, he fell from
his horse three or four times, and was at last taken up by a

262^aterman, 204-206.
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neighbor, and put to bed in a house on the
road.
He soon fell
asleep; when, dreaming that he vas falling
into a furnace of burning wort. It put him into so great an agony
of fright that
struggling with all his might to call out for help,
he actually
did call aloud, and recovered the use of his
tongue that moment,
as effectually as he ever had it in his life,
without the lea-t
hoarseness or alteration in the old sound of his voice. 263

263j. G. Belcher, "The Romance of Sleep," Harper's Magazine
3^+, No. 203 (i86t), 6kh; "Dreams," Appleton's Journal
8, No. kQ
(1880), 557.
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